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ABSTRACT

Nāsir al-Dīn al-Mutarrizī al-Nahwī (d.610/1213) was one of the most renowned figures in
the field of Arabic Grammar. He has left an indelible mark on the world of Arabic
language and literature. He is also known as the successor of al-Zamakhsharī.
He wrote a number of books but his al-Misbāh fī al-Nahw gained prominence at a level
that no other book in this field could claim to achieve. For this reason, a great number of
commentaries have been written in every age, of which the most famous are al-Daw and
Khulāsat al-I‘rāb written by Tāj al-Dīn al-Isfrā’īnī and ‘Abd al- Karīm al-Tūsī (better
known as Hājjī Bābā) respectively. Moreover, its translation into other languages also
demonstrates its value as a useful book.

Although al-Misbāh has been edited on more than one occasion, the published editions
do not fulfil the needs and requirements of modern academic research criteria. The basic
aim of this thesis is to present this book with a current modern research style so that the
students, teachers and ordinary readers of Arabic language and literature may benefit
from this work.
This thesis is divided into two parts. The first part deals with the life history of the author
and his other works. A brief note of the environment under which he grew up (generally
referred to as the ‘Seljuk’ period) is also included in this part.
The second part consists of a text edition that deals with the derivation (Takhrīj) of
syntactical

issues

together

with

the

differing

opinions

of

grammarians

on

syntactical/grammatical issues. This part also proffers the idiomatic English translation of
al-Misbāh.
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INTRODUCTION

Nāsir al-Dīn al-Mutarrizī stands prominent in the field of Arabic grammar and literature
and has influenced many generations of grammarians in this particular area. Al-Mutarrizī
was born in the same year that the world renowned scholar al-Zamakhsharī passed away.
Al-Mutarrizī was a staunch follower of al-Zamakhsharī’s teachings with respect to the
views propagated by the al-Mu‘tazila School of Thought. For this reason, al-Mutarrizī
was called even during his life time the “successor of al-Zamakhsharī”. The wealth of
academic material that he left behind is enough to prove that he deserved the title of
“successor to al-Zamakhsharī”. Although al-Mutarrizī left behind such well known books
as al-Mughrib fī Lughaht al-Fiqh, al Mughrib fī Tartīb al-Mu‘rib and al-Īdāh fī Sharh alMaqāmāt, the al-Misbāh outshone them all.
Al-Mutarrizī mentions in the preface of this book that when he learned about ‘Abd alQāhir al-Jurjānī’s three books entitled al-Mi’a, al-Jumal and al-Tatimma, he prepared
for his son an abstract of these books in such a way that nothing important was left out
and anything unimportant was discarded. This book was well received by the literary
world for its brevity, conciseness and easy understanding. For this reason, copies of this
book are found in all the major libraries of the world. The number of commentaries
written on this book reflects its importance.

This thesis is divided into two parts. The first part includes six while the second part
consists of two chapters. The first chapter deals with the political, social, academic and
literary milieus under which the author grew up. Since the area of “Mā warā’ al-Nahr”
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was politically under the direct Seljuk rule, therefore, after the introduction of the Seljuk
period, I have described their rise and fall, their modes of governance, the importance
attached to the literature and the recognition accorded to the literati.
In the second chapter, I have tried to present a short history of Arabic grammar. It covers
from Sībawayh to al-Mubarrad, the Basrans and Kūfans and their role in Grammar is also
referred. The beginning of pedagogical grammar and the pedagogical grammar as a genre
is also discussed. The third chapter deals with the life history of the author, such as his
name, lineage, date and place of birth. This part also contains some excerpts from his
poetry as well as a brief note on the life of his two prominent teachers named Abū alMu’ayyad al-Muwaffaq al-Makkī, Abū Muhammad Sa‘īd al-Tājir and his pupil alQāsim ibn al-Husayn al-Khwārazmī who was a well known name of his time and gained
the title of “Sadr al-Afāzil” for his academic and literary contributions.

The historians have not done fair justice to the life history of al-Mutarrizī. A considerable
amount of material with reference to his life has not reached us. I have committed to pen
and paper whatever I could find from the reliable sources. This part also carries a brief
note of the commentaries written on al-Misbāh fī al-Nahw together with notes on the
value of each and every copy from a list of 31 copies in total. I have also added a concise
note to the already published work with all my honesty and diligence. In the same way I
have tried to specify how al-Mutarrizī, while following al-Jurjānī’s style adopted his
separate methodology for his book al-Misbāh..
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In the fourth chapter after describing ‘Abd al-Qāhir al-Jurjānī’s brief life history, I have
endeavoured to analyse his services as a grammarian and rhetorician as well as
determining the role he played in this field.

The fifth chapter caries the title “Importance of Knowledge and Penmanship in the
Medieval Period”. This chapter provides some information regarding the aims and
objectives of the Muslim education. The status of the‘Ulmā’ and Udabā’ , the literary
development during the medieval period is also discussed. The sixth chapter goes under
the title of “Codicology of the Arabic manuscripts and rules of text editing”. The
development of orthography and penmanship, the writing instruments, proceeding of
Islamic manuscripts to the Western countries, the British library and the India office
library are the sub-titles of this chapter.

The first chapter of the second part which is seventh in general deals with the text edition.
During the process of editing I had access to al-Misbāh’s thirty one copies. However, for
the purpose of comparison, I depended on only those seven copies that were nearer to the
author’s era according to their date of prescription. Moreover, these copies were free
from any insertions, cuttings or deletions as compared to other copies. Out of these
copies, only the oldest and most authentic was selected as a reference copy.

For the grammatical/syntactical issues that have been discussed with text edition, I have
referred to the basic sources for their derivation. I have also mentioned, here and there,
the difference of opinions among the grammarians on the syntactical issues.
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The opinion of al-Mutarrizī is also mentioned in different syntactical issues. The
Qur’ānic verses that appear in the manuscript are also put through the process of
derivation. Similarly the poetic verses and proverbs are also dealt with in the same
manner. If the name of a person appears in the text then I have added a brief note.

The second chapter of the second part which is eighth in general comprises the idiomatic
English translation of al-Misbāh. However, it was a very difficult task that I tried to
perform according to the best translation I was able to produce.

XVII

METHODOLOGY IN EDITING

In editing this work I have followed the following methodology:
1.

I have established the text of the work by comparing the different manuscripts.
When differences occur, I have chosen the most appropriate word or phrase from
the various manuscripts, so as to obtain the closest sense to that sought by the
original author of the work. On such occasions, alternative readings have been
given in the footnotes.

2.

I have written the text according to the standard rules of orthography, although the
manuscripts generally do not adhere to these. Thus, for example, they often neglect
to add the dots on the Arabic letters, as well as the hamzas.

3.

I have marked Qur’ānic verses by placing them between the symbols ﴾

﴿ which

are normally used for Qur’ānic verses. Then I have referred to the number of each
verse and the sūra from which it was taken.
4.

Similarly, with the verses of the poetry given by al-Mutarrizī in the work, I have
indicated the text from which they are cited. This has been done by referring back
to the dīwāns of the poet, should he have any, or otherwise by looking to the earliest
sources that have mentioned the verse. Furthermore, in the footnotes I have
completed the verses which al-Mutarrizī only gave in part.

5.

I have given references for the Arabic sayings which al-Mutarrizī cited in his work.
This was done by going back to the original sources, or, when the original is no
longer extant, to the secondary sources in which these are quoted.
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6.

With regards to the footnotes, in each chapter, I have chosen to number these
continuously from the beginning to the end of the chapter, while, in the third
chapter which is editing portion the numbers will go continuously.

7.

I have given brief biographical notes for those individuals mentioned in the work,
and for each individual have indicated at least three biographical references.

8.

If a line or part of it is dropped from the text, it is shown within the ordinary
brackets (

9.

).

If the omission exceeds more than a line or a page or pages, then it is indicated
within the angle brackets { }.

10.

The discussion of syntactical/grammatical issues is referred to the basic sources for
derivation.

11.

The difference of opinions of grammarians on syntactical issues is mentioned as
well as the opinion of the author, when he differs on any syntactical issue.

12.

The folio numbers of the reference copy are also mentioned in bold in the edited
text.

XIX

CHARACTERISTICS OF DIFFERENT MANUSCRIPTS OF AL-MISBĀH
I have used seven copies of al-Misbāh for this work. The copies are put in numerical
order
2.

Out of these seven, the most authentic and oldest OR/5795/2 copy which was taken
from the British Library is selected as a reference copy.

3.

The copies from no.1 to 6 are those kept at the British Library and in the

comparison copy no. OR/ 4330/1 is shown under numerical order no.1. in a similar way
OR 28/3 is given no. 2, BIJ 9 at no. 3, OR 4505/2 at no. 4, Delhi Arabic 1152 at No. 5,
Harley 5465/3 at No. 6 respectively.
4.

The copy obtained from the personal library of Shaykh Abū Sālih is assigned as
no.7.

5.

The difference among various copies can be seen under the title “Distinctiveness of
different copies” on page 136.

XX

Chapter: 1
Historical and Cultural Background
1. Introduction

The author of al-Misbāh, Nāsir al-Dīn al-Mutarrizī, was born in 538/1144 and died in
610/1213 at Jurjāniyya in Khwārazm, at a time when Khwārazm and the entire land of
Māwarā’al-nahr was under Seljuk rule. This was the time when the Seljuk Empire,
after reaching its ascendancy, was coming to its end after ruling for almost three
hundred years. Therefore, we will confine ourselves to this period in terms of finding
out who were Seljuks, how did they achieve the ruling power, what were the
characteristics of their rule and how did it come to an end? In addition, we will reflect
briefly on the political, social, economic and literary aspects of this period under
discussion.
The foundation of the Great Seljuk empire and the domination of the Muslim world
by the Turks is a turning point in the history of the Islamic world and Muslim people.
At a time when the Muslim world was suffering from both external and internal
crises, the Seljuks with their fresh power restored its political unity; with the new
elements and institutions which they brought, they endowed Islamic civilization with
a new vitality, and started it on a new phase.
In the words of Sayyid Abū al-A‘lā Mawdūdī, one of the greatest scholars of the
twentieth century, ‘‘the Seljuk period may be called the golden age of the Islamic
empire. This is the era when Muslims were leading the world under one central
command. After the decline of the Seljuk Empire, Muslims lost their power of
initiative and eventually fell victim to the rising power of the Tātārs.’’1
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1.1

Political History

1.1.1

The Seljuk’s Appearance in the History of the World

The pronunciation of the name of Seljuk, the forefather of the dynasty, has been
disputed.‘‘Selchük’’ was the most correct pronunciation, as determined by the famous
eleventh-century Turkish scholar Mahmūd Kāshghar.2 He also gave examples to
confirm this from subsequent Turkish sources. The Seljuk family was related to the
Qinq subdivision of the Oghuz. The father of the family had the name of Duqaq or
Tuqaq.3 In some sources the mistaken form of Luqmān, corrupted from Duqaq, is also
found.4
It should be mentioned that the title [laqab] Temir-Yaliā (with iron bow) was found
among the Duqaq Oghuz.5 This esteemed an important title indicated that its
possessor occupied a high position. He was given such a name because he was a
powerful leader [baş-buğ] and having a highest authority in the aforesaid region, he
was apparently related to a family that had held the chief position for some time. In
fact, even historical sources from the time of Tughril Beg agree on the noble descent
of Duqaq. In fact, Duqaq was apparently the most important person in the Oghuz state
after the Yabghu because of his position of responsibility in the government.
At one point he opposed a campaign that the Yabghu wanted to carry out against a
party of Turks and, as a result, a fight broke out in which he was wounded. However,
he was able to strike the Yabghu with a mace and knocked him from his horse. Some
2
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of the sources that discuss this dispute, in which Ibn Hassūl confused Duqaq with his
son Seljuk, report that Duqaq prevented a campaign against the Muslim countries, and
show this Oghuz baş-buğ as a defender of Islam.6 Although it is highly unlikely that
Islam had even spread among those Oghuz by the time this event took place, probably
between 875-885, the religious status of the Qinq tribe, the Duqaq family and other
Oghuz at that time at that period is not clear. Because the names Isrā’īl and Mikhā’īl
were found at that time among the Seljuk family, it has been proposed that they were
Christians or Jews. As there is no other evidence to support either contention, there is
no firm basis for these claims.
The Oghuz only began to adopt Islam in the second half of the tenth century, and
although Seljuk was depicted as the first Muslim from the family of Duqaq7, this does
not mean that there was no possibility that Duqaq himself might have had contact
with Islam. It would not be a mistake, however, to conclude that the Seljuk family still
believed in kamlik [shamanism] at that time.
Seljuk was born around the beginning of the tenth century and was seventeen or
eighteen years old when his father, Duqaq, died. He grew up under the tutelage of the
Yabghu, later occupied his father’s high position in the state, and became the sü-başı
[‘‘army commander’’] for the Oghuz Yabghu.8 Because the Turks had felt attached to
old and noble dynasties throughout history and had an ancient tradition based on the
belief that the ruler’s family was of divine origin, Seljuk was, like his father, certainly
at the head of large Oghuz groups and at that time controlled the military power of the
state with the title of sü-başı [‘‘governor/ commander’’].
Seljuk came to Jand, which was also an Oghuz city, on the left bank of the Jaxartes
[Syr Darya, Sayhūn] probably after AD 960.9 It was not far from Yangi-Kent and was
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a brother city between the Turkish and Islamic countries where Muslim emigrants
from Transoxiana lived.10
The coming of Seljuk to Jand marked a watershed in history. It was during this period
that a large number of Turkish groups began to adopt Islam en masse. Indeed, the
Islamic milieu was not unfamiliar to the religious views of many of them and others
were already at home in it. Seljuk believed in the necessity of adopting Islam not only
because of the need to live in the Muslim environment, but also for political reasons.
With great skill and statesmanship, he grasped the political and social conditions of
this new milieu, and after deciding with his associates to carry out this conversion,
requested religious officials from neighbouring Islamic lands like Bukhārā and
Khwārazm. He and the Oghuz loyal to him then became Muslims. Seljuk, saying that
he would not give kharāj [tax] to non-believers, namely, the officials of Oghuz
Yabghu who came to Jand to collect the annual taxes, forced them to leave and
undertook a struggle against the Oghuz state as a ghāzī, ready to embark upon a jihād
for Islam.11
From the fighting that constantly broke out, and as a result of which Seljuk was later
called ‘‘al-Malik al-Ghāzī’’, he gained two important advantages: first, he obtained
the help of some Muslims and the allegiance of those Turks who wanted to participate
in the battles; and secondly, he was successful in overcoming the authority of the
Yabghu in Jand and its surrounding area and in establishing an independent
government. Seljuk gradually increased his power and obtained a position of great
importance in the international arena when the neighbouring states (e.g., the Sāmānids
in Transoxiana) acknowledged being subject to this independent entity. His position
was conformed when the Sāmānid state requested his help against the Qarkhāndis,
and he defeated the Qarkhāndis with forces he sent under the command of his son

Rutledge and Kegan Paul, 1956, p. 171; Bosworth, Clifford Edmund. The Ghaznavids: their Empire in
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Arslān (Isrā’īl). As a result, the Seljuks were given new lands around the town of Nūr
facing the Qarkhāndis on the border between Bukhārā and Samarqand.12
Seljuk, who is described in the sources as living to an old age, thus laid the foundation
of the empire named after him and its successor states, all of which would have
lasting influence on world history. He died around 1009, near the age of one hundred
in Jand.13 It was said that Seljuk had married the daughter of one of the Turkmen
rulers. He had four sons: Mikhā’īl, Arslān (Isrā’īl), Yūsuf, and Mūsā.14 The oldest,
Mikhā’īl, died in battle while Seljuk was still alive (after 995). His two sons, Chaghri
and Tughril, were therefore raised by their grandfather Seljuk. Arslān, who held the
title of ‘‘Yabghu’’, succeeded Seljuk as head of the government in conformity with
the organization of the state, Yūsuf, who probably died young (after 995) and had the
title of ‘‘Inal’’, and Mūsā, who lived to an old age (d. after 1094) and probably had
the title ‘Inanch’’, and was later proclaimed the Yabghu, held positions as Arslān’s
assistants. As for the brothers Chaghrī and Tughril, who at that time must have been
fourteen or fifteen years old at the most, they took their places in the administration as
begs.
Although Arslān had held the high authority of the Yabghu, the members of the
Seljuk family, as mentioned above, adhered to the old state system.15 Thus when they
descended upon Transoxiana, each did so at the head of the Turkmen groups loyal to
him. Meanwhile, their ‘‘ally’’, the Sāmānid state, had ceased to exist and, moreover,
because the Bukhārā-Samarqand region had passed into the hands of the Qarakhāndis,
who had come to an understanding with the Ghaznavids, the Seljuks found themselves
in direct opposition to the Qarakhāndis. But the Qarakhānid Nasr II Īlig-Khān was
apprehensive about the Seljuks and wanted to reach an agreement with them, if
possible, by which he could benefit from their forces. However, because of the
feeling of mutual distress, a struggle broke out between them. Chaghrī Beg then
defeated the forces of Qarkhāndid ruler Bughra Khānı in a ferocious surprise attack,
12
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and took some of his commanders prisoner. This incident reveals the difficult position
in which the groups bound to the sons of Mikhā’īl found themselves. As for their
return to Transoxiana, they came to Bukhārā upon the death of Nasr II Īlig-Khān in
403/1012-13 and encountered the opposition of the Qarkhāndid ‘Alī Tegin, whose
family had established an independent state there. The subsequent political pressure
and shortage of land were the reasons for the famous incursion of the Seljuks under
the Chaghri Beg, into eastern Anatolia (1016-21).16
1.1.2

Seljuk’s Arrival in Khurāsān and the First Seljuk State

‘Alī-Tegin became an ally of Arslān Yabghu. At one time, Arslān Khān, one of the
Qarkhānid rulers, captured him but he later escaped from prison. When he came to
Transoxiana, he and Arslān Yabghu seized Bukhārā (411/1020-21). ‘Alī-Tegin settled
there and, with Arslān’s assistance, built up his strength and worked to gain a more
commanding position compared to the other branches of the Qarakhānids. The power
and influence of Arslān Yabghu, with the support of ‘Alī-Tegin increased, and he
attracted the attention of the Qarkhānids on the one hand and the Ghaznavids on the
other. Transoxiana was a country that tempered the expansionist ambitions of these
two great states.
It was for this reason that a historic meeting was held in Transoxiana between Yūsuf
Qadīr Khān (d. 1032) and Sultan Mahmūd of Ghazna (d.1025). In this remarkable
meeting, described in detail by Gardīzī, all ‘‘Iranian and Turanian’’ problems were
discussed. Yūsuf Qadīr Khān characterized the Seljuks as a numerous and warlike
people who could not be controlled and asked the Sultan to have them rounded up and
removed from Turkistan and Transoxiana before they became a dangerous problem
for even the Ghaznavid state.17 As can be seen in the famous anecdote about sending
his arrow [a signal for his kinsmen to mobilize], Arslān had tens of thousands of
horsemen in Turkistan and the Balkhān mountains. Sultan Mahmūd, therefore, used
shrewdness and cunning to have him brought to Samarqand, where he was arrested
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and then banished to the fortress of Kālinjār in India.18 The arrest of Arslān Yabghu,
who eventually died in the fortress after seven years of captivity (1032), had
important consequences. First, the Seljuk authority in the aforesaid places ended the
leadership of the Turkmen who were scattered here and there without land. Second,
the brothers Chaghri and Toghril and the sons of Arslān Yabghu did not forget this
unjust action. Third, upon the arrest of the Arslān, the imperial line was transferred to
the descendents of Mikhā’īl via Chaghri and Tughril, who moved to the forefront of
Seljuk history.
Indeed, it became clear that the greatest problem facing the Ghaznavid state, at home
or abroad, was that of the Seljuk-Turkmen and that the opinion of the vizier about
them was correct once again. With the death of Khwārazam Shāh Hārūn, the Seljuks
were deprived of support and at the same time were pressed by Shāh-Malik on the one
hand and the sons of ‘Alī Tegin and on the other, they were also weakened by their
most recent attack. The Seljuks had no choice but to head to Khurāsān without the
permission of the Ghaznavids. In May 1035, Chaghri Beg and Tughril Beg, together
with Mūsā Yabghu and his forces, and the followers of Yınal and their forces, crossed
the Oxus and entered Ghaznavid territory. Their numbers were small, but increased as
they advanced toward Marv and Nasā.19 The passage of the Seljuks to Khurāsān thus
constituted one of the major events in history.
When the Seljuk chiefs arrived in Nasā, they wrote a letter to the Ghaznavid vizier of
Khurāsān describing their difficult position resulting from their lack of land, and
asked him to intercede with the sultan so that they could be given a homeland there.
The high officials of the Ghaznavid state were alarmed by this news.20 They
immediately held a conference in which it appears that they wanted Sultan Mas‘ūd to
18
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march quickly on the Seljuks while the vizier, who had more correctly analysed the
problem of the Seljuks, recommended dealing cautiously with them. Because the
vizier’s view prevailed, the Sultan did not go to Nasā to oppose the Seljuks but for the
time being went to Nīshāpūr. There he set about putting his own plans into operation
and prepared an army ‘‘capable of capturing all Turkistan’’. However, this army,
reinforced with elephants, suffered a terrible defeat at the hands of Seljuks on the
plains of Nasā (Sha‘bān 426/last week of June 1035). This was the first victory that
the Seljuks won against the Ghaznavids and was a sign to them that not only could
they rely to a very great extent on themselves, but they had also an opportunity to
found a state here.21
In fact, after the victory the two sides exchanged ‘‘ambassadors’’ and a kind of
autonomy was granted to the Seljuks by the Ghaznavids. The provinces of Nasā,
Farāva, and Dihistān were given to Seljuk chiefs. In addition, robes of honour, patents
of office, and banners were sent to them (August 1035).22 But the Seljuks were not
satisfied. This is clear from the raids they launched as far as Balkh and Sīstān, and
their desire for more than the provinces of Khurāsān. Consequently, Sultan Mas‘ūd
again assembled a great army, this time to drive the Turkmen completely out of
Khurāsān. Sultan Mas‘ūd who was a man of little political insight and, furthermore,
addicted to amusement and pleasure, simply left the prosecution of the war against
this formidable danger, which swirled over the head of the Ghaznavid state, to his
commanders and himself set out to conquer India. The great Hājib Su-Bashı, the
commander of the Ghaznavid army which was at Nīshāpūr, moved against the Seljuks
on the direct order of the Sultan in India.
In the battle that took place near Sarakhs (third week of May 1038), he suffered a
major defeat, thanks above all to the great efforts of Chaghri Beg.23 This second
Seljuk victory was in reality a battle in a war for independence. It brought the reign of
Khurāsān directly under the command of Seljuk sovereignty. In accordance with an
21
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old Turkish tradition, the Seljuk chiefs divided the country among themselves:
Chaghri Beg acquired Marv, Mūsā Yabghu took Sarakhs and the ‘‘just ruler’’ Toghril
Beg received Nīshāpūr. While the khutba [Friday sermon] was read in the name of
Chaghri Beg in Marv with the title of Malik al-Mulūk in June 103824, with brilliant
pageantry, Tughril Beg entered Nīshāpūr in May with the title ‘‘al-Sultān alMu‘azzam’’. With Toghril Beg were 3,000 horsemen and he carried a bow in his hand
as a symbol of Turkish rule. Qādī Sā‘id, the most respected man in the city when
Sultan Mas‘ūd had ascended the throne there, addressed Toghril Beg as efendimiz [our
master].25 The new Seljuk state was immediately organized, and officials were
appointed its various regions. When the ‘Abbāsid Caliph al-Qā’im bi Amr Allāh sent
an ambassador to Nīshāpūr, the Seljuks were justifiably pleased, for this meant that
the caliph recognized Toghril Beg as the ruler of Khurāsān and the leader of all the
Turkmen.26
1.1.3

The Seljuk War of Independence and Subsequent Conquests

When Sultan Mas‘ūd learned of the events in Khurāsān, he hastily set out with his
forces. Meanwhile Chaghri Beg was struggling to capture the area around Talqān and
Fāryāb and some of his cavalry even appeared at the gate of Balkh. The Sultan at the
head of an army composed of 50,000 horsemen and foot soldiers and equipped with
300 war elephants, came to Balkh and quickly headed in the direction of Sarakhs.
Under the command of Mas‘ūd, this army was so large and well-equipped that
nothing in all Turkistan could resist it.27 In the fighting, which began in Ramadān
430/May 1039 and lasted for a long time, the Seljuks could not continuously face all
the Sultan’s forces.28 And so they spread out and withdrew to the desert, where it was
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impossible for the Ghaznavid army to follow them, and fought a war of attrition;
meanwhile Mas‘ūd entered Nīshāpūr (Safar 431/November 1039). Harassed by
ceaseless hit-and-run attacks, the Ghaznavid army occupied itself with training for
desert warfare.
When spring arrived, the Seljuks decided, again at the insistence of the Chaghri Beg,
to go out and confront the Sultan. The Ghaznavid army, under the command of the
Sultan, was gradually drawn away from Sarakhs to the desert north of the city. In this
trackless wasteland the Seljuk had destroyed all the wells. Left without water and
subject to a series of uninterrupted attacks and raids from behind, the morale of this
army of some 100,000 men was consequently shaken. Finally, near Marv before the
fortress of Dāndanqān29, the Seljuks gave battle and inflicted a terrible defeat on the
Ghaznavid army, which had fought nonstop with all its strength for three days, and
destroyed a large section of it on 7-9 Ramadān 431, 22-24 May 1040. Although
Mas‘ūd was able to escape with about 100 followers and headed for India, he was
later killed on the way by his own men.30
This was the battle for Seljuk independence. After the long hard struggle they
obtained their wish: they succeeded in founding an independent state in Khurāsān.
They proclaimed Toghril Beg the Sultan of the Seljuk state.31 According to the
custom of the period, fathnāmas [victory announcements] were sent to neighbouring
rulers. A letter with the signature of the Tughril Beg was sent to the caliph in Baghdad
with the Seljuk ambassador Abū al-Ishāq Fuqqā‘ī. It stated that justice had been
established in Khurāsān, there would be no deviation from the path of the God, and
that the Seljuks would be loyal to the Commander of the Faithful.32 The country that
had been conquered and those to be conquered in the future were divided among the
three chiefs of the Seljuk dynasty.
29
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Chaghri Beg’s son Qara-Arslān Qāvurt was sent to Kirmān. He was in action there
against the Būyids in 1041. Although the Turkmen force under his command met stiff
resistance, he finally captured the major city of the area from the Nā’ib
[representative] of the Būyid Abū Kālījār. Moreover, by carrying out a raid in which
he put the chiefs of the Qufs and Qufa tribes to the sword, he also secured Garmsīr,
the mountainous region of southern Kirmān, from their banditry.33 He thus brought all
of Kirmān under Seljuk control. In 459/1069 he rebelled again because he did not
want to have the name of Alp Arslān’s son, Malik Shāh, read in the khutba.34 When
the imperial forces arrived in Kirmān, he asked for mercy and was again forgiven.
When Malik Shāh ascended the throne, Qāvurt rebelled again, but in a battle near
Hamadān, he was defeated and imprisoned in (4 Sha‘bān 465/16 May 1073). Later on
he was secretly strangled with his own bow string.35 When Chaghrī Beg became ill in
435/1043-44, his son Alp-Arslān looked after his territory. Alp Arslān’s first victory
occurred when he defeated and drove off the new Ghaznavid forces. Finally, in 1095,
Chaghrī Beg concluded a peace treaty with the new Ghaznavid sultan, Ibrāhīm, which
made the Hindu Kush mountain range the border between the two states, and lasted
about a half century.36
After these last events, Chaghrī Beg became ill and passed away in Sarakhs at the age
of seventy (Safar 452/March 1060).37 With astonishing courage and great ability to
command, Chaghri Beg had played the primary role in the foundation of the Seljuk
state from the beginning. But his modesty was such that he consented to his younger
brother Tughril Beg, whose intelligence and superior political acumen he respected,
becoming chief of state. Chaghri Beg was the ancestor of all the Seljuk dynasties
except for the Anatolian Seljuk family, and one of his daughters married the Caliph
al-Qā’im. Meanwhile as the sovereignty of the Seljuk state thus spread east, north,
33
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and southwards, conquests were also made on a large scale in the west under the
direction of Tughril Beg.38 Meanwhile, the Caliph al-Qā’im sent the well-known
Muslim legal scholar and chief qādī al-Māwardī, the author of the famous al-Ahkām
al-sultāniyya, to the sultan. Tughril Beg met the ambassador with honour at a distance
of four parasangs from Rayy and told him that the Seljuks had a vast number of
“troops” and that their current lands were not sufficient.39 After Chaghrī beg’s death
the complex situation of the government was difficult to handle. In order to put
pressure on the Armenians and Georgians, and, at the same time, march against the
Turks to stop their raids, Emperor Constantine IX Monomachus (1042-55) dispatched
the army to Ani on one hand, and to Dvin, the capital of the Shaddādids, the other
hand, Tughril Beg sent Qutalmish with Ibrāhīm Yinal, and the Seljuk forces inflicted
a defeat on the Byzantine army before Ganja (438/1046).40
The Seljuk princes advanced as far as the plain of Erzurum and first captured the large
and rich city of Erzen (Kara-Erzen, today’s Karaz), which was near Erzurum. At that
moment, on the orders of the emperor, a 50,000 man Byzantine army under the
command of Katakalon appeared on the plain of Pasin. The savage battle ended in the
defeat of the Byzantine army. Tens of thousands of prisoners were taken, and among
the large number of captured commanders was the Georgian Liparit (18 September
1048).41 The Byzantine ambassador, who sent expensive gifts to Tughril Beg by way
of the Marwānid Nasr al-Dawla, tried to rescue Liparit in return for ransom. The
sultan freed Liparit without a ransom and sent him with his own ambassador, Sharīf
Nāsir al-Din ibn Ismā‘īl, in 441/1049-50.42
Tughril Beg then went to Isfahān and after a yearlong siege took it from Fāramurz, the
son of Ibn Kākūya, who had been inclined toward the Būyids in Baghdad. Thus, after
‘Iraq al-‘Ajam the Seljuks absorbed Fars, Ahwāz, Khūzistān and al-Jazīra towards the
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end of 1054, and the khutba was read in the name of Tughril Beg in Karmisīn, which
had been in the hands of the ‘Uqaylīd rulers of Mosul.43
Tughril Beg headed for Baghdad on the invitation of the Caliph al-Qā’im. In a letter
sultan was asked to come quickly to the capital. As the sultan and his vizir, ‘Amīd alMulk al-Kundūrī, approached Baghdad with an army equipped with elephants, alBasāsīrī’s anxiety increased. He finally informed Egypt of the situation and retreated
from Baghdad to the north.44 After the caliph received a courtesy letter from Toghril
Beg requesting permission to enter the seat of the caliphate, the sultan entered
Baghdad on 25 Ramadān 447/17 January 1055, and he also set aside 50,000 dinars
and 500 kor of wheat to add to the caliph’s annual allowance. At the same time, by
acting as the protector of the ‘Abbasid caliph, he took on the defence of the Sunni
Muslim world. And thanks to the marriage of Chaghri Beg’s daughter, Khadīja Arslān
Khātūn, to al-Qā’im, a strong relationship was established that strengthened the ties
between the Seljuk dynasty and the family of the caliph.45
1.2

The Great Seljuk Empire

With the help of the Fātimids, Arslā al-Basāsīrī collected his forces at Rahba (end of
Shawwāl 448/January 1057).46 Tughril Beg was therefore forced to take the field and
al-Basāsīrī fled to Syria. Meanwhile Tughril was invited by al-Qā’im to the caliphal
palace, and there a ceremony was held legitimizing Toghril Beg’s assumption of the
defence of the Muslim world. In this ceremony, which was attended by all the leading
men of the Seljuk state and the caliphal officials, al-Qā’im thanked the Sultan for the
services he had rendered and had him sit on a specially prepared throne next to his
own. The Sultan, in turn, paid his respects to the caliph. Afterwards, al-Qā’im placed
a crown on the head of Toghril Beg, to whom he had also given banners and robes of
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honour. Girding him with a gold sword, he declared him ‘‘ruler of the East and West’’
(26 Dhū al-Qa‘da 449/ 25 January 1058), and the title ‘‘Yamīn Amīr al-Mu’minīn’’
[Right Hand of the Commander of the Faithful, namely, the caliph]. Tughril Beg’s
sovereignty over the Muslim world was thus confirmed. At the same time, it was
proclaimed that he was the ruler of the world. All of this was completely in line with
his previously held desire and policy to eliminate Shī‘ism on the one hand, and
continue the conquest to the west on the other.47
In 451/2 July 1059 when Sultan was busy with his brother Ibrāhīm Yınal, al-Basāsīrī
went on the march again and reached Baghdad. He removed the Caliph from the city,
and had the Khutba recited in the name of the Fātimids. But when he learned that
Tughril Beg was victoriously on his way to Baghdad, he fled. After the Sultan reached
Baghdad, he greeted the Caliph, who had returned from captivity, and personally took
complete control by taking him to his palace and placing him on the throne. Then, at
the head of a vast army that included such important commanders as Sav-Tegin,
Khumar–Tegin Gümüsh-Tegin, and Erdem, he immediately set out after al-Basāsīrī.
He caught up with his forces at Hilla. They were defeated and Basāsīrī was killed
(Dhū al- Hijja 451/ January 1060).48
This event caused great pleasure in Baghdad and the entire Sunnī world. Meantime
Toghril Beg’s beloved wife passed away and the Sultan wanted to marry the daughter
of al-Qā’im. Although the Caliph was not very enthusiastic about giving his daughter
to someone outside the caliphal family, he eventually agreed to it. The marriage
ceremony was performed in Sha‘bān 454/August 1062.49 After returning to Rayy with
his wife, he became ill and could not rise. Finally, on 8 Ramadān 455/4 September
1063, at the age of seventy, he died and was buried in his türbe at Rayy.50 All the
sources testify to his justice and piety. Moreover, he was distinguished among the
members of the Seljuk family by his quick mind and the insightfulness of his political
47
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views. It was for these reasons that he became the first Sultan of the Seljuk state.
Tughril Beg occupies an important position in Turkish and Islamic history.51
Tughril Beg had no children. He therefore made his nephew Chaghri Beg’s son,
Sulaymān, the heir apparent. But Alp Arslān, while unable speedily to reach Rayy
from Marv, tried to take command of the situation with the help of Er-Sighun, the son
of Yūsuf Yınal and brother of Ibrāhīm Yınal, and Erdem, who had the khutba read in
his name in Qazvīn. On 7 Jumādā I 456/27 April 1064, Alp-Arslān ascended the
throne at Rayy. He was thirty six years old. The new Sultan dismissed ‘Amīd al-Mulk
and replaced him with Nizām al-Mulk, who had been his vizier in Marv. He also
made changes among the other high state officials.52In spring 1064, Alp-Arslān set
out for Āzarbāījān. After receiving the allegiance of the little Armenian kingdom of
Lori in Arrān, he entered Georgia. His son Malik Shāh and Nizām al-Mulk were with
him. He subsequently marched on Ani, and after fierce attacks against the city’s
renowned walls, the Sultan finally captured it on 16 August 1064. The conquest of
Ani caused great rejoicing in the Islamic world. Fathnāmas were sent everywhere.
The Caliph himself issued a declaration describing Alp-Arslān’s success and thanking
him and his fighters for the faith.53
In the middle of Ramadān July (458/1066), Alp-Arslān went to Nīshāpūr. He
subsequently crushed the last revolt of Qāvurt, the malik of Kirmān (459/1067)54, and
by marching from Kirmān toward Shīrāz, brought the fortress of Istakhr under
control. He then concentrated all his attention on the western frontier, that is,
Anatolia, which the Turkmen forces continued to raid incessantly and which had
become necessary to conquer because the Turks had streamed into that region in great
masses from central Asia. Upon the death of Emperor Constantine X Ducas in 1067,
the empress sought to place a powerful general at the head of the empire in order to
stop the Turks and, if possible, remove them from Anatolia. After long preparations,
51
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Romanus set out from Constantinople at the head of an enormous army on 13 March
1071.
On 26 August 1071, in the company of vizier Nizām al-Mulk and the great
commander Sav-Tegin, Alp Arslān reached Malazgird where he completely destroyed
the Byzantine army and captured Romanus IV Diogenes. With the destruction on the
Malazgird plain of the last and most powerful Byzantine army to be sent against the
Turks, the Byzantine defences collapsed. As a result of this incomparable victory,
which was to have great repercussions in the Islamic and Western worlds, Alp Arslān
sealed the fate of Anatolia, which would become a Turkish homeland.55 After this
victory, the Sultan prepared for a campaign in Transoxiana because of a war between
[his brother] Malik Ilyās, and the Qarkhānid ruler Shams al-Mulk Nasr Khān. During
this campaign he was stabbed by the commander of a local fortress, and consequently
died on the tenth of Rabī‘ I 465/25 November 1072.56 Famous for his courage, this
sultan was one of the most distinguished figures in Turkish and Islamic history. He
was forty-five years old at his death and held the kunya ‘‘Abū Shujā‘[the courageous]
the laqab “ ‘Adud al-Dawla’’ [the strength of the state], and the title ‘‘Burhān Amīr
al-Mu’minīn’’ [the proof of the commander of the faithful].57
Malik Shāh was declared sultan on 25 November 1072. Alp-Arslān had frequently
reconfirmed him as the heir apparent in order to prevent fratricidal quarrels. When
Malik Shāh ascended the throne, Nizām al-Mulk was retained as vizier. In the winter
of 1072-73, Malik Shāh’s uncle, Qāvurt, the malik of Kirmān, rebelled. On the advice
of Nizām al-Mulk, the sultan first defeated and captured Qāvurt (4 Sha‘bān 465/10
May 1073). This success strengthened Malik Shāh’s position within the country and
the Caliph confirmed his sultanate.58When these difficulties were overcome, Malik
Shāh, who had transferred the capital of the empire to Isfahān, began large-scale
conquests. On 3 April 1078, when General Nicephorus Boteniates donned the
emperor’s crown after having rebelled with Turkish help, Izmit and all of Koja-eli
55
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[the peninsula between the Black Sea and Sea of Marmara opposite Constantinople]
passed under Turkish control and Byzantine resistance in Anatolia ended. He also
captured Jerusalem, fought Badr al-Jamālī at the fortress of Acre (1072), seized
Damascus after three sieges (10 June 1076), ended the Shī‘ī call to prayer, and had the
names of the ‘Abbāsid caliph and Malik Shāh recited in the khutba.59 Leaving Aleppo,
Malik Shāh went to Baghdad and was greeted by the caliph’s officials amidst an
enthusiastic popular demonstration.60 In a great ceremony arranged in the Dār alKhilāfa, caliph al-Muqtadī bi-Amr Allāh girded the sultan with two swords while
again describing him as the ‘‘ruler of the East and West’’on 17 Muharram 480/25
April 1088. It was then that Malik Shāh’s daughter Mehmelek came to Baghdad from
Isfhān with Terken Khātūn in the company of leading commanders who was married
to the caliph. The magnificent wedding took place in Baghdad.61
One of the problems that Malik Shāh had to face in the Sunnī /Shī ‘ī quarrel was the
bātinī [Shī‘ī Ismā‘īlī] activity within the empire that centred about Hasan al-Sabbāh.62
Although the sultan despatched armies to destroy his nest of rāfidīs, the operation
could not continue for in the meantime the sultan had died in Baghdad. The ambitious
Teken Khātūn had wanted to make her own son Mahmūd the heir apparent instead of
prince Berk-Yaruq. She had conspired with Caliph al-Muqtadī, who had been
offended by Malik Shāh and poisoned the sultan (16 Shawwāl 485/20
November1092). Malik Shāh was thirty-eight years old when he died.63
Malik Shāh was the greatest Seljuk ruler and one of the greatest Turkish emperors in
history. He was called ‘‘al-Sultān al-A‘zam’’ [the greatest sultan], ‘‘Sultān al-‘Ālam’’
[sultan of the world], and also bore the title ‘‘al-Sultān al-‘Ādil’’ [the just sultan] and
the title ‘‘Abū al- Fath’’. In addition he was given the bynames ‘‘Jalāl al-Dunyā wa
al-Dīn’’[the glory of the world and the faith] and the title ‘‘Qāsim Amīr al59
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Mu’minīn’’ [the partner of the Caliph]. Because of his justice and compassion, his
death was mourned by Christians, including Armenians and Assyrians, and members
of other religions as much as by Turks and the Muslim world in general, and funeral
marches were held everywhere.64
1.3

The Dissolution of the Great Seljuk Empire

About one month before the death of the sultan, the renowned Nizām al-Mulk who
had been the Seljuk vizier for some thirty years, was murdered by the bātinīs.
Consequently when Malik Shāh passed from the scene, the empire fell into a state of
confusion resulting from the unavoidable struggle for the throne and was divided into
four sections: (1) the Seljuk state of Iraq and Khurāsān (the continuation of the Great
Seljuks), until 1194; (2) the Seljuk state of Kirmān, 1092- 1187; (3) the Seljuk state of
Syria, 1192-1217; and (4) the Seljuk state of Anatolia, 1092-1308. During the reign of
the four sons who were the successive rulers after Malik Shāh, indeed of the reign of
the very first son, Anatolia separated from the empire. It remained formally bound to
the centre of power until 1116, when the Seljuk family in Syria passed from the scene.
After Sanjar (d. 1157), the last ‘‘Great sultan’’, the three remaining Seljuk states went
their separate ways.
1.3.1

The Seljuks of Iraq and Kurāsān

With the exception of sultan Sanjar, the general history of the Seljuk state of Iraq and
Khurāsān is a chronicle of brave but inept rulers devoid of political sense and
unworthy of their ancestors, ambitious and devious state officials, and bātinī crimes.
By spending large sums to win the support of the commanders, Terken Khātūn
declared her son Mahmūd the new sultan, although he was only five years old. While
the khutba was being read in his name65, Berk-Yaruq, who was supported as heir
apparent by the followers of Nizām al-Mulk, was declared sultan in Rayy. When her
forces met defeat in the battle of Burūjird, Terken Khātūn married the Malik of
Āzarbāījān, Qutb al-Dīn Ismā‘īl, and tried to bring him to power. But he was also
64
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defeated.66Terken Khātūn was finally removed from the scene by assassination.
Tutush came to Rayy via Āzarbāījān and in his ensuing battle with Berk-Yaruq was
defeated and killed on the 7th of Safr 488/ 26 February1095.67 But his sons in Syria,
Fakhr al-Mulūk Ridwān and Shama al- Mulūk Duqaq, did not recognize Berk-Yaruq
and had the khutba read in their own names.
Berk Yaruq was forced to fight against his uncle Arslān Argun, who had declared his
independence in Khurāsān, in order to retain the territories in the East. The sultan sent
his younger brother Sanjar, along with the atabeg Kamach, against him in Khurāsān
and also marched there himself. Arslān Arghun was assassinated in 1097. Berk Yaruq
made Sanjar the malik of Khurāsān and entrusted him with the province of Balkh up
to the Ghaznavid border. In 1099, Berk Yaruq’s other brother, Muhammad Tapar, the
Malik of Āzarbāījān, rebelled. When the two armies came face to face for the third
time in November 1101, the two brothers agreed to divide the state through the
mediation of the caliph. Thus Muhammad Tapar received Āzarbāījān, al-Jazīra, and
Diyarbakir as Malik Sanjar kept his position, and Berk–Yaruq was accepted as
sultan.68
During the critical days in which Berk–Yaruq was making every effort to hold
together the dissolving Great Seljuk Empire, the underground bātinī movement, on
the one hand, spread throughout the country and zealots from the medieval Christian
world, on the other, swept in to the Muslim Turkish territory like a torrent.
Furthermore, he had to wage a fierce struggle against those bātinīs who were
notorious for assassinating leading statesmen and commanders, beginning with
Nizām al-Mulk. He defeated Ahmad ibn ‘Abd al-Malik al-‘Attāsh, one of the most
famous Ismā‘īlī dā‘īs [propagandists], seized the castle in which he had taken refuge
and wiped out all the bātinīs found there (1107). He entered the struggle against the
Crusaders in 1111 and sent an army under the command of Mawdūd, the nephew of
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Kür-Bugha, the begs of Mosul that besieged Edessa, the capital of the Frankish
country but his efforts went wrong and he could not make any progress.
The sultan, who died at the age of thirty-six, was succeeded by his son and heir
apparent Mughīth al-Dīn Mahmūd. In the struggle for the throne that began after the
death of Malik Shāh, Sanjar invaded and took control of the states that had broken
away from Saljuk rule. Mahmūd was only a youth of fourteen when he came into
conflict with his younger brothers Tughril and Mas‘ūd, or more correctly their
atabegs. Georgian forces took advantage of the continuing disorders to occupy Tiflish
in 1121. Because relations were not good between the sultan and the Caliph, alMustarshid bi-Allāh, bloody clashes occurred between the Seljuk forces and the
Arabs. The sultan was incapable of facing up to these events and devoted himself to
hunting and other amusements.69
It should also be noted here that the Caliphs, who had been restricted to concerning
themselves with religious matters and had been isolated from worldly affairs since the
time of Tughril Beg, slowly began to get involved in the affairs of state. The first to
become active was the aforesaid al-Mustarshid (1118-35). This caliph did not approve
of the Hamadān government and provoked fratricidal conflict over the Seljuk throne.
In return for receiving direct personal control of Iraq al-‘Arab as a caliphal state
(agreement of 1132), he supported Mas‘ūd against Tughril and even attempted to send
a robe of honour to Khwārazm Shāh, to get his support. Although Mas‘ūd forced
Mustarshid to leave Baghdad (1135), the caliph was able to gather sufficient forces to
attack Mas‘ūd (24 June 1135). He was taken prisoner by Mas‘ūd when the Turkish
soldiers in his army deserted to the sultan. Although an agreement was reached
between them at Marāgheh, the caliph was murdered by the bātinīs.70
Mas‘ūd was invited to Rayy by Sanjar and there received the favours of the great
sultan. He then went to Baghdad (April 1150). However, he soon became ill and died
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(1 Rajab 547/2 October 1152) in Hamadān where he was buried. With the death of
Mas‘ūd, the prosperity of the dynasty of Iraq can be said to have ended.71
In 1187 the Caliph demolished the sultan’s palace in Baghdad and in 1188, under the
command of his vizier, sent an army against the Tughril in support of Qızıl Arslān.
Consequently, Qızıl Arslān was able to enter Hamadān.72 He received from the Caliph
such tittles as ‘‘al-Malik al-Mu‘azzam’’ and ‘‘Nāsīr Amīr al-Mu’minīn’’. Qızıl Arslān
was assassinated in October 1191, another of Tughril’s opponents, Qutlugh Inanch,
requested help from the Khwārazam Shāh ‘Alā’ al-Dīn Tekish, who already
controlled all of Khurasān. Tekish then advanced toward Iraq. In a battle near Rayy,
the Khwārazm army routed the Seljuk forces. Sultan Tughril, who fought with great
courage even though deserted at the last moment by all his men and left alone, was
killed ( 29 Rabī‘ I 590/25 March 1194). The Seljuk state of Iraq thus passed from the
scene and the region was absorbed by the Khwārazm Shāh.73
1.3.2

The Seljuks of Kirmān

The conquests in and around Kirmān by Qara-Arslān Qāvurt, the son of Chagri Beg,
have been mentioned. In his last revolt against Malik Shāh, Qāvrut was defeated,
taken prisoner and put to death. But his family was left in place in the country and
formed the Seljuk dynasty of Kirmān. In September 1074, Malik Shāh carried out a
campaign in Kirmān, which he had placed under the control of Sav-Tegin. At that
time the sultan received the allegiance of Qāvurt’s son Sultan Shāh after receiving that
of his other sons Husayn and Mirdān Shāh. When the empire began to break up after
Malik Shāh’s death in 1092, another of Qāvurt’s sons, Tūrān Shāh (1085-97), who
had been on the throne of Kirmān, occupied Fārs.74 He was followed by Īrān Shāh and
the Arslān Shāh (1101-42), who recognized the authority of Sanjar. During the reign
of Arslān Shāh, the Seljuk state of Kirmān experienced a golden age. The country was
weakened by the rivalry and struggles among Tughril Shāh’s three sons –Arslān Shāh
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II, Bahrām Shāh, and Tūrān Shāh II and for a while (after 1175) was subject to the
Ghūrids. Dinar Beg, one of the Oghuz chieftains invaded Khurāsān, took Kirmān
from the last Seljuk malik Muhammad Shāh II, occupied it, and put an end to the
Seljuk dynasty there.75
1.3.3

The Seljuks of Syria

After the death of Malik Shāh, Tāj al-Dawla Tutush had declared himself sultan in
opposition to Berk-Yaruq and marched as far as ‘Irāq al-‘Ajam before he was
defeated and killed on 24 February 1095.76 At this time his sons Fakhr al-Mulūk
Ridwān and Shams al-Mulūk Duqaq were in Aleppo and Damascus respectively. In
4388/1095, Ridwān became the malik of Syria and Palestine and Duqaq became the
malik of Damascus. Ridwān tried twice to capture Damascus from his brother. In
490/1097, the two met in battle at Qinnisrīn, where Duqaq and his ally Yaghi-Siyan,
were defeated and in both cities Ridwān’s name was then mentioned in the khutba
before that of Duqaq.77 In the end, Syria was divided into two Seljuk states, one at
Aleppo and the other at Damascus. In 1098, as a result of Kür-Bugha’s failure, despite
the heroic defence by Yaghı-Sıyan, the crusaders, who had reached an agreement with
the Fātimids to divide the Seljuk lands, captured Antioch.78 When Ridwān died in
Aleppo in 1113, he was succeeded by his son Alp Arslān, who was killed a short time
later. He was replaced by his brother Sultān Shāh (1114-17), but during his reign the
power was in the hands of Lu’lu’, one of his father’s slaves. As for Damascus,
because Tugh-Tegin had become the ruler, the Seljuk family was no longer in power
there. 79
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1.3.4

The Seljuk of Anatolia

This branch of the Seljuk dynasty, which was founded by Sulaymān Shāh, a grandson
of Arslān Yabghu and was continued by his family, established the most important
and longest surviving Seljuk state. Sulaymān Shāh made Iznik his capital in 1087. But
when he went to Antioch in 1086, he died in a struggle with Tutush.80 For a while the
Seljuk state of Anatolia was left in the hands of Abū al-Ghāzī [Dānishmand] but then
taken over by the Qılıch Arslān I, the son of Sulaymān Shāh, who came to Iznik upon
the defeat of Malik Shāh. Although Qılıch Arslān was the first sultan of Anatolia,
there was no unified Seljuk state there because, in the time between his father’s death
and 1092, when there was no ruler in this region, the begs of various areas of eastern
Anatolia and western Anatolia and then the Artuqids and Akhlat Shāh, each set out to
create independent states.81
About the time that Qılıch Shāh was occupied with the crusades, he seized Malatya,
which had passed to the Dānishmandids (1102). He thus broke their power, which had
been increasing alongside him in Anatolia.82 Sultan Qılıch Arslān I had come to
power at the most critical time in the history of the Turks in the Near East. He was the
first real target of the fanatical Crusader armies and had hoped to unify the part of
Anatolia that he succeeded in retaining. Qılıch Arslān’s son Shahanshāh or Malik
Shāh who had been captured by Chavlı and sent to the sultan of Iraq, was released two
years later and came to Malatya, where he became sultan.83 However, for many years
he had to struggle against his younger brother Mas‘ūd, who challenged his claim to
the sultanate.
Sultan Qılıch Arslān II (1156-92) took the capital, Konya, and the surrounding area
and, although his brothers held subordinate positions as maliks, he had his middle
brother strangled in order to prevent a dispute over the throne. On the other hand the
Byzantine forces were continuously attacking on the Seljuk borders. They carried out
acts of destruction exactly as they had done on the eve of the battle of Malazgird. The
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Armenian prince Stephen with an army exceeding 100,000 men composed of Franks,
Serbs, Hungarians and Pechenegs in addition to the regular Byzantine forces had
decided to destroy the Seljuk state whatever the cost. Thanks to the feigned retreat
maneuvre that the Turkmen forces skilfully executed, Qılıch Arslān totally annihilated
the Byzantine army (September 1176) that had succeeded in reaching the narrow and
steep valley of Myriocephalum, east of Denizli near Lake Hoyran. The emperor was
allowed to return to Constantinople on condition that he would remove the Byzantine
fortifications in western Anatolia and pay heavy reparations. This victory completely
destroyed the hope of retaking Anatolia, which the Byzantines had nourished during
the century since the battle of Malazgird. It also confirmed that Anatolia, which until
then had been regarded in the Christian world as a kind of ‘‘country under the Turkish
occupation’’, had become a truly Turkish homeland.84
Around 1185, after a long and successful life of struggle, a tired Qılıch Arslān II
divided his country among his eleven sons. He himself lived in Konya, as the lord of
these maliks, and had his vizier, Ikhtiyār al-Dīn Hasan, administer the state. Upon the
capture of Jerusalem by Salāh al-Dīn al-Ayyūbī in 1187, another Crusade army, the
third, set out again from Europe under the leadership of the German emperor and
English and French kings, and approached the Seljuk state while it was in this difficult
position.
Following the death of his father, and after seizing Konya from Malik Shāh, KiaKhusraw I, the malik of Ulu-Borlu and heir apparent, became the Seljuk sultan (11921221). During his first sultanate, which lasted five years, Kai-Khusraw fought against
his brothers, defeating the Byzantine Emperor Alexius III Angelus and, at the same
time, expanded his

conquests toward the west.85
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fought the Christians, were broken when the Khwārazm Shāh took the Ayyūbid city
of Akhlāt after a long siege, devastated it, and put the population to the sword. Brave
but lacking political astuteness, the Khwārazm Shāh was persuaded by the malik of
Erzurum, whom he had taken under his protection, to turn against the sultan. Where
the two armies met at Erzurum in the battle of Yassı-Chimen (August 1230), that of
the Khwārazm Shāh suffered with a heavy defeat. At the death of Jalāl al-Dīn in 1231,
the Seljuk state became the neighbour of the Mongols.86
Meanwhile, the ambassador who had come from Caliph al-Mustansir bi- Allāh, alMalik al-Kāmil, and the Christian rulers expressed the need to unite against the
Mongols, whose intensified raids had advanced as far as Mosul. Kay-Qubād was of
the same mind. However, the sultan was poisoned during the banquet that he gave for
these envoys (1237) and the great alliance could not be realized. The death of the
most distinguished figure of the Anatolian Turkish state, while only forty-five years
old, therefore had grave consequences for the Seljuks.87
The Seljuk sultans who succeeded Kay-Khusraw were neither free nor independent:
‘Izz al-Dīn Kay-Ka’ūs II (1246-49); Rukn al-Dīn Qılıch Arslān IV (1248-49); KayKa’ūs II, Qılıch Arslān IV and ‘Alā’ al-Dīn Kay-Qubād II (d. 1254; ruled jointly
1249-57); Kay-Kā’ūs II (second reign, 1257-59; joint with Qılıch Arslān IV,1257-66);
Ghiyāth al-Dīn Kay-Khusraw III (1266-83); Ghiyāth al-Dīn Mas‘ūd II (1283-98);
‘Alā’ al-Dīn Kay-Qubād III (1298-1302); Ghiyāth al-Dīn Mas‘ūd II second reign,
(1303-8). From the battle of Köse-Dagh until the last Seljuk state sank into history in
1308, Anatolia was the scene of struggles among so-called sultans and princes.88
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1.4

The Reasons for the Rise of the Seljuk Empire

We shall focus on a number of points that were among the primary factors
contributing to the outstanding success of the Seljuks in establishing a great political
organization over the near East; transforming Anatolia into a Turkish homeland, and
thus giving a new direction to Turkish history; achieving a new orientation for the
Islamic world within the framework of the Middle Ages; and finally, acquiring an
important place in world history by influencing the West.
1.4.1

The Settling of Khurāsān

When Seljuk decided to leave the country of the Oghuz with the groups loyal to him,
he may have thought of going west, which was the traditional direction of previous
Turkish migrations. But because of the serious obstacle presented by the dominion of
the hostile Khazars in the west, Seljuk chose the southern direction that was open to
him. Moreover, Transoxiana, to which he turned, was not really foreign to the Turks.
Islam was no doubt not unknown among the Oghuz, who included the group later
called the ‘‘Seljuks’’. Consequently, if one takes into consideration the environmental
conditions and the religious views of the time, as well as the significance of the fact
that all the leaders of the Seljuks later appeared warriors for Islam, one must naturally
assume that Seljuk established a homeland in the Jand region and converted to Islam
with the forces in his company.
Arslān Yabghu’s Turkmen requested a homeland in Khurāsān from the Ghaznavid
Sultan Mahmūd, which reveals the importance of this area to the Seljuks. In fact, with
respect to geographical conditions and climate, the vast territory of Khurāsān, which
included such major settlements as Nīshāpūr, Sarakhs, Tūs, Marv, and Balkh, was a
country that made a perfect place to live for the Turks, who followed a life of steppeculture. Furthermore, the Turks who lived in the plains would complement the settled
economy because the products they obtained from their great herds of sheep, cattle,
and horses would meet the needs of the city and villages and provide raw materials for
local industry. Later, at the time of the Seljuks, this area nourished the greatest
statesmen and administrators, and became one of the scholarly centres of the Muslim
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world. Its economic, military and cultural importance made it the major object of the
wars among the states. In this regard one must naturally consider the efforts of the
Seljuks to obtain the same goal, whatever the cost. Thus, the region of Khurāsān was
the key element economically, politically, and ethnically, that provided the Seljuks
with the incentive and determination to found a state.89
1.4.2

The Character and Structure of the Seljuk State

The Seljuk Turks, who brought with them a world view from the steppes, were able to
establish a state in such a milieu by adapting to the new conditions required by
Islamic and local practices. There are historical records which reveal that, even in the
most difficult times, they did not lose their notion of sovereignty and that the goal of
creating an independent state became their ultimate objective. Throughout its history
in Khurāsān, the Seljuk Empire was administered as an Islamic state based on the
Sharī‘a and other Islamic principles and institutions.90 Indeed this was one of its
dominant characteristics. It was natural that they would maintain the Turkish ideas of
sovereignty that their ancestors had faithfully followed for centuries in the various
states in this milieu and they would continue their old ethnic traditions. The Seljuk
state was therefore a political entity born of a mixture of Turkish and Islamic values
together with thought and institutions.
1.4.3

Ethnic Characteristics

In the Seljuk Empire, most of the population was composed of non-Turkish peoples
like Persians and Arabs. The traditions of state, customs and practices peculiar to the
Turks and above all Turkish, the mother tongue that the Turkish masses very jealously
maintained, guaranteed that the Turks would always retain their identity as an ethnic
element within the empire, and formed an obstacle to any forces that would
undermine the prominence of the ruling group of this empire.
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The domestic administration was run by local bureaucrats. Because it was necessary
to use Persian and Arabic in correspondence between the government and its objects
in order to govern the state,91 Turkish did not become as common as Arabic, which
was widespread at that time because it was the language of the Qur’ān, and Persian,
which mainly developed under the patronage of the Turkish sultans. Furthermore,
many old Turkish traditions, customs, and usages continued among the Seljuks.
Among the early Turks, a woman could have the status of a queen or empress and
women had a say in Turkish society. Moreover, Turkmen women in particular went
on campaigns with men and even joined them in battle.92
Other early Turkish customs and usages which continued among the Seljuks were the
strangling of members of a noble family with a bowstring in order not to shed their
blood. Nizām al-Mulk says in his famous work, the Siyāsat–Nāma, that one of the
obligations of being a ruler was to have a table prepared for one’s subjects. He further
stated that there was no objection if high officials and notables known for their loyalty
to the sultan did not participate in this meal, but other people, such as tribal leaders,
who did not accept an invitation should be considered to have repudiated their
allegiance.93 Turkish dancing and the like, in which Toghril Beg participated in
Baghdad in his last wedding while Turkish songs were sung along with military
custom, all came to the Seljuk Empire from Central Asia. These things were to last for
centuries in the Turco-Islamic world.
1.4.4

The Concept of Sovereignty

In the case of the former Iranian Emperor or the Muslim caliph, who was the
representative of the Prophet, who in turn was the spokesman of God, sovereignty
signified unconditional authority. In contrast to this concept, there existed in the
Turkish state a certain implied contract between the ruler and his subjects. In return
for the obedience and loyal devotion of the people under his authority, the ruler was
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customarily obligated to nourish, clothe, and enrich them.94 In the Islamic world
before the coming of the Seljuks, each state sided against the other, for example, the
Sāmānids in Transoxiana, the Kākūyids in Isfahān and Hamdān, the Hamdānids in
northern Syria, and in this way the country was divided among some twenty rulers.
Because of the disorder, the cities and towns became fortified places, villagers and
townsmen could not lead normal lives and every one was forced to look after himself.
In addition to all this, the people contended with each other over religious creeds and
heretical doctrines. In contrast to this, the foundation of the Seljuk state and expansion
of the empire presented a picture of political unity, an end to religious disorder,
popular affluence, economic progress, public order, and tranquillity.
Their goal was not to oppress and exploit the people but simply to maintain justice
and ‘‘impose the law’’. Thus the new state, which was administered under the
guidance of the Seljuk sultan, secured the loyalty of the masses without interfering in
their personal occupations, religions, customs, and usages. The people who held
various faiths and doctrines and spoke various languages were thus left in complete
freedom and safety in their daily lives.
1.4.5

The Change in the Concept of Public Law

The Turks were known as state founders, that is, due to their habit of establishing
public laws, from the moment they appeared on the scene of history. When the
Seljuks came to the area of Iran, that region was already composed of a number of
independent Islamic states. However, these entities, whose rulers were described as
‘‘Muslim commanders subject to the caliph’’ always zealously recognised the high
authority of the caliph, carried out all activities within the framework of religious
prescriptions, and, as far as possible, conducted their affairs according to the sharī‘a.
When Toghril Beg entered Baghdad in 1055, he was content simply to increase caliph
al-Qā’im’s annual allowance of funds and provisions while keeping worldly affairs to
himself. This state of affairs brought about an important change in the Islamic state
with respect to public law.95 Accordingly, the sultan and caliph each came to have
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separate but equal areas of authority, one worldly and the other religious. The duties
and authority of the caliph were simply restricted to solving Islamic legal problems
and performing heretofore customary ceremonies like receiving visitors, confirming
governments, and giving robes.
This highest representative of the Muslim faith was thus cut off from worldly
affairs.96 The Seljuk ruler was not just ‘‘a Muslim commander subject to the caliph’’,
but the real possessor of power and the only person responsible for worldly affairs.
While the civil law of the empire was carried out according to the canonical decisions
of the Sunnī qādīs, the great sultan Malik Shāh was able to call together a committee
of great legal experts and issue laws confirming new provisions concerning civil law.
1.4.6

The Concept of Universal Dominion

The goal of universal dominion meant uniting the world under the authority of a
single ruler. This concept formed the philosophical basis for the early Turkish
conquests and was alive among the various Turkish societies in the eleventh centaury.
It was a basic concept that also had to be applied in the milieu of the Seljuk sultans
whose unquestioned membership in Turkish society and adherence to the Turkish
tradition of dominion has been mentioned before. In this light, Toghril Beg’s girding
himself with the sword as ‘‘the ruler of the East and the West’’ in the caliphal palace
in Baghdad, and Malik Shāh’s being girded with two swords by the caliph as ‘‘the
ruler of the East and the West’’ on his first visit to the seat of the caliphate in 1087,
acquired a clearer meaning. Indeed, on his last visit to Baghdad, Malik Shāh held a
war council, in which the leading commanders participated, and planned to capture
Egypt and the lands of North Africa.
The concept of universal dominion was an ideal throughout history for all great
Turkish rulers, including the Ottoman sultans. When it is placed in perspective with
the idea of sovereignty and the principle of religious tolerance, it can well be
appreciated that it was not without practical effects. In the event, the necessary
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conditions for bringing about the realization of such a concept existed in the Seljuk
Empire and were particularly manifest in Seljuk diplomacy.
1.4.7

The Nature of Seljuk Diplomacy

From the very moment they entered Khurāsān, the Seljuk administrators were not
slow to understand which direction to follow in order to establish a state in Iranian
territory. First of all, as we tried to explain above, they had to put an end to political
divisions by eliminating the small local governments whose existence left the entire
country in turmoil. Seljuk diplomacy pursued two basic objectives which were unique
to themselves. One of them was to struggle against Shī‘ism and the other was to
control the Turkmen nomads.
In the eleventh century the Egyptian Fātimids gave Shī‘ism the administrative and
financial support of their empire and used it as their most powerful weapon in an
attempt to destroy the Sunnī Muslim countries by provoking rebellions.97 Even long
before the Seljuks, the Shī‘a Būyids (932-1055), who founded a state in Iraq and
southern Iran, brought Baghdad under their control and subjected the ‘Abbāsid caliph
to their oppression, dismissing them and appointing them as they wished. This
situation left the inhabitants of the eastern Muslim world, the great majority of whom
were Sunnīs, in a state of unease. As we saw at the beginning, Arslān al-Basāsīrī, the
famous commander of the Būyids, was a zealous Shī‘ite, who cooperated with the
Fātimids. Furthermore, a great many rāfidīs were active under various names almost
everywhere in Iran. Consequently, when the Seljuk leaders, each of whom was not
only a sincere Sunnī, but also very enthusiastic about the religion, came to Khurāsān
the ‘Abbāsid caliph greeted him with pleasure and sought means quietly to make
contact with them. Because of the great respect that Chaghri Beg and Toghril Beg
showed the ambassador as the representative of the caliph, it is certain that al-Qā’im
was pleased. Al-Qā’im therefore did not hesitate to invite the Seljuk sultan to
Baghdad.98
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By forcing the Fātimids to withdraw from the eastern Islamic world, Tughril Beg
brought about the complete victory for Sunnism and so rejuvenated the Muslim world.
This Seljuk policy aiming at the total destruction of bātīnism, which was composed of
a network of Shī‘ī and Shī‘ī related assassins, was of as vital importance to the
Islamic world as it was to the Seljuk Empire. With regard to its conception,
organization, and political objective, this policy was followed and brought to fruition
by the Ayyūbids, who represented a continuation of the Seljuks. It was Salāh al-Dīn
al-Ayyūbī who overthrew the Fātimid state (1171), which had shown absolutely no
interest in the Muslims who were defending their homeland from the invading
crusades, and founded a Sunnī state in its place.99
1.4.8

The Turkmen Migrations and Their Consequences

We have stated that the second major thrust of Seljuk diplomacy was to control the
Turkmen nomads. Turkmen was another name for the Oghuz; Seljuk and his sons, the
state founder Chaghri Beg and Tughril Beg, were all in fact Turkmen Begs. From the
victory of Dandāqān until the empire reached its greatest extent, it was essentially the
Turkmen who had the largest part in the establishment of the Great Seljuk Empire and
the fame that it won. They did so by conquering, with endless self-sacrifice, Iran,
Kirmān, Oman, Sīstān, ‘Irāq al-‘Ajam, ‘Irāq al-‘Arab, Āzarbījān, eastern Anatolia, alJazīra, Bahrain, the Hijāz, Yemen, Syria, and finally central and western Anatolia
under the direction of the Begs and chiefs whose names we have listed above. There
is a very strong likelihood that the newcomers were impelled by the desire to escape
from the distress in which they had fallen because of over population and a lack of
grazing lands, which were exactly the reasons why the Seljuks descended upon
Transoxiana and Iran. The Seljuk government encouraged these teeming Turkish
masses, the great majority of whom were Oghuz, who continuously filled the regions
of the empire that were suitable for them, to move toward Anatolia and the Byzantium
frontier with a very specific purpose in mind. In this way, the Seljuks wanted, on the
one hand, to stop the material damage and turmoil that the Turkmen had caused in
different regions of Iran and Iraq100, and, on the other, they wanted to prepare the
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ground for undermining Anatolia, whose geography and climate conditions were
particularly attractive to the Turks of the steppes, so that it could be easily conquered
in the future. There were also other conditions that facilitated their speedy successes
in this region which had suffered from much destruction because of the continual
struggle between Byzantines and Islam as far back as the time of the ‘Abbāsid
Empire.101
First, Anatolia was much neglected because of Byzantium domestic strife. The
military were not composed of local people, and were under the command of generals
each of whom wished to declare himself emperor at the first opportunity.
Furthermore, the Armenian and Assyrian

populations living primarily in eastern

Anatolia were not content with the Byzantine rule. Finally, because the Byzantine
Empire was preoccupied in the Balkans, it was incapable of resisting Seljuk pressure
from the East.102 After the foundation of the Seljuk state by Sulaymān Shāh, the
number of Turkish nomads who headed for Anatolia began to increase. In the first
quarter of the thirteenth centaury, another wave of immigration to Anatolia was
caused chiefly by the Mongol invasion of the eastern Muslim countries. The
Byzantine Emperor Manuel I Comnenus suffered a decisive defeat at the hands of
Qilich Arslān at Myriocephalum (1176). This led to the complete transformation of
Anatolia into a Turkish homeland and from that time onward it took the name Turkey.
When they first came to Anatolia, the Turkish tribes occupied the plains, valleys, and
summer pastures. Later, they gradually took possession of fortresses and then various
walled cites and centres of military and economic importance around which arose
independent beyliks.103
As we have seen, the Turkmen masses continuously played a major role on the
frontier of the Seljuk Empire. The Seljuk attempt to direct these Turkmen
systematically toward their western borders thus clearly became the second
distinguishing characteristic of Seljuk diplomacy. This great historical process
culminated when the Ottoman dynasty, which was related to the Turkmen Kayı tribe,
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used extremely skilful diplomacy to eliminate one by one the beyliks and states in
Anatolia and unify their lands. The Ottomans then established one of the greatest
empires in world history with Anatolia and the areas where the Oghuz and other
Turkmen spread as their mother country.104

The Reasons for the Collapse of the Seljuk Dominion

1.5

In the middle ages the Seljuks brought new ideas, a new value system, and a new
political organization to the eastern Muslim world. It is noteworthy that the Seljuk
dynasty was relatively short-lived. It appears that the early collapse of Seljuk rule
resulted mainly from internal causes. It is possible to summarize them around several
points.
1.5.1

The Problems of Succession

Among the Seljuks the state was considered to be the common property of the
dynasty. According to this view of sovereignty, which was based on the belief that the
ruler was of divine origin, sovereign power (charisma), and the ability to govern,
which were granted by God, were transferred by blood from father to son. Thus all
members of a dynasty were qualified and had a right to be the ruler. Whenever the
position of the sultan weakened, the sons embarked on a struggle to occupy the throne
based on this equality and right. Nizām al-Mulk was opposed to this Turkish concept
of sovereignty. As he stated, ‘‘the state and its subjects belong to the sultan’’ and ‘‘the
sultan is the steward of the universe, all of the people are his family and servants’’.105
Despite his suggestions and recommendations that the earlier Oriental and Islamic
views be adopted and despite the efforts of the Seljuk sultans themselves to appoint a
legal heir apparent and even have the state notables and commanders swear allegiance
to him for added security, the Turkish principle of succession never lost its influence
as long as the dynasty endured. Because it caused incessant quarrels, however, this
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principle undermined the Seljuk Empire and its successor states. The struggles for the
throne were the most important reasons for the dissolution of the Seljuk states. It can
be said that fighting over the sultanate occupied about half of Seljuk history.106
1.5.2

The Struggle between the Caliph and Sultan

As we have seen, from the time of Toghral Beg the caliphs were not allowed to
interfere in worldly affairs.107 But when the power of the Seljuk sultan declined
during the struggle for succession, the caliphs were able to assemble considerable
forces, establish armies, and capture various cites.108 Moreover, millions of Muslims
had feelings of deep respect for the caliphs so that when the sultans were forced to
meet them on the battlefield this naturally had negative consequences for both the
sultans and the future of the state. While the western part of the Sunnī Islamic world
was preoccupied with the frightful turmoil caused by the crusader invasion — and the
sultans made every attempt to equip and send armies to stop them — the caliphs were
completely unconcerned about protecting the Muslim countries from this danger.
Indeed, they devoted themselves to practicing fine penmanship or writing poetry in
their palaces in Baghdad as well as planning to undermine the Seljuk government.
1.5.3

The Oppression of the Atabegs

When the sultans were strong, the atabegs were the most trustworthy men of the state.
They trained the ‘‘heir apparent’’ in the capital or the princes in the provinces, where
they were assigned as maliks, and above all served in the defence of the empire. When
the dynasty began to decline, the atabegs oppressed the members of the Seljuk family
and later placed their own families in power and it was the third reason for the
dissolution and collapse of the empire.109 Among the well known atabeg families that
established local dynasties were the following: the Salgurids in Fārs (1147-1286); the
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Tughtegindis of Börids in Damascus (1104-54); the Zangids in Mūsul (1127-1233),
Aleppo (1146—81), and Sinjār (1170-1220); the atabegs of al-Jazīra (1180-1227); the
Begteginids in Irbil (1144-1233); and the Eldigüzids in Āzarbāījān (1146-1225).110
1.5.4

Foreign Intervention

If we exclude the Qara-Khitai war, which shook the Seljuk empire, and the rebellions
of the Arab amirate of Hilla, which did not have a significant political effect within
the empire, intervention from abroad first came through Oghuz invasion, and then
came in the form of the destruction of the Seljuk state of Iraq by the empire of the
Khwārazm Shāhs, albeit both Oghuz and the Khwārazm Shāh were Turkish. As for
the Seljuk state of Anatolia, it was destroyed by neither the crusades nor the Mongol
invasion, which occurred when the Seljuk dynasty was confined to Asia Minor. But in
the destruction, the major role was played by the begs that arose in the end of the
Seljuk era and succeeded in founding various states.111
1.6

Internal Structure of the Seljuk Empire

It was natural for the military, administrative, and financial institutions of the Seljuk
state to follow Islamic traditions, for this state was established in Khurāsān and
organized by Iranian viziers in a Muslim milieu. From the name of the offices,
positions, and ranks, and the contents of Nizām al-Mulk’s Siyāsat-Nāma concerning
the organization of the state, it can be seen that the Ghaznavid Turkish Empire, whose
political structure represented a continuation of early Iranian and ‘Abbāsid features,
was the primary model for the Seljuk institutions. Above all, the Seljuks maintained
the system they found. It was most effective during the reign of Alp-Arslān and Malik
Shāh. The presence of such terms as ağaci (hājib) çavuş (sarhang), tuğra, ulaā and
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cufāa, atabeg, sü-başi, and so forth, reveal that Turkish words were used in the
administrative and military organization and in the state bureaucracy.112
1.6.1

The Ruler

During the reign of Malik Shāh, when state organization reached its zenith, the Seljuk
sultan held the title of ‘‘al-Sultān al-A‘zam.’’113 in his capacity as the sovereign of the
Ghaznavid and Anational Seljuk states, whose ruler held the title of sultan. The
khutba was read and money was minted in his name in all countries. In the place for
the signature on edicts [fermans] and decisions of the grand dīwān, a tuğra, which
constituted the name of the great sultan, was inscribed; his signature [tevkīi] was
written; and the order was henceforth enforced. Each sultan took a Muslim name in
addition to his Turkish name.114 After the sultan ascended the throne, the caliph gave
him a kunya and laqab [title] which confirmed his authority.115 On certain days of the
week the sultan gave an audience for the leading men of state and commanders and
held consultations with them. At the same time he also listened to the complaints of
the people.116 In addition, he distributed iqtā‘s, appointed judges, confirmed the
authority of the heads of subject states, and presided over the high court concerned
with crimes against the state.
1.6.2

The Palace

The palace, which was also known by such terms as dergāh [court of the sultan] and
bārgāh [audience chamber], was comprised of the following personnel who were
directly responsible to the person of the sultan: hājib (hājib al-hujjāb or hājib –i
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buzurg) [chamberlain], silāhdār (warden or chief of the armoury] which was called
the zered-hāne, who carried the sultan’s weapons,) amīr al ‘alam (chief standard
bearer), jāmedār [keeper of the wardrobe], şarābdār [butler], taşdār [or ābdār [valet
in charge of the after-meal wash basin and ewer], amīr-i çaşnigīr [chief taster], amīr-i
āhūr[ chief of the stable], vekīl–i hās[ overseer of the people in the sultan’s apartment,
sarhang [yeoman of the guard], courtiers, and companions. Those who held these
positions were chosen from among the sultan’s most trusted men and each had
military units under his command.117
1.6.3

The Government

The government [dīwān al-Saltanat] was composed of five dīwāns [ministries]. At the
top was dīwān al-wizārat. It was headed by the vizir, who was called sāhib dīwān alsaltanat or khwāja-i buzurg [prime minister]. He was the ultimate representative of
the ruler [wizārat-i tefvīz]. The other four dīwāns were subordinate to the dīwān alwizāra. These were the dīwān al-tughra [its minister, the tughrā’ī, was in charge of
foreign affairs]; dīwān al-‘ard wa al-jaysh [its minister, the ‘ārid, was in charge of
the military]; the dīwān al-ishrāf [its minister, the mushrif, was in charge of general
investigations]; and the dīwān al-istīfā’ [its minister, the mustawfī, was in charge of
financial affairs]. With regard to the last ministry, the lands of the empire were placed
in three categories: khāss [the sultan’s private domain], iqtā‘, and kharājī [taxable].
The dīwān al-istīfā’ was responsible for determining and recording the population to
be taxed on these lands, from large city to village.118 It also recorded the taxassessable property of everyone, and collected canonical [sharī‘a] and customary
[‘urfī] taxes by means of ‘‘agents’’. Furthermore, it managed government expenses
[masraf] and the sultan’s private account [reserve] of taxes obtained from the khāss
lands and subject states. It is also worth mentioning here that, except for military and
judicial matters, all officials and transactions of the empire were subject to inspection
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by an ‘‘oversight’’ [ishrāf] department, which was completely independent from the
ministries concerned.119
In short, the representatives, agents, secretaries, tax collectors, and the like, bound to
the ministries and offices that we have mentioned, were active throughout the empire
in great numbers.120
1.6.4

The Military

In the reign of Malik Shāh, which was the golden age of the Seljuks, the great military
force of the middle ages was created. The Seljuk armies were composed of (1) the
ghulāmān-i sarai, who were selected from various peoples, brought to the palace
where they were given special training, learned of the principles of ceremony and
protocol, and were under the direct command of the sultan; (2) the special corps that
was drilled and trained under the most distinguished commanders and was ready for
action at a moment’s notice; (3) the troops of the maliks, gulām [slaves] governors,
and state officials like the vizirs; and (4) the forces of the subject governments.
Members of the gulāmān-i sarai, whose names were recorded in the dīwān registers,
received their pay [bīstgānī] four times in a year. Furthermore, there was a great
number of cavalry dispersed throughout the empire and they were always prepared to
go on campaign. They received their livelihood from the iqtā‘ lands set aside for
them. With regard to military organization, these military iqtā‘ were one of the most
important innovations in the Seljuk Empire. On the one hand, this system made it
possible to maintain rather large armies without placing a burden on the state and, on
the other, helped the country to prosper.121 Furthermore when necessary, mercenary
troops, kJaşer, were also raised from among the people.122
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1.6.5

The Administration of Justice

The Seljuk administration of justice was divided between the sharī‘a and the
customary law. The Qādīs in each country were responsible for decisions concerning
the sharī‘a. In Baghdad there was a chief Qādī (Qādī al-Qudāt) who was a scholar of
fiqh. He served as the head of the law court in the capital as well as the supervisor of
the other Qādīs. In addition to settling lawsuits these judges were also responsible for
matters concerning inheritance, and waqfs [pious endowments], which were an
important social assistance institution in medieval Turco-Islamic states. The Qādīs
generally acted according to Hanafī fiqh, and sometimes according to Shāfi‘ī fiqh.
Their decisions were final and inviolable; however, if a judge issued a biased ruling, it
could be referred to the sultan by other Qādīs.123 In the Siyāsat–Nāma, great
importance was given to education and morals of these judges ‘‘to whom Muslims
entrusted their lives and property. In addition to the sharī‘a courts, there were separate
courts charged with settling questions of custom and other legal problems. This
system was usually concerned with such matters as crimes of a political nature,
disobedience to the orders of the state, and various kinds of disturbances. Above all, it
should be noted here that the people responsible for the administration of justice under
the Seljuks were independent of the grant dīwān and the provincial dīwāns,i.e., the
government. It was thus possible to carry out justice free from any political or
government influence.124
The Seljuks had a speedy intelligence reporting system, which made use of birds as
well as messengers, a secret service whose members were called ‘‘informants’’
[münhīler,]. The Seljuks thus set an example for organizing an administrative cadre
that lasted for almost eight hundred years in the Eastern Islamic world.125
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1.7

Social and Commercial Life

1.7.1

Social Conditions

The sources, unfortunately, do not tell us much about the daily life of the people, or
how this was affected by the influx of large numbers of Turkmen nomads. The
relatively stable and effective administration established under their leadership
enabled the various classes to carry on their lives and occupations in comparative
security. Except for the Turkish element among the high palace officials and their
assistants who controlled the country, commanders, the military forces and the like,
the Seljuks did not directly interfere with the lives and the occupations of the people.
The social conditions under the Seljuks, which were shared by all medieval Muslim
Turkish states, thus generally maintained the traditions of early periods. State
positions became almost hereditary. Even changes in power took place within the
family.126 In various provinces and cities a great many local conditions and traditions
prevailed with regard to financial matters. The families of great influence, which
came into being by seizing the opportunity to acquire economic wealth or to attach
themselves to administrative authority in the cities, were able to preserve their
positions. The dihqāns [minor feudal nobility] in the villages were from such
families.127
Men of learning and of religion, including the sūfis, were held in high respect; and the
local people were left to practice their local customs. This is not to say that injustice
and oppression did not occur, but on the whole it did not reach lengths which the
population felt to be intolerable. In spite of the fragmentation of dār al-Islām, the
function of the state was still to defend the Muslim community and Muslim lands, and
its purpose was to create conditions in which the Muslim could live the good life. As
for the peasants who worked in the plains, fields, vineyards, and gardens, they made
their living under government protection on either royal [khāss] or iqtā‘ lands, as
mentioned above, and paid taxes. Legally they were as free as the people in the cities.
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As long as they were able to cultivate the lands in their possession, which they owned
by hereditary right, they did not have to work just to keep alive. As for economic
development, and the great majority of the population were essentially settled Turks,
the people worked as labourers, tradesmen, artisans, and transporters of goods in all
the aspects of commercial and economic life that we shall discuss below.128
Thus, because of peace, security, and prosperity, the towns which had previously
consisted of little more than fortresses, expanded and developed. Konya, Kayseri,
Sivas, Erzurum, Erzinjān, Harput, Amasya, Tokat, Aksaray, and Ankara grew into
major Turkish cities inland while Sinop, Samsun, Antalya, and ‘Alā’iyya did so on the
coast. Certain cities like Aksaray, Kirshehir, ‘Alā’iyya, Kubādiyya, and Kubād-ābād
and others with Turkish names were founded by the Turks.129
1.7.2

Industrial Development

It is hard to find concrete information on trade and economic life within the Seljuk
Empire. The rich geographical and travel literature in Arabic and then Persian of the
3rd-4th /9th-10th centuries dwindles almost to nothing during the Seljuk period, and
there is a general paucity of information in the historical sources. At the northern end
of the trade route, Nīshāpūr was the great emporium of Khurāsān at this time and it
was probably the main centre of trade and comers in the great Seljuk Empire.
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In this respect Hamd Allāh Mutawfī Qazwīnī, who provides valuable information on
the reign of Malik Shāh, tells us that the annual revenue of the Seljuk countries was
21,500 tūmāns [a Persian coin] of red gold [zer-i surkh] and the yearly taxes received
as kharāj were 20, 000 mithqāls [a standard of weight of gold.132
In addition to Malik Shāh, others, such as Tughril Beg, Alp-Arslān, and Sunjar, also
struck gold coins. Economic conditions under the Seljuks of Kirmān progressed as
well, and the coinage that was struck, above all in the time of Qāvurt, maintained its
value for a long time. According to Afdāl al-Dīn Kirmānī, an eyewitness, a century
and a half later the naqd-i Qāvurt still held great value. As for the Anatolian Seljuks,
the subject of commerce was one of the major considerations that determined the
main policies of the state.
It was then, when the Seljuks entered international commercial relations, that
comprehensive measures for public security were put into effect on the roads that
were built. The state guaranteed the lives and property of foreign merchants. Even a
kind of state insurance was placed on merchandise for the purpose of indemnifying
the losses of merchants. Qılıch-Arsalān II was also the first Anatolian Seljuk ruler to
strike gold coins. Anatolians thus experienced its most prosperous period in history
and its wealth became legendary in Europe.133
Industrial life in Anatolia, like that in other countries in the Middle Ages, was based
on guilds that adhered to strict rules according to the type of goods made. By
inculcating in those who worked in every branch of craft the belief in the spiritual
sanctity of its ‘‘patron saint’’ [pīr] these institutions made the ‘‘apprentice’’ [murīd]
faithful to the demands of the profession, and completely bound him to all its rules.
The profession was monopolized by the guilds. According to a given number of stores
or workshops, there were a certain number of masters and workmen whose names and
patronymics were registered. The craftsmen and apprentices who were members of
the guild were called fityān [youths]. In addition, the head of the akhīs in a city was
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called akhī bābā.134 This was so to the extent that, when the Seljuk state broke up,
they established a kind of popular government through their own efforts in the
principle centres that we mentioned above and thus saved society from
disintegration.135
1.8

Religious and Intellectual Life

1.8.1

Promotion of the Hanafī School as a State Religion

Of the four Sunnī madhhabs, the Hanafī school and to a much lesser extent the Shāfi‘ī
school, were adopted by the Seljuks. In Transoxiana, the Hanafī school developed
through the preaching of Abū Mansūr al-Māturīdī of Samarqand (d. 944)136, who was
probably of Turkish origin. His teaching emphasised free will. Because this madhhab
used reason and logical arguments to prove the existence of God and, above all,
because its legal contents included Turkish usages and traditions, it was the most
widespread school of law among the Turks, who had a realistic world view.
Moreover, because the Hanafī school determined the lawfulness of judgement
according to circumstances and need, it was thus possible for the Turkish state to
adapt this Islamic legal system to the requirements and conditions of the times137,
and it became the official madhhab first of the Seljuk and then of the other Turkish
dynasties. Because the ‘Abbāsid caliphs adhered to the same law school, the bonds
between these two powers were greatly strengthened. The Shāfi‘ī school, a moderate
law school that later tried to reconcile Hanafī School with the Mālikī and Hanbalī
madhhahib, both which took a more literal view of Islamic dogma, also became
popular in the Seljuk empire and among the Turks in general, thanks to the efforts of
134
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Nizām al-Mulk. He put an end to the policy of ‘Amīd al-Mulk al-Kundurī, the vizier
of Tughril Beg, of anathematizing the Ash‘arīs and persecuting Shāfi‘īs, and assured
the return of the great Shāfi‘ī scholars and jurists who had been forced to leave the
country.138
Furthermore, because the Seljuk government, which was the standard bearer of the
Sunnis, combined the Islamic idea of ghazw [military expedition] with the Turkish
view of conquest, it had a considerable incentive to combat the Fātimids, after gaining
sovereignty over the other Muslim countries, and was successful in opposing the
crusaders.139
Many of the greatest men of fiqh, kalām, tafsīr and hadīth in Muslim history lived
during the period of the Seljuk Empire. They included the great sūfī Abū al-Qāsim alQushayrī (d. 1072), who wrote al-Risāla al-Qushayriyya, which was translated into
Turkish at the same time, and his son Abū Nasr ‘Abd al-Rahmān, the author of the
tafsīr work entitled al-Taysīr ; Abū Ishāq al-Shīrāzī (d. 1083), a Shāfi‘ī jurist and
teacher in the Baghdad Nizāmiyya; Abū al-Ma‘ālī al-Juwaynī (d. 1111), who was one
of the greatest thinkers in the Muslim world

and the rector of the Baghdad

Nizāmiyya; and Fakhr al-Islām ‘Abd al-Wāhid (d. 1108), who was called the second
al-Shāfi‘ī and was a teacher in the Āmul Nizāmiyya.
The great Hanafī jurist and chief qādī al- Khatībī (d.1079); the Hanbalī jurist, hadīth
specialist, and famous sūfī ‘Abd Allāh al-Ansārī (d. 1108); the great tafsīr specialist
and grammarian, ‘Alī Wāhidī (d. 1076), whose works were read as handbooks in the
madrasas; the great Hanafī jurist and tafsīr specialist from Transoxiana and author of
the well-known kanz al-wusūl, al Pazdawī (d. 1089); al-Sarkhasī (d. 1090), who was
of Turkish origin and gained great fame among the Hanafīs with his book entitled alMabsūt; the jurist, philosopher and poet, ‘Ain al-Qudāt al-Hamadānī (d. 1130), some
of whose works were translated into Turkish; Muhammad al-Shahrastānī (d. 1153),
who specialized in the history of the law schools during the reign of Sanjar and wrote
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the Kitāb al-Milal wa al-Nihal; and al-Baghawī (d. 1116), the author of Masābīh alSunna, were all influential figures in Islamic science and intellectual life for centuries
after their own time.140
Although the crusades and Mongol invasion brought about stagnation in religious
instruction in Anatolia, by the end of the thirteenth century scholars writing important
works had reappeared there. For example, Qādī al-Baydāwī (d. 1291), the famous
tafsīr specialist and author of Anwār al-tanzīl; Sirāj al-Dīn al-Urmawī (d. 1283), who
wrote Matāli‘ al-Anwār, one part of which concerns logic and the other Kalām; and
Qutub al-Dīn al-Shīrāzī (d. 1310), who revived the philosophical Kalām movement
and was an astronomer at the same time, all began a tradition which they passed to
future generations. It should be mentioned here that although the Seljuks were sincere
Muslims who avidly defended the Sunnī faith and were absolutely committed to the
need for traditional traning and education, they were also open-minded.141
1.8.2

Flourishing of Sūfism

The second half of the eleventh century, all of the twelfth, and the beginning of the
thirteenth may be considered as one of the most important periods in the history of
sūfism, not only in Iran but everywhere. In the second half of the eleventh century in
Transsoxiana, Khurāsān, and Iraq, great sūfī saints lived, each one in small convents
(khānqāh), praying, meditating and teaching new pupils.
It can be said that Khurāsān, where the Seljuk state was founded, definitely played a
significant religious role in that state, just as it had done with regard to politics,
economics, and government. Khurāsān was considered to be the focal point of
intellectual currents coming from the west, and Muslim thinkers combined these two
currents with their own views of the cosmos in a manner that suited the usage and
customs of the area in which they lived. One consequence of this was the birth of
Islamic mysticism. The significance of Khurāsān can be appreciated when we take
into account the fact that, when the Turks appeared there, sūfism experienced a
vigorous period.
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In the eleventh century, when various sūfī brotherhoods

began to appear in the

Islamic world, the Shaykhs lived in a spiritual milieu with sūfī novices and dervishes
and gathered at séances [tazkīr muhitī], lodges, and retreats-which were very
widespread in Khurāsān, where the above ideas were welded together. They claimed
that reality could not be understood from the book [the Qur’ān] but by the senses.
These shaykhs naturally had a great influence on the Turkmen masses, and many of
the outstanding personalities of that period, like those we listed above, were also sūfīs.
The famous authority on kalām, al-Ghazālī, publicly allied himself against Greek
philosophy and made the new Islamic mysticism, which he brought about by
reconciling with great erudition and a keen mind the science of kalām with the sūfī
world view, the prevailing form of Islam for centuries. As for the great brotherhoods
of the Muslim world, they were the Qādiriyya, which was founded by ‘Abd al-Qādir
al-Jīlānī (d. 1166) and spread to India, Anatolia and as far as Spain; the Kubrāwiyya
established by Shaykh Najm al-Dīn Kubrā al-Khwārazmī (d. 1221); and the
Akbariyya, founded in the thirteenth century.
The fourth great brotherhood, the Yasawiyya, was founded by Ahmad Yasawī (d.
1116), who was himself a Turk. The Yasawiyya differed from the other brotherhoods
by being clearly characterized as popular sūfism. It spread to Turkistan, Afghanistan,
the area of the Golden Horde, and northern Iran. These sūfīs were in fact exceptional
people having great knowledge, a keen intellect, and a refined aesthetic sense and
literary ability. Indeed, it suffices to state that Seljuk Turkey was a country having a
moral and spiritual milieu favourable to the work of a systematic religious
philosopher of such rare attainment as Muhyī al-Dīn Ibn al-‘Arabī (d. 1240). Of
Spanish origin, Ibn al-‘Arabī studied the Islamic sciences and then began to make
‘‘discoveries’’ by entering the mystical and philosophical atmosphere of his
homeland. He made the pilgrimage to Makka and there profited from the works of
‘Abd Allāh al-Ansārī, and al-Ghazālī. Ibn al-‘Arabī’s literary production reached the
unprecedented level of some 250 books and treatises, the most important of which
were al-Futūhāt al-makkiya, Fusūs al-hikam, Ishārāt al-Qur’ān, and Jawāhir alnusūs. According to him, the highest and most authentic knowledge is not that
perceived by the mind, but only the ‘‘knowledge’’ that God imparts to those (‘‘the
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perfect man’’, al-Insān al-kāmil), who have received genuine and thorough sūfī
training.
Coming to the Mawlawiyya or Mevleviye, which was founded by the other great sūfī
of Anatolia, Mawlānā Jalāl al-Dīn Rūmī (d. 1273), it can be described as placing the
strongest emphasise on art, ethics, and science. About the time of the appearance of
the Seljuks, it was widespread in Transoxiana and Khurāsān. The Malāmiyya held
such principles as avoiding hypocrisy, pride, boastfulness, and greed; sincerely
believing in God and imitating the Prophet; and not believing in the miracles of the
saints. Mawlānā’s basic idea, which could be summarized as an expression of
humanitarianism, was of universal nature. Differences in religion, creed, and race
were of no consideration. The significance of this concept is found in a statement by
‘Alam al-Dīn, one of the commanders of Kai-Kusraw III, who said, ‘‘every people
loves its Prophet but people of every religion and state love this Mawlānā’’. This view
describes the great tolerance of the Turks in general, and the Seljuk government in
particular, and held an attraction for non-Turks and non-Muslims, such as Greeks,
Armenians, and Jews, that was impossible to resist. For this reason the death of this
great Turk was truly mourned by all the people, Muslims and non-Muslims, in the
Seljuk state of Anatolia. In addition to the Malāmiyya and Akbariyya, there were in
fact other movements in the Seljuk state of Anatolia.142

1.8.3

The Role of the ‘Ulāmā’ and the Qādīs

A major innovation of the Seljuks was the attempt to link central government with the
religious institution through state support for the madrasa system of education. There
is no doubt that the early organizers of the empire hoped in this way to secure the
support of the religious classes by giving them a stake in the proper functioning of
the state, and to bolster civil administration against the expected encroachments of the
military establishment. Yet, because of the considerable respect which the qādīs and
‘ulāmā’ [religious classes] enjoyed, they often acted in a more public capacity as
envoys and mediators. In 497/1104, for example, Berk-Yaruq set the qādī Abū al142
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Muzaffar al-Jurjānī and the qādīs Abū al-Faraj Ahmad al-Hamadānī to negotiate a
settlement with his brother Muhammad.143Moreover, the qādīs and religious classes in
general were often the spokesmen of and on behalf of the people.
When Berk Yaruq, fleeing before Muhammad, reached Wāsit in 494-95, the qādī
implored mercy for the people and asked that the shihna be sent to the city. After
Berk-Yaruq’s army had crossed over into Wāsit, however, the solders began to
plunder and the qādī again requested that they be restrained.144 Similarly, qādīs were
often used by the caliphs as intercessors with shihnas or other officials who
overstepped their authority in Baghdad or oppressed the subjects. In 495, when strife
broke out between the people of Baghdad and the shihna the caliph sent the chief qādī
and Ilkiyā al-Harrāsī, professor from the Nizāmiyya madrasa, to intercede.145 The
qādī sometimes organized the administration and defences of the city in times of
disorder and in this way also helped to preserve and maintain Islamic civilization and
culture.146
Furthermore, since in most cases the important religious officials were appointed by
or on the advice of the temporal ruler, the ‘ulamā’, in effect, tended to act as agents of
the state. The sultan or vizir often had a hand in choosing the chief qādī, and it is
noteworthy that the first such official appointed after the Seljuk takeover in Iraq was
given the post after consultation with al-Kundūrī because he had been a supporter of
the Seljuks in Khurāsān.147
There are numerous examples of the chief qādī of Baghdad and other religious
officials acting as deputy vizir for the caliphs; and one of the vizirs of the last Seljuk
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sultan, Tughril ibn Arslān ibn Tughril, was a qādī. 148 The chief qādī Abū al-Hasan alDāmaghānī, for example, served in the capacity of deputy vizir for both al-Mustazhir
and al-Mustarshid. His father Abū ‘Abd Allāh who was chief qādī before him had also
served as deputy vizir on two occasions during the reigns of al-Qā’im and alMuqtadī.149 In the successor sates of the Seljuk Empire, especially in Mosul and
Syria, there are instances of qādīs being appointed as viziers or exercising complete
control in the administration of a city or province. The examples of qādī Bahā al-Dīn
ibn Shaddād in Aleppo and of the qādī Kamāl al-Dīn al-Shahrazūrī in Mosul and
Damascus are particularly noteworthy.150
1.9

Religious Science, Literature and Art

1.9.1

Religious Science and Foundation of Nizāmiyya Madrasa

The period of the Seljuk Empire marked a turning point in the teaching of religious
science in the Islamic world. Religious institutions, which that era considered as
science, had previously been disorganized, irregular, and of a completely private
nature. They systemized for the first time in the reign of Alp Arslān and brought
under state patronage. The Seljuk Empire pursued this important programme under
the direction of Nizām al-Mulk, who was responsible for the civil administration. The
main reason for this was the need for a fundamental policy to combat Shī‘ism and
other schismatic beliefs.151
At first they sought to create a strong spiritual front that was loyal to the state by
setting aside appropriations for the Sunnī jurists and legal scholars of the time and by
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opening soup kitchens for ascetics.152 Rather, it was the first madrasa, as the highest
institution of learning in the Muslim world, which brought together, as teachers and
preachers, the most famous scholars, jurists and intellectuals of the time and made
them salaried professors; provided students with the monthly allowance and
provisions; gave free instruction; set up programmes for study; and was equipped with
a rich library, founded by Alp Arslān (1066).153
It was built next to the Baghdad Tigris and, with all its facilities and annexes
reputedly cost 60,000 dīnārs (gold). This madrasa was endowed with markets, khāns,
baths, and agricultural lands. Because Nizām al-Mulk’s name was written on the front
of the building, it became known as the Nizāmiyya. The Nizāmiyya in Baghdad
provided religious instructions according to Hanafī and Shāfi‘ī fiqh. It played a major
role in scientific and intellectual life and trained scholars of high quality. Qādīs and
religious officials were generally sent from there to every corner of the empire.
Because they were the most competent, young Nizāmiyya graduates occupied high
positions in the country.
Around the same time, sister institutions of the madrasa were established in such
centres as Isfahān, Nīshāpūr, Balkh, Herāt, Basra, and Āmul.154 The subject of study
and programmes in the Nizāmiyya were basically followed and applied for centuries
in the Muslim countries and by all Islamic Turkish dynasties, including the Ottomans.
Because not only the religious sciences but also the hard sciences, such as
mathematics and astronomy, were taught at the same time in the Nizāmiyya
madrasas, and because similar institutions were not found in Europe until much later,
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the Baghdad Nizāmiyya is considered to be the world’s first university.155 As is
known, countless madrasas were later founded on the same basis by sultans, in all
Seljuk states. Madrasas were also very important with regard to training officials for
the state’s bureaucratic and judicial staff.
In the Seljuk period, the science of mathematics reached a high level. During the reign
of Malik Shāh, its outstanding representatives were men like the famous ‘Umar alKhayyām (d. 1131), who was better know for literature, and Muhammad Bayhaqī.
They wrote important works on algebra, conics, and geometry as well as astronomical
tables. In addition, in 476/1074-75 an observatory was built and research was carried
out in it. A scientific committee composed of leading astronomers like ‘Umar alKhayyām, Abū Hātim al-Muzaffar al-Isfizārī, and Maymūn ibn Najīb al-Wāsitī
created a new calendar called tārīkh–i malikī, tārīkh–i jalālī, or taqwīmī Malik
Shāh.156 In chemistry, the print industry was well developed and paper production was
advanced. Great doctors and Arabic linguistcians and theoreticians were trained.
Above all, new facilities were created for developing the medical and health
professions in Anatolia.157
In the Seljuk period, historiography apparently took a very different approach from
that of the old Arabic biographies and books of campaigns [maghāzī]. The Seljuk
sultans, who had a love of history like all Turkish rulers, encouraged the development
of this field. Among the products of the Seljuk era that we have used as sources are
the Malik Nāma (ca. 1058) which mentions the origins of the Seljuks; Ibn Hassūl’s
history; the important work entitled Risālat al-Malik shāhiyya; the Tārīkh-i Saljūk by
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the poet Abū Tāhir Khātūnī; and works by others such as ‘Imād al-Dīn al-Isfahānī,
Ibn al-Jawzī, and Rāwandī. Unfortunately, much of the wok of these latter writers was
lost in the destruction caused by the Mongol invasion.
In addition to these works, there were some in verse like the great Seljuk epic [shāh
nāma] by the poet Ahmad Qāni‘ī the Selçuklular şeh-nāmesi written in 20,000
couplets by the Khurāsānian Turkish poet Khwāja Dehhānī, and undoubtedly many
others that have not come down to us.158 Professor A. Bausani has summarized the
entire Seljuk period very precisely: ‘‘if we realize that in the years from the death of
Ash‘arī (935) to that of Ghazālī (1111) the entire theological system of Islam found its
final systematization; that it was also the period when the oldest sAūfī tarīqas
(fraternities) were organized, one of the first Muslim theological universities was
founded, and the poet Nizāmī lived (1141-1209/13): realizing these facts, we can
easily see the importance of the Seljuk era. Though not one of the most original, it is
certainly one of the most formative epochs in the cultural history of Islam’’.159
1.9.2

Literature

1.9.2.1 Literary Development Especially Poetry
As for the literature of Seljuk period, great progress was made in poetry and prose just
as we have seen in other fields. In the empire period, this was above all to the benefit
of Persian literature. Thanks to the material and moral support of the Turkish sultans,
outstanding figures in Iranian literature appeared at that time. They included Lāmi‘ī -i
Jurjānī, Abū al-Ma‘ālī al-Nahhās, Abū Tāhir Khātūnī, Abī Wardī, and the famous
satirical poet Ibn al-Habbāriyya. In addition, there were Amīr Mu‘izzī; ‘Umar alKhayyām; the renowned poet of odes, Anwarī; Azraqī, who was patronized by Malik
Tughan–Shāh; Nizāmī who lived in the country of the Eldigüz atabegs, who
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continued the traditions of the Seljuks; Sa‘dī Shīrāzī, who flourished among the
atabegs of Fārs; and others.160
Persian had risen to such a high level at the time of the Seljuks that it also had an
effect on Anatolia. The works that we mentioned above were written in that
language.161 However, in the struggle that took place in this land, on the one hand
between Turkish and Arabic, which maintained its position and spread because it was
the language of the Qur’ān and was the medium of the madrasas, and, on the other,
between Turkish and Persian, which was cultivated as the literary language, Turkish
finally triumphed by confining Arabic within the walls of the madrasas and
displacing Persian as the everyday language. Thus, although the palace circles in
particular took Iranian names instead of Turkish names, had Shāh-nāmas composed
and assumed Persian and Arabic titles, the battle among the Arabic, Persian, Turkish
cultures ended in a victory for the latter.162
Turkish sūfī poetry formed another genre of Anatolian Turkish literature. It began
somewhat earlier under the influence of the religious poems and hymns of Ahmad
Yasawī and the Turkish poets inspired by him. Ahmad Faqīh, who lived at the time of
Mawlānā Rūmī and was the author of a sūfī ethical work entitled Charkh Nāma; and
Shayyād Hamza, who followed him, were in the vanguard of this kind of poetry. But
it can be said that Turkish reached its zenith in this field in the fourteenth centaury
with the great Turkish poet Yūnus Emre (d. 1320). Yūnus succeeded in speaking and
writing Turkish with a skill that has been unrivalled by anyone throughout history for
its ease and simplicity.163
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1.9.3

Development of Art and Music

1.9.3.1 Art
It is not possible to list here, one by one, the outstanding examples of architecture,
miniatures, ceramics, carpets, kilims, inscriptions, calligraphy, gilding, decoration,
and the like that reveal the craftsmanship and building activity of the Seljuk period
and that are usually described as masterpieces. Animal designs, which were the
product of the old steppe art, are found in abundance on the major sections of the
walls of Diyārbakir, surviving from the reign of Malik Shāh, and one of the works in
the other Turkmen beyliks. Moreover, thousands of palaces, public mosques, soup
kitchens, khāns, public baths, hospitals, sūfī lodges [khānqāhs], tombs [türbes],
mausolea, public fountains [sabīls], caravansaries, fortresses and walls were built
during the Seljuk era throughout the vast area. All the sources, including the accounts
of a great many native and foreign travellers from Nāsir Khusraw (d. 1061) until
recent times, testify to this. The façades, doors, and frames of the windows of
buildings were adorned with the most beautiful and colourful inscriptions, and inside
they were embellished with fine décor. The Seljuk period also provides the most
beautiful examples of Turkish marble stone work, inlay work, and carving.
This can be seen on the bases of domes, which were sometimes covered with Turkish
tiles, minbers [pulpit], mihrābs, ablution fountains, doors, window and shutters. In
order to get a good idea of these works, it suffices to take a look at just Anatolia,
indeed only the city of Konya.164 The architecture of the madrasas, which spread in
every direction at the end of the ninth century, acquired a dominant position in the
Turco-Islamic world as a new Turkish model for the building art. This construction of
the madrasas mosque, which was a new form of mosque having a large courtyard and
enclosed within crenulated walls, was developed in Iran and Turkistan. Thus Turkish
architecture provided the form for the Iranian mosque.165 An important Seljuk
innovation in dome construction was to secure the dome to the main walls with the
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transition zone of ‘‘triangular’’ areas. This form which is called a ‘‘Turkish triangle’’
in the history of architecture, appeared in different styles and was further developed
under the Ottomans.166
The style of calligraphy for the Qur’ānic verses in the Middle Ages also reveals
Turkish tastes. The architectural style and decoration which began in the Near East
with the Seljuks was subsequently developed into one of the world’s three original
forms of architecture (Greek, Roman and Turkish).167
1.9.4

Music

The music of the Seljuk period was based on Oghuz music, which has been described
as having a close relationship with Uighur Turkish music. Music from the time of the
Seljuks was collected by the famous music theoretician Safī al-Dīn ‘Abd al-Mu’min
(d. 1294) the author of Kitāb al-Adwār. A great many works have been written on the
theory of this music, which later developed in three directions Transoxiana,
Āzarbāījān, and Anatolia and spread to all the areas under Turkish influence.168
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CHAPTER: 2

2.

A Short History of Arabic Grammar

A legal scholar once said ‘only169 a prophet is able to have perfect command of the
Arabic language’. This statement is bound to be true since, as far as we know, no one has
ever claimed to have mastered this language in its entirety.
In AD 632 the Prophet of Islam, Muhammad (peace be upon him), died in the city of
Madīna in the Arabian Peninsula. He had founded a community that had adopted the
religious doctrine of Islam, as it was laid down in the revealed book, the Qur’ān. His
successors as political leaders of the community, the caliphs, started military expeditions
into the world outside the Arabian Peninsula; very soon these turned into real campaigns
that led to the conquest of a large part of the world. Within a few decades Persia,
Mesopotamia, Syria, Egypt and North Africa had become provinces of a new Islamic
empire.
The Arab armies brought to the inhabitants of the conquered territories not only their
religion, but to an even larger degree the Arabic language. Until then it had been the
language of Bedouin tribes roaming the deserts of the Arabian Peninsula, but now it
became the language of a large empire, in which it functioned as the language of religion,
culture, and administration. In those countries where Islam had been accepted as the
majority religion, such as Turkey, Iran, Indonesia, Malaysia, Bangladesh and Pakistan,
the role of Arabic as a religious language and the language of the Qur’ānic revelation is
still gaining in strength.
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The introduction of Arabic into the conquered provinces after the death of the prophet
had profound linguistic effects on the language itself. During the initial stages of the
conquests, Arabic gradually became the dominant language, which everybody tried to
learn. Details about the process of arabization and acquisition are unknown, but the result
of this process was the emergence of a new type of Arabic, a spoken language that
existed alongside the old language of the Bedouin and the Qur’ān, compared to which it
had a reduced structure. The coexistence of the two varieties of the language led to a
diglossia, in which the classical Arabic standard language functioned as the high variety
(called by the Arabs al-lugha al-fushā, the eloquent, correct language, and the vernacular
of the spoken language constituted the low variety called al-lugha al-‘Āmiyya
(‘‘colloquial language’’) spoken by the ordinary people.170
2.1

Abū al-Aswad al-Du’alī and Beginning of Arabic Grammar

It has been suggested that Arabic grammar arose from the need to establish a definitive
text of the Qur’ān171, and to preserve the language as a whole from the solecisms (lahn)
of an ever-increasing number of non-Arabic speaking Muslims.
According to most of the sources, the fourth caliph, ‘Alī ibn Abī Tālib (d. 40/661) was
the first to insist that something be done about the growing number of mistakes in speech
(other sources mention the governor of the two Iraqs, Ziyād ibn Abīhi). The person
whose name has become connected with the first efforts to standardise and codify the
language was Abū al-Aswad al-Du’alī (d. 69/688)172, an insignificant poet and sometime
secretary to the Prophet’s cousin ‘Alī. But other names are also mentioned in this
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connection, including Nasr ibn ‘Āsim (d. 89/708)173, and ‘Abd al-Rahmān ibn Hurums
(d.117/735).174 Ibn al-Anbārī mentioned the story of the invention of the grammar as:
تuaت و أbjاء  آbfYUد إن ها اXgh اSw أSW :U لS ` وUوUد اXgh` اw أU إtsw lw أzwد اSW أن زS£Wو روي أ
Sr Uد إSW زVwS§¨ إbد و آXgh اXw أwa ©ب اS آw بbsWس وSZU اw «p{W S¬l ®¯U °s± وXpa بbsU اzuU أzr
ن³bmU اzr S¬l أbSa ´w br ¶ذاa دXgh اw· أWb¸ pc s ا:U لS ] و
ً §د رSW§ زXa لg sma la zYpU اfs و
﴾ ﺒﻜﺴﺭUXg و رzlآbºfU اzr يbw ©أ ﴿ إن اb وX_ va رw br Sfpa ،دXgh اw· أWb¸ pc q§bU´ اUذ
175

]مpﺍ

It was narrated that Ziyād Ibn Abīh sent a messenger to Abū al-Aswad al-Du’alī to tell
him that “The increasing number of foreigners has led to the corruption of the pure
tongue of the Arabs. So, may you put some rules that would both correct their language
and give the Qur’ān the suitable declension?” Abū al-Aswad declined Ziyād’s request. As
a result, Ziyād asked someone to sit down the road waiting for Abū al-Aswad to pass and
recite the following verse mistakenly as follows: “God keeps clear from the unbelievers
and from His Prophet” (With genitive, instead of “God keeps clear from the unbelievers
and so does His Prophet”, with nominative). When Abū al-Aswad heard this, he was
shocked.
Several stories are told about his reluctance to accept this job. According to some
historians, he was finally persuaded when his own daughter made a terrible mistake in the
use of the declensional endings, by confusing the expressions mā ahsana al-samā’a ‘how
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beautiful is the sky? and mā ahsanu al-samā’i what is the most beautiful thing in the
sky?176
The invention of grammar is connected with stories about grammatical mistakes, but the
central role in the foundation of grammar is assigned to the fourth caliph ‘Alī ibn Abī
Tālib.177 The reason why ‘Alī (may God’s mercy be on him!) founded this science of
nahw, is given by Abū al-Aswad in the following story:
blr أSW  هاSr : °pma ،ًVs¨ رW `a §تXa (Zc ©` ا±½) رUS¸ `w أzw` اpc zlZr¼fU اblr أpc °pل دS
®¯U v±ردت أن أa (®§Sch` اZsW) اءbfYU ه¨ اV^USyfw ua  §Xa سSZU آ]م ا°pr `i إ،لSma zlZr¼fUا
Sr ®gPSa فb\ وqsa® وg اp}]م آU ) ا،بX}r S¯la و، VsbU` ا
ّ U` إmU ¾® ا،lpc ونfsW و، lUن إXs§bW Sً¬l
178

´lU إv وSr lU إÂZ_ وXYZU« ها اi أ: `U لS ( وZsfU ءS§ Sr فbYU وا،w ÀTi أSr qsoU وا، 
ّ fufU اzc ْSTiأ

I went to see the commander of the believers ‘Alī ibn Abī Tālib, (may Allāh be pleased
with him), and I saw him carrying a manuscript. I asked him what was in his hand, and he
replied: “I was pondering on Arabic and realized that it had been corrupted due to the
foreigners. So, I wanted to write something that they could come back to and rely on.”
Then he gave me the manuscript which said: “language is noun, verb and particle. The
first gives information about a named object, the second is the information given, and the
third is what comes for a meaning.” He said to me (’unhu hādhā al-nahw) adopt this rule
and add to it what you find relevant.
This story clearly has an etiological character: it attempts to explain the name of the
discipline (nahw) from a verb nahā ‘‘take a direction’’ and it traces back to the venerable
176
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lineage of the fourth caliph ‘Alī, the tripartition of the parts of speech into noun, verb and
particle, which was introduced in the first book on grammar, Sībawayh’s Kitāb chapter
one.179 The notation of the short vowels was an altogether more complicated problem.
During the first century of Islam, when people started to collect and record the fragments
of the Qur’ānic revelation, the need for a uniform and unambiguous system for the short
vowels made itself felt. Various grammarians, among them the legendary innovator of
grammar, Abū al-Aswad, are credited with the introduction of a system of (colored) dots
above and below and next to the letters to indicate the three short vowels. The version of
the tradition that is reported by Ibn al-Anbārī is as follow:
V^mZU اqs§Sa Sf¯buف وإذا آbYU½ اiS§ U إV^mZU اqs§Sa S¯ff± ف و إذاbYUق اXa  وا\ةÄmia `o °Ya ¶ذاa
180

،zl^mi Ämia VZ تSآbYU اzr Sً¬l °sT¶ن اa pog` اa

Put one dot above the letter whenever I open my lips, and put a dot next to the letter
whenever I press my lips, and put a dot beneath the letter whenever I draw them apart and
put two dots whenever you hear me humming during the pronunciation of vowels.
In this story, the origin of the dot notation of the three short vowels and the nunation is
ascribed to Abū al-Aswad, and the names of the vowels fatha, damma, kasra are
connected with their articulation. A substantial improvement in the system of short –
vowel notation is usually attributed to the first lexicographer of the Arabic language, alKhalīl ibn Ahmad al-Farāhīdī (d. 175/791).181 He replaced the system of dots with
specific shapes for the three short vowels, a small wāw for the vowel u, a small alif for
the vowel a, and a (part of a) small yā for the vowel i. He also changed the sign for the
shadda, using a small sīn (short for shadda ‘geminated’) instead. When a single
consonant was intended, a small khā (short for khafīf ‘light’) could be used. With al-
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khalīl’s reform, the system of Arabic orthography was almost completed and, apart from
a very few additional signs, it has remained essentially the same ever since.182
Whatever the historical reality of the reports about Abū al-Aswad, it is certain that the
origin of the grammar was linked by the Arabic sources to the corruption of the Arabic
language in the first centuries of the Islamic empire. A similar motive for the foundation
of grammar is mentioned by Ibn Khaldūn in his historical account of the development of
the science in the Islamic world: grammar became necessary when the new Muslims
threatened to corrupt the Arabic language by their mistakes.
V}pfU´ اp تblÅ ®ÆsUا اX^US ول وU® واrhي اW` أa نSي آU´ اpfU½ اp^U زSÆYUا اXرSa ]م وgdء اS§ Sfpa
SهbWSÅW Sfr S¯lU` إmU اSfw تuoa VliSupUت اS}pfU اXw أvfuU واzlwbÅfpU `Uت اSoUSyfU اzr vfuU اS¯lU` إmU اSfw
ن³bmU· اpÅZla S¯w ¯sUل اX^W  وSًg رأV}pfU´ اp uo ¯® أنZr مXpsU اq` أهº وvfuUد اSlcSw lU إS¯\XZÆU
S¯lpc نXulmW cاXmUت و اSlp}U اT دةb^r V}pfU´ اpU zliاX ®¯r]ري آSÆr zr اX^TZgSa مX¯ofU اpc tWYUوا
 ¾® رأوا،عXabr أTfU وا،بX{Zr لXsofU وا،عXabr qcSoU أن اqjr ¨SThSw ¨SThن اXmYpW }]م وUاع اXi أbÈSg
لSjr] و أrSc blÅU´ اUU ½§XfU اVlfu  وSًwاbc إlfu pc اXYp^_Sa تSfp}Uت ه¨ اSآb\ blÅw VUPU اbllÅ
pc اXYp^_ و اV_X{yr ®¯U VcSZ_ SهXps§ ب وS}USw Sوهlma ®¯w V_S تS\]^_ اS¯pرت آS_ ´ وUذ
183

XYZU® اpsw S¯lfu

[When Islam came, and they left the Hijāz in order to conquer the empires that were in
the hands of the nations and states and when they mingled with the non-Arabs, their
habits started to change as the result of the different ways of speaking they heard from
those who attempted to learn Arabic, for hearing is the source of linguistic habits. Arabic
became corrupted by the deviating forms, because they started to get used to what they
heard. Their scholars began to fear lest the language became completely corrupted and
people grow accustomed to it, so that the Qur’ān and the Tradition would become
incomprehensible. Consequently, they deduced rules from their [the Bedouin’s] way of
speaking that were universally valid, like the universal and rules [of philosophy]. They
used these rules as a canon for the rest of speech, comparing like with like. They found,
182
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for instance, that the agent is put in the nominative, the object in the accusative and the
topic in the nominative. They became aware that the meaning changes with the changes
in the vowels of these words. As a technical term for this phenomenon they introduced
the word ‘i‘rāb ‘declension’ and for the element that is responsible for the change the
word ‘āmil ‘governor’, and so on. All these words became technical terms for them. They
put them down in writing and made it into a special discipline, which they call ‘ilm alnahw ‘science of grammar.]184
At the beginning of the Islamic period, only two sources of literary Arabic were
available, the Qur’ān and the pre-Islamic poems.185 After the conquests, when Arabic
became the language of an empire, there was an urgent need to standardise the language
for three reasons.
First, the divergence between the language of the Bedouins and the various colloquial
varieties that emerged became a real threat to communication in the empire. Second, the
policy of the central government, first in Damascus and later in Baghdad, aimed at the
control of the subject, not only in economical and religious but also in linguistic
matters.186 Obviously, if Arabic was to be used as the language of the central
administration, it had to be standardised. Third, the changed situation called for a rapid
explanation of the lexicon, which had to be regulated in order to achieve some measure of
uniformity. The most important prerequisite for the written codification of the language
was the invention of orthography, or rather the adaption of existing scribal practices of
the new situation. Then a standardised norm for the language was elaborated, and the
lexicon was invented and expanded. Subsequently, when these requirements had been
met, a stylistic standard was developed.187
184
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2. 2

Arabic Grammar from Sībawayh to al-Mubarrad

The first grammarian to give an account of the entire language in what was probably the
first publication in book form in Arabic prose, Sībawayh, was not of Arab stock himself,
but a Persian from Shīrāz.188 His example set the trend for all subsequent generations of
grammarians. The grammarians believed that their main task was to provide an
explanation for every single phenomenon in Arabic, rather than a mere description, or a
set of precepts on how to speak Arabic correctly. Consequently, they distinguished
between what was transmitted as occurring in language and what was theoretically
possible in language. In principle, they accepted everything that was transmitted from a
reliable source: in the first place the language of the Qur’ān, which was sacrosanct
anyway, in the second place everything that had been preserved from pre-Islamic poetry,
and in the third place testimonies from trustworthy Bedouin informants.
Under the patronage of the ‘Abbasid caliphs Arabic grammar soon acquired a
pedagogical character it was never to shake off. Classical Arabic having ceased to be a
mother tongue, the sons of Hārūn al-Rashīd (reigned 170-193/ 786-809), for example,
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could not learn it in the cradle and had instead to be taught by royal tutors such as alKisā’ī and Abū Muhammad al-Yazīdī. Al-Yazīdī (d. 202/817)189 was a member of a
minor dynasty of grammarians and poets who served the ‘Abbasid court for several
generations, though none of their grammatical works is extant. Al-Kisā’ī (d. 189/805) is a
much more substantial figure190, one of the seven Qurrā’ ‘‘Readers’’ whose version of
the Qur’ānic text was accepted as authoritative, and generally acknowledged as the
leading grammarian of his era until supplanted by his pupil Abū Zakariyyā Yahyā ibn
Ziyād al-Farrā’ (d. 207/822).191 However, to judge by his one surviving work, a small
anthology of common formal errors, and by the many quotation in al-Farrā’, it seems that
al-Kisā’ī was more of a professional pedant than a systematic grammarian of the caliber
of Sībawayh, standing closer to the primitive Nahwiyyūn in his achievement.192
Already by the time of al-Farrā’, the emergent pedagogical trend is unmistakable. AlFarrā’ himself talks of ‘‘the novice in institutions’’ and subsequent grammarians are even
more explicit. Al-Akhfash al-Awsat (d. c. 215-21/830-06)193, a pupil of no less than
Sībawayh,) observes that verses of poetry were sometimes made up with deliberate
mistakes in them to trap the unwary students, and the same al-Akhfash is also quoted in
connection with a whole set of syntactical tests which became a regular feature of later
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grammar texts. And we know from Ibn Sahnūn (d. 255/870)194 that by his time there was
a fully fledged curriculum for grammar and other subjects, complete with text books.
Competitiveness among the new professionals in search of patronage and prestige is
especially obvious in the many grammatical debates recorded in the literature of literary
gatherings.
Al-Farrā’, like his master al-Kisā’ī, came originally from Kūfa and held an official
position at the ‘Abbāsid court.195 He was one of the first to maintain that the language of
the Qur’ān is grammatically perfect Arabic, an assertion which conforms gratifyingly
with the political pretensions of his employers and also reflects the growing identification
of grammar with the institution of Islam. Certainly al-Farrā’ was an expert in this field:
his Ma‘ānī al-Qur’ān, an important source for Muhammad ibn Jarīr al-Tabarī, is a
grammatical commentary on the Qur’ān which reveals a scholarly capacity as profound
as that of Sībawayh, if not quite so developed.
Between the death of al-Farrā’ in 207/822 and the arrival in Baghdad of al-Mubarrad in
247/861, there must have been considerable progress in grammatical science, although
there is little direct evidence, since most of al-Mubarrad’s teachers were eclipsed by him,
and their works, if any, do not survive. An exception is Abū ‘Uthmān Bakr ibn
Muhammad al-Māzinī (d. 249/863)196, whose Kitāb al-Tasrīf has been preserved with a
commentary by Ibn Jinnī.
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Al-Māzinī’s grammatical output has been described as modest, and his pre-eminence in
morphology probably reflects a hardening separation of nahw, ‘‘grammar in general’’,
into nahw, ‘’ syntax in particular’’, and sAarf ‘‘morphology’’, as professional scholars
became increasingly specialized. Al-Māzinī’s pupil Abū al-‘Abbās ibn Yazīd alMubarrad (d. 285/898)197 is without doubt the most significant grammarian of the third
/ninth centaury. He is best known as the author of al-Kāmil, a thesaurus of traditional
Arabic rhetoric with an erudite literary, historical and linguistic commentary, but his
accomplishment as a grammarian is most conspicuous in his al-Muqtadab. This is a
large-scale revision and paraphrase of Sībawayh’s Kitāb, differing from the latter,
however, in displaying an unprecedented degree of self-conscious pedagogy and
authoritarianism. Whole chapters are given over to exercises and tests; the essential
terms, hasan, qabīh, mustaqīm and muhāl, which validated Sībawayh’s descriptions of
normal Arabic, have been largely abandoned in favor of the peremptory yajūz, ‘‘it is
allowed’’, and lā yajūz, ‘‘it is not allowed’’, and a number of new technical terms make
their appearance, perhaps for the first time. Of these, jumla, ‘‘sentence’’, fā’ida,
‘‘information’’, and the statement that a predicate (khabar) is that which can be said to be
true or false, must be direct borrowing from logic, and are all the more striking because
of their total absence in Sībawayh. This twofold development, pedagogical and
philosophical, which altered the nature of grammar during the third/ ninth century, stands
out clearly in the al-Muqtadab.
2.3

Basrans and Kūfans and their Role in Grammar

Soon after the foundation of Baghdad in 145/762, the cities of Basra and Kūfa were thrust
into the background by the cultural prestige of the new imperial capital. In the resulting
competition between grammarians at the Baghdad court, two rival ‘‘schools’’ evolved,
labelled ‘‘Basran’’ and ‘‘Kūfan’’.198 At first the antipathy was purely personal: in the
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earliest phase, for example, al-Yazīdī merely declaimed abusive poetry against his rival
al-Kisā’ī even though both were born in Kūfa199, but under the malevolent prompting of
al-Mubarrad and his arch-enemy Tha‘lab (d. 291/204)200, the hostility quickly developed
into an irreconcilable methodological polarization. As the animosity between the two
factions intensified, their origins were artificially projected back to the grammarians of
the second/eighth century, principally Sībawayh in Basra and al-Farrā’ in Kufa, between
whom there certainly were superficial terminological differences, though no conscious or
systematic opposition existed at the time. This only surfaced posthumously, as is proved
by the complaint of one of al-Farrā’’s pupils that words he could not recognize were
being put into his mouth. From then on the two schools generated a large quantity of
polemical literature, often in the form of grammatical disputes, one collection of which is
attributed to Tha‘lab himself.
The substantive differences between the Basrans and Kufans are impossible to state
precisely, since allegiance to the distinctive doctrines of either is hopelessly inconsistent;
some grammarians, such as Ibn Kaysān (d. 299/912)201 are even credited with belonging
to both, and later a so-called ‘‘Baghdad’’ or ‘‘mixed’’ school is said to have evolved.202
Though the two ‘‘schools’’ may best be interpreted simply as the embodiment of two
opposing attitudes to language, the Basrans represented the ideal of reducing Arabic to
the least number of rules, while the Kufans were prepared to admit any number of
anomalies into their system.
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The internal conflict among the professional grammarians was sparked off by the
question of authority. They had learned from the logicians that rules depend for their
validity on the data from which they are inductively derived and that only a closed corpus
could guarantee that these rules could never be overturned by new data. To their credit,
everyone was well aware of this: the controversy, which would result in the famous
division into ‘Basran’ (closed corpus) and ‘Kufan’ (open corpus) grammatical schools,
named after the two leading cultural centers before the foundation of Baghdad, was long
and acrimonious, but grammarians never lost sight of the fact that grammatical science
must draw its authority objectively from its logical structure and not, as had formerly
been the case, subjectively from the personal prestige and strength of character of its
leading practitioners.203
It was inevitable that the Basrans would prevail, as their attitude was in harmony with
parallel developments among theologians and jurists, who responded to the same problem
with the well-known ‘closing of the gate of ijtihād’ , deliberately restricting the corpus of
religious texts from which they could derive the law by the exercise of their personal
reasoning (ijtihād). The Basran’s way of closing the linguistic corpus was effectively to
define it as the contents of Sībawayh’s Kitāb, to which hardly anything had been or ever
would be added: as a result they could claim, as did the lawyers, that the proper use of
analogical reasoning applied to a well-defined and authoritative text could provide
answers to all linguistic or juridical questions. This left the Kufans on the outside as
nonconformists, and they never afterward played a significant role, although it is also true
that allegiance to one or another school (there was also a ‘Baghdad’ school204 and
perhaps others) was seldom crucial and often very inconsistent.205
2.4
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By the 3rd /9th century, Sībawayh’s type of grammar was under review, indeed threatened,
from two sides. Among the grammarians there was a growing tension between those who
regarded Sībawayh’s data as more or less exhaustive and those who believed that more
data could always come to light. And from outside the grammatical community came the
challenge from the logicians that they were better qualified than the grammarians to
control the Arabic language and with it the Islamic ideology.
These issues were connected, as they stemmed from the realization that every science,
such had grammar now became, requires a sound theoretical basis. This had not been a
problem for Sībawayh because he simply transferred the ethico-legal reasoning of his day
from the regulation of human behavior to linguistic behavior, but not long after his death
the (re) translation of a number of Greek works forced the Arabs to take a position on the
nature of the Islamic sciences, especially those dealing with theology, law and language.
At the same time as the grammarians and others were dealing with the need to close the
corpus, far more complex issues were being raised both internally, in court circles and
from philosophers and logicians who publicly challenged the grammarian’s authority. In
the end, the grammarians were forced literally to organize their methodology according
to the logical principles.206
In the following century, the rivalry between grammarians and logicians created a small
literary genre recording their hostile confrontations. The most famous is the battle of
words between Abū Sa‘īd al-Sīrāfī (d. 368/979)207 and the Christian Abū Bishr Mattā ibn
Yūnus (d. 328/940)208, which took place in the presence of the wazīr Ibn al-Furāt in
320/932. The symbolism of the debate is at least as important as its content, which must
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here be reduced to a single issue, namely al-Sīrāfī’s refutation of Abū Bishr’s claim that
Arabic is only a particular instance of a universal logical code. This was an argument he
was bound to lose. As a Christian and the leading Aristotelian scholar of the day, Abū
Bishr represented a double threat to Islam, as the sources of both his faith and his
reasoning were non-Arab, in a period when the identification of Islam with the Arabs was
at its peak. Not surprisingly, al-Sīrāfī tried to disqualify him from putting his case at all
by declaring that he did not speak Arabic well enough, a not uncommon debating trick in
such circles.
The central statement of the entire discussion comes when Sīrāfī rises to the challenge by
turning it completely around: ‘Grammar is logic, but isolated from the Arabic language,
and logic is grammar, but understood within language. The only difference between
expression and meaning is that the expression is natural, whereas the meaning is
rational’.209
On the positive side, there is no doubt that the conflict between grammarians and
logicians, like that between Basrans and Kūfans, resulted in radical changes in grammar
as a science. While the grammarians eventually agreed to differ on the fundamental issue
of induction from a closed corpus, the logicians taught them a great deal about categories
and methods.
It will suffice to mention two kinds of innovation that came about during this phase. First,
the gaps in Sībawayh’s terminology were filled, partly, perhaps, for pedagogical reasons
but also because the imported definitions of the sciences presumed that their vocabulary
was exhaustive. So we find tamyīz ‘specifying element’ for structures such as ashaddu
humratan ‘redder’, lit. ‘more intense as to redness’; lā li- nafī al-jins for ‘categorical
negative lā’; af‘āl al-qulūb ‘verbs of the heart’ for mental verbs; and other neologisms
for items that Sībawayh never bothered to name, although they are all dealt with in the
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Kitāb. Several abstract nouns were coined for the same reasons, fi‘liyya ‘verbality’ for the
quality of being a verb, zarfiyya for the quality of being a zarf ‘adverbial complement’,
etc.
Second, there was a complete revision of the concept of communication. For Sībawayh,
the purpose of language was essentially ethical and pragmatic, namely, for the speaker to
satisfy the listener’s expectations by accurately conveying the speaker’s intention (murād
‘what is meant’), and it was linguistically irrelevant whether the utterances were true or
false and even less so that they should be structurally complete or free of formal defects.
For the grammarians of the 4th/10th century (perhaps even earlier, though less
systematically), the unit of discourse was no longer kalām ‘talking’ but the jumla
‘sentence’, with a minimum of a subject and a predicate, and which, to qualify as a
‘sentence’ at all, had to be falsifiable, like a logical proposition.210 And the pragmatic
criterion of satisfying the listener’s expectations was replaced by the semantic
prerequisite that the sentence/proposition should deliver fā’ida ‘information’.
The origin of this new sense of jumla is obscure. Although it is common in all periods in
the meaning of ‘aggregate, general summary, totality’, it entered the grammatical
vocabulary only hesitantly in the meaning of ‘sentence’ in the early 3rd/9th century, and
kalām remained in use alongside it for a long time until it eventually yielded to jumla.
After this, kalām preserved only the overarching meaning of undifferentiated speech,
with jumla covering all the subtypes of utterance we call sentences and clauses.
Methodologically, there was also a total rethinking because grammar now had to conform
to universal scientific principles. Hitherto, it had been taken for granted that language
was a rational phenomenon because it is an activity of rational beings, which made it
possible to infer linguistic rules directly from the behavior of speakers. But Ibn al-Sarrāj
(d. 316/929)211 introduced the fine distinction between the principles (usūl) that a speaker
applies to produce correct utterances and those a grammarian uses to account for the
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correctness of an utterance. The former are prescriptive, pedagogical, and deductive,
while the latter are inductive and ensure that the science of grammar itself is rational.
These usūl were the outcome of discussions of grammatical causes (‘illa, pl. ‘ilal).212

The Assimilation of Grammar and Law

2.5

At the same time as Ibn Sarrāj was writing on the principles of grammar (usūl al-nahw),
his contemporaries in the legal sciences were occupied with a similar task, which came to
fruition in works on the usūl al-fiqh ‘principles of jurisprudence’. What these disciplines
had in common is that both depended on the interpretation of a textual corpus to derive
rules for human behavior. They differed, of course, in the nature of their corpus, the
corpus of the law being divine inspired while that of the language was Bedouin speech
(the Qur’ān could not be the sole primary source of the data for the grammarians). But it
is not an exaggeration to say, indeed it was said by the Arabs themselves, that correct
grammar (nahw) was a subset of the orthodox practice (sunna) of the good Muslim. Nor
is it a coincidence that nahw and sunna are synonymous, both meaning ‘way’, none other
than the sirāt mustaqīm ‘straight path’ that Muslims are enjoined to follow in the opening
verses of the Qur’ān.
This common preoccupation of grammar and law is explicit from the third/ninth century
onwards: from Tha‘lab’s observation that ‘language is determined by the sunna, not the
sunna by language’213, we may deduce that grammar was beginning to be aware of its
place in the Islamic scheme. Al-Zajjājī214 notes in his Kitāb al-Lāmāt that certain words
212
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have acquired under Islam a meaning and status they did not have before, for example,
mu’min, formerly ‘believer in anything’, then ‘believer in Islam’. He calls these terms
sifāt shar‘iyya; legal epithets’215. This shared character led to a kind of symbiosis
between law and grammar, and increasingly there was a professional overlap in the two
disciplines, so that a scholar might function as a judge and write grammatical works as
well.
The relationship was not always amicable. Ahmad ibn Fāris (d. 395/1004)216 was very
critical of the linguistic inadequacies of his legal brethren in his treatise Kitāb al-Sāhibī fī
fiqh al-lugha wa sunan al-‘Arab fī kalāmihim. He makes a strong plea for great
competence in Arabic among the jurists, from which we may infer that in his time some
of them did not live up to that standard.
Full integration of grammar and law, both in goals and methods, is argued explicitly by
Ibn al-Anbārī (d. 577/1181) in his Luma‘ al-Adilla fī usūl al-nahw ‘illuminating flashes
on the evidences for the principles of grammar’, which sets out to demonstrate that the
value of linguistic and legal evidence and the interpretation of the data are identical in
both disciplines. There is no better indication of this relationship than the term shāhid
‘legal [eye] witness’, which also stood for ‘item of linguistic testimony’ centuries before
Ibn al-Anbārī. So close, in fact, are the two sciences that it is even possible to discern a
correlation between the scholar’s legal affiliation and his grammatical preferences.
For two centuries at least grammar had a somewhat experimental appearance. During this
time grammar took from logic the criteria of truth and falsehood in defining sentences,
the classification of sentence types according to meaning, the arrangement of elements in
hierarchies and an increasing number of abstract terms. There were further borrowings
from law (the concept of istihsān, defined as ‘a rational method for the determination of
decisions when conflicting principles compete for consideration’), and the tendency to
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adduce sayings of the Prophet (hadīth) imposing correct Arabic as a religious obligation
is a clear symptom of the gradual integration of grammar with the sunna, the orthodox
way of life.217

The Search for Form

2.6

According to Carter, ‘the grammarians of the fifth/eleventh century give the importation
of having ‘run out of breath’218, their aim was much more ambitious: since language is
part of God’s creation and since Arabic was the language selected by God for his final
revelation to human kind, it was bound to be perfect language without deviations or
exceptions. Every single part of the Arabic language must exhibit this perfection and it
was the self-appointed task of the grammarians to show in the tiniest detail of the
linguistic structure that this was indeed a system in which every element was in its place,
in which every phenomenon was explicable. The scholars of this period deserve credit for
ingenuity in two areas at least. One of these is commentary.219 It is obvious that full-scale
commentary, super-commentary, gloss and super-gloss could not flourish until there were
enough basic texts (mutūn), to support such an activity. In the sixth/twelfth century the
most valuable work was produced by the great scholars. These prominent figures are alZamakhsharī, Ibn al-Hājib, Ibn Mālik and Ibn Hishām. All of them wrote a variety of
works which show a clear stratification into levels of difficulty from the juvenile to the
adult, and they would sometime produce elementary and advanced versions of the same
text. Likewise a sharp separation is now discernible between the various purposes of each
work, whether pedagogical, theoretical or polemical.
Abū al-Qāsim Mahmūd ibn ‘Umar al-Zamakhsharī (d. 539/1143)220 is an author whose
writings have found particular favor in East and West alike, possibly because his
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arrangement of material is sympathetic to the western notion of orderliness. A polymath
with Mu‘tazilite leanings, he was nevertheless a loyal Arabophone in spite of his
Khwarazmian provenance, and scorns the Persophile partisans of the Shu‘ūbiyya in the
preface to the justly famous al-Mufassal. In it he disposes the material under four
headings: nouns, verbs, particles and the phonological process common to all three. The
morphology of verbs is included in their respective chapters, so that the Mufassal
comprises all the essential contents of Sībawayh’s Kitāb. As the name of the work
implies, the topics are subdivided into fusūl (sections), which al-Zamakhsharī has chosen
with such care and linked so well that they provided a natural framework for what is
probably the most massive Arabic grammar of all time. Testimony to the importance of
the Mufassal is the number of commentaries it generated, among which that of Ibn Ya‘īsh
(d. 643/1245)221 is the best known. As was the fashion, al-Zamakhsharī wrote his own
commentary on the Mufassal, as well as a starkly abridged version, presumably for
children, under the name of al-Unmūdhaj. About al-Zamakhsharī’s grammatical opinions
there is not much to say: this was not an era for innovation or renewed speculation about
matters already resolved by centuries of debate. While he does give space to ‘Kufan’
views, he is clearly a ‘Basran’ by allegiance.
The next outstanding master grammarian, Ibn al-Hājib (d. 646/1249)222, active in
Damascus though born and educated in Egypt, was wholly dedicated to philology, unlike
most of his colleagues who usually had other livelihoods. One of his numerous works, alKāfiyya (‘the adequate’), a concise elementary syntax (morphology is dealt with in a
sister work entitled al-Shāfiyya, (‘‘The Satisfier’’), became more popular than any other
of its kind of work except the Ājurrūmiyya by Ibn Ājurrūm (d. 723/1323);223 this is an
221
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achievement in its own right, and the huge nexus of commentary and supercommentary
which developed out of the Kāfiyya confirms that Ibn al-Hājib fully deserves his place
among the great masters. Notable among the commentaries is that of al-Astarābādī (d.
686/1288)224, Sharh Kāfiyyat Ibn al-Hājib, a profound but neglected work by an author
about whom almost nothing is known.
Ibn al-Hājib’s place as the leading grammarian of the age was soon taken by Jamāl alDīn Muhammad ibn Mālik (d. 672/1274)225, an Andalusian by birth who travelled East to
study under Ibn Ya‘īsh in Aleppo and eventually settled in Damascus. Like Ibn al-Hājib,
his greatness lies not in scientific innovation but in pedagogical technique.
Ibn Mālik’s Alfiyya is a fairly advanced textbook embracing consecutively syntax,
morphology and phonology, thus recombining the topics which had been separated in Ibn
al-Hājib‘s Kāfiyya and Shāfiyya. The arrangement is into convenient stanza-like units of
about forty lines for ease of memorization.
A far more challenging work than the Alfiyya is Ibn Mālik’s whimsically titled Tashīl alfawā’id (‘Simplification of the Facts’), a prose text in which he displays the highest
degree of abstraction, leaving no doubt that he was an extremely accomplished
grammarian as well as a facile versifier. Surprisingly at this late stage the grammatical
system was still capable of minor improvements, and several of these are associated with
Ibn Mālik. He is said to have coined the term al-nā’ib ‘an al-fā‘il, ‘the substitute’ for the
agent of the passive verb. The acceptance of the hadīth as linguistic evidence on an equal
footing with the Qur’ān is said to be another of Ibn Mālik’s innovations, though in fact
they are commonly cited by grammarians as far back as Sībawayh himself.
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The fourth great master, Jamāl al-Dīn ‘Abd Allāh ibn Yūsuf ibn Hishām (d. 761/1360)226
enjoys the reputation of being an even better grammarian than Sībawayh, which amounts
to saying that Ibn Hishām’s practical grammar was felt to be more applicable to the needs
of Islam than Sībawayh’s pedagogically unusable Kitāb. He was indeed an effective
compiler of instructional manuals which are clear, precise and interesting, such as his
Qatr al-Nadā (‘the dewdrop’: intermediate level) and al-I‘rāb ‘an al-I‘rāb (‘Expressing
Desinential Inflection’: juvenile). In his Mughnī al-labīb (‘All the Intelligent Man
Needs’), he attempts something new and valuable, namely an alphabetical list of the most
important words in Arabic (mainly particles) with an analysis of their semantics, which
would repay a deeper study. These four are far from being the only prominent
grammarians of this period, but space permits only a brief mention of some of the lesser
lights. Ibn al-Anbārī (d. 577/1181)227 deserves attention for his practical interest in the
historical and theoretical aspects of his profession. His Nuzhat al-Alibbā’ contains
biographies of the grammarians from the beginnings to his own day, and in al-Insāf fī
masā’il al-Khilāf he conscientiously reports in detail the grammatical disputes between
the Basrans and Kufans. His Asrār al-‘Arabiyya is an exposition of the reasons for
grammatical phenomena presented dialectically, while Luma‘ al-Adilla analyses from a
strictly legal perspective the nature of linguistic evidence, its transmission, the rules of
inference and grammatical causality, claiming to be the first to deal with these topics in
such a way.

2.7
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The short pedagogical grammars which appeared in the fourth/ tenth century were just
what were needed. Eventually it became a regular practice for grammarians to provide
commentaries themselves on their own original works. Ibn al-Anbārī wrote in a time of
two great changes in Islamic civilization, one architectural, the other intellectual.
Sometime in the late 4th/10th century the first dedicated educational buildings began to
appear. Previously, teaching had been done in the mosque or the scholar’s home, but
although both continued to be used, the desire for specialized accommodation led to the
establishment of the madrasa.
During this period numerous madrasas were built in the Muslim world and especially by
the Seljuk rulers, their ministers, and some other wealthy men of the state. Nāsir iKhusrau related that a madrasa was being built in Shawwāl 437/1046 by order of Tughril
Beg in Nīshāpūr; Chaghrī Beg Da’wūd founded a madrasa in Marw; Alp-Arslān in
Baghdad; Muhammad ibn Malik Shāh in Isfahān, and Tughril ibn Muhammad

in

Hamadān. The most famous madrasas, however were those founded by Nizām al-Mulk,
and they were known as Nizāmiyya. The best known was in Baghdad, which was opened
in Dhū al-Qa‘da 459/1067.228 There were also Nizāmiyya in Nīshāpūr, in Āmul, Mosul,
Herāt, Damascus, Jazīrat Ibn ‘Umar, Balkh, Ghazna, Marw, and Basra.229 Similar
religious institutes were built in the fourth/ tenth century: al-Azhar in Cairo and some
others in different parts of the world. Maqrīzī gives a list, incomplete, of 75 in Cairo
though some of them were closed or moribund in his day; Damascus had 51 for Hanafīs
alone. Aleppo is a good example of the rapid development:

550/1155

228

6 colleges

4 Shāfi‘ī

2 Hanafī

1 Mālikī

1 Hanbalī

The building was begun in Dhū al-Hijja 457/1065. Turtūshī in the Sirāj al-Mulūk relates the story of its

construction and the embezzlement of part of the funds allocated to this. See Turtūshī, Abū Bakr
Muhmmad ibn al-Walīd. Sirāj al-Mulūk, Cairo: al-Matba‘a al-Mahmūdiyya, 1935, pp. 239, 240.
229

The Cambridge History of Iran, pp. 215,216; Turtūshī, Sirāj al-Mulūk, p. 238.
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600/1204

17

8

9

658/1260

44

21

23

Many of the madrasas were founded for the following of a particular rite; sometimes for
a particular scholar. A distribution across schools is shown above.230
The main purpose of these madrasas was to train jurists in the various schools of law, but
the syllabus was quite broad, and there were professional chairs, student stipends,
libraries, and lodgings. Since it was a pious act to endow a madrasa, madrasas were soon
found in every major town, often several, although, curiously, they never flourished in alAndalus, where teaching remained in the mosques.231
It is impossible here to do justice to the complexity of the process by which grammatical
theory developed to its scholastic maturity. It was a vast communal exercise in which all
the Islamic sciences consolidated their place in the educational system, each with its own
definition, method, and technical vocabulary. This could not be accomplished until the
sciences had become self-conscious enough to assert their own autonomy in the pivotal
4th/10th century. The Miftāh al-‘Ulūm ‘‘keys of the sciences’’ of al-Khwārazmī (written
between 377/987 and 387/997) documents the advanced state of organized knowledge in
this crucial stage. Here we can agree with Ibn Khaldūn about the corruption of the
language arising from the conversion to Islam of more and more non-Arabs;232 it forced
the grammarians to promote a standard Arabic grammar in order to maintain both the
Islamic religion and the Muslim state. The need for Arabic instruction led to the
emergence of a professional class of Arabic teachers, with all the attendant rivalries and
power struggles abundantly recorded in biographical literature.

230

Maqrīzī gives detail of madrasas; see Maqrīzī, Ahamad ibn ‘Alī ibn ‘Abd al-Qādir. Kitāb al-Mawā‘iz

wa al-I‘tibār bi-dhikr al-Khitat wa Āthār, Cairo: Matba‘a al-Nīl, 1326, pp. 191-262; Tritton, A.S. Materials
on Muslim Education in the Middle Ages, London, Luzac: 1957, pp. 100,101.
231

Al-Subkī, Tabaqāt al-Shāfi‘īyya al-Kubrā, vol. 3, pp. 135-141; Jurjī Zaydān, Tārīkh al-Tamaddun al-

Islāmī, vol. 3, pp. 22-225; The Cambridge History of Iran, vol. 5, pp. 216, 217.
232

Ibn Khaldūn. Muqaddima, vol. 1, p. 500.
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2.8

Pedagogical Grammar as a Genre

The above mentioned reasons forced the grammarians to take up this need as a challenge.
As a result the writing of grammar was, in this period, brought to a hitherto unknown
degree of formal perfection. Scholasticism was a response to the pressure for knowledge
to be packaged for the curriculum, requiring not only a sound theoretical basis, which had
been largely worked out in the 4th /10th century, but also a style of presentation suitable
for class room teaching at different levels. Authors of epitomes were at great pains to
find the most exact and precise wording for definitions and general rules, making implicit
provisos for every possible objection or counterexample, while taking care to avoid
redundancy, which would immediately attract criticism. Commentators analysed these
formulations in the most careful way, showing how they covered all relevant data and
only relevant data, or else pointed to their inconsistencies and /or redundancies. At every
step of the reasoning, all conceivable objections were thoroughly and seriously discussed,
even those which seem to us most naive or irrelevant. On the other hand, many important
data and/ or discussions were only referred to through brief allusions, as the author took
for granted that the reader was already familiar with them.
The treatises written in this period can be considered, in a way, as the most representative
expressions of the tradition or in other words it was a new genre of the Arabic grammar.
Already within decades of Sībawayh’s death there are signs of pedagogical activity, and
the earliest anecdotal evidence of Arabic being taught professionally (to children) is in a
work of Ibn Sahnūn, written before 256/870.233 The first pedagogical texts were in
circulation soon after, such as the Mukhtsar fī al-nahw (Compendium on grammar) of
Lughda al-Isfahānī (d. late 3rd/9th century)234 and the Muwaffaqī (named after his patron)
of Ibn Kaysān (d. between 299/912 and 320/932)235, probably written for children. A
233
234

Al-Zubaydī, Tabaqāt, pp. 262, 264, 282.
See Brockelmann (Arabic version), vol. 2, p. 233; Lughda, al-Hasan ibn ‘Abd Allāh al-Isbahānī. Bilād

al-‘Arab, al-Riyād: Dār al-Yamāma lil-bahth wa al-tarjama wa al-nashr, 1968, preface of the book
235

Al-Qiftī, Inbāh al-Ruwāt, vol. 3, p. 57; Ibn al-Anbārī, Nuzhat al-Alibbā’, p. 162; Zaydān, Tārīkh Ādāb

al-Lugha, pp. 170, 171; al-Khatīb, Tāriīkh Baghdād, vol. 1, p. 335; Ibn Athīr, Tārīkh, vol. 6, p 140;
Taghrī Birdī, al-Nujūm al-Zāhira, vol. 3, p. 78.
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number of more advanced grammars were created in the 4th/10th century and are still
useful today: the al-Mūjaz ‘Condensed’ of Ibn Sarrāj (d. 316/929), the Jumal fī al-nahw
‘General statements about grammar’ of al-Zajjājī (d. 339/949 or 340/950), and the Luma‘
Illuminating flashes’ of Ibn Jinnī (d. 392/1002).236
It is probably about this time that the first versified teaching grammars appeared, to judge
from fragments attributed to Qalfāt (d. 302/914-915)237 in late sources (didactic poems
credited to 2nd/8th century grammarians are unconvincing). But these are not the great
pedagogical masterpieces, in prose or verse, composed when the systematization of
grammar was complete. An outstanding example is the Muqaddima of Ibn Bābashādh238
(d. 469/1077), himself the author of a commentary on al-Zajjājī’s Jumal and not too
insignificant a figure to be quoted by later grammarians. His Muqaddima (‘Introduction’,
a direct calque of Isagogī, and a favorite title for elementary works since the early
fourth/tenth century) is a traditional rearrangement of the grammatical syllabus, evidently
on his own initiative. Al-Zamakhsharī (d. 1144) introduced an entirely new arrangement
of the grammatical material in his Kitāb al-Mufassal: of the section on the basic notions
of grammar he divides his book into three sections, each of which is dedicated to the
functions of one declensional case (nominative, accusative, genitive).
These works, which completely subordinate the natural language to the demands of
pedagogical arrangement, are worlds apart from the textbooks of previous centuries.
Moreover, the rewards of teaching at the madrasas encouraged scholars to produce more
236

Al-Bākharzī, Dumyat al-Qasr wa ‘UsArat ahl al-‘AsAr, Halab: al-Matba‘a al-‘Ilmīyya, 1930, p. 297; Ibn

al-Athīr, Tārīkh, vol. 7, p. 219; al-Qiftī, Inbāh al-Ruwāt, vol.2, pp. 335-340; al-Khatīb, Tāriīkh Baghdād,
vol. 11, p. 311; al-Yāfi‘ī, Mir’āt al-Jinān, vol. 2, p. 445.
237

Al-Zubaydī, Tabaqāt, pp. 301-305; al-Zirkilī, al-A‘lām, vol. 8, p. 330; Zaydān, Tārīkh Ādāb al-Lugha,

vol. 4, p. 254; Kahhāla, Mu‘jam al-Mu’allifīn, vol. 13, p. 83; Sarkīs, Mu‘jam al-Matbū‘āt al-‘Arabiyya, p.
1520.
238

He was Abū al-Hasan Tāhir ibn Ahmad and generally known as Bābashadh, who was born and brought

up in Iraq and came to Egypt as a trader and lived there till death. His work includes al-Muqaddima fī alNahw, Sharh al-Jumal li al-Zajjājī and Sharh al-UsAūI li Ibn Sarrāj, For his life history see, al-Suyūtī,
Husan al-Muhādara, vol.1, p. 228; Ibn Khallikān, Wafayāt al-A‘yān, vol. 2, pp.199, 200; Bughyat alWu‘āt, vol. 2, p.17; Taghrī, Birdī. al-Nujūm al-Zāhira, vol. 5, p.105; al-Zirkilī, al-A‘lām, vol. 3, p. 318.
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than one version of the same book, short, medium, and long, to suit the curriculum, and
even to write commentaries on themselves. The treatises written in this period can be
considered, in a way, as the most representative expressions of the tradition.
The apogee of pedagogical grammar was reached in the 7th /13th century, in the works of
the three great masters Ibn al-Hājib (d. 646/1249), Ibn Mālik (d. 672/1274), and Ibn
Hishām (d. 761/1360). Two short treatises by Ibn al-Hājib, one on syntax, al-Kāfiyya, the
other on morphology, al-Shāfiyya, represent the art of compression at its best. Ibn Mālik
is famous for his use of verse as a pedagogical medium, e.g. in al-Khulāsa al-Alfiyya,
better known simply as the Alfiyya ‘‘the thousand-liner’’. Ibn Hishām completes the trio
with a series of pedagogical works that are such masterly statements of the rules and
principles that they earned him the reputation of being ‘a better grammarian than
Sībawayh’. The Muqaddima al-Ājurrūmiyya, named after its author, Ibn Ājurrūm (d.
723/1327), is the most widely known textbook of its kind and has spawned more than 60
commentaries. It was not the first elementary grammar to appear in this period: there is
the al-Misbāh of al-Muatarrizī (which is the topic of my thesis) and the Muqaddimat
al-Harīrī and al-Quhandizī (d. 666/1267), also written for juveniles.
At first glance, these works can give an impression of tedious repetition; such an
impression is, however, not only inaccurate but seriously misleading. One of the
characteristics of this theory, evolved by the Arabic tradition, is its extreme coherence
and systemicity, so that the treatment of a given question is, to a wide extent, predetermined by a multiplicity of decisions taken at other points of the theory, these points
being often quite distant from the original question, and apparently quite unrelated to it.
But then all such questions are not explicitly stated by any single treatise; on the other
hand, different treatises can very often shed different lights on the same question, by
suggesting different connections. It follows that the best way to get an accurate idea of
the treatment of any question in the Arabic tradition is by reading the chapters devoted to
it in a number of treatises; in most cases, the difficulties raised by an author can be solved
by a chance remark passed by another. If one approaches the texts in such a way, one
very quickly realizes that they are not repetitive, but cumulative.
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2.9

Grammar since the Middle Ages

Before we discuss al-Jurjānī’s role and contribution in pedagogical grammar let us have a
look at the grammar since the Middle Ages. After the 8th /14th century, serious and
valuable works, invariably commentaries, continued to be produced. These include works
by, among others, al-Damāmīnī (827/1424)239, al-Azharī (d. 905/1499)240, al-Suyūtī (d.
911/1505)241, al-Shirbīnī (d. 977/1570)242, and al-Sabbān (d. 1206/1792243, all
perpetuating the medieval scholastic mode, although the individuality of the author
occasionally breaks through. Even when Lebanese scholars began to revive interest in the
Arabic literary heritage, they expressed themselves in the medieval style, as in the
grammatical works of (Jarmānūs) Farhāt (d. 1732)244, Nasīf al-Yāzijī (d. 1871)245, and
Fāris al-Shidyāq (d. 1887).246
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For his personal details see Sarkīs, Mu‘jam al-Matbū‘āt al-‘Arabiyya, p. 898; Kahhāla, Mu‘jam al-

Mu’allifīn, vol. 9, p. 115; al-Zirkilī, al-A‘lām, vol. 6, p. 283; Zaydān, Tārīkh Ādāb al-Lugha, vol. 3, p.
143; al-Sakhāwī, al-Daw’ al-Lāmi‘ , vol. 7, p. 184.
240

al-Zirkilī, al-A‘lām, vol. 2, pp. 238, 239; Kahhāla, Mu‘jam al-Mu’allifīn, vol. 4, p. 96; al-Sakhāwī, al-

Daw al-Lāmi‘, vol. 3, p. 171; al-Ghazzī, Najm al-Dīn Muhammad ibn Muhammad. al-Kawākib al-Sā’ira bi
a‘yān al-mi’a, Beirut: al-Matba‘a al-Amīrkānīya, 1945-1959, vol.1, p.188.
241

For his life history, see Zaydān, Tārīkh Ādāb al-Lugha, vol. 4, pp. 71-73; Kahhāla, Mu‘jam al-

Mu’allifīn, vol. 5, pp. 128-130; Farrūkh, Tārīkh al-Adab al-‘Arabī, vol. 3, p. 858; Sarkīs, Mu‘jam alMatbū‘āt al-‘Arabiyya, pp.1074-1085; Ibn Iyās Muhammad ibn Ahmad. Badā’i‘ al-Zuhūr fī Waqā’i‘ alDahūr, Cairo: al-Matba‘a al-Amīrīyya , 1893-1894, vol. 4, p. 83.
242

For his life history see Brockelmann, G: 2, 445, S: 2, p. 467; Sarkīs, Mu‘jam al-Matbū‘āt al-

‘Arabiyya, p. 1422; Kahhāla, Mu‘jam al-Mu’allifīn, vol. 8, p. 269; al-Zirkilī, al-A‘lām, vol. 6, p. 234.
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Kahhāla, Mu‘jam al-Mu’allifīn, vol. 11, p. 17; al-Zirkilī, al-A‘lām, vol. 7, p. 189, 190; Sarkīs, Mu‘jam

al-Matbū‘āt al-‘Arabiyya, pp. 1194, 1195; Zaydān, Tārīkh Ādāb al-Lugha, vol. 3, p. 289.
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For his personal details see Sarkīs, Mu‘jam al-Matbū‘āt al-‘Arabiyya, pp. 1441, 1442
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Zaydān, Tārīkh Ādāb al-Lugha, vol. 4, p. 224; Kahhāla, Mu‘jam al-Matbū‘āt al-‘Arabiyya, pp.1927-

1931; Dāghir, Yūsuf As‘ad. Masādir al-Dirāsa al-Adabiyya, wafqān li-manāhij al-ta‘līm al-rasmiyya:
Lubnān, Sūriyā al-‘Irāq, Misr, Saydā: Matba‘at Dayr al-Mukhlis, 1950-1957, pp. 752-758; ‘Abbūd, Mārūn.
Ruwwād al-Nahda al-Hadītha, Beirut: Dār al-Thaqāfa, 1977, pp. 125,129, 193, 224.
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Zaydān, Tārīkh Ādāb al-Lugha, vol. 4, p. 261; Kahhāla Mu‘jam al-Mu’allifīn, vol. 2, p. 41, 42; al-

Zirkilī, al-A‘lām, vol. 1, p. 184,185; Mārūn, Ruwwād al-Nahda al-Hadītha, pp. 201, 205, 241, 247.
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By this time we are well into the colonial era, when the Arabic language began to fall
under the intellectual dominance of the West. Establishment of the Arab academies in the
early 20th century and the increase in vernacular literature are both symptoms of the
impact of western cultural values on the Arab world. To date the most striking
postcolonial phenomenon is the movement to simplify Arabic, going back at least as far
as Ibrāhīm Mustafā, whose Ihyā al-Nahw ‘Revival of Grammar’ was first published in
1937 and sparked a series of attempts at language reform that are still being energetically
but inconclusively pursued.

CHAPTER: 3
THE LIFE HISTORY OF IMĀM AL-MUTARRIZĪ
3.1

Name and Title

Name and Ancestry: Nāsir al-Dīn ibn ‘Abd al-Sayyid ibn ‘Alī247

247

Kahhāla,‘Umar Ridā. Mu‘jam al-Mu’allifīn, Damascus: Matba’at al-Taraqqī, 1957, vol. 5, p 232, vol.

13, pp. 71, 72; al-Hamawī, Yāqūt ibn ‘Abd Allāh al-Rūmī. Mu‘jam al-Udabā’, Beirut: Dār al-Sādir, 1957,
vol. 19, pp. 212, 213; al-Qarshī, ‘Abd al-Qādir ibn Abī al-Wafā’. al-Jawāhir al-Mudī’a fī Tabaqāt al-
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His ism al-‘Ā’ila: al-Mutarrizī248
His Kunya: Abū al-Fath & Abū al-Muzaffar249
His Laqab: Burhān al-Dīn250

Hanafiyya, Haydarābād Deccan: Dār al-Ma‘ārif al-Nizāmiyya, 1913, vol. 2, p.190; al-Laknawī,
Muhammad ‘Abd al-Hayī. Kitāb al-Fawa’id al-Bahiyya fī Tarājim al-Hanafiyya, Cairo: Muhammad Tājī
al-Jamālī wa Muhammad Amīn al-Khānjī, 1906, pp. 218, 21; al-Suyūtī, Jalāl al-Dīn ‘Abd al-Rahmān.
Bughyat al-Wu‘āt fī Tabaqāt al-Nuhāt, ed. Muhammad ibn Fadl Ibrāhīm. Cairo: Maktabat ‘Īsā al-Bābī alHalabī, 1964, vol. 2, pp. 311; Brockelmann, Carl. Geschichte der Arabischen Litteratur, Leiden: E. J. Brill,
1937, S: 1, pp. 514, 515, G: 1, pp. 350-352; Brockelmann, Carl. Tārīkh al-Adab al-‘Arabī, translated by
‘Abd al-Halīm al-Najjār [et al]. Cairo: Dār al-Ma‘ārif, 1977, vol. 5, pp. 240, 241; al-Qiftī, Jamāl al-Dīn ‘Alī
ibn Yūsuf. Inbāh al-Ruwāt ‘alā Anbāh al-Nuhāt, ed. Abū al-Fadl Ibrāhīm. Cairo: Dār al-Kutub alMisriyya, 1952, vol. 3, pp. 339, 340; Farrūkh, ‘Umar. Tārīkh al-Adab al-‘Arabī, Beirut: Dār al-‘Ilm li-alMalāyīn, 1981. vol. 3, pp. 454, 455; Glassé, Cyril. Encyclopaedia of Islam, (new ed) ed. by B. Lewis, V. J.
Menage… [et al] Leiden, London, Luzac: E. J. Brill, 1990, vol. 7, pp. 773, 774; First Encyclopaedia of
Islam, ed. Houtsma, M. Th [et al.]. Leiden, New York, København, and Köln: E. J. Brill, 1987, vol. 6, pp.
785, 786; Donzel, E.Van. Islamic Desk Reference (compiled from the Encyclopaedia of Islam), LeidenNew York-Köln: E. J. Brill, 1994, p. 304; Meisami, Julie Scott & Paul Starkey (editors). Encyclopedia of
Arabic Literature. London: Routledge, 1998, vol. 2, pp. 560, 561; Zaydān, Jurjī, Kitāb Tārīkh Ādāb alLugha al-‘Arabiyya, Cairo: Matba‘at al-Hilāl, 1936-1937, vol. 3, pp. 48, 49; Kubrāzāda, Ahmad Mustafā
Tāsh. Miftāh al-Sa‘āda wa Misbāh al-Siyāda fī Mawdū‘āt al-‘Ulūm, Haydarābād Deccan: Dā’irat alMa‘ārif al-Nizāmiyya, AH1332, vol. 1, p.108; al-Zirkilī, Khayr al-Dīn. Al-A‘lām, Beirut: Matba‘at
Kūstātūmās wa Shurakā’, 1954, vol. 8, p. 311; Ibn Khallikān, Shams al-Dīn Ahmad ibn Abī Bakr. Wafayāt
al-A‘yān wa Anbā’ Abnā’ al-Zamān, ed. Muhyī al-Dīn ‘Abd al-Hamīd. Cairo: Matba‘at al-Sa‘āda, 1948,
vol. 5, pp. 369, 370; al-Yāfi‘ī, ‘Abd Allāh ibn Asad ibn ‘Alī ibn Sulaymān. Mir’āt al-Jinān wa ‘Ibrat alYaqzān, Beirut: Mu’asst al-‘Ilm, 1970, vol. 4, pp. 20, 21; Tabrīzī, Muhammad ‘Alī. Kitāb Rayhānat alAdab, Tehrān: Shirkat Sāmī Kutub, AH 1328, vol. 4, p. 34.
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Al-Mutarrizī must be pronounced with the “damma” of mīm, “fatha” of tā, “shadda”,
and “kasra” of Rā’.251According to the dictionaries, the meaning of the word
“Mutarrizī”252 is a person who is an embroider. It may be possible that he inherited this
craft from his ancestors. However in my view, there is no connection between his name
and his occupation. ‘Umar Farrūkh states that there is a connection between the two
253

and it was a surname of a well known family in Khwārazm, but this may not be true

since there were a lot of people in Khwārazm who were known by this surname.254 Ibn
Khallikān states that it is not clear whether al-Mutarrizī himself or his forefathers used to
do this work.255
3.1.1

Place and Date of Birth

Al-Mutarrizī was born at Jurjāniyya in Khwārazm in the month of Rajab 538 (January February 1144).256 Jurjāniyya is a big city located along the banks of the river Jayhūn.
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See al-Qarshī, al-Jawāhir al-Mudī’a, vol. 2, p. 190; Encyclopaedia of Islam, vol. 7, p. 772; Tabrīzī,

Rayhānat al-Adab, vol. 4, p. 34.
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Laknawī, al-Fawā’id al-Bahiyya, pp. 218, 219; Ibn Khallikān, Wafayāt al-A‘yān, vol. 5, pp. 369, 370.
See Ibn Manzūr, Abū al-Fadl Jamāl al-Dīn Muhammad ibn Mukarram al-Ifrīqī. Lisān al-‘Arab,

Beirut:Dār al-Sādir, 1956, vol. 5, pp. 368, 369; al-Zabīdī, Muhammad Murtadā al-Husaynī. Sharh alQāmūs al-Musammā Tāj al-‘Arūs min Jawāhir al-Qāmūs, Cairo: al-Matba‘a al-Khayriyya, 1888-1889. vol.
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v±XrXاز وهb¸ Uب إXuZr ازيb¸ بX¾ و،بXjU® اpc bu}USw ازb^Uا
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Farrūkh, Tārīkh al-Adab al-‘Arabī, vol. 3, pp. 454, 455.
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Among them is his father, ‘Abd al-Sayyid al-Mutarrizī, and Muhammad ibn ‘Alī ibn Sa‘īd al-Mutarrizī.
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See Ibn Khallikān, Wafayāt al-A‘yān, vol. 5, pp. 369, 370.
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whereas the authors of Fawāt al-Wafayāt, al-Fawā’id al-Bahiyya and al-Jawāhir al-Mudī’a write that he
was born in AH 1142. For futher details see al-Fawā’id al-Bahiyya, pp. 218, 219; al-Kutubī, Muhammad
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Natives of Khwārazm used to call it Karkānj but later it came to be known as
Jurjāniyya.257 In ancient times it was also called Khwārazm. Yāqūt al-Hamawī says that
he had visited the city in 616/1219 before the invasion of the Tatars who destroyed the
whole city. He wondered if he had ever seen such a beautiful, big, and prosperous city in
his life, but everything was destroyed by the invasion of the Tatars and there was nothing
left in the city except death and devastation.258 The people of Khwārazm were very
intelligent and fond of knowledge.259 According to al-Muqaddasī,260whenever he met a
scholar, well known in fiqh (jurisprudence) or literature, his study circle always included
pupils from Khwārazm succeeding brilliantly in their respective fields under that
scholar’s supervision.261

ibn Shākir ibn Ahmad. Fawāt al-Wafayāt, ed. Muhyī al-Dīn ‘Abd al-Hamīd. Cairo: Maktabat al-Nahda alMisriyya, 1951, vol. 4, p.182; al-Qarshī, al-Jawāhir al-Mudī’a, vol. 2, p. 190.
257

Al-Hamawī, Yāqūt ibn ‘Abd Allāh al-Rūmī. Mu‘jam al-Buldān, Beirut: Dār al-Sādir, 1957, vol. 2, p.

122.
258
259
260

See above mentioned reference.
al-Muqaddasī, Shams al-Dīn Muhammad ibn Ahmad. Ahsan al-Taqāsīm, Leiden: Brill, 1906, p. 284.
He was Shams al-Dīn Muhammad ibn Ahmad ibn Abī Bakr al-Bannā’ al-Shāmī al-Muqaddasī, also

known as al-Bashshārī who was born in Jerusalem in the decade of 330/941, and died not earlier than
381/991; he was a travelling merchant. He is renowned as a geographical author. Except for his own work,
Ahsan al-Taqāsīm fī Ma‘rifat al-Aqālīm (‘‘the best divisions for the knowledge of the regions’’), completed
around 380/990, no biographical source for him is extant. He defines geography as a noble discipline
worthy of a cultivated style and indispensable to princes and their ministers as well as to merchants and,
generally, to a complete gentleman. His interest is not limited to physical features and economic conditions
of a given region but includes the social and denominational make-up of its inhabitants, which he observes
with insight. His family background also gives him an open eye for the aesthetic qualites of architecture.
See al-Zirkilī, al-A‘lām, vol. 6, p. 206; Kahhāla, Mu‘jam al-Mu’allifīn, vol. 8, pp. 238, 239; Brockelmann,
S: 1, pp. 410, 411; Meisami and Starkey, Encyclopedia of Arabic Literature, vol. 2, p. 551; First
Encyclopaedia of Islam, vol. 6, pp. 708, 709; Islamic Desk Reference, p. 293.
See al-Muqaddasī, Shams al-Dīn Muhammad ibn Ahmad. The Best Divisions for the Knowledge of the
Regions, translated by Basil Collins. Reading: Garnet Publishing, 1994. Preface to the book.
261

al-Muqaddisī, Ahsan al-Taqāsīm, p. 284.
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It would indeed be true to assert that historians have deprived al-Mutarrizī of the honour
and respect which he deserves. In reality, he was a well-known scholar and a man of
repute of his time.262 He was also awarded the title of successor of al-Zamakhsharī.263 He
was socalled because he was born in the same city and in the same year in which alZamakhsharī264 departed from this world. 265 In addition, he was also a staunch follower
262

al-Khwānsārī, Muhammad ‘Alī. Rawdāt al-Jannāt fī Ahwāl al-‘Ulamā’ wa al-Sādāt, Tehran: Dār al-

Kutub al-‘Ilmiyya, 1962, vol. 4, p. 731; Ibn Khallikān, Wafayāt al-A‘yān, vol. 5, pp. 369, 370.
263

Kahhāla, Mu‘jam al-Udabā’, vol. 19, p. 212; al-Yāfi‘ī, Mir’āt al-Jinān, vol. 4, pp. 20, 21; al-Kutubī,

Fawāt al-Wafayāt, vol. 4, p.182; Encyclopaedia of Islam, new ed. vol. 7, pp. 773, 774; al-Suyūtī, Bughyat
al-Wu‘āt, vol. 2, pp. 311; Kubrāzāda, Miftāh al-Sa‘āda, vol. 1, p. 108; Brockelmann, vol. 5, pp. 240, 241;
al-Jawāhir al-Mudī’a, vol. 2, p.190.
264

Al-Zamakhsharī (467-538/1075-1144)

bū al-Qāsim Muhammad ibn ‘Umar al-Zamakhsharī was a philologist, theologian and Qur’ān
commentator. Most of his life he lived in his place of birth Khawārazm in Central Asia, and twice he
visited Mecca. In spite of his Persian descent, he championed the absolute superiority of Arabic.
His principal work is a commentary on tAhe Qur’ān named al-Kashshāf; the work has been an essential
part of the curriculum of religious education throughout the Muslim world for centuries. At the very
beginning of the work he declares the Qur’ān as being created; this book was widly read in orthodox
circles. The author devotes most attention to dogmatic exegises of a philosophical nature, paying only
slight attention to tradition. Besides giving the purely grammatical exposition, he devotes special attention
to pointing out rhetorical beauties and thus supporting the doctrine of the I‘jāz of the Qur’ān. He also wrote
a number of other works including works on Arabic grammar, rhetoric and lexicography, and a collection
of proverbs. Some of his books are:
al-Kashshāf,(fī-Tafsīr al-Qur’ān) al-Fā’iq fī Gharīb al-Hadīth, Asās al-Balāgha, al-Mufassal fī al-Nahw,
al-Minhāj fī al-Usūl, Kitāb al-Jibāl wa al-Amkina, Maqāmāt al-Zamakhsharī, Nawābigh al-Kalim, and
Dīwan Shi‘r.
See Kubrāzāda, Miftāh al-Sa‘āda, vol. 1, p. 431; al-A‘lām, vol. 8, p. 55; Wafayāt al-A‘yān, vol. 4, pp. 254260; Zaydān, Tārīkh Ādāb al-Lugha al-‘Arabiyya, vol. 3, p. 46; Farrūkh, Tārīkh al-Adab al-‘Arabī, vol. 3,
pp. 277-281; Brockelmann, S: 1, p. 507, G: 1, p. 344; Ibn al-Anbārī, Kamāl al-Dīn ‘Abd al-Rahmān ibn
Muhammad. Nuzhat al-Alibbā’ fī Tabaqāt al-Udabā’, ed. Ibrāhīm al-Sāmarrā’ī. Baghdad: Matba‘at alMa‘ārif, 1959, p. 469; Khalīfa, Hājjī. Kashf al-Zunūn ‘an Asmā’ al-Kutub wa al-Funūn, Beirut: Manshūrāt
Maktabat al-Muthannā, no date, pp. 1202, 1310, 1555, 1667; Kahhāla, Mu‘jam al-Udabā’, vol. 19, pp.
125, 126; al-Anbārī, Inbāh al-Ruwāt, vol. 3, pp. 265-272; Bughyat al-Wu‘āt, vol. 2, pp. 279, 280; Ibn-
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of al-Zamakhsharī’s teachings, methods and religious ideologies.266 Unfortunately,
historians have not written anything about his life except his pilgrimage hajj in 610/1204.
On his way to Makka when he reached Baghdad, he discussed his compilations with the
scholars and learned people of Baghdad.267 Those scholars during such discourses with
al-Mutarrizī gained a great deal of knowledge from him268 as well as many other people
of his time.

Besides Nahw (syntax), al-Mutarrizī had a deep knowledge of fiqh (jurisprudence),
etymology, poetry, linguistics and different branches of literature.269 Yāqūt al-Hamawī
mentioned in the preface of his book Mu‘jam al-Buldān, that al-Mutarrizī was a

Qutlubghā, Qāsim ibn ‘Abd Allāh. Tāj al-Tarājim fī Tabaqāt al-Hanafiyya, Leipzig: F.A. Brockhaus,
1862, pp. 37, 50, 53, 58, 81; Meisami and Starkey, Encyclopedia of Arabic Literature, vol. 2, pp. 820, 821;
First Encyclopaedia of Islam, vol. 8, pp. 1205-1207; Encyclopaedia of Islam, new ed, vol.10, pp. 432-434;
Islamic Desk Reference, pp. 487, 488.
265

Kahhāla, Mu‘jam al-Udabā’, vol. 19, pp. 212, 213; Wafayāt

al-A‘yān, vol. 5, pp. 369,370;

Encyclopaedia of Islam, new ed. vol. 7, pp. 773, 774; Zaydān, Tārīkh Ādāb al-Lugha al-‘Arabiyya, vol. 3,
pp. 48, 49.
266

Kahhāla, Mu‘jam al-Udabā’, vol. 19, pp. 212, 213; Ibn Khallikān, Wafayāt al-A‘yān, vol. 5, pp. 369.

370; Encyclopaedia of Islam, new ed. vol. 7, pp. 773, 774;

al-Kutubī, Fawāt al-Wafayāt, vol. 4, pp. 82;

al-Yāfi’ī, Mir’āt al-Jinān, vol. 4, pp. 20, 21.
267

Ibn Khallikān, Wafayāt al-A‘yān, vol. 5, pp. 369, 370; al-Yāfi‘ī, Mir’āt al-Jinān, vol. 4, pp. 20, 21;

Farrūkh, Tārīkh al-Adab al-‘Arabī, vol. 3, pp. 454, 455; Encyclopaedia of Islam, new ed. vol. 7, pp. 773,
774.
268

Kahhāla, Mu‘jam al-Udabā’, vol. 19, pp. 212, 213; Ibn Khallikān, Wafayāt al-A‘yān, vol. 5, pp. 369,

370.
269

Kahhāla, Mu‘jam al-Mu’allifīn, vol. 13, pp. 70, 71; Kahhāla, Mu‘jam al-Udabā’, vol. 19, pp. 212, 213;

Mir’āt al-Jinān, vol. 4, pp. 20, 21; Farrūkh, Tārīkh al-Adab al‘Arabī, vol. 3, pp. 454, 455; Zaydān, Tārīkh
Ādāb al-Lugha al-‘Arabiyya, vol. 3, pp. 48, 49; al-Qarshī, al-Jawāhir al-Mudī’a, vol. 2, p.190.
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recognized scholar of his era and people used to seek his advice for their scholastic
problems and used to follow his jurisdiction.270

Al-Mutarrizī was a representative of the al-Mu‘tazilī line of thought and used to preach
their ideas to people.271 In addition, he was a strict follower of Abū Hanīfa272 in fiqh
(jurisprudence).273For this reason, he was a virtuous scholar and proficient in syntax,
philology, poetry and different branches of literature.
3.1.2

Family

270

Yāqūt, Mu‘jam al-Buldān, preamble.

271

al-Yāfi‘ ī, Mir’āt al-Jinān, vol. 4, pp. 21, 21; Kahhāla, Mu‘jam al-Udabā’, vol. 19, pp. 212, 213; al-

Qiftī, Inbāh al-Ruwāt, vol. 3, pp. 339, 340; Ibn Khallikān, Wafayāt al-A‘yān, vol. 5, pp. 369, 370.
272

Abū Hanīfa (80-150/699-767).

Abū Hanīfa al-Nu‘mān ibn Thābit was a prominent jurist and theologian from whom one of the four major
schools of Sunnī law, the Hanafī, takes its name. He lived in Kūfa which was a major centre of Muslim
thought, and gathered around him a circle of disciples who transmitted and elaborated much of his
teachings, and also added their own contributions, thereby laying the foundation of the Hanafī School.
He surpassed his contemporaries by using systematic reasoning in justification of legal rules, and thus
helped to move Muslim jurisprudence in the direction of the classical formulation which was received and
accepted by the following generation. One of his pupils, Abū Yūsuf, became the Qādī al-Qudāt during the
period of the Caliph Hārūn al-Rashīd. His work includes al-Fiqh al-Akbar, Musnad Abī Hanīfa, alMakhārij fī al-Hiyal, Wasiyya li- Ibnihi, Wasiyya li-Ashābihi.
See Encyclopaedia of Islam, new ed. p. 23; First Encyclopaedia of Islam, vol. 1, pp. 90, 91; Encyclopaedia
of Islam, new ed. vol.1, pp. 123, 124; Meisami and Starkey, Encyclopedia of Arabic Literature, vol. 1, pp.
33, 34; Zaydān, Tārīkh Ādāb al-Lugha al-‘Arabiyya, vol. 2, pp.138, 139; Wafayāt al-A‘yān, vol. 5, pp. 3947; Brockelmann, S: 1, p. 284; Brockelmann. vol. 3, p. 235; al-Baghdādī, Abū Bakr Ahmad ibn ‘Alī alKhatīb. Tārīkh Baghdād, Cairo: Matb‘at al-Sa‘āda, 1931, vol. 9, pp. 323-423; al-A‘lām, vol. 9, pp. 4, 5; Ibn
Kathīr, ‘Imād al-Dīn Ismā‘īl ibn ‘Umar al-Dimashqī. al-Bidāya wa al-Nihāya, Cairo: Matba’at al-Sa‘āda,
1932-1939; vol. 10, pp. 107; al-Qarshī al-Jawāhir al-Mudī’a, vol. 1, pp. 26-32; Kubrāzāda, Miftāh alSa‘āda, vol. 2, pp. 63-83; al-Yāfi‘ī, Mir’āt al-Jinān, vol. 1, pp. 309-312; Shiblī, Nu‘mānī. Imām Abū
Hanīfa Life and Work, translated by Muhammad Hādī Hasan. New Delhī: Islamic Book Service, 1998.
273

Kahhāla, Mu‘jam al-Udabā’, vol. 19, pp. 212, 213; Ibn Khallikān, Wafayāt al-A‘yān, vol. 5, pp. 369,

370; Mir’āt al-Jinān, vol. 4, pp. 20, 21; Zaydān, Tārīkh Ādāb al-Lugha al-‘Arabiyya, vol. 3, pp. 48, 49;
Encyclopaedia of Islam, new ed. vol. 7, pp. 773, 774.
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There is no reference to his personal life with regard to wife, daughters or sons in any of
the biographical dictionaries, except his son for whom he had written books entitled alMisbāh and al-Iqnā‘ as mentioned by him in the preface of these books. Those who hold
the opinion that the name of the son for whom he wrote al-Misbāh was Jamāl al-Dīn (as
mentioned by Yāsīn Mahmūd al-Khatīb, Mahmūd al-Fākhūrī and ‘Abd al-Hamīd alMukhtār)274 are probably not correct since they lack the evidence and authority to support
their opinion.275

3.1.3

Death

Al-Mutarrizī passed away on Tuesday 21st of Jumādā al-Ūlā, October the 8th 610/1213.276
On his death, more than 300 monodies were written in Arabic and other languages.277
This shows what a great scholar he was and what an impact he had on the people of his
era and age. Hence, he was highly regarded by the literary people of his time and very
well respected among his contemporaries.
274

In Encyclopaedia of Islam, (new edition) the name of ‘Abd al-Hamīd is mistakenly given as ‘Abd al-

Majīd. See Encyclopaedia of Islam, new ed. vol. 7, pp. 773, 774.
275

As mentioned by Yāsīn Mahmūd al-Khatīb, the editor of al-Misbāh, Mahmūd al-Fākhūrī, and ‘Abd al-

Hamīd al-Mukhtār, who edited his book al-Mughrib fī Tartrtīb al-Mu‘rib. See al-Khatīb, Yāsīn Mahmūd.
al-Misbāh fī al-Nahw, Beirut: Dār al-Nafā’is, 1997, p. 12; al-Fakhūrī, Mahmūd and al-Mukhtār, ‘Abd alHamīd, al-Mughrib fī Tartīb al-Mu‘rib, Karachi: Idārat da‘wat al-Islām, no date. p. 4.
276

All the books which were available in the libraries I have searched state that, al-Mutarrizī passed away

in 610/1238, except for the authors of al-‘Asjad al-Masbūk and al-Bidāya wa al-Nihāya, who hold the
opinion that al-Mutarrizī died in 606/1234.
See al-Ghassānī, al-Malik al-Ashraf. al-‘Asjad al-Masbūk wa al-Jawhar al-Mahkūk fī Tabaqāt al-Khulafā’
al-Mulūk, ed. Shākir ‘Abd al-Mun‘im, Beirut: Dār al-Turāth al-Islāmī, 1975, p. 98; Ibn al-Athīr, al-Bidāya
wa al-Nihāya, vol. 13, p. 54.
277

See Fawāt al-Wafayāt, vol. 4, p. 182; Inbāh al-Ruwāt, vol. 3, p. 340; al-Qarshī, al-Jawāhir al-Mudī’a,

vol. 2, p.190.
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3.2

Al- Mutarrizī’s Education and Poetry

3.2.1

Study Tours Abroad

In biographical dictionaries, there is no reference to any study tours abroad except for a
few days that he stayed in Baghdad during his pilgrimage from Khwārazm to perform the
hajj in 601/1202. The contention that al-Mutarrizī made some other journeys, as stated by
a certain number of authors,278 is to the best of my knowledge, lacking in evidence. Of
course there can be no doubt that during his stay in Baghdad he exchanged his views with
different scholars. They learned a lot during his stay in Baghdad because he was a wellknown and recognized scholar of his time.
3.2.2 Poetry
In addition to being a jurist, al-Mutarrizī was a gifted poet and a scholar but as regards to
his poetry not much of it was narrated except a very few lines, which Ibn Khallikān
describes as “al-Sianā‘a”279 when he says:
 أن أُرىÆfU اzr `Ygh `ّiو إ
280

278

`iS أÂlUن أو أ
ٍ اX Âlp\

As mentioned by Yāsīn Mahmūd al-Khatīb, the editor of al-Mutarrizī’s book al-Misbāh, Mahmūd al-

Fākhūrī, and ‘Abd al-Hamīd al-Mukhtār, the editor of al-Mughrib fī Tartīb al-Mu‘rib, for details see Yāsīn
Mahmūd, preamble of al-Misbāh, al-Fākhūrī and ‘Abd al-Hamīd, al-Mughrib fī Tartīb al-Mu‘rib.
279

See Ibn Khallikān, Wafayāt al-A‘yān, vol. 5, pp. 369, 370.

280

See al-Kutubī, Fawāt al-Wafayāt, vol. 4, p. 182; Wafayāt al-A‘yān, vol. 5, pp. 369, 370; al-Qiftī, Inbāh

al-Ruwāt, vol. 3, p. 340; Farrūkh, Tārīkh al-Adab al-‘Arabī, vol. 3, pp. 354, 355; al-Tabrīzī, Rayhānat alAdab, vol. 4, p. 34, in Fawāt al-Wafayāt this poetic verse is given as,
 ا© أن أرىzr `Ygh `ّiو إ
`iاX ÂlUن أو أ
ٍ اXc Âlp\
See Fawāt al-Wafayāt, vol. 4, p. 182.
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In the above verse he says that it is against his honour and nobility to be associated with
dancing and singing women. This is also noted in his poetry which illustrates his longing
for his companions in a form of ghazal (love poetry) as we can observe in the following
lines:

 َوْاi Zr ةblÆِU Vٍ º\ وSW
Sّ^Yْiٌى اX¯U` اa  ْريXّ pٌc
ُ
®ِهsw zr bَ YTU` اcXr د°}\
281

SÓ^ ®¯UÔZr  رأتSّfU

In these lines, al-Mutarrizī is shedding tears for his long lost friends and his grief turns
into a sea of his own tears. The basic traditional idea of shedding tears at the threshold of
ones beleved is an old Arabic poetic tradion but al-Mutarrizī, through exaggeration, has
given it a new dimention with new style and images as we have witnessed in the above
verses.
Abū al-Wafā’ Qarshī narrated from Yāqūt al-Hamawī some lines about wine poetry
(khamriyyāt) composed by him:

جS§ÔUSw `iSlmg` أ
Ó plp SW
ج
ٍ اÔr bl zr Vrb}U½ ا
َ pَ\
جSÆpUSw Sًsfg Ö U أP Siأ
281

Mu‘jam al-Udabā’, vol. 19, p. 213.
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جS§U اWbÅ qT S¯lZmga
]جTiSw `YT_ ¼ذنW  أنqT
Sً\ST_ S¯wbSa احbUإن أردت ا
Sً\]r Sًwاb½ أY{  أنsw
Sً\اÔr وSًuiً و أSZu\ اXsf§
Sً\Sfg وSًfpc bYTUSووا آ
282

جS¯wdب اSw حSor ®¯a

In these lines, he asks his fellows to provide him with wine, as he wants to drink before
dawn. It is clear that al-Mutarrizī, in his poetry, follows the style of the earlier Jāhilī
poets in addressing the dual (muthannā). He also urges his friends to offer

him pure

wine, unmixed with water, as he cannot find it tasteful when diluted. Furthermore he also
urges that wine should be drunk before morning in the company of generous, noble and
stable friends. It should be clear that these meanings in poetry were transmitted among
earlier wine poets.
The following two poetic lines are regarded as an excellent example of his boasting
(fakhr) poetry where he shows that being a scholastic person he was not recognised and
appreciated by the people of his era. We have already mentioned that historians did not
write much about his life and work and had deprived him of the honour and respect
which he thought he deserved.
ّi` و إXm\ zc `iSr زrSs
SlrSs ىT  ِءSرÔU اpc «lT
¨ُ  َءSُ¶نّ رa `p£a واb}Zُ و إن
283

282

SWدSZُr ®}Zr عSfghوي اU oآ

al-Jawāhir al-Mudī’a, vol. 2, p. 190; Fawāt al-Wafayāt, vol. 4, p. 183.
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The following lines are the best example of al-Mutarrizī’s use of al-Sianā‘a al-Lafziyya
as mentioned by Ibn Khallikān.
ي
ّ ُ ورp± اXa ىi iو ز
bُ l£i ُp±اX ًSwُ رiور
z
ُ lf¾ ًاw أU] رØ ود
284

bWÔ ًاw اUاXi ودر

Teachers and Scholars

3.3

With his vast knowledge in a number of fields, Imām al-Mutarrizī must have had a
number of teachers. However, due to the fact that history has fallen short of recording the
life and works of this noble man, only a few names of his teachers are known, namely;
Abī al-Makārim ‘Abd al-Sayyid ibn ‘Alī285, Abū Muhammad Sa‘īd al-Tājir and Abū alMu’ayyad al-Muwaffaq al-Makkī.
3.3.1

283

Abī al–Makārim ‘Abd al-Sayyid ibn ‘Alī

Kahhāla, Mu‘jam al-Udabā’, vol. 19, pp. 212, 213; Ibn Khallikān, Wafayāt al-A‘yān, vol. 5, pp. 369,

370; Farrūkh, Tārīkh al-Adab al-‘Arabī, vol. 3, pp. 454, 455; al-Suyūtī, Bughyat al-Wu‘āt, vol. 2, p. 311.
This verse of poetry in Fawāt al-Wafayāt and Mir’āt al-Jinān is given as,
¨ءSc¶ن دa `p£a واb}Z ¶نa
SWدSZr ®}Zr عSfghوي اU oآ
See al-Kutubī, Fawāt al-Wafayāt, vol. 4, p. 183; al-Yāfi‘ī, Mir’āt al-Jinān, vol. 4, pp. 20, 21.
284

Mu‘jam al-Udabā’, vol. 19, pp. 212, 213; Farrūkh, Tārīkh al-Adab al-‘Arabī, vol. 3, pp. 454, 455; al-

Suyūtī, Bughyat al-Wu‘āt, vol. 2, p. 311; Inbāh al-Ruwāt, vol. 3, pp. 339, 340. The author of Wafayāt alA‘yān gives this verse as,
ي
ّ  ورp± اXa ىi iو ز
bl£i pÈS£a Sًw رiور
See Wafayāt al-A‘yān, vol. 5, pp. 370.
285

Unfortunately the classical sources do not mention anything regarding his father’s personal life, apart

from the fact that he was the father of al-Mutarrizī and had played a vital role in making him a renowned
scholar.
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When al-Mutarrizī had reached the age of reading and writing, according to the custom at
that time, his father had to undertake the duties and responsibilities of educating him. As
such, al-Mutarrizī’s first teacher was his father,286 Abī al-Makārim ‘Abd al-Sayyid ibn
‘Alī who was a well educated person and a prominent and well known scholar of
Khwārazm in his time. It is worth mentioning here that his father had in turn, attained
knowledge from a praiseworthy scholar,287 Abī al-Makārim al-Abharī,288 who was a pupil
of Abū al ‘Alā’ al-Ma‘arrī,289 one of the
286

greatest poets poet of Arabic literature.

Farrūkh, Tārīkh al-Adab al-‘Arabī, vol. 3, pp. 454, 455; al-Jawāhir al-Mudī’a, vol. 2, p. 190;

Encyclopaedia of Islam, new ed. vol. 7, pp. 773, 774; Wafayāt al-A‘yān, vol. 5, pp. 369, 370; Mu‘jam alUdabā’, vol. 19, pp. 212, 213; Inbāh al-Ruwāt, vol. 3, p. 339.
287

See al-Jundī, Muhammad Salīm. al-Jāmi‘ fī Akhbār Abī al-‘Alā’ al-Ma‘arrī wa Āthārihi, Damascus:

al-Majlis al-‘Ilmī al-‘Arabī, 1964; vol. 2, p. 773.
288

He was Abū al-Makārim Ahmad ibn ‘Uthmān ibn Ahmad ibn al-Abharī. He was a famous scholar and

well known figure of his time with a command of different fields of literature. He passed away in Isbahān
in 338/950. See Mu‘jam al-Mu’allifīn, vol. 1, p. 309; al-A‘lām, vol. 1, p. 160.
289

Abū al-‘Alā’ al-Ma‘arrī (363-449/973-1057)

One of the most famous of Arab poets, al-Ma’arrī was born and died in Ma’arrat al-Nu‘mān in Syria. Blind
from childhood, he lived to a ripe old age. Although withdrawn from the world he was wildly celebrated
for his powerful verses. Al-Ma‘arrī described the world as it appeared to him in an aloof, aristocratic and
slightly scornful way.
In his Risālat al-Ghufrān, al-Ma‘arrī describes a visit to the afterworld which may have served as a model
for Dante’s Divine Comedy. He wrote commentaries on the poetry of al-Mutanabbī, Abū Tammām and alBuhturī, as well as on some of his own works. His work includes:
Luzūmu mā lā yalzim, Saqt al-Zand, al-Fusūl wa al-Ghāyāt, Risālat al-Ghufrān, Risālat al-Malā’ika and
Dīwān Shi‘r. For more details see Encyclopedia of Arabic Literature, vol. 2, p. 25; Encyclopaedia of Islam,
new ed. vol. 5, p. 278; Islamic Desk Reference, p. 233; Mu‘jam al-Mu’allifīn, vol. 1, pp. 290-294, vol.13, p.
363; Mu‘jam al-Udabā’, vol. 3, pp. 107-218; al-Bidāya wa al-Nihāya, vol.12, pp. 72-76; Tārīkh Baghdād,
vol. 4, pp. 240, 241; Mir’āt al-Jinān, vol. 3, pp. 66-69; Ibn Taghrī Birdī, Jamāl al-Dīn Yūsuf al-Atābikī. alNujūm al-Zāhira fī Mulūk Misr wa al-Qāhira, Cairo: Dār al-Kutub al-Misriyya, 1935, vol. 5, pp. 61, 62; alDhahabī, Shams al-Dīn Muhammad ibn Ahmad ibn ‘Uthmān. Duwal al-Islām, Haydarābād Deccan: Dā’irat
al-Ma‘ārif al-‘Uthmāniyya, AH1364, vol. 1, p. 193; Bughyat al-Wu‘āt, vol. 1, pp. 315-317; Ibn Hajar,
Ahmad ibn ‘Alī ibn Hajar al-‘Asqalānī. Lisān al-Mīzān, Haydarābād Deccan: Dā’irat al-Ma‘ārif alNizāmiyya, AH1331, vol. 1, pp. 203-208; Wafayāt al-A‘yān vol. 1, pp. 94-98; Miftāh al-Sa‘āda, vol. 1, pp.
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However, his father could not impart all knowledge to his son, and thus passed the duty
to other noble scholars of that time. There are some other prominent and well-known
scholars who groomed al-Mutarrizī as a great scholar.
3.3.2

Abū al-Mu’ayyad al-Muwaffaq al-Makkī

He was al-Muwaffaq ibn Ahmad al-Makkī al-Bakrī al-Khwārazmī290 but was commonly
known by his kunya Abū al-Mu‘ayyad and title Akhtab Khwārazm.291 Almost all the
biographical dictionaries have mentioned his name among the teachers of al-Mutarrizī.
After learning from his father, al-Mutarrizī took lessons from this famous religious
scholar.292

191, 192; Ibn al-Athīr, Muhammad ibn Muhammad ‘Abd al-Karīm ibn ‘Abd al-Wāhid. al-Kāmil fī alTārīkh, Cairo: Idārat al-Tibā‘a al-Munīriyya, 1929, vol. 8, p. 81; Ibn al-Athīr, Muhammad Ibn ‘Abd alKarīm ibn ‘Abd al-Wāhid. al-Lubāb fī Tahdhīb al-Ansāb, Cairo: Maktabat al-Qudsī, AH1356, vol. 1, p.
184; Zaydān, Tārīkh Ādāb al-Lugha al ‘Arabiyya, vol. 2, pp. 260-264; Farrūkh, Tārīkh al-Adab al-‘Arabī,
vol. 3, pp. 124-137; al-A‘lām, vol. 1, pp. 150, 151; Kashf al-Zunūn, pp. 46, 85, 163, 269, 604, 674, 693,
715, 770, 772, 779, 810, 875, 901, 902, 955, 979, 992, 1017, 1045, 1120, 1272, 1305, 1401, 1428, 1439,
1448, 1548, 1863, 1586, 188985; Encyclopaedia of Islam, new ed. vol. 5,

pp. 927-935; First

Encyclopaedia of Isalm, vol. 1, pp. 74-77; Meisami and Starkey, Encyclopedia of Arabic Literature, vol. 1,
pp. 24, 25; ‘Abbasid Belles-Lettres. (The Cambridge history of Arabic literature), ed. J. Ashtiany [et al.]
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990, pp. 328-338.
290

For his life history see, Mu‘jam al-Mu’allifīn, vol. 13, p. 52; al-A‘lām, vol. 8, p. 289; al-Jawāhir al-

Mudī’a, vol. 2, p.188; al-Fawā’id al-Bahiyya, p. 41; Bughyat al-Wu‘āt, vol. 2, p. 308; Brockelmann, S: 1,
p. 549; Brockelmann. vol. 6, p. 11; Inbāh al-Ruwāt, vol. 3, p. 332; Kashf al-Zunūn, pp. 815, 1837;
Hadiyyat al-‘Ārifīn, vol. 2, p. 482.
291

Bughyat al-Wu‘āt, vol. 2, p. 308; Encyclopaedia of Islam, new ed. vol. 7, pp. 773, 774; al-Jawāhir al-

Mudī’a, vol. 2, p. 188; al-Fawā’id al-Bahiyya, p. 41; Inbāh al-Ruwāt, vol. 3, p. 332. In some books his
title is mentioned as Khatīb Khwārazm instead of Akhtab Khwārazm.
292

Mu‘jam al-Udabā’, vol. 19, pp. 212, 213; Miftāh al-Sa‘āda, vol. 1, p.108; al-Jawāhir al-Mudī’a, vol. 2,

p.190; Bughyat al-Wu‘āt, vol. 2, p. 308; Inbāh al-Ruwāt, vol. 3, p. 332; al-Fawā’id al-Bahiyya, p. 41;
Encyclopaedia of Islam, new ed. vol. 7, p. 773, 774; Wafayāt al-A‘yān, vol. 5, pp. 369, 370.
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Abū al-Mu’ayyad al-Muwaffaq was born in 484/1091.293Originally he was from Makka
294

and left his homeland to seek knowledge. He obtained his knowledge from a

renowned scholar of his era, al-Zamakhsharī.295 Then he decided to spend the rest of his
life in teaching and preaching in Khwārazm. This literary person quenched the thirst of
seekers of knowledge. Beside al-Mutarrizī, another well known scholar Abū al-Qāsim
Nāsir ibn Ahmad ibn Bakr al-Khawlī al-Nahwī296 is also mentioned among his
students.297Abū al-Mu’ayyad was considered a unique debater as his title shows and he
used to deliver sermons in the jāmi‘ mosque of Khwārazm.298 Furthermore, he was highly
regarded by the public due to his sound knowledge and virtuous character, having a good
command of jurisprudence, theology, grammar and linguistics.299

His collection of

poems reveals his poetic sense and literary taste. This great scholar passed away on the

293

Mu‘jam al-Mu’allifīn, vol.13, p. 52; al-A‘lām, vol. 8, p. 289; Bughyat al-Wu‘āt, vol. 2, p. 308;

Brockelmann, vol. S: 1, p. 549; Brockelmann, vol. 6, p. 11; al-Jawāhir al-Mudī’a, vol. 2, p. 188; alFawā’id al-Bahiyya, p. 41.
294
295

al-A‘lām, vol. 8, p. 289; Inbāh al-Ruwāt, vol. 3, p. 332.
Mu‘jam al-Mu’allifīn, vol. 13, p. 52; al-A‘lām, vol. 8. p. 289; Brockelmann, vol. S: 1, p. 549;

Brockelmann, vol. 6, p. 11; Bughyat al-Wu‘āt, vol. 3, p. 308; al-Fawā’id al-Bahiyya, p. 41; al-Jawāhir alMudī’a, vol. 2, p. 188.
296

Nāsir al-Dīn al-Khawlī al-Nahwī (d 508/1114).

He was Abū al-Qāsim Nāsir ibn Ahmad ibn Abī Bakr al-Khawlī al-Nahwī. He started his education with
his father at his birth place. He was a writer, poet, philologist, “a house of knowledge,” and highly
respected person in Āzarbaijān and enjoyed the status of Qādī for a long period. Two well known scholars
Abū al-Mu’ayyad al-Makkī and ‘Abd Allāh ibn Abī Sa‘īd al-Tājir were among his teachers. His work
includes, Sharh al-Luma‘ fī al-Nahw li- Ibn Jinnī, and Dīwān shi‘r. See Bughyat al-Wu‘āt, vol. 2, pp.
310, 311; al-A‘lām, vol. 8, p. 309; Kashf al-Zunūn, p. 1576.
297

Bughyat al-Wu‘āt, vol. 2, pp. 310, 311.

298

Inbāh al-Ruwāt, vol. 3, p. 332; Mu‘jam al-Mu’allifīn, vol. 13, p. 52; al-A‘lām, vol. 8, pp. 289, 289.

299

Al-Fawā’id al-Bahiyya, p. 41; al-Jawāhir al-Mudī’a, vol. 2, p. 188; Inbāh al-Ruwāt, vol. 3, p. 332.
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11th of Safar (568/1172) in Khwārazm.300 In short, he was a man of name and fame and
would be remembered forever. Unfortunately, as in the case of al-Mutarrizī, biographical
dictionaries did not write much about his work, except for his three books and a
collection of poems; Jam‘ al-Tafārīq, Maqtal al-Husayn and Manāqib al-Imām Abī
Hanīfa.301 The later provided him with a good introduction in the literary world; it was
published in Haydarabad in India in AH 1321302 in two volumes. Regarding his book
Jam‘ al-Tafārīq, classical sources give no clue but his student al-Mutarrizī writes about
it in the preamble of his book al-Mughrib fī Tartīb al-Mu‘rib.303
However, there appears to be confusion about his name and work. Therefore, I think it is
necessary to clarify the cause of this confusion. The misunderstanding stems from the
presence of another scholar named Abū al-Mu’ayyad al-Muwaffaq who coincidentally
belonged to the same city and the same era. This issue will be discussed later.
Brockelmann mentions Abū al-Mu’ayyad al-Muwaffaq five times. Of these five times, he
four times declares him to be a pupil of al-Zamakhsharī and gives his date of death.
Firstly, he mentions him as Diyā’ al-Dīn Abū al-Mu’ayyad al-Muwaffaq ibn Ahmad ibn

300

al-A‘lām, vol. 8, p. 289; Mu‘jam al-Mu’allifīn, vol. 13, p. 52; Bughyat al-Wu‘āt, vol. 2, p. 308; al-

Jawāhir al-Mudī’a, vol. 2, p. 188; Zaydān, Tārīkh Ādāb al-Lugha al-‘Arabiyya, vol. 3, p. 60; In Fawāt alWafayāt his date of death is mistakenly mentioned as 598/1302, but the author does not gives any specific
reason for mentioning this date and the evidence does not go in his favour. See the above mentioned book,
p. 41.
301

See for his work, Mu‘jam al-Mu’allifīn, vol.13, p. 52; al-A‘lām, vol. 8, p. 289; al-Baghdādī, Ismā‘il.

Hadiyyat al-‘Ārifīn fī ‘Asmā’ al-Mu’allifīn wa Āthār al-Musannifīn, Baghdad: Maktabat al-Muthanna,
1955, vol. 2, pp. 482, 483; Brockelmann, vol. S: 1, p. 549; Brockelmann, vol. 6, p. 11. A book named
Maqtal al-Husayn is only mentioned by Brockelmann.
302

Zaydān, Tārīkh Ādāb al-Lugha al-‘Arabiyya, vol. 3, p. 60; Brockelmann, S: 1, p. 549; Brockelmann,

vol. 6, pp. 11.
303

Al-Mutarrizī, al-Mughrib fi Tartīb al-Mu‘rib, vol. 1, p. 3.
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Ishāq al-Makkī al-Bukhārī al-Khwārazmī.304 Then secondly he refers to him as Abū alMu’ayyad al-Muwaffaq ibn Ahmad ibn Abī Sayyid Ishāq al-Khwārazmī.305 The third
time, he mentions him in the German version as Muwaffaq al-Dīn ibn Ahmad ibn
Muhammad al-Makkī al-Khwārazmī.

306

The Arabic version, however, refers to him as

al-Muwaffaq instead of Muwaffaq al-Dīn.307 Interestingly, in all of these three places he
has mentions the same date of death as 568/1172.

308

In spite of a little confusion

regarding his name, however, two things are quite clear from Brockelmann’s statement.
Firstly, Abū al-Mu’ayyad al-Muwaffaq was a pupil of al-Zamakhsharī, secondly, his
correct date of death. Apart from Brockelmann, no other author gives his name as Diyā’
al-Dīn.309 The fourth and fifth time he only mentions him as Diyā’ al-Dīn, the dearest
student of al-Zamakhsharī.310 Biographical dictionaries do not give any clue about any
other Diyā’al-Dīn as a student of al-Zamakhsharī belonging to the same era.
Furthermore, Brockelmann has documented his three books as follows:
(1)

al-Fusūl al-Sāb‘a wa al-‘Ishrūn fī Fadā’iI Amīr al-Mu’minīn wa Imām alMuttaqīn ‘Alī ibn Abī Tālib, and this book is also mentioned as Manāqib wa
Fadā’il Amīr al-Mu’minīn

304

See Brockelmann, vol. S: 1, p. 549; Brockelmann, vol. 6, p. 11.

305

Brockelmann, vol. S: 1, p. 623; Brockelmann, vol. 6, p. 247.

The author of Bughyat al-Wu‘āt also mentioned his name as mentioned in Brockelmann, see Bughyat alWu‘āt, vol. 2, p. 308.
306

See Brockelmann, S: 1, p. 642; in al-Fawā’id al-Bahiyya his name is mentioned as (Ahmad ibn

Muhammad) al-Muwaffaq al-Dīn, p. 41.
307

Brockelmann, vol. 6, p. 301.

308

See above mentioned references, 58-60.

309

Mu‘jam al-Mu’aliffīn, vol. 13, p. 52; al-A‘lām, vol. 8, p. 289; al-Jawāhir al-Mudī’a, vol. 2, p. 188; al-

Fawā’id al-Bahiyya, p. 41; Inbāh al-Ruwāt, vol. 3, p. 332; Bughyat al-Wu‘āt, vol. 2, p. 308; Zaydān,
Tārīkh Ādāb al-Lugha al-‘Arabiyya, vol. 3, p. 60.
310

Brockelmann, S: 1, p. 510-513; Brockelmann, vol. 5, pp. 228, 238.
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(2)

Manāqib Abī Hanīfa

(3)

Maqtal al-Husayn (May God be pleased with him)311

Most of the authors of biographical dictionaries hold the opinion that the book titled
Manāqib ‘Alī (May God be pleased with him) does not belong to al-Muwaffaq al-Khāsī
but al-Muwaffaq al-Makkī.312 Ibn Qutlubghā’s313 statement, that the person who is
mentioned by Brockelmann as Abū al-Mu’ayyad al-Makkī is actually al-Muwaffaq alKhāsī. 314 His statement is not verified by the other authors of his time because it is quite
impossible for Brockelmann to commit the same mistake repeatedly. However, other
subsequent writers like the author of Mu‘jam al-Mu’allifīn, al-A‘lām and al-Jawāhir alMudī’a tried to eradicate this confusion to some extent by giving them different names.
They mentioned al-Mutarrizī’s teacher as Abū al-Mu’ayyad al-Muwaffaq al-Makkī and

311
312

See Brockelmann, S: 1, pp. 549, 623, 642; Brockelmann, vol. 6, pp.11, 247, 301.
See Brockelmann, vol. 6, p.11. Regarding the book, the statement of Mu‘jam al- Mu’allifīn goes in

favour of al-Khāsī, vol. 13, p. 52; al-A‘lām, vol. 8, p. 290; Kashf al-Zunūn, pp. 815, 1837.
313

Ibn Qutlubghā (802-879/1399-1474).

Zayn al-Milla wa al-Dīn Abū al-Fadl al-Qāsim ibn ‘Abd Allāh al-Hanafī, an Egyptian scholar of hadīth and
religious law, was born in Cairo. His father passed away when he was still young. He supported himself in
his youth as an accomplished tailor. He learned hadīth from ‘Izz al-Dīn ibn Damma‘ā and Ibn Hajar, but
his principal Shaykh was Ibn al-Hammām. His works were the usual commentaries on legal school texts,
compilation of traditions, glosses, additions, indexes of legal works, studies on Abū Hanīfa and his Musnad
(Fatāwā), legal problems and the like. His work Tāj al-Tarājim, the brief biographies of Hanafī authors,
gave him a good repute in literary world. The following are his most important works:
Gharīb al-Qur’ān wa Taqdīm al-Lisān, Nuzhat al-Rā’id fī Adillat al-Farā’id’, Talkhīs Dawlat al-Turk,
Sharh al-Majma‘, Sharh Mukhtasar al-Manār and some other books.
See Brockelmann, S: 2, p. 93; Zaydān, Tārīkh Ādāb al-Lugha, vol. 3, p. 167;

al-A‘lām, vol. 6, p.14,

15; Tāj al-Tarājim, pp. 73-75; al-Fawā’id al-Bahiyya, (footnote) p. 99; al-Sakhāwī, Shams al-Dīn ibn
‘Abd al-Rahmān. al-Daw’ al-Lāmi‘ , Cairo: Maktabat al-Qudsī, AH1353, vol. 6, p.184; Mu‘jam alMu’allifīn, vol. 8, p. 111; First Encyclopaedia of Islam, vol. 3, p. 400; Encyclopaedia of Islam, new ed,
vol. 3, pp. 848,849.
314

Tāj al-Tarājim, pp. 57, 58.
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the other as Abū al-Mu’ayyad al-Khāsī.315 In this respect, my personal opinion and
research regarding al-Muwaffaq al-Khāsī is that his correct name was Abū al-Mu’ayyad
al-Muwaffaq ibn Muhammad ibn al-Hasan ibn Abī Sa‘īd ibn Muhammad ibn ‘Alī alKhāsī al-Khwārazmī, born in 579/1183 in Jurjāniyya.316 He was also known by the title
of Sadr al-Dīn. He was a well-known figure of his time and had a good command of
different fields of literature such as jurisprudence, theology and poetry. He passed away
in Egypt in 634/1236.317 His work includes:

315

Khās is a name of town near Khwārazm. He is called al-Khāsī because he used to live there, it is a

nisba, See al-Jawāhir al-Mudī’a, vol. 2, p. 188; al-A‘lām, vol. 8, p. 289; Mu‘jam al-Mu’allifīn, footnote
vol. 13, p. 52.
316
317

See the above mentioned reference.
In Mu‘jam al-Mu’aliffīn his date of death is mentioned as 634/1237
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(1)

Kitāb al-Fusūl fī ‘Ilm al-Usūl

(2)

Manāqib ‘Alī ibn Abī Tālib
Sharh al-Kalim al-Nawābigh li-l-Zamakhsharī318

(3)
3.3.3

Abū Muhammad Sa‘īd al-Tājir

Another prominent name among the teachers of al-Mutarrizī was Abū Muhammad Sa‘īd
al-Tājir.319Al-Mutarrizī took his lessons in hadith from him.320 This person was
acknowledged as a great scholar of hadith. In addition, biographical dictionaries also
mention another prominent scholar among his students named Abū al-Qāsim Nāsir ibn
Ahmad ibn Bakr al-Khawlī al-Nahwī.321 Unfortunately older books do not give the life
history details of Sa‘īd al-Tājir.

These are the only teachers of al-Mutarrizī who are mentioned in the Arabic biographical
dictionaries. Those people who hold the view that al-Baqqālī322 and al-Harāsī323 were

318

See al-A‘lām, vol. 8, p. 291; al-Jawāhir al-Mudī’a, vol. 2, p. 188; Mu‘jam al-Mu’allifīn, vol. 13, p. 52.

319

Unfortunately the dictionaries do not mention anything regarding his life history apart from this, that he

was a hadith scholar and that al-Mutarrizī took some lessons from him.
320

See al-Jawāhir al-Mudī’a, vol. 2, p.190; Farrūkh, Tārīkh al-Adab al-‘Arabī, vol. 3, pp. 354, 355;

Mu‘jam al-Udabā’, vol. 19, p. 212; Wafayāt al-A‘yān, vol. 5, pp. 369, 370.
321
322

For his life history, see reference number 50.
Muhammad ibn Qāsim al-Khwārazmī al-Nahwī (490-562/1097-1167) was commonly known by his title

al-Baqqālī. He was a writer, philologist and a man of letters. After receiving his early education from alZamakhsharī he started his career as a religious scholar. He was a virtuous and very magnanimous person
and was a key figure of the h Hanafī school of thought. His work covers almost all the fields of literature.
His work includes, Miftāh al-Tanzīl, Taqwīm al-Lisān fī al-Nahw, al-I‘jāb fī al-I‘rāb, al-Bidāya fī alMa‘ānī wa al-Bayān and Sharh Asmā’ Allāh al-Husnā.
See al-Fawā’id al-Bahiyya, pp. 161, 162; Bughyat al-Wu‘āt, vol. 1, p. 215; Brockelmann, S: 1, pp. 513;
Mu‘jam al-Udabā’, vol. 19, p. 05; al-Jawāhir al-Mudī’a, vol. 2, p. 372; Mu‘jam al-Mu’allifīn, vol. 11, p.
137; Hadiyyat al-‘Ārifīn, vol. 2, p. 98; Tāj al-Tarājim, p. 162.
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also among the teachers of al-Mutarrizī do not possess sufficient evidence to support their
opinion.324 Al-Suyūtī325 and some other writers of the life history of al-Mutarrizī have
mistakenly mentioned that al-Zamakhsharī was also among his teachers. Al-Suyūtī’s
statement was supported by the author of Miftāh al-Sa‘āda and thereafter numerous
other authors such as the author of Abjad al-‘Ulūm, who also copied the same mistake
without making the effort to have a deep look into the matter.326 In my opinion, it is an
error of judgment by al-Suyūtī. The truth is that al-Mutarrizī had never been the student
of al-Zamakhsharī, for how could it be since al-Mutarrizī was born in 538/1144, the year
323

He was Abū ‘Abd Allāh Muhammad ibn ‘Alī ibn Ibrahīm al-Harāsī al-Khawārazmī (d 425/1035). He

was a famous writer, philologist, grammarian, poet and etymologist of his era. His work includes Sharh
Dīwān al-Mutanabbī, Kitāb fī al-Tasrīf, and some poems. See Mu‘jam al-Mu’allifīn, vol. 10, p. 301;
Kashf al-Zunūn, p. 811; Hadiyyat al-‘Ārifīn, vol. 2, p. 65; Bughyat al-Wu‘āt, vol. 1, p. 172; al-A‘lām,
vol. 7, p. 161.
324

Like Yāsīn Mahmūd al-Khatīb, the editor of al-Misbāh and Mahmūd al-Fākhūrī and ‘Abd al-Hamīd al-

Mukhtār, who edited his other book al-Mughrib fī Tartīb al- Mu‘rib. See al-Mughrib fī Tartīb al-Mu‘rab,
Yāsīn, al-Misbāh fī ‘Ilm al-Nahw, p. 11.
325

Al-Suyūtī (849-911/1445-1505).

Jalāl al-Dīn Abū al-Fadl ‘Abd al-Rahmān ibn Abī Bakr al-Suyūtī was born in Cairo and spent most of his
time there. He was a sūfī and taught the religious sciences. For a while he was the shaykh of the Sūfī
Baybarsiyya Khānqāh in Cairo, and he remained throughout his life an enthusiast for Sufīsm. He wrote
copiously on an enormous number of subjects. He was the author of several history books including the
Tārīkh al-Khulafā’ and Husn al-Muhādara fī Akhbār Misr wa al-Qāhira. More generally Suyūtī was the
author of unoriginal works. He appears to have written over 500 works. His most solid work was probably
in the field of hadīth studies. In Tafsīr, he wrote 23 books, in hadith 95, in Lugha 21, in history 50, in
Tasawwuf 21 and on some different topics of literature 43. In short he was a man of his era.
For further details see Encyclopedia of Arabic Literature, vol. 2, p. 46; Encyclopaedia of Islam, new ed.
vol. 9, pp. 913-916; Islamic Desk Reference, p. 433; First Encyclopaedia of Islam, vol. 6, pp. 573-575;
Mu‘jam al-Mu’allifīn, vol. 5, pp. 128-131; Brockelmann, G: 2, pp. 178-204, 187-198; al-A‘lām, vol. 4, pp.
71-73; Zaydān, Tārīkh Ādāb al-Lugha, vol. 3, pp. 228-233; Farrūkh, Tārīkh al-Adab al-‘Arabī, vol. 3, pp.
898-914; Sarkīs, Yūsuf. Mu‘jam al-Matbū‘āt al-‘Arabiyya, Cairo: Matba‘at Sarkīs, 1928, pp. 1073-1087;
Meisami and Starkey, Encyclopedia of Arabic Literature, vol. 2, p. 746.
326

See Bughyat al-Wu‘āt, vol. 2, p. 311; Khān, Siddīq Hasan Nawwāb. Abjad al- ‘Ulūm, Haydarābād

Deccan: Dā’irat al-Ma‘ārif al-Nizāmiyya, no date, vol. 2, p. 707.
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in which al-Zamakhsharī passed away.327 However, there is no doubt that they belong to
the same city. Al-Mutarrizī was known as the successor of al-Zamakhsharī but this title
was awarded to him on the basis that he was a committed follower of al-Zamakhsharī’s
religious ideology.328

3.4 His Pupils
3.5
Biographical dictionaries do not mention any of his pupils except the one known as alQāsim ibn al-Husayn ibn Ahmad Majd al-Dīn al-Khwārazmī al-Nahwī.329

His

Kunya was Abū Muhammad but he was commonly known by his tittle Sadr al-Afādil.330
He was an eminent scholar of Arabic and an expert on Hanafī fiqh.331 He was born on 9th
of Shawwāl 555/1160 in Khwārazm.332 Yāqūt al-Hamawī narrated in his book Mu‘jam
al-Udabā’ that he had visited al-Qāsim in his house in Khwārazm and he himself stated

327

See Mu‘jam al-Mu’allifīn, vol. 12, p. 186; al-A‘lām, vol. 8, p. 55; Wafayāt al- A‘yān, vol. 4, pp. 254-

260; Mir’āt al-Jinān, vol. 4, pp. 20, 21.
328

See Mu‘jam al-Udabā’, vol. 19, pp. 212, 213; Wafayāt al-A‘yān, vol. 5, pp. 369, 370; Encyclopaedia of

Islam, new ed. vol. 7, pp. 773, 774.
329

For details of his life history see Mu‘jam al-Udabā’, vol. 16, pp. 238-258; al-Jawāhir al-Mudī’a, vol. 1,

p. 410; Safadī, Khalīl ibn Ahmad ibn Aybak. Kitāb al-Wāfī bi al-Wafayāt, Leipzig: Dār al-Nasr
Frānzishtānīr, 1931-1997, vol. 14, pp.119-121; al-Fawā’id al-Bahiyya, pp.153, 154; Mu‘jam al-Mu’allifīn,
vol. 8, p. 98; al-A‘lām, vol. 6, pp. 8; Bughyat al-Wu‘āt, vol. 2, pp. 252, 253; Farrūkh, Tārīkh al-Adab al‘Arabī, vol. 3, pp. 469-471; Mu‘jam al-Matbū‘āt, p. 840; Tāj al-Tarājim, pp. 37, 122; Brockelmann, S: 1,
p. 510; Farrūkh, Tārīkh al-Adab al-‘Arabī, vol. 3, pp. 469-471.
330

See the above mentioned reference and book

331

See al-Fawā’id al-Bahiyya, pp.153, 154; al-A‘lām, vol. 6, p. 08.

332

All the biographical dictionaries mention his date of birth as above except the author of al-Jawāhir al-

Mudī’a, who mistakenly mentioned it as 505/1150 and he missed out the word Khamsīn (zluf Vfp )آ. The
author of al-Fawa’id al-Bahiyya, mentioned his date of birth as 9th of Shawwāl instead of 9th of Sha‘bān,
see al-Jawāhir al-Mudī’a, vol. 1, p. 410; al-Fawā’id al-Bahiyya, pp. 153, 154.
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that he was born on the above mentioned date.333 He gained his knowledge of Arabic and
literature from al-Mutarrizī and became a distinguished scholar of Arabic.334 His
distinction in poetry and prose was beyond description. Furthermore, he was an
aristocratic personality of his time, with a delightful and pleasant character and he was
not mean with his learning and literary knowledge.335 He was also known as a gifted
poet. Yāqūt narrates some of his poetic verses in Mu‘jam al-Udabā’ when he visited him
in Khwārazm in 616/1219.336 The following verses are regarded as a good example of
his poetry.

«
ٍ _Si ةXcاء دbsºUة اbr زSW
S\Sfg ا ِمb}U اZc اXpr P

اXmpه®  أbgw امb}Uأن ا
337

333

S\SofUا اXsّl±ح وSّfuUب اSw

Mu‘ jam al-Udabā’, vol. 16, pp. 238-258; al-Wafī bi- al-Wafayāt, vol. 14, pp. 119-121.

334

al-Jawāhir al-Mudī’a, vol. 1, p. 410; al-Fawā’id al-Bahiyya, pp.153, 154.

335

Mu‘jam al-Udabā’, vol. 16, pp. 238-258; al-Wāfī bi- al-Wafayāt, vol. 14, pp. 119-121; al-Fawā’id al-

Bahiyya, pp.153, 154; Bughyat al-Wu‘āt, vol. 2, pp. 252, 253; Farrūkh, Tārīkh al-Adab al-Arabī, vol. 3,
pp. 469-471.
336
337

al-Safadī, al-Wāfī bi- al-Wafayāt, vol. 1, 4. pp. 119-121; Mu‘jam al-Udabā’, vol. 16, pp. 238-258.
Bughyat al-Wu‘āt, vol. 2, pp. 252, 253; al-Wāfī bi- al-Wafayāt, vol. 14, p. 119-121; Mu‘jam al-

Udabā’, vol. 16, pp. 238-258. This poetic verse is quoted in al-Jawāhir al-Mudī’a as
«
ٍ US_ ةXcاء دbsºUة اbr زSW
In Fawāt al-Wafayāt some other examples of his poetry are quoted as,
ّi¨ إSlpُc Z آzc `pÈSg SW
ن
ُ ]mjU^ اsW ®U Sr `^c أP
SfّiS}a ل
ٍ ÔZr `a ¨bW zfa
ن
ٍ S}r q
َ ن وآ
ٍ Sui إq
َ رأى آ
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“Oh, poets, I advise you, not to expect generosity from the generous ones, as they
have closed their door of generosity and lost its keys”.
He wrote many books in different fields of literature. Among his books are al-Tajmīr fī
Sharh al-Mufassal li-l-Zamakhsharī, a huge work in three volumes; Darām al-Saqt fī
Sharh Saqt al-Zand li-l-Ma‘arrī, al-Tawdīh fī Sharh Maqāmāt al-Harīrī, Badā’i‘ alMilh, Lahjat al-Shar‘ fī Sharh Alfāz al-Fiqh, Kitāb Sharh al-Unmūdhaj. He also wrote
some books on Nahw, such as al-Zawāyā wa al-Khabāyā, al-Sirr fī al-I‘rāb, and Kitāb
‘Ajā’ib al-Nahw, and some other books on different topics338. In short, he was a model
writer of his time, and his work shows his skill and versatility in different fields of
literature. Unfortunately, this noble genius and man of letters was killed during the Tatar
invasion of Khwārazm in 617/1220.339 This marked the end of an era. The literary history
of Khwārazm, as the cradle of knowledge, came to an end.

Al- Mutarrizī’s Literary Work

3.5

Al-Mutarrizī did a lot of useful work in various fields such as Lugha, Fiqh, I‘jāz alQur’ān (inimitability of the Qur’ān), Nahw (syntax) and Mantiq (logic), which was
highly admired and appreciated by scholars throughout the ages. His literary work gave
him a prominent place among the distinguished scholars of Arabic literature. These are

See al-Wāfī bi- al-Wafayāt, vol. 14, p. 119; al-Jawāhir al-Mudī’a, vol. 1, pp.119-121; Farrūkh, Tārīkh alAdab al-‘Arabī, vol. 3, pp. 469-471.
338

See Kashf al-Zunūn, pp. 230, 956, 992, 995, 1615, 1775, 1789; Brockelmann, G: 1, pp. 255, 291, S: 1,

pp. 451, 510; Mu‘jam al-Udabā’, vol. 16, pp. 225-237; Bughyat al-Wu‘āt, vol. 2, pp. 252, 253; Mu‘jam alMu’allifīn, vol. 8, p. 98; al-A‘lām, vol. 8, p. 06; al-Jawāhir al-Mudī’a, vol. 1, p. 410; al-Fawā’id alBahiyya, pp. 153, 154.
339

See al-A‘lām, vol. 6, pp. 8; al-Jawāhir al-Mudī’a, vol. 1, p. 410; al-Fawā’id al-Bahiyya, pp. 152,

153.
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some of the works that have been documented in the literature. However, we believe that
there is a lot more that have not been accounted for and I would like to list his works
according to their importance in the literary world. In addition, I would like to add the
references which I have collected from different compilations.
3.5.1

Al-Mu ‘rib fī Lughat al-Fiqh

"NOPQ اSTQ UV بXYZQ"ا

Sometimes this book mistakenly given as al-Mughrib fī Lughat al-Fiqh 340

STQ UV بXTZQا

NOPQ اWe will highlight this issue when we discuss his book al-Mughrib fī Tartīb alMu‘rib. This mistake has clearly arisen because of the proximity of the words al-Mu‘rib
and al-Mughrib. In such cases, the reader gets confused with the order in which these
books were written, thus, they mistakenly take one book for the other. In this book, the
author discusses and highlights some unfamiliar terminology of Hanafī Fiqh341 and it is
arranged alphabetically after the first letter.342 We do not know the whereabouts of this
book. Classical sources also do not give any sign of its existence.

3.5.2

Al-Mughrib fī Tartīb al-Mu‘rib ’ ’بXYZQ^]\ اX^ UV بXTZQا

This is considered his

most significant book. In this book, al-Mutarrizī summarizes his previous book al-Mu‘rib
fī Lughat al-Fiqh. He has also arranged, adorned and beautified it by making some
340

See Miftāh al-Sa‘āda, vol. 1, p.108; al-Khwānsārī, Muhammad Bāqir al-Mūsawī. Rawdāt al-Jannāt fī

Ahwāl al-‘Ulamā’ wa al-Sādāt, ed. Muhammad ‘Alī Rawdātī, Tehran: Dār al-Kutub al-‘Ilmiyya, 1962,
vol. 4, p. 731; Shaybānī, Mu‘jam al-Alqāb, vol. 2, p. 366; but in Mu‘jam al-Udabā’, the name of the
book is mentioned as al-Mughrib fī Gharīb Alfāz al-Fuqahā’, and in Tārīkh al-Adab al-‘Arabī as alMu‘rib fī Gharīb Alfāz al-Fuqahā’. See Mu‘jam al-Udabā’, vol. 19, pp. 212, 213; Farrūkh, Tārīkh alAdab al-‘Arabī, vol. 3, pp. 554, 555.
341

Wafayāt al-A‘yān, vol. 5, pp. 369, 370; Encyclopaedia of Islam, new ed. vol. 7, pp. 773, 774; Fawāt al-

Wafayāt, vol. 4, p. 182; Mir’āt al-Jinān, vol. 4, pp. 20, 21.
342

Brockelmann, vol. 5, p. 247.
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additions in it and came up with another masterpiece of his work. Some people also
consider it as Sharh (commentary) on al-Mu‘rib like the author of Mu‘jam al-Udabā’ and
Wafayāt al-A‘yān343 yet the reality is that it is not

an explanation but a summary of al-

Mu‘rib. This is evident from the fact that al-Mutarrizī himself clearly stated in the
preamble to his book al-Mughrib:
b{ ا،mlop® وÆsfUوف اb\ pc Tlb وmlfZب وbsfUSw ®§bfU` اoZ{r ½W¯ zr cXU· اTg Sr ¯اa
344

،VabsfU اqهh

“Through this book I am going to keep my promise which I had made to arrange and
adorn my work and give it an alphabetical order. I present this book to the scholars”.
Brockelmann’s statement also supports this view that it is an abstract of his lost book alMu‘rib.

345

According to Yūsuf Sarkīs346 this book is also a summarised form of

al-

Mu‘rib.347 Scholars also hold different views about the name of this book. Some say that
its name is al-Mu‘rib fī Sharh al-Mughrib348 while others state that its name is al-

343

For further detail see Mu‘jam al-Udabā’, vol. 19, pp. 212, 213; Wafayāt al-A‘yān, vol. 5, pp. 369, 370;

Miftāh al-Sa‘āda, vol. 1, p. 108; al-A‘lām, vol. 8, p. 311; Bughyat al-Wu‘āt, vol. 2, p. 311.
344
345
346

See preamble of al-Mutarrizī s book al-Mughrib fi Tartīb al-Mu‘rib
Brockelmann, vol. 5, pp. 247, 248.
Yūsuf Sarkīs, (1272-1351/1856-1932). Yūsuf ibn Ilyān ibn Mūsā Sarkīs al-Dimashqī was a prolific

writer and dominant figure of his time. Born in Damascus, he moved to Egypt where he made his mark as a
director general of al-Bank al-‘Uthmānī. After working for 35 years in the bank, he moved to Egypt where
he started his business as a book seller. His relation with pen and paper in his entire life was very close. He
wrote in both Arabic and French languages. His work Mu‘jam al-Matbū‘āt, gave him the best introduction
to the literary world. His other books are Jāmi‘ al-Tasānīf al-Hadītha, Anfas al-Āthār fī Ashhar al-Amsār.
For more details see Mu‘jam al-Mu’allifīn vol. 13, p. 278; al-A‘lām, vol. 9, pp. 290, 291; Brockelmann, S:
3, p. 387.
347

Mu‘jam al-Matbū‘āt al-‘Arabiyya, p. 1760.

348

For further details see Mu‘jam al-Udabā’, vol. 19, pp. 212, 213; Wafayāt al-A‘yān, vol. 5, pp. 369, 370;

Miftāh al-Sa‘āda, vol. 1, p. 108; al-A‘lām, vol. 8, p. 311; Bughyat al-Wu‘āt, vol. 2, p. 311.
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Mughrib fī Sharh al-Mu‘rib.349The latter assertion is not true because al-Mutarrizī
himself mentioned in the preface of his book thus;
بbsfU½ اlb `a بbÅfUب اS}w f§b و
Then he emphasized that he had given it the name al-Mughrib fī Tartīb al-Mu‘rib.350
Therefore, it is neither a Sharh (commentary) nor is its name al-Mughrib fī Sharh alMu‘rib. Its correct name is al-Mughrib fī Tartīb al-Mu‘rib351 as we have proved above
with the quotation from the author’s book.
His above mentioned book is regarded by scholars of Hanafī Fuqahā’ with the same
respect as the Gharīb al-Fiqh of al-Azharī,352 and al-Misbāh al-Munīr of al-Fayyūmī 353
349

Farrūkh, Tārīkh al-Adab al-‘Arabī, vol. 3, p. 455.

350

See preface to his book al-Mughrib.

351

Brockelmann, vol. 5, p. 247; Mu‘jam al-Udabā’, vol. 13, pp. 70, 71; Encyclopaedia of Islam, new ed.

vol. 7, p. 774; Zaydān, Tārīkh Ādāb al-Lugha, vol. 3, pp. 48, 49; al-Naqshbandī, Usāma Nāsir. alMakhtūtāt al-Lughawiyya fī al-Mathaf al-‘Irāqī, Baghdad: Wizārat al-Thaqāfa wa al-I‘lām, 1969, pp. 56,
398; Fihris al-Kutub al-Mawjūda bi- al-Maktaba al-Azhariyya, Cairo: Maktabat al-Azhar, 1948, vol. 4, pp.
38; al-Mughrib fi Tartīb al-Mu‘rib, Preamble.
352

Al-Azharī (282-370/895-980). Muhammad ibn Ahmad ibn al-Azhar ibn Talha ibn Nūh al-Azharī al-

Harawī, was a writer, philologist and a man of letters. He was born in Herat, Khurasan. He left Herat and
started off on an extensive wandering among the Arab tribes to acquire the proper knowledge of the
language, as his book Tahdhīb al-Lugha shows. This is still considered a basic source for the Arabic
language. This book consists of more than 10 volumes. His other work is al-Taqrīb fī al-Tafsīr, al-Zāhir fī
Gharā’ib al-Alfāz and a book named fī Akhbār Yazīd wa Mu‘āwiya.
See al-Fawā’id al-Bahiyya, p. 218; Mir’āt al-Jinān, vol. 2, pp. 395, 396; Miftāh al-Sa‘āda, vol. 1, pp. 97,
98. vol. 2, p. 175; Bughyat al-Wu‘āt, vol. 1, pp. 19, 20; al-A‘lām, vol. 6, p. 202; al-Zubaydī, Muhammad
ibn Hasan. Tabaqāt al-Nahwiyyīn wa al-Lughawiyyīn, ed. Muhammad Abū al-Fadl Ibrāhīm. Cairo: Dār alMa‘ārif 1954, pp.19, 20; Wafayāt al-A‘yān, vol. 3, pp. 458-460; al-Lubāb, vol. 1, p. 38; al-Dhahabī, Shams
al-Dīn Muhammad ibn Ahmad. Kitāb Tadhkirat al-Huffāz, Haydarābād Deccan: Dā’irat al-Ma‘ārif al‘Uthmāniyya, 1957, vol. 3, p. 960; Brockelmann, G: 1, p. 134, S: 1, p. 197.
353

Al-Fayyūmī (770/1368). Ahmad ibn Muhammad ‘Alī al-Fayyūmī al-Hamawī al-Muqri’, one of the

most important philologists and religious scholars of his era, born and brought up in Fayyūm, Egypt and
settled in Hamāh. When king Abū al-Fidā’ al-Mu’ayyad (d710/732), built the Jāmi‘ al-Dahsha, he was
appointed there as a Khatīb. Although he wrote in different fields of literature, he is best known for his
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by the Shāfi‘īs.354 In the preface to this book, al-Mutarrizī himself describes the reason,
the purpose and scheme of writing of this book as follows;
vrSÆUS آ،يb¸ وS¯Zr °l£ \ S¯l{ma يbni VwXZU´ اp `a S¯هsW ®U ½
ٍ ` آa فb^U ا°\bg Sr sw’’
®آSYpU mZfUوري واmU أzuYU` اw أbluo` وb}U اb{yr` وiاXpYU اÂº}w داتSWÔU وا،ازيbU اb}w `wح أbºU
 و.رS¾Úر واSThت اSoU¼rر وS{rhء اS¯ma تSoّZ{r zr Sهbl وblT}U اSZylºU ·W رSoU اvf§ وbl¯ºU اl¯ºUا
،ّ`pc VopyfU اxUSÆfU` اa mU أSr و
ّ U إVopyfU اÛsw Zc `ZUg Sr ÛsTU ´Uء ذSZ¾` أa رجiأ
In the above, he states that before writing this book, he had studied a number of books in
depth related to this subject and benefited from them all. Some of the books he reviewed
include, Hulwānī’s355 al-Ziyādāt, Karkhī’s al-Mukhtasar,356 al-Qudūrī’s357 Sharh, almost comprehensive work, al-Misbāh al-Munīr. His other books are named as Gharīb Sharh al-Wajīz,
Mukhtasar Ma‘ālim al-Tanzīl.
See Farrūkh, Tārīkh al-Adab al-‘Arabī, vol. 3, p. 806; al-A‘lām, vol. 1, p. 216; Bughyat al-Wu‘āt, vol. 1, p.
389; Kashf al-Zunūn, p. 1710; Mu‘jam al-Mu’allifīn, vol. 2, p. 132; Ibn Hajar, Ahmad ibn ‘Alī ibn
Muhammad al-‘Asqalānī. al-Durar al-Kāmina fī A‘yān al-Mi’a al-Thāmina, Beirut: Dār al-Jīl, 1980, vol. 1,
p. 304; Himsi, Asmā’. Fihris Makhtūtāt Dār al-Kutub al-Zāhiriyya, Damascus: Majma‘ al-Lugha al‘Arabiyya, 1973, vol. 4, pp. 35-37; Mu‘jam al-Matbū‘āt, p. 476; Brockelmann, G: 2, p. 31, S: 2, p. 20.
354

Kashf al-Zunūn, vol. 2, p. 1747; Brockelmann, vol. 5, p. 247; Fihris Makhtūtāt Dār al-Kutub, p. 56;

Wafayāt al-A‘yān, vol. 5, pp. 369, 370; Fawāt al-Wafayāt, vol. 4, p. 182.
355

Al-Hulwānī (448/1056. Abū ‘Abd Allāh ‘Abd al-‘Azīz ibn Ahmad ibn Nasr ibn Sālih al-Hulwānī,

probably best known for his title Shams al-A’imma, a renowned scholar of Hanafī jurisprudence during his
time. He got his education from different scholars but his principal shaykh was Abī ‘Alī al-Husayn ibn
Khidr al-Nasafī. Sarakhsī and ‘Alī ibn Muhammad ibn al-Husayn are considered among his pupils. He died
in Kashn and was buried at his birth place Bukhārā. He left some valuable works including al-Mabsūt fī alFiqh, al-Nawādir, and Sharh Adab al-Qādī li- Abī Yūsuf.
See al-Fawā’id al-Bahiyya, pp. 95, 96; al-A‘lām, vol. 4, pp.136, 137; al-Jawāhir al-Mudī’a, vol. 1, p.
318; Hadiyyat al-‘Ārifīn, vol. 1, pp. 577, 578; Tāj al-Tarājim, p. 26; Kashf al-Zunūn, pp. 46, 568, 1224,
1580, 1999.
356

Al-Karkhī (260-340/873-952).

Abū al-Hasan‘Ubayd Allāh ibn Husayn al-Karkhī was a prominent later representative of the Hanafī school
of thought in ‘Irāq, born in al-Karkh and died in Baghdad. His book named al-Mukhtasar fī Sharh al-Jāmi‘
al-Kabīr, had brought him into special prominence among the scholars of his era. He received his early
education from Abī Sa‘īd al-Barda‘ī, a famous scholar of his time. Abū Bakr al-Rāzī and Abū Hāmid al-
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Hākim al-Shahīd al-Shahīr’s358 al-Muntaqā, al-Jāmi‘ li- Sharh359Abī Bakr al-Rāzī360
and his own eminent teacher Abū al-Mu’ayyad’s 361 Jam‘ al-Tafārīq.
Tabarī and Abū al-Qāsim al-Tanūjī are prominent among his pupils. His work includes Sharh al-Jāmi‘ alSaghīr, al-Mukhtasar: Sharh al-Jāmi‘ al-Kabīr. For more details see al-Fawā’id al-Bahiyya, p.108; Lisān
al-Mīzān, vol. 4, pp. 98, 99; Tāj al-Tarājim, p. 29; al-A‘lām, vol. 4, pp. 347; Tārīkh Baghdād, vol. 10, pp.
353, 354; Kashf al-Zunūn, pp. 563, 570; Brockelmann, S: 1, p. 259.
357

Al-Qudūrī (362-428/972-1037).

His full name was Abū al-Hasan al-Husayn Ahmad ibn Muhammad ibn Ahmad ibn Ja‘far ibn Hamdān alBaghdādī al-Qudūrī, al-Hanafī. He studied law under Muhammad ibn Yahyā al-Jurjānī and hadīth under
Muhammad ibn ‘Alī Suwayd al-Mu’addab al-Qudūrī. He had to hold several public disputations in defence
of the Hanafī school against his contemporary the Shāfi‘ī lawyer Abū Hāmid al-Isfarā’īnī. A number of
pupils gathered around him, the most famous of whom was al-Khatīb al-Baghdādī.
He wrote some valuable works including the Mukhtasar that deals with ritual contracts, personal status,
criminal law and the law of succession, without particular care for logical order. Several commentaries
were written on this book. He also wrote Sharh Mukhtasar al-Karkhī, al-Tajrīd and Kitāb al-Nikāh.
See First Encyclopaedia of Islam, vol. 4, p. 1105; Encyclopaedia of Islam, new ed. vol. 5, p. 345; Islamic
Desk Reference, p. 363; Brockelmann, G: I, pp. 183, 184, S: pp. 295, 296; Mu‘jam al-Mu’allifīn, vol. 2, pp.
66, 67; Tārīkh Baghdād, vol. 4, p. 377; Wafayāt al-A‘yān, vol. 1, p. 60, 61; Tāj al-Tarājim, pp. 5, 24, 27;
al-A‘lām, vol. 1, p. 206; al-Nujūm al-Zāhira, vol. 5, pp. 24, 25; Ibn al-Athīr, al-Lubāb, vol. 2, p. 247; alBidāya wa al-Nihāya, vol. 12, p. 24; Mir‘āt al-Jinān, vol. 3, p. 48; al-Jawāhir al-Mudī’a, vol. 1, pp. 93,
94; al-Fawā’id al-Bahiyya, pp. 30, 31; Miftāh al-Sa‘āda, vol. 2, p.141; Kashf al-Zunūn, pp. 46, 155, 246,
1631, 1634, 1837.
358

al-Hākim al-Shahīd (344/945).

Abū al-Fadl Muhammad ibn Muhammad ibn Ahmad al-Sulamī al-Balkhī, generally known by his title alHākim al-Shahīd. He was a man of name and fame in his era and was appointed Qādī (Judge) for a time
and became known as al-Hākim. He holds an honoured place among traditionists. He had memorized more
than 6000 hadith. His work shows his skill and ranking in the literary world. His work includes al-Kāfī, alMukhtasar and al-Muntaqā.
For more details see al-Jawāhir al-Mudī’a, vol. 2, p.112; al-Fawā’id al-Bahiyya, p.185; Ibn al-Jawzī, ‘Abd
al-Rahmān ibn ‘Alī ibn Muhammad ibn ‘Alī. al-Muntazam fī Tārīkh al-Mulūk wa al-Umam, Haydarābād
Deccan: Dā’irat al-Ma‘ārif al-‘Uthmāniyya, 1940, vol. 6, p. 346; Hadiyyat al-‘Ārifīn, vol. 2, p. 37; Mu‘jam
al-Mu’allifīn, vol. 11, p.185; al-A‘lām, vol. 7, p. 242; Tāj al-Tarājim, p. 96; Mir’āt al-Jinān, vol. 2, p. 346;
Kashf al-Zunūn, pp. 1851, 1378; Brockelmann, G: 1, p. 182, S: 1, p. 294.
359

This is a very famous book of Imām Muhammad ibn al-Hasn al-Shaybānī. He was Abū ‘Abd Allāh

Muhammad ibn al-Hasan ibn Farqad al-Shaybānī, a Hanafī jurist, born at Wāsit in AH132 (749/750)
brought up in Kūfa. He studied at the early age of fourteen under Abū Hanīfa, under whose influence he
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In addition, he had also studied numerous other books of different well-known Fuqahā’
and their biographical dictionaries. He also states that he has included all those questions
which were asked of him from time to time related to the subject,362so that seekers of
knowledge could benefit from this book easily and he hoped that this book would guide
them towards their goal of attaining knowledge. He mentioned that the other reason that
motivated and urged him to pen this book was the two books of that time Gharīb al-

devoted himself to Rā’y. He extended his knowledge of hadīth under Sufyān al-Thawrī, al-Awzā‘ī and
others, especially Mālik ibn Anas, whose lectures he attended for over three years in al-Madīna. During his
lifetime he enjoyed the status of Qādī of al-Raqqah and Khurāsān. He belonged to the moderate school of
Ra’y and besides being a jurisprudent he was also considered an able grammarian. Among others, Imām
al-Shāfi‘ī was one of his pupils.
His work includes al-Ziyādāt called al-Jāmi‘ al-Kabīr, al-Jāmi‘ al-Saghīr, al-Mabsūt, al-Makhārij fī alHiyal, and Bulūgh al-Amālī.
See First Encyclopaedia of Islam, vol. 7, pp. 271-272; Tāj al-Tarājim, p. 40; al-Jawāhir al-Mudī’a, vol. 2,
p. 42-44; Tārīkh Baghdād, vol. 2, pp.172-182; Miftāh al-Sa‘āda, vol. 2, pp. 107-112; al-Bidāya wa alNihāya, vol. 10, p. 202; al-Nujūm al-Zāhira, vol. 2, p.130; Lisān al-Mīzān, vol. 5, pp. 121, 122; alFawā’id al-Bahiyya, pp. 162,163; Mu‘jam al-Mu’allifīn, vol. 9, pp. 107, 208; al-A‘lām, vol. 6, p. 309;
Zaydān, Tārīkh Ādāb al-Lugha, vol. 2, p. 143.
360

Abū Bakr al-Rāzī (305-370/918-981).

Abū Bakr Ahmad ibn ‘Alī al-Rāzī al-Hanafī, better known as al-Jassās, was a jurist and a renowned scholar
of Hanafī fiqh. He was born in Baghdad and got his early education from Abī Sahl al-Zajjāj, then spent his
entire life teaching in Baghdad. His pious and ascetic life style became proverbial. His commentary on the
famous book al-Jāmi‘ of Imām Muhammad al-Shaybānī (d. AH187) earned him a high respect among the
Hanafī scholars. His work includes Ahkām al-Qur’ān, Sharh Mukhtasar al-Karkhī, Sharh al-Jāmi‘, and
Kitāb Ilhām al-Qur’ān.
See al-Fawā’id al-Bahiyya, pp. 27, 28; al-Jawāhir al-Mudī’a, vol. 2, p. 239; al-Najūm al-Zāhira, vol. 4,
p.138; Tāj al-Tarājim, pp. 65, 94,160; Miftāh al-Sa‘āda, vol. 2, p. 53; al-Bidāya wa al-Nihāya, vol. 11,
p. 297; Mu‘jam al-Mu’aliffīn, vol. 2, p. 07; al-A‘lām, vol. 1, p. 165; Mir’āt al-Jinān, vol. 2, p. 394; al-Wāfī
bi- al-Wafayāt, vol. 7, p. 241; al-Muntazam, vol. 7, p. 105, 106; Tadhkirat al-Huffāz, vol. 3, p. 959; alWafī bi- al-Wafayāt, vol. 6, p. 96.
361

For his life history see reference 44, 45, above.

362

See preface to al-Mutarrizī’s book al-Mughrib.
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Qur’ān363and Gharīb al-Hadīth.364 These books were regarded as the best source of
knowledge in their field. That is why he arranged this book alphabetically, starting with
hamza, and subsequently using the other letters of the alphabet. To enhance the
uniqueness of this book he named it al-Mughrib fī Tartīb al-Mu‘rib.365 Initially this book
was published in Haydarabad Deccan, in AH 1328, the second time in Karachi (no date)
and then in Aleppo in 1399/1979.366 Ibn ‘Usfūr al-Ishbīlī

363

367

wrote a Sharh named Īdāh

This is a very famous work of Abū Bakr Muhammad ibn ‘Abd al-‘Azīz al-Sijistānī. (d330/942) The

actual name of this book is Nuzhat al-Qulūb fī Tafsīr Gharīb al-Qur’ān. The author spent 15 years working
on this master piece and it is arranged alphabetically.
For further details see Kashf al-Zunūn, pp.1140, 1208, 1945; al-Lubāb, vol. 2, p. 135; Bughyat al-Wu‘āt,
vol. 2, pp. 171, 172; Sarkīs, Mu‘jam al-Matbū‘āt, p. 1008; Mu‘jam al-Mu’allifīn, vol. 10, p. 292.
364

Ghgarīb al-Hadīth, is a famous work of Abū ‘Ubayd al-Qāsim ibn Salām al-Harawī al-Khurāsānī (157-

224/774-838) who was born in Herat and died in Makka. He spent 40 years on his masterpiece and he was
the first religious scholar to write on this topic. His work is still considered the basic source in this field;
for more detail,
see Tārīkh Baghdād, vol. 12, pp. 413-416; Mir’āt al-Jinān, vol. 2, pp. 83-86; Ibn Hajar, Ahmad ibn ‘Alī
ibn Hajar al-‘Asqalānī. Tahdhīb al-Tahdhīb, Haydarābād: Dā’irat al-Ma‘ārif al-Nizāmiyya, AH1326, vol. 8,
pp. 315-318; al-Nujūm al-Zāhira, vol. 1, p. 214; Miftāh al-Sa‘āda, vol. 2, p. 168; al-A‘lām, vol. 6, p. 10;
al-Azharī, Abū Mansūr Muhammad ibn Ahmad. Tahdhīb al-Lugha, ed. ‘Abd al-Salām Hārūn. Cairo: alMū’sassa al-Mu‘riba, 1964, pp.19, 20; al-Zubaydī, Tabaqāt al-Nahwiyyīn wa al-Lughawiyyīn, pp. 217,
218; al-Harawī, Abū ‘Ubayd al-Qāsim ibn Salām. Gharīb al-Hadīth, Beirut: Dār al-Kutub al-‘Ilmiyya,
1986.
365

For further details see his book al-Mughrib fi Tartīb al-Mu‘rib.

366

Brockelmann, vol. 5, p. 248.

367

Ibn ‘Usfūr (597-669/1200-1271).

Tunisian born Abū al-Hasan ‘Alī ibn Mu’min ibn Muhammad ibn ‘Alī al-Hadramī was a historian,
lexicologist, grammarian and poet, and commonly known as al-Ishbīlī. He was luminary of the scholarly
world of his days on account of the wide breadth of his knowledge. He is famous in particular for his
commentaries, some of which are published and others are lost. His work includes,
Sharh al-Jumal, al-Mumtani’, Īdāh al-Mushkil, Sariqāt al-Shu‘arā’ and Sharh Dīwān al-Mutanabbī.
For further details, see Fawāt al-Wafayāt, vol. 2, pp. 184, 185; Bughyat al-Wu‘āt, vol. 2, p. 210; Miftāh alSa‘āda, vol. 1, p. 118; al-Baghdādī, Hadiyyat al-‘Ārifīn, vol. 2, p. 721; al-A‘lām, vol. 5, pp. 179, 180;
Mu‘jam al-Mu’allifīn, vol. 7, p. 251; Brockelmann, S: 1, pp. 546, 547.
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al-Mushkil on this book.368 The book consists of two volumes, and copies are available
in varous libraries of the world.369
3.5.3

Al -Īdāh fī Sharh al-Maqāmāt

Al-Mutarrizī was also a commentator and prepared a highly reputed commentary on the
famous book entitled Maqāmāt al-Harīrī (d.610/1122). This is the actual name which is
referred to in most sources370 except Hadiyyat al-‘Ārifīn, which gives its name as al-Ifsāh
fī Sharh al-Maqāmāt.371 I think it is the converted name of al-Ifsāh. In the introduction,
after describing the excellence of the Maqāmāt and their difficulty, and explaining his
purpose in the commentary, the author writes for students a preface to the study of the alMaqāmāt dealing briefly with Arabic rhetoric. He subsequently describes the reason that
encouraged him to pen this book as follows:
و

SًolZ{ ½Æc و أSًolU zu\ أSًwSب آbsU® واÆsU اÂliS{ `a P دب وh و اVlwbsU` آ½ اa ® أرU `i’’ إ

vWw بS® آsmr ÔÆsr ½lÆc ÂlZ{  وbهSw بS و آbSa ءSºiي إbWbYUء اSºi` أUت اSrSmfU اzr SًoWb{ بbأ
372

‘‘vla ر رU

“I have never come across any book in my life either in Arabic or in another
language which is as useful and educative”373

368

Brockelmann, vol. 5, p. 248.

369

See same book and same above mentioned reference

370

See al-A‘lām, vol. 8, p.311; Kashf al-Zunūn, vol. 2, p. 1789; ‘Izza Hasan. Fihris Dār al-Kutub al-

Zāhiriyya, Damascus: al-Majma‘ al-‘Ilmī al-‘Arabī, (qism al-Adab) 1964, pp. 60, 61; Brockelmann, vol. 5,
pp.147, 148; Zaydān, Tārīkh Ādāb al-Lugha al-‘Arabiyya, vol. 3, pp. 48, 49; Encyclopaedia of Islam,
new ed. vol. 7, p. 774.
371

Hadiyyat al-‘Ārifīn, vol. 6, p. 488.

372

The preamble to his book al-Īdāh fī Sharh Maqāmāt al-Harīrī, Kashf al-Zunūn, vol. 2, p.1798; Fihris

Makhtūtāt Dār al-Kutub, pp. 60, 61.
373

See same reference as mentioned above.
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The author has included proverbs, sayings and witticisms of the Arabic language, which
signifies eloquence of this book. The book depicts the versatility and novelty of work in
the Arabic language and is so impressive that a reader cannot help but marvel at it in
admiration. The book is also concise and throws light on the subject in a way that
satisfies the reader as to its usefulness.374 The book starts as following:
ءSfuUرض واh` اa دXTsfU ا،]ءTU اzuYw رX}ºfUء اP Ú اvlf§ pc دXfYfU © اfYUا
And it ends with
،بÝfU واv§bfU اlU وإ،ابX{USw ®pc وا© أ،تU وzr تXr ½b S¯ّi آU وS¯U ÞlsW P `ّUب اXbUن اSiن أرbWو
375

At the beginning of this book, the author throws light on ‘Ilm al-Ma‘ānī wa al-Bayān
and the rules of Badi‘. In Mu‘jam al-Buldān, Yāqūt criticized the names of the places
mentioned in this book but without mentioning any other alternative names.376 AlMutarrizī completed this book in AH 563.377 The book has been edited by Hammād ibn
Nāsir al-Dakhīl, in Riyadh, 1402/1982.378 Some poets even composed some poetic verses
in praise of it.
bWbYpU زb^fU اqjr
blZfUح اbºU اbوا هÔw

يbWbYpU زb^fU اqjr
Vٍ noU ·Èو`ء \ا

374

Wafayāt al-A‘yān, vol. 5, pp. 369, 370; Mir’āt al-Jinān, vol. 4, pp. 20, 21.

375

See Fihris al-Kutub al-Mawjūda bi- al-Maktaba al-Azhariyya, vol. 5, p. 29; Kashf al-Zunūn, vol. 2, pp.

1789; Fihris Makhtūtāt Dār al-Kutub al-Zāhiriyya, vol. 1, pp. 60, 61, 342, 343; Mingana, A. D. D.
Catalogue of the Arabic Manuscripts in the John Rylands Library Manchester, Manchester: University
Press, 1934, pp. 936-940.
376
377
378

Al-A‘lām, vol. 8, p. 311.
Fihris al-Maktaba al-Azhariyy, vol. 5, p. 29.
Encyclopaedia of Islam, new ed. vol. 7, pp. 773, 774.
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379

3.5.4

blZfUح اST{fUS` آ£ُ ت

]}ºfU اbl§SWت دÅa

Al-Iqnā‘ li-mā H(uwiya Taht al-Qinā‘

Al-Mutarrizī had written this book for his son when he completed the memorization of
the Holy Qur’ān as mentioned in the preamble to this book.380 The book is a handy
lexicon with precise grammatical explanations, a kind of text-book, giving a
comprehensive survey of the subject dealing with “good and usual” words and omitting
the “bad and unusual” ones.381 In al-Mutarrizī’s opinion the existing works on this subject
were either too large or not large enough. It is divided in four parts Asmā’ (ءSfg)ا, Af‘āl ,
(لSsa) أHurūf (وفb\) , Nahw (XYi) , which are in turn divided into four chapters, and each
chapter containing many subsections.382 The first part is very rich in synonyms. Modern
and ancient linguistic usages are distinguished and verses are quoted in illustration. It
begins with.383
‘‘qWÔZUح اSor VlwbsU اqs§ يUّ اpU fYU’’ ا
In Wafayāt al-A‘yān Ibn Khallikān described al-Mutarrizī’s book as two different books:
one as al-Iqnā‘ fī al-Lugha and the other as Mukhtasar al-Iqnā‘ . 384 However, according
to my research and opinion, this is a mistake by Ibn Khallikān, because there is no
indication that al-Mutarrizī ever summarized this book. Sometimes it is also called Kashf

379
380

Kashf al-Zunūn, vol. 2, p. 1789.
See Hadiyyat al-‘Ārifīn, vol. 2, p. 488; Brockelmann, vol. 5, p. 248; Encyclopaedia of Islam, new ed.

vol. 7, pp. 773, 774.
381

Encyclopaedia of Islam, new ed, vol. 7, p. 773, 774.

382

Kashf al-Zunūn, vol. 1, pp. 139, 140.

383

See above mentioned reference and book.

384

Wafayāt al-A‘yān, vol. 5, p. 370.
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al-Iqnā‘ or simply al-Iqnā‘385. This book has also reached us in the form of a manuscript.
Brockelmann mentions copies in other libraries of the world.386

3.5.5

Al-Muqaddima fī al-Nahw

In biographical dictionaries, there is some confusion regarding the name of this book.387
The main reason behind this confusion is the presence of another book, named alMuqaddima al-Mutarriziyya fī al-Nahw which creates confusion with Muqaddimat alMutarrizī. Sometimes people mistakenly consider it as the work of al-Mutarrizī, which is
not true388 as al-Mutarriziyya is a work of another scholar named Abū ‘Abd Allāh
Muhammad ibn Sālih al-Sulamī al-Dimashqī, who is commonly known as al-Mutarriz
(d.456/1064).389 The correct name of al-Mutarrizī’s book is

al-Muqaddima fī al-Nahw

or al-Muqaddima al-Mashhūra fī al-Nahw. Unfortunately I have been unable to trace
it.390
385

Farrūkh, Tārīkh al-Adab al-‘Arabī, vol. 3, pp. 454, 455.

386

Brockelmann, vol. 5, p. 248.

387

In Mu‘jam al-Udabā’ and Inbāh al-Ruwāt the name of al-Mutarrizī’s book is mentioned as al-

Muqaddimah al-Mutarriziyya fī ‘Ilm al-Nahw; see Mu‘jam al-Udabā’, vol. 19, pp. 212, 213; Inbāh alRuwāt, vol. 3, p. 339.
388

See Kashf al-Zunūn, p.1804; Bughyat al-Wu‘āt, vol. 2, p. 311; al-Dhahabī, Shams al-Dīn Muhammad

ibn Ahmad ibn ‘Uthmān. al-‘Ibar fī Khabar man Ghabar, ed. Fu’ād Sayyid. Kuwait: Dā’irat al-Matbū ‘āt
wa al-Nashr, 1961, vol. 3, p. 240.
389

Damascene born Abū ‘Abd Allāh Muhammad ibn ‘Alī ibn Muhammad ibn Sālih al-Dimashqī (d

456/1064) was well known by his title al-Mutarriz. He was a writer, theologian and better known as a
grammarian. He learnt hadīth from Tammām al-Rāzī and Abū Bakr narrated from him. His book alMutarriziyya fī al-Nahw gave him a special place among the grammarians.
For more detail see Mu‘jam al-Mu’allifīn, vol. 11, p. 50; al-A‘lām, vol. 7, p. 162; Bughyat al-Wu‘āt, vol. 1,
p. 189; Kashf al-Zunūn, p. 1804.
390

See Wafayāt al-A‘yān, vol. 5, pp. 369, 370; Fawāt al-Wafayāt, vol. 4, pp. 182, 183.
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3.5.6

Mukhtasar Islāh al-Mantiq

In old sources the name of this book is referred to as Mukhtasar Islāh al-Mantiq or
Mukhtasar al-Islāh391 it is a summary of Ibn al-Sikkīt’s392 famous book Islāh al-Mantiq.
Hājjī Khalīfa mentioned it as a Sharh of Islāh al-Mantiq but not as a summary.393
However, this opinion is not supported by other authors. Unfortunately, this book is also
not available.394
3.5.7

Risāla fī I‘jāz al-Qur’ān

In this Risāla (epistle), al-Mutarrizī highlights the numerous proofs of the inimitability of
the Holy Qur’ān. Brockelmann points out that a copy of this epistle is available in alMadīna al-Munawwara.395
3.5.8

Zahrat al-Rabī‘ fī ‘Ilm al-Badī ‘

Only the author of Kashf al-Zunūn has documented this book.396
391

See Mu‘jam al-Udabā’, vol. 19, pp. 212, 213; Fawāt al-Wafayāt, vol. 4, pp.182, 183; Mu‘jam al-

Mu’allifīn, vol. 13, p. 71; Bughyat al-Wu‘āt, vol. 2, p. 311; Inbāh al-Ruwāt, vol. 3, p.339; Miftāh alSa‘āda, vol. 1, p. 108; Farrūkh, Tārīkh al-Adab al-‘Arabī, vol. 3, p. 455; Wafayāt al-A‘yān, vol. 5, p. 370.
392

Abū Yūsuf Ya‘qūb ibn Ishāq (186-244/802-856), known as Ibn al-Sikkīt, was born in Baghdad. He was

an extremely important intermediary between the generation of his teachers, which included Qutrub, Ibn al‘Arabī, al-Asma‘ī and al-Farrā’ and the later flowering of Arabic philology under his pupils al-Dīnawarī,
al-Sukkarī and al-Mufaddal ibn Salāmah. His influence on lexicography is attested by countless quotations.
Among his many famous works, the Islāh al-Mantiq is still valuable as an anthology of morphological and
lexical information.
For further detail see Tārīkh Baghdād, vol. 14, p. 279; Mu‘jam al-Mu’allifīn, vol. 13, p. 243; Mir’āt alJinān, vol. 2, p. 147; al-A‘lām, vol. 9, p. 255; Hadiyyat al-‘Ārifīn, vol. 2, pp. 536, 538; Zaydān, Tārīkh
Ādāb al-Lugha, vol. 2, p.118; Brockelmann, S: 1, p. 180.
393

Kashf al-Zunūn, vol. 1, p. 108.

394

See reference No. 141 of this chapter.

395

See Brockelmann, vol. 5, p. 248; Farrūkh, Tārikh al-Adab al-‘Arabī, vol. 3, p. 455; Fihris al-Khizāna

al-Taymūriyya, vol. 3, p. 282; The name of his above mentioned book is mentioned there as Risāla fī
Bayān al-I‘jāz.
396

Kashf al-Zunūn, vol. 1, p. 233.
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3.5.9

Risālat al-Mawlā

Just like the above mentioned book, there is no detailed account of this work in the
literature. The sources do not give any information about this Risāla. Interestingly
however, al-Mutarrizī himself mentioned this Risāla in al-Mughrib regarding the
vocabulary of Waliya (`U )و.397
3.5.10 Al-Risāla al-Thāniya
Al-Mutarrizī also mentions this Risāla in his book al-Mughrib regarding the vocabulary
of ‘Aqiqa (·mc) even though he does not specifically mention its name.398 He mentions
the hadīth of Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon him).399
Vmlmc اXUXm P وV}lui اXUX
3.5.11 Kitāb fī al-Nahw
The primary sources do not give any information about this book. However, it is
mentioned in the Makhtūtāt al-Maktabat al-‘Abbāsiyya that a copy of it is available in alAbbāsiyya Library, Basra. It could be the same book which is mentioned by
Brockelmann under the name of Risāla fī al-Nahw where he says it is different from alMisbah and a copy of it is available in Paris under the No 4254/2.400 It is also written in
its preamble that the author had written this book for his son when he appraised the
valuable and worthwhile work of ‘Abd al-Qāhir al-Jurjānī (d.471/1078) regarding nahw.
He created an abstract of his work and divided it into five chapters.
(1) fī al-Mustalahāt al-Nahwiyya

397

al-Mughrib fī Tartīb al-Mu‘rib, vol. 2, p. 53.

398

Al-Mutarrizī, al-Mughrib fī Tartīb al-Mu‘rib, vol. 2, pp. 662, 663.

399

Ibn Māja. Muhammad ibn Yazīd al-Qazwīnī. al-Sunan, ed. Muhammad Hasn Nassār. Beirut: Dār al-

Kutub al-‘Ilmiyya, 1998, vol. 2, p. 136.
400

See Brockelmann (Arabic version), vol. 5, p. 247.
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VWXYZUت اSYp^{fU` اa
(2)

fī al-‘Awāmil al-Lafziyya al-Qiyāsiyya
VlgSlmU اVlnopU اqrاXsU` اa

(3) fī al-‘Awāmil al-Lafziyya al-Samā‘i yya
VlcSfuU اVlnopU اqrاXsU` اa
(4) fī al-‘Awāmil al-Ma‘nawiyya
VWXZsfU اqrاXsU` اa
(5) fī Fusūl min al-‘Arabiyya
VlwbsU اzr لX{a `a

It begins with,
401

¨ارXiء أSl£w SibÈS{w ّرXiح وST{fUح اS£Wd Siح _ورb ّيUَ © اfYUا

This manuscript consists of 42 pages and every page has 15 lines. The style is in
accordance with al-Misbāh except for its preface and its name may be Īdāh al-Misbāh as
it is clear from the above mentioned Arabic quotation, al-Mutarrizī already had written a
book under the name of Īdāh al-Maqāmāt.
3.5.12 Risāla fī al-Nahw
Brockelmann is the only one to mention this book. According to Brockelmann’s
statement, it is different from his famous book al-Misbāh and a copy of it is available in
the Paris Library under the number 4254/2.
3.5.13 Al-Misbah fī al-Nahw
401

See al-Khāqānī, ‘Alī. Makhtūtāt al-Maktaba al-‘Abbāsiyya fī al-Basra, Baghdad: Matba‘at al-Majma‘ al-

‘IImī al-‘Irāqī, (al-qism al-thāni) 1961-1962, p. 110.
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Finally, we come to his highly acknowledged work, al-Misbāh, which gave him a
respected place in the history of the literary world and which is also the topic of this
thesis. All the basic sources agree that the book called al-Misbāh belongs to al-Mutarrizī,
as is written by the author of Kashf al-Zunūn.402
VÈSfg وbºc ( ه610) VZg aXfUي اXYZUزي اb^fUّ اluU اTc zw b_Si مSrßU XYZU® اpc `a حST{fUب اSآ
Vuf pc ]
ً fºr Zwh oّU أàU إ... مSs^U` اa «pfUS}]م آU` اa XYZU اqcS§ مSsidًا © ذي اf\ : sw Sّr أ: Uأو
ابXwأ

Regarding whether the name of this book is al-Misbāh or is al-Misbāh fī al-Nahw as
mentioned by some authors, I suggest that its name is simply al-Misbāh fī al-Nahw is
used to confirm and limit its relevance to nahw, as there are a lot of books available in the
literary world under the name of al-Misbāh. This is clear from the fact that al-Mutarrizī
himself gives the name of this book as al-Misbāh in the preamble. حST{fUب ) اS}w f§bو
The reason why the author wrote this book and for whom he wrote it is also mentioned in
the preamble:
noYw Zc Âºع وآSZd اb{yr b¯ng اSّfU ،د وداXr blyU اq أهU و إ،ًداXsur fgS زال آP Ôch اUXU¶ن اa ))
SًnoU و
ً Zsr XYZU اzr la Sr zm وأSًno\ داbofw طS\ وأ،عSZmU اVp£a
VZÆU اqs§ و،¨اb¾ © اmg `iS§bÆU اbهSmU اTc b}w `w أ،·fU اbTYU وا،·mYfUم اSrd آ]م اzr nâfUُأردت أن أ
T دون آV¸XT£fUا اb{yr `a تbnZa .XYZU اvlwSZW zr bÆoW Sr XpYU اnoU zr sT^w ·psW \ ،¨اXjr
pf\ وأ،S¯sf§ op أن أآ°p^gSa (VfU( و ) اqfÆU( و )اVÈSfU ) اVّfÈh اzlw ورًاSs Sهbj§ت أآXa .V¸XuTfUا
(دةSsfUء اSlh اzr S¯la Sr Vاهb آ،S¯saر
402

See Preface of the book, Kashf al-Zunūn, vol. 2, 1707; Brockelmann, S: 1, pp. 514, 515, G: 1, pp. 350-

352; Sarkīs, Mu‘jam al-Matbū‘āt, pp. 1760, 1761; Bughyat al-Wu‘āt fī Tabaqāt al-Nuhāt, vol. 2, pp. 311;
Kitāb al-Fawā’id al-Bahiyya fī Tarājim al-Hanafiyya, pp. 218, 219; Inbāh al-Ruwāt ‘alā Anbāh alNuhāt, vol. 3, pp. 339, 340; Farrūkh, Tārīkh al-Adab al-‘Arabī, vol. 3, pp. 454, 455.
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Al-Mutarrizī wrote this book for his son as it was the custom of that era that usually
fathers used to teach their children in the beginning, and sometimes they even used to
write books for them. Ibn Mālik wrote the famous book Alfiyya for his son in which he
compiled the entire Arabic grammar in 1000 poetic verses.
When al-Mutarrizī’s son had memorised the Holy Qur’ān and attained sufficient
knowledge to understand Arabic grammar, al-Mutarrizī wrote this book for him even
though he had already written al-Iqnā‘ or Kashf al-Iqnā‘ for him in the past. AlMutarrazī collected the material of this book from al-Mi’a, al-Jumal and al-Tatimma, the
famous works of the distinguished scholar al-Jurjānī.

This is evident from the fact that to date this book has been considered as the basic book
on Arabic grammar by scholars of Arabic literature. Even the compiler of the Cambridge
History of Arabic Literature considered this book worth mentioning.403 There are many
manuscripts of this book in different libraries of the world. Brockelmann has pointed out
the existence of these copies in more than 20 libraries in the world. 29 copies are to be
found in the British Library, and these copies are discussed in detail in the comparison
portion.
It is considered a great contribution of Jurjānī that he introduced the theory of ‘awāmil
(operators) into Arabic grammar. Jurjānī divided ‘Awāmil into two major parts; ‘Awāmil
Lafziyya and ‘Awāmil Ma‘nawiyya in the book al-Mi’a. He further divides ‘Awāmil
Lafziyyya into ‘Awāmil Samā‘iyya and ‘Awāmil Qiyāsiyya. In his book al-Jumal,
‘Awāmil are divided into three parts; ‘Awāmil min al-Af‘āl, ‘Awāmil min al-Hurūf and
403

See Religion, Learning and Science in the ‘Abbasid Period (The Cambridge History of Arabic

Literature), ed. by M. J. L. Young, J. D. Latham and R.B. Serjeant, p.133.
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‘Awāmil min al-Asmā’. However, al-Mutarrizī followed Mi’at ‘Āmil in the division of
‘Awāmil and divided his book into 5 chapters.
Chapter 1: al-Mustalahāt al-Nahwiyya

VWXYZUت اSYp^{fUا

Chapter 2: al-‘Awāmil al-Lafziyya al-Qiyāsiyya

VlgSlmU اVlnopU اqrاXsUا

Chapter 3: al-‘Awāmil al-Lafziyyya al-Samā‘iyya VlcSfuU اVlnopU اqrاXsUا
Chapter 4: al-‘Awāmil al-Ma‘nawiyya

VWXZsfU اqrاXsUا

Chapter 5: fī Fusūl min al-‘Arabiyya

VlwbsU اzr لX{a `a

Chapter 1

At the beginning, al-Mutarrizī describes al-Mustalahāt al-Ma‘nawiyya where he gives
the grammatical definition of noun, verb and particle, and gives their characteristics.
There is a sub-chapter for case endings ابbc إwhere he gives the grammatical definition
of ابbc إi‘rāb and declares that تSآb\ harakāt are the key to i‘rāb. He also mentions the
cases where particles bring aboput changes in i‘rāb and lists 7 such cases. He introduces
another sub chapter regarding, ءSfg أasmā’ and divides it into two types; mu‘rab (بbsr)
and mabnī (`ZTr). He defines both mu‘rab and mabnī and also gives the definition of
lāzim and ‘ārid.

Chapter 2
After giving definitions such as those mentioned in the first chapter, he throws light on
the ‘awāmil which are the basic topic of the book. He starts with al-‘Awāmil alLafziyya al-Qiyāsiyya and gives the reason for discussing them first. He divides them into
seven types; al-Fi‘l, Ism al-Fā‘il, Ism al-Maf‘ūl, al-Sifa al-Mushabbaha, al-Masdar, Ism
al-Mudāf, al-Ism al-Tāmm, and gives definitions of them all.
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Chpater 3

In this chapter he throws light on al-‘Awāmil al-Lafziyya and divides them into 3 types;
particles (وفb\), nouns (ءSfg )اand verbs (لSsa)أ. First of all, he explains particles and
divides them into two types. Among those particles, some of them affect verbs while
others affect nouns. He further divides the particles affecting nouns into two types; those
affecting the whole sentence and those which only affect a part of the sentence. Then he
talks regarding al-Hurūf al-‘Āmila, some of which affect al-fi‘l al-mudāri‘

and some

affect nouns (al-asmā’). Then he discusses al-Asmā’ and al-Af ‘āl al-‘Āmila

Chapter 4

In this chapter the author gives the definition of al-‘Awāmil al-Ma‘nawiyya and also
mentions the conflicting views of grammarian defference regarding their numbers.

Chapter 5
There are several sub-chapters in this chapter:
Sub-Chapter 1
First of all he mentions the definition of ma‘rifa (Vabsr) and nakira (ةb}i) and
explains their types.
Sub-Chapter 2
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In this chapter he discusses genders and adduces definitions and explanations as he did in
the first chapter.
Sub-Chapter 3
He describes tawābi‘ (vwاX) in this chapter and divides them into five types.
Sub-Chapter 4
In the fourth sub-chapter he mentions i‘rāb, asliyya and ghayr asliyya and also describes
i‘rāb sarīh ((«Wb_ ابbc إand ghayr sarīh («Wb_ bl ابbc )إAt the end of this book he
mentions admār al-‘awāmil.

The al-Mustalahāt al-Nahwiyya that al-Mutarrizī used in his book are not new.
Grammarians had been using them for several centuries. During the 6th century, these
Mustalahāt were used commonly and they are still being used today. One of the virtues
of this book is that the author used Qur’ānic verses as an example for the explanation of
the grammatical rules, which helps the students to memorise these rules.
3.6

Rationale for Selecting al-Misbāh

Grammar plays an important part in the beauty and comprehension of any language.
It is more so in the Arabic language when according to a famous idiom, }]مU` اa XYZUا
مSs^U` اa «pfUS“ آgrammar to a language is essential and important as salt is to the taste of
food”. The non-native speakers of a language are usually more in need to learn the
grammar than the natives in order to avoid mistakes. Arabic language is more sensitive in
terms of its grammar as compared to other languages. Its use of grammar and syntax
depends on the correct use of its i‘rāb (ابbc)إ. Any mistake in the i‘rāb can easily lead to
misunderstanding. It is interesting to note that the contribution of non-native speakers of
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the Arabic language on the composition of Arabic grammar is much greater than the
native speakers of this language. Sībawayh, al-Zamakhsharī, al-Zajjājī, al-Jurjānī and alMutarrizī were all nonArab grammarians. Its importance is quite obvious as it helps an ،
Ajamī (`fÆc) to avoid grammatical and syntactical errors both in reading and writing. Its
importance is further enhanced as the Qur’ān, Hadith and great wealth of Islamic
literature are all in the Arabic language. After completing my M.Phil, I was searching for
a topic that would benefit me and other students of Arabic literature. Luckily, I had an
opportunity to visit the personal library of Shaykh Abū Sālih at Peshawar where this
manuscript caught my eyes. Its conciseness and compact presentation impressed me
much as if I had found what I was looking for. Despite the short length of this book it has
covered all the areas of Arabic grammar as the author himself describes in the preamble
of this book
S¯pÈSur zr Àl b ذآX¸® اUد وSofpU P
ً ]mgد واSsfpU P
ً Smjgر اb} Sr q آzc °loi و،b{yfU ها اS¯Zr °lo{gSa
عS ر أوi Sr Pإ
The manuscript’s text is easy to follow and well structured. It provides a wealth of
information to a reader within a short space of time on a great number of grammatical
issues as compared to other books on similar issues. The author has frequently quoted
verses from the holy Qur’ān in order to explain grammatical and syntactical rules thus
making it more attractive and interesting for a reader. It can be easily seen when
comparing it with the works of Kāfiyya of Ibn Hājib and Alfiyya of Ibn Mālik where the
use of language and syntactical constructions are difficult and complicated. These two
books have been part of the syllabus in the Muslim world in general and in the subcontinent of indo-pak in particular for a number of centuries. Instead of bringing the
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students closer, these books take them away from Arabic literature due to their difficult
syntactical structure.

On the other hand, al-Misbāh is consise and easy to follow. The presence of this book in
a number of libraries throughout the world indicates its importance in its own time. As
the record shows, al-Misbāh had been part of the syllabus in religious madrasas of the
Indian subcontinent for more than two centuries.404 Brockelmann also mentions the
presence of this book in different libraries of the world. So much so that it can be
included in the syllabus of madrasas/ colleges even in our own contemporary time.

The presence of twenty-nine copies of this manuscript in the British Library may be
attributed to the fact that after the decline of the Ottoman Empire and the ascendency of
the European nations, such valuable manuscripts were taken or transferred for safe
keeping to the European capitals. This is, perhaps why such old and valuable manuscripts
are found in greater quantity in European libraries than in Islamic countries.

From the handwriting of the British Library copies it appears, not old but looks to be
closer to the Persian and Urdu hand script. According to the record of the British
Library,405 a majority of its copies were collected from different libraries from the Indian
sub-continent. Out of the 29 abovementioned copies of al-Misbāh 12 copies are taken
from the library of the Mugal Emperors in Delhi, 5 copies of al-Misbāh are listed under

404

Khān, Hamīd al-Dīn. History of Muslim Education, Karachi: Academy of Education, 1967, 1981, vol. 1,

pp. 134, 135.
405

See the page number 130/a and 130/b taken from the British library record
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the additional entries, also taken form India and 1 copy is listed under the Bij, shows
taken from the Bījapūr library of the ‘Ādil Shāhī dynasty of Bījapūr. In this way more
than half of the copies of al-Misbāh are taken from Indian sub-continent. Therefore, it is
not surprising to find such a great number of copies in the British Library.

The Mughal emprors of India and the author of this book were both from the area of
Khurāsān. The victors always bring with them their cultures, customs, value system and
literature. The land of Khurāsān and Jurjān also produced some towering scholars such as
Sībawyh, al-Zamakhsharī and al-Jurjānī.
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3.7

Shurūh al-Misbāh

The importance of al-Misbāh is evident from the fact that so many shurūh
(commentaries) on this book were written in different languages during different eras,
which clearly shows the significance and worth of this book.406
(1)

al-Daw’ written by Tāj al-Dīn Muhammad ibn Muhammad al-Isfrā’īnī (d. AH 684).
This book was published in India (AD1850) and some further commentaries have
also been written on this sharh.407

(2)

al-Maqālīd written by Tāj al-Dīn Ahmad ibn Mahmūd ibn ‘Umar ibn al-Jundī, in
AH751.

(3)

Al-Iftitāh, written by Hasan Pāshā ibn ‘Alā’ al-Dīn al-Aswad in AH 800.

(4)

Sharh al-Iqrānī, written by Muhammad ‘Alī ibn Iqrānī.

(5)

Khulāsat al-I‘rāb, written by Hājjī Bābā ibn Hājj Ibrāhīm ‘Abd al-Karīm al-Tūsī
during the second half of the 9th century.

(6)

al-Risāla al-Sultāniyya, another commentary written by Hājjī Bābā.

(7)

Sharh li-Yahyā ibn Isrā’il.

(8)

Al-Ifsāh ‘an Anwār al-Misbāh, by an unknown author.

(9)

Mishkāt al-Misbāh, written by an unknown author.

(10)

Sharh, al-Shaykh Shihāb al-Dīn Ahmad ibn Mahmūd al-Siwaysī. AH 803.

(11)

Sharh al-Dībājah, by al-Taftāzānī, published in AH 791.

(12)

Sharh al-Mawlā, by Mustafā ibn Sha‘bān al-Ma‘rūf bi- al-Basrī. AH 961.

(13)

Khazā’in al-Latā’if, by an unknown author

406
407

See Kashf al-Zunūn, vol. 2, pp. 1708, 1709; Brockelmann (Arabic version), vol. 5, pp. 242, 243.
Mu‘jam al-Matbū‘āt, p. 436.
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(14)

Sharh al-Azhār, by unknown author

(15)

Sharh al-Islāh, li-Muhammad ibn Qurrāt Bīrī.

Beside these, I believe there must be some more commentaries on this book which could
not be traced as mentioned by Brockelmann.408 A poetic version of al-Misbāh is also
available under the name of (1) al-Ghurar409 (2) Nazm al-‘Awāmil, written by Ahmad alSūfī (3) Bahjat al-Miltāh fī Masā’il al-Misbāh.

3.8

Al-Jurjānī’s Methodology in al-Mi’a and al-Jumal

As we have discussed before, al-Jurjānī’s ‘‘theory of ‘Awāmil ’’ developed in gradual
stages in a similar fashion as other such theories that may take decades to reach an
acceptable level. The development of the ‘‘theory of ‘awāmil’’ occurred in two stages: its
first development may be seen in his book ‘‘al-‘Awāmil al-Mi’a’’ where he gives the
number of ‘Awāmil as 100 and then divides them further into two main categories namely
al-‘Awāmil al-lafziyya and al-‘Awāmil al-ma‘nawiyya. He devides ‘Awāmil lafziyya into
Simā‘īyya and Qiyāsiyya and counts them as 91 and 7 respectively.

He again divides

al-‘Awāmil al-Simā‘īyya into 13 sub-branches as can be seen in the following two
pages.410

408
409
410

See Brockelmann (Arabic version), vol. 5, pp. 242-247.
Brockelmann, vol. 5, p. 247.
See page 132 A and 132 B of this chapter..
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The second stage of development of Jurjānī’s ‘‘theory of ‘awāmil’’ can be seen in his
book ‘‘al-Jumal’’ as he mentions at the very beginning of his book with reference to
i‘rāb
نX¾]¾ و-]rSc fu S¯Zr نXg ، `ءVÈSr Vabsr zr ابbcd اVabsr ½US¸ q}U w P i® اpc أ:bهSmU اTc لXmW
411

ً fc fu S¯Zr ةbºc  و،PXfsr fu S¯Zr
ً Swاbc] و إ
‘‘It is important for every student to keep the 100 ‘Awāmil at the forefront of his mind.
Among these 100 ‘Awāmil, there are 60 Āmils and 30 Ma‘mūls and the remaining 10 are
known as ‘amal and i‘rāb. The noteable point is that al-Jurjānī presents the arrangement
of ‘awāmil in his second book ‘‘al-Jumal’’ in a different way as compared to his first
book al-Mi’a, although he keeps the number of ‘awāmil the same at 100. Also he divides
the number of ‘awāmil into 3 categories in his second book as compared to 2 categories
in his first book. He divides al-Jumal into five chapters.

The first chapter, called ‘‘al-Muqaddimāt’’, deals with Ism, Fi‘l and Harf. In the
remaining chapters he considers 100 ‘awāmil as 60 Āmil, 30 Ma‘mūl and 10 ‘amal and
i‘rāb. Thus al-Jurjānī’s ‘‘theory of ‘‘awāmil’’ presents a triangle of Āmil, Ma‘mūl and
‘Amal.

The second chapter deals with al-Af‘āl al-‘Āmila and the third chapter covers al-Hurūf
al-‘Āmila. The fourth and fifth chapters deal with al-Asmā’, al-‘Āmila and other
miscellaneous aspects respectively. It should be kept in mind that the first and the last
chapters do not deal with ‘awāmil.

411

See his book al-‘Awāmil al-Mi’a, p. 20
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This was one of the greatest contributions of al-Jurjānī towards the development of the
Arabic grammar. One may differ in some of its details but its principles have remained
unchallenged to this day. Al-Jurjānī’s major aim was educational in a pedagogical sense:
to make Arabic grammar easy and accessible, in scientific terms, instead of making it a
dull and dry subject for an Arabic student. As al-Jurjānī says:

و

VbofUل اX_h اÄgXfU اão\ `a loW  و،fgاب ورbcd ا°fg absW  و،f¯a ى وTfU اz¯ب ذهW’’
‘‘\ بb` أa S¯sf§ و وmc b{` أa S¯fnZU VopyfUاب اXwhا

‘‘This book will enlighten the minds of beginners and help them to understand the rules
of i‘rāb and other relevant aspects of Arabic grammar including the memorising of
miscellaneous rules’’. Al-Jurjānī’s efforts produced fruitful results and eventually, his
works became widely acceptable in both educational and literary circles. A number of
commentaries during the following centuries were written on his works which is a
testimony to the popularity of his works.

3.9

Al-Mutarrizī’s Methodology in al-Misbāh

Al-Mutarrizī in the preamble of his book al-Misbāh accepts the borrowing of his material
from the three books of al-Jurjānī, namely al-Mi’a, al-Jumal and al-Tatimma. However,
al-Mutarrizī uses a different methodology for his book, in that he combines the method of
al-Mi’a and al-Jumal and comes out with a new methodology. In al-Mi’a, al-Jurjānī
divides ‘Awāmil into two major categories namely, al-‘Awāmil al-lafziyya and al‘Awāmil al-ma‘nawiyya. He starts his book with al-Hurūf al-jāra followed by al-Hurūf
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al-Mushsabbah bi- al-fi‘l and then he mentions al-Hurūf al-jāzima li al-fi‘l al-Mudāri‘
then Asmā’ and Af ‘āl al-Nāqisa respectively. At the end of his book he tells us about the
al-‘Awāmil al-Ma‘nawiyya. While his book al-Jumal starts with al-Muqaddimāt followed
by the description of al-‘Awāmil al-af‘āl, ‘Awāmil al-Hurūf and ‘Awāmil al-asmā’
respectively, as we have stated above in detail, al-Mutarrizī starts his book al-Misbāh in a
different way. At the beginning of his book, he discusses the al-Mustalahāt al-Nahwiyya
by giving a comprehensive definition of Kalām followed by the definition of Ism, Fi‘l
and Harf with examples. Then he gives a brief but concise definition of the i‘rāb

‘‘ًاbWm  وSًnoU VpاU اqrاXsU]ف اSw Vfp}U اb³ ÂpyW ’’ أن

Here the most noteworthy point is the utmost care of al-Mutarrizī in the selection of his
words without going into any unnecessary details. One of the merits of this book is the
use of Qur’ānic verses, as examples, in order to explain the rules of grammar that help the
students to memorise these rules.

At the very beginning of the second chapter, al-Mutarrizī makes it clear that he has,
intentionally, mentioned al-‘Awāmil al-lafziyya prior to ‘Awāmil al-Ma‘nawiyya as the
verb is considered a key in a sentence, especially in Arabic grammar, where a sentence
that begins with fi‘l is always preferred.

al-Mutarrizī mentions ‘Awāmil al-Ma‘nawiyya in the fourth chapter for a reason, perhaps,
that it would be difficult for an ordinary beginner to understand al-‘Awāmil alMa‘nawiyya as compared to al-‘Awāmil al-lafziyya. The author quotes only 9/10 poetic
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verses in the entire book, possibly for educational and pedagogical reasons, as he does
not want to lengthen his book unnecessarily according to the preamble of this book. AlMutarrizī has written this book for his son who was a young boy (or a beginner) so he
tries to explain the difficult and complex grammatical rules in an easy and simple way,
ensuring at the same time that nothing essential is missed out from the rules of Arabic
grammar. In this way he has, clearly, achieved his pedagogical and educational goal.

The al-Mustalahāt al-Nahwiyya that al-Mutarrizī used in his book are not new.
Grammarians had been using them for several centuries. During the 6th century, these
Mustalahāt were commonly used and they are still in use today. For instance, Nāsīf alYāzijī, a well known scholar of the

19th

century who wrote his book fī Usūl lughat al-

‘Arab, used the same al-Mustalahāt al-Nahwiyya that were used by the grammarians of
the 5th / 6th centuries.

3.10

Characteristics of Different Manuscripts of al-Misbāh

Al-Misbāh is a very famous work of al-Mutarrizī and manuscripts of it are found in
different parts of the world. Although during the process of editing I had access to thirty
one copies of al-Misbāh, for the purpose of comparison, I depended on only those seven
copies that according to their date of transcribtion were nearer to the author’s era.
Moreover, these copies were free from any insertions, cuttings or deletions as compared
to other copies.
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Out of these copies, only the oldest and most authentic was selected as a reference copy.
Including the reference copy, 29 were readily available in the British Library, London.
Remaining the other two, one was taken from John Ryland’s Library, Manchester, UK
and the other from the personal collection of Shaykh Abū Sālih from Peshawar, Pakistan.
We will use the same numbers as those given in The British Library’s catalogue.

First of all, we will write about the reference copy. Thereafter, we will write about the
other seven copies that are compared against the reference copy. A brief analysis will
also be offered of the twenty four copies to be founf in the British Library London that I
was able to access during my visit to the library.

3.10.1 Reference Copy OR/ 5795/2

Regarding al-Misbāh all the basic sources such as Brockelmann and Kashf al-Zunūn
agree that the copy OR-5795/3 held in the British Library London is the oldest and most
authentic copy. My personal research into the authenticity and reliability also suggests
using this very copy as a reference for research. The microfilm of this copy is also
available.

The copy is bound together with al-Kāfiyya and Mi’at ‘Āmil and is placed in the middle
starting from folio 13-45. Chapters and sub-chapters are highlighted in red ink.
Commentary in the margins is available throughout this work. There is no cutting and
deletion in this copy. The writing is old but legible with some difficulty. Another
additional quality of this reference copy is that every last word of every written page is
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re-written at the end of the page (before the next page) as well as at the start of the new
page. This is so as to ensure that no word or line has been dropped from the text. This
characteristic is not to be found in any other copy.
Any manuscript that contains the name of its copyist/transcriber, his address and date of
transcription, carries a greater significance. Sometimes, one can assess an entire period
by the name of a famous transcriber. The absence of a copyist’s name or an unknown
transcriber reduces the value of a manuscript. The copy of al-Misbāh that I have chosen
as a reference copy carries not only the name of its copyist but also the name of its
user/owner. At the beginning of this manuscript is written
لXTZg اpw `a zu\ zw fYr }USr  وT\S_
The characteristics of the chosen reference copy that render it distinct from other copies
are:
1.

Being the oldest

2.

Being carefully preserved and free from cutting and deletion

3.

Known date of transcription.

4.

Known the place of transcriber.

5.

Mention of the place of transcription.

6.

Mention of the name of the owner.

The above six reasons make this copy a distinct one from the other 30 copies and thus
strengthen our decision to use it as a reference copy. Like al-Misbāh, al-Kāfiyya and Mi’t
‘Āmil also end with the same name, Ja‘far ibn ‘Alī ibn Hājjī, the transcriber, and with the
same date AH 932. The same transcriber wrote all the three books. The copy ends with:
zw `pc zw bos§ ،USs © اVf\ رUج إSYfU اÂls£U اTsU اW pc بSهXU´ اpfUن ا© اXsw حST{fUب اS}U® ا
¨ /932 §S\
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OR – 4330/1

This manuscript is in a large book form. Two other books Mi’at ‘Āmil and Kāfiyya are
also attached to al-Misbāh. The binding is strong and in red colour. Al-Misbāh goes from
folio 1 to folio 36. Headings and sub-headings are highlighted in red ink. Each page
consists of eleven lines. Marginal commentary is available on the initial few pages and
gradually reduces towards the end of transcript. The writing found in the last page is as:
نS TYw رX¯ºfUن اS S³ ÂgXW USs وiSYTg fgSw blmoUة اX `a q¾ ّ® د

This suggests that Mr. Yūsuf Āghā got benefited from this copy. At the end, the name of
the transcriber is written as ‘Abd al-Qādir ibn Sha‘bān at the beginning of Muharram AH
1029, as it appears from the following text:
b¯nU ا°` وa مbYfU اqÈ` اواa USs © اVf\ رUج إSYfU ا،نSTs zw درSmU اTc W zr ©ن اXsw بS}U ا°f
ÂU وأzWbºc وvu VÈSr 1029
ARUN-OR 28/3

This transcript is bound together with two other books, namely Mi’at ‘Āmil and alKāfiyya, while al-Misbāh is held in the middle and goes from folio no. 127 to folio 197.
Each page consists of five lines. Headings and sub-headings are highlighted in red ink.
The handwriting is very old and difficult to read. Marginal commentary is available
throughout the manuscript. It is difficult to ascertain who actually the scribe was or who
owned the manuscript. However, Mi’at ‘Āmil carries the date of AH 962.
BIJ 9
This is a fragile copy in single binding affected by termites but still easily readable. It is
written in khatt naskh, and chapters and sub chapters are highlighted in red ink.
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Commentary in the margins is available throughout most of the manuscript. Each page of
this manuscript consists of seven lines. The drawback of this manuscript is that four
pages are missing from the book. This manuscript has a circular seal impression reading
“Muhammad Akram al-Madanī AH1136” on its first page. Then it is written as:
، 1025 ½§ ر11 àWرSw  VWدرS iS بS آvf§ iS ارrS§ °wSw iSlr v^ àui Äyw حST{r
The owner’s name is mentioned as Qādir Muhammad Khān. At the end the date of
transcription is given as Safar AH1033. The last page reads as follows:
}i³  دارم راvf¸ Sc دiاX bان §` هblr }USr ،1033 bo_ b¯ ،zWbºc àWرSw b¯nU ا°\ وhم اXW °f
،°f رمS آZ¨ آZw zr
OR-4205/2

This manuscript copy is also bound with two other books. Al-Misbāh is again bound in
between the two and goes from folio 71 to folio 172. The first of the two books attached
to al-Misbāh seems to be its Sharh (explanation) of al-Misbāh. Neither the title nor its
author of this Sharh is mentioned. The manuscript is pocket-sized. The text is quite
legible. The date as well as the identity of scribe is unknown, however the following text
is to be found at the end.
ولh اvlw رb¯ ÂU وأzlّg  ا\ى وVZg WUاXU وU ©اbo §اX b£ zw اf\ج اSYUد اSTsU اÂs±أ
All the three texts seem to originate from the same scribe.
DELHI ARABIC 1152

This manuscript is in a single book-shape with worn-out pages though the writing is still
legible. The total folios of the manuscript are 127, each page containing five lines.
Chapters and sub-chapters along with the Qur’ānic verses are highlighted in red-ink. The
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shortcomings of this manuscript are the absence of a few pages as well as a few of these
pages being out of order.
Marginal commentary is available throughout the manuscript. A seal on the last page
reads as:

،1059 bo_ b¯w zlºlw °Xw Vsf§ ` روزa بS}U  ها°f

HARLEY 5465/3
This copy of al-Misbāh is bundled with two other manuscripts. The copy is pocket-sized
and the first of the three manuscripts is al-Kāfiyya then the Sharh of al-Misbāh going
folio 139 to 178. Marginal commentary is also to be found on the few initial pages while
each page consists of eleven lines. The handwriting is clear and legible. The date of the
scribing is read as AH 1063. The same date can be read at the end of Mi’at ‘Āmil. The
title of Sharh of al-Misbāh is read as:
،حSofU½ اWb ÈاX zr حST{fU اV§STWاب دbcd ¯¨ أوراقa sw Srأ
However the date of transcribtion of the Sharh is unavailable.

143/MS
This copy is bound in a single volume. The handwriting is clear and easily readable. This
copy is taken from the personal library of Shaykh Abū Sālih from Peshawar, Pakistan,
and is available under the number 143/MS. This copy has been very helpful for my
comparative edition. The writing is not very old and easily readable. Chapters and subchapters are highlighted in red ink and marginal commentary is available throughout the
manuscript. The total number of pages is 127. The reason for including this manuscript in
my comparison is because of its lack of deletions and insertions. Moreover, the marginal
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commentary of this manuscript is very concise and useful, while the derivation of
syntactical and grammatical problems has duly benefited from the marginal commentary.
There are three names, Miyān ‘Abd Allāh, Miyān Mīr Hamza and Miyān Muhammad
Shafī‘, which are found at the end of the book but without any date of transcription. It is
difficult to know whether these are the names of the owners or of the transcribers. This
copy ends with:
XYZU` اa حST{fUّ اfur بS}U ها ا°f
Delhi Arabic 1151

This manuscript is bound in the form of a single book. It is neatly written and easily
readable. It consists of 76 folios. Chapter and sub-chapters are highlighted in red ink.
There are no footnotes except on the last four pages. The name of the transcriber is
Ghulām Muhyī al-Dīn Khān Muhammad Shāhī Ibn Bashārat Khān ‘Alawī and the date of
transcription AH1180; these are both clear and legible. The name of the owner is given as
Muhammad Jān who bought the manuscript from a bookseller named Bakhtū for 10
annas.
،b¯nU اqT °TuUم اXlU اUوhدى اSf§ qÈ` أواa ّرb\
ADD-5567/3

This manuscript is also in a single binding. The number of pages is 53. The handwriting
is clear and the script is not very old. There is marginal commentary on two to three
pages. The first six to seven pages are devoted to Qur’ānic verses, hadīth, Arabic
proverbs and some Persian poetry indicating the literary taste of the owner.

At the

very beginning, the name of the transcriber is written as Sayyid Diyā’ ibn Ghulā
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Muhammad. The owner’s name is mentioned as Sayyid Barakat Allāh and the date is
Friday AH1082.

OR–14457/3

This copy is in a simple binding along with two other books which are Mi’at ‘Āmil and
al-Kāfiyya. The binding is very fragile but the handwriting is very clear and sound in
impression. The beginning reads “XYZU® اpc `a بS}U ”ها اal-Misbāh extends from page 16
to page 35 in a book consisting of 90 pages.
At the end, it reads:
Zc © اbo zu\ zw b}w ىW zc بSهXU´ اpfUن اXsw بS}U ا°f
It is dated AH 1143.
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DELHI ARABIC 1150

This manuscript is in single binding. The handwriting is easily readable in a style that is
not very old, but the pages are highly affected by termites. The marginal commentary is
only available on the first two pages. The manuscript consists of 94 pages. The
manuscript ends with:
© اl§ وfYfU ©½ اlT\ T آXYZU® اpc `a حST{fU ‘اfufU اVyuZU ه¨ ا°f
The name of the transcriber is mentioned as Habīb Allāh son of Muhammad Wajīh Allāh,
dated 16th of Shawwāl 1149.
DELHI ARABIC 1156

The manuscript is also in single binding. The number of pages is 68. Marginal
commentary is only available on the first page. The distinguishing characteristic of the
manuscript is that it uses two types of pages. The 36 pages are new while the rest of the
pages are old and fragile but still readable. The name of owner is mentioned as
Muhammad Mughīth while the transcriber’s name is not mentioned.
ADD-16656/3

This copy is bound together with Mi’at ‘Āmil in a red leather cover. Al-Misbāh extends
from pages 45 to 90 while the total number of pages is 90. The script is clear and easily
readable. The weakness of this copy is the absence of some pages. It begins with “ نSإذ آ
لSsah اvlf§ `a  وآاqsoW وqsa `a ]زمU اbl وbّآfU¸½ اSyfpU. The date of transcription is
mentioned as Shawwāl 1209.
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DELHI ARABIC 1153

This manuscript is bound in a single book. It is very fragile and old but still readable.
Chapters and sub chapters are highlighted in red ink and the marginal commentary is
available throughout most of the manuscript. There is a stamp impression on the first
page giving the name of its owner as ‘Atā’ Allāh and dated 1207 while the hand-written
date shows 18th of Shawwāl 1208. The transcriber’s name is not mentioned.

IOISH-1552/3

This copy is bound together with two other books, namely Mi’at ‘Āmil and Risālat ‘Īsā
Ghūjī fī al-Mantiq. Towards the end, a few pages under the title of al-Tatimma fī ‘Ilm alNahw are also included. Al-Misbāh extends from pages 24 to 106. The distinct feature of
this manuscript is that beside the chapters and sub-chapters, the main points are also
highlighted in red ink. The name of the owner or transcriber is not mentioned but the date
of transcription is mentioned as 1108/1793

ADD-23435

This copy is in a single binding. The handwriting is very clear and not very old. The
marginal commentary is almost absent. The number of pages is 61. The first page reads
“Kitāb dar Nahw az Tasnīfāt ‘Abd al-Rahmān al-Jurjānī” dated 23 of Sha‘bān AH1226.
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DELHI ARABIC 1162/A
This manuscript is available along with its commentary (ءX£U اvr ةwÔU)ا. The hand-writing
is very old but can be read with a little difficulty. Al-Misbāh extends from pages 1 to 13,
Mukhtasar al-sarf from pages 14 to16 and al-Zubda Ma‘a al-Daw’ from pages 17 to51.
Al-Misbāh and its explanation seem to be written by the same transcriber. At the end, the
date is mentioned as 10th of Muharram. The name of the transcriber is given as
Muhammad Akbar Shāh Bādshāh Ghāzī.

ADD-261243/3

This copy is accompanied by Mi’at ‘Āmil. It begins with al-Tatimma fī al-Nahw,
followed by Mi’at ‘Āmil and al-Misbāh which extends from pages 38 to74. Large fonts
are used and each page consists of nine lines. At the beginning, the name of the owner is
mentioned as Mukhtār ibn Mālik and at the end, the date is mentioned as 14th of Sha‘bān
AH1251 b{c ° وTZ ® ؛ روزnsfUن اSTs b¯ ®ر دهS¯å °aSw مSfإ

DELHI ARABIC-1040/B

This copy is also bound together with two other books, named as al-Kāfiyya and
Mukhtasar Risāla fī al-Sarf named al-Yūsufiyya. The script is clear and easily readable.
The al-Misbāh extends from pages 52 to 80. The name of the owner or transcribers is not
given but the date of transcription is mentioned as 1256.
DELHI ARABIC-1036/B
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This copy is also available in a single volume with two other books named al-Risāla alShamsiyya fī al-Qawā‘id al-Mantiqiyya and ‘Arabī Gulistān that contains some Arabic
and Persian stories. The al-Misbāh extends from pages 45 to 73. Half of the pages of alMisbāh are new but the rest are fragile and old. The date of transcription is not given but
the names of the owner and transcribers are mentioned as ‘Abd Allāh son of Fayd Ma’āb
Muhammad Sulaymān.

OR-3080/20
This manuscript is also accompanied by al-Kāfiyya and al-Mi’at ‘Āmil. It is available in
the form of a pocket sized book and is bound in a leather cover. Al-Misbāh extends from
pages 40 to 71. Date of transcription is not available, but at the beginning, three circular
stamps are impressed. Nothing is clear in the stamps except the name Āghā ibn Husayn.

IO-ISL-2903/6

This copy is very old and fragile. Al-Misbāh and Mi’at ‘Āmil are bound together.
script is old and difficult to read. Marginal commentary is not available at all.
Misbāh extends from pages 91 to 132, while the total number of pages is 132.

The
AlThe

manuscript contains a lot of mistakes. The name of the owner and transcribers together
with the date of transcription are notmentioned. The book ends:
حST{fUSw ّfur بS}U® ا
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DELHI ARBIC-1038/A

This copy is available together with two other books called Hidāyat al-Nahw and Hayrat
al-Sarf. Al-Misbāh extends from pages 1 to 33 while the total number of pages is 72.The
script is clear but the pages are fragile. Chapters and sub chapters are highlighted in red
ink. The date of transcription, the name of the owner and transcribers are not mentioned.

DELHI ARABIC-1154
The manuscript is a in single volume and is full of marginal commentary. The total
number of pages is 42. The pages are fragile but easily readable. The date of transcription
and the name of the owner of transcribers are not available. The copy ends with: °f
نSsufUن اXsw حST{fUا

DELHI ARABIC -155

This manuscript is in a single volume. The pages are damaged and full of patches. There
is a seal impression on the first page but nothing is readable. However, there is a
handwritten line which shows the name of the owner as Muhammad Karīm Allāh.

DELHI ARABIC – 1165

This copy is in the form of a large size book together with three other books named alMi’at ‘Āmil, Kitāb al-Darīrī and Hidāyat al-Nahw. al-Misbāh is placed at the end from
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pages 138 to 166. Marginal commentary is available on the first few pages followed by
some explanatory notes in Persian language. The weakness of this manuscript is the
absence of some pages towards the end of this manuscript. The last line before the
missing pages is as follows:
‘ مSihس واSZUت واbu}i وع اÆU واz¬§ ءت أوS§ ءSuZUؤا واS§ءت وS§ لS§bU اXYi ،VcSfÆU اblf± أو
The name of the owner or transcribers or the dates are not available.

OR-1176/4

This copy is bound together with al-Mi’at ‘Āmil. An abstract of al-Mi’at ‘Āmil is also
available in a few pages while al-Misbāh carries its introductory notes under the name of
حSofU اÈاXa ½Èاb. The al-Misbāh extends from pages 56 to 104. The script is clear but
there are some spelling mistakes ‘‘V\XofU ’’ ت’’اSUSw V¸XwbfU}½’’ ة ‘‘اW SًfÈ داtā al-marbūta
is always written as tā al-maftūha. The date of transcription and the names of the owner
or transcribers are not mentioned.

IO-ISL-2739/3

This copy is also accompanied by two other books named al-Kāfiyya and Dīwān Nāsir
(in Persian). Al-Misbāh occupies pages 77 to 98. The script is clear but marginal
commentary is not available. Nothing is available regarding the name of the owner.

It

ends with:
ةbÆ¯U اzr zluf وVg وzlÈSr وÂU اVZg `a VرآSTfU اVyuZU ه¨ ا°f
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ADD-9645/2
This copy is also bound with two other copies named al-‘Awāmil al-Mi’a and Qawā‘id
al-I‘rāb written by Shaykh Jamāl al-Dīn ibn Hishām. Al-Misbāh extends from pages 23
to 49. The script is clear and easily readable. The marginal commentary is not available
except on the first few pages. Chapter and sub chapters are highlighted in red ink. All the
three books seem to have been transcribed by the same transcriber. Nothing is written at
the end of al-Misbāh.
ARABIC MANUSCRIPT 725(215)

This copy has been taken from the John Rylands Library, Manchester and is available
under the number Arabic Manuscript 725(215). This copy has also helped a lot for the
purpose of the comparative edition. This copy is complete in all aspects without any
deletion or cutting, except for some spelling mistakes. The distinct feature of this copy is
the availability of marginal commentary in the English language rather than Arabic. This
indicates the literary taste of the owner of this copy for the English language. There is no
mention of the name of the owner and the transcriber. This copy ends with: …… ..
.…….………حST{fUSw ّfufUب اS}U  ّ® ها ا
3.11

Critical Analysis of Published Work

Very few books have attained as much fame in the academic world as Nāsir al-Dīn alMutarrizī’s book entitled al-Misbāh fī al-Nahw. For this reason a great number of
interpretation/commentaries of this book were written, and it has also been edited several
times. According to Brockelmann, it was first published in AH1261, then in 1959 and
1993 and finally again in 1997 by Dār al-Nafā’is in Beirut. We shall review these three
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printed editions of al-Misbāh that have come down to us in view of the fact that these are
the editions that observe at least the academic conventions of research. As we have
mentioned above, al-Misbāh was first published in AH1261 by the Anjuman Matba‘at
Muhammadī, Delhī. It was edited by Mawlawī Muhammad Hādī ‘Alī. This edition does
not mention the quality and the number of manuscripts that he used for editing purposes.
He also fails to mention if he had undertaken any cross-checking among various
manuscripts. For this reason, I have not included this copy in my edition review.

3.11.1 Edition of al-Misbāh, Published in Cairo: Maktabat al-Shabāb, 1959.
Editor: ‘Abd al-Hamīd al-Sayyid al-Talab

In the preface of al-Misbāh, ‘Abd al-Hamīd writes;
Vyui ةbºc °g `a VWb{fU}½ اU` دار اa Sً¸X^yr حST{fUب اSو§ت آ
that he found 16 copies of this manuscript in Dār al-Kutub al-Misriyya. Among these
copies of al-Misbāh, he took the oldest one, written in AH 921, and used it as a reference
copy to compare it with others. This copy is available under reference number 326 in Dār
al-Kutub al-Misriyya. The editor does not mention the printed copy of al-Misbāh,
published in Lakhnow.

It is true that the editor has used the oldest copy of al-Misbāh, written in AH921, as his
main reference copy, but he did not write anything about its transcriber, place of its
transcription, the owner and the user of this copy. The editor mentions only the date of
transcription and ignores other information. Similarly he ignores the relevant information
on the other copies that he used for comparison. These are the basic requirements that are
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essential to the reliability of a manuscript. He does not mention the number of folios or
the number of lines on each page. The author writes
412

رحS U½ إuZW ®U (حSad` )اfg حb SرهX^g zlw  وS¯ºrS¯wو

This is the same commentary to which Brockelmann refers. Al-Isfrā’īnī wrote a
commentary on al-Misbāh under the name of al-Miftāh and later shortened it, giving it
different name as al-Daw’ ‘ala al-Misbāh. The editor does not write anything about it
although it could have been checked with Brockelmann.

He discusses the work of al-Mutarrizī very briefly without going into any details.
Moreover, he considered the book al-Muqaddima al-Mutarrizīya fī al-Nahw as the work
of al-Mutarrizī which is not correct. In fact this work belongs to another scholar namely
Abū ‘Abd Allāh Muhammad ibn-Sālih al-Dimashqī. The correct name of al-Mutarrizī’s
book is al-Muqaddima fī al-Nahw or al-Muqaddima al-Mashhūra fī al-Nahw.
1.

Apart from this main reference copy, he writes nothing about the rest of the 15
copies. In addition, he does not mention any other copies of al-Misbāh that are
available in different libraries of the world. It is surprising to note that he does not
even mention Brockelmann or his observations on this book.

2.

Commentary and derivation are two separate academic areas. This editor
frequently explains/ comments on the syntactical/grammatical issues but does not
refer to them to the basic reference books.

412

see Brockelmann (Arabic version), vol. 5, pp. 242-247; Fihris al-Makhtūtāt: Markaz al-Malik al-Faysal

li- al-Buhūth, vol. 5, p . 1161.
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3.

For the derivation of syntactical/grammatical issues, he refers to only two books
entitled Sharh al-Ashmūnī and Sharah Ibn-‘Aqīl, and ignores the rest.

4.

In any editing task of a manuscript, a brief note on the life history of its author
plays a significant part. The editor of al-Misbāh however, mentions al-Mutarrizī’s
life only very briefly in a casual way. There is no detail of al-Mutarrizī’s teachers,
his students or his other academic works.

5.

In addition, this published edition of al-Misbāh contains a number of
shortcomings that make it less effective in view of the fact that the text is the
foundation stone of any edited work.

In brief, this edition of al-Misbāh is a good attempt but fails to meet the required level of
research criteria (a list of errors is attached).
List of Errors Found in the Above Mentioned Edition
Wrong

Right

Page Number

À£uW و

ÀouW و

35

vw أرq
ُ fُÆUوا

Vsw أرq
ُ fُÆUوا

41

S¯ºyW zU

ºyW zU

48

Uل اSّsa

Uل اSsahا

55

zr ·ºfU® اgP اX{ر هfUوا

Zr ·
Ó ى اU® اgP اX{ر هfU وا73

Zc  و _رqsoUا

Zc  و _رqsoUا

]
ً§
ُ  رpjr و

]
ً§
ْ  ِرpjr و

76

Xc SrSّWو ا

 ع أدعSrSÓWو أ

106

نSfpur ابbcإ

zlfpur بbcإ

134

ىbW Pأ

ىb Pأ

49

zlwb± pc `و ه

zlwb± pc bf£fUوا

149

Words or Phrases Omitted
153

°XU اZsr `a

نS}fU و°XU اZsr `a

38

bآfU½ اÈSÅpU ءSlUوا

vfÆU و اbآfU½ اÈSÅpU ءSlUو ا

40

ti¼fUا
X هqsoW

z
ّ  هzpsoW  وX هqsoWو

40

qrاXsU]ف اSw

VpاU اqrاXsU]ف اSw

43

vfÆUو ا

®USuU اvfÆUوا

46

 َرX§  َ¨ وSfآ

zlpTU zlfg` اa  َرX§  َ¨ وSfآ

54

نSrÔU` اa

`±SfUن اSrÔU` اa

84

la ZjufU اpc ZjufUّم اm إذا

Zr ZjufU اpc ZjufUّم اm  إذا90

Zc v^miأو ا

v^miأو ا

vX

رSni و اvX

101

Sf¯jّWوأ

ْb{
ُ iْ ْ أb{
ُ Z Sf¯ØWو أ

106

`iSjU ÛmW ®U

`iSjUل اXsofU اÛmW ®U

118

 وSًflns اوXU اZsr `a \

145 ،144

\ سSZU اiءS§ :XYi ، ًاblmY
ء وSlTihس \ اSZUت اSr blrhا
ةSºfUج \ اSÆYUم ا
صX{yr § وpc

ابbcd اzr صX{yr § وpc
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Some Extra words / Phrases
´U أن و ذbl zr رعS£fU اqsoUا

115

¨` هa qfs ]a ·p^Zr W زSr °fpc :XYi `oZUSw و

119

ًاbWm  و
ً Zsr qfs  و،ًSnoU v±اXfUا
3.11.2 Edition of al-Misbāh, Published in Beirut: Dār al-Bashā’ir al-Islāmiyya,
1993.
Edited by: Maqbūl ‘Alī al-Ni‘ma
A recent work on al-Misbāh appeared in 1993 from Dār al-Bashā’ir al-Islāmiyya that was
edited by Maqbūl ‘Alī al-Ni‘ma. The editor mentions 20 copies in total in his preface.
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Among these, 6 copies are present in Awqāf

Public Library, Mosul, 7 copies are

available in Awqāf public library, Baghdad, 3 copies are in existence in Dār al-Kutub alZāhiriyya, 1 copy at the Central Library, Jāmi‘at al-Basra, 1 copy is at the Central
Library, Jāmi‘at al-Sulaymāniyya, 1 copy is in al-Hasan al-Ankarī’s personal library and
finally 1 copy of al-Misbāh seems to be available at the Library of Jāmi‘at al-Riyād. Of
the 20 copies mentioned above, the editor had access to only 5 copies. He does not say
anything about the remaining 15 copies. He compares the copy from the National
Museum (as being the oldest) with the other four copies.
There are a few points to be considered here:
1.

As regards the oldest reference copy, the editor omitted to mention the following
important things:
a. the name of its transcriber;
b. the name of its user; and
c. the date of transcription.
As a result, the status of this copy lacks authenticity.

2.

The editor does not mention any other published work with reference to

al-

Misbāh.
3.
4.

At one place he totally ignores a rule of syntax.
ء و مSlTihس \ اSZUت اSr ،blrhس \ اSZUء اS§ XYi ،ًاblmY  وSً flns اوXU اZsr `a ‘‘\’’
ةSºfUج \ اSYUا

5.

Derivation is an essential part of editing, whereas the editor deals with
syntax/grammar issues in only three places on pages 61, 69 and 90 and
ignores the rest.
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6.

There is a one proverb in the book but the editor has failed to mention it. The
manuscript explains 10 couplets but the editor mentions only 8.

7.

The editor has written a substantial note on the life history of his teachers and
pupils.

8.

There is also an occasional addition of words which are inserted here and there
that should have been written separately as a commentary in the margins.

9.

This edition also contains a number of errors in the text which reduces its value in
terms of authenticity.

Maqbūl ‘Alī al-Ni‘ma’s contribution is a good attempt as a piece of research work, but it
fails to meet the needs of standard research criteria (a list of errors is attached).
List of Errors Found in the Above Mentioned Edition

Wrong

Wright

Page Numbers

جbyW 

جb 

52

ْ°u¬W

ْ°u¬w

52

ّfuW

ّfu

54

رXu}r ءSW

رةXu}r ءSW

55

كbYW

كbY

55

تSآbYUSw

تSآbYUSw نX}W ان

55

q
ُ fْsWُ

q
ُ fَ sُW P

63

ب
َ bَ ±
َ أن

ب
َ bِ £
ْ W أن

68

VlZjUن اXi و

VlZjU اiXi و

70

ÂWbsU فb\

ÂWbsUف اb\ zr

70
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]
ً§
ُ  رpjr

]
ً§
ْ  ِرpjr

70

Sهsw Sr vabW و

Sfهsw Sr vُ a bُW و

73

W· زp^Zr Sr و

W زP
ّ · إp^Zr Sr و

79

` أزركlw zWو أ

´ أزْركlw zWو أ

82

ْzrِ

ْzrَ

83

َol£ و

S¯ol£ و

83

Sًfي آا درهZc

®ي آا درهZc

85

ْمÔَ Uh ´
َ lpc و

ْمÔِ Uh ´
َ lpc و

87

SهbT و

¨ُ bT و

87

lUف إ
ٍ S£r أٌو

lU إSًaS£r أو

88

ًاW زq
ُ§
ٌ bUّا اT\

ٌW زq
ُ §bUّا اT\

88

ودةYr

ودةfr

95

تSZr¼fUءآ® اS§ إذا

تSZr¼fUءك اS§ إذا

95

 وا\ةzlw و

¨\ واzlw و

96

w ·Ypfa

S¯w ·Ypfa

101
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Words or Phrases Omitted

qrاXsU]ف اSw

VpاU اqrاXsU]ف اSw

55

vfÆUا

®USuU اvfÆUا

56

blf£Uا

q{fU اblf£Uا

57

ÂWbsU اVUS\ Vg و

ÂWbsU اVUS\ `a Vg و

59

´U ذXYi

Sr  وzr ´U ذXYi

61

Zsr la ن
ّd

qsoU اZsr la ن
ّd

75

Zr ZjufUّم اm إذا

Zr ZjufU اpc ZjufU ّ َم اm  إذا77

vX

رSni وإvØX

81

لÔZ Pو أ

SZw لÔZ Pو أ

83

Sf¯ّWو أ

ْb{
ُ iْ أb{
ُ Z Sf¯ّWو ّأ

83

®gh اvab usa

bTyU اvab ® وgd اvab usa

87

`iSjU اÛmW ®U و

`iSjUل اXsofU اÛmW ®U و

88

tliU اla xlU Sr

tliUء اS la xlU Sr

94

®pc  أوW` زZTÆcو أ

fpc  أوwb± W` زZTÆcو أ

99

Sf¯ّWأي أ

كZc Sf¯ØWأي أ

99

تSr blrhس \ اSZU` اiءS§ :XYi ،ًاblmY  وSًflns وXU اZsr `a \ 100
ةSºfUج \ اSÆYUء م اSlTihس \ اSZUا
(P  وSr) bT و

xlpw نS¯Tºr (P  وSr) bT و

101

`mlm\ bl ابbcو إ

`mlm\ bl qsoUاب اbcو إ

102

صX{yr § وpc

ابbcd zr صX{yr § وpc

102

3.11.3 Edition of al-Misbāh, Published in Beirut: Dār al-Nafā’is, 1997
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Editor: Yāsīn Mahmūd al-Khatīb

The editor, Yāsīn Mahmūd al-Khatīb, is a well-known scholar. Māzin al-Mubārak,
another distinguished scholar of Arabic literature has strengthened this book by writing a
brilliant preface. The editor mentions another two editions in its preamble that were
published in Lakhnaw and Egypt but confirms the fact that he did not have access to
those editions. The editor used only six copies for his edition, although he accepts that
there were many other copies available in al-Makhtūtāt al-Zāhiriyya library. Out of these
6 copies, he found 2 copies more reliable than the others. Let us consider the following
points:
1.

The editor of this published edition has failed to provide personal life history
details of the author. In the editing of any manuscript, such information about an
author, his teachers, pupils and the environment where he was born and brought
up, plays an indispensable role.

2.

The editor did not refer to the book of al-Mutarrizī named al-Muqaddima fī alNahw whereas all the basic sources mention this book.

3.

He should have taken into account the copies that were within access and he
failed to do so.

4.

The reference copy that he values most was written in AH 951 but this does not
carry the place and name of its transcription.

5.

There are occasional insertions within the original texts but the editor points it out
as being for the purpose of explanations only.

6.

The issues of syntax/grammar are dealt with very briefly as merely short
comments on the margins.
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7.

The difference of opinion between the author (al-Mutarrizī) and the grammarians
on syntactical issues is seldom mentioned by the editor.

8.

With regard to the derivation of syntactical/grammatical issues, he seldom refers
to the primary sources. The text of this edition of al-Misbāh is very clear and
correct to a large extent.

9.

The way he demonstrates the skills of comparison between different copies,
shows that he is well aware of the style and methodology of modern research.

10.

It is a valuable work with regard to the comparison of copies.

11.

There is not much difference between the text of al-Misbāh and my own work.
The text of this edition of al-Misbāh is very clear and correct to a large extent.
In brief, this is a valuable work but fails to meet the research or academic needs.
(a list of errors is attatched).

List of Errors Found in the Above Mentioned Edition
Wrong

Right

Page Numer

°XU اvuUو ا

نS}fU اvuUو ا

41

vw أرqfÆUوا

vw أرqfÆUو ا

43

SهSºyW zU

ºyW zU

47

ْ°iّXi ز

ْ°iّXi

49

ّih SrزP P
ّإ

S¯ّid SًrزP P
ّإ

53

وًاbfc Wب ز
َ b± ْ أنzَr

وًاbfc Wب ز
َ b£W ْْ أنzrَ

65

VplpU¯ اZW ¨Zc

qlpU¯ اZW ¨Zc

71

W· زp^Zr Sr و

W زP
ّ · إp^Zr Sr و

83

´cS هqjr

ءكS هqjr

92

160

ىbW P
َأ

ىb P
َأ

94

ىbُW P
َأ

ىbُ Pأ

115

zlwb± pc `و ه

zlwb± pc bf£fUوا

115

Wrong

Right

Page Numbers

°XU اZsr `a

نS}fU و ا°XU اZsr `a

41

qrاXsU ]فSw

VpاU اqrاXsU]ف اSw

44

ÂU¨ اb³ `a Sr

ودةfrرة وXu}r ÂU¨ أb³ `a Sr

44

vfÆU و اVlZjUو ا

®USuU اvfÆU و اVlZjUو ا

46

`a blf£Uا

`a q{fU اblf£Uا

46

 َرX§  َ¨ وSfآ

zlpTU zlfg` اa  َرX§  َ¨ وSfآ

51

كbYfUو آا ا

ÄgؤPك اbYfU]¾ اjUوآا ا

51

´U ذXYi و

Sr وzr ´U ذXYi و

52

ب
Ó و ُر

qlpmU ب
ّ و ُر

73

Zsr la ن
Ó Sa

qsoU اZsr la ن
َّ Sa

75

la Sr pc (ءSW) qُW P و

la Sr ®g اc (ءSW) qW P و

77

`iSjU اÛm ®U

`iSjUل اXsofU اÛm ®U

97

Words or Phrases Omitted

 وblrhس \ اSZU اiءS§ :XYi ،ًاblmY  وSًflns اوXU اZsr `a \ 111
ةSºfUج \ اSÆYUء م اSlTihس \ اSZUت اSr
xlU Zsfw (Sr) ®gو ا

xlU Zsfw (P وSr) ®gو ا

113

zlWزSÆYpU P وSr bT

Zc xlpw zl¯ÓTºr (P وSr) bT 114
zlWزSÆYUا
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CHAPTER: 4
Al-Jurjānī as a Grammarian and Rhetorician
4.

Introduction

Before we describe ‘Abd al-Qāhir al-Jurjānī’s life history and his services towards Arabic
grammar and rhetoric, I find it pertinent to clarify as to why there arose the need of
mentioning al-Jurjānī in this thesis in the first place.
Al-Mutarrizī, the author of al-Misbāh himself justifies the above question in his preface,
that when he first thought of writing a book on Arabic grammar for his son, the first
choice fell on al-Jurjānī’s three grammatical editions namely al-Mi’a, al-Jumal and alTatimma. In this way al-Mutarrizī gathered the core academic materials from the above
mentioned books, however still adopted his own methodology for his own work. For this
very reason al-Misbāh is actually is an ‘abridgement’ of al-Jurjānī’s works.
Wherein, al-Mutarrizī expresses his admiration for al-Jurjānī, he not only recognises his
academic magnitude but goes even further to argue that his work was worth following/ in
the field of Arabic grammar. In other words al-Mutarrizī’s work remains in effect a
tribute to al-Jurjānī’s services to the academia. In this regard, whereas it is imperative to
describe the author’s life account and academic services, it is almost obligatory to
mention al-Jurjānī’s role in inspiring al-Mutarrizī’s work. As a consequence, although alJurjānī’s services have been recognised as a rhetorician, his status as a grammarian has
not been accorded the due acclaim he rightfully deserves.
In this chapter, we would describe his brief life history, his status as a rhetorician as well
as an Arabic grammarian. In this pursuit, we would try to ascertain his standing as an
Arabic grammarian.
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4.1

A Brief Sketch of al-Jurjānī’s Life History

4.1.1

Name

‘Abd al-Qāhir Abū Bakr ibn ‘Abd al-Rahmān al-Jurjānī413 was a renowned Persian
scholar of the Arabic language. He was born early in the fifth century of the Islamic
calendar. The date of his birth414 is not recorded by any of his biographers. As for his
death, it was almost certainly by the year 471/1078.415
4.1.2

Birth Place

He was born in the town of Jurjān, situated between Tibristān and Khurāsān in Iran. He
belonged to an ordinary Persian family, but he distinguished himself in Arabic linguistics
and his literary gifts. This is not surprising, because whoever wanted to be a scholar in
the Muslim world at the time had to attain a high standard in the Arabic language. Arabic
was not only the second language in all the non-Arabic parts of the Muslim world; it was
the language of the education, since Muslims needed Arabic in order to learn the Qur’ān
and hadīth.
413

For his life history detail, see

al-Zirkilī, al-A‘lām, vol. 4, p.174; Kahhāla, Mu‘jam al-Mu’allifīn, vol. 5, p.310; al-Suyūtī, Bughyat alWu‘āt, vol. 2, p.106; Tāsh Kubrā Zāda, Miftāh al-Sa‘āda, vol. 1, p 143; Farrūkh, Tārīkh al-Adb al-‘Arabī,
vol. 3, pp.183-188; Zaydān, Tāriīkh Ādāb al-Lugha al-‘Arabiyya, vol. 3, p. 44; Ibn al-Anbārī, Nuzhat alAlbbā’ fī Tabaqāt al-Udabā’ pp. 343,363,364,375; Meisamy and Starkey, Encyclopedia of Arabic
Literature, vol. 1, pp. 16,17; Sarkīs, Mu‘jam al-Matbū‘āt al-‘Arabiyya, p. 681.
414

Khafājī has recently fixed al-Jurjānī’s date of birth at 400/1010 in his edition of Dalā’il al-I‘jāz (Cairo

1969), which is not true because all the basic biographical dictionaries do not support this date, alBākharzī, who died in (467/1074) was a neighbour of al-Jurjānī also failed to record his date of birth. See
al-Bākharzī, ‘Alī ibn al-Hasan. Dumyat al-Qasr wa ‘UsArat ahl al-‘AsAr, Aleppo: al-Matba‘a al-‘Ilmiyya,
1930, p. 108.
415

There is no agreement on his date of death; another possible date of death, 474/1081 is given by some of

his biographers. Most modern writers agree on the date 471/1078 ignoring the date 474/1081 completely.
See for instance, Zaydān, Tārīkh Ādāb al-Lugha al-‘Arabiyya, vol. 3 p. 44; Sarkīs, Mu‘jam al-Matbū‘āt al‘Arabiyya, p. 681; al-Zirkilī, al-A‘lām, vol. 4, p. 174.
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4.1.3

His Character and Fame

‘Abd al-Qāhir al-Jurjānī belonged to the Shāfi‘ī school of fiqh, and was known as being a
devout and God fearing Muslim. Another characteristic of this great scholar was his
contentedness. It is reported that one day he was in his night worship or tahajjud, when a
burglar broke into his home. He saw the burglar taking whatever he found worth taking,
but he did not stop his prayer. He felt that the theft of his things was too trivial a matter to
merit the interruption of his prayer.416
‘Abd al-Qāhir al-Jurjānī was recognised by his contemporaries and his immediate
successors to be one of the most prominent literary figures of his time. His biographers
lavish praise on him and speak of him with the highest degree of esteem and admiration
as “The Imām of Arabic”, “The head of grammarians in his time.’’417 Every one
acknowledged him as the Imām of his time.418 Surprisingly, however, very little
information is given about his personal life, his education and his students, apart from
short remarks on his piety, moral integrity and his uniqueness as a writer. Curiously, one
of the most exhaustive sources on Arabic “learned men” does not allocate a place to him.
Yāqūt mentions him only in passing and in the course of his biographies of other less
important figures.419 Ibn Khaldūn fails even to mention him although he mentions Jurjān,
his home town, and al-Qādī al-Jurjānī420 supposedly a teacher of ‘Abd al-Qāhir.

416

See al-Subkī, Tabaqāt al-Shāfi‘īyya, vol. 3, p. 242.

417

See Ibn Taghrī Birdī, al-Nujūm al-Zāhirah, vol. 5, p. 118; Kubrāzāda, Miftāh al-Sa‘āda, vol. 1 p. 143;

Farrūkh, Tārīkh al-Adb al-‘Arabī, vol. 3, p. 184.
418

Except al-Qiftī who, despite his praise for al-Jurjani’s masterly knowledge, criticizes his work for being

too brief and concise, a criticism which suggests that al-Qiftī was perhaps familiar only with al-Jurjānī’s
relatively concise works on grammar.
See al-Qiftī, Inbāh al-Ruwāt ‘alā Anbāh al-Nuhāt, vol. 2, pp. 188, 189.
419

See Yāqūt, ‘Abd Allāh al-Hamawī. Irshād al-Arīb ilā Ma‘rift al-Adīb, ed. D. S. Margolioth. London:

Luzac, 1923-1931, vol. 1, pp. 80,217, vol. 3, p. 27, vol. 4. pp. 182,415-418, vol.6, pp.3, 286.
420

See Ibn Khaldūn, al-Muqaddima, Beirut: al-Matba‘a al-Adabiyya, 1886, pp. 1263-1267.
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It is a fact that in most accounts al-Jurjānī is praised only as a grammarian, except for
some general terms such as “adīb” and “Imām”.421 It was only in relatively late accounts
that he was described as being “min a’immat al-‘Arabiyya wa al-Bayān”422 (one of the
foremost master of Arabic, the study of eloquence and rhetorics) or “‘Ālim al-Balāgha”
(well versed in the study of “balāgha”). According to all the biographers, al-Jurjānī spent
his whole life in his native town Jurjān.423 Unlike most well known scholars and
grammarians in Arabic history, it is reported that he did not travel in search of knowledge
at all. This fact makes it even more surprising that his works are of such rich quality, a
richness which becomes even more appreciable when one takes into account that he is
reported to have had one or two teachers only.
4.1.4

His Teachers

These two celebrated teachers are said to have been al-Qādī al-Jurjānī

424

and Abū ‘Alī

Muhammad al-Husayn al-Fārisī,425 a nephew of the famous grammarian Abū ‘Alī al-

421

See al-Yāfi‘ī, Mir’āt al-Jinān, vol. 3, p.101; Kubrāzāda, Miftāh al-Sa‘āda, vol. 1, p143.

422

See Encyclopaedia of Arabic literature, vol. 1, pp.16,17; Khwānsārī, Rawdāt al-jannāt, Cairo: Dār al-

Kutub al-‘Ilmiyya, 1962, vol.1, p. 443; Inc. Jacob E. Safra,[et al]. The New Encyclopaedia of Britannica,
Chicago/ London/New Delhi: c2003, vol. 22, p. 64.
423

See Sarkīs, Mu‘jam al-Matbū‘āt al-‘Arabiyya, p. 681; al-Qiftī, Inbāh al-Ruwāt, vol. 2, pp. 188-192;

Larkin, Margaret. The Theology of Meaning; ‘Abd al-Qāhir al-Jurjānī’s Theory of Discourse, New Haven,
Conn: American Oriental Society, 1995, p.1.
424

He was Abū al-Hasan ‘Alī ibn ‘Abd al-‘Azīz al-Qādī al-Jurjānī, a jurist, poet and critics of his time, born

in Jurjān, then moved to Nīshāpūr with his brother when he was still a child. He became chief Qādī in
Rayy, where he passed away in 392/1102. He wrote a valuable work named al-Wasāta bayn al-Mutanabbī
wa Khusūmih, which gave him a permanent place in literary world.
See al-Tha‘ālabī, Abū Mansūr ’Abd al-Malik ibn Muhammad. Yatīmat al-Dahr fī Mahāsin ahl al-‘Asr, ed.
Muhammad Muhyy al-Dīn ‘Abd al-Hamīd. al-Matba‘a al-Sa‘āda, Cairo:1956. vol. 4, pp. 3-23; Zakī,
Mubārak, al-Nathr al-Fannī, vol. 2, pp. 07-16; al-Sahmī, Abū al-Qāsim Hamza ibn Yūsuf. Tārīkh Jurjān:
aw Kitāb Ma‘rifat ‘Ulamā’ Jurjān, Haydarābād: Dā’irat al-Ma‘ārif al-‘Uthmānīyya, 1950. p. 277; Khafājī,
Muhammad ‘Abd al-Mun‘im, al-Hayāt al-Adabiyya fī al-‘Asr al-‘Abbasī, Cairo: Rābitat al-Adab alHadīth, 1954. pp. 368-371; al-Shīrazī, Abū Ishāq Ibrāhīm ibn ‘Alī. Tabaqāt al-Fuqahā’, Baghdād: alMaktabat al-‘Arabiyya, 1938. p. 101; Sarkīs, Mu‘jam al-Matbū‘āt al-‘Arabiyya, p. 682.
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Fārisī. Whereas most biographers agree that the latter was certainly a teacher of ‘Abd alQāhir al-Jurjānī, only one writer, namely Yāqūt, reports al-Qādī’s tuition of him.426 In
fact, Yāqūt goes further than that to state that ‘Abd al-Qāhir himself mentions this, saying
that the latter “used to boast of his study under al-Qādī, and to take much pride in being
associated with him whenever he mentioned him in his books”. Yāqūt’s assertion is
unlikely to be true for a number of reasons,427 not the least important of which is that
Yāqūt, himself, in his biography of Muhammad ibn al-Hasan al-Fārisī, categorically
states that “‘Abd al-Qāhir studied under him and had no other teacher except him”.428 In
view of this, it is possible to suggest that al-Jurjānī’s only teacher was al-Fārisī, who
settled in Jurjān, where a number of people studied under him, and died in 421/1030. The
date of al-Fārisī’s death suggests that al-Jurjānī studied under him as a young man. But
there is no evidence as to the nature of their relationship, its length, significance or
influence on al-Jurjānī’s thinking and development.
However, there is a significant point of agreement among all the accounts of relationship
between these two celebrated men. Most biographers specify the subject of al-Jurjānī’s
study under his teacher as being grammar.

425

He was Muhammad ibn al-Husayn ibn Muhammad ibn al-Husayn ibn ‘Abd al-Wārith al-Fārisī, a well

known theologist and grammarian of his time. He left his home town and settled in Jurjān. His reputation as
an outstanding scholar brought students from many parts of the Islamic world to study with him in Jurjān.
Biographers mentioned some books of his without giving their names. Only his poetic Diwān survived. He
passed away (421/1030) in Jurjān.
See Kubrāzāda, Miftāh al-Sa‘āda, vol. 1, pp. 142,143; al-Safadī, Salāh al-Dīn Khalīl ibn Aybak. al-Wāfī bi
al-wafayāt, ed. F. A. Brockhaus. Leipzig: Deutsche Morgenländische Gesellschaft, 1931-1997, vol. 2, p.
09; al-Zirkilī, al-A‘lām, vol. 6, pp. 330, 331.

426

See Yāqūt, Irshād al-Arīb, vol. 4, p. 249; Zakī, Mubārak, al-Nathr al-Fannī, vol. 2, pp. 7-12.

427

Al-Jurjānī, neither takes pride of being associated with al-Qādī nor even refers to him as being his

teacher in any of his works which are known to me.
428

See Yāqūt, Irshād al-Arīb, vol.7, p. 03; al-Suyūtī, Bughyat al-Wu‘āt, vol. 2, p. 106.
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Al-Jurjānī’s confinement to one teacher and the fact that he studied only one topic under
him does not reflect on the wide interests he had and the self-cultivation he achieved. A
reading of his major works shows how widely read he was and how intimate he seems to
have been with the tradition of Arabic grammar, in language, style, inimitability (I‘jāz)
and poetry. In fact, this side of his character is pointed out by one of his biographers.429
Although ‘Abd al-Qāhir al-Jurjānī was fully in command in different fields of Arabic
literature such as Fiqh, Tafsīr, hadīth, he owes his great fame to his role as grammarian
and a literary theorist. He became the scholar students travelled to meet and learn from.
His circle was full of students from all over the Muslim world.
4.2

His work

Al-Jurjānī wrote a large number of scholarly works, including popular manuals and
detailed commentaries on Arabic grammar, as well as monographs on etymology and the
inimitability of the Qur’ān. He also compiled an anthology of poetry. Brockelmann
mentions nine books in his account. We will give here a brief note on his work. Apart
from his grammatical works two of his books have been edited and published several
times, bringing him to the forefront of scholars whose influences on Arabic studies
remain considerable. One of these is:
4.2.1

Asrār al-Balāgha (Mysteries of eloquence)

It deals mostly with the theory of imagery. He distinguishes between tashbīh, and tamthīl,
(simile and analogy) and more importantly between isti‘āra, ‘metaphor’, based on
tashbīh, and isti‘āra, ‘metaphor’ based on tamthīl. Not surprisingly al-Jurjānī was
instrumental in bringing about this change. He clearly distinguishes between metaphors
based on simile and others based on analogy, but calls both of them isti‘āra. (In the case
of a full-fledged sentence metaphor he also uses the term for analogy, tamthīl, which thus
becomes ambiguous. To remove the ambiguity he sometimes calls it ‘analogy in the way
429

Al-Qiftī is the only writer who, despite his praise for al-Jurjānī’s masterly knowledge, criticizes his

works for being too brief and concise. See Inbāh al-Ruwāt, vol. 2, pp. 188-190.
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of metaphor’, al-tamthīl ‘alā hadd al-isti‘āra). Authors for whom the isti‘āra is first and
foremost a one-word affair, mostly based on a simple simile (usually authors with a
background of Qur’ānic studies), tended to characterize the mechanism of the metaphor
as ‘the transference of a name/noun’ (the name/ noun ‘lion’ is transferred to a ‘brave
man’); others, more circumspect, considered that the entity to the transferred was the
‘thing named’ or the ‘notion’. Al-Jurjānī rejects the idea of ‘transference’ (naql) and
replaces it by the notion that the metaphor is really a ‘claim’ (da‘wā) that the ‘brave man’
is a ‘lion’. In this he achieves a standard that supersedes everything before him. He was
able to do so because he based his investigation and research on two main branches of
Arabic studies, namely grammar and poetry.430
4.2.2

Dalā’il al- I‘jāz (proofs for the Qur’ān’s inimitability)

His other important work is Dalā’il al-I‘jāz (proofs for the Qur’ān’s inimitability). Like
most other philologically inspired scholars, al-Jurjānī believes that inimitability rests in
the eloquence of the Qur’ān. His central notion is that of nazm (literally, ‘strings of
pearls’), which might be rendered as ‘syntactic ordering of words in accordance with
semantic aims; accordingly to his notion the relation of the words establish a relation of
meanings; thus, wording and meaning mirror each other. The relations that exist on both
sides are called a ‘form, sūra. There is thus only one appropriate wording for each
meaning, and the proof that the Qur’ān is the most eloquent text has to start from here.431
This nazm approach to the problem of Qur’ānic inimitability has the advantage that it is
applicable throughout, as opposed to an evaluation of certain features, such as the
metaphor, that occur only at intervals. Al-Jurjānī insists that even a metaphor becomes
metaphor only through nazm: since the context requires it to be such. All other
explanations of the inimitability of the Qur’ān such as divine intervention, when the
430

For more detail see al-Zirkilī, al-A‘lām, vol. 4, p. 174; Farrūkh, Tārīkh al-Adab al-‘Arabī, vol. 3, p. 184;

Brockelmann (Arabic version), vol. 5, p. 206, it is very strange that this book is not mentioned in old
sources like Bughyat al Wu‘āt, Fawāt al-Wafayāt and Inbāh al-Ruwāt,
431

See Sarkīs, Mu‘jam al-Matbū‘āt al-‘Arabiyya, p. 681; Zaydān, Tārīkh Ādāb al-Lugha, vol. 3, p. 44; al-

A‘lām, vol. 4, p. 174, while al-Qiftī in Inbāh al-Ruwāt, al-Suyūtī, in Bughat al-Wu‘āt, and Kahhāla in
Mu‘jam al-Mu’allifīn, do not mention this book
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pagans were challenged to produce something similar to the Qur’an, are rejected by alJurjānī. In both his works, al-Jurjānī appears as a highly original and sensitive thinker
who constantly grapples with his topic and looks at it from different angles.
4.2.3

Sharh Kitāb al-Īdāh

This book was written by Abī ‘Alī ibn Ahmad ibn ‘Abd al-Ghafār al-Fārisī (d. 377/987),
a well known scholar of Arabic language of his time. Al-Jurjānī wrote an extensive
commentary on this book comprised of thirty volumes, then summarised it in three
volumes under the name of al-Muqtasad fī Sharh al-Īdāh. This book is also known as alMughnī fī Sharh al-Īdāh.432
4.2.4

Al-Masā’il al-Mushkila

Apart from Brockelmann, the author of Khazānat al-Adab, ‘Abd al-Qādir al-Baghdādī,
also mentioned this book.433
4.2.5

Darj al-Durar

It is a small treatise on Tafsīr al-Qur’ān.
4.2.6

A selection from the poetry of Abū Tammām, al-Buhturī, and al-Mutannabī

Basic biographical dictionaries do not mention this book. According to Brockelmann this
book was published in Cairo in 1937.434
432

In Bughat al-Wu‘āt and Fawāt al-Wafayāt, the name of this book is mentioned as al-Mughnī fī Sharh

al-Idāh, moreover they do not say anything about the size of the book.
See Bughyat al-Wu‘āt, vol. 2, p. 106; Fawāt al-Wafayāt, vol. 1, pp. 612, 613.
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See al-Baghdādī, ‘Abd al-Qādir ibn ‘Umar, Khazānat al-Adab wa lubb lubāb Lisān al-‘Arab, Beirut:

Dār Sādir, 197?. p. 134; Brockelmann (Arabic version), vol. 5, p. 206.
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Only Farrūkh and Brokelmann have mentioned of this book, see Brockelmann (Arabic version), vol. 6,

p; Farrūkh, Tārīkh al-Adab al-‘Arabī, vol.3, p.184.
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4.3

His works on Grammar

4.3.1

Al-‘Awāmil al-Mi’a

This is a very well known work of al-Jurjānī; the name of this book is referred to
sometimes as Mi’at ‘Āmil. It is a small but very precise work and is considered the first
pedagogical grammar book, which ruthlessly cuts up the whole subject of Arabic
grammar into exactly one hundred very short pieces. Perhaps this was the first book to
discuss the whole Arabic grammatical structure in hundred ‘awāmil. This book brought a
revolution in Arabic grammar and is considered a great contribution of al-Jurjānī in
grammar. Brockelmann mentions the availability of this book in more than twenty-six
libraries of the world. He also mentions thirty-six shurūh (commentaries) written on this
book. A significant number of commentaries written on this book show its importance.
The book has been converted into poetic verses as many as nine times by different
scholars in different times. Moreover, this book has been translated into the Urdu and
Turkish languages as well.435 The book is still very useful and has been the part of
syllabus in Arabic institutes all over the world in general and in the Indo-Pakistan subcontinent in particular.436
4.3.2

Al-Jumal

This book also deals with Arabic grammar and is also known as al-Jurjāniya.437 There is a
great confusion regarding this book. Some writers mention it as a Sharh al-Mi’a
435

438

and

al-Subkī, Tabaqāt al-Shāfi‘īyya, vol. 3, p. 242; Brockelmann (Arabic version), vol. 5, p. 300-205;

Farrūkh, Tārīkh al-Adab al-‘Arabī, vol. 3, p. 184; al-Suyutī, Bughyat al-wu‘āt, vol. 2, p. 106. This book has
been published several times, for instance in 1897, in Calcutta, in AH 1292 in Tabrīz, in AH1304 in
Kānpūr, in AH1316 in Delhi in 1870 and in Karachi
436

See Khān, Hamīd al-Dīn. History of Muslim Education, Karachi: Academy of Educational Research,

1967-1968, vol. 1, p.139.
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See Zaydān, Tārīkh Ādāb al-Lugha, vol. 3, p. 44; Farrūkh, Tārīkh al-Adab al-‘Arabī vol. 3, p. 184.
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See Farrūkh, Tārīkh al-Adab al-‘Arabī, vol. 3, p. 184; al-Subkī, Tabaqāt, vol. 3, p. 242, where he gives

the name as Kitāb al-Jumal al-Mukhtasar.
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some consider it a summary of al-Mi’a. But the greatest degree of confusion about this
book arises from al-Qiftī’s statement that amongst al-Jurjānī’s books there is “Sharh
Kitāb al-‘Awāmil” which he called al-Jumal then compiled a commentary on it. The fact
is, there are two different books, and one is al-‘Awāmil, the other is al-jumal. The first
has been published a number of times; the second has been recently edited by ‘Alī
Haydar (Damascus, 1972). Brockelmann mentions seven commentaries written on this
book.439 He further states that the copies of this book are available in different libraries of
the world. The author of Kashf al-Zunūn considers this book as manzūma nahwiyya 440
(syntax written in the form of verses).
4.3.3

Al-Tatimma

Like the above mentioned two books, this book is also written on Arabic grammar. Most
of the biographical books do not mention this book. Brockelmann mentions it as alTatimma fī al-Jumla.441 This book is available in the British Library under the number
472.
Any attempt to produce a comprehensive list of al-Jurjānī’s works will be hindered by the
disagreement on the titles and the number of books he has written. A number of other
books are mentioned by some biographers and there is an obvious confusion as to the
nature and exact titles of these books. They are, Sharh al-fātiha442, Kitāb al-Kabīr wa alSaghīr,443 I‘jāz al-Qur’ān al-Saghīr444, al-Miftāh445, al-Talkhīs fī Sharh al-Miftāh.446 In
439

Brockelmann (Arabic version), vol. 5, p. 205; Farrūkh, Tārīkh al-‘Adab al-Arabī, vol. 3, p. 184.
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Hājjī Khalīfa, Kashf al-Zunūn, vol. 1, p. 602, vol. 2, p. 624.
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Brockelmann (Arabic version), vol. 5, p. 206; Zaydān, Tārīkh Ādāb al-Lugha, vol. 3, p. 44; al-Zirkilī,

al-A‘lām, vol. 4, p. 173.
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Al-Subkī, Tabaqāt al-Shāfi‘īyya, vol. 3, p. 242; in Mu‘jam al-Mu’allifīn the name of this book is

mentioned as Tafsīr al-Fātiha, vol. 5, p. 310.
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Al-Khwansārī, Rudāt al-Jannāt fī Ahwāl al-‘Ulamā’ wa al-Sādāt, Tehran: Dār al-Kutub al-Islāmiyya,

1889, p. 443.
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addition to these three there are two books whose titles are not mentioned, one on
prosody447 and an introduction to grammar,448 and a number of books of which only the
titles have survived usually, but not always, mentioned by a single biographer, such as
Darj al-durar

449

, al-Mu‘tadid

450

, and al-I‘jāz. It appears likely that some of the

surviving titles refer to some of the known works either by referring to their subjectmatter or by confusing the titles of two books and considering them one work. Of these
numerous books, it is unfortunate that only three major works have been published,
namely al- ‘Awāmil al-Mi’a, Asrār al-Balāgha and Dalā’il al-I‘jāz. The manuscripts of
his books on grammar and other subjects are dispersed in various libraries, and despite
the great interest in his work nothing is being done, as far as I know, to bring them out in
reliable critical edditions.
4.4

‘Abd al-Qāhir al-Jurjānī as a Grammarian

We have already reviewed the developmental stages of Arabic grammar prior to‘Abd alQāhir al-Jurjānī in chapter second of this thesis. Briefly speaking, the third century
grammarians had already started this trend as we saw it in al-Usūl fī al-nahw by Ibn
Sarrāj, and al-Īdāh and al-Jumal by al-Zajjājī who had attempted to meet the pedagogical
needs; of the time. In fact, it was the need of the time to present Arabic grammar as being
the most practical and appropriate language that was able to contain the divine message.
Al-Jurjānī’s three books, namely al-Mi’a, al-Jumal and al-Tatimma, played a vital rule in
fulfilling the pedagogical needs of the expanding Arabic language of the time. In the
words of Carter, ‘‘an extreme and, possibly for this reason most durable example of the
new methodology is the Mi’at ‘Āmil of the great semanticist and rhetorician al-Jurjānī (d.
471/1078). As its name implies, ‘The Hundred Operators’ simply reduces the entire
language to exactly 100 grammatical categories, making it ideal for rote learning in the
447

al-‘Arūd seems to be a title of a book, but al-Kutabī says “Kitāb al-‘Arūd” which appears to be a

reference to the subject matter of the book, namely prosody.
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‘Abd al-‘Azīz al-Maymanī, Iqlīd Khazāna, Lahore: University of Punjab, 1927, p. 118.
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Brockelmann (Arabic version), vol. 5, p. 206.
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Farrūkh, Tārīkh al-Adab al-‘Arabī, vol. 3, p. 184.
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schools. Now that the facts of Arabic grammar were no longer in dispute, only their
organization could vary, and the Mi’at ‘Āmil reveals just what paring down of the
material could be achieved by a rigorous application of dichotomous classification
(taqsīm) and a bold pedagogical instinct for simplification’’.451 In this respect al-Jurjānī’s
‘‘theory of ‘awāmil’’ solved the most complicated issue of Arabic grammar. The theory
of ‘awāmil has always occupied a central position in Arabic grammar.
Instead of discussing the technical aspects of this theory, we will make an attempt to
prove that it is al-Jurjānī who was the main discoverer of this theory. However, the first
person who alluded to this theory was al-Khalīl ibn Ahmad al-Farāhīdī, the author of alJumal fī al-nahw followed by Sībawayh who casually commented about this theory in
the second chapter of his book al-Kitāb and similarly, Abī ‘Alī al-Fārisī also mentioned it
in his book Mukhtasar ‘Awāmil al-I‘rāb.
However, the credit goes to al-Jurjānī who had given it a final shape in such an
unprecedented way that it has never been challenged since then.

It is even more

surprising to note that unlike his other contemporary scholars he did not travel from place
to place for his learning needs. All the basic sources agree upon this point, so much so
that Ibn Ukht ‘Alī al-Fārisī is the only person who is known as his teacher. Therefore it is
possible that al-Jurjānī might have been influenced by al-Fārisī’s book Kitāb al-Īdāh
through his teacher Ibn Ukht ‘Alī al-Fārisī, (the nephew of Abū ‘Alī al-Fārisī). al-Jurjānī
wrote a commentary on al-Fārisī’s book Kitāb al-Īdāh in eight volumes. Unfortunately,
this book is not available; it would have helped us a great deal to determine the position
of al-Jurjānī as a grammarian. However, there is no doubt, as mentioned by Abraham
Lockett that, ‘‘the Mi’at ‘Āmil must be considered as a mere text-book, in which the
governing powers of the Arabic language are arranged into appropriate classes, their
grammatical offices defined, and their primitive senses illustrated by easy familiar
examples, and the amount of the whole is simply this, that he was an eminent
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The Cambridge History of Arabic Literature (Religion Learning and Science in the ‘Abbasid period), p.
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grammarian’’452. This statement strengthens our view that al-Jurjānī‘s theory of ‘Awāmil
or in Balāgha, his theory of Nazm al-kalām are both his own.
4.4.1

Arabo-Islamic Rhetoric (Balāgha) and al- Jurjānī’s Theory of Nazm

In the eleventh century a major shift in linguistic approach took place, which emphasized
the role of semantics in linguistic studies. The theologian, grammarian, and literary critic
‘Abd al-Qāhir al-Jurjānī was one of the driving forces behind this shift. In spite of the
fact that he worked somewhat outside the mainstream of linguistics and never ever
visited Basra or Baghdad, he managed to found his own circle of pupils and established a
reputation as a linguist and rhetorician all over the Islamic world. His most famous
works are two treatises that deal with rhetoric: the Dalā’l al-I‘jāz and Asrār al-Balāgha.
Apart from these books he also wrote a highly interesting commentary on al-Fārisī’s
introduction to linguistics al-Īdāh.
Al-Jurjānī’s publications constituted a major contribution to the discussion about the I‘jāz
al-Qur’ān; the central notions in this debate were ma‘nā ‘meaning’ and lafz ‘expression’,
a dichotomy that also played a fundamental role in the history of Arabic grammar. We
have already mentioned above that in the discussion between the logicians and the
grammarians the inherent ambiguity of the terms ma‘nā and lafz was the main stumbling
block for an understanding between the two parties. For the logicians the meanings were
the logical ideas that were signified by the expressions, for the grammarians they were
identical with the functions of the words.
Arabo-Islamic rhetoric (balāgha) developed essentially out of the large political and
theological debate which opposed Mu‘tazilism and Ash‘arism during the ninth and tenth
centuries (third /forth centuries AH). Among the major themes which crystallized this
debate was the important problem of the exact nature of the Qur’ān. This problem
involved not only the well-known, if somewhat esoteric, question of whether or not the
452

See Lockett, Abraham. Mi’at ‘Āmil and Shurūh of Mi’at ‘Āmil, India: Pereira Printing Press 1814.
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Holy book was created, but also questions like: ‘What is exactly meant by the dogma of
the inimitability (i‘jāz) of the Qur’ān?. To the first question, Mu‘tazilīs answered that the
Qur’ān was indeed created. Consequently, they were inclined, quite naturally, to an
attitude which consisted in stressing its non-exceptional aspects as a text destined for
human beings and hence having a temporal history and being liable to rational linguistic
investigation as any other Arabic text. In fact, some Mu‘tazilīs, such as Abū Mūsā alMurdār (d. around 226/840), al-Nazzām (d. around 226/840), al-Khattābī (d. 388/998),
are of this view that the Qur’ān is not inimitable but just ‘unimitated’, and this because
God, although he challenged the Arabs to imitate it, ‘diverted’ them from the temptation
to do so.453 The celebrated Mu‘tazilī grammarian, al-Rummānī (d. 386/996), also tackled
the problem of i‘jāz in his ‘Remarks on the inimitability of the Qur’ān’. One can find in
his book relatively thorough development of the purely linguistic aspect of the i‘jāz,
particularly with regard to the analysis of figures of speech and to certain aspects of the
phonetic properties of the Qur’ānic text such as assonance.

The Ash‘arīs replied with the now classical study of al-Bāqillanī (d. 403/1012), I‘jaz alQur’ān. Al-Bāqillanī sees in the Qur’ān three components of i‘jaz: the first is the fact that
it gives information about things beyond the access of human beings (akhbār ‘an alghayb). The second is that it manifests knowledge of past events, relating to the ancient
Prophets and revealed books, which the Prophet Muhammad, being unable to read or
write, could not access through these sources. The last is its eloquence: ‘The Qur’ānic
text is so marvelous, so astonishingly composed; it goes so far in eloquence that one has
to recognize the creator’s importance in front of it.454
The Mu‘tazilīs took back the offensive with the Qādī ‘Abd al-Jabbār (d. 415/1024) who,
in his immense theological compendium ‘The Dispenser in matters of unity and justice’
(al-Mughnī), dedicates a whole volume to the question of i‘jāz . He arrived at a crucial
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conclusion: namely, that there is nothing to be taken into account, in the assessment of a
text, beyond its form (lafz) and its meaning (ma‘ānī); there is no third term and hence
fasāha should only bear upon these two notions.455
The circle is now almost completed: the Ash‘arī grammarian ‘Abd al-Qāhir al-Jurjānī
will start right from where the Mu‘tazilī theologian al-Qādī ‘Abd al-Jabbār arrived, but he
will take over the problem with his specific mastery of the workings of the Arabic
language. The objective which al-Jurjānī assigns to himself in his book Dalā’il al-I‘jaāz
is to make the whole question of identifying the nazm of a given text, and hence assessing
its value, a technical problem of linguistic analysis. His basic discovery holds in the
following: nazm, that long-sought essence of text, of any text, from the most downward–
to-earth to the inimitable, can be studied in a rational and analytical way. The science of
nazm, whose bases al-Jurjānī claims to have established, would revive it thorough
returning to the study of texts (Qur’ān, poetry, prose) and even everyday language. This
science will reveal that the treasures of meanings hidden in texts are always analysable
into infinitely varied arrangements of elementary ‘grammatical meanings’ (ma‘ānī alnahw). The whole subsequent evolution of research in this field boils down to this fact,
that one should first learn the traditional rules of grammar, and then, later, study what
their semantic import can be.
In a chapter on ‘‘the difference between letters that are arranged and words that are
arranged” al-Jurjānī gives his own definition of Kalām where he offers the first explicit
articulation of his key concept of nazm. As al-Jurjānī explains himself in Dalā’l al-I ‘jāz,
`a Âmfw S¯U ®êSZU اP  و.Zsr zc £mfw S¯fni xlU  و،Äma ·^ZU` اa S¯lUاX Xوف هbYU` اa ®nZU´ أن اUو ذ
نS}r ((Ûwل ))رS  نS آVÅpU اv± أن واXpa .¨اbY Sr S¯U fni `a ىbYW  أن£ اqmsU اzr Sًfg´ رUذ
.دSuoU اU¼دي إW Sr ´U` ذa نS آSfU .بb±
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`a `iSsfU½ اlb ½u\ pc S¯Tb ` وiSsfUر اS¾³ S¯fni `a `om ´ih .´U آla brh اxlpa }]مU® اni Srو أ
Âl`ء آºU اU`ء إºU® ا± :¨SZsr يU® اnZU اX هxlU  و،Ûsw vr £sw مXnZfUل اS\ la bTsW ®ni X¯a ،xoZUا
456

.·oء و اS§

‘‘arrangement of letters’’ is their consecutive occurrence in pronunciation, where their
arrangement is not required by a [particular] meaning, nor is their arranger following in it
any track in the mind that necessitated his aiming at that which he aimed at in their
arrangement. Had the originator of language laid down ‘‘rabada’’ in place of daraba’’,
there would have been nothing improper about that. The matter is not like that, however,
with the placement (nazm) of words, for in placing them, you follow the tracks of the
meanings, and you arrange (turattib) them in accordance with the way the meanings are
arranged in your mind. Therefore, it is a [kind of] ordering (nazm) in which the situation
of one part of it in relation to the rest is taken into consideration; it is not that kind of
placement that means joining one thing to another in random manner.457
With this passage al-Jurjānī adds a new and important element to his argument; here alJurjānī states in no uncertain terms the level on which this associating of meanings takes
place. The arrangement of words necessarily follows a ‘‘trace in the mind’’ (‘aql). Nazm
in al-Jurjānī’s view is a matter of meanings and is first and foremost an operation of the
mind.
Al-Jurjānī in his book Dalā’il al-I‘jāz offers only two choices as the stuff of thought, i.e.,
the two aspects of words that he has already established, meanings and vocables.
‘‘Reasonable’’ people that we are, we are left to select meanings, as opposed to the
vocables that express them. Therefore, concludes al-Jurjānī, it is in the meanings that our
crafting and shaping and molding occurs.458 It is important to understand the significance
of al-Jurjānī’s treatment of the meanings of words. As ‘‘nodes of meanings’’ they refer at
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once to particular linguistic entities — signs - and to the intellectual representation’’, that
is associated with them and the objects to which they refer. ‘‘Meanings’’ as treated by
al-Jurjānī bridge two levels of reality, and in that sense, words refer first to a noetic
representation that occurs in the mind of the manipulator. Even modern linguistics seems
to find it necessary to assert this view of language. As recently as 1936, Benjamin Lee
Whorf, a writer of immense influence on modern language studies, felt it necessary to
emphasize the same point which al-Jurjānī had so eloquently and persistently
emphasized. Whorf says: ‘‘Sense or meaning does not result from words or morphemes
but from patterned relations between words or morphemes’’.459 The same point is often
made with equal emphasis in contemporary language studies and is of fundamental
importance in modern theories of literary criticism.
Let us take a close look at the concept of nazm as al-Jurjānī develops it by juxtaposing
several key statements in which he defines nazm.
.460...´p zr ½Tuw ¨ هqsÆ  و،Ûsw pc S¯£sw ZTW  و،ÛsTw S¯£sw ·ّpsW \ ½lb P  و،®p}U` اa ®ni P
Word order or sequence (nazm) is only achieved when there is an interrelated relationship
among words where they are related to each other and depend on each other until they are
structured and tied up together.
]
ً cSa psÆa ®g اU إfs  أنbl S¯U لX{Yr P .....S¯T\S_ zr ½Tuw S¯Zr ا\ةXU اqs§  و،ءSZTU و اS¯la ·lpsUا
،461.. أوbÚ اzc ،ًاbT Sf أ\هqsÆa zlfg اU إfs  أو،ًPXsor  أوqsoU
Connecting, linking (ta‘līq) or constructing words is meaningless if you do not take a
noun and make it the subject or the object of a verb, or take two nouns and you make one
the predicate of the other…
،462....UX_ و أZliاX pc qfs  وXYZU® اpc l£mW يU اv±XU´ اr] آv£ P
ّ ®( إnZU ) اxlU
459
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nazm is simply composing your speech in a way that the science of grammar requires,
functioning according to its laws and principles.
Al-Jurjānī has here added another element to the equation. On the one hand, he says,
nazm is the arranging in the mind of the meanings of the words, it is the connection or
associating that take place among the meanings of the words. He also stipulates that nazm
comes down to the connecting of words by means of the various features of grammar
(ma‘ānī al-nahw). It is ‘‘nothing other than’’ this. In other words, for al-Jurjānī, the
mental process of associating words in meaning corresponds to the connection that works
on the manifest linguistic level. The nature of the connection between the meanings of
the words is reflected in that of the grammatical ma‘nā. This corresponds to his view of
individual meanings: the only difference is that the ma‘ānī al-nahw refer to the ligatures
between them.
In this way, al-Jurjānī elevates grammar to a very high position indeed. Since the devices
of grammar that connect words in expression reflect the nature of their connection in the
mind of the composer, it is as if grammar is a blueprint for the thinking of the originator
of discourse. Since connection is the essence of nazm, and nazm, in return, is the essence
of fasāha, al-Jurjānī has thus allotted grammar a pre-eminent place in the discussion of
excellence in discourse.
This concept of connecting is central to al-Jurjānī’s view of meaning. Indeed to him,
meaning resides not in individual vocabulary words, but in this configuration of
associations and connections, which is nazm.
zr دةbÆr S¯w ·psW P i إ:لX` أZ}U  و،]
ً _دة أbofU® اp}U` اiSsfw ·psW P b}oU إن ا:لX أ°uU `i® أpcوا
463

S¯la S¯lّX  وXYZU` اiSsr bWm sr W P § وpc S¯w SًX^Zr و،XYZU` اiSsr

Get to know that I am not saying that thought is not, in the first place, related to the
individual meanings of words, rather it is not related to them in isolation of the features
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of syntax, such as it is spoken in a way that does not presuppose syntax and the operation
of its (different) features among (the words).
It is of no small significance that for al-Jurjānī the essence of nazm, and indeed of
linguistic expression, comes down to this key notion of connection. Al-Jurjānī clearly
wishes to distinguish between ordinary speech— straightforward discourse involving no
exercise of originality in putting its elements together – on the one hand, and discourse
that involves some deliberately performed artistry and selection, on the other.
The ma‘ānī al-nahw, the features of grammar that are the mechanisms of connecting
words in discourse are viewed from two points of view by al-Jurjānī. On the one hand,
there is the straightforward implementation of the laws of grammar, which guarantee
nothing more than correctness. On this level of expression, the ma‘ānī al-nahw are
merely the grammatical features that form the hinges between the words of the
composition. As such, they cannot, in and of themselves, result in the kind of discourse
al-Jurjānī is interested in in his discussion of excellence. It is the original manipulation of
the syntactic possibilities and the deliberate exercise of artistry in the service of creating a
particular form that engenders superior discourse in our rhetorician’s view.464
In the discussions among literary critics the general trend seems to have been to regard
the ma‘ānī as the ideas of the topics of a poem or a literary text. Al-Jurjānī decidedly
rejected this attitude towards literary criticism. In his view the concentration on the
expression of the text, whether it was a literary work or the Qur’ān itself, was the main
reason for what he calls ‘the corruption of taste and language’, In his view ma‘nā was
what determined the quality of the style, and it would be absurd to attribute qualities of
eloquence to the expression as such:
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“Know that whenever you contemplate, you would find that there is only one reason for
the corruption of language, namely, their way of understanding the expression”.
Al-Jurjānī then explains that eloquence does not reside in the correct application of
grammatical rules or the avoidance of solecisms; these are only necessary, not sufficient
conditions for the quality of a text; he then concludes.466
“When we look at declension we find that it cannot possibly play a role in the assignment
of superior quality, since it is inconceivable that the nominative or the accusative in one
utterance could have an advantage over that in another utterance. What we can imagine is
that we have two utterances in which mistakes against the rules of declension are made;
in such a case one may be more correct than the other. Alternatively, we may have two
utterances, one of which continues to be correct, whereas the other does not. But this does
not constitute a different degree of superiority [in the expression], but quite simply
negligence [of the speakers] in one instance and correct use of the declension in the
other”.467
The originality of al-Jurjānī as a rhetorician is that he linked his view on meaning as the
determining factor in the quality of a text to the linguistic dimension by considering it not
in isolation but always as it is realized within a coherent text. Composition or cohesion
(nazm) is the key notion of both the Dalā’il and the Asrār, and in both works he
attempted to define this principle in linguistic terms. His main point was that it was not
enough simply to say that the Qur’ān was inimitable because of its style or composition,
but all particular aspects of this style had to be pointed out.
For this programme the discipline of grammar had to be reformed first: instead of the
usual emphasis on the formal properties of syntactic constructions grammarians had to
shift their attention to the true source of excellence and eloquence, which was the
meaning of the text. In order to look at language from this perspective it was necessary to
go beyond the level of the individual word. Words cannot be eloquent in themselves, but
466
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they need a context. Only when the context is properly ordered (nazm) can there be
eloquence and superiority of style. In this context proper ordering refers to a
correspondence between the meanings in the mind and the words in the sentence.
Eloquence, al-Jurjānī states, is a craft in which one enlists the help of thought (yasta‘ānu
‘alayhā bi al-fikra’’). This suggests a conscious process at least in ‘‘this composition
(nazm) that the rhetoricians describe among themselves.’’ Likewise, the speaker’s
thinking about meanings is a link/ connector to his shaping discourse out of them. It is
not one and the same activity.468
4.4.2

Al-Jurjānī’s New Semantic Approach to Linguistics

In his analysis of style al-Jurjānī does not hesitate to criticise Sībawayh for his almost
exclusive concentration on syntactic criteria469. Sībawayh already knew that there was a
semantic difference between the sentence darabtu zaydan and zaydun darabtuhu.
The point is that this semantic difference was of no great interest to him: he regarded it as
self-evident and as something the native speaker would immediately recognize. For him
the difference in word order was a sign of the ‘ināya and ihtimām ‘interest and concern’
of the speaker, who indicate with the position of the constituents in the sentence their
relative interest in the mind of the speaker. For the grammarian the important thing was
to analyse the formal differences that made this semantic difference possible.
When there are two syntactic variants of the construction Sībawayh attempts to explain
the difference in case endings, but does not show any interest in the difference in
semantics. On the other hand, when for instance a particle does not affect the case
468
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endings of the other words in the sentence, such a particle is not deemed worthy of any
detailed treatment, for instance, the particle innamā ‘but, only’, which has a complicated
semantic scope but does not exercise any governance on the other constituents of the
sentence. Another example is that of the conjunctions wa- and fa-, which are both coordinating conjunctions, but with subtle differences in the degree of connectivity between
the clauses they join. In the work of al-Jurjānī such topics are of prime importance and he
devotes a long passage to the various functions of innamā. Wherever there is a formal
difference between two constructions, al-Jurjānī’s main premise is that it always entails a
difference in meaning. He explicitly distances himself from’ the grammarians’ -including
Sībawayh- who have neglected this aspect of language use. As an example we may quote
here the case of the two variants of the predicative construction:
Inna zaydan la-yaf ‘alu / inna zaydan la-fā‘ilun
‘ Zayd really does’ / Zayd is really doing’
In this construction the first variant uses the imperfect verb, the second the active
participle to express the notion of predication. Sībawayh regards them as synonymous
and use this synonymy as one of the arguments for the right of the imperfect verb to
receive declensional endings: both the imperfect and the (nominal) participle perform the
same function. Al-jurjānī on the other hand, maintains that there is a large semantic
difference between the two sentences: the verb always express movement, whereas the
nominal form of the participle expresses a state:
The next division [in the nuances of the predicate] is that between an assertion in the
form of a noun and that in the form of a verb. This is a subtle distinction, which is
indispensable in the science of rhetoric. The explanation is that the semantic role of the
noun is to assert a meaning about something without implying its constant renewal,
whereas the verb’s semantic role is to imply the constant renewal of the meaning that is
asserted of something. When you say zaydun muntaliqun ‘Zayd is leaving’, you assert his
actual departure without making this departing something he constantly renews and
produces. Its meaning is just like in the expression zaydun tawīl ‘Zayd is large’ and
‘amrun qasīrun ‘Amr is short’, you do not make length and shortness of stature
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something that is renewed and produced, but just assert these properties and imply their
existence in general; in the same way you do not intend in the expression zaydun
muntaliqun ‘Zayd is leaving’ anything more than that this is asserted of Zayd.470 Another
example, as already mentioned above, is that of word order. According to Sībawayh, in a
nominal sentence, composed of a definite word and in a nominal sentence, composed of a
definite and indefinite word, the definite word becomes the topic (mubtada’) and the
indefinite word the predicate (khabar), as in
Zaydun muntaliqun
Mubtada khabar
‘Zayd is leaving’ 471
But when there are two definite words he asserts that it is up to the speaker to front the
one or the other, so that
al-muntaliqu zaydun / zaydun al- muntaliqu
‘the one who leaves is Zayd’/ Zayd is the one who leaves’
are identical in status. Here again al-Jurjānī believes that the grammarians have not
understood and analysed actual usage, because both sentences have a different intentional
meaning. In the quotation given above, the position of the object is discussed by him in
the same way: the sentence with the word order Verb-Object-Agent expresses a different
intention from the one with the word order Verb-Agent-Object.
We know that the most fundamental distinction in Arabic syntax is that between two
sentence types: nominal sentences and verbal sentences. The nominal sentence has a verb
and an agent. In Sībawayh’s kitāb this distinction was introduced on the basis of the
difference in syntactic behaviour between the two types: in zaydun daraba ‘Zayd, he hit’
and daraba zaydun ‘Zayd hit’ only the former exhibits agreement between the noun and
the verb (the plural sentences are al-zaydūna darabū / daraba al-zaydūna). This is why
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the word zayd in the first sentence is regarded as topic (mubtada’), whereas the word
zayd in the second sentence is analysed as the agent (fā‘il) of the sentence.
In al-Jurjānī’s analysis the role of the mubtada’ the topic of the sentence, is analysed in
much greater detail. The speaker uses the noun in fronted position because he wishes to
draw attention to it as the focus of the sentence. The syntactic consequences of this
position are just the mark of this difference, not the focus of the grammatical analysis.472
4.5

Al-Jurjānī’s Influence on Other Grammarians

Al- Jurjānī’s plea for the inclusion of semantics in linguistics was taken up by later
writers who aimed at a new systemization of the sciences. His theory was quickly
recognised by his immediate successors due to its importance and uniqueness, although
we have no evidence as to the impact of his theory on literary studies in his own time. It
was not long before his superior and profound analysis began to be summarized and
commented upon in works on the art of eloquence and rhetoric generally. The theory
became the firm basis for what come to be known as ‘‘the science of meanings’’ (‘ilm alma‘ānī), which continues to be studied as an independent branch of rhetoric to the
present day.
Kamal Abu Deeb, a well known scholar of Arabic literature, writes ‘‘It is equally
significant that two of the most influential and fruitful movements in literary criticism
found in al-Jurjānī’s work, to varying degrees, principles and ideas of great relevance to
modern approaches to literary creation. Although never admitting this, al-Māzinī’s
concept of construction, the role of words in literary composition, and the psychological
basis for the arrangement of meanings and words — on which he based his criticism of
al-Manfalūtī’s style was borrowed from al-Jurjānī’’.473
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Modern writers, however, quickly recognised the revolutionary and ‘modern’ character of
al-Jurjānī’s work, and attempted to revive the techniques and the spirit of his analysis.
Writing in 1930s, Muhammad Mandūr, the influential Egyptian critic, hailed al-Jurjānī’s
theory as a ‘precious treasure’ seeing it to be ‘identical with the most recent development
in linguistics’. Mandūr himself acknowledged that his study of al-Jurjānī’s theory
constituted the first mature attempt to analyse the latter’s ideas in the light of modern
critical systems. Following in Mandūr’s steps, Z. al-‘Ashmāwī has made valid
comparisons between some of his (al-Jurjānī’s) views and those of such influential
modern critics as I. A. Richards, and T. S. Eliot. Al-‘Ashmāwī demonstrates that
Richards’ remarks are at times almost literal repetitions of al-Jurjānī’s.474
The next great figure to emerge in the new field of the semantico-grammatical study of
texts was the great master Mu‘tazilī scholar al-Zamakhsharī (d. 539/1143). His bulky
commentary on the Qur’ān, entitled ‘The Explorer’ (al-Kashshāf), which may rightfully
be considered as one of the most representative intellectual achievements in Islamic
scholarship, may be thought of as a practical application of the approach laid down by alJurjānī. His dictionary, called ‘The Secrets of Rhetoric’ (Asrār al-balāgha), should also
be mentioned, at least for a feature which remained unique in the technical literature on
the subject: for each entry, the author distinguished between proper and metaphorical
uses. This was, of course, consonant with the Mu‘tazilī dogma stipulating that such a
distinction is essential to the true faith, which refuses to assign human attributes to God
and hence interprets as metaphorical phrases which could suggest that.
About a century after al-Zamakhsharī, another renowned figure al-Sakkākī (d. 1229),
appeared who wrote Miftāh al-‘Ulūm ‘the Key of the Sciences’ in which he introduced
the term ‘ilm al-adab as the name for a new science, which was to embrace all sciences
that in one way or another dealt with language. The word adab in Arabic culture
indicated the communication of qualities that an intellectual needed to possess in order to
be able to function as an intellectual (adīb). In modern Arabic the word has come to be
used as an equivalent for the Western concept of ‘literature’, but in classical Arabic
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culture it was a much more wide ranging concept that included among other things
knowledge of poetry, knowledge of the history of the Arabs, the ability to talk eloquently,
correctly and to use a refined vocabulary, the ability to participate in witty conversation,
and in general the good manners that were expected from an intellectual.
In al-Sakkākī’s classification of the sciences adab was the term chosen to indicate the
new science, the ‘ilm al-adab, which was to include the following sub-sections:
morphology (‘ilm al-sarf); syntax (‘ilm al-nahw); and the two sciences of meaning (‘ilm
al-ma‘ānī) and clarity (‘ilm al-bayān). The first two sciences are the traditional domain of
linguistics as they had been established by Sībawayh. The innovation is constituted by the
third sections, that about meanings and clarity. In his introduction to this third section alSakkākī explains the purpose of these two sciences as follow:
فXXUSw زbYlU ¨bl ن وSuYgP اzr S¯w q{W Srدة وSad` اa }]مU½ اlاآb اصX vT X` هiSsfU® اpc ® أنpcأ
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.لSYU ا£mW Sr pc }]مU· اlT^ `a ^yU اzc S¯lpc

Know that the science of meanings is the study of the features of the constructions of the
language in giving information, and the connected problem of approving and
disapproving these, in order to avoid mistakes in the application of speech to what the
situation necessitates.
Then he gives examples of the kind of constructions that are studied by the science of the
meanings. When you hear someone say inna zaydan muntaliqun ‘indeed, Zayd is leaving’
you know that the speaker wishes to deny any doubt or reject any denial about the fact
that Zayd is leaving. On the other hand, when he says zaydun muntaliqun ‘Zayd is
leaving’ he just wishes to make an assertion about Zayd’s departure. In other words, the
kinds of meaning that are studied in this science are connected with the way the intention
of the speaker is translated in his choice of construction, the pragmatic function of
language and the situational context being the important factors dictating the choice of
construction. The ‘ilm al-bayān is the companion science of the science of meanings. It is
defined by al-Sakkākī as follows:
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زbYlU نS{mZUSw  وlpc VUPUح اX±` وa دةSWÔUSw Vopyr قb¸ `a \اXU اZsfUاد اbW أVabsr X¯a نSlTU® اpc Srو أ
ادbr مSf pc ÂاXU أن اpc TZW Sr Sib ذآSfla  وZr ادbfUم اSfU }]مU اVmwS^r `a ^yU اzr ´U ذpc فXXUSw
Sf¯la X و هbluoU¸` اSs zfU qWXU اq آqWXUSa رSmaP اq آzlfpsU اzW هpc bmor r] آzr سm  وUSs ®l}YUا
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It is known how to express a meaning in different ways, by referring to it more or less
clearly, in order to avoid mistakes in applying speech to the full expression of what one
wishes to say. We previously mentioned that in order to interpret the full intention of the
words of God Almighty one strongly needs these two sciences. Woe to whoever deals
with exegesis without having a good command in these two sciences
The science of bayān is the finishing touch to the conveying of information and cannot be
separated from the science of meaning. Later writers on grammar could never avoid
completely the new trend that had been initiated by al-Jurjānī. Among the works of Ibn
Hishām (d. 1360), for instance, who wrote a number of conventional treatises of grammar
and a commentary on the Alfiyya of Ibn Mālik and mughnī al-labīb ‘an kutub al-’a‘ārīb
‘The treatise that makes the books of the true Bedouin redundant for intelligent people’.
Ibn Hishām presents a picture of a completely changed discipline of linguistics. In the
introduction to the Mughnī he tells the reader that after having studied many books on
declension he found that they all had in common one thing: their immoderate length. In
his view this was caused by three things: they tended to repeat themselves unnecessarily,
they included topics that had nothing to do with declension, and they belaboured the
obvious.477 It is certainly true that his own treatment of declension in Arabic and of the
functions/ meanings of the particles is strikingly original in its inclusion of the kind of
semantic issues that had been discussed by writers such as al-Jurjānī and al-Sakkākī.
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The introduction or reintroduction of semantic elements in discussions on language
corresponded to a deeply felt need to liberate grammar from the straitjacket of
technicality. In this sense the ideas of al-Jurjānī were just one expression of a feeling of
dissatisfaction with the way linguistics was developing that was expressed also by Ibn
Madā’, who complained about useless morphological exercises and theoretical
discussions that had

nothing to do with the living language.478 Another way of

expressing this is Ibn Khaldūn’s complaint about the lack of interest in literature he found
in many grammatical writers.479 In the beginning grammar had been a combination of
expertise about poetry, and a grammarian was an adīb, an intellectual and cultured person
who could be expected at the caliphal court to entertain people with his cultured
conversation.
The Umayyad court considered good speech a mark of nobility, and insisted on correct
Arabic at the court and in other high places. Knowledge of good Arabic and Arabic
grammar was even considered one of the criteria for succession to rule.480
This trend even continued in the ‘Abbasid period as well where the grammarians had a
special position in the caliphal court. Like al-Kisā’ī, Abū Muhammad al-Yazīd served the
‘Abbasid court for several generations. Al-Farrā’, like his master al-Kisā’ī, also held an
official position at the ‘Abbasid court. But in later centuries grammar had become the dry
discipline of schoolmasters. Ibn Khaldūn compares the Kitāb Sībawayh, which does not
restrict itself to grammatical rules but is filled with quotations from the poetry and the
proverbs of the pre-Islamic Arab tribes, with the writings of later grammarians, who are
interested only in formulating rules.
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4.6

Al-Jurjānī’s Status among the Grammarians and Rhetoricians

The importance of al-Jurjānī’s work was recognised by the most prominent figures in the
early stages of the revivalist movement. It was a tribute to al-Jurjānī that Muhammad
‘Abduh, whose ambition was to generate a new spirit in Arabic culture, saw in his work
the part of the critical tradition most worthy of reviving. Rashīd Ridā has described the
impact which al-Jurjānī’s books had on ‘Abduh’s students at al-Azhar and compared their
‘fertility’ and literary merits to the ‘barren’ and useless books on balāgha which were
prevalent in Arab educational institutions.481 A few decades later, when Arab
grammarians began to examine the principles of Arabic grammar, seeking to revive it, it
was al-Jurjānī’s work that they concentrated on, as offering the most valuable approach to
linguistic studies. Basing his analysis on the work Ibrāhīm Mustafā declared that to bring
about the revival of grammar, ‘it was high time that ‘Abd al-Qāhir al-Jurjānī’s approach
was revived and became the approach of grammatical research and analysis’.482
There is no doubt that, in al-Jurjānī’s opinion, following the rules of grammar is very
necessary. This is one of the reasons for al-Jurjānī to introduce in Balāgha the theory of
Nazm al-Kalām. Indeed he towers above others in Balāgha but he is no less prominent in
grammar among the Arabic grammarians such as Ibn Sarrāj and al-Zajjājī. al-Jurjānī’s
contribution stands equal to Ibn Sarrāj and al-Zajjājī’s . The task that Ibn Sarrāj and alZajjājī accomplished in writing al-Usūl fī al-Nahw and al-Jumal respectively, was
equally established by al-Jurjānī in writing al-Jumal, al-Mi’a and al-Tatimma. AlJurjānī’s division of ‘awāmil, has stood the test of time without any challenge since then
and has remained a part of curriculum among the religious madrasas.
Finally, it seems possible to suggest that al-Jurjānī’s relation to his background is the
relation of any great writer to his background. The creative writer views tradition as a
481
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living body of organically related ideas; he reads, comprehends, and assimilates these
ideas into the stream of his individual literary or critical system. The creative writer must
be, in T. S. Elliot’s words, ‘very conscious of the main current, which does not at all flow
invariably through the most distinguished reputation’.483
Al-Jurjānī was precisely this: a creative genius to whom the tradition provided the living
foundations on which, through a critical and selective process, the new system of
criticism was to be built: new because it constituted a fresh perspective and provided a
sensitive tool for the examination not only of works of art and poetic imagery, but the
critical tradition itself. To use Elliot’s words again, al-Jurjānī may be said to have lived
‘‘not merely in the present, but the present moment of the past ’’. And it is with this solid
foundation that he proceeded to explore new horizons never, or only vaguely, hinted at
before.
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CHAPTER: 5
Importance of Knowledge and Penmanship in the Medieval Period

5.1

The Importance of Knowledge in Islam

Islam has laid great stress upon education. The holy Qur’ān as revealed to the prophet
Muhammad begins with the word iqra’ meaning ‘‘Read’’. The foremost thing that was
thus enjoined was ‘‘reading’’. In the same sūra ‘‘al-‘Alaq’’ God says,
1. Read! In the name of your lord Who has created (all that exists). 2. He has
created man from a clot. 3. Read! And your Lord is the most Generous. 4. Who
has taught (the writing) by the pen. 5. He has taught the man which he knew
not.”484
True and full understanding of Islam depends essentially on knowledge, without which
God’s commands can never be understood in their true sense. In sūrat ‘‘al-‘Ankabūt’’ is
mentioned, ‘‘As for these similitudes we put forward for mankind; but none will
understand them except those who have knowledge (of Allāh and His signs).”485 In the
same sūra, it is said, “Nay, but they, the clear proofs are preserved in the breasts of those
who have been given knowledge and none but the wrongdoers deny our revelations.”486
In sūrat Fātir, God has revealed: “The erudite among his bondmen fear Allāh alone.487
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In order to keep up difference between the learned and the ignorant, it is said in sūrat alZumar, ‘‘Are those who know equal with those who know not?’’488
In short, for a man to grasp the significance of Islam and to be God fearing, knowledge is
very essential. Only the wrongdoers can deny God’s revelations.
The holy prophet (peace be upon him) too, did his best to instil into the heart of the
people the value of knowledge, and search for knowledge was made binding on every
Muslim man and woman.489 The prophet said, ‘‘To listen to the instructions of science
and learning for an hour is more meritorious than standing in prayers for whole night.”490
He impressed upon his disciples the necessity of seeking knowledge even if one had to
travel to distant lands like China. They were encouraged to give up their hearths and
homes and seek knowledge in far-off places. Nor only the greatness of knowledge was
impressed on the people, but the prestige and dignity of the scholars were enhanced. ‘‘He
who leaves his home in search of knowledge, walks in the path of God and he who
travels in search of knowledge, to him God showers the way to paradise’’.491 In this way
the words of the Prophet gave a new impulse to awake the energies of the believers. Even
within his lifetime, was formed the nucleus of an educational institution, which in later
years grew into universities at Baghdad and Salerno, at Cairo and Cordova.492
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The Aim of Muslim Education

5.2

The aim of Muslim education is to prepare a student for a purely moral and religious
living, calculated to make him a sincere practical man, living not only for the sake of
himself, but for humanity, and also for winning spiritual blessings and favours of God in
the next life, beginning after death493. Hence the real basis of education in Islam was
religion.494 The teachers were sincere devotees of faith. They regarded it as their sacred
duty to instill the spirit of pious living, God fearing and fellow-feeling among their
pupils. The subjects taught were mainly based upon religion. Later on, however, when
Greek learning was introduced among the Muslims and they grew fond of Greek
philosophy, the syllabus of Islamic schools was widened by the inclusion of philosophy,
logic and other branches of rational learning.
Education was divided into two grades; primary and secondary or high. Elementary
schools in the early period of Islam were opened in a portion of mosques. The education
of a Muslim child began at home at the age of 4 years and 4 months, when he was
initiated to the study of the holy Qur’ān. When a boy was at least 10 years old and had
completed the elementary school course, he was eligible to spend three additional years
studying supplementary subjects. These included some vocabulary and penmanship,
grammar, rhetoric and literature, as well as the history of the period in which the prophet
lived.495
During the middle ages there were three types of classes. In the first place, there were
lectures attended by large groups of students. As a rule the teacher sat on the low chair,
leaning against a column and facing Mecca, while he dictated to the students with the
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help of his assistants. The second type of class was a circle, which was small enough to
allow the teacher to explain his subject in an intimate way and to encourage lively
discussion, while the students took down notes and asked questions. The third type of
instruction may be described as discipleship. A boy lived with a scholar long enough to
acquire most of his master’s learning. A student might spend most of his life with one
scholar, sometimes even marrying his daughter and becoming his successor. Usually a
student did not devote himself to more than one subject at a time, but al-Nawawī, who
died in 1278, attended twelve classes.496
5.2.1

Curriculum

The ideology of Islam is based upon the teachings of the holy Qur’ān, which prescribes a
definite set of principles and regulations governing every aspect of human life, both
individual and collective.
A casual study of the curriculum adopted by Muslim educationists in Islamic countries in
medieval times shows that it was drawn up with great care and breadth of view in order
to prepare youths to take the world as it was, and to lead the nation to various stages of
educational advancement. Unfortunately, definite and authentic information concerning
curricula adopted by Muslims in different countries and at different times has not been
preserved, but there are occasional mentions in various books which can help a student of
the Islamic educational system giving a fair idea of the principles on which education in
India was especially concerned.497 The curriculum can be divided into three categoriesone followed in the Afghan period and the second in the time of the Mugals. A third
curriculum was drawn up in the period of the East India Company and the British rule.
The first period begins with the twelfth century and ends with the sixteenth. We will
restrict ourselves to this period because this was a medieval period and al-Mutarrizī’s al-
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Misbāh was part of the syllabus. During the first period, the following books were
included in the curriculum of the Dars-i Nizāmī.498
Syntax: al-Misbāh; Kāfīyya; Lubb al-Albāb, by Qādī Nāsir al-Dīn al-Baydāwī, later, the
Irshād by Shahāb al-Dīn Dulatābādī was added.
Literature: Maqāmāt al-Harīrī; an intensive study of the book was compulsory.
Logic: Sharh Shamsiyya: by Najm al-Dīn al-Kātibī al-Qazwīnī.
Islamic Law: Hidāya, by al-Marghīnānī
Principles of Islamic Law: Manār al-Anwār: by ‘Abd al-Latīf ibn al-Mālik and its
commentaries and Usūl al-Baydāwī.
Commentary on the Qur’ān, Tafsīr: Madārik, Kashshāf and Baydāwī.
Apostolic Tradition, Hadīth: Mashāriq al-Anwār, by Muhammad ibn al-Hasan alSan‘ānī, Masābīh al-Sunna, by Mas‘ūd ibn Muhammad al-Farrā’ al-Baghawī and text of
Mishkāt al-Masābīh,
Tasawwuf: (Mysticism) ‘Awārif by Shaykh Shihāb al-Dīn Suharwardī, Fusūs al-Hikam,
by Ibn al-‘Arabī and a little later, Naqd al-Nusūs and Lama‘ āt by Fakhr al-Dīn ‘Irāqī.499
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This curriculum continued without any amendment for nearly two centuries. The second
period of the curriculum starts with the arrival of Farhat Allāh Shīrāzī (d. 1588) to India
on the invitation of ‘Ādil Shāh, king of Bījaypūr. Farhat Allāh Shīrāzī revised the
curriculum and made some additions to the course. These changes were approved by the
scholars of those days. The chief feature of the new curriculum was that a further impetus
was given to the introduction of rational learning by adding books on philosophy, logic
and scholasticism. The syllabus introduced in the Indian subcontinent, was in conformity
with the methods adopted in the beginning of Islam and carried by the Muslims to every
part of Asia, Arabia and some regains of Europe, where it produced marvellous
intellectuals. It cannot, therefore, be denied that it was a revolutionary and progressive
system which prepared generations after generations of educated peoples fully equipped
for meeting new demands and facing new problems wherever the Muslims planted their
rule.
5.2.2

Aims and objects of the curriculum

The real aim of this curriculum was:
Firstly: to develop among the students the power of ‘think and ponder’ rather than to stuff
the mind with information. Consequently, emphasis was laid on subjects which cultivated
thinking power and ability to judge. It was to achieve this aim that more books than one
on logic, philosophy and scholastics were included in the curriculum and the books in
themselves were such that helped to achieve the purpose.
Secondly, to overcome difficulty in grasping the thoughts; of others, while it is important
for the students to think over a problem by self effort, it is no less important to fully
comprehend the thoughts spoken or written by others. The foremost feature of the
curriculum which the Mullā Nizām al-Dīn (d. 1161/1748)500 had in view was to cultivate
500
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and develop the student’s power of understanding in order to enable him to comprehend
books of every branch of learning and art by self-study, on completing the course. No one
can deny the fact that a full mastery over the books of Dars i-Nizāmiyya, leaves no work
of Arabic beyond the mental grasp of the student goal not attainable through the older
curriculum. Due attention was paid to make the course as brief as possible. Only one or
two books on every branch of science were included and that too in an abridged form.501
In connection with this medieval education there are five points to bear in mind Firstly,
education was institutionalized. Secondly, there was apt to be an intimate relationship
between the teacher and his students, which was one of the best features of Muslim
education. Thirdly, the memory was all important. The mature student memorized the
notes which his teacher dictated to him, just as the child learned the Qur’ān. Fourthly, the
medieval education did not produce originality. Most of the scholars commented on what
they learned from their masters, without trying to add new ideas of their own. AlRummānī, for instance, wrote ten books about the works of other authors, and eight
books about pedantic questions, which did not require original ideas.502 Finally, the
Muslim empire was so vast that scholarship was exceedingly cosmopolitan.503
5.3

The Role of Muslim Rulers in Spreading the Knowledge

Having illumined Arabs with the light of Islam and having made the wild Arabs truly
civilized, the Muslims turned their attention to other countries to help the people tread the
path of humaneness. For the achievement of this aim they carried in one hand the flag of
Islam, while in the other, they held the torch of knowledge and arts. They sheathed their
sword soon after a victory, and used their pen to promote knowledge and science. They
changed the social and literary atmosphere of the country they set their foot on, such as
501
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Hijāz, Persia, Egypt, Tripoli, Morocco, Andulus, Turkistan, Algeria and India. They
spread the light of civilization to Shīrāz, Damascus, Baghdad, Nīshāpūr, Cairo and
Granada, that became cradles of knowledge and literature. In spite of the fact that in the
(3- 4/ 9-10) centuries the political downfall of Muslims had begun and the power of
caliphs was gradually dwindling, knowledge and arts were at their zenith.504 Neither the
attacks of Tātārs nor the Crusades of the Western powers could dim the torch of
knowledge, which the followers of Islam had lit.
It was not until the early part of the ninth century that higher education received official
sponsorship with the establishment of the House of Wisdom (Bayt al-Hikma) by the
caliph Ma’mūn ( d. 830).505 Similarly, education centers were established in the tenth
century: al-Azhar in Cairo and the University of Cordova in Spain. Al-Azhar has
continued up to the present day to play an important role in Muslim education. Students
from all sectors of the Muslim world have sought their education there. Subsequently,
numerous colleges were established in major cities, thanks to the initiative of the able
Seljuk vizier Nizām al-Mulk, founder of the Nizāmiyya college in Baghdad.506
In the days of political decline (early 18th century), Max Muller puts the number of
schools in Bengal at 80,000 while Adams’s report puts the figure at 100,000. These
figures may give us an estimate of educational progress under Muslim rule. It can be
claimed on the basis of these facts that India did not lag behind any other advanced
country of the time.507
The main task of the government was to give financial aid and to administer the other
needs of the teachers and the taught. The teachers, however, were quite free to manage
their institutions, frame courses and syllabuses, and decide the aim, nature and method of
their teaching. The officials of the government did not interfere in these matters at all.
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These institutions taught a specially prescribed course, which was not too rigid.508 It is
significant that Arab Muslim scholars travelled far and wide in search of knowledge. In
this way they came into contact with their colleagues in other major centres of
learning.509 The recurrent political vicissitudes did not seem to be a major obstacle to
such travels. Thus, scholars from Cordova and Seville in Spain, from Qayrawān and
Tripoli in North Africa, from Egypt, and from the farthest corner of the Muslim dominion
in the east, converged in Basra and Kūfa and, later on in Baghdad. Although Baghdad
remained the major intellectual and spiritual centre until its destruction in 1258 by the
Mongol hordes, other important centers of learning had emerged in the capitals of various
semi-independent or independent dynasties. There were Bukhārā, Jurjān, and Ghazna, in
the East, Aleppo in Syria, Cairo in Egypt, and Cordova, Toledo and Seville in Spain. In
those centers number of prominent scholars of Islam received encouragement and
generous support from rulers who prided themselves on supporting Arabic culture. Thus,
in spite of the political problems over the countries, the Islamic community remained, on
the whole, united in religion, language, and culture.510
The seekers of knowledge did not have to wander about in order to satisfy their yearning
for knowledge. According to the author of History of the Muslim Education, Khān
Hamīd al-Dīn, ‘‘Salaries were fixed for teachers in every town and city; ‘ulamā’ were
granted fiefs and stipends and sufficient funds were provided to meet the expenditure on
the up-keep of the students’’.511
5.4

Libraries

In the Middle Ages, private and public libraries became the hallmark of culture and an
indispensable means for its promotion and dissemination. Because of the shortage of
books, the high government officials established great libraries, while the schools and
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mosques made more modest collections of books and written documents. Some of the
largest libraries were in Bayt al-Hikma at Baghdad, the royal palace, Mosque of al-Azhar
and Dār al-Hikma in Fātimid Cairo, the great mosque of Fās in Morocco and the
intellectual centers of Spain.512
Only a few of the individual scholars were rich enough to procure private libraries of
importance. There were, however, a number who enjoyed government patronage and
opportunities to collect books. Thus it is related that, after his death al-Wāqidī left six
hundred cases of books, each case a load for two men. He had two young men slaves who
wrote for him night and day. There had also been sold to him books costing two thousand
gold coins.513
Every educated person was expected to be conversant in both Arabic grammar and
lexicography and to hold his own in any linguistic discussion. He was also supposed to
know the best of poetry, prosody, belles-letters, history, and to be conversant in both the
religious and cultural sciences.
If we take the Indian sub-continent as a case study, we see that it was a matter of pride for
kings and nobles to possess a collection of books, and they preserved this collection
meticulously. Such valuable book collections were not the sole monopoly of the royalty
but other members of the royal household, the nobles of the court and the learned men of
the time also had their own collections. They took great pains to secure for their
collections the best and the most valuable books. These books were freely lent, and the
borrower was allowed to make a copy of the manuscript for his own use, if he liked.
Copies of the books in the royal library were made for distribution among the ‘ulamā’.514
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5.5

Status of the ‘Ulamā’ and Udabā’ during the Medieval period

Islamic biographical literature is mainly a biographical literature of intellectuals. If a
Caliph, or Sultan, or vizier, is given a place among the intellectuals it is because he had
some claim to ‘ilm, or religious knowledge, in a direct or indirect way.515 On the other
hand, men in power needed the support of the Muslim masses, and there was no better
way to it than through the ‘ulamā’. Instituting colleges, or mosque colleges, monasteries
and institutions of learning with large salaries for the professors and scholarship for a
number of select students, was one way to attract the loyalty of the‘ulamā’. The ‘ulamā’s
first loyalty was to God and His prophet’s religion.516
Mahmūd of Ghazna, besides being a great conqueror, capable commander, and man of
soldierly deportment, was also a great lover of knowledge, arts learning and literature.
During his reign so many scholars and men of learning were attracted to Ghazna from
far-off places, and were offered positions according to their accomplishments, in his
court. Among 400 poets in his court, the most celebrated were Hakīm Ansārī, Razī,
Ustadh Rashīdī, Tūsī, Manuchrī of Balkh, Asjadī (d. 432/1040), Farrukhī (d. 429/1037),
and Daqīqī (d. 995). ‘Unsurī (d. 431/1039), occupied the high position of his poetlaureate.517 It was on his initiative that Firdawsī (d. 431-1039) composed a part of his
word-fame epic, Shāh nāma. Al-Bayrūnī, celebrated historian, and ‘Allāma Hamdānī
lived at his court. Forty thousand dīnārs were spent annually on their maintenance.518 It
was a traditional practice of Muslim kings and rulers to construct a school building
within, or attached to a mosque. The school provided both religious and secular
education.
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It is not surprising that the cultural life of Medieval Islam depended to a great extent upon
government support. Some of the scholars earned enough to live on by teaching519,
copying manuscripts and taking part in commercial enterprises. A large number,
however, enjoyed government aid in one form or another. They served as judicial
authorities, court companions, palace tutors and the secretaries of official bureaus. AlKisā’ī, for example, was tutor to the sons of Hārūn al-Rashīd, and Abū al-‘Amaythāl
taught the children of ‘Abd Allāh ibn Tāhir, the viceroy in Khurāsān.520 The tenth century
grammarian, al-Fārisī, was so handsomely cared for at courts, first for Sayf al-Dawla at
Aleppo and later ‘Adud al-Dawla in Shīrāz, that it made his life and work exceedingly
brilliant. Famous medical authorities like Abū Bakr al-Rāzī and Ibn Sīnā were liberally
supported by generous rulers521, because of their gift of healing. Many scholars were
granted livings in research institutions like the Bayt al-Hikma in Baghdad and Dār alHikma in Cairo, supported by government grants. Other men of learning were given large
contributions in payment for writing books for individual rulers. Thus Abū Ishāq al-Zajjāj
wrote a commentary for the caliph al-Mu‘tadid, which won him an enviable position at
court and an allowance of three hundred gold coins.522
During the eleventh century and the period which followed, the high government officials
not only aided individual scholars, but also gave generous grants to support colleges,
orphanages and mosques. These government endowments and assignments enabled a
large number of scholars to teach, study and compose books. Not only the great sultans
but also scores of less important officials established their charitable and educational
institutes, making it possible for Muslim culture to flourish throughout the Middle
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Ages.523 From the point of view of education, the most important of these philanthropies
were the colleges and mosque-colleges.
The dominant attitudes of Muslim society favored the scholar as a normative pattern of
human character and actively paid tribute to him.524 In the beginning, it would seem, the
learned man was supposed to be practically omniscient and something of a wizard to
boot. They were also greatly honoured because of their learning and impressive robes525,
as well as their interest in training the youth.
The Muslim kings had no idea of exploiting education for political purposes. Moreover,
they did not favor the idea of keeping education the proud privilege of a few classes of
people. They were eager to make it universal and let all persons, high and low among
their subjects, have its benefit.526 Hence they left it to be looked after by ‘ulamā’ and
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philanthropists, of course, giving them every possible encouragement and guidance.
Every Muslim government in India and other countries had a minister, who awarded
Jāgīrs (free grants of land), and maintenance allowance out of awqāf property to
teachers, and ‘ulāmā’ to enable them to devote themselves fully to the pursuit of
knowledge and spread of education.527
In the history of Indian sub-continent, the Mughal period (1526-1857) is known as the
‘‘Golden period’’ for many of its special characteristics. The period of about two
centuries from Bābar to Aawrangzayb is, in fact, worthy of being recorded not only in the
history of Indian sub-continent, but in the history of the world.
Amīr Taymūr, generally known as a conqueror, was a patron of letters, too. He had
mastery over the Turkish and Persian languages. He enjoyed holding conversation with
‘ulāmā’ and venerated them, as evidenced by his treatment of Hāfiz and Khaldūn. Not
only in time of peace but also in wars, he was always accompanied by ‘ulamā’. He took
care to guarantee protection to every scholar, even those who opposed him. When he
attacked Lonoi, he ordered his army not to destroy the houses of Sayyids (related to the
prophet’s family), Shaykhs (religious leaders) and the men of learning. His
autobiography, Malfūzāt Taymūrī, is a living testimony of his love of learning and
capacity of rule. He established a school at Samarqand and libraries at various places, for
the promotion of learning.528
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5.6

Literary Development

No language can match the dignity of Arabic, the chosen vehicle of God’s ultimate
message. Arabic is distinguished by its unrevealed possibilities in the use of figurative
speech. Its innuendoes, tropes, and figures of speech lift it far above any other human
language. Perhaps the most important single factor in the rise of Arabic from a tribal
dialect to an urban and international language was its codification, which not only fixed
grammatical rules, but also motivated intensive linguistic studies.
All evidence indicates that Arabic philosophy was developed mainly in the cities of Kūfa
and Basra. The important men appeared and flourished there and they became influential
throughout the length and breadth of the Muslim world. Baghdad was definitely indebted
to them as were the capitals of the various Islamic states, and many of their leading
grammarians529, such as the gifted philologist Ibn Jinnī (d. 1002), who flourished in
Aleppo; al-Jawharī (d. 10002) and Ibn Rashīq (d. 1030) of North Africa; al-Tabrīzī (d.
1109) of Persia; and Ibn Ājurrūm (d. 1030), who is known for his grammar alĀjurrūmiyya which, along with the Alfiyya of Ibn Mālik, became a classic and is still
widely used throughout the Arab world.530
Arabic literature knew its golden age under the Abbasids in the ninth and tenth centuries,
paradoxically at a time when the Muslim Empire was undergoing serious political
dislocation.531 By then, the language had been codified and enriched through the medium
of translation. No doubt the translation of numerous works into Arabic enriched the
language as it became necessary to develop the technical terminology required to express
the new thoughts, ideas, and concepts formed in the original works. The bulk of
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translation into Arabic was from Greek, to a small extent from Middle Persian (Pahlavi)
and Sanskrit.532
By the tenth century, the intellectual disciplines became so numerous and widely
cultivated that the Muslim scholars, like the Greeks, saw a need for their classification.
They divided them into two broad categories: (1) the Arabic sciences and (2) the foreign
sciences.
The Arabic or native sciences –known also as the traditional or religious sciences (al‘Ulūm al-Naqliyya aw al-Shar‘iyya) are those which originated in the Arabic language.
They generally include Qur’ānic studies, prophetic traditions, jurisprudence (fiqh),
theology (kalām), grammar, morphology (sarf), lexicography, rhetoric (balāgha), bellesletters (adab), and poetry. The foreign sciences, known as the intellectual or
philosophical sciences (al-‘Ulūm al-‘aqliyya wa al-hikmiyya), are those introduced into
Arabic through translation from foreign sources. These include astronomy, geography,
music, medicine, alchemy, and other related disciplines.533 By the thirteenth century or in
the middle ages, it appears that the attitude of the Muslim scholars about the sciences in
general, and about the foreign sciences in particular, had undergone considerable changes
which are attributable to their rather narrow intellectual horizon.
The diffusion of Arabic as a vehicle of learning had its basis in the need for education. It
appears that education was open to anyone who sought it, regardless of his social station.
At first, the Qur’ān, Arabic and Arabic philosophy, law, Prophetic Traditions, rhetoric,
and theology constituted the core of the curriculum. These subjects were taught by
accomplished persons some of whom became tutors of princes and heirs apparent at the
caliphal court as well as at the courts of rules of petty states elsewhere in the Muslim
countries.534
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In the reign of the Almoravids (1056-1147), a dynasty founded by Yūsuf ibn Tāshfīn,
intellectual life continued to flourish in spite of heavy restrictions on freedom of thought.
This restrictive climate also prevailed under the next rulers, the Almohads (1147-1248), a
dynasty founded by Muhammad ibn Tumrat, who, with a great display of religiosity,
proclaimed himself to be the Mahdī, or Masīh. Even under conditions such as these, great
names in the intellectual world continued to appear during the twelfth and thirteenth
centuries. There were, among others, the philosophers Ibn Tufayl (d. 1185) Ibn Rushd (d.
1198), and Ibn Maymūn (d. 1204), whose influence was felt beyond Spain, especially in
the rise and development of Christian scholasticism. There were also the great mystics
like Ibn al ‘Arabī (d. 1240) and Ibn al-Sab‘īn (d.1269), the anthologists like Ibn Khāqān
(d. 1137), Ibn Bassām (d. 1147), and Ibn Bashkuwāl (d. 1183), the geographers like alIdrīsī (d. 1154) and Ibn Jubayr (d. 1217), the physicians like Ibn Zuhr (d. 1162), and the
botanists like Ibn Baytār (d. 1248).535 Yet two great names appeared during the Nasrid
period. They were Ibn al-Khatīb (d. 1374) and the great Ibn Khaldūn (d. 1406). Both
were able statesmen and historians but with them a fascinating, if not a brilliant, chapter
in the intellectual history of al-Andalus comes to an end.
A similar development took place farther east in Persia and Indian sub-continent as we
have mentioned above. Bilingualism prevailed in the Eastern provinces as in Spain.536
For centuries, many authors in various disciplines used Arabic as a literary medium in
preference to their native languages, although some rulers encouraged the use of the
native tongue in administration and literature. Even though many scholars were at home,
for instance, in both Arabic and Persian, Arabic was long used as the language of letters.
Some of the outstanding scholars wrote their most important works in Arabic. During the
period, there were the two famous philosopher physicians al-Rāzī (d. c. 925) and Ibn Sīnā
(d. 1037); the literary critic Abū Hilāl al-‘Askarī (d. 1005); the two belletrists alHamadānī (d. 10087) and al-Tha‘ālabī (d. 1038); the great theologian al-Ghazālī (d.
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1111); the prominent scientist al-Bīrūnī (d. 1048), who preferred to be insulted in Arabic
rather than praised in Persian537; and the able philologist and critic al-Zamakhsharī (d.
1143), who repeatedly emphasized that Arabic was to be the language of instruction, the
language of the court, and the language of letters. Although the status of Arabic began to
decline in the eleventh century when the national languages, first Persian and later
Turkish, asserted themselves, it nevertheless remained high in religious circles and
among men of letters. Moreover, it continued to influence both Persian and Turkish. The
same situation developed in some regions of continental India, the Punjāb, Kashmīr,
Lahore, etc. where Arabization had made some progress. In these areas Arabic has
continued up to the present day as a medium of intellectual expression among many
Indian and Pakistani authors of the Muslim faith.538
It would be erroneous to say that, the cultivation of Arabic and Arabic culture came to a
complete standstill in the thirteenth century. During the period of decline noteworthy
contributions were made in the field of compilations and encyclopaedias, without which
our knowledge of Arabic lore would be very limited. In fact, some of the extant works of
the period are still invaluable reference books. One would be at loss without the adab
works of al-Nuwayrī (d. 1332), al-Safadī (d. 1363) al-Qalqashandī (d. 1418) and alBaghdādī (d.1674). In history there are important works by Bar Hebraeus (d. 1286), Ibn
Taqtaqā (d. 1300), Abū al-Fidā’ (d. 1313) Ibn Taghrī Birdī (d. 1469) and Ibn Iyās (d.
1522). Nor can one do without the many works of the polygraph and erudite al-Suyūtī (d.
1505), or those of Tāsh Kubrāzāda (d. 1560), al-Maqqarī (d. 1632), and Hājjī Khalīfa (d.
1657).539
Egypt under the Mamlūk rule from 1300-1600, had the entire semblance of stability but
only in the midst of increasing corruption and social deterioration. Already the fourteenth
century lexicographer Ibn Manzūr (d. 1311), the author of the famous Lisān al ‘Arab,
was complaining about the decadent state of the Arabic language and the tendency of
people to learn a foreign language in preference to Arabic. Ibn Manzūr’s assessment is
537
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vividly corroborated by the traveler Ibn Battūta who, visiting al-Basra in 1327, heard a
preacher commit serious mistakes of grammar while speaking from the pulpit:
“I attended one of the Friday prayers at the Mosque, and when the preacher rose to
deliver his sermon, he committed many serious grammatical errors. I was astonished at
this and spoke of it to the Qādī who answered, ‘‘in this town there is not one left who
knows anything about grammar’’. Here, indeed is a warning for men to reflect onMagnified be He who changes all things and overturns all human affairs! This Basra, in
whose people the mastery of grammar reached its height and which was the home of its
leader whose pre-eminence is undisputed, has no preacher who can deliver a sermon
without breaking its rules”.540
Arabic-speaking people had no longer remembered that in medieval times their language
had been one of the world’s most important and the depository of a rich literary heritage.
Cairo was one of the important areas of Arabic intellectual activity. In the time of Ibn
Khaldūn, in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, the signs of general decline in the
Muslim world were already visible, and Ibn Khaldūn pointed out the deteriorating
political and intellectual situation of the time. But with the help of some gifted men,
Cairo remained the home of Arab intellectuals and continued to lead in the sciences and
crafts. This relatively privileged position of Cairo continued for some time. Men such as
al-Maqrīzī (d. 1505) kept alive the legacy of the past.
During the better part of the Middle Ages Muslim scientific and material superiority was
undeniable and widely acknowledged. During that period Arabic scholarship as a
transmitter of ancient thought had been a powerful inspiration for the medieval West.541
As professor Hitti mentioned, ‘‘Muslim Spain wrote one of the brightest chapters in the
intellectual history of Medieval Europe. Between the middle of the eighth and the
beginning of the thirteenth centuries, the Arabic speaking peoples were the main bearers
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of the torch of culture and civilization throughout the world, the medium which through
the ancient science and philosophy were recovered, supplemented and transmitted to
make possible the renaissance of Western Europe’’.542 Towards the end of the period this
superiority decreases, as the east stagnates intellectually and declines economically, while
Europe progresses, revives and catches up, stimulated in large measure, by progressive
acquaintance with Muslim learning. The sixteenth century witnesses the end of
‘‘Arabism’’.
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CHAPTER: 6
Codicology of the Arabic Manuscripts and Rules of Text Editing
6.

Introduction

Early scholars divided the subject of codicology into four main areas: paper, ink, pens or
sometimes scripts, and binding. Our information about these four areas is far from equal.
This is because those who have been qualified enough to write with discernment about
the experience of past generations in this art have been concerned first and foremost with
penmanship and calligraphy. As far as the remaining three categories, paper, ink and
binding are concerened, the extant literature does not do justice to the skills involved in
transmitting the huge amount of Islamic scholarship which has come down to us.
For 4000 years the main type of writing material used in Egypt was papyrus. This was
usually referred to in Arabic as qirtās, which was derived from the Greek Kharēs via the
Aramaic qirtās.543 Papyrus was manufactured from the plant Cyprus Papyrus L, which is
native to Egypt. It was easier to handle than the available alternatives, such as wood,
skins and clay tablets, and could be made in a range of thickness and qualities.544 The use
of papyrus was taken over by the Arabs when they conquered Egypt in the 7th century
AD and it continued to be the main writing material of the country until the 10th century
AD. By this time it could no longer compete with paper, which was cheaper to produce.
Paper was first manufactured in the Islamic world in Samarqand, having been introduced
there from China in the 2nd/8th century. As with regards to the manufacturing of paper in
Khurāsān, the most reliable source is the al-Fihrist of Ibn al-Nadīm. This tells us that
paper was being made in Khurāsān from the very beginning of paper making in Iran and
also mentions the names of the types of paper produced. He mentions six kinds of paper,
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five of them connected with Khurāsān and Transoxiana, while the last one relates to
Egypt.545 The Egyptian one is known as Kāghadh-i Fir‘ūnī, (Fir‘ūnī paper). The other
five are: Sulaymānī, Ja‘farī, Talhī, Tāhirī and Nūhī.546 It is therefore clear that paper was
manufactured in Khurāsān, to which we can add that different types of good Khurāsānī
appears to have been named after high government officials who liked them.
Glazed paper was of good quality and was popular with calligraphers because the pen
moved softly over it.547 In the reign of the caliph Hārūn al-Rashīd (170/786-193/809)
paper began to be used in government offices.548 Writing in the 9th century AD, al-Jāhiz
tells us ‘‘that the paper of Egypt is for the West while the papers of Samarqand are for the
East’’.549 We learn from Ibn Hawqal that in the second half of the 10th century papyrus
was still used by the Arabs in Sicily for chancery correspondence, and some papyri found
in Egypt were originally written elsewhere.550 Grohmann estimated that there were
approximately 16,000 Arabic papyri in the various collections that he was familiar with
in Europe, North America and Cairo.551 In addition, both the literary and the documentary
papyri are important sources for the study of the Arabic script and to the development of
the Arabic language. The literary papyri included the earliest known fragments of many
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works in Arabic, such as the biography of the prophet Muhammad (pbuh) by Ibn Hishām
and the Muwatta of Mālik ibn Anas.552
Arabic sources, such as Abū Sālih and al-Ya‘qūbī, mention numerous papyrus mills that
were active in Egypt in the early Islamic period, as well as one in Sāmarrā’ which was
established by the caliph al-Mu‘tasim in 221/836.553
6.1

The Development of Orthography and Penmanship

The profession of making copies had developed into a regular art and provided for the
copyists a handsome means of livelihood. These copyists were known as ‘‘warrāq’’ and
‘‘nussākh’’. According to Afshārī , in the city of Samarqand there were always persons
and families who were called ‘‘warrāq/Kāghazī’’ and this nisba first came into vogue
before the beginning of the 6th/12th century in the classical Persian texts of al-Hājj Sālih
Kāghazī.554 There were people who had adopted it as a profession to provide the copies
of the manuscripts to those who needed them. Copyists were the connecting link between
men of letters and the general public. They themselves belonged more or less to the
literary class, but their livelihood lay in multiplying the works of authors.555
The transcribing of manuscripts by hand was, therefore, a very important form of
occupation. Not only teachers and students, but also well known authors, copied books in
order to earn money. Kitāb al-Fihrist frequently speaks of books copied in the
handwriting of famous scholars. There are also references to men like Karmānī, whose
calligraphy was in demand.556
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Though not all the copyists mentioned by the earlier sources are readily identifiable, a
few are well known scholar-copyists or scholar booksellers. Christian and scientific
manuscripts apart, the extant dated manuscripts from the fourth century included the
Gharīb al-Hadīth (311/923) of Abū ‘Ubayd557, the Sirr al-nahw ( first half of the 4th
century) of Zajjājī558, the Kitāb of Sībawayh559, and the Hadhf min nasab Quraysh of
Mu‘arrij ibn ‘Amr al-Sadūsī, copy from the hand of Abū Ishāq Ibrāhīm ibn ‘Abd Allāh
al-Najīrāmī (d. 355/966), grammarian and scholar–copyist who was patronized by Kāfūr
of Fātimid Egypt and who was a member of a family of three generations of scholarbooksellers.560 The second half of the fourth century yielded many more dated
manuscripts. These include the MukhtasAar (359/970) of Abū Mus‘ab al-Zuhrī561, the
Dīwān al-adab (363/974) of Ishāq ibn Ibrāhīm al-Fārābī562, the Hidāya (364-66/974-76)
of Ismā‘īl ibn ‘Abbād al-Sāhib, the Sharh al-Mu‘allaqāt (371/981)563 of Abū Ja‘far
Ahmad ibn Muhammad al-Nahhās564, the Akhbār al-Nahwiyyīn al-BasAriyyīn (376/987) of
Sīrāfī565 written in beautiful calligraphic Kūfic, and Kūfic–naskhī scripts by ‘Alī ibn
Shādhān al-Rāzī whose knowledge of Arabic left something to be desired, the Dīwān Abī
al-Aswad al-Du’alī (380/990) in cursive vocalized script566, the Kunya wa al-Asmā’
(381/991) of Daulābī, and the Dīwān al-Mutanabbī (398/1008).567
The libraries of the rich and powerful, especially those of caliphs and viziers, frequently
became the depositories of the choicest of such manuscripts, through commission and
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purchase or through confiscation and bequests.568 It would be hard to believe today that
Mīr Tayyib had copied out ‘’Sharh Mullā Jāmī’’ in a week. Shaykh Junayd Hisārī
(d.1281) made a manuscript copy of the whole text of the Qur’ān within the short space
of 3 days. Shaykh Mubārak (d. 770) copied out 500 books in his life time. The art of
copy-making had developed so highly as to overcome the difficulties which would have
been encountered otherwise.569
Famed scholar-bibliophiles and booksellers such as Nadīm, Yāqūt, and Qiftī reveal in
their works a keen awareness of the quality of the manuscripts they acquired and
described.570 They gave special attention to manuscripts of lexical and grammatical
works in these respects.
Among the most frequently used terms that stress primarily the accuracy of text are دقS_
،qmZU واVWواbU اand ،طXT£r ،«lY_ . Those that stress legibility and quality of penmanship
are «lpr ،qlf§ ،zu\ ،l§ Ä and w بXbr Ä while poor or careless manuscripts are
described as ، رديand ،«lT These are supplemented by terms that indicate the type and
size of the scripts, the most commonly used being ،·l ر،·mYr ،`gSW ر،·lps and ، ·lc .
Frequently reference to a well known and easily recognised hand of a famous scholar,
copyist, or calligrapher is simply ،وفbsr ^ ‘‘his hand writing is known’’.571
Al-Nadīm, in a significant passage, reports having seen a large manuscript collection with
autographs and written on lather, parchment, papyrus, and paper by scholars of the first
and second centuries, beginning with Abū al-Aswad al-Du’alī
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Kisā’ī, Abū ‘Amr al-Shaybānī, Yahyā ibn Ziyād al-Farrā’ Asma‘ī and Ibn al-‘Arabī (d.
213/846).572
The book shop of Ibn Waddā‘ al-Azdī of Baghdad was a rendezvous of scholars where
many of their discussions and debates took place in the fourth decade of the third century.
There was keen competition for Ibn Waddā‘’s hand copies, which remained highly prized
collector’s items.573 Manuscripts of Muhammad ibn Habīb’s pupil Sukkārī (212-75/82788) were desired for their accuracy.574 Ibrāhīm ibn Muhammad ibn Sa‘dān ibn alMubārak, a third generation scholar and bibliophile, was know for his accurate
penmanship and faithful transmission.575 Zajjāj sought to ingratiate himself with his
patron the wazir Qāsim ibn ‘Ubayd Allāh and with the caliph Mu‘tadid (279-89/892-902)
by completing and recasting the Jāmi‘ al-Mantiq of Abū Ja‘far al-‘Askarī.he had Ahamad
ibn Ibrāhīm al-Tirmidhī, one- time teacher of Zajjāj’s former Kūfan teacher Tha‘lab and a
penman in much demand, make but a single copy of the revised and completed Jāmi‘ on
fine Khurāsānian Talhī paper for the caliph’s library. Several of the pupils and associates
of Tha‘lab were both scholars and booksellers known for their good penmanship. Among
them were Abū Hasan al-Tirmidhī576, Abū Mūsā al-Hāmid577, and Muhammad ibn ‘Abd
Allāh al-Karmānī al-Warrāq, whose copy of Ibn Qutayba’s al-Ma‘ārif was acquired by
Qiftī, who describes the manuscript and its scholar-copyist in superlative terms.578
Al-Mubarrad, who wrote a good hand, considered himself a warrāq and had several close
associates who were scholar-booksellers.579 Among these pupils were Tha‘lab’s sonin572
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law Abū ‘Alī al-Dinawarī (d.289/910), whose father was the first to establish in Egypt a
family of grammarians and scholar-bookseller.580 The excellent penmanship of the vizier
Ibn Muqla (272-328/886-940) was well known to be always mentioned. Yāqūt comments
on the good penmanship of Ibn Muqla’s father and brother.581 We read that Abū al-Faraj
al-Isfahānī (284-356/897-967) frequented the flourishing book market (Sūq al-warrāqīn)
and bought good original sources, including manuscripts autographed by authors or
copyists, which he used in his compositions.582 Al-Sīrāfī was an ascetic who provided for
his personal needs by copying ten pages daily in a fine hand. Several members of his
family were scholar-booksellers583 and apart from his students he had probably employed
copyists.
‘Alī ibn Muhammad, better known as Abū Hayyān al-Tawhīdī and who greatly admired
pupil of al-Sīrāfī was, wrote a treatise on penmanship (Risāla fī ‘ilm al-Kitāba).584 Jurjānī
(d. 392-/1002) was described as combining the poetic talent of Buhturī and the
penmanship of Ibn Muqla.585 Abū Nasr al-Jawharī (d. 398/1007), author of Sihāh, was a
teacher, scholar, and calligrapher who taught penmanship and used the proportioned
scripts himself in the style of Ibn Muqla, is also known for his scholarship and good
penmanship.586
Another type of work, with such titles as al-Khatt wa al-Qalam or Risāla fī al-Khatt,
were written generally by scholars or state secretaries who were renowned for their
excellent penmanship and concerned mainly with the classification of scripts and
calligraphic techniques. The basic role such authors played in the evolution of Arabic
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scripts - beginning with the Umayyad secretary ‘Abd al-Hamīd ibn Yahyā (d. 132/750),
and reached a peak during the reign of Ma’mūn with the state calligrapher Abū al-‘Abbās
Ahmad ibn Abī Khālid al-Ahwal and climaxed with the already mentioned 587 vizier Ibn
Muqla.
In contrast to the numerous references to scholars, copyists, and booksellers who wrote
fair, good or excellent hands, references to poor penmanship in the literary fields seems
to be quite rare.588 Ibn al-Marāghī (d. 371/981), realizing that he lacked artistry in his
script, wrote verses on the back of his commentary on the al-Jumal of al-Zajjājī
apologizing for his poor though accurate hand.589 Furthermore, the good secretary and
penman in the literary fields as a rule had to avoid the extremes represented by the hasty
careless work of inferior commercial copyists and the marked artistry of the professional
calligraphers who utilized their skills to adorn Qur’ānic manuscripts, special state
documents, and royal diplomatic correspondence.590
6.2

Rules of Text Editing and Some Difficulties in Editing

The scholar who undertakes the arduous task of editing Arabic manuscripts, should take
into consideration that he will be confronted with many great difficulties which may arise
in editing literary texts.
First of all there is the lack of cataloguing or even summary lists of stocks of the various
collections, which renders it difficult, if not impossible, to find and to collect
homogeneous pieces which really belong together, but are scattered over various
collections. So visiting these collections personally is indispensable for the editor. Other
difficulties lie in the very difficult and badly formed writing of the papyri/manuscript and
in their bad and dismal state of preservation. Deciphering and restoration of lacunae is
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sometimes exceedingly difficult and requires a great deal of experience and constructive
talent from the editor.591
The function of an editor is to evaluate and compare copies in accordance with the
accepted rules of editing and publishing early books. Among these are that a copy in the
author’s own hand is the most valuable of all; then copies that have been read out to the
author or marked by him; then copies that have been checked against other copies and
have then been circulated among the scholars and been authorised by them; and finally
old copies taken precedence over the new copies.592
There are exceptions, however, to this last rule. When, in 1914, Nicholson published the
book of Kitāb al-Luma‘ fī al-TasAawwuf by ‘Alī ibn Muhammad ibn Yahyā al-Sirrāj alTūsī (d. 38/988), he relied on two manuscripts, one written in 548/1153 and the other in
683/1284, using the late version as his main source. This was because it was complete
whereas the older one was defective in almost one third of the book with the rest being
arranged in an incomprehensible way. Nicholson only used the older version for purposes
of comparison in his editing of the later text.593
Complete text may naturally be preferred. But it might be necessary not to neglect small
and very small fragments as far as their importance justifies publication, when they
contribute new and remarkable details or having importance in some other respect. The
Arabic manuscripts very seldom show the “diacritical points” (i‘rāb) so essential for
correct reading. Thus the editor is obliged to supply the i‘rāb throughout the text, and
even to add vowels and orthographic signs, when the reading could be confronted with
the danger of misunderstanding a doubtful passage. This means a far more considerable
modification of the original. In this way one should not hesitate to correct obvious slips
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of the pen, occasional scribal errors and oversights. Faulty orthography and grammatical
errors, which often reflect the vernacular, are better to be retained in the edition.594 These
peculiarities are of value to use for appreciation of the writer’s personality and the milieu
from which he comes.595 An emendation of these peculiarities would therefore destroy
the personal character of the document and deprive the editor of the basis for the
estimation of its writer. If these grammatical or orthographical peculiarities occur more
frequently, they may best be dealt with in a separate chapter of the introduction to the
edition.596

At any rate it is absolutely necessary to account for all alternatives of the original
condition of the manuscript-text in the apparatus criticus, which is best printed below the
text itself. If a word in the text is dotted in the original, it is to be given in this original
condition in the ‘‘apparatus criticus’’ and fully doted in the text. Sometimes may happen
that it is impossible for the editor to decipher certain portions of the text which are very
badly written. For example if the characters are recognisable, a palaeographical copy of
the respective portion of the text, viz. a copy which comes as near to the original as
possible, should be given in the critical apparatus, a note may be made in the text or a
line could be added in the commentary on the respective line. When portions of texts are
badly faded or damaged while erasing spots on them, the various possibilities of reading,
suggested by the editor, should be given. Furthermore the editor should take advantage of
the possibility of getting a photograph by means of infrared films, a procedure which
helps to bring out much more of the originals that a simple photograph or the eye could
detect, and is very useful even in apparently hopeless cases.597
It is obviously the duty of the editor to do his utmost to get an accurate copy of the
original text as a basis of the future edition, and to submit to the reader a completely clear
and readable text, from which all difficulties as to reading and understanding have been
594
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removed. Nevertheless the editor shall allow the texts to stand in their original form as far
as possible. This task should be accomplished in such a way that the reader immediately
realises the actual condition of the archetype.
In addition to the above mentioned observations, an editor must be aware of the
following conditions; whether, a text attributed to a particular author was actually his
own work. In this context, basic bibliographic books like the al-Fihrist of Ibn al-Nadīm,
Kashf al-Zunūn of Hājjī Khalīfa, Tārīkh Ādāb al-Lugha al-‘Arabiyya of Jujī Zaydān and
Brockelmann are reliable sources. The confirmation of the title is another important issue
and usually it appears on the first page, whereas in case the initial pages were missing
due to certain reasons, then the title could be found in the middle or at the last pages. The
authenticity of the manuscript itself is suspect or doubtful if the author’s name is not
appended to it. In the same vein, the beginning and the end pages of any manuscript are
very important since this suggests the completion of the book. Moreover, the reasons for
creation of a special text, or for whom it was written is also obligatory to know.598 The
usage of the paper, the nature of the ink and script are also important since they
determine the era during which a certain writing tradition was in common usage.
According to the old traditions of manuscript writing, the last word on the page is
re-written at the corner of the same page as well as written again at the start of the next
page so that no word is omitted/ missed out from the manuscript. The copy that I have
used for al-Misbāh’s editing therefore adopts this characteristic, whereas the previously
published editions did not conform to such a tradition.
Sometimes even the binding gives the age/period of a particular text.599 In this case, we
can find out the copyist of the text and when it was written or compiled. Moreover, when
and how the particular work reached the library could also be ascertained. What the
editor has to keep in mind is the highest standard possible of his publication and the
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responsibility to render accessible new material for science in the best and most exact
form obtainable.600
6.3

The Writing Material

6.3.1

Papyrus

It has already been said that the main writing material was papyrus, and in Arabic
literature it has several names. Beside bardī and abradī, the latter name also occurring in
Arabic papyri-there is another word khūsA used as an indication for the papyrus.601 Hafā’,
however, which Ibn al-Baytār and al-Asma‘ī equalised with bardī does not indicate the
whole plant but only a certain part of it. In this respect, Egypt has always been of of
special importance. Here, from the ancient times, the plant had been used in many ways
and even been cultivated in plantations.602 The Arabs profited also in this respect from
the experience gathered by former inhabitants, conquered by them, and adopted the most
important ways of utilizing the papyrus-plant. But above all the thing that made the
papyrus plant famous throughout the world was its manufacturing its utilization as a
writing material and as the medium of intellectual life of Egypt with its ancient culture
that continued for more than four thousand years. The first caliph who wrote on papyrus
is said to have been al-Walīd ibn ‘Abd al-Malik (705-715).603 His successor, the caliph
Sulaymān ibn ‘Abd al-Malik, (715-717) on his death bed asked for a sheet of papyrus to
draw up the document relating to the succession to the throne.604
6.3.2
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From ancient times, leather, jild, adīm was used as a writing material in Egypt. Even
before Islamic times, leather was known to the Arabs as a writing material. In the
treasury of the Caliph al-Ma’mūm, a document was found, written on a piece of leather
by ‘Abd al-Muttalib ibn Hāshim, the grand father of the Prophet Muhammad (pbuh)
containing a claim on a Himyarite in San‘ā.605 Prophet Muhammad had used leather as
writing–material several times in his life time. Some parts of the Qur’ān were also
written on pieces of leather.606
6.3.3

Parchment

Parchment raqq, riqq, qirtās, waraq, Jild from sheep, goats and calves was not used in
Egypt as frequently as papyrus. Parchment was already known to the Arabs in preIslamic times and was used as well as leather. But as parchment was not durable and
could not be produced in the requisite quantities as well, papyrus and later on paper took
its place. Al-Fadal ibn Yahyā ibn Khālid ibn Barmak gave the order to replace parchment
by paper in the chanceries.607
6.3.4

Paper

Paper qirtās, waraq, kāghidh has been used constantly since the 2nd century Hijra, in a
constantly increasing number besides papyri and parchment. Since the middle of the 4th
century Hijra, this writing material has remained the only one to be used.608
6.3.5

Linen
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Linen kattān was always used in Egypt. Besides silk, its use is already known at the
beginning of Islam from documentary evidence. Probably, the Indians introduced this
writing material to the Arabs. Linen has been found in Vienna with the whole of the
Qur’ān written on it, and single documents on linen are also found.609
6.3.6

Wood

In the shape of tablets lawh, wood was already used in very early times in Egypt as a
writing material, with or without an applied layer of chalk. Among the Arabs, the use of
tablets for writing is traceable to the time of the Prophet Muhammad (pbuh).610
6.3.7

Bones

Since the earliest times and at the beginning of Islam, animals bones ‘azm such as ribs
dil‘, and above all, the shoulder-blades of camels, sheep and goats, were used as writing
material in Arabia. This tradition continued up to the Middle Ages.611

6.3.8

Ostraca (fragments of Pottery)

Fragment of earthenware khazafa, shaqaf, were used by the Arabs as a writing material
even before the time of Prophet Muhammad (pbuh). However, Arabic ostraca, are far less
in quantity than Greek and Coptic ones.
6.3.9

Glass

Even glass was used, although rarely, as a writing material. The collection of glasses in
the Arabic section of the Cairo Museum has a piece of glass (Inv. No. 7023-4), which,
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originally, was a part of the side of a small vessel, with three lines of Arabic inscription
in ink and dating back to the 12th century AD.612
6.3.10 Stones
Finally, stones, especially marble slabs, were sometime used for writing with black ink.
The earliest known example is a fragment of a marble-stone found in Qasr al-Khayr alGharbī, 0.75× 0.65 cm, inscribed with five lines of a letter from the Caliph Hishām (105125 /724-743).613
6.4

The Writing Instruments

Since ancient times, Arabs used the writing-reed (qalam or mizbar) for which the canebrake of Egypt’s swamps made an excellent raw material. Already in al-Muqqdisī’s
geographical work, writing reeds are mentioned among the specialities of Egypt614, and
also in the papyri they are quoted occasionally. ‘Alī ibn Azhar al-Isfahānī (d. 307/919)
reports, in al-Qalqashqandī’s Subh al-A‘shā, that the writing reeds from rocky grounds
prove to be quicker on paper and firmer on parchment. On the other hand the reeds grown
along the seashore are more flexible on papyrus and stronger for the artistic shaping of
the characters on this writing material. Special importance was attached to the cutting of
the qalam and the treatment of the nib.615
6.4.1

The Ink

The documents, with which the papyrologist has to deal, mainly show two kinds of ink: a
deep black one similar to the Chinese ink (hibr, duhn, duhn Sīnī). It mainly consists of
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fine coal made of soot, while the other documents show a rusty-brown ink.

616

In this

regard the author of al-Azhār fī ‘amal al-Ahbār not only gives important information
about the art of ink mixing but also tells us how different types of ink were made, texts
were decorated and how pens were prepared. He also promises information on how
different colours were composed and how they were kept from rusting. Moreover he talks
of the recipes for the ink attributed to some of the great scholars, like al-Jāhiz (d.
255/967), Imām Bukhārī (d. 256/870), Ibn Muqla (d. 238/940), Abū al-Faraj al-Isbahānī
(d. 326/967) and Abū Hayyān al-Tawhīdī (d. 400/1010).617
6.5

Proceeding of Islamic Manuscripts to the Western Countries

How, and for what reasons, did manuscripts and printing books from the Muslim
countries reach western European countries? Who were the people who brought these
collections to the west?
It is difficult to speak about a single western tradition in the development of Islamic
collections. Each country has created its own distinctive relationship with the Muslim
world. It is an exploration into the political, economic, cultural and scholarly influences
which have shaped the relationship between western and Islamic societies over the past
1,400 years, a relationship which has led directly to the emergence of several hundred
collections of Islamic manuscripts and printed books in the west.
What are in fact the Islamic collections? By ‘‘Islamic collections’’ I mean all collections
of the manuscripts written by Muslims and produced in countries having a predominantly
Muslim religious culture. Stephan Roman says, ‘‘I consider manuscripts originating in all
these regions to be Islamic manuscripts if they are the work of the Muslim
community.’’618 These manuscripts are written in a wide variety of languages and scripts.
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Arabic, Persian and Turkish are the predominant languages of the Islamic world, but
there are also manuscripts written in Urdu, Pashtu, and Javanese, Malay, Makassar and
Swahili, as well as many dialects of these languages.
Throughout the Muslim world the written word has always played a powerful role in
shaping the intellectual, philosophical and religious ideas. Manuscripts have always been
accorded great respect, and scholars and writers have occupied prominent positions in
society. In particular, manuscript copies of the Qur’ān were considered to be of special
importance as each manuscript was an exact copy of the original word of God as spoken
to Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him).
When European began collecting Islamic manuscripts and taking them back to their home
countries, they were thus building on a long tradition already well established in Muslim
societies. For Europeans, these manuscripts provided important insights into the Muslim
intellectual experience and gave western scholars the opportunity to learn, often for the
first time, about Islam and the Muslim achievements in medicine, philosophy,
historiography, science and literature. The Islamic collections which developed in
Western Europe and North America were therefore a fundamental bridge in
communication between the East and the West.
Britain’s connection with the Islamic world is one of the strongest of any country in the
west. Through trade and, later, the development of empire, the British found themselves
coming into direct contact with all parts of the Muslim world. The history of this
extraordinary relationship led to Britain’s possessing a rich variety of Islamic
manuscripts in all the major languages of the Islamic world-Arabic Persian, Turkish,
Urdu Malay-and many of the major African, Indian and South Asian Islamic languages.
Archbishop Laud was a man of remarkably broad vision. Besides creating a Chair of
Arabic in Oxford, he also took a keen interest in the development of the first Islamic
manuscript collection in England, through his letter of instruction issued to the Levant
Company in 1634 ‘‘requiring that each of their ships returning from the East should bring
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back one Persian or Arabic manuscript’’.619 As Mughal power declined in the eighteenth
century, the East India Company was drawn more and more into direct political control
of larger areas of the Empire, in particular the provinces of Calcutta and Madras along the
east coast. The collapse of the Ottoman imperial power in 1918-1919 also gave the
British the chance to move into Palestine-trans-Jordan and Iraq.
6.6

The British Library and the India Office Library

The British Library was created in 1973 as Britain’s national library and incorporated the
library components of the British Museum. The museum itself dated back to 1753. The
museum was officially opened on 15 January 1759.620 Throughout the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries, the museum library grew dramatically, and books and manuscripts
were collected from all parts of the empire.621
Since much of the British Empire lay in the Muslim territories, it was quite natural that a
large number of Islamic manuscripts should therefore reach the British Museum. By
1866, there were 7,000 separate volumes of oriental manuscripts. At present, the Islamic
manuscripts at the British Library make up the largest single collection of oriental
manuscripts anywhere in Britain and one of the most valuable in the world. There are
currently around 7,000 Arabic 3,000 Persian, 1,700 Turkish and 365 Urdu manuscripts,
as well as smaller collections of Pashto, Swahili, Javanese, Sudanese and Malay
manuscripts.622
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The Arabic manuscripts in the oriental collections can trace their origins back to the
earliest days of the museum in the mid-eighteenth century, when 120 Arabic manuscripts
are listed as having formed part of the original collections that made up the British
museum foundation collections.623
In 1834 the Arabic manuscript collection of William Brown Hodgson (1801-71) was
bought by the museum. This numbered 224 manuscripts. Hodgson was an American
consul in Tunis. In 1839, a smaller collection of 45 Arabic manuscripts reached the
museum, donated by the sons of Major William Yule (1764-1839). Yule had been in the
service of the East India Company between 1781 and 1806, and some of the manuscripts
had originated in the libraries of the kings of Oudh, whose territories eventually passed
into British control, and were part of the united provinces of Agra and Oudh. Other
collections brought in the nineteenth century by the museum included those collected by
Colonel Robert Taylor (1788-1852), who had served as a Political Resident in
Baghdad.624 This collection of 246 Arabic manuscripts was purchased in 1852. In 1886,
the collections of Alfred von Kremer (1829-89) were bought by the library. Von Kremer
had lived in Damascus and Cairo between 1849 and 1880, and had assembled a very
interesting number of Arabic manuscript volumes (198 in total) which illustrated the
early period of Islam. In 1889, 328 Zaydī Muslim manuscripts from Yemen, which had
been collected by the Australian scholar Dr Edward Glaser during his travel to southwestern Arabia, were purchased by the museum. This collection makes the British
Library today one of the most important centre in Europe.625
Between 1889 and 1891, the museum acquired a large number of Iraqi manuscripts (173
volumes), mostly on jurisprudence and grammar. Since 1918, about 1,500 additional
Arabic manuscripts have entered the oriental collections, bringing the current total to
around 7,000. The majority of these are Islamic manuscripts, though there are a number
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of Christian Arabic manuscripts, particularly biblical texts, and some belonging to
authors of unidentified religious beliefs.626

There are approximately 4,500 Arabic manuscripts (in 3,000 volumes) in the India Office
Library. These manuscripts were

mainly acquired from India in the eighteenth and

nineteenth centuries, although many of them originated in Persia. The first Arabic
manuscripts acquired by the India Office Library were acquired in 1806. These are now
known as the Tīpū Sultān Collection that came originally from the library of Tīpū Sultān
of Maysūr.627
In 1807, Richard Jonson’s collection was purchased. Jonson (1753-1807) was an
employee of the Bengal civil service between 1770 and 1790 was a man of considerable
culture and erudition and during his time in Luckhnaw and Haydarābād (1780-85) he was
active in collecting both Arabic and Persian manuscripts.

The Arabic manuscripts

numbered 141 texts.628 The sale of his manuscripts to the company library was thus an act
of great sacrifice for him, because he had collected them not just as working documents
but in the spirit of a scholar and a humanist.629
In 1853, 434 Arabic manuscripts belonging to the so-called Bījapūr collection entered the
Indian Office Library. These manuscripts were the remnants of the valuable library of
‘Ādil Shāhī dynasty of Bījapūr. By the middle of the eighteenth century it was in a state
of decay. By 1853, both the town of Bījapūr and its once famous library were in ruins,
and the British decided to save the whole manuscript collection and were sent to the India
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Office Library where they constituted the single largest consignment of Arabic
manuscripts received by the library up to that date.630
In 1876, the manuscripts from the former library of the Mughal emperors in Delhi
reached London. The 3,710 volumes contained 2,900 Arabic manuscripts, many of them
dealing with mystical and Sūfī subjects.631 In the two centuries between 1638 and 1858,
when the last Mughal emperor was sent into exile, these very extensive collections appear
to have been sadly depleted, and only a quarter of the collection brought to London dated
before the seventeenth century. In 1859, the Royal Library of the Mughal emperors
numbered 4,830 volumes, containing around 8,000 separate manuscripts. At a sale
organized by the government in the same year, 1,210 volumes - containing approximately
2,000 manuscripts - were sold to private collectors. The remaining 3, 710 volumes were
eventually dispatched in 1876 to the India Office Library, where they remain to this
day.632
Owing to the complex and extensive relationship between the British and the Muslim
world, it is no surprise that the British collections of Islamic manuscripts are currently
among the finest anywhere in the West. Islamic collections in the West are an important
intellectual bridge between Europe and the countries of the Muslim world.

630

According to Professor Hamīd al-Dīn Khān ‘‘the year 1273/1858 was the most ominous year when

hundreds of thousands of manuscripts were taken by the British Empire and shifted to British Library
London’’. See Khān, History of Muslim Education, vol. 1, p. 12.
631

The library of the Mogul emperors was already in existence in 1638, when a seventeenth century

European traveller passing through Delhi commented on its ‘four and twenty thousand manuscripts, so
richly bound that they were valued at six million four hundred and sixty three thousand seven hundred and
thirty one rupees’. See Stephan, The Development of the Islamic Library collections, p. 19.
632

Sims-Williams. The Arabic and Persian collections in the India Office Library, p. 50.
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PART TWO
TEXT Edition

CHAPER: 7
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®l\bU اzf\bU® ا© اuw
Â
ِ Uâ¼fU اVُ rmr
`a «pfUS آ،}]مU` اa XYZU اq
ِc
ِ Sَ§ ،مSsidوا

633

ل
ِ Xَ^Uّ ذي اpَU ًاf\ sw

wSY_ِ وأU³ pc و،مSih ِ اlÓg ٍ fYr âlTi pc

634

[16]Srأ

]مuU{]ة واU وا،مSs^Uا

blyU اq أهU و إ،دًاXsur ِ fgS زال آP ÔÓ ch َ اUXU¶ن اa .]مgdا

635

يâW¼r

طS\ و أ،عSZِmU اVَ p£a 636noYw Zc Âَº و آ،ِعSZd اbَ {yr b¯ng اSÓfU ،ًدوداXr
zr 639َnfُ U أردت أن أ،638 Sً noU  وZsr XYZU اzr la Sr 637zm و أ،ًSnoِ\ داbofw
zf\bU اTc zw bهSmU اTc b}w w أ،·fUا
noU zr sْT^w

642

640

bِ TَYU و ا،ِ·mYfUم اSrdآ]م ا

·ِpsW \ ،¨اXjr Vَ ZÆU اqs§  و،¨اb¾ © اmg ،641`iS§bُÆUا

SهSZT¾« و أlY{U اX وه،7 `a  و وردتq_h` اa ‘لX^U ’ اVfp آ°^mg 633
SهSZT¾ و أ،7`a  ووردتq_h` اa ‘]مuU ’و اVfp آ°^mg 634
¨SZT¾« و  أlY{U اX]م‘ وهgdي اW¼r’ ، 7 ، 6 ،5 ، àuZUاbj` اآa]م‘ وgd اW¼r’ وq_h` اa 635
‘Zc noYw’ 7 ، 5 ، 4 ،3 VlÚ اàuZU` اa‘ وnoYw Zc’ q_h` اa 636
،f}\ إذا أpfc ]نa zmل أSmW و:rS}\ أiSm وإ،f}\ أ،`ءºU اzm وأz
ِ m أ637
VsT^r ،رS^c رXoÅU اTc f\ أ:·lmY ، دSf\ zw اqlcSfg ا،يbهXÆU ا،VlwbsUح اSY_ وVÅpUج اS حSY{U ا:bniا
[ zm دةSr] ÄlYfUس اXrSmUب و اbsUن اSuU  و.1957 :ةbهSmU ا،`wbsU اb}oUدار ا
‘ً SnoU  وZsr’ ،7 ، 6 ،3 `a 638
`a نSupU´ اWbY X هql و،ّوقU® واsّ^U اvّT X هql و،ّوقU ا- ·ّ^fU واãfّpU وا،ّSnfU (®ّ £USw) ،ٌãfُ pW ã
َ fَU 639
[ãfU دةSr] : حSY{Uب واbsUن اSuU : bni ا،qآh اsw ®ّ oUا
¨SZT¾ و  أq_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{U وا،·fU اbTYUل اw ‘·fU اbTyU ’وا، 6 ، 4 `a 640
،b¯« أoU وا،bu}U« واoUSw ` وه،®USsU اq§bU اv±XfU` ها اa SهSZsr و،w ½}W يU اÀºU ا، VÅpU` اa bTYUا
[bT\ دةSr] بbsUن اSuUح وSY{U ا:bni اWÔfpUو
درSÅW ®U و، نS§b§ `a U و،نS§b§ q أهzr q_h` اgرSa نS آ،`iS§bÆU اzf\bU اTc zw bهSmU اTc X ه641
Tc zw `pc( وH/421 ) ت،`gرSoU` اpc `w أ° أzw` اgرSoU اzluYU` اw أW zc ®psU أ ا،تXfU \ اWb
XYZU واVÅpU اVfÈ أzr `iS§bÆUن اS آ،iSr` زa ةSYZU اVgSW رlU إ°¯i ( وا1002 /392  )ت،`iS§bÆU اÔWÔsUا
،½هfUي اbsن أS وآ،V]TU® اpc `a VrS W Uن وSlTU® اpc xg¼r X ه،la ql ،®¯oU· اl® دpsU اbWÔ ،دبhوا
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T دون آ،643Vِ ¸XT£fUا اb{yr `a تbnZa .Xِ YZU اvُ lwSZW Zr bُ ÆoW Sr Xِ pُYUا
،647VfU و ا،646qfÆU وا،645VÈSfU ا: VfÈh اzlw 644وُرًاSs Sَهbj§ت أآXa V¸XuTfUا
‘ زSÆcd اqÈP ‘ دzlwS}w `iS§bÆU اb¯ ا،½ph` اa (1078 /471) `a نS§b§ ةpw `a `iS§bÆU` اaXو
،` و هbهSmU اTsU ½ آVsu ،نSfpوآbw b وذآ،V]TUار اbgوأ

ارbg و أ،زSÆch اqÈP د،نSlTU` و اiSsfU` اa V]TUار اbg أ،VfUب اS آ،qfÆUب اS آ،VÈSfU اqrاXsUب اSآ
رSyfU ا،ررU درج ا،Vp}ºfU اqÈSufU ( ا987 /377 ) ، `gرSoU اf\ أzw `pc `wh ،حS£Wdب اSح آb ،V]TUا
`a ةfsU واVYSoU اbluo Sf` وهiS§bÆpU نSwS آzloU¼fU® اÆsr `a  وورد،مSf `w وأ،يbYTU` واTZfU اzW دواوzr
، ÂWb{Uا
190 ،188 :واةbU¨ اSTi ا،3/ 101 :نSZÆUة ا³br ،5 /108 :ةbاهÔUم اXÆZU ا،5/310 :zloU¼fU® اÆsr :bni اql{opUو
:ادÅw ،رفSsfU اVsT^r ،`ÈاbrSuU® اlاهbw إ:·lmY ،fYr zw اzf\bU اTc zWUل اSf آ، ريSTih ا:ءSTUh اVهÔi ،2 /
-183 ،وخba :`wbsUدب اh اàWرS ،2 /106 :ةScXU اVlÅw ،1/613 ،612 :تSlaXUات اXa ،249 ،248 ، ص.1959
VWرSÆU اVT}fU ا،ركSTr  ذآ:vwاbUن اbmU` اa `ZoU اbjZU ا،3/44 ،انW ز:VÅpUداب ا³ àWرS ،3/ 188
. 4/ 174 :]مch ا، 1 /143 :دةSsuUح اSor ،2/16—7 ،1934 :ةbهSmUا،ىbT}Uا
Brockelmann, G:1, pp. 341,342, S:1, pp. 504,505; Meisami& Starkey, Encyclopedia of
Arabic Literature, vol.1, pp.16,17; Islamic Desk Reference, pp.192.
¨SZT¾ و  أ،q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{U·‘ و اps ’ ، 6 `a ‘·psW ’ ،1 `a 642
q_hا اc Sr `a  وردتSf« آlY{Uد‘ واS£UاSw’ àuZU اVlmw `a ء وS^UاSw ‘V¸XT£r ’ q_h` اa 643
®¯Zlw Sfla ¨XU أي او،`ءºUروا اXc وا،w T\S_ qsa Sr qjr w qsa  أي،`ءºUور¨ اSc لSmW و،ًPورًا اوSs

644

ارU® اgح رSWbUورت اSs ، لSmW و،
[رXc دةSr ] ،بbsUن اSuU و،حSY{U ا:bniا
،V}p` آa ( و1617 ) VZg نlU `a vT¸  و،ّSwت أوروST}r ®` أهa àui Zr §X ،qrSc V¬r  أوVÈSfU اqrاXsU ا645
zlw اولr رX¯ºr بS}U وها ا.ىb أVÅpw بS}U§® ها اb  و،Sهbl[ و1247] قPXw `a ( و1803 ) VZg
.نSfpوآbw lU إblºW Sfوح آb ةc U و،zlgارUء واSfpsUا
:`wbsUدب اh اàWرS ،1/143 :دةSsuUح اSor ،5/205—200 ،نSfpوآbw :`wbsUدب اh اàWرS :bni اql{opUو
311 ،310 ، ص:ةScXU اVlÅw ،4/174 : ]مch ا،3/184 ،183 ،وخba

’ ®gSw بS}Uف ها اbsW   و،VTp^Uء واSfpsU اzlw اولr b{yr X وه،`iS§bÆU اbهSmU اTsU ،XYZU` اa qfÆU ا646
Sً£W‘ أVliS§ bÆUا
:VÅpUداب ا³ àWرS ،2/624 ،1/602 :نXZnU اÂº آ،5/205 ،نSfpآbw :`wbsUدب اh اàWرS :bni  أql{opUو
1/143 :دةSsuUح اSor ،2/ 106 :ةScXU اVlÅw ،2/189 :واةbU¨ اSTi أ، 4/174 : ]مch ا،3/44 ،انWز
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 و،دةSsُfUء اSlh اzr S¯la Sr Vَ اهbَ آ،S¯َsaْ  َرpâf\ و أ،S¯َsfْ § oâp أن أآ648°
ُ p^gSa
Sr S¯Zr q آzc °loi  و،b{yfU ها اS¯Zr °lo{gSa ،دةSad اzr Xpy P °iSإن آ
VWSc` رa ،ِVYl{ZU اq
َ £a bِî r bl .دSoُfpU P
ً ]mg و ا،دSsُfpU P
ً Smjg ا،ّرb}
Sfla
و

650

652

654

عS َر أوi Sr P إS¯pÈSur zr  `ءbَ ذآ

649

.ًزSWÓbَ\ دةSWÔUSw نS آSr P إ،ًSlTZ§ أSً ¬l la أزد

Xِ ¸® أU  و.VYl{oUرا اSTc
[17]

®U  و.bºiوا

651

®¯Zlw

bّu و آ،¨رS¾³ 653®iِSÅfw `ءouW ار¨ وXiw `ء£ulU ،حST{ِfUب اS}w f§b
:ابXw أVِ uf pc
:ولeب اfgQا
VWXYZUت ا
ِ S\]^_P` اa
‘qfÆU و اVfU` اa’ ، 2 `a 647

lU إblºW و،472 ® ر،`iS^WbTU اÂYfU` اa و،984 ® ر°Y ،ىZ¯U}½ اfU` اa §XW i وا،نSfpوآbw lU إblºW
بS}U® اg اbآw o واآoZّ{r bآW ®U SfZlw ،نXZnU اÂº\½ آS_ bآW و،bهSmU اTsU طX^yr ّi أ،انW§` زb§
. 344  ص:نXZnU اÂº آ،3/44 ،انW ز:VÅpUداب ا³ àWرS ،4/174 : ]مch ا،5/206 :نSfpوآbw :bni اql{opUو
 و،q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{U‘ وا°p^g اSfa’ ،6 `a‘ و°p^g ’وا،7 ،3 `a  و°p^gSa q_h` اa

648

¨SZT¾أ
،uoi `a ¨bّg و أw bTyW ®U  أي،tW\ U إSًjW\ ]نa يX¸ ،S¯WX^W VolY{U – اSًlّ¸ ،ىX^W يX¸ 649
[يX¸ دةSr] .1997 :وتblw ،zlW]fpU ®psU دار ا،`\ رو،`}Tpsw :ردXfU ا،بbsUن اSuU  وÄlYfUس اXrSmU ا:bniا
،c أي أذاbTyUع اS أZr و، أي ذاع،VcXsl ‘vlºW عS 650
[ vl ،عS دةSr] :حSY{U ا،ÄlYfUس اXrSmU ا:bniا
‘تSYi’ Vfpت آW ز، 2 `a 651
:bni اzّnU½ اUS `a لSfsgPSw ىb\ أX هSr ،`ءºU` اa و،½gSZfU واbWÆU – اSهSZsr اءb\ أS¯sf§ى و
Ö b\ 652

،حSY{Uب واbsUن اSuU .1951 :وتblw ،Vl}lUX¾S}U اVsT^fU ا.xWXU ،فXpsr ،VlwbsU اVÅpU `gرr ®Æsr ، ÆZfUا
[ىb\] دةSr
¨SZT¾ أSf« آlY{U®‘ و اiSÅr’ q_h` اa ‘®iSÅfw’ ، 6 ، 3 `a 653
ّةc ps§ وfu اب‘ أيXwّة أc pc بS}U اbّuل آSmW و،zllab{U ا_^]ح اzr X وه،fّu SهSZsr ،bu
ّ  آ654
.أةbِfUت اbّu آZrاب وXwأ
(buدة آSr) ،VlwbsU اVÅpU `gرr ®Æsr ،ÆZfUا
236

:UifjQب اfgQا
،VÓlgSlmU اVÓlnopU اqrاXsU` اa
:kQfjQب اfgQا
،VÓlcSfuU اVÓlnopU اqrاXsU` اa
:lmاXQب اfgQا
،655VWXZsfU اqrاXsU` اa
:nofpQب اfgQا
VlwbsU اzr لX{a `a
656

:ولeا

بfgQا

،VWXYZUت اS\]^_P` اa
ً Zsr pc °ّU دVٍ noU qآ
 وه،657®ِp و َآ،تSfِp َآS¯sf§  و،Vfp¯` آa v±XUSw ٍدbor 
.فb\ و،qsa  و،®g ا: اعXi أVِ ¾]¾ pc

vT وأ،VّWXZsr وVlّcSfg VlnoU و،VlgSl VّlnoU U‘ إVÈSfU اqrاXsU ’ اwS` آa ‘qrاXsU` ’ اiS§bÆUّ® اu 655
مS ma ‘VÈSfU اqrاXsUب ’ اS}U حb X‘ وهqfÆUب ’ اS` آa Sّrح‘ أST{fU ’ اwS` آa ®lumUزي ها اb^fUا
.اعXi أV¾]¾ S¯ps§ وqrاXspU b® أlumw `iS§bÆUا
S¯ّih لSsah اzr qrاXsU اbآw أw و،ءSfgh اzr qrاXc (وف )جbYU اzr qrاXc (ل ) بSsah اzr qrاXc ()ا
رات دارXºZr : ·ºr د،رl\ `pc :·lmY ،zf\bU اTc bهSmU اTc ،`iS§bÆU ا:qfÆU ا:bni ا،qfsU` اa q_hا
.14  ص:qrSc V¬r حb ،بS}U اVrmr .1972 ،Vf}YUا
‘UؤPب اSTU ’ا،3 `a  و656
، zlcXi pc X وهxZÆU® اg ُ® ‘ أpِ}َ U’وا، ´U ذT أSr وzِTUَ وVَZTِ Uَ و، ·ِTiَ  وVmِTiَ  وزنpc ، ®ِp آS¯sf§ وVfp آ657
¨\ واzlw وZlw قbّoW و، zlZ¾ أzr bj أآpc لW Sr ] X¯a ، `sfÆU اxZÆU® اg اSّra ، اديba` إiSjU` وا
ّ sf§ Sfأ\ه
دةSW ز°iS آSfw ور، ®ِp و َآVfِp آZr و،bÆة وbÆ و،bَmwة وbmT آ،دbofU` اa نX} SîTUS ءSUدة اSW [ وزSًTUS ءSUSw
،ءSlUSw blj}Uا\ واXU اzlw قboUن اX}W  و،درSi X وه،blj}pU ةSfا\ وآXpU  آ®ءqjr ،vfÆU اpc الU` اa ءSUا
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،ٌWج زb :´UX `a ،ِq¯ÆU وا،ِ®pِsU ٍ و اWÔ آZc
و

659

ثÓYُW ز أنS§ Sr ،658qrsfV

ُ ¯ÆU وا،ٌzu\ ®ُ pِsUوا
،r و، و إذا،ْ آ¶ذZc 660ثÓYُW Sr Zsr `a نS أو آ،ٌ«lT q
،ْ½ وا\ [ آهãopU واqlpmU واblj}U اpc {قW Sr] X¯a اديbad أxZÆU® اg اSrSa ،ّ`r وروم ورو،ّ`Æ
ِ i وزðiÔآ
.ءSrْ و°Wْ وزqو
br أVpmufU}]م( اU )اVfp}U واVpfÆpU رةSßU "ام "آ]مyg ه` أن اzlWXYZUش اSmi zr b¯n `U اVf¯fU اV^mZUا
،`Z§ zw اX هVfp}U" واVpfÆU}]م "اU اzlw VlÆ¯Zr رةX{w واÔlr zWUول اhة اSYZU اzlw zr و.ةSYZUء اSr zlw vÈS
نX} VpfÆU اSfZlw ،Zsr pc VUاUدة اbor VnopU ه` اVfp}U ا.SlX_ اb¯nr S¯U Âl£W يUي واbºyrÔU اsT ®¾
.bTأ وTf آq{r ( )آ]مbj أو أآzlfpآ

xlU وVnoU Vfp آq}a ‘‘WXTlg’’ Zc وxZ§ ` وهv±XUSw دbor Zsr pc VUاU اVnopU ه` اVfp}U ا، ÞlsW zwل اS
zlfp آzr ½آbW و، V_S lofU اbl pc وlofU اpc ·p^ZW }]مU أن ا، }]مU ِ® واp}U اzlw قboU وا،Vfp آVnoU qآ
، ىbh اU إSfت إ\اهZgأ
، lfYU اTc zWU` اYr fYr :·lmY ،zf\bU اTc zw © اTc :´USr zwh VloU أpc qlmc zwح اb :bni اWÔfpUو
zw fYr zw zf\bU اTc تSآbTU` اw أ،  ريSTih ا:VّlwbsUار اbgب أS آ،1/ 15 ،1960 :ةbهSmU ا، دةSsuU اVsT^r
zw ا:q{ofUح اb ،3  ص.1957 :·ºr د،`bU اVsT^r ،رS^lTU اVÆ¯w fYr : ·lmY ،  ريSTih اlsg `wأ

حb ،1/ 20 ،19 .1900 :ةbهSmU اVWblZfU اVcST^U إدارة ا،يXYZU اÞlsW zw `pc zw اÞlsW zWU· اaXr :ÞlsW
،16، 15  ص،àWرSUون اw :ةbهSmU ا، `wbsU اb}oU دار ا،ÂgXW zw ا© اTc ، مSº هzw ا:{ىU اqwى وZU اb^
، 1/ 4 ، 1913 : ةbهSmU ا،¯]لU اVsT^r ، `Z§ zw نSfjc «oU اw أ، `Z§ zwd : ÊÈS{yUا
Howell, Mortimer Sloper. A Grammar of the classical Arabic Language, Allahabad:
Government Press, 1895, vol. 1, pp. 1-4; Owens, Jonathen. The Foundation of Grammar:
an introduction to medieval arabic grammatical theory, Amsterdam: John Benjamins,
1988, p. 90; Levin, Aryeh. Arabic Linguistics Thought and Dialectology, Jerusalem: Max
Schloessinger Memorial Series, The Hebrew University, 1998, pp. 443-446.
658

‘zr p_ أ،zlWb{TU اZc ،VÅpU` اa و،انbP اzc دةbÆr VUP دuoi `a Zsr pc ل
ّ  دSr ،ةSYZU اZc ¨ّ\

،®g وp_ أ،zllaX}U اZcٌ ‘ وva ‘ إi وزSًfgر اS{a ،Uّ` أوa ةÔf¯Uا اX±ّXc و،¨b³ zr اوXUا اXa\ ®¯ّi أP
َ ‘ إXfg
qc إi وزSًfgر اS{a ،ةÔf¯U اS¯iS}r اX±ّXc وUّ أوzr اوXUا اXa\ ®¯ّi أP
ّإ
The grammarians had proposed more than seventy definitions of the noun, and some of
them even mentioned that it was impossible to give any definition at all. The definition
which is given by the author is very precise.
.5 ،4  ص:VlwbsUار اbg أ،1/22 :ÞlsW zw( اSfg دةSr) :بbsUن اSuU :bni اWÔfpUو
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 و،662نS}fU وا°XU اZsr `a S¯ÓZ}U  و،S¯lÓabê ومÔpU S¯Zc
Sr]c zr و
،ّbÆUا

665

663

فb\

661

 ِّثY P ´َi¶a .SهXYi

.نS}fU اvuÓ وا،بS¸  و°
ُ XU ا£r :´UX `a Zc ثÓYW Sfr Xه

664

لX ود،َسboَ Uُ]م و اÅU اXYi ،lpc ]مU و اÂUhل اX د:VlnopUا
،667q
ٍ § رXYi ،zWXZUل اX و د666ٍ WÔw XYi

Howell, Arabic Grammar, vol.1, p.1; Versteegh, The Explanations of Linguistic Causes,
(Az-Zajājjī’s Theory of Grammar), Amsterdam, Philadelphia: John Benjamins Publishing
Company, 1995, p. 56.
]a qsoU اSrًا أZur وlUًا إZur نX}W ْنh «US_ ®gP وا،lUد إSZgd وا،Zc رSTh‘ اZc tWYUSw’ ادbfU ا659
1/ 20 : qlmc zwح أb :bni ا،Äma ًاZur نX}W  أنP
ّ « إp{W
‘Zc ثY Sr’ ، 2 `a 660
q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{Uث‘ واÓYW  ’و،2 `a 661
SهSZT¾« و أlY{U اX وه،6 `a  و وردتq_h` اa ‘نS}fU ’واVfp آ°^mg 662
نS}fU اvu و ا°XUب اS¸  و°XU ا£r ، 6 ، 5 ، 4 ` ‘ و°XU اvu وا°XUب اS¸  و°XU ا£r’ ،3 `a 663
.7، 5 ،4 ،3 ،2 `a ‘لX ’دVfp آ°^mg 664
‘bÆUوف اb\’ ، 1 `a ‘وفb\’ ،2 `a 665
بS آqjr VaS±PSw  أمWÔw رتbr qjr bÆUف اbYw bÆUن اSا ًء أآXg ®g ]U Vr]c bÆUل أن اXmW  ها أنzr zu\أ
W§ بS` آa تbni qjr VlsTUSw  أم، ٍ fYr
.1/ 19-17 :qlmc zwح اb ، 15  ص:ىZU اb^ حb :bni اWÔfpUو
‘WÔw رتbr’ ، 2 VyuZU` اa 666
‘W ]م زXYi VaS±d ’و ا، 6 ،1 `a رةSTsUت اW‘ و زq§ و رWت ’زW ز، 4 `a 667
كSZ وه،ًS{l{ نS´ آUpa ءSfgh` اa P
ّ ´ إUن ذX}W P و، Wس وزba وq§ رXYi zl}fU اzWXZ SZ¯اد هbfUا
`
ّ }r ،XYi ،½uZU اS¯Zr و،blfc وlW ز،XYi ،blÅ{U وا،وbfc SW وW زSW ،XYi ،اءZU ا،S¯Zr ،®g]U ىbت أSr]c
zl¾]¾ zr bj¯` أآa ،ةSYZU¨ اb ذآSr و،®g]U Vr]c ةbºc SZ¾‘‘ أVlwbsUار اbg ’’ أwS` آa  ريSTih اb ذآ،ّيZوه
.Vr]c
رl\ ،VliSfjsUرف اSsfUة اbÈ دا،b}w `w أzw zf\bU اTc zWU §]ل ا، `¸XluU ا:bÈSnZU¨ واSTh ا:bni اql{opUو
 §]ل، `¸XluU ا: vrاXÆU اvf§ حb vr اX¯U اvfب هS آ،10 ، ص:VّlwbsUار اbg أ،2/ 6-4 .1359 :zد دآSw³

، 1/05 ، àWرSUون اw : وتblw ،VabsfU دار ا، `iSusZU اzWUر اw fYr :·lmY ،b}w `w أzw zf\bU اTc zWUا
، 1/ 20-17 :qlmc zwح اb ،1/ 48-22 :ÞlsW zwا
Wright, William. A Grammar of the Arabic Language, Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1898, pp.105-11; Howell, Arabic Grammar, vol.1, pp.1-3
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،ُجbyَW فXg  و،جbylg  و،جb  :XYi ،669فXg  وzluU  و اp دSr 668:tYPQو ا
:XYi ،672رزSTUع اXabfU اblf£U اw

671

q{ و ا،ْجbْyW ®U :XYi ،ِمÔÆUا

670

فb\و

،ْ°fَ sِ iَ  و،673ْتbَ {
َ iَ :XYi ،VZآSuU اtliUء اS و،اXrb و أآ،Srb و أَآ،ُ°rb[أآ18]
،َمb و أآ،َجb\ و د،َb{i :XYi ،bِÚح اXofUا
:` وه،vwرh ِ اÈواÔUا

677

ِ إ\ىU أوpc

676

675

ولh ا:Vpjr أV¾]¾ U  و،674ْ°uِ¬wو

½Ss Sr :`iSjU و ا.`±SfU اfَuWو

 و،678(ti¼fU اVTÈSÅpU  و،bآfU¸½ اSyfpU ءSU و ا،ti¼fU اvfÆU واbآfU½ اÈSÅpU ءSlU)ا
zwل اS  و،q{ّYr نSrÔw نbmr S¯Y Zsr pc °ّU دVnoU q آ،XYZU` اa و، \ثpc ` ّلU ا،VÅpU` اa

668

°
َ p  إذا،`mlmYU اqsoU اpc لW ّih ]
ً sa qsoUّ` اfg  و، VZrزh\ اw نbmr uoi `a 
ً Zsr pc ل
ّ  دSr ، ½§S\
نS إذا آÀlºUSw ÀlºUن اXfّuW ®¯ّih ،w `ّfg lpc ل
ّ  دSّfpa ،VmlmYU` اa qsoU اXي هUب اb£U اxoi pc ل
ّ ب( د
َ b±)
.½Tuw Zr
، 2/ 1142 . ¨/ 1862 :}p آ،`gXr ´iSl ،`pc zw` اpc fYr، يXiS¯ :نXZoUت اS\]^_ف اSّº آ: bniا
،452  ص. 1993 :وتblw ، VlfpsU}½ اUدار ا، `§` راÆi XU اfYr ، bfgh ا:VÅpUم اXpc `a q{ّofU® اÆsfUا
،14 : ص:½هUح ور اb ، 4/ 9-5 :VlaS}U اpc `±bUح اb ،11 ص:VlwbsUار اbgأ
‘zluUف و اXg ’و، 7- 3 `a ‘lpc zluU ’و ا،1 `a 669
‘مÔÆUف اb\  ’وVfp آ°^mg ،2 `a 670
.7 ، 5 ، 3 ‘q{ل ’وأw ‘q{ أSr’ VrدSmU اàuZU` اa 671
SهSZT¾ و  أq_hا اc Sr  وردتSf« آlY{U وا،7، 5 ، 3 ، 2 ‘رزSTU ’ اVfpت آW زVlÚ اàuZU` اa 672
.5 `a ‘تb{i’ Vfpل آw ‘°wb±’ Vfp آqfsuW  و673
VZآSuUء اSU اxlUت و
ُ b{i و°wb± `a qcSoUء اS Vlfg اSZاد هbfUا
z
ّ }Uء وSfg أS¯ّiة أSYZU اÛsw ®cÔa ،xlU وuc و،x¬w® وsi ،` وهS¯ّlpsa `a ةSYZU اÂpت اSfp آvwك أرSZ ه674
،xlU Sّr أqcSoUء اS  أوtliU ِء اSw S¯US{ اqlUw ، pjr ZT` و±SfU اqsoUاب اbcب إbs و،لSsa أS¯ّi_« إhا
S¯lab\  أوS¯ّlpsa `a X]ف هPSa
: زيSÅZw ،xiXW رS VsrS§ راتXºZr ،ÞW ا© دروTc وo^{r fYr انX± ر:فb{U واXYZU` اa l¯fU ا:bniا
،36 ،35  ص:ىZU اb^ حb ،106-96  ص:VlwbsUار اbg أ،28  ص.1973
SهSZT¾ و أq_hاء اXg Sr  وردتSf« آlY{U وا،5 `a  ووردتq_h` اa ‘ولh ’ اVfp آ°^mg 675
q_hءت اS§ Sf« آlY{U‘ و اTSsw Sr’ ، 4 `a 676
.7، 5 ، 3 `a ‘ ’ إ\ىVfp آ°^mg 677
ti¼fU اvfÆU واbّآfU½ اÈSÅpU ءSlU ا،5 `a ،zlgXmU اzlw Sr àuZU اbj` أآa Êmiدة وSW ز،bl® وWm كSZ ه678
½¸SyfpU ءSU و اVTÈSÅU اti¼fU اVcSf§  وbّآfU½ اÈSÅpU ءSlU ا،2 `a ،ti¼fU اVTÈSÅU و اbّآfU¸½ اSyfpU ءSUوا
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zpsoW  و،X هqsoW :لXm ،ًSji¼r ن أوSًا آbّآr Xa SfU نXZU وا،\اXU® اp}fpU ÂUhا
X وه،رعS£fUّ اfuW و

680

Óه
.(zYi qsoi  و،Si أqsa و أ:` أو ه،°i أqso  )و،679z

UX XYi 681.لSYpU Êَp اءwP َم اP lpc °
َ p¶ذا أَدa .لSTmgPل و اSYU اzlw كbºr
Ê
َ pَ فXg  أوzluU اlpc °pو إذا أد

683

﴾w اXTَِ` أن هZiُ Ôُ YَlU `i﴿إ

682

:USs

َfuW  )و.bِÚ ا686فXXfU ا:tUSjU و ا685﴾رًاSi َp{
ْ lَ g
َ ﴿ :USs UXm آ،684لSTmg]U
،ْv±  و،ْc
ِ XYi ،ْqsَ a إVmWb¸ pc Sً mºr نS آSr qآ

688

 وآا،687(ْb{iٌ ا:XYi brhا
،ْ½gS\  و،ْبbâ §
َو

½ÈSÅpU وVT¸SyfU واbّآfU¸½ اSyfpU ءSU و اVTÈSÅU اti¼fU اVcSfÆU وbّآfU½ اÈSÅpU ءSlU ا،ti¼fU اVTÈSÅpU وbّآfUا
.ti¼fUا
SهSZT¾« و  أlY{U اX و ه7- 2 ،àuZU` ه¨ اa  و وردتq_h` اa ‘z
Ó  هzpsoW ’وVfp آ°^mg 679
zlgXmU اzlw Sr àuZU اbj` أآa bl ® وWm كSZ ه680
 أنbl ،`ّpc b£YW SّfU  وxfºU ا°wb  و،`ّpc ½}W ®U :qjr `±SfU اU إZr ز°Tp (SّfU ® أوU) mTg  و إذا681
،®p}U اzr زqT Sr U إbfuW Sّfpw `oZU
،44، 43 : ص:ىZU اb^ حb :bni اql{opU و
‘USs ©ل اS’ ، 6 ، 4 ، 2 `a ‘USs UXm ’آ، 7 `a 682
12 :VWÚ ر® ا:ÂgXW رةXg 683
Sr `a  وردتSf« آlY{U و اq_h` اa °^mg  و، 5 ، 2 `a ‘رًاSi p{lg’ USs UXm ’ آVlÚرة اSTsUت اW ز684
SهSZT¾ و  أq_hا اc
`a ·ll£Uم اc  و،qTmufUن اSrÔU اU إqsoU اbl ¨SZsr و،xloZU` اab\ WXTlg SfهSّfua ،فXuU و اzluUا
ْXg
َ لSmW ،ءSUف اYw (فXُg) ÂoyW  و،zluU اzr SًuloZ bjف( أآXg)  و،sّg أي و،قSZyU ا°uّoi لSmW ،لSYUا
Sf¯iX}U qsoUSw Sî{ اSfّi و إqsoU½ اWbm pc وفbYU اqlpmw VUP د،فXg zr صXmZr zluU إن اql  و،ُqsaأ
. لSTmgd اUل إSYU اzr qsoU اbl pc VUPpU zlcX±Xr
4/ 8-5 : VlaS}U اpc `±bUح اb :bni اWÔfpU و
،3 :VWÚ ر® ا:½¯pUرة اXg 685
¨SZT¾« و  أlY{U اX‘ وهbÚف اXXfU ’ا، 4 ، 2 `a‘ وbÚف اXXr’ q_h` اa 686
zlgXmU اzlw Sr رةSTsU` اa bl® وWm ، 2 `a 687
.6 `a ‘  ’آاVfpل آw ‘ ´U ’آVfp}U اqfsuW 688
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ن
َّ h ´U و ذ،ْqw  و،690ْq ه:XYi ،qsa P® وg اZsfw xlU ZsfU ءS§ Sr
691

689

فXvQو ا

فbYU و اZc Sً ¾ÓYr نX}W P وSً jW\ نX}W qsoU و اZc Sً ¾ÓYr  وSً jW\ نX}W ®gPا

¨ هzr

692

]
ً نآ
Ó  أ°abc   و إذ.Zc Sً ¾ÓYr نX}W P  وSً jW\ نX}W P Sf¯Zlw أداة

داSa و أ،نSfg أو ا،®g و اqsa S¯Zr ÂpÈ إذا اi أ،®pcSa ،Vfpآ

693

Ófu
َ Wُ V¾]jUم اSuhا

ُ
،694Vً pf§  وSً r] آSlÓfg

سSZU اzr ﴿ وUSs UX Zr  و،وفb\ف وb\ أS¯sf§ و،VZlouUف اb\ وqTÆUف اbY آ،ÀºUف اb¸ ،VÅpU` اa 689
¨\  و،¨bl `a Zsr pc ل
ّ  دSr ،يXYZU_^]ح اP` اa و،11VWÚ ر® ا: ðÆYUرة اXg ﴾فb\ pc © اTsW zr
،ةbljود آYw Sً£Wن أXWXYZUا
VsT^r ،ÂgXW zw zWUل اSf§ مSº هzw ا: بbsU آ]م اVabsr `a ½هUف(  ور اb\ دةSr ) : بbsUن اSuU :bniا
4/ 259 : `±bUح اb ،12 . ص:VlwbsUار اbg أ،14  ص.1963 :ةbهSmU ا، ددةSsuUا
‘Sfهbl  وqw  وq ’ه،2 `a ‘q وهqw ’ ،3 `a 690
‘فbYUل ’اw ‘وفbYU ’و ا،2 `a 691
‘¨ هzr \ واqن آ
ّ  ’إ،7 ، 5 `a 692
½p{U` اa SهSZT¾ أSf« آlY{U وا، 7 ، 5 ، 3 ، 2 ‘ّfuW ’ VlÚ اàuZU` اa ّ‘ وfu ’ Vfp آqfsuW q_h` اa 693
q_h` اa  وردتSfآ
b ذآSr bÈSgَأ وTfU اbT `ّ` هU اVpfÆUS‘ آP ’ أوS¯اU دةX{mr °iSا ًء آXg `p_hد اSZgd اzّf£ Sr ،VpfÆU ا694
،lUت إZg أSr vr فbnU واV¯ّTºfU اVo{Uل واXsofU واqcSoUء اSfg{ر و أfUج اbyla ،qfÆU اzr
qmW ®Uد وSZgdSw لS Sfّi وإ،x}sZW P وVpf§  آ]مq}a ،ىbh` اU إSfت أ\اهZg أzlfp آzr ½آbfU اX ه،}]مUوا
 أن،نXUXmW ةSYZU اzr VoÈS¸ كSZ وه،ÈSºid` و اTp^Uي واbTyU}]م اU` اa `U اVTuZU اqfºW  إذا،®c أih ،رSTdSw
ّfuW ¨ وSZsfU lor uoZw q
ٍ mur ã
ٍ oU q آzc رةSTc zlWXYZU اZc ،}]مU ’اq_h` اa  و،نSaا دbr }]مU واVpfÆUا
 أوzlfg` اa P
ّ ` إW P ى و هاbh اU إSfهS\ت إZg أzlfp آzr ½آbfUب اS}U\½ اS_ Zsr X وها هVpfÆUا
Vf\bU اlpc ÂZ{fUح اb Sf آxfg و اqsa `a
، 14، 13 : ص:ىZU اb^ حb :bniا
zWU` ا± ر،ديSw³ bg أ:VlaS}U اpc `±bUح اb ،1/20 :ÞlsW zw ا،1/12 :vr اX¯U اvf ه:bni اql{opUو

zwح اb ، 2 /22-14 :bÈSnZU¨ واSTh ا،1/33 .1978 : زيSÅZw ،xiXW رS VsrS§ ، zu\ zw fYr zw أfYr
،دXهba `UذS zu\ :·lmY ، `gرSoU اf\ أzw zu\ `pc Xw أ:`gرSoU ا: ي£sUح اS£Wd ا، 1/ 15-13 :qlmc
1/ 09 ،1969 .ةbهSmUا،ÂlUU دار اVsT^r
Owens, The Foundation of Arabic Grammar, pp. 37-38.
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:XYi

697

،VÓl¸b و

696

[19]

،Vlabê  و- Sib ذآSf آ- Vlfg واVlpsa ،695Vsw أرqfÆUوا

،ً]Yr َwاbc` إu}a دbofUم اSmr  ُمXm S¯Zr

698

q
ُ  و آ.´
َ rْ bِ ` أُآZ  وإن،ٌلSr يZc

،أTfU اbT `a :v±اXr Vg `a ´Uول وذh® اgP اUٌ إÈSc blf± S¯la

699

نX}la

ّ ب إSw `a bTyUو ا
،702°
ُ Zْ Zَ ê
َ بSw `a `iSjUل اXsofU` اa  و701ن
َ Sب آSw `a bTyU و ا700ن
.´Uى ذbgل وSYU و ا،ةb}ZU اVo_و
،703ابXwx اUV ٌtzV
½p{U` اa ¨SZT¾ و  أ،7 `a  وردتSf« آlY{U ‘ واVsw ’ أ ر، 7 `a ‘vw ’ أرVfp آqfsuW q_h` اa 695
. 5 `a ‘Vlabê’ ،Vfp آ°^mg 696
VTuZUSw uoi brh اq و،VpfÆU اT ّfu Sfّiل‘ و إSr يZc’ نÚ اlpc رفSsr X هSf آ،Vpf§ °ulU VlabnUا
،Vlpsa وVlfg ا- نSfu VpfÆU« إن اlY{U وا،طbºUاب اX§ط وbºU اqsa Vpf§ ،S¯Zc Sً±Xc لXmi  إذVl¸bºpU
‘´rb` أآZrb}  ’إن، 3 `a رةSTsUت اW ز697
‘S¯Zr \ واq ’ آ،7 `a ‘S¯Zr qن آ
ّ  ’و أ، 5 `a 698
‘نX}la’ لw ‘نX}W  ’و،7 `a 699
‘ن
ّ ب إSw `a ’ q_h` اa ن‘ وSب آSw `a ’ ،5 `a 700
‘نSب آSw bT `a ن و
ّ  ’إ، 6 `a  و701
‘°ZZê ’ لw ‘°Tu\’ ،2 `a ‘ 702
ابbcd ا،يbزهh اzc ‘يlwÔU ’اqmi و،ظSoUhSw `iSsfU اzc ViSwd ا،SهSZsr {رr VÅpU` اa ابbcdا

703

 أي،ّÆYw بbc و أ،ابbch` اa zYpW ®U  إذr]ب آbc وأ،حSY{U` اa و،ViSwd اX وا\ وهSfهSZsr ÂWbsUوا
½ّljUي أXTZU اtWYU` اa و37 :VWÚ ر® ا: VsاXUرة اXg ﴾ Swاb أSًwbcن ﴿ و³bmU` اa و،\ّ· أW ®U  و،S¯w «{aأ
،wاbc¶w vrSuU اU½ إTYW }]مpU بbsfUن ا
ّ h Sًwاbcاب إbcdّ` اfg  و،S¯uoi zc بbs
zlw ك ا]فSZ وه،ًاbWm وSً noU qrاXsU]ف اSw Vfp}U اb³  ا]فX ه،ابbcd ا،يXYZU_^]ح اP` اaو
،نSTهr la و،ابbcd` \ اa ةSYZUا

ح ورb [بbc دةSr ] :بbsfU½ اlb `a بbÅfU ا، وسbsUج اS ،حSY{U ا،بbsUن اSuU :bni اWÔfpUو
،يb{fUري اS{ihم اSº هzwا © اTc zw اf\ اzw اÂgXW zw اzWUل اSf§ :`§S§ÔpU qf§ حb ،33 ص:½هUا
VZÆU ،®lاهbw إ،o^{r :XYZUء اSl\ إ،92 ص.1985 :وتblw ،½}U® اUSc ،©ل اSr ulc zuYr `pc :·lmY
،1/14 :vrاX¯U اvf¯U ا، 1/57 ،56 :VlaS}U اpc `±bUح اb ،22  ص.1959 :ةbهSmU ا،bºZU واVf§bU واÂlUUا
،`§br® داUSg zw` و اrاXºU اo^{r : ·lmY ،اجbg zw اb}w Xw ا، اجbg zwd :XYZU` اa Ô§XfU ا،1/13 : بS}Uا
WÔW zw fYr © اTc `w أ:V§Sr zw أzZg ، 19، 18  ص:VlwbsUار اbg أ، 28  ص1965 :وتblw ،رانw VuuÈXr
b}TUر اSf¬gب أSw).1998 : وتblw ، VlfpsU}½ اU دار ا،رS{i zu\ دXfYr fYr دXfYr :·lmY ` ؛ZWوÔmUا
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706

،ًاbWm وSً noU VpاU اqrاXsU]ف اSw 705Vِ fp}U اbُ 
ِ ³ ÂpyW  أن704ابXwxا

P ،707رةX{mr ٌÂUِ¨ أbِ³ `a Sr  و،ٍWÔw رتbr  و،ًاW ز°W و رأ،ٌW` زiءS§ XYi
709

S¯pT رةXu}r ءSW ¨b³ `a Sr  و،708\bU و ا،S{sUS آ،ابbcd اla bُ ¯nW

 دار، `saSºU اTc ]مuU اTc fYr :·lmY ، qTZ\ zw اfYr zw اf\ أ:f\ أZur ،1872 tWYUّ½( ر® اljUوا
4/192 .1993 : وتblw ،VlfpsU}½ اUا
7 `a  وردتSf½ آp{U` اa SهSZT¾ أSf½ آgSZfU وا،7 `a  ووردتq_h` اa ‘ابbcd ’ اVfp آ°^mg 704
فb\  أوVآb\ zr qrSsU ا£mr نSlTU w  §`ءSr X ه،`nopU اSra ،يXZsr` و
ّ noU :نScXi ةSYZU اZc ابbcd ا705
 أوSًnoU S¯lpc VpاU اqrاXsU]ف اSw Vfp}U اb³ bllÅ X ه:يXZsfU وا،´USr zwر¨ أS و ا،ن أو \فX}g أو
 هاpc qÈP د،ًاbWm  أوSً noU S¯Zc بSi Sr ت أوSآbYUوا اbTc وا،zlWXYZU اVcSf§ وWXTlg ر هاS و ا،ًاbWm
،يXZsr ابbcdن اw zlpÈSmU اÂWbs ·aاXW ‘ حST{fUب ’ اS}U` ها اa ابbcd اÂWbs و،bllÅUا
Why does the declension occur at the end of the word rather than at the beginning or in
the middle? Al-Zajajjī says: ‘‘Declension is not put at the beginning of the word, because
the beginning of the word must always have a vowel. For every word must begin with a
consonant with a vowel, just as the pause always has a vowelless consonant. Since there
must be a vowel at the beginning of the word, declension cannot be introduced at the
beginning, because two vowels cannot be combined on one consonant. Thus, the
possibility of introducing (the declension) at the beginning of the word is eliminated. It
cannot be introduced in the middle of the word, either , since each word has a different
middle part’’

pc `±bUح اb ،22  ص:XYZUء اSl\ إ،92  ص:`§S§ÔU اqf§ حb ،33  ص:½هUح ور اb :bniا
59، 58  ص:ىZU اb^ حb ،1/13 : بS}U ا،1/14 :vrاX¯U اvf ه،1 ،/57 ،56 :VlaS}Uا
Versteegh, The Explanation of the Linguistic Causes, pp.118, 119; Bohas, G. and J. P.
Guillaume; The Arabic Linguistic Tradition, London: Routledge, 1990, pp. 53-55 .
ًا وbWm  وSًnoU VpاU اqrاXsU ’ ا، 7 ، 5 `a  و وردتq_h` اa ‘ًاbWm وSًnoU VpاUرة ’اSTsU ا°^mg 706
SهSZT¾ و  أ،7 ، 5 `a  وردتSf« آlY{Uا
Sr `a  وردتSf« آlY{Uرة‘ و اX{mr ÂU ’ أ7 ، 5 ،3 `a  و وردت،q_h` اa ‘ رةX{mr’ ،Vfp آ°^mg 707
SهSZT¾ و  أq_hاء اXg
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رتbr  و،`ِ±SmU` اiءS§ :XYi) ،½{ZU` اa كbَY  و،711bَÆU و اvabU` اa 710zآSg
qT Sr z
َ }â g
ُ Sr و
715

713

َ ±SmU ا°W و رأ،`ِ±SmUSw
﴾©` ا
َ cا داXTl§ ﴿أ:USs ©ل اS ،712(`

ٍ Tê  و،ٍXUْ  آ،¨ءSW واو¨ أو
نX}W اب أنbcd اq_ و أ.«lY{U \}® اf}Ya ،714`

VuUء اSfgh` اa

716

(v±اXr V¾]¾ `a ´U )و ذ،وفbYUSw نX}W   و،تSآbYUSw

،¨X و أ،¨Xa  و،¨XZ و ه،¨Xw )أ:` و ه،718(®p}fUء اSW bl U)إ

717

VaS£fU اVpّsfUا

،ًاb§ وSًT{i وSًsa رÂUh اpc ّرةmr تSآbYw بbsW و،VrزP ÂU¨ أb³ Sr X وه،رX{mfU® اgP´ اUw WbW 708
،ابbcd اzc xT\ ّih رًاX{mr `
ّ fg رX{mfUا
xpÆfU ا،رسSa ÔÈSa : ·lmY ، يb}TsUى اgh اpc zw \اXU اTc ®gSmU اXw أ،نSهbw zw ا: vfpUح اb : bniا
: qlmc zwح اb ،1/56 :ÞlsW zw أ،1/16 .1984 :°WX}U ا، `wbsUاث اbU® اu ،دبhن واXZoU واVaSmjpU `Z¸XUا
1/ 72
،ًS_XmZr لSmW و،`cاU` وا±SmU ا،XYi ،ةbu آS¯pT Volo  ًءSW ¨b³ `a °iS آSr ،صXmZfU® اgP ا،Zr ادbfU ا709
bÆU واvabU اÊmZW ih
77  ص:ىZU اb^ حb ،1/ 73 : qlmc zwح اb ،37  ص:VlwbsUار اbg أ:bniا
q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{U‘ واz}g’ ،5 ، 2 `a 710
،VZآSuUء اSlU اpc رةmr ةbu}w bّ ÆW Sf آ،VZآSuUء اSlU اpc ّرةmr Vّf£w vabW ّi أÂU¼fU{ اmW 711
àuZU اbj` أآa zlgXmU اzlw Sr رةSTsU` اa bl ® وWm كSZ ه712
 و،5 ،`a  وردتSf« آlY{U واq_h` اa °^mg  و، 5 `a VWÚ وردت ه¨ ا،31 : VWÚ ر® ا: فSm\hرة اXg 713
SهSZT¾ أ
،`Tê Uت إboê  وSًlTê °W` و راTê  هاXYi’ ، 5 ، 3 `a رةSTsUت اW  ز714
ór إqjr ،vabU اVUS\ `a Vّf£U ا: ةbهSê تSآbYw فbsW  و،«lY{USw lTºUSw ةSYZU` ا_^]ح اa ّfuW Sr وها
:qjr bÆU اVUS\ `a ةbu}U وا، `
َ TnU ا°
ُ }ur و أ، Xَ UUت ا
ُ ór qjr ، ½{ZU اVUS\ `a VYoU وا، `
ُ TnU اq و أآXُ UUا
ُ }ur وأXِ UU` اa تbni
1/ 72،73 : qlmc zwح أb :bni ا،ِ`TnUSw °
SهSZT¾ و  أ،5 `a  وردتSf« وآlY{U وا،5 `a تW و زq_h` اa ‘نX}W  ’ أنVfp آ°^mg 715
  وàuZU اbj` اآa  وردتSf« آlY{U و اàuZU اbj` أآa تW و زq_h` اa zlg XmU اzlw Sr  رةSTsU ا°^mg  و716
SهSZT¾أ
. 7 `a ‘VّpsfU ’ اVfp آ°^mg 717
. 7 `a ،zlgXmU اzlw Sr رةSTsU ا°^mg 718
S¯ّZa ،فS£ P
ّ ´ أUw زb\ و وا،VaS£r نX}  أن،S أ\ه:Vsw أرSً¸وb وفbYUSw ءSfghاب ه¨ اbcd ةSYZU اbذآ
،®p}fUء اSW bl Uف إS£  أن:`iSjU ا،ٍبw رتbr و،ًSw أ°W ورأ، ها أب:XYi ةbهSnUت اSآbYUSw بbs ٍ ¬Zl\
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720

´U و آ،lww رتbr  و،¨Sw أ°W و رأ،¨Xw` أiءS§ :لXm ،719(ل
ٍ Sr  و ذو،SهXf\ و

،VlZjU` اa  و،bÆU اpc  ُءSlU و ا،½{ZU اpc ÂUh وا،vabU اpc اوXUل ا
ُ a ،`اXTUا
ءSlUSw ن أوXZUاو واXUSw

723

vfÆU و ا،نXZUو ا

722

ءSlUSw  أو،721نXZU و اÂUhSw

،727(zْlfِ pur و،zlَfpِur °W ورأ،َنXُfpur و،نSَfpur `iءS§)
،`w أ°Wورأ

726

:XYi

725724

نXZUوا

،`w ها أ:XYi ،رةmr تSآbYw °wbc® أâp}fU اSW U إ°ol±ن أa ،¨Xf\¨ وX وأ،W زXw ها أ:XYi

،ةbهSnUت اSآbYUSw بbs ٍ ¬Zl\ S¯i¶a ،ةbÅّ{r نX}  أنzr ´Uw زb\ وا،ةbّT}r نX}  أن:tUSjU ا،`ww رتbrو
،دةbor نX}  أن:vwاbU ا،ٍلSr ي
ّ  وذٌوW` ز
ّ ww رتbr و،ٍ لSr ي
ّ  وذوW` ز
ّ wُ أ°Wل و رأ
ٍ Sr ي
ّ  وذُوW` ز
ّ wُ أ:XYi
zWU ُء اSw³ ءP¼ ه:XYi ،ةbهSnUت اSآbYUSw °wbc أ،VcXfÆr °iSن آa ،ةSZّjr  أوVcXfÆr نX} ´ أنUw زb\وا
 هان:XYi ،ًST{iًا وb§ ءSlUSw و،ًSsa رÂUhSw ZّjfUاب اbc أ°wbcة أSZّjr °iS وأن آ،®¯ÈSwÝw رتbrءَه® وSw³ °Wورأ
،lUر إS أz}U  وVswرh ه¨ اzr ،Vf\bU اlpc ÂZ{fU اbآW ®U ،WXww رتbr وWXw أ°W ورأWا زXwأ
،59 :ىZU اb^ حb ،1/77 ،76 :`±bUح اb ،1/ 52 :ÞlsW zw أ،1/49 ،48 :qlmc zwح اb :bni اql{opUو
،60
àuZU اbj` أآa zlgXmU اzlw Sr رةSTsU` اa bl® وWm كSZ ه719
،`اXTU ’و آا ا، 6 ، 4 `a `‘ وSTU ’وآا ا2 `a 720
‘vfÆUن واXZUء و اSlU واÂUh Sw ’ ، 7 `a 721
‘vabU` اa ’ تW ز، 2 `a 722
ءSlU وا،ًSsaاو رXU ا،®USuU اbآfU اvf§ `a  و،ًاb§  وSًT{i ءSlU و ا،ًSsa رÂUhّ اZjfU` اa ابbcd اVr]c ن
ّ رأX¯ºfUا
ضXc Sf¯Zr q
ٍ ` آa S¯ّiP ، ابbcd اVr]c `a Vp® داUSuU اbآr vf§ ّ وZjfU` اa نXZU ا°ulU  و،ًاb§  و،ًST{i
VaS±d اVUS\ `a ًاb§  وSًT{i ءSlUSw و، Sًsaاو رXU واÂUhSw نSwbsW vfÆUّ واZjfUن ا
ّ h و،دbofU® اgP` اa zWXZU اzc
،VaS±ßU °a\ tl\ ، نXZUد اX§ دون وSfهsw Sr Uإ
، 69-59 :ىZU اb^ حb ، 1/ 81-74 :`±bUح اb :bni اWÔfpU و
‘vfÆUل ’واw vfÆU` اa ، 6 ، 3 ، 2 `a 723
ãoU Vr]g vr zlZ¾ اzr bj أآpc ل
ّ ® دg® اUSuU اbآfU اvfÆU وا،®USuU اbآfU اvf§ ، Vf\bU اlpc ÂّZ{fU اWbW
 ¾]ث،b}w وb}w وb}w و، W وزW وزW ز: لXm  أنq_h‘ واzWb}TU وا،zWWÔU’اXYi ، ¨b` أa دةSWÔw ¨دbor
ارb}U اzc اXUsa ،zWbºc اد أوbaة أbºc w ادbfUن اX}W ma ‘اXUS^gار واb}Uا اXpmgّ¯® أZ}U و،qh اpc ّاتbr
¨b³ `a دةSW زUإ
،49 ،48  ص:VlwbsUار اbg أ،65  ص:ىZU اb^ حb :bniا
ء و هاSlUSw bÆW {½ وZW  و،ÂUhSw vabW w ·YU أSr ّ وZjfUن ا
ّ  أ،Vf\bU اlpc ÂZ{fU¨ اbذآSr q_SYU و ا724
ًاb§  وSًT{i ءSlU و اSًsa رÂUh اpc رةmr VآbYw w ·YpfUّ و اZjfU` اa ابbcdن ا
ّ « أlY{U و ا،رX¯ºfU اXه
، 1/ 81-74 :`±bUح اb ، 1/ 53 :qlmc zwح اb :bniا
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،ÓZjَ fU \}® اf}Ya ،ٍbf£r U إSaS£r

728

]
ً ` ِآa  و،zlِfpufw  و،zlَfpِufw رتbrو

U إÂ
َ l± و إذا أ،730(Sf¯lp}w رتbr  و،Sf¯lp آ°W و رأ،Sf` آ]هiءS§)
] آ°W و رأ،zlp§bUا

733

]` آiءS§ :لXm

732

Sً noU

731

S{sUا

[20]

729

:لXm

®}\ f}Ya bٍ ¯nُr

: وه،v±اXr Vuf a ½{ZU واbØ ÆUي اXuW و،734zlp§bU}] اw رتbr و،zlp§bUا
،ءSUو ا

ÂUhSw ®USuU اti¼fU اvf§ :tUSjU وا،Sib ذآSf آ،735®USuU اvfÆU و ا،VَlZjUا
.ت
ٍ Sfpufw رتbr و،ٍتSfpur °W ورأ،ٌتSfpur `ZءS§ :XYi

‘XYi’ لw ‘لXm’ Vfp آqfsuW ، 3 VyuZU` اa 726
zlgXmU اzlw Sr رةSTsU` اa bl® وWm ،3 `a 727
[ti¼fpU Sp و آbّآfpU ] ] آf}\ lpc ·T^ZW `ءºU اqljr  أنqlT zr ‘ Sp ’آbآW ®U 728
، 53  ص:½هUح ور اb ،1/ 95-91 : `±bUح اb :bniا
‘لXm ’ Vfpل آw ‘XYi ’ ،Vfp آqfsuW ،29 `a 729
zlgXmU اzlw Sr رةSTsU` اa blS ® وWm ، 2 `a 730
¨SZT¾ و  أ،àuZU اbj` أآa  وردتSf« وآlY{U ‘ واS{c’ ،q_h` اa‘ وS{sU ’ ا،7 ، 6 ، 5 ، 3 ، 2 `a 731
]ثjUاب اbcdت اSآb\ ¨b³ pc ّرm ّUر أX{mfU® اgPاب \}® اbcd` اa f}\  أي:SًnoU S{sU \}® ا732
، Zc °uT\  أي، Zc تbâ{ ابbcdت اSآb\ ن
ّ h رًاX{mr `
ّ fg و،ىbh واSliU¯ى واUى واX¯U ا،XYi ،رspU
72، VWÚ ر® ا،zf\bU ا:رةXg ﴾مSlyU` اa راتX{mr رX\ ﴿ ،ن³bmU` اa  وردتSfآ
، 41، 40  ص:VlwbsUار اbg أ، 1/16 : vfpUح اb ،1/56 :ÞlsW zw ا:bni اWÔfpUو
°W و رأzlp§bU` اp` آiءS§’ ،3 `a ‘zlp§bU` اp}w رتbr  وzlp§bU` اp آ°W و رأzlp§bU` آ] اiءS§ ،2 `a 733
‘ وzlp§bU آ] ا°W و رأzlp§bU اó}w رتbr  وzlp§bU اô` آiءS§ ،7 `a ‘zlp§bU` اp}w رتbr  وzlp§bU` اpآ
ÊZU` اa ¨SZT¾  أSf« آlY{Uا
°ol±¶ذا أa ti¼fU اZjfpU [Sp ]آzllwاbcd اS¯lUS\ `a S¯sr يXuW و،bآfU اZjfpU X}][ وهU] ÂU¼fU اqjr 734
°W ورأ،SfهSpن آSZTU` اZءS§ لXm ،[ZjfUSw نSmYpr Sf¯ih] ًاb§ وSًT{i ءSlUSw وSًsa رÂUhSw °wbcُ أblf± Uإ
`ZءS§ :لXma ،رX{mfUاب اbcب إbsa ،bهSê ®g اU إ°ol±ُ إذا أSّr أ،Sf¯lp آzlZTUSw رتbr و،Sf¯lp آzlZTUا
ا ًءXg Sًmp^r ZjfUاب اbc إSpب آ] وآbsW zr ةSYZU اzr و.zlZTU اSp}w رتbr و،zlZTU اSp آ°W ورأ،zlZTU اSpآ
Sً mp^r رX{mfUاب اbc إS¯wbsW zr ®¯Zr و،ٍbf£ُr U إSol±ُ أم أb¯nُr U إSol±ُأ
1/ 95-91 : `±bUح اb ،113 ، 112  ص:فb{U واXYZU` اa l¯fU ا، 65، 64 ، ص:ىZU اb^ حb :bniا
5 `a  وردتSf آÊZU` اa ¨SZT¾ أSf« آlY{U®‘ واUSuU ’ اVfp آ،5 `a تW و زq_h` اa ‘®USuU ’ ا،Vfp آ°^mg 735
،
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،َf\w رتbr و،َf\ أ°W ورأ737ُ f\` أiءS§ و،736فb{ZW PSr :vwاbUوا
740

´Uوآ

739

،ُU و، ُ iّ وإ،َ´w رتbr  و،َ´ُ rb` أآa ،738q{ّfUاblf£U ا:xrSyUوا

 و،نXpsoW  و،]نso  و،]نsoW `a نXZU )ا:VآbYU َم اSmr فbYUم اSl zr  و741.vfÆUا
®U) 744:لXm 743½{ZUم و اÔÆU` اa Ämu  و.vabU اVr]c S¯ّi¶a ، 742(zlpso و،نXpso
ف إذاb{U أو اzWXZU اzr ®gP اvZfW و، zWXZU اzr عXZffU اX ه، فb{U اzr عXZffU وا، zWXZUف اb{U ا736
 و،نSosgن وSfjc qjr نXZU واÂUhدة اSW وزVlfpsU وا،WÔW وf\ أ: qjr qsoU ووزن اVlfpsUSن آSpc la vf§ا
¯Zr VÅl{ آ،zlpsUم اSmr مXm  وا\ةVّpc la نX}  و،نST£ن وSº^c :qjr نXZU واÂUhدة اSW وزVlo_XUSآ
pT\اء وbY_ : qjr رةX{mfUودة أو اffU اtliU اÂUw مXyfUS« وآlSor« وlwS{r§ وSur :qjr عXfÆUا

XYZU` اa l¯fU ا، 1/ 62-58 :ÞlsW zw ا، 72-70  ص:ىZU اb^ حb ،1/ 70، 69 :qlmc zwح اb :bniا
، 126،127  ص:فb{Uوا
، 7 ، 5 ، 3 `a ‘f\` اiءS§’ رةSTsU ا°^mg 737
q_hا اc Sr  وردتSf آzfU` اa ¨SZT¾ أSf« آlY{U و ا،3 `a  و وردتq_h` اa ‘q{ّfU ’ اVfp آ°^mg 738
bÆU{½ واZUن اX}W Sfّi و إ، va أو رb§ {½ أوi qYr `a VّlZTr S¯ّih bÆUSw P{½ وZUSw Â_X P bÈSf£U ا739
zr S¯Zc بSi Sr  أوVآb\ zc ®p}W نS آSfّi إVmwSuU اVswرh اv±اXfU اzc ®ّp} SfZl\ ÂU¼fU وا، VwbsfUء اSfgóU
ءS¯Uف أو اS}U اVآb\ Sّr أ،ىbّة أbr bÆpUّة وbr ½{ZpU Vr]sم آmfU اqrSsU اl£mW Sfr ، فb\ ى أوbُ أVآb\
®}YW VrزP  ٍءSZw نX}g  ٍء أوSZw تSآb\ ` هSfّi وإ، مmfU اqrSsU اTp§ Sًwاbc إ°ulpa Sf¯iX}g  أوSf ه® وهVآb\ أو
، Äma رةX{U` اa X هSfّi¶a b§ qYr `a cX{½ ووi qYr `a blf£Uع اX وzlw ويSuU اSّr وأ،blf£Uع اXi S¯la
، US `w ّ br` وpc `Zrb أآ: qjr ®p}fUء اSW ،b§ qYr{½ وi qYr `a Sf¯cX` وa ءS¯Uف واS}U اvr يXuWو
‘ ´U ’آVfpل آw ‘ ’آاVfp آqfsuW ،5 ،3 ،2 `a 740
‘®¯Uّ¯® وi إXYi ’ ،5 `a ‘®¯U¯® وi إvfÆU ’ آا ا، 7 `a تW‘ وزvfÆUل ’اw ‘vlfÆU ’ا،Vfp آqfsuW ،3 ،2 `a و741
‘ّZjfU اvfÆU´ اU ’آ، 6 `a
àuZU اbj` أآa zlgXmU اzlw Sr رةSTsU` اa Êmi دة وSW زblS® وWm كSZ ه742
Sfوم آÔÆr Srب و إX{Zr Sّr إqsoUSa ،°a\  وإن،qsoU اva رpc °U د،نXZU اS¯la °Tj  أن،VufyUل اSsah` اa أي
1/30 : vfpUح اb : bni اWÔfpU و،ÂZ{fU اbذآ
q_hا اXg Sr vlf§ `a °^mg‘ وVآbYUط اXmu ’آq_h` اa تW و ز،مÔÆU{½ و اZU` اa ،7 ، 3 `a 743
رعS£fU اqsopU مÔÆU{½ واZU` اUS\ `a Vّf£Uف اY Sf آ، ½{ZUم واÔÆU` اUS\ `a فY S¯ّi أÂU¼fU اWbW
م أوÔÆW SrZc ّf± Ämu ]
ً jr [بb£W] qsoUSa ،VT¸SyfUء اSW  أو: VcSfÆU أو واو اzlZ¾h اÂU أw q{W ®U ّيUا
ب
َ b£W zUبْ وb£W ®U :لXma ، ½{ZW
‘لXm ’ لw ‘XYi’ Vfp آqfsuW ، 5 ، 2 `a 744
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وفb\ ´U ذzr }و745(`pَso zU  و،`pَso ®U و،اXpso zU و،اXpsoW ®U و،]َsoْ َ zU و،]َsoْ Wَ
 و،748وÔÅW 747:XYi vabU` اa VZآSg °ُTj S¯ّi¶a ،746]مU اqّsfU اqsoU` اa ،zlpّU واâ fUا
،ُÔÅW ®U :XYi 749VآbYUط اXmu آ،مÔÆU` اa Ämu  و،ºyW و،rbW

®U و،ِمbW ®U و
750

،َrbW zU و، َوÔÅW zU :XYi ،½{ZU` اa ءSlUاو واXUك اÓbYW و،َÞyW

{VآbYUا

zc S¯cSZrP ºyW zU :XYi ،vabU` اa 752S¯pjr ½{ZU` اa 751VZآSg

ÂUh ا°ُTjو
753

754

:ءfZre اUV tzV

:zlwb± pc ءSfghا
.Sib ذآSfآ

756

،qrاXsU]ف اSw ¨b³ Âp اSr Xب هbsfUوا

،759zlwb± pc بbَ sfU ¾ ّ® ا،ٍqrSsw P iX}g آ وb\

758

755

:U|goب وXYo

°iS آSr Xه

757

:`ZTfUوا

]soW zU ] وsoW ®U’ ،3 ، 2 `a  و،àuZU اbj` أآa zlgXmU اzlw Sr رةSTsU` اa Êmi دة وSW ز،bl ® وWm كSZ ه745
5 `a ،`pso zUا وXpso zU ] وso zU ` وpso ®U ا وXpsoW ®U ] وsoW ®U’ ،5 `a `‘ وpso ®U ا وXpso zUا وXpsoW ®U و
،`pso ®U و، XpsoW zU وXpsoW ®U و،]so zU  و،]so ®U XYi’ ،
‘]مU اqsfUل ’اw ‘b ôU اqsr’ ، 7 `a 746
‘´UXm ’آ،7 `a 747
[ºyW] `a ÂUh اpc`[ وrbW] `a ءSlU اpcو[ وÔÅW] `a اوXU اpc Vّf£U اbWm vr 748
‘وÔÅW X ’ه، 2 `a ‘فmW’ ،5 `a
`a ¨SZT¾ أSf آ، 2 ، 3 `a  وردتSf« آlY{U‘ و اVآbYUط اXmu ’آ،2 ، 3 `a ‘VآbYUط اXmg’ q_h` اa 749
½p{Uا
‘`rbW zU  وXcW zU  ’و، 7 `a ‘ وºyW zU’ ، 6 `a  وردتq_h` اa ‘ºyW zU ’و،Vfp آ°^mg 750
½{ZU` اa VZآSg ÂUh اmTW  و، 7 `a 751
‘نS آSr qjr’ ، 7 `a تW‘ وزvabU` اa S¯pjr’ Vfp آ°^mg ، 2 `a 752
zU XYi .. Uإ... qsoU` اa zlpU واfUوف اb\ ´U ذzr : zr اءT ’ ،1 Vyui `a{ } zlg XmU اzlw Sr Ämg كSZ ه753
،VآbYU اzc S¯cSZrd ºyW
Volo VYoU اqTmW ّi¶a اوXUSw ء أوSlUSw bÚ اqsfU]ف اyw ،VYoU_½ وه` اSZU اS¯w ءS§ `ّU اVآbYU اqTm P ÂUأ
ءSlUاو واXU اzr q آpc
Sf آ،5 `a  وردتSf½ آgSZfUء‘ واSfgh` اa’ Vfp وردت آ،5 `a  وq_h` اa ‘ءSfgh` اa’ ،Vfp آ°^mg 754
zfU` اa ¨SZT¾أ
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bُ l و،764zWXZU ا763 وbّÆU اpW Sr 762Xف هb{ZfU وا761:ف
ٍ Xِ z|o Xُ ] و760ٌفXz|o
و

766

.Sً \Xor bّÆU اv±Xr `a نS وآ،765zWXZU و اbّÆU اpW P Sr Xف هb{ZfUا

Sf آq_hا اc Sr  وردتSf« آlY{U وا، 5 ، 3 ،1 `a  و وردتq_h` اa ‘بbsfU` و اZTr ’و،رةSTsU ا°^mg 755
½p{U` اa ¨SZT¾أ
‘ًاbWm  وSًnoU’ ،3 `a تW و ز756
 أوVآbYw ]
ً Yr  وSًnoU qrاXsU]ف اSw ¨b³ Âp أSr بbsfU® اgP ا:ÞlsW zwل اS ،بbsfU اÂwbs zr` زa
، Vf\bU اlpc ÂU¼fU اb ذآSfة آSYZU® اnsr Zc و،q_h` اZTr’ TّºW ®U يUآ½ اbfU اX ه:½§S\ zw اZc ف وb\
 وqlUاب دbcdن ا
ّ  أSf أ\ه:zl¯§XU Sfّi إql  وS¯^g` وa P  وS¯Uّ` أوa z}W ®U  وVfp}U اb³ `a ابbcdن اS َ® آU و
:`iSjU§ اXU و ا، ًاb³ ابbcdن اS´ آUpa lpc لXUfU اbّم ذآm sw P
ّ  إqlUU اVrS{« اW P  وlpc لXUr بbsfUا
P ولhف اbYUن ا
ّdP
ً ن أوX}W  أنÔÆW ®pa ًاb³  أوSً^g أو وP
ً ن أ ّوX}W  أنzr qyW ®U ابbcd اU إðl\ أSّfU ّiأ
Xي هUم اÔÆUاب اbcd اVpf§ zr نSa ´U ذvr ء وSZw  أمXاب هbc® إpsW ®U P
ً اب أوbcd اqs§ Xpa SآbYr P
ّ ن إX}W
Sً^g وqsÆW ®U ، SًZآSg نX}W  أنz}fW P ولhم إذا اÔÆU اS¯Zr vZrP P
ً اب أ ّوbcdن اS آXpa لSsah اb³ `a نX}g
X هSr ءSfgh اzr ن
ّ  أvr ٍ £s آqsa pc  أوÂ
ٍ } آqsa س أوbo آqsa pc ` هq هS¯iف وزbsW Vfp}U اÄgXw ن
ّP
ًاb³ ابbcd اqs§ P
ّ · إTW ®U ÄgXUول و اh اvZr إSّfpa U Ägh` اcSwر
.1/ 52-50 :ÞlsW zw ا:bni اWÔfpUو

حb ، 22  ص:VlwbsUار اbg أ،1760 ، ÂWbsU ر® ا:تSoWbsUب[ اbc] دةSr ، حSY{Uب واbsUن اSuU :bniا
1/7 :vfُpUح اb ،1/55 :`±bUح اb ،16 ص:ىZU اb^
، 4 `a  وردتSf½ آp{U` اa ¨SZT¾ أSf« آlY{U‘ واX` هZTfU ’و ا، 4 `a ‘X` وهZTr  ’و،q_h` اa 757
،7 `a ‘نS ’آVfp آ°^mg 758
مSº هzw اZc  و،رقSor bl نX}g  أوVٍ رSor bl Vآb\ pc Vfp}U اb³ ZTW  أنX وه:ءSZTU` \ اa اجbg zwل اS
ةSYZUّ® اu   و،blّÅW ®U  وا\ًاSًwb± مÔU SfU ّid  ًءSZw `ّfg Sfi و إ،ًاbWm  أوSًnoU  وا\ ًةVً US\ Vfp}U اb³ ومÔU :
®ّ£U اpc `ZTfU و ا،اX و أbºc \w :XYi ،«oU اpc `ZTr ء وP¼¯ آ:XYi ،bu}U اpc `ZTr : مSu أVswىرpc
:® و آzr :XYi ،نX}uU اpc `ZTfU وا، ُ sw  وq
ُ T :XYi ،
، 4/ 84-80 :ÞlsW zw ا، 33-16 : ىZU اb^ حb :bni اWÔfpUو
‘zlcXi `pc’ ، 3 `a 759
:·lmY ، اجbg zw اfYr zw اb}w Xw أ،اجbg zwh :XYZU` اa لX_h ا:bni ا،ًS£W أzّ}fr U لSmW ،فb{ZfU ا760
1/53 .1973 :ادÅw ،`fnchن اSfpg VsT^r ،`p^oU اzluYU اTc
، 3`a  وردتSf آzfU` اa ¨SZT¾ أSf« آlY{U وا3 `a تWف ‘ و زb{Zr bl ’وVfp آ°^mg q_h` اa 761
 إذاP
ّ وان إbr َ وf\ آ،ّbÆU اv±Xr `a «oUSw ّكbYW وqsoU اTºU zWXZU واbّÆU اZc لÔyW :فb{ZfU اblو
1/ 57 ،56 :ÞlsW zw ا:bni ا،ÂWbsUم اP p أو دÂl±أ
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،qsoU و وزنٌ ا،tliU وا،768ÂWbsU ا،767Vsu

[21]

فb{U اzr VsiSfUب اSTghا

ُ sU وا،ُÂ_XUوا
نXZU واÂUh وا،770{h اvfÆU وا،ُ½lآbU وا،VfÆsU وا،769ل
ّرb} أو

773

S¯Zr نSTTg ®gP` اa vf§ اr و.tliUا

772

`oUh ،771نScرS£fUا
‘X ’وه،Vfp آ°^mg ،5 `a 762

،½p{U` اa ¨SZT¾ أSf« آlY{U‘ واvr لw’ Vfp آqfsuW ،5 ، 3 ، 2 `a ‘ وvr’ ،Vfp وردت آq_h` اa 763
1/53 ،اجbg zwh :XYZU` اa لX_h ا:bni ا،ًS£W أz}fr U لSmW بbsfUSa 764
‘zWXZU اvr bÆU اpW P Sr Xف و هb{Zr bl  وW ’ آ،رةSTsUت اW ز،3 `a 765
vabla bّ ÆU اbl `a Sّr‘ أf\w رتbr’ `a Sf آ، ةbu}U اzc VwSli VYoUSw bّ ÆW فb{U اzr عXZffU أن اWbW 766
،zWXZ bl zr VYoUSw ½{ZW وVّf£USw
، 70  ص:ىZU اb^ حb ، 127، 126  ص:فb{U واXYZU` اa l¯fU ا، 1/ 69 :qlmc zwح اb : bniا
‘` ’و هVfpت آW ز، 5 ، 3 `a 767
،\ وا°lw `a تSr]sU ه¨ ا°sf§ و
½lآb ®ّ ¾ vf§ ®ّ ¾ VfÆcو
½Wbm ل
ُ XmU وها اq
ٍ sa و وزن

Vabsr وtli وÂ_ل ووc
ÂU أS¯pT zr ةÈزن زاXUوا
2/ 250 :qlmc zwح اb ،307  ص:VlwbsUار اbg أ:bniا

la zfّ£r ّi أVّ¯§ zr ®gP اqmZW ّيU اXف هb{U اzr viSfU اÂWbsUSa ،فb{pU SًsiSr xlU Sًmp^r :ÂWbsU ا768
،b³ ½Tg S¯sr vf§ إذا ا،VlfpsU اÂWbs X وهlpc q Vr]c bl zr
،70  ص:XYZU` اa Ô§XfU ا،1/ 59 :ÞlsW zw ا:bniا
‘Â_XUل و اsU ’و ا،3 `a 769
Ål_ zc §وb ‘ ½§S\ zw ’ أZc و، VّlfpsUSw °ibف إذا اb{U اzr ®gP اvZf `ّU اVlnopU اqpsUإ\ى ا
،bَ ُأ: XYi ، Vlo_XUSw  أوba ز،XYi SًmlmY ، Vlp_hا
3/ 113 :`±bUح اb ،1/ 62 ،61 :ÞlsW zw ا،1/ 406  ص:VlwbsUم اXpc `a qّ{ofU® اÆsfU ا:bniا
® ودراهqWدSZ§ وSuf آ:zآSg S¯^gف أوb\ أV¾]¾ ن أوSab\ oU أsw vf§ q آX وه،عXfÆU¯ اZr VÅl_  أي770
bliSiود
، 1/ 63 :ÞlsW zw ا،139 ، ص:فb{U واXYZU` اa l¯fU ا،1/27 :vfُpUح اb :bni اql{opUو
Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, vol.1, p. 245.
 ٍءSZw `a نXZU واÂUh أن ا:Sf¯Zlw TºU وو§ ا،اءbf\ :qjr رةX{mfUودة واffU اtliU` اoUh نS¯ّTºfUاد اbfU ا771
اءةbf\ زXÆW Pاء وbf\ زXÆW ،º^c ،نSº^c ti¼fa tliU اZc ءSU اS¯mYp P وbآfU اÊّyW
q_h` اa Sf« آlY{U‘ واtliU` اoUh’ P لw ‘tliU اÂUh’ ،6 `a و772
،q_h` اa Sf« آlY{U‘ و اS¯Zr’ ،Vfp آ°^mg ، 5 `a 773
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`a S¯Zr Vuf Sً fg اbºc \ أ775´U ذla §ٌ وSrف و
ُ b{U اvِZrُ ،S¯Zr \ وا774½Tg
:XYi ،777psَa Vji¼r ّيU]ن اsَa  و،bf\ أ:XYi Vً o_ ،ْqsa أ،وه
 و،ٍV¾]¾ Vٍ ¾]¾ zc Pِc
ُ ،عSwُو ر

779

776

bl}ZU اVUS\

ث
َ ]ُ¾ :XYi ،ولsfU وا،ىb}g و،778انb}g

،اءbY_ و،اءbfY آ،ًرةX{mr  أو780ود ًةfr tliU اÂU¨ أb³ `a Sr  و،ٍVsw أرVٍ swأر
zr Sf¯USjr pc نS آSr و،َ®lcSi وأ،َورSg آ: {h اvfÆU وا،781ىbºُw و،pTُ\و
،َ§ْSuf آzآSg S¯^g أو،ٍفbُ \ أV¾]¾ أو
`iS¾ نS¶ن آa ،ٍVpِSَl{
َ آ

784

783

نSab\ oUأ

782

َ sw Sfr ،عXfÆUا

Sً ab{Zr ®gPن اS آSً آbYr Ägوhن اS¶ن آa ،َ«lwْS{rو

½{ZU` اa S¯ÓT¾ وأ،®gP ا°
َ iْ XÓ iَ  و،785bâ ÆU واvabU` اa S¯َa\ ،ًءSW ÂUh اsw zlabYUا

اءbf\ وbliSi« ودlwS{f آ:tliU اSoU واvfÆU ا،Sf وهzlّpsUم اSmr مXm °YT_ا\ة أXU اVpsU أن ا،ÂU¼fU{ اmW
،pT\و
2/ 250 :qlmc zwح اb ،1/ 112-108 :`±bUح اb ،1/71 :ÞlsW zw ا:bni اWÔfpUو
SهSZT¾ أSf آq_hا اc Sr `a ءتS§ Sf« آlY{U واq_h` اa V^Sg و،7 ، 5 ، 3 ، 2 `a ‘½Tg’ Vfpت آW ز774
½p{U` اa
،3 `a ‘´U ’ذVfp آ°^mg 775
‘ÂWbsU ’و اVfpت آW ز،2 `a 776
‘psa ti¼r ÀÆW يU ’و ا،3 `a 777
‘يb}g Vji¼r’ ، 6 `a تW و ز778
q_ h` اa Sf« آlY{Uع‘ و اSw و رtp¾ XYi’ ، 4 `a ‘دsU اzc’ Vfpت آW ز،1 `a 779
½p{U` اa SهSZT¾ أSf« آlY{Uودة‘ و اYr’ ،5 `a 780
®pc [ يX± ]رqjr Vabsr  أمqjr Sfة آb}i نSا ًء أ آXg فb{U اzr vZfW رةX{mr ودة أوfr tli ÂUw ® Sr 781
ءS_ وأ، «Wb§ vf§ [ \b§] qjr Sًsf§ ّم أمm Sfدًا آbor نSا ًء آXg و، `TZU ®pc [SWb و]زآ، VZWfU اqT§ pc
، اءbf\ وpTY آVo_ اء أمbY_ و،ىb آآSًfgن اSا ًء آXg و،·W_ vf§
، 2/ 251 :ÞlsW zw ا، 2/251 :qlmc zwح أb ،71 ص: ىZU اb^ حb :bni اWÔfpUو
‘نS آSfr  ’و،3 `a 782
،نSآbYr’ Vfpت آW ز،5 `a 783
‘ VTU ’ اVfpت آW ز،5 `a 784
‘bÆU و اvabU اVUS\ `a ’ ، 3 ، 2 `a 785
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.®pcSa

787

(ا ٍرXÆw رتbr و،اريX§ °W و رأ،ٍارX§ `ZءS§ :XYi) ،786zWXZ blÅw

،َ®lاهbw إ:XYi ،789`fÆch® اpsU® اgP ا:` وهÂWbsU اVUS\

788

`a S¯Zr Vٌ gو

.َab_ ،ٍiْ bَ aِ  أو،مSÆِU XYZw 790]
ً § ر°
َ lْ fÓ g نa ،َqlcSfgوإ
793

نXi وÂU¨ أb³ `a Sr  و.792فb{U اvZr `a َةb¾ِ ¼rbl

791

VWb}ZU اVfÆsUن ا
ّh

َ Slog و،َنSfjُs آ:نSWÔr
،794bَ }ُ ºW و،َWÔW و،َf\ آ،qsoU وزن اla Sr و،ن

‘zWXZU ’ ا، 5 ، 3 ، 2 `a 786
WXTlg  رأىpc ÂloyU أو اzlZآSuUء اSmUd VaوYfUء اSlU اzc ضXc ih ضXsU اzWXZ zWXZUّ ها اfuW
vabW  و،جS§ÔUد واbTfU رأي اpc ءSlU اzc ضXc  أو،x}sUف أو اb{U اvZr pc ]لcdا اXr اءXg رX¯ÆUوا
½TuU و ا،ةbu}U اzc VwSli VaوYfUء اSlU اpc VpmjufUS VYoUSw bّÆW Sf آ،VaوYfUء اSlU اpc Vf±Sw ®gP ها اqjr
VYoU اb¯na ،½{ZU اVUS\ `a Sّr أ،ةbu}U اX و هqlm¾ zc °wSi S¯ّi إVUSYU` ه¨ اa ءSlU اpc VYoUل اSmjg` اa
Âl± إذا أ،فS£r bl ÂWbsU ]ال[ اzr SًlUS رX{mfU® اgPن اX}W  أن:ءSlUو¸ \ف اb zr و،ءSlU اpc Volo
،«lwS{fUSw °}ur وأ،ِÆufU« اlwS{r Uت إbni :qjr ةbu}USw ¨ّb§ نSل آw فbc ف أوb{U اzr عXZffUا
qrS آzW ز،`}uWXyU ا:`wbsU اXYi ،139 ص:فb{U واXYZU` اa l¯fU ا،1/ 181 ،180 :`±bUح اb :bniا
، 65-61 :ÞlsW zw ا،133  ص.1988 :VWرZ}g إ،VlsrSÆU اVabsfU دار ا،lfYU اTc
، 6 `a ،zlgXmU اzlw Sr رةSTsU` اa bl ® وWm كSZ ه787
SهSZT¾ و أ، 3 `a  و وردتq_h` اa ‘S¯Zr’ Vfp آ°^mgف‘ وb{Z P ’ ، 5 `a ‘فb{ZW P’ تW ز، 2 `a 788
‘®psU` اfÆch® اgP ’ا، 7، 6 `a ، 3 ، 2 `a ‘®psU ’ ا،Vfp آ°^mg 789
‘]
ً § ’رVfp آ°^mg ، 4 `a 790
®lاهbw¶ آ،فb\ أV¾]¾ pc  ًةÈ وزاÅU `a Sًfpc نS ّ إذا آPف إb{U اzr vZfW P `fÆch® اgP` أن اZsW 791
bl  أوSًfpc –  ٍمSÆp آSf¯la ةb}i نS أو آ،بbsUن اSuU `a qw ،®ÆsUن اSuU `a Sًfpc `fÆch اz}W ®U نSa ،qlcSfgوا
Zr ادbfU اxlU VfÆsU ا، ،Vf\bU اlpc ÂU¼fU اqjr Sf آ،  ٍمSÆpw ت
ُ رbr  وSًrSÆU °Wم و راSÆU  ها:XYi ab_ ®ٍ pc
¨SibّºTa ﴿ ،ن³bmU` اa  وردSf آ، ®هblن وSiXW روم وzr بbsU آ]م اzc Sً§رS نS آSr q آqw ، Äma رسSa VÅU
، 71 VWÚ ر® ا: دX¯Uرة اXg ﴾ بXmsW قSYg وراء إzrق وSYg¶w
:`§S§ÔU اqf§ حb ،1/ 66،67 :ÞlsW zw ا،1/ 144-142 : `±bUح اb ،32  ص:vr اX¯U اvf ه:bni اWÔfpUو
2/ 259 :qlmc zw ا،133 ص:فb{U واXYZU` اa l¯fU ا، 301،302 ص
، 5 ، 3 `a ‘فb{U اvZr’ ، Vfp آ°^mg 792
‘نXZU و اÂUh ’ ا، 6 `a 793
، 5 ، 3 ، 2 VrدSmU اàuZU` اa ‘b}ºW’ Vfp آ°^mg 794
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Sً noU ti¼fU وا،795zlabsfU ا،ٍba وزا،ٍbrSc zc Pِc
ُ ،bَa و ُز،bَfsُ  آ،ولsfUوا
Sfgِ] اs§
ُ

797

ّانpUن اSfgP وا،796½ZW وز،دSsuآ

[22]


ً Zsr  أو،Vfَpg و،VYْp^آ

`a فb{ZW ،VabsfU` اa فb{ZW P Sr q وآ،Ó´Tpsw و،بb}W sf آ،798وا\ًا
`oU¨ أb³

802

`a Sr

801

] وآا
ً § رw

800

°
َ lْ fÓ g  إذا،bf\ أ،XYi Pإ

799

،ةb}ZUا

: q_h وا. لsU واVlfpspU فb{U اzr vZr ، «fُ§ح وÔُ وq\ُ وزbaُ وزbَfsُ  آqَsaُ U إw P
ً وsr ®psUن اS إذا آ795
ح
َ Ôَ ُ bnZr `ibُgح و
ُ Ôُ b¯êَح وÔُ ت
ُ هS :لXm «rS§ وq\ وزاba وزاbrSc
،135 ،134  ص:فb{U واXYZU` اa l¯fU ا،314- 307  ص:VlwbsUار اbg أ،1/ 69 :ÞlsW zw ا:bni اWÔfpUو
swن راh ،½ZWد وزSsuف آb\ أV¾]¾ pc ًاÈن زاX}W  أنzr sZr طb و، VlnoU bl r]c °iS آSr WbW 796
ab_ زS§ `fÆc أbl ÄgXU اzآSg Sًl¾]¾ نSن آSa ´
َ pَr وbَmu آ،ÄgXUك اbYr Sًl¾]¾  أو،tliUء اS VUÔZr لÔZW
bWb§ لS Sf آ،c ودZ¯ف آb{U اzr sZrو
½
ِ pَsُ U` اa ُ c
ْ · دuُ ®U وcد

SرهÔ¬r q£ow vّoَ p ®U

 ص.1934 :ةbهSmU ا،ىbT}U اVWرSÆU اVT}fU ا،ويS{U ا© اTc qlcSfg اfYr :·lmY (حb ) :bWb§ انXW د:bniا
:·lmY ،bTZ zwن اSfjc zwو اbfc ،WXTlg :بS}U ا، 302  ص: `§S§ÔU اqf§ حb ، 1/ 70 : ÞlsW zw ا، 82
، 3/ 241 . 1977 :ةbهSmU ا،VrSsU اVWb{fU اV¬l¯U ا،رونS]م هuU اTc
، 3 `a ‘انpU ’ اVfp آ°^mg 797
VUÔZr Uوh اzr Sf¯liS¾ °UÔi و،  وا\ةVfp آSرS{a ،S§Ôr اzlfp آzr ½آbfU اX ه،`§ÔfUآ½ اbfU اWbW 798
xlpa ،ًاb Ä
ّ w آ،ديSZghآ½ اbfU وا، © اTs آ، `aS±Pآ½ اbr Sra ، ابbcd اb¯nWء وSfgh اzr tliUء اS
نSa ، VaS±d½ واlآbU( ا1) ،نS¯§XU اloa بb}W sr `a Sr وأ، ½lآbU واVlfpsU½ اuw فb{U اzr SًcXZfr
sfw رتbrب و
َ b}W sr °Wب ورأ
ُ b}W sr ل هاXma فb{ZW P Sr ابbc إS¯wbc وا\ًا وأSًfg اSf¯ps§ Sf¯Tرآ
`a لXma tliU اla تmcف اb{U اsZr  وإذاblآU اla تmc اab_ ¶ذاa ،ab_ف وb{U اvZr (2) بb}W
´USr zwل اS Sf آ،بb}W sfw رتbrب وb}W sr °Wب َ رأb}W sr ف هاb{ZfUا
‘Swb}W sr’ XYi ج
ٍ Ôr ½lآb

Sً Tّآbr ُ aْ b_ vZfW ®َ psUوا

، 306  ص:ُي£sUح اS£Wd ا، 1/ 66، 65 :ÞlsW zw ا، 2/ 256 :qlmc zwح اb ،32  ص:vr اX¯U اvf ه:bniا
، 2/ 567  ص:VÅpUم اXpc `a q{ofU® اÆsfUا
Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language,v ol. 1, p. 244
دSc  وا\ةVpc la °lmw  و،VlfpsU اZc °U( إذا زاÂWbsU )اVlfpsU اSfن إ\اهSpc la °sf§ اSr  أنWbW

799

:VloU` أa ´USr zwل اX {اقr ´U و ذÂU¼fU¨ اSZjg اSr P
ّ  إSًaوb{r
اbّ¾ أla Â
ُ WbsU اSr q
õ  آzr

اbّ}iُ Sr ْzaَ bِ _ ٍ® واlِf َ Zْ c
ِ

، 2 / 262-260 :qlmc zwح اb ، 1 / 70، 69 :ÞlsW zw ا:bni اql{opU و
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vfÆU وا،805َpsْ aَ ji¼r يU]ن اsَa  و- ،804ود ًةfr ر ًة أوX{mr ،803tliUا
،ْc و َد،ْZ ِه:XYi آbف وb{U ا807la زXÆW Ägوh اzآSuU]¾` اjU وا،806{hا
®U

809

،zlpTU zlfg` اa ،808 َرX§  و،َ¨Sf آtUS¾ ½Tg la Sr و،ْطXU  و،ْحXiُ و

®}\ f}\ ن
ّ ¶a ،811ْbmَ g
َ XYi ،ِÄg
َ وhك اâbYُfUا

810

`¾]ُjU و آا ا.VTUف اb{ZW

،فb{U اvZr vr ابbcd ا،نSTهr la ،812  \َا ِم:XYi و،½ZWَ وز،دSsُu آ،`cSwbUا
،bcSºUل اX lpc و،bu}U اpc ءSZTU اbُ Ú وا،813VrذS\ zc VUوsr S¯iX}U
815

 \ا ِم°US Sr ل
َ XmUن ا
Ó ¶a

814

SهXâ{a  \ا ِم°US إذا

،5 `a ‘نSa ’ Vfp آ°^mg ‘ و°ّlfg نSa’ ، 2 `a 800
‘نS آSr q ’و آا آ، 6 `a تW´‘ و زU’آ، 2 ،1 `a 801
، 4 ، 2 `a ‘la ’ لw ‘`a’ Vfp آqfsuW 802
½p{U` اa ¨SZT¾ أSf آ،5 `a  وردتSf½ آgSZfU‘ واtliU` اoU ’ أ،5 `a ‘ tliU اÂU ’ أq_h` اa 803
‘ىbºw  وpT\ اء وbY_ اء وbfYت ’آW ز، 4 ،1 `a 804
‘ىb}g ان وb}g XYi’ ،2 `a تW و ز805
‘`اXTUب و آا اS}U\½ اS_  وÞoh اzlw  ا]فla نSa ’ ، 7 `a ،رةSTsUت اW و ز806
‘آb  وab_’ ، 1 `a 807
،tliU واVّlfpsU واVfÆsU اSf¯loa ،zlpw pc zlfpc Sf¯w WbW 808
q_hا اc Sr àuZU اvlf§ `a °^mg ‘ وzlpTU zlfg` أa ’ q_h` اa رةSTsUت اW ز809
‘كbYr ´U ’و آ، 3 `a ‘ ´U ’ و آ،1 ،`a 810
،7 ، 5 ، 3 `a ‘b ’وVfpت آW‘ و زbmg XYi’ Vfpل آw ‘bmu ’ آ، Vfp آqfsuW ،5 `a 811
‘ مS^ ’ ،Vfpت آW ز6 ، 4 ، 1 `a 812
، 6 ، 4 `a ‘Vf¸S  ’وVfpت آW وز813
،فb{U اvZr ´U½ ذTua ،Sf¯la tliUل واsU واVlfpsUع اSf§Pا
‘S¯l{a’ ،7 ،`a 814
فbs °iS وآ،أbr و\َام ا،qÆc وVolZ\ U½ واs_ zw ®lÆpU °lTU[ أن ها اÞدة رSr] بbsUن اSuU `a b ذآ815
P يU اw sfUل اXmU اiا أXfpcSa P
ً X ®}U °US  إذاrXmU ®lÆU ةXc د°iSا آU و،لXmU اzr ¨b آSr q` آa {قUSw
،لXm Sfw zmّlU واS¯mW{ ®}rÔpla ،a] «{W
،ÂZ{fU اb ذآSf آ،ًSmp^r bu}U اpc ءSZTU وه` ا،زSÆYU اqهh ،S أ\ه،تSÅU  ¾]ثS¯la ]\ام[ وUX :la هSºUا
،رX¯fÆpU VjUSjU وا،VºÈSc ½ وZW ز:XYi ti¼fU اzr فb{ZW P Sr ىbÆr S¯iوbÆW ®¯ّi¶a ،®lf `Zw ÛsTU ،VliSjUوا
مXyfUل اSjr و،فb{U اvZfla S¯w مXyr bl  أو،bu}U اpc ZTla اءbUSw SًrXyr نX}W  أنzlw ql{oUوه ا
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،817(ق
ِ Sua SW و،ِثSTُ SW و،ِعS}ٌU SW XYi) ،ti¼fUاء اZw 816Êy `Uل(( ا
ِ Ssَa)) وآا
،ُكb و ا،ِلÔi اZsfw ،ِاكbَ و،ِالÔَi :XYi ،819brh اZsfw `ÓUا
822

:لXm ،821bu}USw bÓ Æi ا،ُ]م
ّ Uو ا

820

818

((ل
ِ Ssَa))

وآا

Â
ُ Uh اp أو دÂl±ف إذا أb{ZW P Sr qوآ

SZِiSfjswآ® وbَfsُ w و،823ا ِءbfYU واbِ f\hSw رتbr
فbYU اZsr
830

826

z
َ fّ£ Sr : ]زمUSa ،ٌرضSc زمٌ وP

825

:نfmX w

824

|gZQfV

Sr وzَr ´U ذXYi و،829`U وا،يUS آ،828¯T أSr  أو،827Âl وآ،r  و،zWآ
،831ءSl أVuf [23]:رضSsUوا

Zc tliU و اVlfpsU وا،WXTlg Zc pcSa zc لsU و اVlfpsUف اb{U اzr U viSfU وا،Vpf¯fU اzluUSw ‘ ٍرSog’اءbUSw
،دbTfUا
pc ¨SZw ّi أbl SًcXabr نX}W  أنSًlZTr z}W ®U XU m\ zr وzls±XfU` اa pcSa ّi¶a ، \امUXmw la دS¯ºgPوا
،SiZc رSyfU اX وه،زSÆYU اqه½ أهr Xل وه
ِ اÔZw U ًS¯lTº bu}Uا
:bsºUه اS :qlmc zwح اb ،1/569 ،`Z§ zwP :ÊÈS{yU ا،4/64 ،ÞlsW zwP :q{ّofUح اb :bni اql{opUو

`iSsr ،18  ص1 ،bsºUه اS :ىZU اb^ حb ،95  ص،38 ،bsºUه اS :½هUح ور اb ،1/192 ، 16
: وتblw ، ورbuU دار ا،رSÆZU اfYr¸` وSÆZU اÂgXW f\ ا:·lmY ،دSW زzw اlYW SWb` زآw أ،ّاءbopU :ن³bmUا
[bÆYUرة اXg qlT] 2/94 .1955
ÊZU` اa SهSZT¾ أSf« آlY{UاX‘ وهÊy ’ ، 6- 3 `a ‘Êyr’ ،2 `a ‘ÊyW’ q_h` اa 816
àuZU اbj` اآa zlgXmU اzlw Sr رةSTsU` اa blS ® وWm كSZ و ه817
q_h وردت ` اSf« آlY{Uل‘ واSsah ’ اVfpل آw ‘لSsa ’ أ،Vfp وردت آ3 `a 818
‘brh ’ اVfpل آw ‘ qsoU ’اVfp آqfsuW ، 6 ، 4 ،2 ، 1 `a 819
q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{U‘ واÂUh اp ’ أد،2 `a 820
، 4 ،2 `a ‘bu}USw  ةVfp آ°^mg 821
، 3 `a ‘لXm ’ ،Vfpل آw ‘XYi’ ،Vfp آqfsuW  و822
‘اءbfYU و اbf\P Sw’ ، 6 `a 823
،28 `a `ZTfU وا،Vfp آ°^mg 824
،ةb^oU أي ا،VlZTU« اlY_ ]نa لSmW و،zl^U واbÆYUS آfZW P Sfla ءSZTU اq_ وأ،VlZw أsf§ ءSZTU ا:VÅpU` اaو
،¨b³ Uن إS}r zr ولÔW P Sًs±Xr SًrزP ءSZTUن اS آtl\ zr  ًءSZw ّfuWو

b^ حb ، 1/ 131 :VÅpUم اXpc `a q{ّofU® اÆsfUء( اSZw دةSr) ،حSY{U ( اZw دةSr ) ،بbsUن اSuU :bni اWÔfpUو
رةSni ،bfc zT دXfYr ،ىbºyrÔU ا:XYZU` اa ذجXfihب اS آ،1/37 `Z§ zwh :ÊÈS{yU ا،17  ص: ىZUا
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SW :XYi ،834VabsfUا
و

837

833

دbofUدى اSZfU وا،832`r]ُ :XYi ،®p}fUء اSW Uف إS£fUا

ا ِرU` اa q
َ § رP :XYi ،xZÆU ا836oZU 835`َU( اP) vr د ُةbofU ُة اb}ZU وا،ُWز

،دXfYr fYr ، ه]ل:S¯ºi  وVWXYZUت اSg` دراa qrS}U ا،90 ،89 ص. ¨ / 1298 :VlZl^Z^u ، VplpÆUرف اSsfUا
. 60  ص. àWرS ونw :زيSÅZw ،xiXWرS VsrS§ راتXºZr
‘zlwb±’، 7 ، 5 ، 2 `aن‘ وScXi’ ،3 `a 825
q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{U‘ واzf£’ لw ‘zّf£W Sr’ ،7 `a 826
ءSfgP اzlw TºUاع اXi أzr \ع واXi ، Âl وآ،r و،zWوف آbYU أن اvاXU وا،ابbcd اÂUSyW ءSZTUا

827

فbYU اV¯wSºrف وbYU اZsr zf£ (1) V¾]¾ ®gPء اSZTU VT§XfUب اSTgh وا، ءSZTU§½ اX `Uوف اbYUوا
طbºUء اSfg( وا3) مS¯ogd اZsr pc VUPU` اa ةÔf وهq هTºU مS¯ogPء اSfg( أ2) `ZTfU اqsoU اvXr عXXUوا
Vl¸bºU ]إن[ اTº
،3/ 80 :ÞlsW zw أ:bniا
‘ ´U ’و آVfp آ،تW ز،1 `a 828
،´USr zwل أXmW ةSYZU اZc ءSZTU اVّpc Xف هbYU اT
`ّir وفbYU اzr TºU

`ZTrب وbsr Zr ®gPا

:`s±XU اTºU ) ا( ا،مSu أVsw أرUة إSYZU اfّu ma وفbYUSw TºUاع اXi أSّr وأ،TºUوب اb± ´USr zwاbآW ®ّ ¾
،°}g أ، أف،تS¯l ه،qjr :`USfsgh اTºU )ج( ا،Sf وهq وهr ،qjr :يXZsfU اTºU )ب( ا،SZl^c أ°l^c أ،qjr
،ّU ا،ّىU اqjr :ريSmaP اTºU)د( ا
،103 ،102  ص:فb{U واXYZU` اa l¯fU ا،1/31- 28 :qlmc zwح اb :bni اql{opUو
ءSfgh` اa ´Uة ذSYZU اb{\ ¨ وSZsr «±X Vpf§ U® إgPج اSYW ´ أنU وذ: ريSmad اTºU ا، ÂU¼fU اWbW 829
، ÂU¼fU اqjr Sf آVUX_XfUا
Sf« آlY{U‘ واVp{w P ® أP S¯ia ’ ، 3 `a تW و ز،7 `a  و وردتq_h` اa ‘Sr وzr’ ، Vfp آ°^mg 830
½p{U` اa SهSZT¾ و  أ،7 `a وردت
، `USfsgd اTºU وا، يXZsfU اTºU` واs±XU اTºUS آ، TºU اzr ىbاع أXiك أSZه
،5 `a ‘S ’ أ\ه، Vfpت آW ز831
ءSlU اqT Sr pc ّرةmr تSآbYw S¯wاbcن إX}W وVّlZTr °ulU وVwbsr S¯ّi أS¯¯T أSr  وVfp}U` ه¨ اa «lY{U ا832
`ّUة اbu}U وه` اVTgSZfU اVآbYUSw qYfUل اSÅ اS¯lpc ابbcdت اSآb\ رX¯ê zr viSfU وا،ّاb§ وSًT{i وSًsaر
،®p}fUء اSW U إVaS±d اVTgSZfU S¯w §`ء
، 366،367  ص:فb{U واXYZU` اa l¯fU ا، 284-282  ص:ىZU اb^ حb :bniا
SهSZT¾ و أq_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{Uدة‘ واbofU ’ ا،7 ،1 `a ‘دbofU ’ ا،q_h` اa 833
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،ُsw و،ُqT :X وهlUف إS£fU اZr  \فSr و،838bَ ºc Vَ uf XYi ½آbfUا

و

 وVَ aS±dك ا
ُ b ®¾ ،ٍW زq
ِ T zr 840´¬§ :لXm 839،تS¯ÆU` اSw  وآا،ُ°Y  و،ُقXa
843

VWS ن
ّ  أZsr pc ،تSWS ¨ ه842fu  و،ُsw zr  و،ُqT zr :لXma ،841S¯ZWXZ

ن
ِ اW زSW ُ وW زSW :XYi ، ½{i qYr `a w vabW Sr pc `ZTr X¯a ،®psUد اbofUدى اSZfU ا:VabsfUد اbofUSw WbW 834
،َونW زSWو
، 2/ 201 :qlmc zwح أb ، 284  ص:ىZU اb^ حb :bniا
Sf آàuZU اbj` أآa  وردتSf« آlY{U وا،7 ، 3 ، 1 `a ‘`ّU ’ اVfpت آW و زq_h` اa ‘`َU ’اVfp آ°^mg 835
½p{U` اa SهSZT¾أ
، 3 ،1 `a ‘`ّU اP’ Vfp آ،تW و ز836
‘ارU` اa ’ Vfp آ°^mg ، 2 `a 837
رتbr وbºc \ أ°W ورأbºc \` أiءS§ :لXm Sf آ،bºc Vsu U إbºc \ أzr :ةbºsU اvr VTّآbfUد اsU ا838
[bºc Z¾ و إbºc `Z¾ ] إP
ّ  إ،«oU اpc zllÈÔÆUء اSZTw ،bºc \w
،72 ص:½هUح  ور اb ،25 ،24  ص:ىZU اb^ حb :bniا
‘VuU ’ ا،7 `a  و،5 `a ‘°uU ’ اVfpت آW ز839
‘sw zr وqT zr ´¬§’ ، 2 ، 1 `a تW ز840
q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{U® ‘ و ا£U اpc lZT  ’و، 5 `a  ّ® ‘ و£U اpc °ّlZw  ’و، 7، 4 `a تW وز841
لSf وzlfW و°Yق وXa و،Âp ،مSr أ،°uUت اS¯ÆU واsw وqT :` ا© وهf\ رÂU¼fU اSهbّ` ذآUء اSfghا
الX\ أVsw أرS¯U و،½ وأوّل ودونu\ وbl وSً£W و أqcو
Sr فYW  )ب( أن،Vwbsr SZ وه` ه،¨ِsw zr  أوW زq
ِ T zr °¬§ و،¨bl P Sًf دره°T_ أXYi SًnoU فS£ )ا( أن
SًnoU فS£fUS آmT وzWXZ blÅw Sً£W أ،Vwbsr ` ِ وهsw zr وq
ِ T zr °
ُ ¬§ :لSmW  آن،noU ىXZW وlUف إS£
،bcSºUل اX lpcو
Â
ُ ¸XsU اlpc 
ً UXr ْ°o^c Sfa

Vً wاb UXr q
ُ دى آSi qT zrو

zr brh © ا،أb zr اءةb Zr و،ViّXZr Vwbsr ةb}i «T{a ،¨SZsr P وnoU ىXZٌW P وlUف إS£fUف اYW )ج( أن
©ö

USs UX qjr ®ّ £U اpc ٍ ¬Zl\ ZTa ،noU ¨ دونSZsr ىXZُW وlUف إS£fUف اYW  ٍ‘ )د( أنsw zr وq
ٍ T
،ÂU¼fU اS¯lUر إSّ أU اVUSYU وه¨ ه` ا،04 VWÚ ر® ا: ومbUرة اXg ÷ُsw zr وq
ُ T zr brhا
2/ 59 ،235 ،bsºU ر® ا:qlmc zwح اb ،30 ،25  ص: ىZU اb^ حb :bniا

¨SZT¾ أSf آq_hا اc Sr `a  وردتSf« آlY{Uّ‘ و اfu ’ ،5 ، 3 ، 1 ،àuZU اVlmw `a ّ‘ وfuW ’ ،q_h` اa 842
،ÊZU` اa  وردتSf« آlY{U‘ و اVWS’ Vfpل آw ‘تSWS’ Vfp وردت آ، 4 ، 1 `a 843
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.SهZc

844

}] ُمU¯` اZW ن \ودًاb_ ،Óz¯Zc v^mi اSّfpa ،lUف إS£fUSw فS£fUا
846

.]مU اblÅw brh` وا±SfUل اSsah اzr ]زمU ا845ZTfUوا

:XYi ،lآUن اXi  أو،ءSuZU اVcSf§ blf± نXi w q{ّ إذا ا847رعS£fU ا:رضSsUوا
S¯U ã
ّ \ P S¯ih ،SrزP P
ّ  إSؤهSZw

849

Ó pَsَ oْ Wَ q وه،َzpsoW
ن
ُ X}W ]a ،وفbYU اSr وأ،848z
:ابbcd اzr

،VZâ}ffUء اSfgh اVrSs آ،la q
ُ fْsWُ  وq
ُ fْsWَ Sr ،S¯Zr تSfp}Uن ه¨ ا
ّ  أ،850®pcوا
qsoU وا،852VprSsUوف اbYUS آ،la q
ُ fَ sْ Wُ P وq
ُ fَ sْ Wَ Sr S¯Zr و

851

.رعS£fU اqsoUوا

‘ }]مU اSهZc `¯ZW ’ ، 6 `a  ‘ و وردتSهZc’ Vfp آ°^mg ،3 `a }]م‘ وU ’ ا،Vfp آ°^mg ، 7 ، 3 `a 844
‘`ZTfU ’ ا، 7 `a ‘`ZTfUSa’ ، 5 ، 3 ، 2 `a 845
،بb£ِU :qjr brh]م اw نbmfUرع اS£fU اqsoU اSّr أ،بb± إ:qjr brh اqsa X ه،]مU اblÅw brh ا:]مU اblÅw 846
بbsr رعS£r X¯a
، 289  ص:`§S§ÔU اqf§ حb ، 39  ص:ىZU اb^ حb :bniا
‘رعS£fU اzr’ ، 2 `a 847
،7 `a ‘ وzpso  وzpsoW XYi’ ،1 `a  ‘ وz
ّ pso q وهzpsoW XYi ’ ، 3 `a ‘ وz
Ó psoW q ’و هVfp آ°^mg ،5 `a 848
SهSZT¾ و  ا، 6 ،2 VrدSmU اàuZU` اa  وردتSf ‘ آz
Ó psoW q و هz
Ó psoW XYi ’ ،«lY{U ‘ و اz
ّ pso q و هz
ّ pso XYi’
`iXi  إ\ىw °p{« إذا اoU اpc ZTW (1) ÂU¼fU اb ذآSf آzlZ¾ اzlUS\ `a ZTW وq_hب اbsr رعS£fUا
نXi w °p{ن إذا اX}uU اpc ZTW (2)، rÔpW Sr ْzwbºlUق وXuU اUك إX أz
ّ TهlU :qjr [VoloyU واVplmjU ]اlآXUا
،حSo}U` اa zرآSºW تSTUS^U ا، 233 : VWÚ ر® ا: ةbmTUّ÷ اzدهP أوzs±bW اتUاXUواö ن³bmU` اa  وردSf آ، ةXuZUا
30، 29  ص:فb{U واXYZU` اa l¯fU ا،2/ 210-208 :XYZU` اa لX_h ا،83،84  ص:XYZU` اa Ô§XfU ا:bniا
، 71،72  ص: ½هUح ور اb ،
¨SZT¾ أSf آq_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{Uن‘ و اX}W ]a’ لw ‘z}W ]a’ ،2 `a 849
`a  وردتSf آzfU` اa SهSZT¾ أSf« آlY{U®‘ واpc ’و أ، 5 ، 3 ، 2 `a ‘®pc ’¾ ّ® أ،7 `a ‘®pcSa’ ،q_h` اa 850
àuZU اbjأآ
®g واÔlfUل واSYUل واXsofU واqcSoU واbTyU` اa لSYU اX هSf آ،Sهbl Sfla qfsW VwbsfU أي اVZّ}ffUء اSfgP ا851
vaba ،S¯psa qfc qfs `Uت اSّmºfUS آ،Sهbl `a ` هqfs Sf آ.....ورbÆfU واSهbTن و
ّ ® إg وا،SهbTن وSآ
qsoU´ اU آ....àU اlUف إS£fU اbّÆW فS£fU وا،bTyU اvabW أTfUل واXsofU{½ اZ وqcSoU½ اÈSi وqcSoUا
[ ْازم ] أنXÆUا_½ واXZU اzr ¨bl la qfsW Sf آ،لXsor  أوqcSa ½ÈSi  أوqcSa zr ¨sw Sfla qfsW رعS£fUا
،zlpsa مÔÆ `Uط اbºU وأدوات ا،S¯اX وأVrزSÆU®[ اU]  وS¯اX وأVT_SZUا
‘zr وXYi’ ،3 `a تW و ز852
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S¯Zr و،ّ أيbَ l ،ْ إن855Zsfw ،VZfَ£fUء اSfgh وا،854]مU اblÅw brh وا،853`±SfUا
.SهXYi و
858

ُ fَ sْ Wُ P وq
ُ fَ sْ Wَ P Sr
اتbf£fU وا،856وفbYU اzr qrاXsU اblÅ آ،la q

.ابbcd اzr ص
ٍ X{yr 857 § وpc Vfp}U اb³ نX½ آ
َ § أوSr ®هZc qrSsUوا

مÔÆUوف اb\ و،½{ZUوف اb\ و،bÆUوف اb\ :qjr
¨SZT¾ و  أq_hا اc Sr  وردتSf« آlY{U`‘ وا±SfU اqsoU  ’وا، 5 ، 3 ، 2 `a ‘`±SfU اqsa’ q_h` اa 853
zfU` اa
﴾ ®}uoih ®Zu\® أZu\ ﴿ إن أUSs UX `a Sfم آÔ§ qYr `a نS آVrزS§ طb  أداةmTg ` إذا±SfU اqsoUا
¨ء هSZjg اsw P
ّ  إVprSsUوف اbYUS آla qfsٌW P وqfsW Sfla pW P` أÅTZW نSا آU و، 7 VWÚ ر® ا: اءbgdرة اXg
2 /290 :qlmc zwح اb :bni اWÔfpU و،VUSYUا
]مw rÔ§ qlUw ، pT Sfw b¾W Sr X وه،½p^pU psÆa brhم اP lpc °pرع دS£r qsa X¯a ،]مUSw brh اSr أ854
،¨bl `a b¾¼W Sf آ،´fpsr ْمbYU : qjr brhا
‘ZsfU ’ ، 3 ، 1 `a ‘ وZsfw’ ،Vfp وردت آq_h` اa 855
‘qw q هXYi’ ، 4 `a تW ز856
،VlaSZU اP وVlaSZU اSrف وXg وzluU واmن آS آSr Sهbl S¯la qfsW P وSهsw Sfla qfs P `Uوف اbYU اzr ادbfUا
 أوva رqYr `a نX} وS¯la qfsW Sهbl نSa bÈSf£U اS¯w WbW نSن آSa اتbf£fU اzr Sr وأ...ةÔf وهqw وqوه
ابbcd اqfsW Sr r]}w Wb  أنP
ّ  إ،b§ {½ أوi
‘صX{yr § أوpc’ ، 2 `a 857
،6 ، 3 ، 2 `a ‘ابbcd ’اVfpل آw ‘لSsah ’اVfpاب‘ و وردت آbcd` اa ’ ، 1 `a 858
«p^{fU اa و،qsoU واVZ¯fU اZsfw ،ً]fc qfsW qfc ،®lfU اbu}w (qِfc) qsoU اzr ·ºr VÅpU` اa qrSsUا
صX{yr § وpc Vfp}U اb³ نX أو§½ آSr ،يXYZUا
Sآb\ zr Vآb\ q}a ،qrSsU اlpÆW b¾اب أbcdن ا
ّ  أ،®¯W رأV_] و،لSÆfU` ها اa رةSّT§ دًاX¯§ ةSYZUه اS§ و
`a اXUS¸ و أ،ظXYpr ّرmr X¯a رًاXآr SًêXopr z}W ®U  إن،VpfÆU` اa qrSsU SًsT ءÆ Sfّi إSr]c zr Vr]c qوآ
®lاهbwل ’إS Sf آp آXYZUن ه` اX} دS} ®هZc qrSsU اVWbni  \ أنpfc § وو،¸وb وqrSsUح اb
¨ هvّTW  أنP
ّ  إXYZpU · إذًاTW ®pa  ؟qrSsU اb¾اب أbcdاب ؟ واbcd اX هXYZU اxlU‘ أXYZUء اSl\` ’ إa ‘o^{r
،qrاXsUا
:`±bUح اb ،1166 ، ÂWbsU ر® ا، `iS§bÆpU :تSoWbsU( اqfc دةSr) حSY{Uب و اbsUن اSuU :bni اql{opUو
zf\bU اTc zw bهSmU اTc ،`iS§bÆU ا:VlwbsU® اpc لX_` أa VWXYZU اVÈSfU اqrاXsU ا، 22  ص:XYZUء اSl\ إ،1/72
،143-141  ص. 1983 :b{r ،رفSsfUان دار اbراوي زهw :·lmY ،
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،`cSfِg  و،`ِgSlِ
862

860

:نSwb± ،`nopUSa} ،يXZsr` وnoU :نfmX

:SZUXm آ، آاqfsW ّi¶a ن آاS آSr ٌq ُآla

[24]لSmW

859

tofYQوا

« أن
َّ _ Sr X و ه،861`ّgSlِmUSa

ٍوbfc  دار،864lpc °
َ u
ْ ِ ،ّpَc
ِ °
َ aْ bَ c و،`iSjU` اa ل
ِ وh اb¾ أ°
َ W رأSّfU ،863ٍ W] ُم ز
َ X¾و
 آاqfsW  آا وهاqfsW  هاla لSmW  أن866 «
َّ _ Sr X وه،865`cSfuU و ا.bٍ }w ب
Levin, Aryeh. Arabic Linguistic Thought and Dialectology, pp. 228, 229; Bohas and
Guillaum, The Arabic Linguistic Tradition, pp. 53-55; Versteegh, The Explanation of
Linguistic Causes, pp. 95-97.
‘نSwb± pc qrSsUSa’ ، 4 `a ‘ و وردتqrSsU ’اVfp آ°^mg ،5 `a 859
‘نSwb±’ Vfpل آw ‘نScXi’ ،Vfp آqfsuW ،2 `a 860
 « وlY{U اX و ه،5 `a تW وزq_h` أa ‘`ّgSlmUSa’ Vfp آ°^mg و،3 ، 2 `a ‘`cSfg ’وVfp آ°^mg 861
½p{U` اa SهSZT¾أ
‘´UXm ’ آ،3 `a 862
‘q§ ’]م ر،1 `a 863
‘lpc SZu ’ ،6 `a  و864
ن
ّ  وإ،`a  أو،zr  أو،]مU اX وه،ّرmr bٍ § فbYw ورbÆr ّi إql و،فS£fUSw ورbÆr lUف إS£fUن ا
ّ  إql
®S و،ٍÔ بX¾  ها:qjr فS£fpU SًuZ§ فS£fUن اS( إذا آzr) bWm zّlsWوف وbYU ه¨ اZsr z
َ fّ £ فS£fUا
فS£fU اla Ss واSًabê lUف إS£fUن اS`( إن آa) bWm zّlsW و،W\ zِr ®S و،ٍÔ zِr بX¾  هاq_h وا،W\
qlpU اb}r qw ﴿  و، 222  ﺭﻗﻡ ﺍﻵﻴﺔ: ةbmTUرة اXg ﴾bٍ ¯ أVsw أرÊّwb ®¯ÈSui zr نXU¼W zWّpU ﴿ USs UX :XYi
zr] bWm zّlsW ®U ¶نa ، qlpU اa b}r و،ٍb¯ أVsw أرa Êّwb q_h وا، 33 VWÚ ر® ا، TuU ا: رةXg ﴾ رS¯ZUوا
¨ وه،ٍ«US{U VTlm\` و
ٍّ psU بS أي آ، «US_ VTlm\ ¨ وه، `pc بS ها آ:XYi ]مU اZsfw VaS±dSa [`a] [ أو
 ’و إذاãopU SًmaاXr S¯la ZsfUن اX}w V{USyU أى اV£YfUّ اfu  وÊl{yU و اÂWbsU اlo ّU ه` اVaS±dا
Vabsr رS_  وSً oWbs Zr ½u إآW زU إo± أSّfU ة وb}i ]مÅa ٍ W ]م زXYi ´U و ذ،فbs Vabsr U إo±أ
وفb\ zr zlab\ \ أZsr pc نX} VWXZsfU اVaS±d و ه¨ ا-S{l{y ½uة إآb}i U إo± و إذا أVaS±dSw
X وه، ورةSÆfpU ورbÆfU` ا
ّ fg و، ورbÆfpU b³ ®u ½هU` ور اa bآW و،Sib ذآSf آzr و

]مU اSf و هbÆUا

،ٍبb ½
ّ ± ٌbY§  ها:XYi ، ذS

zw ا،331—317:½هUح  ور اb ،359—350 :ىZU اb^ حb ،2/36 :qlmc zwح أb :bni اql{opUو
، 2/ 119، 118 :ÞlsW
‘VlcSfuUSa’ ،2 `a 865
،3 ، 1 `a ‘ «
ّ _ Sr’ Vfp آ°^mg 866
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870

Sr وأ،869½{Z zUِم وÔÆ
ْ َ ®U  وbُ Æ
Ø  ءSTUن ا
ّإ
873

868

SZUXmآ

867

¨وزSÆ ´ أنU xlUو

(USs ©ء اS  )إنs±Xr `a 872¨bآZua 871:يXZsfUا

UifjQب اfgQا
،VlgSlmU اVlnopU اqrاXsU` اa
874

:VsTg S¯ُpf§ و،qfsU` اa q_h اX وه،S¯Zr qsoUن ا
ّ h  و،Sادهbّ¸P VّlgSlِmU اSZrÓ

{رfUا

877

و

876

Vّ¯TºfU اVo{Uل واXsofUا

875

®g وا،qcSoU® اg¸]ق واd اpc qsoUا
.مSU® اgPف واS£fU® اgPوا

vabW qsa qن آ
Ó h ،مSsa vabU اSّr أ،ءSfgh` اa ½{ZU و اvabU اqfsW ّiSa ،tYPQ اfoأ
ًاb¯nُr z}W ®U نSa

880

.ٌW زq
َ sَ aَ :XYi ،lpc Sً rّmr

879

lU إZgإذا أ

878

 وا\ًاSً fgا

q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{U¨‘ واbl UوزإSÆW  ’ أن2 ، 1 `a 867
‘´UXm ’آ، 3 `a 868
zfU` اa SهSZT¾ أSf آ،5 `a  وردتSf« آlY{U وا،5 `a تW و ز،q_h` اa ‘½{Z zU’ Vfp آ°^mg 869
، 5 `a ‘qrSsU ’اVfpت آW‘ و زSr ’و أVfp آ°^mg ،2 `a 870
،2 `a ‘يXZsfU ’ اVfp آ°^mg ي‘ وXZsfU ’ا،3 `a ي‘ وXZsfU اSr ’ أ،7 ، 6 `a  وردت871
‘¨bآZua’ لw ‘¨bآZa’ ،7 `a 872
، 6 ، 3 `a zlgXmU اzlw Sr رةSTsU ا°^mg 873
‘qrاXc’ Vfpت آW ز،2 `a 874
،1 `a ‘ ®g ’ أVfp آ°^mg  و،5 ، 2 `a ‘ ’ وVfp آ°^mg 875
qcSoU® اg اpc ]
ً f\ vabU اqfs و،تXTjU اZsr pc qsoU اw مS zfU ز ٍمP qsa zr ·
ّ  اSr – V¯ّTºfU اVo{U ا876
،نS}fUن واSrÔUف اbê و،ZjufU وا،ÔllfUل واSYU{½ اZ S¯ّZ}U و،Êّh اpc w لXsofU` اa ½{ZU اqfs Pو
S¯Z}U وqsopU VZWSTr `¯a ،½{Z P q_h` اa S¯ّih ،V¯ّTºr Vo{U ه¨ ا°ّlfg Sfّi وإ،sr لXsofU واU لXsofUوا
vfÆU واVlZjUاد واbad واtliU واblآUل اXT( و2) وثYU( ا1) `¯§` وa qcSoU® اg اTº `¯a qcSoU® اg ا°¯Tأ
،

حb ، 390،391  ص:ىZU اb^ حb ، 2/ 116-- 114 :qlmc zwح اb ،6/83—81 :ÞlsW zw ا:bni اWÔfpUو
حb ،320،321  ص:`wbsU اXYZU ا، 326-324  ص:VWXYZU اVÈSfU اqrاXsU ا،180-178  ص: `§S§ÔpU qfÆUا
3/ 431 : `±bUا
‘{رfUل ’واw ‘{رfU ’ا، 3 `a 877
‘pcSa ّih’ ،5 `a ‘pcSa ّiw ’ ، 3 `a تW ز878
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ن
ّإ

884

Sr Xوه

®ّ ¾

883

888

U إõ sr

qَsa` أa

:زمs و

889

882

887

ي
ّ XْZfَ US آz}ur  أو،ُ°psa `a ءSUS آ،رزSw

w ل
َ XsofUا

886

½{ZَW Sr Xو ه

885

881

Sّr إ،bf£ُfa

:ٍّ sr :zlwb± pc q
َ soUا

ب
ٍ b± أV¾]¾ pc يsfU وا،ُتs و،ُ°f و،ُ°T آهqcSoUSw ÊّyW
‘ qsoU ’اVfpت آW ز، 6 `a 879

‘ًاb¯nr نX}W وqcSoU اzr qsopU w P  ’و،4 `a ‘ وWم زS XYi qcSa zr qsopU w ]a ’ رةSTsUت اW ز،2 `a 880
، 5 ، 3 ، 2 `a °^mg ‘ Sّr ’إ،Vfp آ881
qcSoUSa ‘®’ ،qjr .]
ً _ أw ·^ZU اz}fW ]a ãopU` اa رةX_ U xlU Sr X وه،bufU اw WbW :يXZfU اz}ufU ا882
X أي ه،مS ّ pc qjr ،°i¨ أbWm SًwX§ وbur blf± SZه
1/ 84 :qlmc zwح اb ،130 ،129  ص:ىZU اb^ حb :bniا
‘qsoi qsa ’ أ،5 `a ‘qsa و أqsa ’ أ، 2 `a 883
‘®pc ’¾ ّ® أ،3 ، 2 `a و884
‘sr’ Vfpل آw ‘ىsr’ Vfp وردت آ، 7 `a 885
يsfU اqsoU اVr]c و،ًVUSg ر°T آ:XYi uoZw T{Zla bj أو أآw لXsor Uوز¨ إSÆW qw ،pcSow `o}W P يU اXه
½{ZW ي أنsfU اqsoUْ ُ و ن اmpَ
ْ ب أSTU ا:XYi ،w لXsofUء اS وه` ه،{رfU اbl pc دXs ءS هS¯w q{ أن
½}Uت ا
ِ bّw :XYi ،pcSa zc ْ½Zُ W ®U  إنUXsor
، 1/453-451 : qlmc zwح اb ، 7/ 62 :ÞlsW zw ا،1/ 547  ص:q{ofU® اÆsfU ا:bniا
¨SZT¾ و   أ،1 `a  وردتSf{½‘ آZW’ «lY{U{½‘ و اi’ ، 2 `a  وq_h` اa 886
‘اW ز°wb£ ’آ،2 `a تW  ز887
 و،ٍWÔw رتbr : XYi bٍ § فbYw P
ّ  إUXsor U إq{W P  و،uoZw w P
ً Xsor ½{ZW P و،pcSow `o}W يU اX ه888
فb\ س \فSmZW P ّiة أSYZUر اX¯f§ ½هr ًا وWت ز
ُ رbr :XYi uoZw UXsor U إq{la bّ ÆUف اb\ فYُW 
Sfهbl vr فYUز اXÆW ّi أU إbÅ_h اÞoh و ذه½ ا،عSfuU اpc la b{mW qw (ْن( و )أن
ّ  )أbl vr bّ ÆUا
®َ pmU ا°
ُ Wْ bَ wَ :لXma ، ءSlU¨ \ف اZc زXÆla ،zlّ}uUSw ®َ pmU ا°
ُ Wbَw : XYi فYUن اS}r ف وbYU اzّls طbºw ،ًSgSl
q¬ ٍ هZl\ ُرىW P ّih (`a) ف
ُ \ زXÆW ]a ، ٍ W` زa °
ُ T ر: XYi فYU اÔÆW ®U ف
ُ bYU اzّlsW ®U نSa ،َzlّ}uUا
zrط أbºw ، دًاb^r SًgSl Sf¯sr bÆUف اb\ ز \فXÆla (ن( و)أن
ّ  )أSّr( و أW` زa) ( أوW زzc °T )رbWmUا
]زمU اqsoU أن اtYTU اq_S\  و،َVWUا اXُ^sُW  أنzr :  اي،ُواWَ  أنzr °TÆc q_hُوا و اWَ  أن°TÆc:qjr xTpU
 و إنSًcSfg P
ّ  إbÆUف اb\ فb\  \فÔÆW ®U ن و أن
ّ  أbl ورbÆfUن اS ¾ ّ® إن آ،bÆUف اbYw لXsofU اU إq{W
xTُpU zr أZc SًgSl زS§ ن و أن
Ó ن أSآ
1/ 458-455 : qlmc zwح اb :bniا
، 1/ 456 :q{ofU® اÆsfU ا:bniا
‘اعXi أV¾]¾’ ،1 `a 889
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°
ُ l^cآ
V¾]¾ Uإ
[25]
901

891

:ولh اbُ l Sf¯liS¾ zlUXsor U ٍ إsr و

895

sr و

894

SًfUSc ًاW ز°
ُ TuYآ

893

890

ولhا

ًاW ز°
ُ wb£ آ،ٍ\ل واXsor

892

z
ُ lْ c X أو هSً fًا درهWز

qcSoUم اSmr 898w لXsofU ا897مXmW   و،ً]±Sa وًاbfc ًاW ز°fpc آ896q
َ lcSor

Sًfٌ درهW` ز
َ^
ِ cٌُ و أWِب زb±
ُ ´UXm آlUد¨ إSZg¶w

900

vabla qsoU اU

899

Zُw إذا

‘ تb{Z ’ آ، 5 `a ‘ وWب زb£ ’آ،2 `a 890
½p{U` اa ¨SZT¾ و أq_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{Uول‘ واh اzc’ ،5 `a 891
لg® وpc« وأZr وvZr وSu^ وآc أ،qjr ،bTyUأ واTfU اSf¯p_ أxlU zlUXsor ½{Z `ّUل اSsah´ اUw WbW
`aو

،VّT§ ًاWت زXu وآSًwX¾ ]مÅU ا°uTU` أa Sf آP
ً Xsor bTsla `iSjU اSّr وأZsfU` اa ]
ً cSa bTsW وّلhSa ،xTUوأ

S¯la ½ÆW :VliSjU اVUSYU` اa و،ZsfU` اa qcSoU® اWm la ½ÆW :Uوh اVUSYU ا:الX\ أV¾]¾ ةSYZU اZc VUufUه¨ ا
 أن،S¯Uّ أو:v±اXr V¾]¾ S¯pa Uوh اVUSYU اSّr أ:°¬ Sf¯ّW® أWm S¯la زXÆW :VjUSjU اVUSYU و ا،ZsfU` اa لXsofU® اWm
 أن:Sf¯liS¾ ،ًوbfc ًاW ز°l^c أ:XYi ZsfU` اa ]
ً cSa نX}W  أنzlUXsofU اzr q« آp_ ´ إذاU و ذ،xTpُUف اSyُW
ًاblf± ZsfU اa qcSoUن اX}W  أن:S¯jUS¾ و و، Vً Tّ§ P
ّ ًا إWت زXu آSr :XYi la رًاX{Yr ZsfU` اa لXsofUن اX}W
qcSoUن اX}W  أن:Sً£W أvٍ ±اXr V¾]¾ S¯pa VliSjU اVUSYU اSّr و أ،ًSf´ درهl^c أ:XYi ً اbهSê Sًfg اZsfU اa لXsofUوا
pc blf£Uد اSsU مâُ XU  إذ،َT\S_ ®َ رهU ا°l^c أ:XYi ،ZsfU` اa لXsofU اpc دXsW blf£w ]
ً {ّr ZsfU` اa
ًا وW زP
ّ ره® إU ا°l^c أSr :XYi ،la رًاX{Yr Sf¯Zr ZsfU` اa qcSoUن اX}W  أن:Sf¯liS¾  وVً T و رSًnoU br
Sّr أ،َاb}w l^cره® أU ا:XYi ،ًاbهSê Sًfg اZsfU` اa qcSoUًا و اblf± Sf¯Zr ZsfU` اa لXsofUن اX}W  أنS¯jUS¾
ma SًnoU bٍ r pc دSc  إنblf£USa ،ًاW زUSr °l^c أ، la لXm ز أنXÆW ،USr ًاW ز°l^c أ:XYi ،VjUSjU اVUSYUا
،ًVT ٍم رmr pc دSc
.1/ 460-450 :qlmc zwح اb ،7/67--62 :ÞlsW zw ا،4 / 144-135 :`±bUح اb :bni اql{opUو
q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{U و ا، 3 ، 2 `a ‘zlc’ Vfp آ°^mg 892
Sfّiب وإXpmUل اSsaّ أfu لSsah وه¨ ا،®c ز،½u\ ،لS z
ّ ê ،` وه،zlUXsor ½{Z ّUل اSsa´ أUw WbW 893
bTyUأ واTr وّلhل اXsofU واq_h` اa bT `iSjUل اXsofUن ا
ّ P ، وّلh اzlc X` هiSjUل اXsofUن ا
ّ  أS¯la bTcا
أTfpU Â_و
243 ،242 ص:فb{U واXYZU` اa l¯fU ا،235  ص:ىZU اb^ حb ،7/79-77 :ÞlsW zw ا:bni اql{opUو
‘]
ً ±Sa’ ،5 `a ًا‘ وwSc’ ،2 `a 894
‘يsr  ’و،Vfp وردت آ، 3 `a 895
q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{U‘ واzlUXsor’ 3 `a 896
‘مSmW   ’و،3 ، 2 `a 897
q_hا اc Sr `a  وردتSf« آlY{U‘ واw لXsofU ’ ا،3 `a ‘ ووردتw ’ Vfp آ°^mg q_h` اa 898
‘لXsofpU qsoU` اZw  ’إذا، 4 `a 899
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904

:zlwb± pc qsoU ا903{بX{Zr و902.°
ُ Tu\ بSw `a P إ،`iSjU اUدُ¨ إSZgز إXÆWو

 وSib ذآSfى آâsfpU نX}W Sfّiّ إih} ،w لXsofU ا،905V¾]¾ صSyUSa :مSc ص وS
 و،908Sً bc س
ُ boUّ½ اT{  وSً uoi ٌWب زS¸ :XYi ،907 ®¯TfpU نX}W Sfّi إih ،906ÔllfUا

q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{U‘ و اvabW’ Vfpل آw ‘vobla’ ،Vfp آqfsuW ،5 `a 900
‘ ¨دSZg¶w vabla’ ،1 `a تW ز901
،2 `a ‘°fpc’ Vfpت آW ز902
` إذاiSjUل اXsofUول أو اhل اXsofU اsr qcSoU اzc بXZW ز أنXÆW ، لX¯ÆfpU `Zُw  إذاzlUXsofU يsfU اqsoUوأن ا
`^c وأ،ًSf ُ درهfYr `
َ ^c ُأ: لXm ، bTyUأ واTfU اS¯p_ أxlU zlUXsor ½{ZW Sfr U^`[ إcب ]أSw zr qsoUن اSآ
bTyUأ واTfU اSf¯p_ أzlUXsor ½{ZW Sfr qsoUن اS إذا آSr أ، qlTmU ها اzr ىbhل اSsah` اa S¯pjrًا وfYr ®دره
Pًا وfYr ٌ®ÈS zê لXm {« أنW P و،ًSfÈS ٌfYr zê : لXma ولhل اXsofU اVwSi إP
ّ ز إXÆW ]a ، S¯اX وأzê qjr
ٌ®ÈS ًاfYr zê
7/ 64 ،63 :ÞlsW zw ا:bni اWÔfpUو
طX^yfU اq_ أzr ، 25 VرXU اÄg وU إ، 23 V ورzr b^g b³ zr اءT ، 5 Vyui `a bl® وWm كSZ ه903
‘zlcXi’ ، 7 ، 5 ، 4 `a 904
‘بb± ’ أVfpت آW ز،3 `a 905
لSYU· اoW ،ٍVpf§  ذات ٍ أوzr ®¯TfpU ًاbluo bآW بX{Zr ةb}i ®g اX ه:يXYZU« اp^{fU` اa ÔllfUا

906

\ واqن آ
ّ  أ:tUSjU وا،Vp£a Sf¯Zr \ واqن آ
ّ  أ:`iSjU و ا،®g اSf¯Zr \ واqن آ
ّ  أ:ولh ا،رXr أVuf `a ÔlfUوا
.pT SfU buor Sf¯Zr \ واqن آ
ّ  أ:vwاbU و ا،ةb}i Sf¯Zr
VTui  ذات أوzr ®¯Ti أSr buoW ÔlfU وا،T\S_ VUS\ bّuoW ل أنSYU` اa q_hن ا
ّ  أ:S¯U أو،رXr أVsTg `a نSboWو
pc Sf¯Zr \ واq آÀÆW   و،ًاrS§ نX}W  أنÔlfU `a q{U و اSًmºr نX}W ل أنSYU` اa q_hن ا
ّ  أ:S¯liS¾  و،
pc ÀÆW P ÔlfU  وVlpsa  أوVlfg اVpf§ ورًا أوbÆr رًا وS§  أوSًabê W لSYU أن ا:S¯jUS¾ و،la q_h]ف ا
Sr pc Sf\هh ¼آًاr نX}W ]a ÔlfU اSّr و أ،ًSgSl prSsU  أوT\S{U ¼آاr نX}W  لSYUن ا
ّ  أ:S¯sw و را،S¯Zr \وا
pc رX¯fÆU اZc fWm مXmW لSYU أن ا:دسSuU وا، Zc SًlZÅur نX}W  لSYU أن ا:S¯urS  و،رX¯fÆU اlUذه½ إ
،]
ً _د¨ أs زXÆW ]a ÔlfU اSّrدًا و أsr نX}W ز أنXÆW لSYU أن ا:vwSuU وا،ًSab{r نS آXU  وprSc

`a l¯fU ا، 1/ 560 :qlmc zwح أb ،2/70 :ÞlsW zw ا،1/203 :VÅpUم اXpc `a q{ّofU® اÆsfU ا:bni اWÔfpUو
، 334 ، 333 : ىZU اb^ حb ،329 ،328  ص:فb{U واXYZUا
SًrXW  وSًZl\ تbg لXm لXYU و اb¯ºUم و اXlUSود آYfU و ا°XU و اzlYUS¯® آTfUSa’ ،رةSTsUت اW ز،6 `a 907
‘ ½uYa ®¯TfUن اS}fU واVsfÆUم اXW °§bو
‘ً Sf درهWّ½ زTY ت ’وW ز، 7 `a 908
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لSsa` أa نX}W SfÓi إih بX{ZfU اbTyUو ا
،la لXsofU و ا،914{رfU)ا

913

910

﴾Sً Tْl س
ُ أbU اq
َ sَ﴿و ا

،Vuf مSsUو ا

912

909

qWÔZU` اa

.`ءÆlg Sr pc ،911ودةsr

اءXg ¨َ{رr ½ِ{ZW qsa q}a ،ولh اSّr أ،915(لSYU وا،sr لXsofU و ا،U لXsofUوا
 و،918Vً wb±  وSً wb± °
ُ wb± :XYi ،917 Vabsr ة أوb}i  أو،916ودًاYr  أوSً f¯Tr نSآ
919

.Sً ¸Xg wb± XYi ،ًS£W{ر أfU اZsfw نS آSr  و،®psَ ّيUب اb£Uا

‘qWÔZU` اa Sf ’و آ، 1 `a 909
3 : VWÚ ر® ا: ®Wbr رةXg 910
q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{Uودة‘ و اYr لSsah ’ ا،4 `a  و وردت،5 `a لSsa أ،Vfp آ°^mg 911
‘USs © اSºiرة ’اSTsUت اW ز، 6 ، 4 `a 912
دsU اÔlf `a Sf® ]آgم اS¯wd ًاbuor w   §`ءÔllfUن اS إذا آqw ، VUS\ q` آa ÔllfU` اa ]
ً rSc xlU qsoUSa
مS¯wd ًاbuor w   §`ءÔllfUن اS إذا آSr[ أÔّlffU ]اU¯® إTfU® اgP´ اU ذX هqrSsUن اS [ آV\SufUزن واXU واql}Uوا
T و،بS¸ qsoUSw بX{Zr SًuoZa ، Sًuoi Wب زS¸ qjr qsoUSa ، ¯T  أوqsa zr ZufU اbTsW qrSsUن اSa ، VTui
-70 : ÞlsW zw ا:bni ا،V¯ّTºfU اVo{Uّ½[ اl¸] la qrSsU وا،بX{Zr Ôllf  ًةXw أVfp}a ،ًةXwّ½ أl¸ X ه: qjr qsoUا
،200-196  ص:VlwbsUار اbgh ا، 2/ 75
‘S¯اXن و اS وردت ’و ه` آ، 5 `a ‘ وv±اXr Vuf `a مSsU ’و ا، 4 `a 913
 أو،qsoU اZsr lآXU noU zr qsa sw bآW ،Zc بXZW Sr  أو،بX{Zr {رr X ه،·p^fUل اXsofUّ اfuW و914
،¨دc  أوcXi نSlTU
، 2/ 45، 44 :ÞlsW zw ا، 313  ص، انb زه:VÈSfU اqrاXsU ا، 2/ 610 :q{ofU® اÆsfU ا:bniا
àuZU اbj` اآa zlg

XmU اzlw Sr bl® وWm كSZ ه915

حS£W و أWÆ zr دsU اlpc qfºW SfU ،zlwb±  أوVwb± wb± :qjr دsU zّlTfU{ اfU اw  أراد916
‘ةb}i  وVabsr’ ،5 ، 3 ، 2 `a 917
Sًwb± wb±’ ،2 `a ‘بb£U و اSًwb±  وSًwb± °wb±’ ،3 `a ‘wb±  وSًwb± wb±’ ،1 `a 918
‘Vwb±  أوSًwb± wb±’ ،4 `a ‘ و وردتSًwb± wb±  وSًwb± wb±’ ،5 ، 3 `a ‘wb±  وVwb±و
¨SZT¾ و  أ،q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{Uوا
لSjfU` اa طXuU واrSmr VUÚ ا°fl{ر وأfUٌف اYa ،}]مU` اa vّgX ®ّ ¾ ،ٍطXuw Sًwb± wb± ،لSjfU اq_ و أ919
،بb£U اVU³
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ً Sf¯Tr) 922فbnUSw ½{ZW ُpن آSrÔUSa ،نS}fUن واSrÔU ا921Sabê X ه،920N]V لYPZQوا
،925q
ِ lpU ِم واXlUSود آYfU وا°XU و اzlYUSآ

924

نS}fU وا،VsfÆU َم اXW °
ُ §b وSً rXW وSً Zl\ ت
ُ bg

927

و
928

®¯TfUSa

923

(ودًاYr ن أوSآ

:لXm ل
ِ XYU و ا،926{b¯ºUا

]a ،ودYfU اSّr و أ.نX}uUSw ارU اÄْg و و،Zc  و،929°uUت اS¯ÆUS آ،½uYa ®¯TfUا
 و،َZlfW و،932َY و،َXa و،931َop  وÆufU َم اSr أ°
ُ lْ pÓ_ :لXm
[26]

ÆufUا

935

Ä
َg
َ  وP و،934َ ÆufU ا°lّp_ :لSmW

933

930

[`a] ْzrِ U Ó wُ

]a ،َ^g
ْ  و و،¨َZc و،َUSf

pc qrSc lpc Äâpg
ُ Sr :Xم وهSº هzw أZc و،نS}r ن أو
ٍ Sr زzr رXآr qsa la َqsِ aُ Sr X ه،½§S\ zwل أS 920
ih Sًabê `
ّ fg la لXsofU وا،ٍنS}r ن أو
ٍ Sr` زa P
ّ ن إX}W P ثYUن ا
ّ  وأ:فbnU اX ه،نSهbw zwل أS`[ وa] Zsr
، S¯la ءSlhل اXpYU [لSYr] وفbnUن اXlaX}Uّ` اfg ¯اU وS¯la ءSlh اqY `U` اiواhSw Sً¯lTº ،لSsaóU ]
ً Yr نSآ
121 :vfpُUح اb ،1/ 487 : `±bUح اb ، 320  ص:ىZU اb^ حb ، 2/ 41، 40 : ÞlsW zw ا:bni اWÔfpUو
، 177  ص:VlwbsUار اbg أ، 1/
Sf« آlY{U‘ و اSabê ’ àuZU اVlmw `aن‘ وSrÔUف اbê’ ،5 `a ن‘ وS}fUن و اSrÔU اX ه،نSabê la’ ،1 `a 921
¨SZT¾ و  ا، q_h ` اa وردت
‘ VlabnUSw ’ ،5 ، 3 `a 922
،5 ، 3 ، 2 VlÚ اàuZU` اa zlgXmU اzlw Sr رةSTsU ا°^mg 923
‘®¯TfU اVlabnUSw’ ،3 `a ،®¯TfUف اbnUSw’ ،6 ، 2 `a 924
SهSZT¾ و  أ،àuZU اbj` أآa  وردتSf« آlY{U وا، 5 ، 4 ، 2 `a  و وردت،q_h` اa ‘qlpU ’واVfp آ°^mg 925
 و----`U أ------ ىsfpU نX}W Sfّi أih ،zr }109 صÄg وU إ107  صÄg وzr أT ،10 `a Ämg كSZ ه926
{b¯ºUم و اXlUSود آYfU و ا°XUا
‘ لXm ’ لw ‘XYi’ Vfp آqfsuW ،2 `a 927
‘نS}fU اSّr ’و أ،3 `a  و ردت928
½p{U` اa SهSZT¾ أSf« آlY{U‘ وا°uU ’ اVfpل آw ‘VuU ’ ا،Vfp وردت آ، 3 ،1 `a  و929
‘`a ãoU zr’ ، 3 `a 930
‘¨Zc ^ِ وg  ’و و،5 `a 931
‘لSf  وzlfW  و°Y ق وXa  ’و،3 ،`a 932
‘P’ لw ‘ P  ’ و،5 ، 3 ، 2 `a 933
مSr` أa °lp_ لSmW P `( أيa) b دون ذآVlabnU اpc ½{ZW ®¯TfUن اS}fUن ا
ّ  إ،لXmW ، أنWbW Vf\bU اlpc ÂU¼fUا
،Xa `a P ،op `a P  وÆufUا
‘ÆufU` اa ’ ، 6 `a ‘ وÆufU ’و ا، 2 `a 934
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°p دSّr´ و أWbYUSw ِ^g
َ ` وa  أوÆufU` اa °lّp_ :لSmW Sfّiو إ

936

´WbYUSw

 و940SًTW دwb± :XYi 939qsoU اpc امd ا938Vّpc X ه،NQ لYPZQ وا، ٌvg
ُّ Xَ َ a 937ا َرUا
bِ º
ّ U اVَ aSyr °§b

/ 237 ،اجbg zwh :XYZU` اa لX_h ا:bni ا،ودYr نS}r ih ًاbni VlabnU اpc [َ ÆufU ]اVfp{½ آi زXÆW P
،299  ص:فb{U واXYZU` اa l¯fU ا،1
‘°ّlp_ S£Wل أSmW P  ’و،7 `a رةSTsUت اW و ز،2 `a ‘P’ ،Vfp آ°^mg 935
zc نX}uUSw زb\ وأ،VlabnUSw ½{ZWار وU اqاU ®g اih ®¯TfUن اS}fU اzr zl}uUSw [ Äْgار ]وU اÄْgو
Sr X هzّlsfU ®g اih ´U وذÛsTU اVUÔZfw ps§ وfg أXي هU`ء اºU اw ´ إذا أردتWbYUSw ،ÄَgXU و ا،´WbYUSw
1/490:`±bUح اb ،1/ 243 ،242 :XYZU` اa لX_h ا:bni ا،`ءºU` اab¸ zlw
sa{« رW z}fr ®gSw xlU  وVlabnUم اÔpW فbê Uوhن ا
ّ  أ، ´WbYUSw Äَgن[ و وX}uUSw] Ä
ْ g وzlw قboU و ا936
، Vlfg]U Vr]زr `¯a lUف إS£ Sr Ûsw `¯a zluU اVآbYfU[ اÄَg]ف] وyw ´U ذbl U إP
ً Xsor T{i ] أو
ً cSa
﴾Sً^َg و

Vّrآ® أSZps§ ´Uن ﴿ و آ³bmU` اa  وردSf آ،la vgXr X¯a فbnUل اSfsg] ا
ً fsur S¯Zr ءS§ Sr و
Ägدة وSr :حSY{Uب و اbsUن اSuU : bni ا، 143 :VWÚ ر® ا: ةbmTUرة اXg
‘ÆufU ا°p ’د،1 `a 937

`a °Z}gار وU` اa °p دq_h`[ واa] b ذآzr U ّ w ]a ،VّlUXsofU اpc VwX{Zr لSjfU` ها اa ‘ارU ’اVfpآ
bcSºUل اS Sf آ،vّgXU و§ اpc °a\ z}U و،°lTUا
امb\ ` إذن
ّ pc ®}r]آ

اX§Xs ®U َر وSWUّون اbf

،iاXW` دa دX§Xr bsºU ها اz}U وSib ذآSf آVWXYZU آ½ اbj` أآa bsºU اb وذآ،bWb§ ، X ه°lTU¯ا اU qÈSmUوا
،ه}ا
امb\ ` إذن
ّ pc ®}r]آ

SّlY P َم وXgØbUن ا
َ Xُ£fْ َ أ

هS :`ّ±bUح اb و2/ 456 ،159 ،bsºUه اS :qlmc zwح أb ، 512 ص:bWb§ انXW د:bni اql{opUو
4/ 138 ، 692،bsºUا
q_h` اa ءتS§ Sf« آlY{U‘ واlpc’ Vfp آ،1 `a  و وردت،2 `a ‘X ’ه،Vfp آ°^mg 938
ثYU q
ُ pِّsُfU{ر اfU ا:X وه، مSº هzw¨ اÓ\ و، U ابX§ X وهqsoU اpc امd اVpc X ه، ÞlsW zw أZc oWbs 939
رًاc وVpc bآW Sfi وإpT يU اqsoU اX وهnoU bl zr la qrSsUن اX}W P ،U لXsofU وا،ً]cSa وSًرآ وS
،ًSZlc P Sً¾\ نX}W Sfi` إcاU وا،U  وداعqsoUع اXXU
Vً f\ رP
ّ ك إSZpg أرSr ﴿ و،USs UX qjr T{i bُ j}la [VaS±d]أل واzr دًاbÆr نX}W ( أن1) :الX\ أV¾]¾ Uو
[رw مXW ¨ارba zr رًاsr S¯US]،مSf هzwرث اS\ لS Sf وآ،107 ،VWÚ ر® ا:Â¯}Uرة اXg ﴾zlfUSspU
ِ uor  ًمXW بSmsw ®¯U Sًsf¸

®¯Zr VّT\h¯® واZc ٌ°Yo{a
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943

(vr Zsfw VliS}Uاو اXU اsw)bآW و،942Vَ TºyU ُء واSfUى اXg اXYi ،941NYo لYPZQوا
،qcSoU اV¬l ه946نSlw ` و ه945:لfvQ ا944VrSsUت اSwX{ZfU اzr ،xrSyUو ا

Sًabsr نX}W ( أن2)،ةXp{U` اa VTbU ÆufU اU إ°T ذه: qjr ¨ّb§ qmW و، U لXsor ih بX{Zr [Sًsf¸] UXma
zTÆU اs أP : qjr T{i q
Ø mW و،½WدpU يU وpc SًiSl\ أXu وأVmoºpU `mW_ zc «o_ أ:XYi ¨ّb§ bُj}la [لw]
ءSÅwP ة ا© أوS±br ءSÅw ا°{ : qjr ،اءXuU اpc ¨Øb§ وT{i زXÆla SًaS£r نX}W ( أن3) ءSÆl¯U اzc
S±br
: ىZU اb^ حb ،2/54-52 :ÞlsW zw ا،1/250 :XYZU` اa لX_h ا،1794 ،®` رiS§bÆpU :تSoWbsU ا:bniا
، 1/ 129-126 : vfُpUح اb ،1/ 489-486 :qlmc zwح اb ،1/ 514-507 : `±bUح اb ، 319-316 ص
1/369 :بS}Uاه اX zr bsºU وا، 189-186 ص: VlwbsUار اbgأ
Elder, Earl Edgar. Arabic Grammar: inductive method, Cairo: American University in
Cairo, School of Oriental Studies, 1937, p. 258.
‘U SًTWدS’ ، 2 `a 940
X ه،bآW تSoWbsU` اa[ وvr] Zsfw VّlsfU ]واو[ اsw vmW بX{Zr ®g اX ه،sr لXsor :يXYZU« اp^{fU` اa 941
،ًSnoU qsa لXfsr VT\S{fU اوXU اsw رXآfUا
Si[ و ]أqlZUت واbg ] ك:qjr ¯T أSr  أو،لSjfU` اa ÂZّ{fU اb ذآSf آqsoU اX هsr لXsofpU ½_SZUن ا
ّ  أ:«_hا
،SiZc v§اbU اX و هSً£W أzّlWb{TUه½ اr X¯ا هa [qlZU اbÈSg

b^ حb ،182  ص:VّlwbsUار اbg أ،2/610 :VÅpUم اXpc `a q{ّofU® اÆsfU ا،1795 ،® ر:تSoWbsU ا:bniا
،179 ص.1982 :ةbهSmU ا،رفSsfU دار ا،Âl± `X :XYZU اWÆ ،2/48 :ÞlsW zw ا،322 ، ص:ىZUا
Wright, Grammar of the Arabic language, vol. 2, p. 84; Elder, Arabic Grammar, p. 259.
‘VuUSl^Uد و اbTUء اS§’ ،6 `a تW ز942
b¯ZU` اa ءSfUع اSo ر ارw فbsٌW سSlmr :لSmW Zr و،انlsU اzr ãp Sr VّآbYr :½ُº
ٌ S¯sf§ وVTºyU ا:VÅpU` اa
[½
َ º دةSr] وسbsUج اSب وbsUن اSuU :bni ا،دةSWÔU ا°و
، 7 ، 5 ، 1 `a zlgXmU اzlw Sr رةSTsU ا°^mgاو‘ وXU اsw بX{ZfU اX ’ه،1 `a رةSTsUت اW ز943
SهSZT¾ و  ا، 5 `a  وردتSf« آlY{U‘ واVrSsUت اSwX{ZfU ’ ا، 5 `a ‘مSsUت اSwX{ZfU ’ا،2  وq_h` اa 944
SًfÈS ارU` اa W ز:XYi 
ً Zsr  أو،ًSfÈS ًاW ز°wb± :XYi SًnoU w لXsofU أو اqcSoU اV¬l هzّlw Sr :لSYU ا945
رةXg ﴾Sslf§ واboi ﴿ أو أ:XYi ،قSmP ا:`iSjU ا،ًS}\S± Wء زS§ :XYi:لSmiP ا،وّلh ا:الX\ أVswل أرSYpUو
نX}  أن:tUSjU ا، Vّmºr S¯¬lÆr pc ة أوrS§ لSYU`ء اÆr pc VWÚ ه¨ ا°pf و أ،71 ، VWÚ ر® ا: ءSuZUا
S¯U P
ّ  إVWb zr SZ}p أهSr﴿ و: XYi ، V£Yr ةb}i S¯T\S_ نX}W P  أن: vwاbU ا،‘ل
َ  ّوhول اh اqِ أد:XYi، ةb}i
قSlg zr S¯ّih ، VrSc ةb}i ` [ وهVWb] zr لS\ [P ]إsw `ّU اVpfÆUن اSa ، 208 VWÚ ر® ا: اءbs ﴾رونZr
`oZUا
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ٌWز

948

`iءS§ :XYi ®َ؟Uِ ابX§ U لXsofU أن اSf آ،Âlاب آX§ ` وه،947Nm  ِلYPZQو ا

ل أنSYU \· ذي اzr ن
ّ  أSf آ،950ةb}i ن
َ X}  أنS¯Øm\ و
SًT` راآiءS§ :XYi

954

S¯lpc S¯rّma

953

ةb}ZU اzc لSYUا

952

949

.Sً uUS§ ُW و رأ،ًSTراآ

¶ن أردتa ،Vabsr

951

نX}W

،ٌq§ر
 §¯كTp¸ ] اك [ وbsU اS¯pg ]أر:XYi ،S¯pW و§½ وVabsfU اãopw ءتS§ ¶نa ،ةb}i نX} ل أنSYUط اb zrو
{رfU اqs§ وbf±ّ أi إP
ّ  إ،ً¯اÆr Tp¸ و،Vآbsr S¯pg ] أر°p ´iل آSYUم اSmr °flدر أS{r `¯a [ ´S¸و
lpc ]
ً lUد
190  ص:VlwbsUار اbg أ،1/528 :qlmc zwح أb ،244 :½هUح  ور اb ،671 ® ر:تSoWbsU ا:bni اWÔfpUو
،1/ 267-258 :XYZU` اa لX_h ا،2/ 12-7 : `±bUح اb ،
Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, vol. 2, p. 117.
‘نSlTU Sr ’إ،3 `a ءتS§  و،1 `a ‘` ’ه،Vfp آ°^mg 946
‘ ’ وVfpل آw ‘ ’ أو، 5 `a 947
q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{U‘ و اWء زS§’ ، 2 `a 948
‘ًSuUS§ اW ز°W ’و رأ،7 `a 949
¨SZT¾ و  ا،q_hاء اXg Sr `a  وردتSf« آlY{Uن‘ واX}  ’ أن، 5 ، 2 `a ن‘ وX}W  ’ أن،q_h` اa 950
‘نX}  ’ أن، 6 ، 4 ، 2 `a 951
‘¶ذا أردتa ’ ،3 `a 952
q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{Uة‘ و اb}ZU اzr’ ،5 `a 953
zfU` اa SهSZT¾ أSf« آlY{U وا، 3 ، 2 ‘lpc’ رةXآfU اàuZU` اa ‘ وS¯lpc’ ،q_h ﻓﻲ ا954
®ءهS§ SّfU ﴿ و،®¯£sw اءةbm آ،Â_Xw V_X{yr °iS إذا آ:S¯Zr ىb أv±اXr `a S£Wة أb}ZU اzr لSYUو` ا
ورbÆfUر واSÆU اX وهÂ_XUSw {l{yU [بS ]آzr لS\ ، 89 VWÚ ر® ا: ةbmTUرة اXg ﴾Sّ{r © اZc zr بSآ
bcSºUل اX lpcا ©[ وZc] zr
Sً iXYºr ®ّ lU` اa bٍ Sr ´
ٍ pُa `a

U °
َ Tْ Æg واSً\Xi ب
âِ  رSW °
َ lْ Æ
ّi

UXmw °o_ وS¯iة أb}ZU اzr لSYU`ء اÆr غXg يU´[ واpa ]Vfp وه` آ، ةb}ZU اzr P
ً S\ v وtl\ [SًiXYºr] ãopa
﴾zlpÈSupU ا ًءXg  ٍمSّW أVsw` أرa ﴿ ،USs UX qjr VaS±¶w Vً _X{yr °iS´ إذا آU وآ،VabsfU اzr °wbma [bSr]
ًاWºa ،ًاW كXب أb± zr °TÆc : qjr lUف إS£r bl لXfsfw V_X{yr ، 10: VWÚ ر® ا: °p{a رةXg
كX أX وهqcSoU` اa qfsUSw _S{P [بb±] zr لS\
 ص:فb{U واXYZU` اa l¯fU ا،195-190  ص:VlwbsUار اbg  أ،1/ 538-536 :qlmc zwح اb :bni اWÔfpUو
،183:bsºUه اS zّlsr qÈS zc فbsi P tl\ ،qlmc zwح اb اهX zr bsºU وا، 327-309
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،955bcSºUل اX lpc و
956

®ُ Wur ®َ Yg أq
ُّ ¨ آSoc

ٌ®W ٌqp¸ Sً º\Xr  َةÔّ sU

WازXW ِ أيpsِa ْzrِ q
ُ sْoWَ pc يbÆW وq
َ sَ aَ ْzrَ اتU ·
ّ ُ ® اgا

958

qآ

957

:twfPQ اqrإ

ل أو
ُ SYU اw َ W إذا أُر،962lpc ىbÆW Sr 961qfc qfsW 960X و ه959SZ}g وSآb\ `a
‘bcSºUل اX ’ Vfp آ°^mg ،2 `a 955
،qp¸ Sًº\Xr VّlfU ،WXTlg ¨ºi و  ا،¨ّÔc blj}w وفbsfU ا،zf\bU اTc zw blj آ]م آzr °lTU ها ا956
، ه}اbآW ،VgSfYUح اb `a `زوbfUوا
q
ُ pِyU اS¯rXgن ر
ّ آ

qp¸ Sًº\Xr VّlfU

Þ\ ]أوpsa qcSa ®g[ اSًº\Xr] رSWUر اS¾³ zr -رضh اzc Sًsobr رزًاSw  أي-Sً{S `mw Sr X[ هqp¸] ،VÅpUا
S¯w ºÅ ViS^w ` وه،Vp vf§ -مÚ« اaء وSyU اbu}w [qِp] شX\XpU SًZ}ur رS_  أو،p أهzr ] ل[ إذاÔZfUا
.فXluUن اXo§أ
،Vrmr لS\ :Sº\Xr ،عXabr b¼r أTr :ٌqp¸ و،ّمmr bT وفYfw ·psr ورbÆr رS§ [ّةÔsU ] :ابbcdا
qp^U Vo_:®W ،ةb}ZU اpc bTyUّم اm X´ هUغ ذXg يU إن ّ اql  و،S¯lpc S¯rm ةb}ZU اzr S¯¬lÆr غXg يUوا
،ضSr qsa : ¨Soc ،ًS{l{y S¯Tu}W ´U وذVaX_Xr S¯iXة آb}ZU اzr لSYU اÀÆr غXg يUل إن اSmW  أنz}fWو
Vo_ :®Wur ،lUف إS£r :®Yg أ،ةbهSnU اVّf£USw عXabr qcSa :q آ،w لXsor ½{i qYr `a blf± ءS¯Uوا
P
ً S\ رتS{a فX_XfU اpc °rّma qp^U Vo_ p_ن أS وآ،لSYU اpc [Sًº\Xr ] ½{i la هSºUوا
:VgSfYUان اXWح دb ،331 ص،105 bsºUه اS :ىZU اb^ حb ،2/123 :WXlg :بS آ:bni اql{opUو
،4/1825 ،1760 ،1664 . 1951 :ةbهSmU ا، Vf§bU واÂlUU اVZÆU ،]مuU اTc وzlr اf\ أ:·lmY ،`زوbfpU
،ريSTióU :VlwbsUار اbg أ،2/492 :ÊÈS{yU ا،2/50: ÞlsW zw ا،24  ص،7 bsºUه اS :½هUح ور اb
147 ،ص
،ٍqcSa pc دbّÆfU]¾` اjU اzr Ål_ و،وثYU اZsfw w مS zfU qsa zr ·
ّ  اSr X ه:يXYZU« اp^{fU` اa 957
،bÚ اqT Sr bu وآVrXf£r ®lfw رعS£fU اVÅl_ pc `¾]jU اbl zrو
،209  ص:`wbsU اXYZU ا،3/413 :`ّ± رzwح اb ،174 ® ر:تSoWbsU ا:bniا
‘ X ’هVfpت آW ز،2 `a 958
‘تSZ}uUت و اSآbYU` اa’ ، 6 ،1 `a 959
’ `a½ وS}½‘ آW ’`a Sf آaوb\ دc `a و،S¯Tlb وSZ}g وSآb\ `a cرS£r vr qcSoU® اgازى اXWو
،VآbYUع اXi ف أوbYUع اXi zc bnZUف اb{w  وه}ا، ·p^Zr ·p^ZُW و،bu}Zr bu}ZW ،`aج‘ وbyur جbyuW
:`±bUح اb ،6/68:ÞlsW zw ا،385  ص:½هUح  ور اb ،379  ص:ىZU اb^ حb :bni  اql{opUو
3/413
‘ّia ’ ،5 ، 3 ، 2 `a 960
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964

ْبbِ £
ْ Wَ ن
Ó  أSf آ،ُ½{ZُWو

963

vُ abُla وًاbfc ُr] ٌربS± ٌW ز:XYi ،لSTmgPا
. ُمXُmlَ  آ،966Äma vabla ،ُr] ٌ®ÈS ٌW و ز965،´Uآ

969

q
ُ sَ oُW q
َ fc q
ُ fsW X وه،ُqsoU اlpc vَ َ ْ وzrَ ت
ِ اU

968

·
Ó ® اg اq آ،967لYPZQ اqrو إ

´U ﴿ذ،qWÔZU` اa ُ وwSY_ ُم أb}ُW 970ٌW ز:لXm Sfُ آwSY_ ُم أbَ }r ٌW ز:XYi psa zr
972

.(س
ُ SZU اU vُ fÆُW  َمXُW  )أي971﴾س
ُ SZU اU ٌعXfÆr ٌمXW
:973 SّgZQ اSPzQا
،5 `a ‘qfc’ Vfp آ°^mg 961

:XYi ،UXfsr `Uف إS£W qcSoU® اg أن ا:ولh اzWbr` أa qsoUرق اSoW z}U و،Zr ·ّي اU اpsa qfc qfsW  أي962
 ٍوbfsU ربS± ٌW ز:XYi WXmU bّÆUم اP lpc q Zc bfU اqcSoU® اgل اXfsr  أن:`iSjU ٍو واbfc ب
ُ رS± ٌWز
وbfsU بb£W ب أوb± Wز زXÆW ]a
379  ص:ىZU اb^ حb :bniا
‘ن أو ًاÚ ’ ا، 4 `a رةSTsUت اW‘ و زva ba’ ، 3 `a 963
zr ‘Uب أوb£W’ ، 5 `a رةSTsUت اW‘ و زqfsW’ ،Vfp آqfsuW ،1 `a ب‘ وb£W’ ،Vfp آqfsuW q_h` اa 964
SهSZT¾ و  أq_h` اa Sf« آlY{U‘ و اVmwSuU اVpfÆU اzc ®ّp}W ih qfsW
‘´U آqfsW  ’و، 5 `a 965
‘Äma ’ Vfp آ°^mg ، 4 `a 966
لXsor pc `¾]jU اzr Ål_ و،lpc v وzfU ،qsa zr ّ· اSr ،VlaS}U` اa bآW  و:لXsofU® اg ا967
a ¨br وأ،َجbyuُr / َجbyُf آbÚ اqT Sr «a وVrXf£r ®lfw رعS£fU اÅl_ pc ¨bl zr و،وبb£fآ
3/427: `ّ±bUح اb :bni ا،qcSoU اbr آ،اطbh واqfsUا
‘·ّºr’ ، 2 `a 968
، Zr ذXr ih ، لX¯ÆfU` اZTfUرع اS£fU اqfc qfsW لXsofU® اg أن اWbW 969
، 2/ 98 : qlmc zwح اb : bniا
‘W ’ز،Vfp آ°^mg ،1 `a 970
103 :VWÚ ر® ا:دXرة هXg 971
.7 ، 5 ، 3 `a zlgXmU اzlw Sr رةSTsU ا°^mg 972
] pc qcSoU® اgل ا
ّ W  و،تXTjU اZsr pc qsoU اw مS zfU ز ٍمP qsa zr ·
ّ  أSr :يXYZU« اp^{fU` اa 973
(1)ّ رXr` أa qcSoU® اg اÂUSy V¯ّTºfU اVo{U وا،وامUت واXTjU اpc V¯ّTºfU اVo{Uوث [ وّل اYUّد واÆUا
نSWرSÆW P Sf¯ّiى أb Sf[آÂ
ٍ Wbê وz
ٍ u\]ك: qjr ،ىbÆ رةS و، SZ}gرع وS£fUت اSآb\ pc يbÆ P رةS S¯iأ
qcSoU® اg وا،تXTjU اpc  لS¯ّi( أ2)،ُbfُ £W وbُ¯^W ،نSWرSÆW Sf¯i[ إbrS± وbهS¸]: qjrف[ و
ُ bُ ^W  وz
ُu
ُ YW] ،
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qcSoU ا974®gSw [27]°ّ¯Tِ 
ُ  و،zَu\
َ ® وWb آ:XYi ،psa zr q
ُ sْoWَ pc يbÆW P Sr `وه
ٌ®Wbٌ آWل زXm ،S¯psِa qfc

977

qfsَ  وآا،976tÓi¼ وbّ وُآ،975vfÆ وÓZj :S¯ّiَ ` أa

،ُTu\ ف
َ bُ 
َ  و،979¨ُؤSw³  َمbُ  آ:لXm Sf آ،ُ¯§ وzu\ و،ُTu\ ÂWb  و،978¨ُؤSw³
،ُ¯§ وzُu\و

®U SfU P  وv^mZfU ا±SfpU نX} P ` ه، لSTmg]Uل وSYpU` و±SfpU نX}W qcSoU® اg( أن ا3) ، وثYU اpc لW
(أن4) ، `iSjU§ اXU اzc ÀSi §XU وها ا،تSo{Uب اSw `a q_h اX وها ه،®ÈاUل اSYpU نX} Sfّi و إ،vmW
[ربS± ¨ُ Sw أWل]زXm  أنqcSoU® اg` اa زXÆW و،§XU{½ اZw [z
ُu
َ \ ُ ¯َ §
ْ  وWل ] زXm P ،S¯lpc ّمmW P S¯UXfsr
qcSoU® اg]ف اyw qsoU اzc عba Xي هU اqcSoU® اg اzc عba S¯i¶a ،عba zc Sًcba S¯iX}U ،Vo{U اÂs£U ´Uوذ
،ًSlTTg qw ،ًSlTZ§ن أX}W P S¯UXfsr ( أن5) ،qsoU اX وهq_ أzc Sًcba iX}U ،يX i¶a
عSÆ XYi ،]زمU اqsoU{ر اr zr P
ّ غ إS{ P V¯TºfU اVo{U أن ا،qcSoU® اgP V¯TºfU اVo{U اVرSor ¨X§ وzrو
Sf آ،ٍqآ³رب وS£ى آsfU{ر اr zr وcS وxUS§ وq]زم آاU{ر اr zr غS{la qcSoU® اg اSr أ، zu\و
، ´USr zwل اS
bهSnU اqlf§ ½
ِ pmU اbهS^آ

bٍ ±SYU ز ٍمP zr S¯ُْX_
َ و

:تSoWbsU ا،1/ 161-153 :XYZU` اa لX_h ا، 2/ 117-112 :qlmc zwح أb ،3/431 :`±bUح اb :WÔfpUو

b^ حb ،6/81 :ÞlsW zw ا، 547، 546  ص:فb{U واXYZU` اa l¯fU ا،2/98، 97 :vr اX¯U اvf ه،1075 ®ر
، 391-389  ص:ىZUا
Howell, Arabic Grammar, vol. 1, pp.1674-1679.
‘®gSw °ّ¯T z}U’ ،3 ، 2 `a ‘®gPSw °ّ¯T z}U  ’و،1 `a 974
Sf« آlY{U‘ واvfÆ ` وZj ’ ،5 ،3 ، 2 `a ‘ و وردتvfÆW’ ،Vfp آ°^mg ، 6 `a ‘vfÆW ` وZjW’ q_h` اa 975
SهSZT¾ و  أ، 5 ، 3 ، 2 `a وردت
Sf« آlY{U‘ واti¼  وb ’و ّآ4- 2 àuZU اVlmw `a ‘ وb و ّآti¼ ’ ،5 `a ‘ti¼W وbآW ’وq_h` اa 976
½p{U` اa ¨SZT¾ و  أàuZU اVlmw `a وردت
‘qfs  ’و آا،3 `a ‘qfsW’ ،5 `a 977
q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{Uؤ¨‘ و اSw³ ’ Vfpل آw ‘¨Xw ’ أ،2 `a 978
‘¨Xwم أbّ}W’ ،1 `a ‘¨ؤSw³ ®Wb ’آ، 2 `a 979
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ِ إذاpsa qfc q
ُ fsW Xوه
 أنzr °TÆc

983

981

Zc  و _ر،qsoU اZr ·
ّ ي اU® اgP اXه

980

:رzZQا

:لXm Sf آ،ًواbfc ٍ Wب ز
ٍ ْb±
َ zr °
ُ TÆc :XYi ،982Sً iÓXZr نSآ

qlpU _ر اqjr  `ءq _ر آZrل وSsahادر اX_ S¯Zc ` {رU اVfp}U اq_{ر أfU ا:VÅpU` اa {رfU ا980
ءSfgh أ\اث اS¯ّih ،نS¾YUث واYU اWXTlg lfuW  و،`rّم إذا رmfU اih ®¯uUل _ر اSmW Zrر وS¯ZUو_ر ا
،S¯¾Y Uا
،{رfU اzr ·
ّ ºr qsoUن ا
ّ  أUن إXWb{TUه½ اa ،qsoU اzr ·
ّ ºr {رfU أو ا،{رfU اzr ·
ّ ºr qsoU اqه
 ّi أpc ل
ّ {رًا دr ّfu Sّfpa qwd اZc ي {ّرU اv±XfU اX{ر هfU( ا1) ،§ أوVsTuw ´U ذpc اXUgوا
،ÓlmfpU q_· أp^fUن ا
ّ  أSf}a ،zّlsr نSr زpc ل
Ø W qsoU وا، ·p^r ن
ٍ Sr زpc ل
Ø W {رfUن ا
ّ ( أ2) qsoU اZc _ر
½ أنÆla ،zlZ¾d اqT ،\ `ء واpc ل
Ø W {رfU وا،zl¬l pc ل
Ø W qsoUن ا
ّ ( أ3) ،qsopU q_{ر أfU´ اU}a
ًاbmor نX}W Sr و،®gP اzr U ّ w P qsoU وا، qsoU اzc `ZÅuW X وه، ®g{ر اfUن ا
ّ ( أ4) ،qsoU اqT {رfUن اX}W
½§XU Sًmºr نS آXU {رfUن ا
ّ ( أ5) ¨bl Uًا إbmor نX}W P Sّfr Sًcba نX}W نw U أو،uoZw نX}W P و، ¨bl Uإ
{رfU اz}W ®U Sّfpa، ثYU اpc zlUXsofU واzlpcSoUء اSfg أ°ّU دSf آ، نSrÔUث واYU اzr qsoU` اa Sr pc ل
Ó W أن
®Uو، \ واz
ٍ Zg pc يbÆW §½ أنXU qsoU اzr Sًmºr نS آXU {رfUن ا
ّ ( أ6) ،qsoU اzr Sًmºr xlU ّiل أ
ّ  د،´Uآ
qsoU أن اpc ل
ّ  د،سSZ§h اbÈSg {ر ا]فfU اÂp اSّfpa ،zlUXsofU واzlpcSoUء اSfg أÂpy ®U Sf آÂpyW
lpc لW Sr pc لW [ب
َ bَ±] ى أنb P أ، qsoU اzّf£W P {رfU وا،{رfU اz
َ fّ £W qsoUن ا
ّ ( أ7) ،Zr ·ºr
عba qsoU وا، q_{ر أfU أن اpc ل
ّ  د،´Uن آSب[ وإذا آ
َ b±] lpc لW Sr pc لW P [ْبb£Uْب[ ]واb£U]ا
،S¯Zr ذةX r و،S¯lpc عba S¯i¶a ،Vّ£oU اzr VX{fU` اiواh` اa لXmi Sfر ها آS_ و، lpc
q
Ø sW {رfUن ا
ّ ( أ1) ،§ أوV¾]jw ´U ذpc اXّUg واqsoU اzr ذXr {رfUن ا
ّ  أUا إXTهa نXlaX}U اSّrوأ
{رfU{« اla [SًrاX ومS] لXma ،qsoU]ل اcP {رfU اq
Ø sla [SًrSl °f] لXm ّY{U «{W و،qsoU]ل اcP
) لXfsfU اVT رqT qrSsU اVTن ر
ّ´أ
ّ  P و،{رfU` اa qfsW qsoU( أن ا2) ، lpc عba ّi أpc ل
ّ a ،qsoU اVّY{U
، qsoU اzr ذX r {رfUن ا
ّلأ
ّ a ،ّ¼ ِآfU اVT رqT ّ¼ َآfU اVTن ر
ّ´أ
ّ  P و،qsopU ًاlآX bآW {رfUن ا
ّ ( أ3
نSr زpc ّلW qsoU وا،·p^r نSr زpc لW {رfUSa ،qsopU q_{ر أfUن ا
ّ ن أXّWb{TU اlU ذه½ إSr «lY{Uوا
X ها ه،ةSYZU اzr رX¯f§ وWXTlg ½هr X وها هqsopU q_{ر أfU´ اUpa ،lmfpU q_· أp^fUن ا
ّ  أSf}a ،zّlsr
Vf\bU اlpc ÂU¼fU اlU ذه½ إSf آSiZc «lY{Uا
،110 ،ÞlsW zw ا،381،382  ص،½هUح ور اb ،1/186 :vrX¯U اvf ه،4/82 ،81:بS}U ا:bni اWÔfpUو
:XYZU` اa Ô§XfU ا،1/105، 100 :vّfpٌUح اb ،2/79،80 :qlmc zwح أb ،176--171 :VlwbsUار اbg أ،1/111

zlw ]فyU اqÈSur `a فS{ih ا، 3/ 400، 399 : `±bUح اb ،1/ 163، 162 :XYZU` اa لX_h ا، 33 ص
:·lmY ، lsg `w أzw fYr zw zf\bU اTc تSآbTU` اw أzWUل اSf آ، ريSTih ا:zllaX}U واzlWb{TU اzlWXYZUا
28 VUufU ر® ا. 1945 :ةbهSmUا، VrSmgP اVsT^r ،lfYU اTc zWU` اlYr fYr
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:XYi ،ًSwX{Zr

986

لXsofUك اbُW وqcSoU اUف إS£W

985

 وًا وbfc ٌWز

984

ب
َ b£َW

â  دzr °TÆc
SًcXabr qcSoUك اbُW و،لXsofU اU إ988فS£W   و،َبXjU ِر اSّ{
َ mU ا987 ق
â pUب ا
ِ b± zr °TÆc :XYi
 ﴿أو،989USs UX `a Sf آSf أ\هbك ذآbW  و.] ُدÆU اÊ
991

-

990

﴾Vٍ TÅur  ٍم ذيXW `a ٌمSs¸إ

 ا]فpc §Xr 995﴾نXTِpÅlg ْ®¯ِ Tِ pَ
َ sw 994zr ® ﴿وه993 USs UX  و992﴾Sً flW﴿
،996zlَاءbmUا
Levin, Arabic Linguistic Thought and Dialectology, p. 256; Howell, Arabic Grammar,
vol.1pp1514, 1515; Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, vol.1, p. 110; Versteegh,
The Explanation of Linguistic Causes, pp. 72-85.
q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{U‘ و اqcSoU اZc’ ،1 `a‘ وqsoU ’ اVfpت آW ز،6 `a 981
،1 `a ‘SًaS£r  ’أوVfpت آW و ز982
‘°TÆc’ ، 2 `a تWل‘ و زXmW Sf ’آ،1 `a 983
‘بb£W  ’ أن، 7 ، 5 ، 4 ، 2 àuZU اVlmw `a ب‘ وb±  أنzr لXm Sf ’آ،3 `a ‘بb±  ’أنq_h` اa 984
½p{U` اa ¨SZT¾ و  أàuZU اVlmw `a  وردتSf« آlY{Uوا
، 7 `a ‘’ Vfp آ°^mg 985
q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{Uل‘ واXsofUك اbla’ ، 7 ، 5 `a ‘w لXsofU ’ا،2 `a 986
SهSZT¾ و  أq_h` اa  وردتSfر‘ آS{mU« ’دق اlY{Uر‘ واS{mU ’رق ا، 5 `a 987
zr Vs^mU` ه` اUة اb{mUSw S¯ّW ّih بSljpU ّرXYfU ا:bّ{mfUر واSّ{mU اZrّر¨ ودّ وX\  أي، رةS{ِ ب
َ XjU اbَ {
[b{ دةSr] :حSY{Uب واbsUن اSuU :bni ا، ½ºyUا
5 `a  وردتSf وآq_h` اa ¨SZT¾ أSf« آlY{Uف‘ و اS£W  ’أو، 2 `a  و،q_h` اa ‘فS£W ’ ،Vfp آ°^mg 988
‘فS£W   ’و، 7 ،
‘q
ّ §  وÔّ c UX  ’و، 6 ، 1 `a 989
،15 `a ‘ Vwbmr  ’ ذاVfpت آW و ز990
14 :VWÚ ر® ا:pTUرة اXg 991
15 :VWÚ ر® ا:pTUرة اXg 992
،3 `a ‘USs UX ’ ،Vfp آ°^mg‘ وUSs UX `a  ’و، 4 `a‘ وUSs UX Sّr ’و أ،6 `a 993
﴾رضh اi` أدa ومbU ا°Tp ®U  ﴿ ا،3 `a رةSTsUت اW و ز،5 `a ‘zr’ ، Vfp آ°^mg 994
2 :VWÚ ر® ا: ومbUرة اXg 995
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،`iSjU ا998bØ ÆَW ل
َ وhن ا
ّ ¶a b³ ®g اU إÂ
َ l±ُ ٍ® أg اq
ُ  آ997:فfZQ اqrsا

و
1001

:zlwb± pc VaS±d وا،1000lU إSً aS£r ورbÆfU و ا،ًSaS£r رØ SÆUا

Zsfw ½USÅU` اa ` و ه.Sً {l{y  أوSً oWbs

1002

999

ّfuW

فS£fU` اa Zsr ةlor  أيVّWXZsr

qcSoU® اg اVaS± إ،` وه:VّlnoU  و،ٍV£
ّ a ®ُ S و،ٍW ] ُم ز:XYi ،zِr Zsfw  أو،]مUا
z
ُu
َ \ ٌW و ز،ٍWز

1003

ب
ُ رS±  ها:XYi S¯pcSa U إV¯ّTºfU اVo{U واUXsor Uإ

VWّXِ ZsfU` اa Ó wُ P و،1006vfÆU واVlZjU ا1005`iXi وz
َ WXZU½ اSsُ VaS±d وا،1004ِ §XUا
،ِ§XU اz
ُ uYU ا1009:VّlnopU` اa لXm  و،ÂWbsU ا1008فb\ 1007zr فS£fU اWbÆ zr
b وذآqcSoUم اSmr ®ÈSmUل اXsofU اUف إS£r {رfUSa ءSlU« اow ( نXTpÅlg)  وzlÅU ّ® ا£w ( °ّTpِ
ُ ) ئbٌ ¶نa 996
b وذآqcSoU اUف إS£r (®¯Tp){رfUSa ءSlU ّ® ا£w ( نXTَpÅُlg)  وzlÅU« اow ( °َTpَ
َ ) ئbٌ وك وإنbr qcSoUا
،ةbاXfUاءات اbmU اzr °ulU (نXTpÅlg) `a ءSlU ّ® ا±( و°Tp) `a zlÅU« اow اءةbmU ا،وكbr لXsofUا
.2001 :وتblTw ، VlfpsU}½ اU دار ا، دXfYr zw اf\ أzw ا© اTc ،`ouZU[ اqWÔZUارك اr] :`ouZU اbluo :bniا
،دXfYr ّluU اzWUب اS¯ q£oU` اw أ، `gXUh ا: `iSjfU اvTuU® واWb}Uن ا³bmU اbluo `a ، `iSsfU روح ا.2/ 300
.11/19 .1994 :وتblw VlfpsU}½ اU دار ا،Vl^c ريSTU اTc `pc ، ·lmY
`a  وردتSf« آlY{Uف‘ واS£fU® اgPل ’اw ‘فS£fU® اg ’ ا،5 `a  و، 7 ، 3 `a ‘®gP ’ اVfp آ°^mg 997
q_hا
‘W ]م زXYi’ ،رةSTsUت اW ز، 4 `a ‘ وbÆW’ ، 5 ، 3 `a ‘ وbّÆ ’ q_h` اa 998
q_h` اa ءتS§ Sf« آlY{Uّ‘ واfuW’ Vfpل آw ‘ّfu  ’و، 5 `aّ`‘ وfg’ ،Vfp آqfsuW ، 2 `a 999
‘W ]م زXYi’ تW ز، 5 `a 1000
‘zlcXi pc’ ،7 ، 3 `a 1001
‘Sّr ’أ، 4 `a 1002
½p{U` اa SهSZT¾ أSf« آlY{U وا، 3 ، 2 `a  و وردتq_h` اa V^Sg ‘ ’هاVfp آ1003
SهSZT¾ و  أ،q_hا اc Sr `a  وردتSf« آlY{U وا، 7 ، 4 ، 2 `a  و وردتq_h` اa ‘W ’زVfp آ°^mg 1004
q_hا اc Sr  وردتSf« آlY{U`‘ واiXi  ’و،5 ، 3 ، 2 `a ‘نXi ’و،q_h` اa 1005
: qjr نXZfU® اgP اSZo±¶ذا أa ، S¯Zr  ` ٍءvr vfÆ ]a ، vfÆU واZjfU اiXi وzWXZU اÄmu VaS±d وه¨ ا1006
،VZWfU اXfUSc وfYr Sfp ، لXma Sf¯iXi °a\ ®USuU اbآfU اvf§  أوZjfU اÂl±´ إذا أU[ وآfYr ®p] SZp [®p]
،  وا\ةVfp` آa VaS±d اvr vfÆ P vfÆU واZjfU اiXi وzWXZUن اÚ نXZUون اw
، 358، 357  ص:ىZU اb^ حb ، 2/ 37-35 :qlmc zwح اb :bniا
‘zr’ Vfpل آw ‘zc’ ، 5 ، 2 `a 1007
‘وفb\’ ،1 `a 1008
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زXÆW P و،1012q
ِ §bUب ا
ُ رS£Uا

1011

زXÆW

[28]و

ٍ Wز

1010

اXwرS£U ٍ واW زSwرS£Uوا
1013

zc `
َ Zِ ÅgSa
1020

1018

®â ih

1017

Ôَ llfUا

1016

½
ُ {ZW ّيUا

1015

.ٍ Wب ز
ُ رS£Uا

®gP اX ه: مfQا

1014

qrsا

:XYi ،zWXZUSw :  ٍءSl أVsw\ أرw rSf  وrS¯wd ًاÔllf 1019`£mW X وهVaS±dا

انÔlo  و،ًSZْfg

1021

انXZr يZc :XYi VّlZjUن اXZw  و،ًSwSYg Vٍ \ء  ُر راSfuU` اa Sr

`U ] )و
ً uc ¨ُ¼pr `U :XYi VaS±dSw  وSً fون درهbºc
،ُql}U وا،ُزنXU و ا،ُV\SufUا

1024

1022

:XYi vfÆUن اXZwًا وbÓ wُ

:` وهbَ WدSmr ولh اV¾]jpU لSmW ]( و
ً §
ْ ِر

1023

ُpjr

q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{U‘ واVّlnopU اVaS±d` اa’ ،1 `a ‘VّlnoU `a’ ، 4 ، 3 `a 1009
‘Wا زXwرS£U ’واVfp آ°^mg ،1 `a 1010
zfU` اa SهSZT¾ و  أ،5 `a  وردتSf« آlY{U واq_h` اa °^mgز‘ وXÆW’ Vfp آ،5 `a  وردت1011
‘§XU اzu\ pc ]
ً f\’ ،7 `a رةSTsUت اW وز1012
‘ VّoyUم اsU’ ، 7 `a رةSTsUت اW و ز1013
®U Sr ´U آS¯w pYr lUف إS£fUن اX}W  [ أنVlnopU اVaS±d اVUS\ `a] فS£fU` اa [ل ]ألXاز دX§ طbºUن ا
ّd
xlU فS£fUل[ واw] pYr xlU [W ]زlUف إS£fU اÆi لSjfU` ها اa وVr]g vf§ ScXfÆr  أوZjr فS£fU اz}W
2/ 39، 38 :qlmc zwح أb :bni ا،Vr]g vf§ عXfÆfw P ً وZjfw
‘مSU® اgP ’و ا، 7 ، 3 `a 1014
نXZw  أو، VaS±d وا، zWXZUSw :ءSl أVswرw rSf و،VaS±d اzc ÈSZÅgP  أي، rSfU ½{i يU® اgP اXه
166 ÂWbsU ر® ا:تSoWbsU ا:bni ا،vfÆU أو ا، VlZjUا
‘®¯TfU® اgP اX ’و ه،2 `a ‘®¯TfU® اgP ’ا، 4 `a 1015
 وردتSf« آlY{U{½‘ واZW’ ، 7 ، 6 ،1 `a ®‘ وgP{½ اZ ’ ، 3 `a ‘½{Z ’ ،4 `a{½ ‘ وi’ ،5 `a 1016
¨SZT¾ و  أ،àuZU اbj` أآa
SهSZT¾« و  أlY{U اX وه،5 ، 3 `a  ووردتq_h` اa ‘ÔllfU ’اVfp آ°^mg و1017
‘zWXZSw ®ّ ’ ،1 `a ‘ وzWXZSw ®W ih’ ، 6 `a 1018
q_h` اa ءتS§ Sf« آlY{U`‘ وا£m X ’ه، 6 `a`‘ و£m ` ’و ه،5 ، 3 `a 1019
‘XYi ’ Vfp آqT ‘ولh ’ اVfpت آW ز،1 `a 1020
اc Sr `a ءتS§ Sf« آlY{U وا، 7 ، 6 ، 3 ، 2 ،àuZU اVlmw `a  ووردتq_h` اa ‘يZc’ Vfp آ°^mg 1021
q_hا
،7 `a ‘يZc’ ،Vfpت آW‘ و زXYi’ ،Vfp آ°^mg ،2 `a 1022
،zlgXmU اzlw Sr ، 5 `a رةSTsU ا°^mg ‘pjr `U  ’وVfp آ°^mg ، 2 `a ‘pjr  ’ أو،3 `a 1023
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،1028]
ً §د آ¯ا رbofU اzc
1031

1027

مS¯wd اvُ a ر:]]ZQس واSlmr

1026

blóUو

·Tg   و،1030(Sً bc سboUّ½ اT{  )و،ًSuoi ٌWب زS¸ :XYi

1029

1025

 ُدsUوا

VpfÆU اzcأو

،ابX{USw ®pc¨ وا© أbذآ

،q_h` اa Sf« آlY{U ’ه`‘ واVfpل آw ‘X ’وه، 7 `a 1024
U¨ إXfّu ب و\¨ وSTw ¨دوba أma دsU اSّr أ،bWدSmfUSw Äma V\SufUزن واXU و اql}U اVlfu pc ءSfpsUى اb§ 1025
® آ: SZUX qjr VlrS¯ogd` )آ®( اa Sf آVWSZ و آ، Sًfون درهbºc : Vf\bU` اpc ÂU¼fU اqjr Sf« آWb_ zlfu
.كZc ]
ً §ر
½p{U` اa SهSZT¾ أSf آ،q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{U‘ واbôU ’و،1 `a ‘ةblóU ’و،5 `a 1026
‘مS¯wd اvabW Sr’ ، 7 ، 4– 2 ،VlSTU اàuZU` اa ‘مS¯wd اva ’رq_h` اaم‘ وS¯wd اva رX ’و ه،3 `a 1027
½p{U` اa ¨SZT¾ أSf آ،7 `a  وردتSf« آlY{U وا، 7 `a  و وردت،q_h` اa ‘]§ ’ رVfp آ°^mg 1028
س أوSlmU و اV\SufU او اql}Uء اSfg اzr Vf\bU اlpc ÂU¼fU¨ اbي ذآUد( واbofU اÔlf) دًاbor Sًfg اbuّoW ّيUأي ا
،U qّjr د وsUا
q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{U‘ واVpfÆU اzr’ ، 2 `a 1029
، 7 ، 4 ، 1 `a zlgXmU اzlw Sr رةSTsU ا°^mg 1030
® ر: ®Wbr رةXg ﴾
ً STl أسbU اqs﴿ وا: XYi qcSoU اzc لXYr ، لXYr blل وXYr : zlfu pc VTuZU اbuorو
ÂU¼fU اqjr Sr zlUSjfU ها اqjr وqcSoU اzr لXYr ÔllfUم وها اS¯wd´ اUU buor Sً Tl وVf¯Tr أسbU اU إ، 4 VWÚا
سboUق اbc ½T{ وW زxoi °wS¸ Sf¯Zr q_h إذا ا، Sًbc سboU½ اT{ وSًuoi Wب زS¸
SibÆa VTuZa 12  ﺭﻗﻡ ﺍﻵﻴﺔ:﴾ ﺴﻭﺭﺓ ﺍﻝﻘﻤﺭSًiXlc رضh اSibÆa﴿ وUSs UX qjr لXsofpU qsoU اVTui :`iSjUوا
qs ﴿واUSs UX `a  \ثSr la  و\ثSibÆa رضhم واS¯wd´ اUU ًاbuor SًiXlc وVf¯Tr رضh اUرض إhا
﴾SًTl أسbUا
، 331، 330  ﺹ: ﺍﻝﺘﻤﻬﻴﺩ ﻓﻲ ﺍﻝﻨﺤﻭ ﻭﺍﻝﺼﺭﻑ، 337  ﺹ: ﺸﺭﺡ ﻗﻁﺭ ﺍﻝﻨﺩﻯ:ﺍﻨﻅﺭ
®pc ’و ا© أ، 5 ، 3 `a تW·‘ و زTg’ Vfp آ°^mg ،5 `a ¨‘ وbل ’ذآw ‘r] ’ آVfp آqfsuW ،2 `a 1031
‘ابX{USw
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kQfjQب اfgQ)ا
1032

(VّlcSfuU اVّln
ِ opU اqrاXsU` اa

نXsu  أ\ وS¯pf§  و.1034ءSfgل و أSsa و أ،وفb\ :فSZ_ أV¾]¾ 1033pc `و ه
qfsW Sr S¯Zr : اعXiوف أbYU وا،1036VÈSfU` اa ،1035·ّmِ YfUم اSrd¨ اb ذآSr pc ،ً]rSc
`a qrSc :نScXi ®gP` اa

1038

qfsW Sfa ،qsoU` اa qfsW Sr

1037

S¯Zr  و- ®gP` اa

،رSÆU اSّrأ، ٌ½_Si  و،ÖرS§ ،نScXi دbofU` اa qfsW Sr ،VpfÆU` اa qrSc و،دbofUا
،1039:bºc Vَ sTua

zlgXmU اzlw Sr رةSTsU ا°^mg ،2 `a 1032
SهSZT¾ و  ا،q_hا اc Sr `a  وردتSf« آlY{U وا، 4-2 `a  و وردتq_h` اa ‘pc’ Vfp آ°^mg 1033

‘ءSfgل واSsaوف و اbYa’ ، 7 ، 6 `a ء‘ وSfgوف و أb\ لSsa ’و أ، 5 `a ء‘ وSfgل و أSsa ’و أ،q_h` اa 1034
‘lpc © اVf\ ’ر، 6 `a  وردت1035
بSTU` ها اa ،9 ÞrS¯U` اa f§b تbr  و، lpc © اf\` رiS§bÆU اbهSmU اTc مSrd اX ه:·ّmYfUم اSrd اXه

Sf« آlY{U و ا،5 ، 3 ، 2 `a  و وردتq_h` اa ‘VÈ SfU` اa’ Vfp آ°^mg ‘ وbهSmU اTc’ ، 4 `a تW ز1036
SهSZT¾ و  ا،àuZU اbj` أآa وردت
،`iS§bÆU اbهSmU اTc تSoّZ{r zr ‘‘q
ٍ rSc VÈSr ’’‘‘ أوVÈSfU اqrاXsUب ’’اS آw WbW :VÈSfUا
71- 68 ب صS}U ها اVrّmr :bniا
، 4 ، 2 `a ‘S¯Zr  ’وVfpت آW و ز1037
‘Sًab\ bºc VsTua ’ رةSTsUت اW ز،3 `a 1038
‘Sًab\’ ، 5 ، 2 `a تW ز1039
،´USr zwل اS Sf وآVf\bU اlpc ÂU¼fU اb ذآSf آbºc VsTg ةSYZUر اX¯f§ Zc رةSÆUوف اbYUد اcو
pc ، zc، `a ،اc ، SS\ ، ] ، \ U وإzr ، ` وه، bÆUوف اb\ كSه
r و، q
ّ sU و،ءSTU وا،ُفS}U وا،Sو، وأو،` آ،]ّمU ا،ّ رب،Zr، r
Zc و،S¯lU إS¯p_X ء أيSfgP اUل إSsah اÂl£  أي،VaS±dوف اb\ ®¯£sw وÛoyUوف اb\ ®¯£sw S¯lّfuWو
bÆU ا°pfc Sfّi إ:ابXÆU؟ واbÆUوف اbYU ه¨ ا°pfc ®U و،bÆUاب اbc إqfs S¯ih ،bÆUوف اb\ لSmW ،ةSYZU® اnsr
:bni اWÔfpU و،Ägوh اÄgوh^` اca ، ½{ZU واvabU اzlw Sً^g وv وbÆU وا،qsoU® واgP اzlw Sً^g وvm S¯ih
 ص:VlwbsUار اbg أ، 152  ص: `§S§ÔU اqf§ حb ، 4/ 261، 260 :`±bUح اb ، 2/ 03 :qlmc zwح أb
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،ÛlsTpU و،1042ةb{TU اzr1041°§b :XYi ،نS}fU` اa

1040

VWSÅUاء اwP :ْoِ

`a ،ةÈ وزا،®راهU اzr 1045 ٌةbºc `U :XYi ،نSlTpU  و،1044لSfU اzr ت
ُ  أ1043:XYi
zr تbg) :XYi ،نS}fU` اa VWSÅUء اS¯iP :Q و إ،1047ٍ \ أzr `iءS§ Sr

1046

:XYi

ح ورb ،356-351 :ىZU اb^ حb ،197- 154  ص:VWXYZU اVÈSfU اqrاXsU ا،8/53—2 :ÞsW zw ا، 253
1/536-497 :XYZU` اa لX_h ا،2/40-19 :vr اX¯U اvf ه،333-317 :½هUا
Lenien, Arabic Linguistic Thought and Dialectology, pp. 363, 364, Wright, Grammar of
the Arabic Language, vol. 1, pp. 278, 279.
و

،ىfU اZsfw  وVWS¯ZU اZsfw qfsuW VWSÅU اãoU  و،VWSÅUاء اwd (1) ` ه،ٍنSsr VliSf¾ `a zr qfsuW 1040

`a اءwßU ،zr qfsuW ،Äma نSrÔU` اa ]نfsuW Sf¯ّi¶a ،q§h و اrh]ف اyw ،نS}fUن واSrÔU` اa qfsu VWSÅUا
بS}U ها ا:®¯UX : XYi ¨bl  أو،ةb{TU اzr تbg :XYi SًiS}r S¯w ورbÆfUن اSا ًء آXg ،VWb{TU اZc نSrÔU اbl
® ر:VwXUمٍ÷ اXW  أوّلzr ﴿ USs UXmw P
ً Pg ا،ًS£Wن أSrÔU` اa S¯USfsgن إXlaX}Uز اS§ و أ،وbfc U ٍ إW زzr
` وiS§bÆU اbهSmU اTcد وbTfUل اS و، 09 :VWÚ ر® ا:VsfÆU÷ اVsfÆUم اXW zr ةXp{pU ديXi و إذاö ،108 :VWÚا
(2)، hاء اTr ،®راهU اzr ´ أتUX `a ®راهUن ا
ّ P ،VWSÅUاء اw إ:V£sّTfU( اzr) q_ن أ
ّ  أ،يbºyrÔUا
نSlw (3) سSZU اÛsw : أي،8 :VWÚ ر® ا: ةbmTUرة اXg ÷ّ SZr³ لXmW zr سSZU اzِr وö، Ûsw Zsfw ` وه،ÛlsTUا
(7) :qlpsU واVّlTTuU( ا6) : VlabnU( ا5) لTU( ا4) UP« دl±XU [Sr،zr] ®¯Tr ®g اsw `  أنS¯r]c و:xZÆUا
،ٍZsr bºc V¾]jU qfsuW [zr] ن
ّ  أVWXYZU اVÈSfU اqrاXsU` اa bآW و:ةÈ( زا8) :zc Zsfw
 ص: فb{U واXYZU` اa l¯fU ا، 2/ 15- 13 :qlmc zwح أb ، 1/ 499، 498 :XYZU` اa لX_h ا:bni اWÔfpUو
، 4/ 270-263 :`±bUح اb ، 4/ 225، 224 :بS}U ا،1 /163، 162 : vfٌpUح اb ، 426، 425
Elder, Arabic Grammar, p. 277.
‘ °§b’ Vfpل آw ‘ تbg’ ،2 `a 1041
،5 `a ‘VaX}U اU ’ أ،Vfpت آW ز1042
q_h` أa  وردتSf« آlY{U‘ و اXYi `a ’ ،3 `a ‘ و وردتXYi’ Vfpل آw ،5 ، 2 `a ‘`a ’ Vfp وردت آ1043
‘لSfU اÛsw  ’أي، تW ز،1 `a 1044
‘ةbºc  ’و أت،7 `a ة‘ وbºc يZc `a ’ ، 3 `a 1045
`a  وردتSf آSهSZT¾ أSf« آlY{U‘ واXYi `a ’ ،3 `a ‘Sr XYi’ ، 2 `a  وردتq_h` اa ‘XYi’ Vfp آ°^mg 1046
،3
zr SliUة اSlYUSw ®l± ﴿ أرUSs UX qjr ´Uل[ وذw] `Zsfw ،VmwSuUاض اbh اzc دةSW[ زzr] `  و1047
bcSºUل اX `a و،38 :VWÚ ر® ا:VwX ﴾ ةbÚا
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ٌ ء:Sّr[ )إ29] SورهbÆr ن
ّ  أPإ
:XYi ،¨Zc أو

1053

1050

SهSZsr `a

1049

: و

1048

.(VaX}U` اUة إb{TUا

.S¯ِg \ رأVَ }fuU ا°p أآ:XYi ،1052S¯َpT  ُرXآfUا

Sً iST ورآSًiSgba ر َةSdا اXّZ

1051

(w `¯ZW

اXT إذا رآSrX ®¯w `U °lpa

،2/14 ،13 :qlm zwح اb ،1/24 ،`زوbfpU :VgSfYUان اXWح دb :bni اql{oUو
،3 `a ‘VaX}U` اU ’ أVfp آ°^mg  و،5 ،1 `a zlgXmU اzlw Sr رةSTsU` اa bl® وWm كSZ ه1048
﴾bÆoU اvp^r \ `]م هg ﴿: USs UX XYi [U ك]إbٍ § نX} ( أن1)، ٍ § أوV¾]¾ pc :\ qfsu 1049
\ مXmU ا°W ورأ، Wم \ زXmU` اiءS§ : XYi ،اوXU اpc ً ]f\ Vo¸Sc نX} ( أن2) ،05 VWÚ ر® ا: رmUرة اXg
، bWb§ لS Sfرب آS± Wم \ زXmUب اb± : XYi [Sّrاء ] أwف إb\ نX} ( أن3) ًاWز
q
ُ } أVp§ ُء دSr \ Vp§w

S¯ÈSrر دXf pmU ا°U زاSfa

لXyUم اc S¯la b¯êh¶ن اa U]ف إyw ،ًاbWm  أوSًnoU Sّrاء إÔ§hم ذي اm rÔpW \ ن
ّ  أ،U \ و إzlw قboUوا
ا ًءÔ§ ،ًS£Wن أS و إن آVZWbmU اvr P
ّإ

zw ا،1/ 518-516 :XYZU` اa لX_h ا، 4/ 278- 272 :`±bUح اb ،266 ،265  ص:VlwbsUار اbg أ:bniا
،457  ص:bWb§ انXW د، 8/ 20-15 :ÞlsW
Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, vol.1, p. 280; Howell, Arabic Grammar, vol.
3, pp. 317-323.
`¯ZW Sً¬l  أوbÚ اbّ Æ ´UU و،VWSÅUء اS¯i اpc VUPU` اa q_h[ ه` اU أن ]إbl ،S£W أVWSÅUء اS¯iP  أي1050
ÂU¼fU اqjr Sf آbÚ اw
1/ 523- 516 :XYZU` اa لX_h ا، 2/ 15 :qlmc zwح أb ، 4 / 278-276 :`±bUح اb :bni اWÔfpUو
‘SهSZsfw’ ،14 `a
àuZU اbj` اآa zlgXmU اzlw Sr رةSTsU` اa bl ® وWm كSZر‘ هXآfU¯` اZW w’ ،5 `a 1051
،4 ، 3 ، 2 VrدSmU اàuZU` اa ‘S¯pT’ Vfp آ°^mg ‘ وS¯pT Sr’ Vfp وردت آ،2 `a 1052
\ و، S¯ُg و\ رأ، S¯ِg \ رأV}fuU ا°p أآXYi ،  وا\ةVUur `a vfÆ ` ]\[ وa V¾]jUو§ اh وا1053
،Â^c فb\ S¯psÆ  أنpc ½{ZU وا،ٍ b§ فb\ [\] qsÆ  أنpc bÆUSa ، ½{ZU واvabU وا،bÆUSw ،S¯َgرأ
\ : ¨bWm و،وفYr ¨bT و، اءwPSw SًcXabr نX}la ،اءwف اb\ S¯psÆ  أنpc vabU وا، V}fuU اpc o^sa
، °lTU` ها اa §X  V¾]jUو§ اh وه¨ ا، lpc لSYU اVUPU bTyU \ف ا، لXآr S¯ُgرأ
SهSmU أpsi \ ادÔUوا

pْ\ رÂoّyW ` آVُ olY{U` اmUأ

، اءwP اpc vabU وا، Â^sU اpc ½{ZU وا، `Yw bÆUSa ، bÆU{½ و اZU واvabUSw
`U اolY_ mUa Z هzw وbfc zr bّ a zl\ ، يXYZUوان اbr X هbcSºU وا، 1/97 بS}Uاه اX zr bsºU]ها ا
[ ةblYU اb¯i `a pmw brh اS¯la
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1055

و

`¯ZW ¨Zc حST{U وا،ُV}fuUا

1058

1054

w `¯ZW أسbUSa ،ِحST{U \ اVَ \رSTU ا°fi

ءS¯iPم اsU ÔÆ ®U ،S¯ِjp¾  أوS¯ِo{i \

1057

VplpU ا°fi :°p XU و،1056qlpUا

:\  وbf£ٌfU واb¯nُfU اpc q U إVfp )وآS¯pT Sfla Sهsw Sr 1059qُW  أنS¯Øm\
1060

(b¯nُfU اpc P إq P

،1062قS{UßU :  ُءfgQ و ا،ِبS}U` اa تbni  و،ِxl}U` اa لSfU اXYi ،1061VlabnpU :UVو
1064

S¯Zr لw :اوXU و ا،©Sw °
ُ fu أ،Zr  و- ٌvg
ّ Xa ٍ WÔw رتbr 1063Sr وأ- ٌ داءw :XYi

1067

S¯US_h ءSTU وا.اوXU اzr لw f^ :`a ءfQ} و ا،1066z
ّ psah © و ا،1065:XYi `a

`a لX_h ا،269 ،268  ص:VlwbsUار اbg أ،4/ 278-272 :`±bUح اb ،8/ 20-18 :ÞlsW zw ا:bni اWÔfpUو
،157 ،156  ص:`§S§ÔU اqf§ حb ،1/ 517 :XYZUا
‘V}fuU¯` اZW w’ ،7 ، 5 ، 3 `a  و،1 `a ‘w ’ Vfp آ°^mg 1054
zlgXmU اzlw Sr رةSTsU ا°^mg ،5 `a 1055
¨SZT¾ و  أ،3 `a  وردتSf« آlY{U‘ واqlpU¯` اZW’ ،3 `a ‘VplpU¯` اZW’ q_h` اa 1056
¨SZT¾ أSf« آlY{U و اq_h` اa °^mg  و،5 `a ‘VplpU ا°fi’ Vfpت آW ز1057
Sf½ آgSZfU‘ واÔÆW ®U’ Vfp آqfsuW ، 3 ، 2 `a  و،5 `a تW وزq_h` اa ‘ءS¯iPم اsU’ Vfp آ°^mg 1058
ÊZU` اa SهSZT¾ أSf آ،5 `a وردت
¨SZT¾ و  ا، q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{U‘ واq ’ ،7 ، 6 ، 2 àuZU اVlmw `a ‘ وqW’ q_h` اa 1059
، 7 ، 5 `a zlgXmU اzlw Sr رةSTsU ا°^mg 1060
½p{U` اa ¨SZT¾ و  أq_hا اc Sr `a  وردتSf« آlY{U‘ واVlabnpU ’ ، 5 ، 3 `a ‘فbnpU’ q_h` اa 1061
(2) ÂZ{fU اb ذآSfت آPSfsgd اb¯ وه` أ،VliSrÔU أو اVliS}fU اVlabnU( ا1) ن
ٍ Ssr VsTg `a (a) qfsuW و
Zsfw (6) :VuWSmfU( ا5) ،pc’ Zsfw نX}a :]ءsgd( ا4) ،vr Zsfw نX}a ،VT\S{fU( ا3) ،qlpsU و اVّlTTuUا
،U إZsfw (7) ،·p{UßU ` هU ا:ءSTUا

a l¯fU ا، 1/ 503 :XYZU` اa لX_h ا،4/ 280-278 :±bUح اb ، 8/ 20،21 :ÞlsW zw ا:bni اWÔfpU و
428،429  ص: فb{U واXYZUا
،´w رتbr :qjr زيSÆr و،ÂّZ{fU اqّjr Sf آSًlmlm\ نX}W و،bjآh اX وه،`ءºUSw قS{Ud اS¯Zr و1062
،229  ص:XYZU اWÆ ،1/503 ،اجbg zwh :XYZU` اa لX_h ا:bniا
q_hا اXg Sr  وردتSf آzfU` اa ¨SZT¾ أSf½ آgSZfU وا،5 ، 3 ، 2 `a تW و زq_h` اa ‘Sr ’ أVfp آ°^mg 1063
قS{Ud واvfÆU اZsr ن
ّ P :ZsfU` اaج وbyfU` اa Sf¯wرSmU S¯Zr اوXU ا°ّUw أSfّi وإ:ءSTU اzr لw  أي1064
،نSwرSmr
SهSZT¾« و  أlY{U اX و ه، 2 `a  و وردتq_h` اa ‘XYi’ Vfp آ°^mg 1065
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q P ءSU )و ا،b¯nfU اpc P
ّ  إ1068q P اوXU و ا،bf£fU و اb¯nُfU اpc q
ّإ
°T ذه1071:XYi VWspU و،1070©S :XYi USs ©® اg اXا\ وهXU ا1069(b¯nfU اpc P
ب
ِ Sljw lpc °p د1073:XYi Vِ T\S{fpU و،1072®ِ pmUSw °
ُ T آ:XYi ،ViSsg]U و،w
،1074bouUا
 و،U ٌzw ا1076X و ه،سbopU q
ُ ÆU وا،ٍWÔU ل
ُ SfU ا:XYi ،صS{]U و1075´lpfpU :مQو ا
،lmU q
ٍ §ب ر
Ó  ُر:XYi ،ًةbf£r  ًة أوbهSê ةb}ZUSw 1078Êy ،qlpmpU :ب
  و ُر،1077U ٌأخ
1079

]
ً §ّ رwو ُر

‘ آاz
ّ psah ’ ، 4 ، 1 `a ‘ وqsah ’ ، 3 `a 1066
، 7 ، 5 ، 3 `a ‘ًSً slf§’ Vfpت آW‘ و زS¯US_d’ ، Vfp آ°^mg ، 2 `a 1067
q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{U‘ واqW P ’ ، 3 `a 1068
‘\ واb¯nr pc’ ،5 ، 3 ، 2 `a وzlgXmU اzlw Sr `a رةSTsU ا°^mg ، 1 `a 1069
q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{U©‘ واS XYi ©® اg اX ’و ه°^mg `a  ا©‘ وS XYi’ ، 7 ، 3 `a رةSTsU ا°^mg 1070
SهSZT¾و  أ
¨SZT¾ و  أ،5 ، 3 `a  وردتSf« آlY{U‘ واXYi’ لw ‘`a ’ Vfp آqfsuW q_h` اa 1071
°f}\ :qjr زًاSÆr qsoU اVU³ لSjr وÂّZ{fU اb ذآSf آVmlm\ qsoU اVU³ pc Vp دا°iS إذا آ،ViSsg]U ءSTUن اX} 1072
®l\bU اzf\bU® ا© اgSw ،عbºUSw

WÆ ،436 ص:فb{U واXYZU` اa l¯fU ا،4/217 : WXTlg بS آ،1/503 :XYZU` اa لX_h ا:bni اql{opUو
،230 ،229 :XYZUا
‘XYi’ Vfpل آw ‘`a ’ Vfp آqfsuW ،5 ، 3 ، 2 `a 1073
) :وزةSÆfU( وا4) ،ÛlsTU( وا3) :VlUTU واÛWXsU( ا2) :قS{Ud( ا1) 
ً Zsr bºc \` أa qfsuW bÆUء اSw و1074
 ( أو9) ‘‘qcSoU اvr’’ : lآXU( وا8) ‘‘pc’’ Zsfw :]ءsgP( ا7) :لTU( وا6) : VliS}r  أوVliSr ز: VlabnU( وا5
: xlU bT vr (11) : اءwP اvr (10) ، لXsofU اvr
22 :ÞlsW zw ا، 437 ،436 ص:فb{U واXYZU` اa l¯fU ا،4/270 :`ّ±bUح اb ،2/18 :qlmc zwح اb :bniا
1/ 503،504 :XYZU` اa لX_h ا، 8/ 25Howell, Arabic Grammar, vol. 3, pp. 327-338.
‘´lpfU ’ اVfp آ°^mg ،5 `a 1075
½}W و،Vf\bU اlpc ÂZ{fU اb ذآSf آ،صS{d´ واpfU ’اSهb¯( أ1) 
ً Zsr bºc Vg `a (]مU )اqfsuW و
) صS{d( ا4) VWSÅUء اS¯i( ا3) ´pfU اT (2)، ÀºUق اSmYg´ و اpِfU اSهSZsr وVaS±dم اP ’وwS آa wXTlg
(12) ،]ءsgd( ا11) VWsTU( ا10) ،VTSsUم اP (9)، ½ÆsU( ا8) ®umU( ا7) ½TuU واqlpsU( ا6) VWsU( ا5
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،وزةSÆfUوا

1081

sTpU :w و،zW دlpc^« وuU اpc ٌW ز:XYi

oار )وU` اa WÔ آ:XYi

1084

1080

]ءsg]U :w و

،lTºpU فfQ وا،سXmU اzc 1083 ®¯uU ا°lr ر1082:XYi

zr S¯pT SfU لXsor S¯wXY{r  أنzّlT Sهh VZّlTfU]م اUن اXWXYZU اSهSّfg  و:zllTU( ا14) V¾SÅgP ا13) ، VlabnUا
،vr Zsfw (16) ،a Zsfw (15) ،ql£o ®g½ أو اÆs q
ٍ sa
، 4 / 286-283 : ±bUح اb ، 177-175 :VWXYZU اV¬fU اqrاXsU ا،4 /217 :WXTlg بS آ:WÔfpUو
،5 `a ‘X ’وه، Vfp آ°^mg 1076
،6 `a ‘U  ’و أخVfp آ°^mg وأخ‘ وU zw ’و أ،5 `a 1077
zfU` اa ¨SZT¾« و ا أlY{U اX‘ و هÊy ’ ، 2 `a ‘Êّy ` ’وه، 5 ، 3 `a‘ وÊyW’ q_h` اa 1078
‘]§ ’رVfp آ°^mg ،5 `a 1079
blj}pU VWbTyUن آ® ا
ّ P bTyU` اa ® آÛlmi X وهlpc qW يU اÀºU اqlpm ¨SZsr و،bÆUوف اb\ zr فb\ ، ب
Ó ر
، qlpmpU ب
ّ ور
®± : VjUSjU وا، Vooyr ءSTU« اaاء وbU ّ® ا± : VliSjU وا، ّدةºr ءSTU« اaاء وbU ّ® ا± Sهb¯ أ، §` أوiSf¾ ب
ّ ` رaو
، VooyfUء اSTU« اaاء وbU« اa : VurSyUوا، VooyfUء اSTUن اS}gاء وإbU ّ® ا± : VswاbU وا، VooyfUء اSTU ّ® ا±اء وbUا
فb\ ÂUSy ب
ّ نر
ّ  أ،  ريSTihل اXmW، V\Xor ءS Sهsw Voّoyrّدة وºr ءSTU« اaاء وbU ّ® ا± : VZrSjU واVswSuUوا
: § أوVsw أرzr bÆUا
bÆUوف اb\ و، ةb}i `a P
ّ  إqfs P S¯ّi( أ2) }]مU` _ر اa vm P bÆUوف اb\ و، }]مU` _ر اa vm S¯ّi( أ1)
S¯sr مÔpW S¯ّi( أ4) Vo{U اS ورهbÆr مÔpW P bÆUوف اb\ وVo{U اS ورهbÆr مÔpW ّi( أ3) ةb}ZU واVabsfU` اa qfs
فbYUم اÔpW P  وها،Sهsw Sr U إp_ّي أوU اqsoU\ف ا
،183-178  ص:VWXYZU اVÈSfU اqrاXsU ا،4/ 299-286 : `±bUح اb ،8/ 32-26 :ÞlsW zw ا:bni اql{opUو
،1/ 172- 168  ص:vfpUح اb ،1/ 254-251 :ٌي£sUح اS£Wdا
Howel, Arabic Grammar. vol. 3, pp348-356; Elder, Arabic Grammar. p.279.
‘بX§XpU ’وVfp آ،تW ز،2 `a 1080
Zsfw وزةSÆfU( ا3)‘‘`a’’ Zsfw :VlabnU( ا2) ،`p_h اZsfU اX وه:]ءsgP( ا1) ن
ٍ Ssr VsTg S¯U ‘‘pc’’و
SZ وه` ه: راكgP( ا7 ) ‘‘zr’’ Zsfw (6) ‘‘]مU` ’’اZsfw :qlpsU( ا5) ‘‘vr’’ `Zsfw :VT\S{fU( ا4) ‘‘zc’’
qsoU اX® هgPن ا
ّ d ،فbYU و اqsoU® و اgP اzlw Vآbºr S¯ّi( إpc) zc لXmW دbTfUن اS}a : ÈاÔUSw lT bٍ § فb\
lpc °p دSfla ]ء وsgd اZsr pc °U دSًab\ °iSذا آSa ãopU` اa فbYU واqsoU® واgP· اoW z}Uف وbYUو ا
ّi آ،zW دlpc  و،la ZsfUدت ها اSa أpc^« وuU اpc psufU اX هWÔa ، «^uU اpc W ’زÂU¼fU اqjr Sfآ
Zsfw نS}r فbê نX}a Sًfg ا°iS إذا آSّr و أqjfUSى آb§ Sfًi و إSًlmlm\ ] ًءsg اxlU ]ءsgd]¨ و ها اc  À
zr  أيlpc zr °£¯i بbsU اÛsw لX XYi تS¯ÆU اzr Sهbl pc qW Sf آbÆUف اb\ S¯lpc qW  وV¯ÆUا
،Xa
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،VsfÆU ِم اXW Zr) W رأSr :XYi ،1087`±SfUن اSrÔU` اa VWSÅUا
Sf¯w َ Wأر

1091

ا ًءXg zlfgا

1090

SiS إذا آSfهsw Sr

1089

1086

اءwP ،1085(|oو

ُ U ِم اXW rو
vabُW و،1088(Vِ sَ fُ Æ

حb ،430  ص:فb{U واXYZU` اa l¯fU ا،2/20 ،19 :qlmc zwح أb ،8/ 39-37 :ÞlsW zw ا:bni اql{opUو
، 1/ 167 :vfpUح اb ، 2/ 28 : vrاX¯U اvf ه، 4/ 323-321 : `±bUا
Levien, Arabic Linguistic Thought and Dialectology, p. 346; Howell, Arabic Grammar,
vol. 3, pp. 357-363; Fischer, A Grammar of Classical Arabic, pp.162,163; Elder, Arabic
Grammar, p. 279.
‘VWspU zc  ’و، 1 `a 1081
qjr فbYU اSّra ،®gPف واbYU اzlw كbºr X وه، Vf\bU اlpc ÂU¼fU اqjr Sf آ،وزةSÆfU واsTpU [zc]qfsuW و
Sّr و أSهsw ىU® اgP اU إS¯pT qsoU اZsr °p_ّ¯ أوih ،فb\ (ْzsَ aَ ) US zc  و أتW زzc °ab{i´ إUX
qW P lpc bÆUف اb\ لXw ´U ذzّlT  وZlfW zc zr °up§ لXma Vl\SZU و اV¯ÆU اZsfw نX}la Sًfg اS¯iXآ
،pjr فb\ pc
-319 :`±bUح اb ،2/20 ،19 :qlmc zwح أb ، 4/227 ،226 :WXTlg بS آ،8/40 ،39 :ÞlsW zw ا:bniا
، 185-188  ص:VWXYZU اVÈSfU اqrاXsU ا، 4/ 321
Howell, Arabic Grammar, vol.3, pp.368-374; Elder, Arabic Grammar, p. 278.
‘XYi ’ Vfpل آw ‘`a’ Vfp آqfsuW ،5 ، 3 ، 2 `a 1082
‘®¯uU  ’اVfp آ°^mg ،5 ، 3 `a 1083
Sّهb§ ّ  و،ةbهSnUء اSfgh اP
ّ  إbّ Æ P ` وه،zlWb{TU اVcSf§ و،WXTlg Zc bÆUوف اb\ zr فS}U ا1084
Sfو¨ آb ﴿ واذآqlpsU( وا2) ghS آW ز:qjr ًاblj آlTºpU فS}U ` ا:lTºU( ا1) ن
ٍ Ssr Vsw أرS¯U و،bÈSf£pU
® ر: رىXºUرة اXg ﴾ `ءpjf آxlU ﴿ USs UXm آ:lآXU ةÈ( زا3) VW¯اU  أي،198 VWÚ ر® ا: ةbmTUهاآ® ÷ ا
، lpc °i أSr pc  أي،°i أSf آz‘‘ آpc’’ Zsfw (4)11 VWÚا
4/217 1/408 :WXTlg بS آ،8 /44-42 :ÞlsW zw  ا،2/23-21 :qlmc zwح اb :bni اql{opUو
،4 ،2 ،zlgXmU اzlw Sr رةSTsU` اa bl® وWm كSZ ه1085
Pن وSrÔU اpc ّ` لUء اSfgPSw نS{ّyW bٍ § Sab\ Sfن وهSl\hن واSrÔU اVWS اءwP qfsuW :r وZr
zlw ك ا]فSZ وه،`oZr ض
ٍ Sr  أوb±S\ sw نSsmW و،Äma نSrÔUء اSfg اzc bّ ÆW و،`oZU اsw P]ن إfsuW
‘‘Zr’’ S¯la q_hف واYU اS¯p د،r ن
ّ P ،VlabYU‘‘ اZr’’  وVlfgP‘‘ اr ’’ ن
ّ ¯® إÈرا³ V_] و،zlWXYZUا
`a‘‘ وlZr’’ نX}la ،S¯lpc نXZUددت اbU S¯ّbu أو آS¯bّÅ_ XUء وSfgh` اa نX}W Sfiف إYU وا،S¯Zr نXZUف اYa
¨Zc bWmUوف واYr أTfU ًاbT S¯ps§ VlÈS^U‘‘ و ’ذو‘ اzr’’ zr VTآbr ‘‘ Zr’’ ن
ّ ل إS zrذ‘‘ وSZr ’’أSهblu}
ولhل اSjfa ،qsa Sfهsw v أو و،ًScXabr ®gh اSهsw v إذا وzlfg‘‘ اr وZr’’ qsu ،نSrXW Xي هUن اSrÔU اzr
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،VsfُÆU ُم اXW Zr و،1092(VsfُÆU ُم اXW r)

[30]

W رأSr :XYi S¯ُslf§ ّة أوfUأول ا

ٍ W زSS\ 1095 ُمXmUء اSg أ:XYi ،1094WÔZpU ff و،zlrXW ْr زXÆWن وSrXW 1093rو
zWbT SiX}W ¯® أن£sw ّزX§ و،Zr ´U¨ وآsw Sr ¨bT أTr ‘‘r’’  و،Sib¯ r  ‘‘ أوVsfÆU ُم اXW r W رأSr ’’
v‘ وإن وtl\’’ la qrSsU وا،VlabnU اpc qYfUب اX{Zr ®g‘‘ اr’’ ‘‘ وSc دr °¬§ ’’ `iSjUل اSjr و،®هsw SfU
[`a] Zsfw و،VsfÆUم اXW zr  أي،VsfÆUم اXW r W رأSr :XYi [zr] Zsfw ،ٍb§ Sab\ Sf¯a ورًاbÆr Sfهsw Sr
SZrXW `a  أي،SZrXW r W رأSr :XYi

حb ،274-270  ص:VlwbsUار اbgh ا،4/226 :WXTlg بS آ،2/26 ،25 :qlmc zwح أb :bni اWÔfpUو
-188 : vfُpUح اb ، 8/ 47-44 :ÞlsW zw ا، 219،220  ص:`§S§ÔpU : qf§ حb ، 3/ 219—208 :`±bUا
،1/ 194
Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, vol. 2, pp.173, 174, Howell, Arabic
Grammar, vol. 3, pp. 375, 376.
‘®¯U ’ ،3 `a  ‘ وSf ’هVfpت آW ز،7 `a 1086
‘`±SfUن اSrÔU ’ا، 7 ، 5 `a ‘`±SfUن اSr` زa’ ،3 `a  وردت،q_h` اa ‘`±SfU ’ اVfp آ°^mg 1087
ÊZU` اa SهSZT¾ أSf آ،7 ، 5 `a  وردتSf« آlY{Uوا
مXW r’ ، 7 `a ‘VsfÆUم اXW r وZr’ ، 5 `a  و، 3–1 ،`a ،zlgXmU اzlw Sr رةSTsU` اa bl® وWm كSZ ه1088
‘°TuUم اXW r وVsfÆUا
‘vabW’ لw ‘vab ’ ، 5 `a 1089
q_h` اa Sf½ آp{U` اa SهSZT¾ أSf« آlY{U‘ واSiS ’إذا آ،7 `a 1090
، 5 ، 2 `a ‘ ’ أنVfp آ°^mg  و1091
،3-- 2 VlÚ اàuZU` اa ،zlgXmU اzlw Sr رةSTsU ا°^mg 1092
XYi ّةfU اvlf§  ’ أو، 6 `a تW وز، 7 ، 5 `a ‘r’ Vfpل آw ‘Zr’ Vfp و وردت آ،3 `a ‘r’ Vfp آ°^mg 1093
‘نSrXW Zr W رأSr
،qsow xlU  وbٍ § فb\ ّi أU إzlWb{TU اzr swS zr  وWXTluUه½ اa ´U` ذa نXWXYZU اÂpa SS\ Sّr و أ1094
) لSmW Sfًا( آW زSS\ Sr ) لSmla لSsah اpc q Sf( آSr) lpc qW ز أنSÆU ]
ً sa نS آXU ّi´ أU ذpc qlUUو ا
zr دbTfU¯® اma ووا،qsa ّiن أXlaX}Uل اS  وSًab\ نX}W §½ أنXa ،qsow xlU ّi أpc ل
ّ  دqmW ®U Sّfpa (ًاW ] زSr
، فYU اpW ّi( إ2) لSsah اÊÈS{\ zr ّفb{W ّi( أ1) § أوV¾]¾ zr ´U ذpc اXّUg و ا،zlWb{TUا
مP ن
ّ ( أ3) ÂUhط اSmgSw ّاءbmU اbjاء أآb Sf©[ آ
ٍ SS\] la اXUS Sfف آbYU` اa P qsoU` اa نX}W Sfّiف إYUوا
فbYUSw ·psW P فbYUن ا
ّ P فbYUSw P qsoUSw ·psW Sfّi إÔÆUف اb\ ©[ و
ٍ SS\] ®¯UX `a w ·psW bÆUا
®¯UX ن
ّ d ، VّÆ\ la xlpa [S\ أSr¯® ]وUX qlUw فbّ{W ®¯ّiن إXlaX}U اSّrن وأXWb{TU اlU ذه½ إSr «lY{Uوا
،Zr Sًaّb{r xlU `[ وS\] ãoU zr ذXr [S\]أ
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:°p  و إذا،1098zlpsa SiS إذا آSfهsw Sr

1097

½
ُ {ZُW و،ّP إZsfw

1096

:(اw )و  و

،VّTU ا1099Sf¯w ½{ZُW ،اc Sr و،] Sr
:XYi ،vr Zsfw :اوQ ا،VÈSfU` اa

1101

b ذُآSr pc VsTua دbofUا

1100

½{ZَW Sr Sّrوأ

 أو1104ىXgS آ:qsa S¯pT Sr نX}W \ ¨ ه1103½{Z ]a 1102،َVTºyU ُء و اSfUى اXgا
،1/156 ،155 :vfُpUح اb ،2/349 :WXTlg بS آ،8/ 48 ،47 :ÞlsW zw ا،1/ 527-525 :qlmc zwح اb :bniا
، 211-207 :VlwbsUار اbgأ
Elder, Arabic Grammar, p. 280; Howell, A grammar of the Classical Arabic language,
vol. 3, pp. 376-378.
q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{Uؤا‘ واSg ’ أ،3 `a  و وردت، 2 `a ‘مXmU ’اVfp آ°^mg 1095
، 5 ، 2 ،VlÚ اàuZU` اa ،zlgXmU اzlw Sr رةSTsU` اa bl® وWm كSZ ه1096
ءS§ : XYi ًاXp XpyW ] zr X¯a : ]ًا وWا زc مXmUء اS§ : qjr ¨وزS§  إذا: ًاc وsW اc zr `¯a : اc Sّrأ
qن آX}W  انz}fW و، xlih اzr رSWU ا°ّp :XYi [zr] w لXsofUى اsW زمP q_h` اa ] و، ًاWم ] زXmUا
Wء زS§ ½¸SyfU اz
ّ na مXmUء اS§ ، ql  إذاih ، رmr ¼الg zc SًwاX§ Voiur Vpf§ ًاWًا و] زWا زc zr \وا
Sf¯Zr \ واqن آS وإذا آ، ًاW¯® ز£sw وزS§ مXmUء اS§  أي: ًاWًا و] زWا زc wاX§ `a لSma مXmU اzr \ واih
، ابbcd اzr S¯U qYr ]a Voiur Vً pf§
،199 ،197 ص:VWXYZU اVÈSfU اqrاXsU ا،8/ 49 :ÞlsW zw ا:bniا
  و،àuZU اVlmw `a  وردتSf« آlY{U{½‘ واZ ’وàuZU اVlmw `a{½‘ وZa ’ ،2 `a ‘½{ZW’ q_h` اa 1097
¨SZT¾أ
‘]نsa SiS ’ إذا آ، 7 `a ‘zlpsa’ q_h` اa 1098
‘½{ZW ’ Vfpل آw ‘½{Z ’ ، 5 ، 3 ، 2 `a 1099
Sهsw xlU و،ً]lp VlfgP` اa و،وفbYU® اu `a `ءÆW Sf آ،ًSTUS VlpsoU اpc q ` وه،VW{رr [Sr] ن
ّh
VW{رfU[ اSr] بSmTuW ®U ء وإذSZjgPان اlmW ]نsa ` وهSf¯U w لXsor ّi أpc Sfهsw Sr ½{i ½ÆW ´UU ،Vlfgأ
،½{ZU اS¯la زS§
1/232 :vr اX¯U اvf ه، 1/152 : vfُpUح اb ،1/526 :qlmc zwح أb ،2/90 ،89 :`±bUح اb :WÔfpUو
‘½{Z ’ ،6 ، 2 `a{½‘ وZW’ q_h` اa 1100
‘·mYfUم اSrh اb ذآSr’ ، 3 `a 1101
‘S¯s±bU’ ،3 `a ‘S¯s±XU S¯pl{a وVSZU ا°آb XU وVuUSl^Uد وااbTUء اS§  ’و، 7 ، 3 `a رةSTsUت اW وز1102
‘½{Z P ’و،àuZU اVlmw `a ‘½{ZW P ’و، 7 `a ‘½{Z’ ، 2 `a ‘½{ZW P ’و، 5 `a 1103
q
َ lZU واbÈSg  أوVmWYU َر اXَ g
ُ ت وbg :qjr ،qsoU اzr ·
ّ  أSr  أو1104
‘«Wb_’ Vfp آ،5 `a `‘ وÅpl ’آVfpت آW ز،2 `a ى‘ وXg أXYi’ ، 29 `a
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Sr  وvُ Zَ { Sr)

1107

 أيqsoU اZsr la

1106

ن
ّ h ًاWُ´ و زi Sr XYi qsa

1105

ZsfU

ُ w]ُ
،1108(x
،ةÔf¯U و ا، و أي،Sl وه،SW و أ،SW 1109: SZ |اءQوف اX و
SًcرS£r  أوآن،© َ اTc SW :XYi ،ًSaS£r نSدى إذا آSZfU½ ا
ُ {Zَ

1110

وفbYUوه¨ ا

zr ·ps¨ آSZsr مSf zr X `ء وهw ·ّps ®g اq آX وه،ٍW زzr ًاbl SW :XYi ،1111U
َدbofUا
1117

1113

دىSZfU اSّr و أ،يlw  ]
ً § رSW fchل اXm ًة آb}i

اU و،½{ZU اpYr z}Uو

1116

1112

ًا أوblyw ٍ Wز

،ُq§ رSW  و،ُW زSW :XYi ،1115ٌمXf£fa

1114

Vُ absfUا

‘ZsfU’ لw ،3 ، 2 `a ‘Zsr’ Vfp وردت آ1105
½p{U` اa SهSZT¾ و  أq_h` اa ءتS§ Sf« آlY{U وا،3 `a °^mg  وq_h` اa ‘ ن
ّ P ’ Vfp وردت آ1106
SهSZT¾« و  اlY{U اX وه،7 `a  أي ‘ و وردتqsoUرة ’ اSTsU ا°^mg q_h` اa 1107
،2 zlgXmU اzlw Sr رةSTsU` اa bl® وWm كSZ ه1108
‘Vuf ` ’وه،1 `a  و وردت، 6 ، 3 `a ‘Vuf’ Vfp آ°^mg 1109
 وSW و أ،SW qfsu  و،Sً WزSÆr نX}W  وSً lmlm\ نX}W  لSTd وها ا، X[ وإSW] فbYUSw لSTd½ اp¸ Xاء هZUا

`a w لXsor دىSZfUن ا
ّ h ،VT_Si °ulU اءZUوف اb\  و،V_S VwZpU (½ و )واWbmpU ةÔf¯U و أي و اlsTUاء اZU ،Slه
VprSc اءZUوف اb\ °ulpa ،wSZr ‘SW‘‘ °wSi و،Xcف أدYa ،ًاW زXc أد،W زSW q_ وأbf£r qsa T_Si ZsfUا
، اءZUف اb\ دىSZfU اqrSsa ‘‘VÈSfU اqrاXsU` ’’اa `iS§bÆU اb ذآSf وآ،Vf\bU اlpc ÂU¼fU¨ اb ذآSfدى آSZfU` اa
،«§اbUل اXmU اXر وها هmfU اqsoUSw بX{Zr دىSZfUن ا
ّ ¶a ،zlWXYZU اzr ¨bl وWXTlg Zc Sّrوأ

b^ حb ،239  ص،انbراوي زهw ·lmY :VÈSfU اqrاXsU ا،1/ 344،345 : `±bUح اb :bni اql{opUو
، 2/ 648 :VÅpUم اXpc `a q{ofU® اÆsfU ا، 235-224  ص:VlwbsUار اbg أ،284—280  ص:ىZUا
‘وفbYUل ’ه¨ اw ‘` ’وه،5 `a  وردت، 3 –1 `a ‘وفbYU ’وه¨ اVfp آ°^mg 1110
‘U SًcرS£r’ لw ‘فS£fpU SًcرS£r  ’ أو،3 `a 1111
`a qfsUSw نX}W ·psU وها ا،¨SZsr مSf zr  `ءw ·ps يU® اgP اX ه، ةSYZU` ا_^]ح اa فS£fUSw lTºUا
1/ 350 :VÅpUم اXpc `a q{ofU® اÆsfU ا:bni ا،ً]T§ SًsUS¸ SW w لXsofU` اa] و§¯ و
ً lf§ SW :XYi qcSoUا
،zّlsfU اbl دىSZfU ه` ا،دةX{mfU اbl ةb}ZU اSZة هb}ZUSw WbW 1112
 وq_h` اa Sf« آlY{U‘ واVabsfUدة اbofU ’ا،4 `a ‘دbofU ’اVfp آ°^mg و،5 ،3 `a ‘دىSZr’ Vfp آ°^mg 1113
SهSZT¾ أ
Vpf§ zr Sfدة وهX{mfUة اb}ZU® واpsUد اbofU أي ا،فS£fUSw lT blف وS£r bl نS آSr دbofUSw WbW 1114
،رفSsfUا
‘اءZUSa ’ ، 2 `a ‘اءZU` اa ’ ،7 `a تW ز1115
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،ُÂWbnU ُ اW زSW :XYi ،½{ZU واvabUن اS¯§XU اVabsfUا

1118

دةbofU اVo_ `a زS§

،ُرثSYU و ا،ُW زSW :XYi ،تSaX^sfU اzr ،ُ]مU واÂ
ُ Uh اla Sr  وآاÂ
َ WbnUوا
½
َ \S_ ُ W زSW :XYi

1121

َ رSYUوا
bl P ½
ُ {ZU ا،1120 VaS£fU اo_ `a  )و،1119ث

دbofUدى اSZr ،1124ي
ّ  و أ،ُÂWbnU ُ اW زSW
P
ّ  إla زXÆW P i أP
ّإ

1126

1123

،{qjr q
ُ §bU اS¯ØW أSW و

1122

lTZpU VfYmr ءS¯U وا،U Vo_ q§bUوا

1125

(وbfc

VabsfUا

bu}U اpc `Zwُ XU و،فb{ZW P Sfw xTUP «oU اpc `Zw XU ّi( أ1) ،§ أوV¾]¾ Vf£U¯¨ اU ريSTih¼ اWو
Sًba ®£U اpc `Zُw ّi( أ2) ®£U اpc ¨ؤSZw zّls «oU واbu}U اpc ¨ؤSZw q^w  وإذا،xoZU اUف إS£fUSw xTUP
،ًS\Xor نSك آbl U إSًaS£r نS وإن آ،ًراXu}r نS آxoZU اU إSًaS£r فS£fUن اS آih ، فS£fU اzlw وZlw
v^mZW}]م وU اS¯w ®ّ W VWS نS آSfU ih (03) ،فS£fU اqW P ®ّ £Uن اP ،فS£fUSw xTpW ]
ّ ¬U ®ّ £U اpc `ZTfa
®ّ £U اpc SfهXZw Sf ّ® آ£U اpc ¨XZTa [sw وqT] T أ، SهZc
2/ 201،202 : qlmc zwح اb ، 1/ 356-349 :`±bUح اb ،225 ،224  ص:VlwbsUار اbg أ:bniا
ءSZTU اX و ه،wاbcd}® اYU` اa Sf¯SoP VabsfUد اbofUدى اSZfUب اSw zr دةX{mfUة اb}ZU اVf\bU اlpc ÂU¼fUاbTcإ

1116

w نSsabW نS آzr pc

‘اU ’وVfpل آw ‘ ’وآاVfp آqfsuW ،5 `a 1117
q_h` اa Sf« آlY{Uن‘ و اS¯§XUدة اbofU ’ا،3 `a ‘دbofUدى اSZfU ’ا، 6 ، 2 `a 1118
‘رثSYU ’ اVfp آ°^mg ،3 `a ‘رثSYUرث واSYU ’ ، 2 `a 1119
qYfU اpc ًاW ز°sT ½{ZUSw و،ãopU اpc ًاW ز°sT ،®£USw رثSYUا
‘فS£fUدى اSZfU اVo_ ’و، 6 `a ‘فS£fU اVo_ ’و، 3 `a ‘VaS£fU اVo_ Sّr ’ و أ،7 `a 1120
SًT\S{r فS£fUن اSن آSa ،ÂU¼fU اU qjr Sf آ،]مU واÂUóU ½\S{r bl فS£fUن اX}W وطbºr ´Uوذ

1121

،بh® َ اWb}Uٌ اW زSW و،بh® ُ اWb}U اW زSW :qjr ´U وذ،T{i و،saز رS§ ]مU واÂUóU
، 5 ، 2 `a ،zlgXmU zlw Sr رةSTsU ا°^mg 1122
zr اءT طX^yfU اq_ أzr ، 30 Vء ورS¯i إU إ، 29 VرXU اzr b^g b³ zr أT ،4 Vyui `a Ämg كSZ ه1123
qjr q§bU اS¯W أSW ،138..... Uأ.... © اS `a ءSUوا
،4 - 2 ‘ ي
ّ a’ àuZU اVlmw `a ‘ ’ أي، 3 `a 1124
‘VabsfUد اbor’ ،5 `a 1125
¨b ذآbّ r Sfدة آX{mfUة اb}ZU اqlT zr ih
،3 `a رةSTsUت اW½ و زp{U` اa ¨SZT¾ أSf« آlY{U اX‘ و هVfYmr’ q_h` اa ‘VfÆsr ءS¯U’وا، 5 `a  و1126
‘la زXÆW P i إP إU Vo_ q§bU و اlTZU VfYmr ءS¯U’وا
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© ِ® اg اpc P
ّ ]م إU و اÂUh اla Sr ®g اpc
[31]

1128

ءSlU اq P و،

1127

vabUا

°
َ lْZwَ zlfpc zlw 1132X وه،1131zwSw مXf£fU ا1130دىSZfU ا°
َ o_َ وإن و،1129¨\و

نS آ،zlَfpَc
َ zlw

1133

vmW ®U و وإذاbfc z
َ w َ W زSW :XYi ،«oU اpc zwP اvr دىSZfUا

رّةSÆU] ُم اUدى اSZfU ا1136·Yp و،1135SZl أzw ُ W زSW 1134:XYi VaS£fUء اSfgh اbÈSuآ
SW ء وSfpU SW

1138

:XYi ½ÆspU  أوzlِfpufpِU © SW :XYi ،1137V¾SÅg]U V\Xor

½{i ازX§ pc SًgSl T{i `iزSfUز اS§ وأ،اءZUSw دX{mfU اX هih ،ةSYZUر اX¯f§ Zc sa½ رÆW 1127
½{ZU واvabUSw (Â
ُ WbnUا/Â
َ WbnU اW زSW) ´UX `a (ÂWbnU)ا
، 228،229  ص:`§S§ÔU اqf§ حb ،1/277 : vfُpUح اb ،2/210 :qlmc zwح اb :bni اWÔfpUو
و

‘®g أpc ءSlU اq P’ ، 7 ، 3 ،1 `a ‘ وqW P’ q_h` اa  و وردت،5 `a ‘P ’ Vfp آ°^mg 1128
zfU` اa ¨SZT¾ و  أ،àuZU اbj` أآa  وردتSf« آlY{Uا
‘¨\ وUSs’ ،6 `a تW‘ وزUSs ©® اg ’ أ،1 `a ‘© اSW XYi’ ،4 ، 2 `a 1129
q_h` اa Sf« آlY{U وا،5 `a ‘دىSZfU ’اVfp آ°^mg 1130
‘VZw و أzwSw ‘ ، 5 ، 3 `a ‘VZw ’و اVfpت آW ز1131
‘v واX ’و ه، 7 `a ‘vmW’ Vfp آ،5 `a تW ز1132

zw W زSW :XYi «oU اvrو وbfc zw ُ W زSW :XYi ، ®ّ £U اpc ءSZTU ا:نS¯§XUدى اSZfU` اa زS§ VUufU` ه¨ اa و1133
¨` هa [zw ]اÂU½ \ف أÆW و، VaS£fU اo{U SًcST« إoU اpc lZT د وإنbor ®pc ih U ّ® أو£Uو واbfc
2/ 204 :qlmc zwح اb :bni اWÔfpU و،VUufUا
، 4 `a ‘ÔÈS§’ Vfpت آW وز،7 `a ‘XYi ’ Vfp آ°^mg 1134
‘bfc zw اq§ رSW ’و، 2 `a ‘W زzw اq§ رSW’ رةSTsUت اW ز، 6 `a 1135
Sً£W[ أzw ]أÂU½ \ف أÆW و،«oU اpc ¨ءSZw زXÆW P و،ّ®£U اpc ¨ءSZw ½Æla VUSYU` ه¨ اa دىSZfU اSّrأ
، 2/ 204 :qlmc zwح أb :bniا
‘·Yp ’ Vfpل آw ‘·YpW’ 3 `a 1136
‘ ViSsg]U ’ ،1 `a 1137
½USÅU وا، V_S [SW] P
ّ اء إZUوف اb\ zr qfsuW P وVّmºr va دpc zlsW  ّة أوzr ÊّpyُlU ديXi ®g اq آXوه
`a لw V¾SÅgPم اP ن
ّ  وأ، SًfÈرة داXu}r ]مw ورًاbÆr ¨sw U ثSÅufU اb وذآ،V\Xor ]مw ورًاbÆr USfsgا
¨اb}TَU SWا¨ وWÔU SW زXÆW P و، ¨اb}w SW و، ¨اW زSW :XYi دىSZfU® اgP اb³ نSmYpW zlpUء اS¯U واÂUhا
219 ،218 :ÞlsW zw ا،370 ،369  ص:فb{U واXYZU` اa l¯fU ا،250 ،249  ص:`§S§ÔU ا:qf§ حb :bniا
،305-303  ص:ىZU اb^ حb ،2/
Wright, Grammar of the Arabci Language, vol. 2, pp. 152, 153.
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SW :®¯UX  و1141lU إXcfU واXِّ cfU اzlw Sً ba 1140]مUْ ا°Y
َ ِ aُ Sfّiو إ
pc ًاÈ زاSً fpc دًاbor نSإذا آ

1143

،1139`واهpU

دىSZfU® ا
â bW و1142XّcfUك اb pc bu}USw Vِ l¯َTpU

رث وS\ `a) ،ÊZr SW و،وbr SW  و،ّ`sg SW و،ِرS\ SW :XYi

1144

فb\ أV¾]¾

‘XYi’ Vfp آ°^mg ،2 `a 1138
‘` © داهSW’ ،3 `a 1139
،Vf\bU اlpc ÂU¼fU اqjr Sfرة آSÆU]م اU اmTu  ة وSYZU اZc TÆsUاء اZUSw ّfuW Sr و ها
¨SZT¾ أSf« آlY{U‘ و اla °Ya ’ ، 2 `a ‘]مU ا°Ya ’ ، 4 `a 1140
‘U´ وU ’:XYi bf£fU اvr «o ]مU واbf£fU اvXr vدى واSZfUن ا
ّ Ú ثSÅufU اvr ْ°Y
َ ِ aُ Sfّi و إ1141
2 /218 :qlmc zwح أb :bniا
‘Vl¯TpU مXmpU SW  ’أي،رةSTsUت اW ز،2 `a 1142
‘®£U اpc دىSZfU` اmw  ’و،رةSTsUت اW ز،5 `a 1143
® أيl] وآ]م ر
ً ¯g ًاb{yr ًاXp\ Sًml رS¯r]ن آS}]م إذا آU اVfl رVWرS§ لSmW ]وةYU واVbU ا،VÅpU` اa ®lbUا
`a و، فbYpU v^ ih Sًflb ®lbU` ا
ّ fg و،ءSfgh` اa ®lbU اZr وVً rS رX_ ®ل  رSmW· وlر
،ًSoloy اءZU` اa ®gP اb³  \ف:يXYZU« اp^{fUا
 ص،`§S§ÔU ا:qfÆUح اb ،447 ،ÂWbsU ر® ا:تSoWbsUدة ]ر®[ اSr :حSY{Uب واbsUن اSuU :bni اWÔfpUو
Vr]g ، TXsU ا:VlwbsU اVÅpU` اa ViSwdب اS آ،297  ص:ىZU اb^ حb ،236  ص:VlwbsUار اbg أ،252 ،251
،1999 :Ämur ،`rXmUاث اbUوزارة ا، ¨bl وVolp ®Wb}U اTc ، ·lmY ، ®pur zwا
1/ 208 ص
نS آSr ®lbUز اXÆW q¯a ،فb\ أV¾]¾ pc ةÈدة زاX{mr ةb}i  أوSًfpc نS إذا آ،ًSmp^r دىSZfU® اlb «{W 1144
}]مU` اa q دSfّi® إlbUن اÚ ، زXÆW P ّi أUن إXWb{TUه½ اa ، la ةSYZU اÂpّ؟ أqف أو أb\ أV¾]¾ pc
U¼دي إW Zr فYUن ا
ّ P ، فYU اqfYW ]a ، VّoyU اVwSjr pc X¯a ، فb\ أV¾]¾ pc نS آSr وÂloyU اq§h
Srْ[ وÂ
ِ  آSW] Â` آaٌ[ وzcSW] ·ٌZc `a : XYi SًآbYr ^gن أوS إذا آflb زXÆW نXlaX}Uل اS و،w فSY§dا
ÂloypU SهX{mZa وrي وو وW la q_h و ودم – واW : XYi lهS£W وp¾SfW Sr ءSfgh` اa ن
ّ P ، ´U ذTأ
سSlmU اzc lsw ، لSfsgP` اa qlp ءSfgh` ه¨ اa فYUن ا
ّ ( أ1) zl¯§ وzr gSa ¯اa –  و ودمW °lmTa ،
pc ّi أpc ل
ّ [ دXr ] دzr SZ¯ \ف هSّfpa ، فYW P وSًoU½ أpmW pT Sr «oUّك واbY  إذاVّpsUف اb\ ن
ّ ` أ£mW
] S¯la q_hن اP ، S¯lpc تSآbYUل اSmiP [ Xrى وو ودW ]zr [اوXUء واSlUا ]اXa\ Sfّiّ¯® إi( أ2) سSlmU]ف ا
aوb\ تbjي آU® اgP اÂloyU ، سSlmU ]ف اpc la فYU اv وSfّi¶a ®lbUب اSw `a Sّr[ وأXrوى وو ودW
®lb `a نXlaX}Uن واXWb{TU اÂpف وه}ا أYUSw oloy Uء إSZw V§S\ ]a ، VّoyU اVWS `a ih SZهS§ هXW ®Uو
[SW] بla اءZU اb¾¼W Sr la نX}W Sfّi® إlbUن ا
ّ P ، flb زXÆW P ّi أUن إXWb{TUه½ اa ، lUف إS£fUا
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P ّi¶a ،tliUء اS ¨b³ `a
pc

1150

1147

نS آSr P إ،1146( ُرX{Zr و،ُوانbr  و،1145ُ lsg

`pT أو أqِTْ ½ أ
Ó ¾ٌ SW :XYi ،1149VّlfpsU واV¾]jU اpc

1148

دةSWÔU اla طbºW

،1151zllZsfUا]ف ا

لXmw اXÆ\ واflb زXÆW ّi أUن إXlaX}U وذه½ اflb زXÆW P ´U}a [SW] اء بZU اla b¾¼W ®U lUف إS£fUوا
،fpُg `w أzw blزه
bٌ ُآ، ½lÅUSw ٌ®\ّbU واSib_أو إ

اXno\ وا، مb}c ل³ SW ®}ّn\ وا

:ÞlsW zw ا،2/ 231-224 :qlmc zwح أb ، 242-236  ص:VlwbsUار اbg أ، 1/ 399-393 : `±bUح اb :bniا
`iSTlºU اW زzw اlYW :·lmY :(حb) fpُg `w أzw اblان زهXW د، 1/ 437 :XYZU` اa لX_h ا، 2/ 21-19
،44  ص. 1944 :ةbهSmU ا، VWb{fU}½ اUدار ا، ½psjUا
q_hا اc Sr vlf§ `a °^mg  وq_h` اa ‘ءSfg` أa’ رةSTsUت اW ز1145
،àuZU اbj` أآa ،zlgXmU اzlw Sr رةSTsU` اa bl® وWm كSZ ه1146
«lY{U اXن‘ و هS ’ آVfp وردت آàuZU اVlmw `a ن‘ وS ’ إذا آ،1 `a  و وردتq_h` اa ‘نS ’آVfp آ°^mg 1147
SiZc
‘دةSWÔU واVّlfpsU ’ا،3 `a 1148
pc ًاÈ[ زاVWرS§] ك،®pc bl [ أوVf¸Sa] كSًfpc نSا ًء آXg ،ًSmp^r flb زS§ ءSUSw SًrXyr ®gPن اS إذا آ1149
`a ´USr zwر أS[ وأS] SWري وS§ SW¸® “ وSa SW’’ لXma (ةS)ف كb\ أV¾]¾ pc È زاbl  أو،فb\ أV¾]¾
،UX
Sfّّي  رU وا،S¯USw tّiأ

Sr q` آa Sًmp^r iّزX§و

،242—236، ص:VlwbsUار اbg أ،2/ 226 ،225 :qlmc zwح أb :bni اql{opUو
Wright, Grammar of the Arabic language, vol. 2, pp. 87, 88.
«lY{U وا،`pT أو اqT ¾½ أSW ،àuZU اVlmw `a`‘ وpT½ ا
ّ ¾ SW وqT½ أ
ّ ¾ SW ’ ،3 `a و،5 `a ‘qT ’ أVfp آ°^mg 1150
½p{U` اa SهSZT¾ أSfآ
،q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{U‘ واzllZsfU ]ف اpc’ ،2 ، 6 `a 1151
la زXÆW  وVّT¾ SW ½ و
ُ ¾َ SW q_ و أ:ti¼r دىSZfU ا:pT أ،bآr دىSZfU ا:ْqT أ،ًSjli ًا أوbl آzllZsfU إ]ف اpc
mTW  وS¯lpc ًاbهSê ®ّ £U اpc ءSZTU اqsÆW دة وX§XfU}® اYw ءSU اqsÆW zr  أى،bِnZW zr VÅU pc ءSTU« اa (1) ،
qsÆW zr  أى،bِnZW P zr VÅU pc ءSTU ّ® ا± (2) (SZ« هoU® )اlbU اqT S¯lpc نS آU اVUSYU اpc ءSU اqT Sr
،ّ®£U اpc ءSZTU اb¯nlU ®lbU اsw Vfp}U اb³ `ء هSTUا

، 229 ، 228 :qlmc zwح اb : bniا
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ZjufU وا.¨bl la q \}® دzc `ءºUاج اb إX وه،1152ءSZjg]U [P
ّ  ]إvwSuUوا
،مS¯og اP¯` وi P ` وoZw xlU Sr X وه،1154مSU§َ½ اXfU}]م اU` اa

1153

½َ{ZُW

`iءS§ XYi 1158Zc v^mi أو ا،1157(Zr ZjufU اpc) 1156ZjufUّم اm  إذا1155وآا
«lY{U وا،3 ، 2 `a ‘bT’ Vfp آ°^mgء‘ وSZjg]U P
ّ  إvwSuU ’و ا،5 `a ‘ءSZjgP` اa bT P
ّ  ’و إq_h` اa 1152
SهSZT¾ و  أ،5 `a  وردتSfآ
q{ّfUول اSZW  وها،la UX§½ دXU اجbd اPXU `ءºU اzr `ءºUاج اb إX ه:يXYZU« اp^{fU` اa ءSZjghا
،qWX¸ tYwّدة وsr الX[ أP
ّ  ]إsw vاXU® اgh_½ اSi `a ةSYZpU ،Äma Sًf}\ q{fUول اSZW و،ًSf}\ وVmlm\
،SZ هqmZi ®¯Èرا³ V_]و
U إS¯pT Sr VWs X[ هP
ّ  ]إqfc نX}la ،S¯^gاXw [P
ّ  ]إpc ·wSuU}]م اU` اa vاXU اqsoU اX هU ½_SZU أن ا:ولhا
[P
ّ ]إqT vاXU اqsoU اX هU ½_SZU إن ا:`iSjU ا،ًS£W‘‘ أWXTlg’’ lU½ إui`‘‘ وaاbluUه½ ’’اr  هاSهsw Sr
لXm Sf آ،¨XYi  أوqsa zr ½{ZU اqfsU «p{W Sr [P
ّ  ]إqT §XW P  ّiw zlUX pc دbW و،S¯^gاXw P ]
ً mur
½_SZU أن ا:tUSjU ا،Âّp} zr XpyW P ّZ}U وqwء وSUSw اضbcP ها اpc بSÆW ًا وW زP
ّ ´ إXم إXmUن ا
ّ  إ:qjr
،`a bWmU( واP
ّ  )إlpc وف ولYr qsa U ½_SZU أن ا:vwاbU ا،´USr zwه½ أr X[ وهP
ّ  ]إqT vاXU اqsoU اX هU
ًاW` زZjgًا أW زP
ّ م إXmUء اS§

b^ حb ،151 ÂWbsU ر® ا:تSoWbsU ا،2/ 85—75 :ÞlsW zw ا،1/506 :qlmc zwح أb :bni اql{opUو
1/ 150-144 : vfُpUح اb ، 343-341  ص:ىZUا
q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{U{½‘ واZ ZjufpU  ’و، 7 `a ‘½{ZlU ’ ، 5 `a 1153
[P
ّ  ] إÄّgXw qsoU اX هqrSsUن ا
ّ  أUن إXWb{TUه½ اa . ةSYZU اzlw ك ا]فSZ¯a ، ZjufU` اa qrSsU اSra
qsoUى اs Sf آ، ZjufU اUّى إsa [P
ّ ي ب]إ
ّ X ّi أP
ّ  إ، q_h` اa SًrزP نS وإن آ، qsoUن ها ا
ّ h ´Uوذ
Zc و،SZ¯´ هU}a ،اوXU اVWXmw مmfU اqsoUSw بX{Zr ®gP¶ن اa ،VTºyUء واSfUى اXg إ:XYi ،VWsfUوف اbYUSw
zr VّTآbr [P
ّ  أن ]إU إzllaX}U اzr ّاءboU`‘ وذه½ اZjgٌ ‘ أZsfw [P] أنzr VTآbr [P
ّ  ]إX هqrSsU ا، جS§ÔUا
[P]را بSTc` اoZU` اa vabرًا ب]أن[ وSTcب اSÆWd` اa ½{Z `¯a [P] `a °f ] أن[ و أُد°oّo ®ّ ¾ [Pإن]و
bهSnU` اa Xع وهXfÆfU اU}® إYU½ اuُi ®ّ ¾ P
ً  ا ّوVmlmYU` اa Zr ZjufUن ا
ّ d نXWb{TU اlU ذه½ إSr «lY{Uوا
S£W}® أYU اzr جbyr
، 265  ص:½هUح ور اb ، 2/ 85-79 :`
ّ ±bUح اb ،206-201  ص:VlwbsUار اbg أ:bni اWÔfpUو
`oZr bl ّih °Tjr و،Zr ZjufU اla bّ ذآih 1154
‘ل ’آاw ‘´U ’ آ،7 ، 2 `a 1155
،7 ، 3 `a ‘ZjufU ’اVfp آ°^mg 1156
q_h` اa ءتS§ Sf آSهSZT¾ أSf« آlY{U‘ واZr ZjufU اzc’ ،3 `a 1157
‘v^miل ’ أواw ‘v^mi ’إذا ا، 3 `a 1158
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bl `a  و،ًراSf\ P
ّ ` أ\ٌ إiءS§ Sr و،ُ\ًا أW زP
ّ ` إiءS§ Sr و،1159ًاW زP
ّ م إXmUا
نX}W ،1163ÊSZU` اa و،1162«l{oU اX ه،لTU و ا1161½
ُ {ZU ا1160زXÆW ،مSU§½ اXfUا
Sr و،ٌW زSÓU` إiءS§ Sr)و

1165

(ًاW زP
ّوإ

1164

ٌW زP
ّ ` أ\ٌ إiءS§ Sr) :لXm ًاXÅU (P
ّ )إ

،Zr ZjufU اxZ§ bl zr ZjufU اla نX}W يUم اSUء اSZjgP اX ه،يXYZU« اp^{fU` اa :v^mZfUء اSZjZgdا
´U xlUرًا وSf\ P
ّ م إXmUء اS§ لXm ´ أنpa Zr ZjufU½ اgSZW  أنla طbºW z
ّ }U و،®¯w] آP
ّ دون إSّl{Uء اS§ :XYi
`a  وردSf آ،ةSYZUر اX¯f§ Zc SًwX{Zr نSول آh اxZ§ bl zr ءSZjgPن اS وإذا آSًiSTs¾ P
ّ م إXmUء اS§ لXm أن
، 30،31 VWÚ ر® ا: bÆYU ﴾ اxlpw إP
ّ ن﴾ ﴿ إXsf§¯® أp آV}È]fU اÆua ﴿ ،ن³bmUا
508 ،507 :qlmc zwح أb ،314 ، ص:`§S§ÔpU qf§ حb ،1/32 :VÅpUم اXpc `a q{ّofU® اÆsfU ا:bni اWÔfpUو
، 41  ص:XYZU` اa Ô§XfU ا،1/148-146 :vfpUح اb ، 344،345  ص:ىZU اb^ حb ،1/
مXmU` اiءS§ XYi’ ،7 `a ‘ًاW زP
ّ ` إiءS§ Sr ًا وW زP
ّ  ’إ، 3 `a ‘\ًا أW زP
ّ  ’ إ، 4 `a ‘مXmU` اa ءS§’ ،6 `a 1159
‘رًاSf\ P
ّ ` إiءS§ Srًا أ\ وW زP
ّ ` إiءS§ Srًا وW زP
ً ` إiءS§ Sr ًا وW زP
ّإ
،3 `a ‘la ’ Vfpت آW ز1160
¨SZT¾ و  أ،q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{U‘ واpc vabUء واSZjgh اpc’ رةSTsUت اW ز، 2 `a 1161
‘اW زP
ّ  و إW زP` ا\ إiءS§ Sr ’ و،4 `a ‘Wا أو زW زP` ا\ إiءS§ Sr XYi’ رةSTsUت اW ز،1 `a 1162
، U أوSًmaاXr ãopUن اX}la ،  وا\ًاZsfUن اSّ إذا آi¶a ، ãopU VmaاXfU( ا1 ).zl¯§ة وSYZU اZsa  ؟Uل أو
ُ TUن اS® آpa
w qrSsU· اps `a يbÆW لTUن ا
ّ ( أ2) U أُوãopU اVmaاXr نS آ، Smoّ وإذا إ، ZsfU]ف اSw bsºW ãopUن ا]ف ا
ّP
vabUن اS آ، qrSsU` \}® اa ىXل أTUن اS آSّfpa لXsofUSw lTºU اpc ءSZjgP` اa ½{ZU وا،qrSsU اU وXU ¨اbÆfآ
،206 ،205  ص:VlwbsUار اbg أ،bni ا،½{ZU اzr Uأُو
‘½§XfU اbl `a ’و،رةSTsUت اW ز،4 `a 1163
UX Zr و،مXmUًا اW زP
ّ م إS Sr’ :لXma T{i رSyfUSa ½§Xr bl نSوإن آ
½
ُ هr ·YUه½ اr P
ّ ` إU Srو

Vً sl َ f\ل أ³ P
ّ`إ
َ USfa

ةl{ zr ،ىgh اW زzw °lf}U آ]م اzr °lTU ها ا،عXTfU اpc ّمmW P vwSUن ا
ّ h ´U` ذa عSTd اvZr أSfّiوإ
،®pg وlpc © اp_ لXgbUل ا³ S¯la حfW VlfSه
هS ، 265-263  ص:½هUح  ور اb ،168 ،bsºUه اS ،1/ 508،509 :qlmc zwح اb :bni اWÔfpUو

zw °lf}U اbs 312  ص:`§S§ÔU اqf§ حb ،109 bsºUه اS ، 344،345  ص:ىZU اb^ حb ،124 bsºUا
® أ§ هاUع وXT^fU اiاXW د°ºa . 1969-1970 :ادÅw ، xUih اVT}r ، مXp ® داوودWm وvf§ : يgh اWز
2/ 79 :  ه}اÞlsW zw ا، ¨ºi و أ، iاXW` دa رXآfU ا°lTUا
½sºr ·YU½ اsºr P
ّ ` إU Srو

Vsl f\ل ا³ P
ّ ` إU Sfa

Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, vol. 2, p. 337.
‘W زP
ّ  ’و إVfp آ°^mg ، 2 `a 1164
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P إsw vاXU® اgPا

1167

®}Y(( آbَ l)) ®}\ و،1166ٍ WÔw P
ّ رت إbr Srًا وW زSÓU إ°Wرأ

ٌ\` اiءS§ Sr و،1169ٌ\ ٍ أW زbَ l `iءS§ Sr و،ٍW زbَ l  ُمXmU` اiءS§ :لXm -1168
1172
1174

(vabU[ و ا32] ½{ZUSw) W زbُ l وW زbَ l

1171

\` أiءS§ Sr  ٍر وSf\ 1170bَ l

.ىXg ُpjr  ٍ وW زblÅw رتbr Sr  و،1173W زbَ l °W رأSr و،W زbُ l `iءS§ Srو

نSZ¾ع و اXabfU اqT S¯ُwXُ{Zr 1176S¯Zr Vّg :VliSf¾ VpfÆU اpc 1175VpاUوف اbYUو ا
ّfu VuU وا،x}sU اpc

، 4 ،1 `a ،zlgXmU اzlw Sr رةSTsU ا°^mg 1165
،لTU اVUS\ `a S¯U qfc P ةÈ أى زاXÅU la (P
ّ  و) إ، `oZr مS }]مUا
b{YU اlo  وS¯U qfc P ةÈ أى زاXÅU la P
ّ  و إZr ZjufU اZr  \فSr ÊSZU}]م اU و ا،oZr ÊSi }]مU ا1166
`oZfUم اSU}]م اU` اa لTU اVUS\ `a Sً£Wا
SهSZT¾ و  أ،3 `a  وردتSf« آlY{U‘ واãoU ®}\ ’و، 5 `a }®‘ وY ’ آ،3 `a  ’ ك‘ و،ونw q_h` اa 1167
Pم إXmUم اS لXm Sf آbl ½{Zw W زbl مXmUم اS لXma ‘P ’إvr ZjufU اw بbsW نS آSfw ‘bl’ بbs  و1168
®gPاب اbc إ°wbc أVaS±dSw ورًاbÆr Sهsw Srن وS‘‘ وآPم ’’إSmr SZ¯ ه°fl اSfU bl ن
ّ P ،‘W{½ ’زZw ًاWز
، ءSZjgP \}® اmTW‘ وP ’إsw vاXUا
، 207  ص:VlwbsUار اbg أ،1/ 516 :qlmc zwح اb :bniوا
،5 `a ‘\ ’ أVfp آ°^mg أ\‘ وW ’ ز، 2 `a ‘W أ\ زbl’ ،3 `a 1169
‘\ أW زbl `iءS§ Sr  ’و، 2 `a ‘\ر أSf\ bl `iءS§ Sr  ’و،3 `a 1170
،5 `a ‘\ ’ أVfp آ°^mg ’ أ\‘ وVfpل آw ‘مXmU ’اVfp وردت آ،2 `a 1171
‘½{ZU و اvabUSw’ ،5 `a  و، 4– 2 `a ،zlgXmU اzlw Sr رةSTsU ا°^mg 1172
‘°W ’رأVfpل آw ‘رتbr ’ ،2 `a 1173
‘اءXg اي وXg’ ،6 `a ى ‘ ووردتXg ’ Vfp آ°^mg ،7 `a 1174
vabU اzr ‘bl’ w qrSs Sfw qrSsa blÅ آS¯i إÂU¼fUر اS وأ، bl مS}\ أS¯lpc ·T^Z يXua ،bl qjr أي
1 / 517 :qlmc zwح اb :bni وا، bÆU{½ واZUوا
‘VpاU اzr وفbYU ’و ا، 5 `a ‘VprSsUوف اbYU ’و ا،1 `a 1175
VlnopU اqrاXc zc ّثYW يUب اS}U ها اzr tUSjUب اSTU اVWاw `a ّbr Sf آVpfÆU` اa qfs `Uوف اbYUوه` ا
VlcSfuUا
اc Sr  وردتSf« آlY{U و ا، 7 ، 5 ، 4 ، 3 ،àuZU اVlmw `a  و وردت،q_h` اa ‘S¯Zr’ Vfp آ°^mg 1176
SهSZT¾ و ا،q_hا
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، راكg]U z
ّ }U  و،lTºpU

1178

ن
ّ  وآ،·lmYpU ن
ّنوأ
ّ  إ:` و ه،1177لfYVefm SgّZQا

Ó sU و،`ZfpU °lU و
،1180ٌ·p^Zr ًاWن ز
Ó ` ّأZÅpw و،ٌ·p^Zr ًاWن ز
ّ  إ:لXm ،1179`§bpU q
،ٌb±S\ وًاbfc z
Ó }U ٌW` زiءS§ Sr و،ُghًا اWن ز
ّ و آ
1184 1183

،

½
ُ lºَfU اq
َ sَa Sfw 1182¨bِTa

1181

Sً rXW  ُدXsW ب
َ STºU ا°lU Sla

‘لSsaów V¯ّTºfU ’ ا، 3 `a ‘qsoUSw V¯TّºfU ’ا،6 ، 5 ،àuZU اVlmw `a‘ وqsoU اV¯TّºfUوف اb\’ ، 2 `a 1177
°lّ§b و°
ُ lÓZf و°
ُ رآg وا°
ُ ¯ْ Tّت و
ُ ْ أ ّآ،qjr qsoU` اiSsr S¯liSsr ن
ّ d ،qsoUSw V¯ّTºr وفb\ لSmW وفbYUه¨ ا
pc `ZTr `±SfU اqsoU أن اSf« آoU اpc VlZTr S¯ّi( إ1) § أوVuf zr Sf¯Zlw TºUرى‘‘ و§ اSTih ’’ اbوذآ
(4) ءSfghم اÔpW qsoU أن اSfء آSfghم اÔp S¯ّi( إ3) فb\ أV¾]¾ pc qsoUن ا
ّ  أSfف آb\ أV¾]¾ pc ّi( إ2) «oUا
ن
ّ  إZsfa ،لSsah` اiSsr S¯la ن
ّ ( إ5) ،`ZّZ}U` وZّi` وآZّi إ:XYi qsoU اpc q Sf آVWSXUن اXi S¯lpc q S¯ّiإ
وفbYU وه¨ ا،°l§b :q
ّ sU Zsr و:°lZf ،°lU Zsr و:°رآg ا:z
ّ }U Zsr و،°¯ّT ن
ّ  آZsr و،°mّm\ :ن
ّ وأ
،S¯pfc vf§´ وUSr zw اS¯sf§  و،qsoU اqfc qfs
qfc zr نS}U Sr x}c ن
ّ Sآ

q
ّ sU ،ّz}U ،°lU ن
Ó  أ،ّنh

،رةXu}fU ]إن[ اS¯p_ن أh V\XofUن[ ا
ّ  ]أÄmga ،Vuf WXTlg Sّهc و،VsTg ةSYZUر اX¯f§ Zc وفbYUد ه¨ اcو
:ىZU اb^ حb ، 211 ص:`§S§ÔpU qfÆUح اb ،148  ص:VlwbsUار اbg أ، 1/ 295 :qlmc zwح أb : bniا
 ص:XYZU` اa Ô§XfU ا،205 ص،انbراوي زهw ·lmY :VÈSfU اqrاXsU ا، 2/ 131 :WXTlg بS آ، 206-204 ص
، 37
Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, vol. 2, pp. 80, 81; Howell, Arabic Grammar,
vol. 3, pp. 436-443; Fischer, A Grammar of Classical Arabic, p. 181.
q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{Uن‘ واS ’آVfpل آw ‘ ن
ّ P ’و،5 `a 1178
،z}ffU` اa نX}W `ZّfUن ا
ّ ` إZfU§` واbU اzlw قboU وا،قSod§` واbpU ‘ q
ّ sU ’` وZfpU ‘°lU’ qfsu 1179
بSTºU اq
ّ sU’ لXm ]a z}ffU اbl `a نX}W {« أنW P وÂU¼fU اqjr Sf آ،z}ffU اbl `a®ٌ وÈS ًاW ز°lU :XYi
‘دXsW

`a l¯fU ا،145  ص:`§S§ÔpU qf§ حb ،207 ،204  ص:ىZU اb^ حb ،1/296 :qlmc zwح أb :bniا
، 226  ص:فb{U واXYZUا
Fischer, A Grammar of classical Arabic, pp.180, 181; Wright, Grammar of the
Arabic Language, vol. 2, p. 83; Elder, E.E. Arabic Grammar, pp. 245, 246.
‘ًSTًا ذاهWن ز
ّنأ
ّ  ’إ، 6 `a‘ وSً mp^Zr’ لw ‘SًT ’ذاهVfp آqfsu ، 4 ، 3 ، 2 `a 1180
،3 ، 2 `a ‘SًrXW’ ،Vfp آ°^mg 1181
SهSZT¾ع و أXT^fU اiاXW` دa  وردتSf« آlY{U¨‘ واbT ’وأq_h` اa 1182
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 وS¯fg اvr رةXu}fUا
، qsa

1190

S¯pT Sr

1187

1189

ن
ّإ

1186

ن
ّأ،ن
ّنوأ
ّ  إzlw قboU و ا،1185ٌcS ًاW زq
Ó sU و

نX}W \ lo P V\XofUا

1188

ن
ّ  و أ،ٌlor ٌمS  آ]مSهbT

‘°lTU اzr `iSjU اb^ºU ’ ا°^mg ،5 ، 2 `a 1183
blr أb{mw ]
ً {r نS آ،`gSTsU اb{sUاء اbs zr bcS X وه،VlهSsU` اwh X وه،رX¯ºr °lw zr Vs^ ¨ ه1184
ه وSºU ها اbآW ÂU¼fU وا،VÅpUدات اbor pc P وXYZU اcاX pc ¨bsºw ðYW P و،lbUرون اS هzlZr¼fUا
،جSÆ\]U P ،qljfU اqlTg pc ¨XYi
ةbهSnU اVYoU اT{i Vr]cب وX{Zr °lU ®gب [ أSTºU{½ ]اi` وZf فb\ [°lU ] حSog أداة اP أ:ابbcdا
بSTºU اUد إXsW X¨ هbWm ازًاX§ la bur blf± pcSaزم وSÆU_½ واSZU اzr ¨دbÆU عXabr رعS£r qsa (دXsW)
pc `ZTr ،يU اZsfw لX_Xr ®g اSr :b§ فb\ ءSTU[ اSfw] ½{i qYr `a ®£U اpc `ZTr bTSُa ،w لXsor
zr VpfÆU وا،qsa qcSa [½lºfUض ] اSr qsa [qsa] bTw ·psr ورbÆfUر واSÆU وا،ءSTUSw b§ qYr `a نX}uUا
[psa] Sfw:bWmU واqsow بX{Zr وفYr blf± ÈSsUل واX_XfU اVp_ S¯U qYrP qcSoU واqsoUا
،S¯fg` ا
ّ fg أ وTfU ا°T{Za ،VlfgP اVpfÆU اpc °p`  دZfpU فb\ `[ و ه°lU]  أن°lTU` ها اa هSºUوا
.SهbT `
ّ fg وbTyU ا°saور
، ه}اqjr عXT^fU اiاXW` دa bآW zfU` اa رXآfU اbsºUو ا
½lºfU اvZ_ Sfw ¨bTa

SًrXW دXsW بSTºU ا°lU Sla

:zllTUن واSlTU ا،32  ص.196 :·ºr د، xp¸ أVT}r ، q{la يb} ، ·lmY :VlهSsU` اwان أXW د:bni اql{opUو
1/204 :½lTpU` اZÅr ،205  ص53 ،bsºUه اS :ىZU اb^ حb ،3/82
‘ÈS’ ، 5 `a ‘ وwSc’ ،3 ،1 `a 1185
S¯U]mg اpc S¯sr VpfÆUرة اXu}fU أن اP
ّ  إiSmّmY وVpfÆUن اXf£r  ¼آانSfن ه
ّ ن وأ
ّ  ’’ إÞlsW zwل اXmW 1186
(2) bu}Uب اX§( و1) تPS\ ن ¾]ث
ّ h ‘‘½هU` ’’ ور اa ½}Wد‘‘ وbofU \}® اU إS¯Tpّm V\XofU واS¯ÈSow
كSZl^c أSّi ﴿ إ:XYi }]مUاء اw` اa :S أ\ه:qÈSur vu `a bu}U½ اÆla ،zWbrhاز اX§( و3) «oUب اX§و
﴾ ءXZU YSor ن
ّ  إSr زXZ}U اzr ¨SZl³ ﴿ وUSs UXm آ،Vp{U` أول اa vm  أن:VliSjU ا،01 VWÚ ر® ا:b¾X}U﴾ اb¾X}Uا
VjUSjU ا،Vp_ Sهsw Srي و)إن( وU اZsfw لX_Xr ` وه،¨SZlÚ ن
ٍ S¾ لXsor [Sr] ، 28  ﺭﻗﻡ ﺍﻵﻴﺔ: ﺴﻭﺭﺓ ﺍﻝﻘﺼﺹ
Sf ﴿ آ،USs UXm آVlUSYU اVpfÆU` أول اa vm  أن:VswاbU ا،q±Sa ّi إq§bw رتbf آ، Vo{U` أول اa vm ْأن:
` أولa vm  أن:VurSyUا، 05 VWÚ ر® ا: لSoihن﴾ اXرهS}U zlZr¼fU اzr SًmWba ن
ّ · وإYUSw ´lw zr ´w§´ رbأ
qT vm  أن:VgدSuU اxUS§ ًاWن ز
ّ  إtl\ °up§ XYi tl\ إذ وإذا وX وهqfÆUSw ÊyW Sr وS¯lUف إS£fU اVpfÆUا
﴾نXwذS}U zlmaSZfUن ا
ّ ¯ إºW © ﴿ وا63 VWÚ ر® ا: نXmaSZfUرة اXg ÷ UXgbU ´ّi® إpsW © ﴿ وا:XYi VmpsfU]م اUا
رةXg ﴾ ¨SZUÔi أSّi إozlTfUب اS}U واo®\ ﴿،USs UXmw ،لXmUSw Vّl}Yr vm  أن: VswSuUا، 01 VWÚ ر® ا: zlmaSZfUا
، q±Sa ّi إW ز:XYi zlc ®g أzc ًاbT vm  أن: VswSuU ا، 3-1 ،VWÚ ر® ا: نSUا
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sw  و،1193PXU  و،XU :sw

1192

«o و.ٌ·p^Zr ًاWن ز
Ó ·ٌ أ
ّ \ :´UXm® آgأو ا

© ﴿وا،USs UXm آ،1196تbuُ آSهbT `a ]مUا

1195

°ْp
َ ¶ن دa

1194

1191

`ZÅpTآ

S¯ِاX و أ°
ُ fpc

VWÚ ر® ا: تXT}ZsU ا،SZUÔi ﴾ أي أSZUÔi أSّiّ¯® أo}W ®U  ﴿ أ َو:XYi ،VpcSa vm  أن:S إ\اه:qÈSur نSf¾ `a «oU½ اÆWو
vm  أن: VjUSjU ا، 01 VWÚ ر® ا: zÆU﴾ اzÆU اzr boi vfg إiّّ` أU أو\` إq ﴿ qcSoU اzc VTÈSi vm  أن:VliSjU ا،51
va رv±Xr `a vm  أن:VswاbUا، 71 VWÚ ر® ا: مSsih© ﴾ اSw ®آbّ}® أiن أXaSy P ﴿ و:XYi لXmU اblÅU P
ً Xsor
v±Xr `a vm  أن: VurSyU ا، 39 VWÚ ر® ا: °p{a  ﴾ ﺴﻭﺭﺓVsS رضhى اb ´ّi أSW³ zr ﴿ و:XYi اءwPSw
:ðYU·﴾ ﺴﻭﺭﺓ اYU اXن ا© ه
ّ w ﴿ فbYUSw ورةbÆr vm  أن: VgدSuU ا،q±Sa ´ّiدي أSmc ا:XYi Zsr ®g أzc bٍ T
﴾نXm^Z ®}ّi أSr qjr ·YU ّi ﴿ إ:XYi VaS±dSw ورةbÆr vm  أن: VswSuU ا، 30 :نSfmU ، 62 ، 06 ،VWÚر® ا
`ّi}® وأlpc °fsi` أU` اfsi واb ﴿ أذآ:XYi Sib ذآSّfr `ءºU VswS vm  أن: VZrSjU ا، 23 :VWÚ ر® ا:تSWارUا
، 47 VWÚ ر® ا: ةbmTU﴾ اzlfUSsU اpc ®}pّ£a
« إنow وىbW بSTUSw ًاWن ز
ّ  وإذا إ°§b :qjr ،VlÈSÆoU إذا اsw ،S إ\اه:qÈSur ` ¾]ثa نS¯§XUز اXÆWو
رXo ّi¶a «p_¨ وأsw zr بS ®ّ ¾ VUS¯Æw  ًءXg ®}Zr qfc zr ﴿ USs UXm آ،VlÈاÔÆUء اSoU اsw :VliSjU ا،Sهbu}wو
´U ذÄwS± ا©[ وf\` اUX  ]أول:XYi `a : VjUSjUا، S¯Yaن و
ّ  إbu}w ئb ، 06  ﺭﻗﻡ ﺍﻵﻴﺔ: ®﴾ ﺴﻭﺭﺓ ﺍﻷﻨﻌﺎﻡl\ر
la زS§ رXآfUل اSjfUS آÄwS£Uي ها اXg اSfa ، \ واzlUXmU اqcSa و: ¨XYi وf\ آSهbTل وX zc ًاbT vm أن
 هاzc S¯w bT اVpf§ [© اf\ّ` أiأ ]وأTr [`UX  ] أولqs§ pc bu}U وا، © اf\` أUX  أولZsr pc «oUا
`ّiw «ََ ofU}]م اU` ها اUX  أول: ql i}a أTfUا

حb ،1/ 334—300 :qlmc zwح اb ،4/ 356--340 : `َ±bUح اb ،8/ 79-59 :ÞlsW zw ا:bni اql{opUو
،214– 202 :qrSc VÈSr حb ،150 ،149  ص:`§S§ÔU اqf§ حb ،208—204  ص:½هUور ا
‘ن
ّ  أX ’ه، 4 `a ‘ن
ّنإ
ّ  أX ’ه، 2 `a 1187
، 4– 2 ، رةXآfU اàuZU` اa ‘ ’ أنVfp آ°^mg 1188
q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{Uن‘ واX} \’ ،5 `a ‘نX}W P’ ،1 `a 1189
  و،àuZU اbj` أآa  وردتSf« آlY{U وا،7 ، 5 ، 2 àuZU اbj` أآa V^Sg و،q_h` اa ‘Sr’ Vfpت آW ز1190
SهSZT¾أ
‘®USc ًاWن ز
ّ  ’ إ، 5 `a ‘·p^Zr اW ’ز، 7 `a ‘½ا ذاهW` أن زZÅpw ´UX `a’ ،رةSTsUت اW ز، 3 `a 1191
‘ن
ّ  إsw «o ’و،7 `a ‘ وsw «oW  ’و،2 ، 3 `a 1192
v½ وTg `iSjU واvmW ®USr Sr ½Tg ولhSa ،ٍابX§اء وwP Sf¯a ،WXTlg لXmW ،zlll¸bºU اSf¯w ÂZّ{fU اWbW 1193
 رأيpc ´Uن" وذXjsTW مXW U إZ^w `a tTpU zlYTufU اzr نS آi أPXpa"  و،´¬ÆU ارU` اa ´ّi أXU :qjr
XU ¯®﴾ أيU ًاbl نS}U ®¯lUج إby \ واbT_ ®¯ّi أXU ﴿وUSs UX `a Sf آ،Sfهsw ]
ٍ sa رونmW ®¯ih zllaX}Uا
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 أيqfsU اzc S¯o}a S¯slf§ pc VaS}U اSr
qT Sf¯cXabr ّانpUن اSZ¾Pوا

1201

1198

qو

1197

﴾ُUXgَbU ´ّi ُ® إpsW

﴾ٌ\ ُ واU© إ
ُ  اSfّi ﴿إ،1200USs UXmآ

1199

S¯sZf

Sّr أ،رmr qsoU qcSa va رqYr `a S¯lUXfsr أن وzr ¼ولfU{ر اfUSa ،5 ،VWÚ ر® ا:اتbÆYUرة اXg ،®هbT_ °T¾
،bTyUوف اYr أTr PXU  أوXU sw ¼ولfU{ر اfUن أن اXUXmla نXWb{TUا
:`َ±bUح اb ،1/300 :qlmc zwح أb ،1/ 325 ،324 :XYZU` اa لX_h ا،4/235 :WXTlg بS آ:bni اWÔfpUو
،4/343
q_h `a  وردتSf« آlY{Uا‘ و اX ’و أ، 7 ، 4 ، 2 àuZU اVlmw `aا‘ وX و أsw  ’و، 3 `a 1194
،Vf\bU اlpc ÂU¼fU اblTs qc ولh اzlc Sf¯liS¾  أو،bT أ وTr Sf¯p_ أzlUXsor ½{Z `Uل اSsah´ اUw WbW و
،zlUXsofUّ اur دةSg SهbT  وS¯fg اvr ن
ّ ن أX} و
¨SZT¾« و  أlY{U اX]م‘ وهU ا°p ’ أد،5 ، 2 `a]م‘ وU ا°p ’د، 4 `a ‘q ’د،q_h` اa 1195
ةÔf¯Uرة اXu}fUن ا
ّ d]م وpw S¯Zc ·pc `Tp qsa sw °s وS¯ّiل أSjfU` ها اa (ن
ّ ة )إÔf هbu` آa ½TuUوا

1196

°s أو و،® ذاتg اzc ًاbT S¯lUXfsr vr °s و إذا و،tl\ sw  أوVpfÆUأ اw` إa °s إذا و، S¯Zr يb أv±اXr
،لSYU اqYr S¯lUXfsr vr  أو،لXmUSw S¯lUXfsr vr °l}\ ® أوumUاب اX§ ` أوّلa
1 ،VWÚ ر® ا:نXmaSZfUرة اXg 1197
q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{U‘ واq  ’و،29 `a ‘qW  ’و،3 `a 1198
bj` أآa ‘ و وردتS¯ّo}’ Vfp آ°^mg ،1 `a ‘qfsU اzc S¯sZfW  ’ أي،3 `a ‘S¯sZf  ’أيVfp آ°^mg ،5 `a 1199
،qfsU اzc S¯sZf  أيS¯ّo} و،àuZUا
،´USr zwل أSو
qfsU اmTW  و،S¯USfcإ

ٌq^Tr وفbYUي اw (Sr)q
ُ _وو

½ ذه،لSfهdل واSfcd اS¯la زXÆW ّi¶a °lU P
ّ  إqfsU اzc S¯o آS¯اXن وأ
Ó ¶w VUX_XfU اbl [Sr] °p{إذا أ
bl [Sr ] ُ®‘‘و أنÈS ًاW زSfّi` ’’إÈSu}U و اÞohاج و\}` اbg zw§` وأS§ÔUSة آSYZU اzr VcSf§‘‘ وWXTlg’’
 دواتhن ه¨ ا
ّ w ´Uا ذXppc و،ÔÈS§ Sr vr S¯USfcdن ا
ّ ¶a ،°lU P
ّ  إS¯pfc °p^wدوات أh¯¨ اw °ib إذا اVUX_XfUا
q ﴿:XYi لSsah اqf§ pc لXpU S¯¬l¯W و،صS{P ها اqWÔW S¯lpc [Sr] لXء ودSfghSw S¯_S{P °pfcا
، 108، VWÚ ر® ا:ءSlTih وا\﴾ اU¯}® إU إSfّi` أ
ّ U\ إXW Sfّiإ
،زدقboUل اS
َ lّmfU َر اSfYUر اSZU´ اU ءتS±أ

SfّpsU xl Tc SW ًاbni cأ

VÅwSZUل اS Sf آS¯pfc q^T ®U  أيVlfgP اVpfÆUSw (°lU) صS{ اqWÔ P ¨[هSr]و
ِ mِ a ُo{i  أوSZrSf\ Uإ

SZU  َمSfYU ها اSflU P أ:°US
S£W أÂZّ{fUه½ اr X وها ه،ولhه½ اfU اX« هlY{Uوا
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q
َ £aٌ أq§ رP  و،ًSmp^Zr ٌW زSr :XYi ،xlpw 1202نS¯TّºfU ا،[s وfo] :Sf وه،بX{ZfUا
 و إذا،ةb}ZU اpc P
ّ  إ1205q
ُ  P ،P  و،1204ةb}ZU واVabsfU اpc 1203q Sr و،´Zr
:فb{U واXYZU` اa l¯fU ا،211—207 ص:ىZU اb^ حb ،1/ 320 ،319 :qlmc zwح أb :bni اWÔfpUو
460 :ÊÈS{yU ا،45 ص.1953 :وتblw ،درS_  دار،`iSuTUم اb آ:·lmY :`iSlwU اVÅwSi انXW د،228 ،227 ص
رفSsfU دار ا،ةÔf\ zw` اpc zw ا© اVT هzWUء اSl± ،يbÆ zw أ:VWbÆºU` اUSr³ ،2 /137 :WXTlg بS آ،2/
:وتblw درS_  دار،`iSuTUم اb آ:·lmY :زدقba انXW د، 2/ 241 ،242 ¨/ 1349 :zد دآSw³ رl\ ،VliSfjsUا
VWb{fU اVWbزهh اVsT^U ا، ريS{ihم اSº هzw zWUل اSf§ ،مSº هzw ا:½WرSch آ½ اzc ½lTpU` اZÅr و، 1960
1/204 ص.1899 : ةbهSmU ا،
‘USs UX XYi’ ، 6 `a ‘UX XYi’ ،3 `a 1200
171 :VWÚ ر® ا:ءSuZUرة اXg 1201
q_h` اa Sf« آlY{U‘ واzlّ¯TºfU ’ ا، 3 `a ‘V¯ّTºfU ’ ا، 7 `a 1202
qfc qfs Sfّiة إSYZUر اX¯f§ ½هr و،V\Xor tliUء اS S¯lpc تW زVlaSZU اP `¯a تP (1) ،ْت وإنP – Sf¯pjrو
،zlsU{½ اZw ،09 VWÚ ر® ا:رة صXg ﴾ص
ٍ SZr z
َ l\ تP ﴿ وUSs UXa Zr وbTyU{½ اZ® وgP اvaba xlU
zllaX}Uه½ اr و،ًSl qfs P S¯ّiّاء إboU واzlWb{TU اbjه½ أآfa VlaSZU) إنْ( اSّr( إنْ وأ2) bTyU` اmw® وgPف اYa
،(xlU )qfc qfs S¯ّiّاء إboU– ] ا
،1/109 ،108 :ÞlsW zw ا،202--199 ½هUح  ور اb ،1/ 286—282 :qlmc zwح اb :bni اql{opUو
، 203،204  ص: ىZU اb^ حb ، 2/198،199 : `±bUح اb ،1/ 126—124 :vrاX¯U اvfه
Howell, Arabic Grammar, vol.1, p. 340; Wright, Grammar of the Arabic language,
vol. 2, pp.1051
  و،q_hا اc Sr `a  وردتSf« آlY{U‘ واq Sr’ ،5 ، 3 ، 2 àuZU اVlmw `a‘ وqW Sr’ ،q_h` اa 1203
½p{U` اa ¨SZT¾أ
`a [SfU] qfc P و،¨bT ®ÈSاء وwPSw عXabr WÔa ‘‘®ÈS W زSr ‘‘لXma ،ًSl qfs P S¯ّi ٍ® إlf `Zw VÅpa [Sr] Sّrا
VÅU `aٌ[ وW ُم زXmW Sr] :XYi qsoU اpc وSib ذآSf® آgP اpc UXU ÊّyW P فb\ [Sr] نh ´U وذ،S¯Zr `ء
S¯w نXT{ZW® وgP اS¯w نXsabla ،¸]قd اZc لSYU` اoZU S¯ّi` أa S¯w S¯¯TºU (xlU) qfs آS¯USfcز إSÆYU اqأه
﴾®¯ِS¯r أz
ّ  هSr ﴿ وUSs لS و،31 VWÚ ر® ا:ÂgXW ﴾ًاbºw  هاSr ﴿ USs لS[ وSًfÈS W زSr] :XYi bTyUا
:XYi S¯pfc q^w تW¶ن زa ( )إنSهsw ادÔW P (1) ، Vّg وطbºw P
ّ ه® أZc qfs P z}U و، 02 VWÚ ر® ا:VUدSÆfUا
®i أSr ﴿USs UXm®( آÈS) ½{i زXÆW ]a ‘‘ ®ÈS P
ّ  إW زSr’’ :XYi P
ّ ¶w `oZU اÛmZW P P
ّ ( أ2)‘‘ ®ÈS W إن زSr’’
X وهS¯fg أpc SهbT ّمmW P
ّ ط أbºw (3) ، 9 : فSm\h﴾ اbWi Si أSr ﴿ و،15 VWÚ ر® ا: zluW ﴾SZُpjr bºw P
ّإ
 ا]فla‘‘ وW زSًfÈS Sr’’زXÆW ]a ‘‘ُ W®ٌ زÈS Sr’’ :XYi saّم و§½ رm ¶نa ،ورbÆr Pر وS§ Pف وbê bl
Sr :XYi S¯pfc q^w ّمm ¶نa ورbÆr Pر وS§ Pف وbê bl X® وهgP اpc bTyUل اXfsr مmW P( أ4) ، ةSYZUا
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كZc Sr’’ :XYi ،S¯pfc q^TW ®U وراbÆr رًا أوS§  أوSًabê لXfsfUن اS¶ن آa [q
َ آ³] ½{i زXÆW ]a q
ُ آ³ Wَ´ زrSs¸
،`oZU ا°oi VliSjU وا،VlaSi UوhSa ‘‘®ÈS W زSr Sr’’ :XYi S¯pfc q^w ّرتb} ¶نa [Sr]  ّرb} P( أ5) ‘‘ Sًflmr Wز
P
ّ `ء إºw W زSr ’’ :XYi S¯pfc q^w لw¶ن أa – ½
ُ §Xr SهbT zr لTW P( أ6) [®ÈS] ½{i زXÆW ]a SًST¾ إmTla
zc ًاbT ½{i v±Xr `a نX}W ز أنXÆW Pٌ[ وW ]زXي هUأ اTfU اzc bT va رv±Xr `a :`ءºTa w TsW À
zlls بSÆWßU Sًl£mr نSن آSa ، P  أو،بSÆWßU Sً l£mr نX}W  أنSّr إ:XpyW ]a Â¸Sc [Sr] bT sw v[ وإذ وSr]
زS§ SهXYiاو وXUSٌ ’’آcS qw’’ ٌ‘‘ أوcS z}U وSً fÈS W زSّr’’ لXma [z}U وqw ] :XYi ´U¨ وذsw vاXU® اgP اvaر
UX XYi ،Sr ‘‘ وxlU ’’ sw bTyU` اa ًاbljء آSTUاد اÔ [ ٌcS] Pًا‘‘ وcS P وSًfÈS W زSr’’ :XYi ،vabU{½ واZUا
:VWÚ ر® ا:  ق: م ﴾ ﺴﻭﺭﺓSmi ذي اÔWÔsw © اxlU و﴿ أ:36 VWÚ ر® ا: ك: ¨ ﴾ ﺴﻭﺭﺓTc ف
ٍ S}w © اxlU ﴿ أUSs
zc [Sr] sw ءSTUدة اSWّاء زboU واWXTlg qmi  و، مXmU Sًa] VWزSÆ\ S¯iX}w [Sr] sw ءSTUدة اSW زÊy P  و، 37
: UXm[ آP] bT `a ]
ً lp ءSTUدة اSW و وردت ز، ®رهSs` أa دX§Xr X® وهlf `Zw
ربS zwاد اXg zc ]
ً l

ٍ zÅfw Vٍ cSo ( ذوP)  َمXW Sًslo `U zp
،UXm®[ آU]  بVloZfUن[ اSرع[ ]آS£r] bT `a و

qÆcم أXmU اvÆ¯® إذ أTÆcw

z® أآU ادÔU اUدي إSWhّت اr و إن

يboZºU `iSjU ا°lTU وا، ®pg وlpc © اp_ `TZU¸½ اSyW وgوUى اghرب اS zw ادXuU ’’ ولh ا°lTUا

ح  ورb ،199—197  ص: ىZU اb^ حb ،1/ 267—260 :qlmc zwح اb :bni اWÔfpU و،زديhا
،1/127-123 : vrاXf¯U اvf ه،1 / 109 ،108 : ÞlsW zw ا،2/155،156 : ½lTpU` اZÅr ،196—193 ص:½هUا
،226 ،225 :qrSc VÈSr حb
،7 ، 6 ، 5 ، 4 ، 3 `a ‘Sًslf§’ Vfpت آW ز، àuZU اbj` أآa 1204
‘‘P ’’ Sّr أq_hا اc Sr `a  وردتSf« آlY{U ‘ واq P ‘ àuZU اbj و أآ،5 ،3 ،2 `a ‘qW’ q_h` اa 1205
( أن1) V¾]¾ وطbºw P
ّ  إzlWزSÆYU اZc qfs P و،S¯USf® إهlf ½هr ‘‘ وxlU’’ qfc S¯USfc إzlWزSÆYUه½ اfa
‘ ´Zr q£a أq§ رP ’ :XYi ،zlb}i bTyU® واgPن اX}W
،bcSºUل اX Zrو
Sl ا© وا£ Sّfr  وز ُرPو

SًlSw رضh اpc ُÀ ]a Ôّ s

ٍ W زzr q
َ £aٌ أq§ رP’’ لXm ]a Pw `oZU اÛmZW P( أ3) [q
ُ § رSًfÈS P] لXm ]a S¯fg اpc SهbT ّمmW P( أ2)
‘‘

حb ،199-196  ص:½هUح  ور اb ،203—199  ص:ىZU اb^ ،1/272—267 :qlmc zwح أb :bniا
bآW ®U وzّlsr qÈS U إVTui Uه إSºU¯ا اU Â® أU ،bsºU اSr وأ، 1/ 109 :ÞlsW zw ا،230—227 :qrSc VÈSr
،92 :½هUح  ور اb ،51 :ىZU اb^  و،78 ® ر°Y :qlmc zw¨ أºi و ا،لS zr ®gت اPّX^fU` اa
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1209

Sr :XYi ،1208S¯pfc q^w ،®gP اpc bTyUا

ل
َ  ّوh{½ اZ  أنX وهb³ ٌ §[ وP] وﻝ

1211

1207

1206

°rّ  أو،P¶w `oZUا

Û
َ miا

ّ ٌ إWز
(ٌW زP
ّ ·ٌ إp^Zr Sr )و،1210ٌ·p^Zr P

P :XYi ،1213U Sً cرS£r ، أو1212ةb}ZU اU إSً aS£r ®gPن اS´ إذا آU و ذ،`iSjU اvabو
ةb}ZUا

1216

Sr وأ،SiZc

1215

ٌxUS§ ٍ W زzr ًاbl P و،1214SiZc ٌzÈS آq
ٍ §ر

[33]

] َم

َ § رP :XYi ،«oU اpc S¯sr VّlZTfa دةbofUا
¶نa ،1217xZÆU` اoi U لSmW و.ارU` اa q
ّةX P ل وX\ P :XYi ،½{ZUو ا

vabU اla زS§ ،1218دةbofUة اb}ZU اvr ،P ّرتbآ
1219

©Sw P
ّإ

 وردتSf« آlY{U‘ واÛmi ’و إذا أ،5 `a ‘°£mi ’ا، 4 `a ،Ûmi ’أ، 6 ،2 `a ‘°£mi ’إذا اq_h` اa 1206
½p{U` اa ¨SZT¾ و  أ،5 `a
‘ّمm  ’و، 2 `a 1207
q_h` اa ءتS§ Sf« آlY{U‘ واpfc’ ،3 ، `a 1208
،1 `a ‘Sr’ Vfp آ°^mg 1209
‘´Zr q£a أq§ رP ’و، 5 `a رةSTsUت اW ز1210
[¶نw] S¯fgن اb¶ن اa ، ÂU¼fU اqjr Sfة آÈاÔU¶ن[ اw] S¯fgن اbmW P أ: xlU qfc [Sr] qfc وطb zrو

1211

رًا أوS§  أوSًabê نS إذا آSّU إS¯fg اpc SهbT لXfsr مmW P®‘ وأÈS `pc  إنSr’ SZUX qjr S¯pfc q^w ةÈاÔUا
P وأS¯fg اpc SهbT مmW P وأzlb}i SهbT وS¯fgن اX}W  أنqfsU ها اqfs `}U S¯la ½Æla [P] Sّr أ،ًوراbÆr
ورًاbÆrرًا وS§  أوSًabê نS إذا آP إS¯fg اpc SهbT لXfsr مmW P وأ،P¶w SهbT `oi ÛmZW
، 197،198  ص:ىZU اb^ حb ،1/ 260،261 :qlmc zwح اb :bniا
‘ةb}i U ’إ،3 ، 2 `a 1212
رعSºU` اa SًoY_ SًsÈSw P :qjr ،ًSZsr مSf zr  `ءw ·ps Sr X وه،فS£fUSw lTºU اWbW :U SًcرS£r  أو1213
‘¨Zc’ ،3 `a

1214

‘xUS§’ Vfpل آw ‘SZهS ’هVfp آqfsuW ،2 `a 1215
‘ Sr’ Vfp آ°^mg ، 17 `a 1216
q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{U‘ واxZÆU` اoZU P
ّ  ’إ، 3 `a 1217
، 5 `a ‘ةb}ZU ’ اVfp آ°^mg 1218
bl `a  وردتSf« آlY{U وا،7 ، 6 ، 4 ،3 àuZU اVlmw `a  و وردت،q_h` اa ‘©Sw P ’ إVfp آ°^mg 1219
‘ّاتbr ة ¾]ثX Pل وX\ P’  وردت،2 `a ،q_hا
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:XYi

1223

ّرةb}r ` وه،1222Vً cXabr P إSهsw

1221

vm ]a ،1220VabsfUدة اbofU اSّrو أ
،ٌوbfc P ار وU` اa ٌW زP

،ُT{Z S¯Zr Vsw أر،Vsu

1226

:رعS£fU اqsoU` اa

lآU ،ْzU و،1229VّW{رfU أنْ ا،`¯a

1228

1225

SofYQوف اXvQا

VT_SZU اSr أ،ُrÔِ Æ

1227

1224

Sّrو أ

S¯Zr Vufو

]w Sf¯Zr q½ آmc  أنvr [P] رتb إذا آZsW S¯Zr Vuf ½§S\ zw اbدة وذآsr Vlwاbc¨ إX§ وVpfÆU¯¨ اUو
[P] نX}W وÂs± pc وّلh اva ور،Sf¯sa ور،sa ور،`iSjU{½ اi و،S¯Ya ،عXfÆfU` اa زS§ ،ةb}i ،q{a
،`iSjU« اa وxlU Zsfw
1/ 343-341 :qlmc zwح أb ، 2/ 112،113 : ÞlsW zw ا، 2/ 170-167 : `±bUح اb :bni اWÔfpUو
’ ،7 `a دة‘ وbofU اVabsfU ’ا،5 `a ‘VabsfUدة اbofU ’اq_h` اa  و وردت،3 ، 2 `a ‘دةbofU ’اVfp آ°^mg 1220
zfU` اa SهSZT¾ و  أq_h ` اa  وردتSf« آlY{U‘ واVabsfUد اbofU اSّrأ
¨SZT¾ أSf« آlY{U‘ واvm ]a’ ،5 `a‘ وvmW’ q_h` اa 1221
q_h` اa Sf« آlY{U‘ واzlcXabr’ ،2 `a 1222
¨SZT¾ و  أq_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{Uرة‘ و اb}r `ل ’و هw ‘رتb ’و ه` آ،6 `a 1223
Sr  وردتSf آzfU` اa SهSZT¾ أSf« آlY{U وا،7 ، 4-2 ،àuZU اbj` أآa  و وردتq_h` اa ‘Sّr ’ أVfp آ°^mg 1224
q_hا اc
¨SZT¾ و ا، àuZU اVlmw `a  وردتSf« آlY{U ‘ واVprSc’ àuZU اVlmw `a ‘ وqrSsU ’اVfp وردت آq_h` اa 1225
‘qsoU ’اVfp آ°^mg ،2 `a 1226
، 4 ، 2 `a ‘S¯Zr’ Vfp آ°^mg 1227
SهSZT¾ و  أ،àuZU اbj وأآq_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{U‘ و اVT_SZUل ’اw ‘½_SZU اSّr ’ أ22 `a 1228
:XYi VplmjU اzr Voّoyr ٍ ¬Zl\ نX} و،Sهsw qsoU اva و§½ رzlmlU اpc لW Sfr ¨XYi ٍ® وpَc
َ sw [ْ ]أن°s إذا و1229
 وإن،رعS£fpU VT_SZU اbl ` وه¨ ه،SهbT `mw وS¯fg و\ف أ،ّ أن°ooya ،مXmW i أ:bWmU ُم[ اXmW  أن°fpc]
VW{رr S¯i أpc ½{ZU ا: S أ\ه،نS¯§ وSهsw qsoU` اa زS§ ،نSY§bU اpc لW Sfr ،¨XYi[ وz
Ó ê] sw °sو
°oّoya  ُمXmW ّi أ°
ُ ZZê : bWmU ُم[ واXmW ْ أن°ZZê ] :qjr VplmjU اzr Vooyr [ْ أن ]أنpc vabU َم[ واXmW ٌْ أن°ZZê] :qjr
pcSa وqsoU اX وهSهbT `mw وS¯fg]أن [ و\ف أ
،87 ،86  ص: ىZU اb^ حb ،293 ،292  ص:½هUح  ور اb ، 2/ 267 :qlmc zwح أb :bni اWÔfpUو
،7/16 ،15 :ÞlsW zwا
Fischer, A Grammar of Classical Arabic, p.190; Cowan, David. An Introduction to
Modern Literary Arabic, Cambridge University Press, 1898, p. 93.
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zU و،´َrSl : أي،َمXm
،ٌاءÔ§ ابٌ وX§

1235

1232

`و ه

½ أن
ُ \أ
1234

1231

لXm ،qlpspU :` وآqTmufU` اa

1230

`oZUا

َ so
: إذنvwاbU وا،`âm\ `Zَl^s ` و§¬´ آ،1233q

Sهsw qsoUن اS آ1238 إذا1237½
ُ {Zَ Sfّi وإ1236 ´l³ Si أ:´U لS zfU ´َrb إذن أآ:´UXmآ
إذَن

1240

Si أ:´UXm آq
ُ fsU اq^w

1239

fc¶ن اa ،S¯pT  ` ٍءpc ٍ fsr bl ،S¯U Sً Óbor

´ØZê إذن أ:XYi ،1242لSYU اw َ Wوآا إذا أر
Vg sw ،ْأن

1245

bf£و

1244

1241

´ْrb` إذَن أُآZ ُْ´ و إنrbأآ

،`±SfU اpc q S¯Zlw zr ْو أن

1243

.Sً wذSآ

SهSZT¾ و  اq_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{U‘ واlآSU `oZU اzU  ’و، 6 `a`‘ وoZU اzU  ’و، 2 `a 1230
‘لXm ’ Vfp آ°^mg ،7 `a 1231
SهSZT¾ و  أàuZUاbj و أآq_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{U وا،àuZUاbj` أآa  و وردت،5 `a ‘ ’ أنVfp آ°^mg 1232
ÊZU` اa
q_h` اa Sf« آlY{U‘ واqsoW zU ’و، 6-- 4 ،àuZU اVlmw ح‘ وbw اzU ’و،2 `a 1233
q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{U ’ أذن‘ واVfpل آw ‘ ’ أذا،1 `a 1234
¨SZT¾ أSf« آlY{U‘ واX ’و هq_h` اa ‘` ’و ه،5 ،3 ، 2 `a 1235
،3 ،1 `a ‘ ’ًاVfpت آW ز1236
q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{U{½ ه¨‘ واZZ ’ ، 3 `a {½‘ وZW Sfّi ’ إ،7 `a 1237
‘رعS£fU اqsoUت ’ه¨ اW ز،6 `a 1238
àuZU اbj` أآa °^mg و،5 `a ‘qsoU ’اVfpت آW ز1239
‘´UXmل ’آw ‘XYi’ ، 2 `a 1240
‘`Z  إنXYi  ’و، 3 `a ‘qsah  ’و ا© إذن،5 `a تW وز1241
تma S¯pT SfU SًwXp^r نSن آSw S¯U غ
ٍ bّ or bl qsoUن اS¶ن آa ،{ارةU اS¯Zr و،ٍوطbºw P
ّ رع إS£fU اqsoU{½ اZW P
نX}lU ‘‘ إذنsw pcSa vr qsoU½ اp^ أ وTr [Si ]أblf£U أن اÆi zlUSjfU اzW هzr وّلhل اSjfU` اa{ارة وUا
vr S¯lpc VrّmfU اVl¸bºUن اd ومÔÆr طb ابX§ نX}lU ½p¸ Sهsw qsoU أن اÆi `iSjUل اSjfU` اa و، U ًاbT
،vabU{½ واZU اqsoU` اa زS§ [ ´rb ] وإذن أآ: qjr Â^c فb\ S¯rّm  إذاSّr أ،S¯¸b
،83 ،82  ص:ىZU اb^ حb :bniا
‘S¯pT Àl pc fsW ®U  ’وإن، 5 `a رةSTsUت اW ز1242
½{ZU اS¯pfsU bÚط اbºU وا،S¯pfc q^w لSYpU ءS§ ¶ذاa ،]Tmur نX}W  أنSً£Wرع أS£fpU S¯T{i وطb zr و1243
W إذن ز،qjr Sهsw qsoU اva و§½ رq_Sa Sf¯Zlw q{a ¶نa ،q_Sa S¯wX{Zr zlw وS¯Zlw q{oW P
ّ  أXرع هS£fU` اa
bcSºUل اX lpc و،´ُrb© أآ
ِ  إذن و ا:qjr Sهsw Sr ½{Za ®umUSw qsoUن اS إذا آP
ّ إ،´
َ rُ ِb}ُW
½
ِ lºfU اqT zr q
َ o^U½ اlº

ب
ٍ bYw ®¯lrbi ©إذن وا
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أو

1248

،U إZsfw  و أو،1247YÆUم اP و،`م آPو

،\ ،` و ه،1246فb\أ

©ل اS ،1251`ِZrَ bِ }ُU ´¬§ و،S¯َp
ُ ت \ أد
ُ bg :XYi

1250

فb{Uو واو ا

1249

P
ّإ

P وU ·wSg P دًاbor Sًlw عXT^fU اiاXW` دa  و و§ت، ريS{ih ا°wS¾ zwن اSّu\ U إ°lTUس ها اSZU اÛsw ½ui
،la ql zr sr bآW ®U و،·\P
:وتblw ،درS_  دار،تSabc lU و: ·lmY ، Zc USs ©` ا±ري رS{ih ا°wS¾ zwن اSu\ انXW د:bni اWÔfpUو
2/269 ،268 :qlmc zwح أb ،145 :½هUح  ور اb  و،13 :ىZU اb^ اهX zr X وه،22  ص:1961
‘Wب زb±  أنzr °TÆc XYi’ ،1 `a تW‘ وزSً£W` أ±SfU اpc’ ، 7 `a ‘`±SfU اqsoU اpc’ ، 3 `a 1244
q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{Uوا
°T آ:qjr ،la b¾ دون أSً£W أbrh اpc q Sf آ،pc مS  أنzr °TÆc :]
ً jr لXm Sf آ،la S¯U qfc P z}Uو
P
ً X_Xr [VW{رfUّ ]أن اfu و،zlUSjfU` اa ورbÆr{ر وr qW وzr lpc °p دSrن ]أن[ وX} و،® نw lUإ
اbr أو أSَl±Sr  أوSًcرS£r Sهsw qsoUن اSاء آXg Sًlwاbc] إ
ً Yr W {رfw qsoU اX وهS¯p_ vr  ¼ولS¯ih Sًlab\
q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{U‘ واbf£W  ’و، 3 `a 1245
(ن )أن
Óَ  أ:`iSjU وا،qfsU` اa q_hن )أنْ( ه` ا
Ó  أ:وّلh ا،§ أوV¾]jw P
ّ  إVuUوف اbYU ه¨ اsw  أنbُ f£ُ ®U

1246

§XU وا،S¯اX أbÈSg zr U أوSهbWm نS آ،SهSZsr نS{mZpa (` وإذنْ و آ،zU) ]فyw S¯uoi `a 
ً Zsr S¯U xlU
VWÔr S¯la § وma S¯اX أbÈSg `a § هاXW P و،qTmufU` وا±SfU اqsoU اpc q °iS آSfU (ن )أن
Ó  أ:tUSjUا
U أو°iS آ،رS¯êd اVUS\ `a S¯اX أbÈSg pc VWÔr S¯la §ذا وa ،(SرهS¯ê اVUS\) `a S¯اX أbÈSg pc
رSf±dSw
، 332-328 :VlwbsUار اbg ا:bni اWÔfpUو
qsa sw ` `ّU]م اU ه` ا،يXYZU« اp^{fU` اaًا وY§ YٌÆUًا اY§ YÆW Y§ zr رS}id ا:VÅpU` اa ُ YÆU ا1247
: VWÚ ر® ا:تXT}ZsUد¨ ﴾ اSTc ®ِpnlU ٌ©ن اS آSr ﴿ :XYi ةbf£r [ ب]أنSهsw رعS£fU اqsoU{½ اZ و،ًSloZr نX}Uا
،YÆUم اP ` أوoZUم اP S¯lpc ·p¸ة أSYZU اÛsw و،40
،1/492 :VÅpUم اXpc `a qّ{ofU® اÆsfU[ اY§ دةSr]: حSY{Uب واbsUن اSuU :bniا
q_h` اa ءتS§ Sf« آlY{U وا،7 ، 4– 2 ،àuZU اbj` أآa ‘ ’ أنVfpت آW ز1248
،3 ، 2 ‘ أنP
ّ  ’ إVfp آVlÚ اàuZU` اa  وردت1249
q أآzlw vfÆ P
ّ اد أbfUSa zTpUب اbº´ وfuU اq آP SZp ¶ذاa ،Sهsw Sr وS¯pT Sr zlw vfÆUم اc lo SًfÈ دا1250
zTpUب اb´ وfuUا
2/675  ص:VÅpUم اXpc `a qّ{ofU® اÆsfU ا،7/ 25 ،24 :ÞlsW zw ا:bni اWÔfpUو
لXm ´ أنpa ،ًازاX§ ةbufUن اw بX{Zr Sهsw qsoU[ واbÆUم اPم آ` وP ] لSjfU ها اqjr `a ]مUّ اfu و1251
بb£ ]¬U ´¬§ :qjr SرهS¯ê و§½ إVlaSZU اPم آ`[ وP] zlw [ ]أن°s¶ذا وa ،`Zrb} نh ´¬§ ،لSjfU` ها اa
[ر ]أنSf±¶a ،VlTTuUء اSa وVÓlsfU وأو و واو ا،دXYÆUم اP و\ و:`ى وهbh اVufyUدوات اh اsw ًا أ أ ّمWز
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q آP ` وâm\ `Zَl^s أو
1258

1255

´ّZَ rِÔUُhو

:` وه،VّuUء اSlhاب اX§ `a

`iزر

1260

SZl Srو

1257

1254 1253

﴾

®¯wâslU ©
ُ ن اS آSr﴿و

1252

:USs

َ TpUب ا
َ bَ º ´ و
َ fuUا
ءSoU ا،دسSuU و ا،1256z

:XYi ،1259ضbsU و ا،`ZfU و ا،مS¯ogP وا،`oZU و ا،`¯ZU و اbrhا

1262

﴾`Tَ£ ®}lpc q
ÓY
ِ lَ a la اXÅ^ P ﴿و

1261

:USs ©ل اS

[34]،´َrb
ِ آa

½
َ l{a 1265SZw ل
ُ ÔZ P و أ،1264َmoia P
ً Sr `U °lU  و،زورَكa ´lw zW أ1263 وSZ¾âYa
® ر: رة ﺍﻝﻨﺤلXg ÷سSZpU zlTU bآU´ اlU إSZUÔi أSّi ﴿ إUSs UXm آqlpspU °iSا ًء آXg bÆUم اP sw vm ، أن، ½§وا
، 90،91  ص:ىZU اb^ حb :bni ا، 44 VWÚا
«lY{U وا،q_h` اa ‘USs ©ل اS ’ °^mg ‘ وUSs ©ل اS ’ تW زàuZU اbj` أآa‘ وUSs UX ’ ، 5 `a 1252
¨SZT¾ و  أ،àuZU اbj` أآa  وردتSfآ
، 2 `a ‘ © ’ اVfp آ°^mg‘ وSr XYi  ’و،3 `a تW ز1253
‘®¯la °i ’وأ، 2 ،1 `a ،تW و ز،33 : VWÚ ر® ا:لSoihرة اXg 1254
‘´ّZrÔUh XYi  ’و، 3 `a ‘ ´ّZrÔUh © ’وا،2 `a 1255
‘Sf¯Zlw vfÆ P ت ’ أيW ز،2 `a 1256
´fuU اq آP) XYi (1) ،zlpsoU اzlw ´WbºUس اSg أpc مÔÆU( ا1) ،§ أوV¾]¾ لSjfU` ها اa زXÆW اوXU اsw
zc `¯ZU اZsr pc ½{ZU( ا3) z
َ TpUب ا
ُ bº´ وfuU اq آP ):XYi أTr رSf± إpc vabU( ا2) (z
ِ TpUب ا
ِ bºو
qsoU{½ اZla zTpUب اbº ´ وأنfuU اq´ أن آZr z}W P [ أيz
َ TpUب ا
َ bَ º ´ و أنfuU اq آP] :XYi ،Sf¯Zlw vfÆUا
ةbf£r نw
108  ص:ىZU اb^ حb ،2/277 :qlmc zwح أb :bni اql{opUو
ءSa ءSoUّ ه¨ اfuء وSoUرع اS£fpU VT_SZU اVW{رfU ]أن[ اSهsw bf£ `ّUوف اbYU اzr دسSuU أي ا1257
،VlTTuUا
،3 ، 2 `a ‘` ’وهVfp آ°^mg ‘`¯ZU و اbrh ’ ا، 5 `a 1258
_ّقa ½Wb q§ أU إSZb أUXU ﴿ وUSs UX Zr و،SZ¾Ya SZl PXU و:SZUX qjr ،Êl{yU´ اU وآ1259
] ألa `ib{iب أ
ّ ´ رUX qjr ءScU وا،10 VWÚ ر® ا: zlmaSZfU﴾ اzlYUS{U اzr zوأآ
، 309  ص:½هUح  ور اb ، 2/ 272،273 :qlmc zwح أb :bni اWÔfpUو
‘XYi’ لw ‘لXm ’ Vfp آqfsuW ،7 `a 1260
، 3 `a  وردتSf« آlY{U‘ واUSs UX ’و،2 `a  و، 3 `a  ووردت،q_h` اa ‘USs ©ل اS’ Vfp آ°^mg 1261
SهSZT¾و  أ
8 :VWÚ ر® أ: ¸ رةXg 1262
‘XYi ’ Vfpت آW ز،3 `a 1263
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 و،ُ°psa °
َ psa  إن:ZsfUا

1267

ن
َ X}W ء أنSoUSw ابXÆU اVÓY_ Vr]c و
1269

:SZ

1268

1266

.ًاbl

U VrزSÆUا

.1273½ÈSÅpU :brhم اP و1272رSni و ا1271vØXَ َ Sfّ U `a  و،`±SfU` اoZU 1270:SّfU  و،®U
1276

ْ½ َآbW SّfU و، 1275ْبb£W ®U :لXm 1274.اءÔÆUط و اbºU` اa :ْ و إن.`¯ZU` اa :Pو
،q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{U´‘ واlpc moia ’ ،1 `a تW` زa  و1264

 و،àuZU اbj` أآa  وردتSf« آlY{U وا،7 ، 6 ، 3 ، 2 àuZUاbj` أآa  وردتq_h` اa ‘SZw’ Vfp آ°^mg 1265
SهSZT¾أ
‘´U ًاbl’ ،7 `a 1266
q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{Uن‘ واX} ’، 3 ، 2 `a ءتS§ ن‘ وX}W’ Vfp آ°^mg ، 4 `a 1267
،رعS£fU اqsopU  أي1268
q_hا اXg Sr `a  وردتSf« آlY{U واq_h` اa °^mg ‘وVuf’ Vfpت آW ز،2 ، 4 `a 1269
P و،وbfc ®mW SfU و،W® زmW ®U :XYi `±SfU اU¨ إSZsr نSTpmW و،رعS£fUSw نS{yW و،`oZpU Sf وهSّfU® وU 1270
، VlabYU ا: `ر وهXr أVsw` أرa [®U] ركSº [SّfU] ن
ّ  أ، SّfU® وU zlw قboU وا، لSYUSw ]
ً {r P
ّ  إSّfpw `oZfUن اX}W
bّ fur S¯w `
ّ oZfUن ا
ّ  أ: Sر أ\هXr أVsw` أرa S¯رSoّ` و£fU اU إiSr½ زp و، rÔ§ و، رعS£fUSw صS{Pوا
، 3 VWÚ ر® ا:]صdرة اXg ﴾pW ®U ﴿ : qjr ًاbfur نX}W  ّi¶a ، ®pw `oZfU]ف اyw ، لSYU اzr زUء إSoiPا
® ر:bهUرة اXg ﴾ رًاXآr S¬l z}W ®U bهU اzr zl\ نSuid اpc  أq ﴿ه: USs UX qjr Sًs^mZr نX}W و
®U زS§ و،ÛSZU اla SfU ، مS ®ّ ¾ ®mW SّfU لXm  أنvZr ¾ ّ® اzr و، رًاXآr S¬l ´U ذsw نSّ آi أZsfUن ا
ّ P ،1 VWÚا
، 7 VWÚ ا: رة صXg ﴾ابc اXوW SّfU qw ﴿: XYi ، Sهsw Sr ت
ٍ XT¾ vXw ًاblj ¼ذن آSّfU  أن: `iSjU وا، مS ®ّ ¾ ®ٌmW
SّfU وS¯wرS ، لXma  ؟pTU ا°p دq ه: لSmW Sهsw فYW qsoU أن ا:tUSjU وا، iXوW فXg¨ وXوW ®U نÚ اUإ
P و، °f ®ُm ®U  إن: لXm ، ®U ]فyw ، طbºUف اbYw نbm P S¯ّi أ: vwاbU وا، ®U وS¯wرS زXÆW P و، S¯pأد
،°f ®m SّfU  إن، زXÆW

VÈSfU اqrاXsU ا، 115-113 :ىZU اb^ حb ، 7/ 41 :ÞlsW zw ا، 2/ 285 :qlmc zwح أb :bni اWÔfpUو
، 82-80  ص:XYZU` اa Ô§XfU ا، 4 / 83-81 : `±bUح اb ، 252، 251  ص، انb زه:VWXYZUا
Howell, Arabic Grammar, vol. 2, pp. 60-63.
﴾®}wXp `a نSfWh اqW SّfU ﴿ و:USs UXmw اXs± وzWUاب اbch اbºTg´ أUU qsoUل اX{\ vX  أي1271
، ®¯wXp `a نSfWhل اXا دXsX ®¯ّih ،14 ،VWÚ ر® ا:اتbÆYUا
 وàuZU اVlmw `a  وردتSf« آlY{U وا،7 ، 4 –2 ،àuZU اVlmw `a  و وردت،q_h` اa ‘رSni ’ اVfp آ°^mg 1272
،SهSZT¾ أ
، 7 ، 5 `a ‘½ÈSÅpU ’ Vfp آ°^mg 1273
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SiSإذا آ

1278

،ًاwن أSrوÔÆr

1277

Sf وه،ْجbُ ُج أbyَ  و إن،ْqso P و،ٌWبْ زb£lUو

°
َ §b  إن:XYi ،1280مÔÆU اSf¯la b¯nW ®U zll± Sr SiSآ

1279

 و إن،zlcرS£r

: XYi ، مÔÆU واvabU اla زS§ Sً cرS£r اءÔÆU واSً l± Sr طbºUن اS آ1281¶نa ،ُ°§b
،1283UX lpc و،1282´ُrbْ´ و أآrbِ ` أُآZrbإن أآ
1286

،ُمbَ\P` وUSr ٌ½ÈSP1285ل
ُ XmW

1284

Vٍ TÅur  َمXW ٌqlp ¨Sوإنْ أ
‘اءÔÆUط و اbºpU’ ، 3 `a 1274

‘اW ’زVfp آ،2 `a تWب‘ وزb£ ®U’ ،3 `a 1275
‘½آbW SfU’ لw ‘بb£lU ’وVfp آqfsuW ،2 `a آ½‘ وbW SّfU ’وVfp آ°^mg ،6 `a 1276
¨اءÔ§ط وbºUاب اX§ط وbºU اqsa اء أوÔÆUط واbºU أي ا1277
Sf« آlY{U و ا،7 ، 6 ،4 ، 3 ،àuZU اbj` أآa  و وردت،q_h` اa ًاw ’ أVfp آ°^mg ‘اwن أSrÔÆ’ ،5 `a 1278
SهSZT¾ و  أ،àuZU اbj` أآa وردت
‘ ’و إن، 5 ، 2 `a ‘نSن آa ’ ،3 `a 1279
،طbºUاب اX§  ِمÔ§ qYr `a نX}uU اpc `ZTr :°
ُ §
ْ b ،طbºU اqsa  ٍمÔ§ q
ِ Yr `a نX}uU اpc `ZTr °
َ §
ْ b 1280
‘طbºUن اS ’و إن آ،5 ،1 `a ‘طbºU ا°iS ’و إن آ، 4 `a 1281
تW ز،4 `a ‘«{a أvabU إن اP
ّ ن إÚ´ اrb ’و أآ، 7 `a رةSTsUت اW و ز،5 `a ‘´rb ’أآ،Vfp آ°^mg

1282

SهSZT¾ و  أq_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{Uم‘ و اÔÆU’ا
‘bcSºUل اX’ لw ‘bcSºUل اX lpc  ’و،5 ،3 `a  وردت1283
q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{U‘ واVUur’ ،2 `a 1284
‘لXm’ q_h` اa ‘لXmW’ ، 5 ، 3 ، 2 `a 1285
،S¯sp^r و،نSZg zw مb هS¯w حfW ةl{ zr fpg `w أzw blهÔU °lTU وا1286
®WّUرواح واh اSهbّl  وpw

ِمmU اS¯os ®U `ّUر اSWUSw Â

Pم وbYW نSاء[ إذا آbU اbuء وآSYU« اow] ِمb\
َ  و،blmoU¨ اSZsr ،qlpyU وا،VÅpU ا،مb هUد إXsW ،¨S أ،`a blf£Uوا
:½ÈSÅUع – واXÆUَ½ اÅu
َ Uع واS§  إذاSًTÅg ½ÅuW ½ِÅg لSmW ،VcSÆr مXW  أي:VTÅur مXW .عXZfr P وql و،Zr `^sW
] UX :la هSºU ا:ِمb\ P½ وÈSÅw ´Zc xlU `USr :لXmW blma ٌqÈSg ح
َ وffU إذا أ ا:°lTU اZsr و،Zc بS Sr qآ
،رانX¯ºr نSTهr ´U` ذa ®¯U و،la ءSfpsU اÂpل[ و  اXmW
Z}U· وwSuUط اbºpU SwاX§ xlU عXabfUرع اS£fU اqsoU أن ّ ها اUي ذه½ إU وا،© اf\ رWXTlg ½هr Sfأ\ه
،qlp ¨S` إن أUSr ½ÈS P لXmW :لS ّi}a ،ًاbr ãopU` اa نS® و إن آWmU اVّli pc X وه،ابXÆU اpc qlUد
،ءSoU اbWm pc ّi أP
ّ  إ،ابXÆU اxoi Xرع هS£fU اqsoU أن ها اUا إXT ذهtl\ ،zllaX}Uد واbTfUه½ اr :Sf¯liS¾و
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Sًl±Sr  أو،ًءSc أو دSً l¯i ًا أوbr أو أ،Vlfgا

1287

Vpf§ نSء إذا آSoUSw اءÔÆU ُء اÆW و

،Zِ¯ُ ]a كS¶ن أa ،1289ْrbِ آa lmU  و إن،ٌمbَ }ُr °ia `Z  إن:XYi
1291

P
ّإ

1288

.xr´ أlU إ°
ُ Zu\ أma مXlU` ا
Ó U إ°
َ Zu\ًا و إن أbl ©اك اÔÆa  آا°psa

1294

ءSoUSw بSÆ `ّU ا،1293VّuUء اSlhاب اX§ `a  ًةbf£r ْ¶نw

1292

ً SYWb_
1290

ْوإن

 ُمÔÆZW و

zr¼W zfa ﴿ ﴾°w}a bw دzr ّ  {lf نS ﴿ إن آzlWÚ اzlS` هa Sf آ،وفYr أTr pc Vpء داSoU ها اbWmو
،(72 VWÚ ر® ا: zÆUرة اXg  و،26 ، VWÚ ر® ا: ÂgXW رةXg ) ﴾Sًuyw فSyW ]a ّwbw
طbºU` اa مÔÆUSw ،ْ«ÆZ ْb إن اآ:لXm ،ابXÆUم اÔ§ P
ّ ز إXÆW P ّi أpc اXsf§ أma SًcرS£r طbºUن اS إذا آSّra
© اTc zw bWb§ لX zr © اf\ ر،WXTlg ¨ي رواUS آ،«TmU اvr VWbsºUورة اb£U` اa SّU إ،ًSslf§ اءÔÆUو ا
،`pÆTUا
ْعb{ُ كXعْ أb{ُW ّ´ إنiإ

عb أSW xwS\ zw عb أSW

حb ،2 /63 :½lTpU` اZÅr ، 3/ 67 :WXTlg بS آ،153 ، ص:fpُg w أzw blان زهXWح دb :bni اql{opUو
،175 ،bsºUه اS :½هUح ور اb ،2/61 ،60 :vrاX¯U اvf ه،8/157 :q{ّofUح اb ،2/93 ،292 :qlmc zwا
،349 ص
Howell, Arabic Grammar, vol. 2, pp 60-76.
‘VpfÆUن اS ’آ،7 `a 1287
‘  ًءSc ً أو دSYWb_ Sًl±Sr  ’ أو، 2 `a 1288
:SZUX qjr zc w زb\ل[ وأSjfU ]اxr´ أlU إ°
ُ Zu\ أma مXlU ا
ّ U إ°Zu\ إن أ:UXm آVً \اb_ `±SfU اpc ل
ّ  دSr
qTmufU اbWm `a iX}U «
ٍ Wb_ bl ض
ٍ Sr ّi¶a °
ُ §b إن
q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{U‘ و اrbآa w sm  ’و إن،1 `a 1289
SهSZT¾ و  أSiZc «lY{U اX ’و إن‘ و ه، 5 ، 2 `a ‘ إنXYi’ ، 3 `a ‘ ْ¶نa ’ q_h` اa 1290
: qjr  أو،wb± أSfa Wء زS§  إن:XYi [Sfw] SّloZr SًcرS£r ]
ًّ sa ابXÆUن اSء إذا آSoUSw ابXÆUان اb½ اÆW Sf آ1291
 أو،wb±ف أXua  أو،wb±a Wء زS§ إن: qjr xloZUف اbYw Sًiوbmr SًcرS£r نS أو آ،wb± أzU Wء زS§ إن
ُrbِ  أآma `pc ءS§  إن: qjr
2/ 294 :qlmc zwح أb :bniا
`a  وردتSf« آlY{Uرع‘ واS£fUم اÔÆW  ’و،3 `a ‘مÔÆ’ ، 7 `a ‘مÔÆW’ ، 2 `a ‘مÔÆZW’ q_h` اa 1292
zfU` اa ¨SZT¾ و  أq_hا
½p^Uاب اXÆw ومÔÆfUرع اS£fU اw WbW و،رعS£fU اqsoUم أي اÔÆZW و1293
ازًاX§ SZم هÔÆU وا،ةbf£r نw رعS£fU اqsoU اSهsw ½{Zُla S¯wاX§ `a VlTTuUء اSa vm °iS` آUء اSlh أي ا1294
½p^U اsw زمSÆU أن اUر إX¯fÆUه½ اa ، S¯¸Xmg Zc زمSÆU` اa ةSYZU اÂp وا، اءÔÆUء وُ{ اSoU ا°^mg إذا
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1296

´ أ ُزرْكlw zWْ´ و أrb` أآi زرXYi v±اXfU اÛsw `a `¯ZU و اSً mp^r

1295

`oZUا

ّ qso P و
½ِ{ُ 1300 SZw لÔZ 1299P
ّ  و أmِoi أP
ً Sr 1298`U °lU  و،´U ًاbl z}W 1297ًاbّ 
SZl Sr

[35]:لSmW

ز أنXÆW Sfّi)و إ

1302

SZ¾õY SZl Sr

1301

زXÆW P  و،´U ًاbl

تST¾d` اpc 1304لW P `oZUن ا
Ó h ْمÔÆUSw ´pْ آW gh اzr ن
ُ َْ P و1303(SZ¾ّYُa
،fo  )و،َo Vsu ،`و ه

zr

1309

:لXm

1308

1306

:ْ إنZsr pc رعfZQ ا1305tYPQ ُم اÔِ Æَ ءSfg أVّlcSfuU اzr و

،fo  و إذ،1307(fZj] و،fZo و،fZ|  و أ،  و أ،o  و،ّi و أ،ّو أي

Sfa ،½p^U اVpf§ xoi Xزم هSÆUن ا
Ó  أUم إX ½دوات و ذهh اzlw zr Vl¸bºU )إن( اbWm اXT§ و أو،رmr طb Xه
½ وذه،طbºU اqsa `a qfsW Sf آ،طbºUف اb\ la qrSsUن ا
ّ  أUة إSYZU اÛsw ½هa ط ؟bºUاب اX§ `a qrSsUا
qsa و،طbºU اqsa `a qfsW طbºUف اb\ ون إنb³ لS و،la ]نfsW طbºU اqsaط وbºUف اb\ ن
ّ  أU¯® إ£sw
فb\ qrSsUن اX}W  أنXري‘‘ وهSTih ’’اlU ذه½ إSr «lY{U واqlUه½ دr q}U و، طbºUاب اX§ `a qfsW طbºUا
sr qrSc ih طbºU اqsa ÄّgXw ، طbºUا

حb ،340—336  ص:VlwbsUار اbg أ،108،109  ص:ىZU اb^ حb ، 4/ 100-91 : `±bUح اb :bniا
2/ 278،279 :qlmc zwا
‘`oZU` اa P
ّ  ’إ،2 `a 1295
‘ ´ أزركwSw °W ’رأ، 5 `a ‘ ’ أزركVfp آ°^mg ، 6 `a 1296
‘bَºU ’ا3 ، 2 `a 1297
q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{U´‘ واU `U °lU  ’و،5 `a 1298
q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{U‘ و اpc  ’و،2 `a 1299
 وq_hا اc Sr `a  وردتSf« آlY{U وا، 7 ، 4– 2 ،àuZU اVlmw `a  و وردتq_h` اa ‘SZw ’ Vfp آ°^mg 1300
SهSZT¾ أ
‘لSmW  ’ أنVfpت آW ز،13 `a 1301
Sf آ،¨sw مÔÆW ]a عXXU· اmY بSÆWd ا£mW Sfع آXXUم اc ·mY £mW ّih ،wاX§ مÔÆW P `oZUن ا
ّ d 1302
بSÆWd اsw مÔÆW P
àuZU اbj` أآa zlgXmU اzlw Sr رةSTsU ا°^mg 1303
‘لW’ Vfpل آw ‘ لP’  وردت،2 `a 1304
zfU` اa SهSZT¾ أSf« آlY{U وا، 4 ،1 ،VlÚ اàuZU` اa ‘qsoU ’ اVfp آ°^mgرع‘ وS£fU اqsoUم اÔÆW’ ، 2 `a 1305
q_h` اa  وردتSfآ
‘اءÔÆUط و اbºUم اÔ§ ´Upa’ رةSTsUت اW ز،7 `a 1306
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ًاwي أ
Ø ن أX}W  )و،1311ْrbِ ُأآ
 ُمb}ُW

1315

1310

`Zْrb}ُW ®¯ØW وأ،ْvZَ _ْ أvZ{ Sr و،ْrb` أُآZْrb}ُW

تZْg´ أi أSً fg اS¯iX آpc

1314

لW  و،1313VcSf§  أوzlZ¾ اzr

1312

(وا\ًا

bj` أآa zlgXmU اzlw Sr رةSTsU` اa bl® وWm SهSZT¾ و  أ،3 `a  و وردتq_h` اa ‘SfZW ’ أVfp آ°^mg 1307
àuZUا
¶ذاa ،Vl¸bºU )إنْ( اVUÔZfw فb\ S¯ّiل إS WXTlg lU ذه½ إSr «lY{U وا،طbºUء اSfg أzr ÂU¼fU اSّهc :Sr إذ1308
`a ZsfUن ا
ّ  وأ،ٍنSrف زbê S¯ّi أUاج إbg zwد واbTfU` واgرSoU وذه½ ا،®® أm  إن:SهSZsfa (®® أm Sr )إذ°p
·mY  blTsUن اw ½l§ و أ،blTsUم اc q_h وا،ًSfg ا°iS( آSr) لX دqT S¯ّiw SÆ\ وا،ْ®®ْ أm r :لSjfUا
،bni ابXÆU` ها اa و،VTU اZsfU´ اU ذS¯Zr عÔُi S¯ّi أpc ل
ّ a ،qTmufpU رتS{a ،`±SfpU °iS آS¯i أqlUw ،ًSs^
pc S¯UP دzr Vfp}Uوج اb ن
ّ h ´U و ذ،WXTlg رS{i أw بS§ى أUاب اXÆU اÛbW ®U ّi أbnZU ها اq_S\و
qsoU¶ن اa ،ً]sa  أوSً fg اS¯iX آzr عXZU` اa S¯p_ أzc S¯§وb Zr مÔpW P b³ نSr زpc S¯UP دUن إ
ٍ Srز
رع دالS£fU اqsoU وا،qTmufUن اSrÔU اpc ل
ّ  دVl¸bºU إن اlpc °p و إذا أد،`±SfUن اSrÔU اpc ` دال±SfUا
ن
ّ  أUه½ إW ®U ءSfpsU اzr ¶ن أ\ًاa ´U ذvr  و،`±SfU اpc  دلVlaSZU® اU lpc °p دr و،لSTmgPل واSYU اpc
´USr zw اlU إblºW و،ًSl±Sr ]
ً sa iSjU أو اSًcرS£r ]
ً sa ولhر اS{a p_ أzc جb  zlpsoU اzW هzr وا\ًا
:]ÈS
Sfgت ا
ِ دواh` اSwآ¶نْ و

Srفٌ إذb\ و،ّi أSfjl\و

[Sr] lpc Wن ٍ زSrف زbê S¯ّiاج أbg zw وا،`gرSoU و ا، دbTfUوذه½ ا
322-320 : `gرSoU` اpc `wh :ي£sUح اS£Wd ا،2/285 :qlmc zwح اb ،3/57 :WXTlg بS آ:bni اql{opUو
49 ،48  ص:ىZU اb^ حb ،2/204 :XYZU` اa لX_h ا،1/
‘`a لXm Sr  ’و إذ، 5 `a ‘لXm Sr  ’و إذا، 3 `a 1309
q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{U`‘ و اZrb} ®¯ØW ’و أ،1 `a 1310
،5 `a ‘Sfّi ’ إVfpت آW ز1311
: Sr و، 123 :VWÚ ر® ا:ءSuZU﴾ ﺴﻭﺭﺓ اWÔÆW  ًءXg qfsW zr ﴿ USs UX qjr Sًji¼r ًا أوbآr qSspU ` :zَr
، 198 VWÚ ر® ا: ةbmTU ا©﴾ اfpsW bٍ l zr اXpso Sr ﴿ وUX qjr S¬l أوSًiاXl\ qSsU اblÅU `
،385  ص:`§S§ÔU اqf§ حb ،54  ص:فb{U واXYZU` اa l¯fU ا،7/42 :ÞlsW zw ا:bniا
ًاwن أX}W  ’و،7 `a تWًا‘ و زwي أ
ّ ن أX}  ’و، 4 `a ،5 ، 3 ، 2 `a zlgXmU اzlw Sr رةSTsU` اa bl® وWm 1312
‘ت وا\ًاSوh اvlf§ `a ي
ّ أ
‘VcSf§ zr  ’ أو وا\ًا،3 `a 1313
q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{Uل‘ واW يU ’و ا، 4– 2 `a ‘ ’ ل، 2 `a 1314
‘Uف إS£ ’  تW ز،7 `a 1315
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:XYi ،1317S¯ُol£ وS¯َ£sw نâXZُ  وS¯lpc bâ ÆUا
ُجby
ْ  rو

1319

1316

ف
َ b\ q
ُ
ِ َو

 ع أدعSr SّW و أ،1318ْb{iْ أb{Z Sf¯ّWوأ

Sهblf± Uإ
،ْرbrُر أbf zfw

Sf¯i أ1322 و،r qjr Sr  و إذ،zW أqjr ،Sfjl\  و1321ْvZ_ أvZ{ 1320 Sf¯r  و،ْجbأ
‘bÆUوف اb\’ ،2 `a 1316
و

q_hا اXg Sr `a  وردتSf« آlY{U‘ واS¯ol£ ’و،7 ، 6 ، 5 ، 1 àuZU اbj` أآa ‘ وol£’ q_h` اa 1317
SهSZT¾ أ

 أنSf آ،S¯lfgت اS]c zr ،S¯lU إSهbl VaS± و إ،Sهbl U إS¯aS± وإS¯ZWXZ وVfp}U اpc bÆUف اb\ لXد
Sً£Wء أSfghت اSr]c zr ´U ذqT ÂU¼fU¨ اbي ذآU اSهblf± U أو إS¯lUد إSZgdا
`a ¨ ‘ وb{i` أib{Z ®¯ّW ’ أ، 2 `a ‘rb` أآZW’ تW ز،1 `a ‘b{i أb{Z ’ Vfp آ°^mg q_h` اa

1318

zfU` اa SهSZT¾ و  أ،àuZU اbj` أآa  وردتSf« آlY{U‘ واb{i اb{Z Sf¯ّW ’و أ،7 ، 6 ، 4 ، 3 àuZUاbjأآ
bj` أآa  وردتSf« آlY{U ’وا، 7 ، 6 ، 4 ، 2 àuZU اbj` أآa ع ‘ و وردتi  ’ عVfp آ°^mg q_h` اa 1319
zfU` اa SهSZT¾ أSf آàuZUا
bl Vfp ه` آ، ®¯£sw لS ،ةSYZU اla Âp و  أ، }]مU اzr ®¯TfpU ` ،طbºU أدوات اzr `¯a [Sf¯r] Sّra 1320
Sهbl}Z S¯sr فb{Z ®U ،tlipU S¯ّiل إS XUف وb{Z ®U S¯w `ّfg XUء وSlUSw ½}  أنS¯mYa qsa  وزنpc VTآbr
Zsfw [ْ r] zr VTآbr `ج هS§ÔU اZc و، طbºUت اSfp}U اbÈSuw ·Yp Sf[ آSr] S¯w °mYU[ أSr] ` ه: qlpyUل اS و،
´U ذpc ّلgف وأb\ S¯ّi‘ إpl¯uU® اc وزqsa أqso Sf¯r ، la لSmW  انX وه، sٌw la وVl¸bºU[ اSr]ْ[ وÂ] ٌآ
‘‘blل ’’زهX
®ِ psٌ سSZU اpc oyُ S¯US و إن

Vmlp zr ىءbr اZc z} Sf¯r و

pc `ZTr ،¨اؤÔ§ وwاX§ `iSjU وا،طbºU اqsa ولh ا،zlpsa مÔÆW زمS§ طb فb\ ‘‘Sf¯r’’ :`ّpl¯uU اZc و
`iSjUط واbºU اqsa ولh اzlpsa مÔÆW زمS§ طb ®g ‘‘ اSf¯r’’ ،رX¯fÆU اZc و،ابbch اzr U qYr P نX}uUا
طbºpU Sfg اS¯ّi إ،Sf¯r’’ رSTcSw «_h[ واz}] va رqYr `a نX}uU اpc `ZTr أTr ´U ذvr X وه،¨اؤÔ§ وwاX§
w SZ Sf¯r ﴿ ،USs لS Sf آSً£Wر أX¯fÆUه½ اr ` وه،VÈSfU` اa `iS§bÆU اb ذآSf آlU إblf£Uع اX§ رqlUw
، 132 VWÚ ر® ا: افbchرة اXg ﴾VW³ zr
،334  ص:½هUح  ور اb ،7/43 ،42 :ÞlsW zw ا،263 ان صb راوي زهw :·lmY :VÈSfU اqrاXsU ا:bniا

حb ، 8  ص:XYZU` اa Ô§XfU ا،54  ص:فb{U واXYZU` اa l¯fU ا،52—49  ص:ىZU اb^ حb ،335
، 292  ص:`§S§ÔU اqf§ حb ، 4/ 89-87 : `±bUا
ّi و أz أآz} zW ’و أ، 3 `a ‘vZ_ أvZ{ Sf¯r  وz أآz} ّi ه½ اذه½ و أzW ’و أ،1 `a رةSTsUت اW ز1321
z} zW ’ و أ،7 `a ‘جbج أby zW أqjr ّi و أSr qjr Sf¯r  وr وXYi’ ، 5 `a ‘vZ_ اvZ{ Sf¯r وqsa أqso
‘zأآ
، 6 ،4– 2 àuZU اVlmw `a °^mg و،q_h` اa ‘Sf¯i ’ أVfpت آW ز1322
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1325

pc ةb}i Sً fg{½ اZ ءSfg أ1324VّlcSfuU اzr و، [Sr] Sf¯sr نS إذا آ1323 نSrÔÆُ

َ \ أ:XYi ،1327Vsu U أ\ َ إvr ْ°Tâة إذا ُرآbºc S¯Uّ أو:Vsw و ه` أر،1326Ôllf ّiأ
،1331دsU اzc 1330مS¯ogP ا1329`a ® آ:`iSjU و ا1328]
ً §
ُ  رbَ ºc Vَ su  وSً f درهbَ ºc
كZc) ]
ً §ون رbºc أ:°p ´ّi آ1333تَ؟bg Sً rXW ®و آ

1332

¨؟Zc ]
ً § آ® ر:XYi

¨SZT¾ و  أ،5 `a  وردتSf« آlY{Uن‘ واSrÔÆ’ ، 5 `a ‘نSrÔÆ Sfّi ’و إ، 3 ، 2 `a ‘SrÔÆ’ q_h` اa 1323
‘VّlcSfuU ’ اVfp آ°^mg ،3 ، 2 `a 1324
‘Zsr pc’ ، 2 `a 1325
`iS§bÆU اZc VlcSfuU اVlnopU اqrاXsU اzr zrSjUع اXZU وه` ا،زSÆfU اqlTg pc ÔllfpU ءSfgh{½ ه¨ اi 1326
،265  ص:VWXYZU اVÈSfU اqrاXsU ا:bni‘‘ اVÈSfU` ’’اa Sfآ
‘VsuU اU ’ إ،3 `a ‘zlsu وVsu ’ ،2 `a ‘zlsu Vsu `U أzlZ¾ و اbºc  وVsu  ’و،رةSTsUت اW ز،5 `a 1327
‘رًاSZW ’د،7 `a ‘ً Sf ’ دره،2 ، `a 1328
، 5 ، 2 `a ‘`a ’ Vfp آ°^mg 1329
،4– 2 ‘مS¯og]U’ ،àuZU اbj` أآa 1330
‘دsU اzc w `Zت ’ إذا أآW ز،5 `a 1331
‘كZc’ ،5 ، 3 ، 2 `a ‘¨Zc’ q_h` اa 1332
،®¯Tr دsU ®g´‘ وه` اlw °omg ع
ٍ § ® آpc’ UX Zr وS¯lpc bÆUف اb\ لX´ دU ذpc qlUU®‘ واg وآ® ’ا1333
U إSهÔllf نX}W  أن:`iSjU وا،ٍb§ فb\ S¯lpc qW  أن:Sf أ\ه،zWbrw VlrS¯ogP ’’آ®‘‘ اÔllf b§ زXÆWو
:bWmUة واbf£r zِfw zlWXYZUر اX¯f§ Zc ٍ ¬Zl\ bÆU وا،َ°pÅ اà
ٍ l ® آpc و،َ°Wb}® دره ٍ® اw :´UXm آS¯TiS§
(ْ® و )آSهÔllf  وVlrS¯ogP )آ®( اzlw قboU وا، VaS±¶w ّiج أS§ÔU® اc وز، à
ٍ l zr ® آpc و، ®ٍ  درهzr ®}w
  و،bÆU اVWbTyU اÔllf `a {½ وZU اVlrS¯ogP اÔllf `a q_hن ا
ّ  أ:ولh ا،ٍ§ة أوbºc zr SهÔllf  وVWbTyUا
نX}Wدًا وbor نX}W VWbTyU اÔllf  وbl P دًاbor نX}W VlrS¯ogP اÔllf  أن: `iSjU وا،Sf¯Zr q
ٍ ` آa لSYU اÂpyW
vmW P SهÔّlfr و

VWbTyU اzlw q{oU}]م واU اVsg `a ÔÈS§ SهÔllf  وVlrS¯ogP اzlw q{oU أن ا:tUSjU وا، Sًsf§

pc Â^sW VWbTyU أن ا:xrSyU وا،lpc  لVWbTyU واblj}U اpc  لP VlrS¯ogP أن ا:vwاbU وا،ورةb£U` اa SّUإ
 أن:دسSuU وا،´U ذla زXÆW P VlrS¯ogP اÔllf و،zlp§ رP وq§ رP iءS§ q§ آ® ر:لXm ،]w SهÔllf
Sًmp^r vabU اla زXÆW و،ابbcd اzr ` هS¯sXr ½uYw نX}W  أنS¯wاX§ `a دX§h وا،ابX§ Uج إSY VlrS¯ogPا
:لXma w Êy ]a VlrS¯ogP اSّr أ،Ó ُرب:qjr `±SfUSw Êy VWbTyU أن ا:vwSuU وا،ابX§ Uج إSY P VWbTyUوا
®p}fU]ف اyw ½W}U· و اW{U اlU§ إXW VWbTyU}® اw ®p}fU أن ا:zrSjU وا،مS¯ogd اZsr pc ،}prg ًاTc ®آ
Ôllf  أن:bSsU وا،VWbTyU]ف اyw ،مS¯ogdة اÔf¯w نbmW VlrS¯ogd اzr لTU أن ا:vwSuU وا،VlrS¯ogP}® اw
p_ أX هSfور آbÆr ر أوS§ ف أوbnw S¯Zr q{a  إذاT{i ½ÆW مS¯ogPا
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1335

ÔÓlffU` اUف إS£ VّWbTyU و آ® ا.z
َ l¾]¾ ت أمbg Sً rXW

،1338®¯ُlmU ل
ٍ S§ وآ® ر،ُlmU q
ٍ §آ® ر

1337

:XYi

1336

1334

(zWbºc وأ،نX¾]¾ أم

ب
Ó  ُرVُ £
َ lmi ` وهSً sf§ دًا أوbor

 و،1341تSÅU laك وZc 1340]
ً § رzّW آ:XYi ،VWbTyU آ® اZsr `a ،1339zّW آ:tUSjUوا
،257 ،256  ص:½هU  ور ا،336 ،335  ص:ىZU اb^ حb ،2/329 ،328 :qlmc zwح اb :bni اWÔfpUو
،4/134 :ÞlsW zwا
«lY{Uن ‘ واX¾]¾  ’ أم، 4 `a  ووردتÄma ‘ ’ أمVfp آ°^mg ،2 `a ،zlgXmU اzlw Sr رةSTsU ا°^mg ،1 `a 1334
q_h` اa ءتS§ Sfآ
و

q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{U‘ واÔlffU` اUف أS£W’ ، 3 `a ‘Ôّlfr `Uف أS£W ’ ، 3 `a ‘Ôllf’ ،5 `a 1335
¨SZT¾ أ
`a °psÆa ،¨blni pc نXpfYW Sfّ¨ آ± pc ÀºUن اXpfYW ® وه،blj}pU ‘‘® و ’’آqlpmpU ‘‘ب
ّ ن ’’ر
ّ h 1336
¨sw Sr bّÆW  ٍدc VUÔZfw bTyU` اa¨ وsw Sr ½{ZW دc VUÔZfw مS¯ogPا
 دار،Âl± `X :XYZU اWÆ ،1/ 516—507 :XYZU` اa لX_h ا،215 ،214  ص:VlwbsUار اbg أ:bniا
،193 ،192  ص،1982 :ةbهSmU ا،رفSsfUا
‘XYi’ لw ‘لXm’ ،5 `a 1337
q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{Uل‘ واS§ رzr blj ’ أي آ، 6 `a ‘q
ٍ § ’آ® ر،2 `a 1338
اc Sr `a  وردتSf« آlY{Uي‘ وا
ّ  ’ آVfpل آw ‘zW ’آ، 6 ، 5 ، 3 ،1 àuZU اbj` أآaي و
ّ  آq_h` اa 1339
¨SZT¾ و  أ، q_h
«lY{U]‘ وا
ً § رzّW آXYi’ ،7 ، 5 ، 3 ، 2 àuZU اbj` أآa‘ وq§ي ر
ّ  ’ آ،1 `a] ‘ و
ّ §ي ر
ّ  ’آq_h` اa 1340
SهSZT¾ و  أ،àuZU اbj` أآa  وردتSfآ
دةSa( وإ5) bW{Uوم اÔU (4 )ءSZTU( ا3) ÔllfU اUر إSmaP( ا2) مS¯wd( ا1)  ٍرXr أVuf `a ‘‘zّW·’’آ® وآaاX
، 146 ، VWÚ ر® ا: انbfc ل
ِ ³ ﴾bljن آXlّw رsr qS `Ti zr ئ
ّ  ﴿ وآUSs UX qjr ½USÅU اXرة وهS bl}ZUا

VWb zr zW ﴿ وآUSs ©ل اS zr vr qfsu  أنbjآhي وا
ّ  وأlTºUف اS آzr VTآbr (1)  ٍرXr أVuf `a ÂUSyو
qfY P Vw دأzr  ﴿وآئ،USs UX qjr SًTUS zfw ورbÆr SّهÔlfr ( أن2) ، 04 ،VWÚ ر® ا: افbch ﴾ اSهSZ}pأه
ورةbÆr vm P S¯ّi( إ4) رX¯fÆU اZc VlrS¯og اvm P S¯i( إ3) ، 60 VWÚ ر® ا:تXT}ZsUآ®﴾ اSّW وإS¯زbW © اS¯رز
دًاbor vmW P SهbT ( إن5) ،رXo{c zw وأVTl zwP Sًa]
،270 ،269  ص:VWXYZU اVÈSfU اqrاXsU ا،4/ 135 ،134 :ÞlsW zw ا:bni اql{opUو
زنXw zW ’ آ، 4 `a رةSTsUت اWت‘ وزSÅU la  ’وVfp آ°^mg ،1 `a ‘xf la  ’و، 2 `a ‘S¯la ’و، 7 `a 1341
زنXw zl¬ع و آ
ٍ Sزن آXw  ٍءS وآ،zّlsزن آXw’ ، 7 `a ،â`sزن آXw  ٍءS` و آ
ٍ sزن آXw ي
ٍ  ٍ و آzslزن آXw  ٍءS وآzّlsآ
،ٍvٍ زن آXw  ٍءS` وآ
ّ sزن آXw `
ّ عوآ
ٍ Sآ
vٍ زن آXw ` وآ ٍءsزن آXw  وآيvٍ lزن آXw À
ٍ ع وآ
ٍ Sزن آXw  ٍءS وآzW آ:ت
ٍ SÅU xf la ،ÞlsW zwل أS
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1344

﴾اتXfuU` اa ´
ٍ pr zِr ®﴿و آ

:لXm ،دsU اzc w `ِZإذا ُآ
VlcSfuU اzrو
S¯Uّأو

1351

1348

1346

1343

:USs UX XYi

، آا:vwاbUوا

]
ً jr Sً fون درهbºc يZc :لXm

1342

blj( آzِr) vr S¯USfsgا

1345

﴾SهSZ}p أهVٍ Wb zr zّW}a﴿

1347

Vsu ` وه،1350لfYVeءاfZr أfّu ،تSfpآ

Sf آSً fي آا درهZc[36]
1349

ءSfgh` اa ،VprSsUا

4/134 :ÞlsW zw ا:bniا
q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{Uة‘ و اblj آzr’ ،3 `a 1342
‘USs UX’ ،7 ،5 `a ‘ ووردتUX’ Vfp آ°^mg ، 4 `a 1343
،26 :VWÚ ا:®ÆZUرة اXg 1344
،رةXآfU اVWÚ ا°^mg ، 6 `aات‘ وXfuU` اa ’ Vfp آ°^mg ،2 `a
45 .VWÚ ا:ðYUرة اXg ‘SهSZ}p ’ أهVfp آ°^mg ، 4 ، 1 `a‘ وUSs UXت ’وW ز،3 `a 1345
‘ ’آاVfp آ°^mg ،3 `a 1346

بS آ،270  ص:VWXYZU اVÈSfU اqrاXsU ا:bni ا، رةSßU  وذاlTºUف اS آzr VTآbr ` وه:®}د آsU اzc VWSZوه` آ
،2/170 :WXTlg
‘Sf ’آVfp آ°^mg 1 `a 1347
،4– 2 `a ‘]
ً jr’ Vfp آ°^mg 1348
 أنÂU¼fU اWbW SZ وه،½lآbU اsw Xرة وهS® إg و’’ذا‘‘ اlTºUف اS’’ آzr ½آbr ®g¸`‘‘ آا اXluUل’’اSو
 و،S¯U ًاÔllf Sهsw Sr ½{Za ]
ً jr ‘‘zWbºc ’’ مSmr °rS ]
ً lpًا وbljل آX¯ÆfUد اsU اzc S¯w Z}W ‘‘ ’’آا
XYi S¯pjr S¯lpc SًaX^sr وSًfٌ آا آا دره°}pr :qjr VTآbr qfsu و،لSjfU` اa Sfدة آbor ‘‘ ’’آاqfsu
 آا
ّ pc U :لS zr  إن:نXUXmW tl\ ،zuYur ات رأيbّlÅU ه¨ اqjr `a ءS¯mopU‘‘ وSًf آا وآا دره°
ُ }pr’’
،ًSf آا وآا دره:لS zr و،bºc Vsu U إSًf درهbºc \ أrÔU Sًfل آا آا درهS zr و،ونbºc rÔU Sًfدره
،VTآbr P دة وbor qfsu P S¯iوف أb zw® اc وزzlsu وVsu Uون إbºc وا\ وrÔU
272—270  ص:VWXYZU اVÈSfU اqrاXsU ا، 2/ 330 :qlmc zwح أb ،2/76 :vrاX¯U اvf ه:bni اWÔfpUو
‘®gP ’ ا، 6 ،4– 2 àuZU اbj` أ آa ء‘ وSfgh ’اVfp وردت آq_h` اa 1349
مSmW وblTsU` اa زSÆWßU SهXpfsgب اbsUّ§« أن اbW وPSfsg وا
ً Zsr qsoUب اSZr بXZ ظSoU أVlwbsU اVÅpU` اa 1350
¨ ‘‘ هWXTlg’’ لXmW ،لSsah اzr Â
ّ وف أbYUء واSfghن اh ،ÂloypU SًTp¸ qsoUم اSmr وفbYUوف واbnU اÛsw
VّlZU` اa انbf£r `¯ZfUر واXrfU اz}U و،bf£fU اVr]c S¯la b¯n P qsopU ءSfgّ` ه` أUوف اbYUا
2/ 236،237 :qlmc zwح اb ،163  ص:VlwbsUار اbg أ،1/242 :WXTlg بS آ:bniا
SهSZT¾ و  أSiZc «lY{U اX و ه، 6 `a  و وردت،q_h` اa ‘` ’و هVfp آ°^mg 1351
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 و،vfÆUا\ واXU اSf¯la يXuW  و،1354ْعU ®g َ اpْ wَ  و،ْq¯ِ rh ®gا
أ ُةbr اSW )و،1356ًاW َ زWل رو
ُ S§ رSW ًا وW َ زW روq
ُ § رSW
´
َ lpcْ وy
ُ U ®gَ´ اiودُو
`a فS}US آS¯la و

،َpْ wَ

1359

ًا وآاW َ زWرو

،ةÔf¯USw ءS )ه،1362تSÅU

1361

1355

1358

1353

Xوه

1352

َ Wرُو

:لXm ،ti¼fU واbآfUا

ءSui SWو

1357

(ًاW َ زWرو

la  و،ُyU S و ه،َمÔUP

1360

®gا

‘اW زW ’رو، 4 `a 1352
فYU ها اqs§ و،qsoU اw `
ّ fg ®ّ ¾ ÈواÔU اZr ن \فw ®lbU اsw bّÅ_ ®ّ ¾ q_h` اa {رr ،ًاWأن رو
 وqsoU ¾ ّ® \ف ا،ًاW أرودْ زp_` وأZTr brh اqsa  أنSf آZw و،VW{رfU اZsr Zr vp ّi أpc ]
ً lU دblّÅUوا

qlmc zw ا،3/95 ،94 :`±bUح اb :bni ا،ًاW زW روqlma لXsofU اU{ر إfU اÂl± ¾ ّ® أqsoUم اSmr {رfU® اlأ
2/ 236،237 :
‘` ’ه، 2 `a 1353
SهSZT¾ و  أ، 5 ، 4 `a  وردتSf« آlY{U وا،5 ، 4 `a  و وردتq_h` اa ‘®g ’اVfp آ°^mg 1354
‘XYi ’ ، 6 `a 1355
‘W ’زVfp آ°^mg ،7 `a 1356
،zlgXmU اzlw Sr رةSTsU ا°^mg ،2 `a 1357
‘ةXui SW’ ،5 `a ء‘ ووردتSW ’وVfp آ°^mg ،3 `a 1358
‘ ’و ه}ا،5 `a 1359
q_hا اc Sr `a °^mg  وq_h` اa ‘®g ’اVfpت آW ز1360
رSÆU دون أو اqjr فbnU اzc qmi Sr لSsahء اSfg أzr  أنUرة إSd ا،´lpc´ وi دو،bآw ÂّZ{fUأراد ا

zwح اb ،3/ 105 ،104 :`±bUح اb :bni ا،¨ya Wك زZc q_h´ أي  واi دوZsr´ وlpc qjr ورbÆfUوا
،2/ 237 ،236 :qlmc
‘S¯la’ ، 5 ، 3 ، 2 `a 1361
،5 `a ‘S ’ا\هVfpت آW ز1362
ةÔf¯U اbu}w  ِءSي‘‘ هbهXÆUل ’’اS و،S¯Zr VliSf¾ ‘‘ `±bUح اb’’ `a b وذآ،ٍتSÅU ةc la® ’‘ وg اX وه،Sه
Ä
ِ c أZsfw :ت
ِ S ه:S¯Zr و،³ Sr  أي،ُءS أهSr :°
ُ p ،«oUSw ،ءS´ هU ql  و إذا، Zsfw S¯Yowت [ و
ٍ S ]هZsfw
ُabّ{ و،zlS ه،`S ه،اXS ه،SlS ه،ِتS ه:لXma Sًjliًا وbl وآ،ًSsf§ وVً lZjا ًد وba إ،رXrfU½ اuYw ّفb{و
q{a] :يbهXÆpU :حSY{U ا:bni ا،ًءSة هÔf¯U ا°Tّpma ،ًءSW¼ إW `³ zr ،ِت³ ِ تS هq_ أ،qlpyUل اS و،ّlpsa qlUد
3/93 ،92 :`±bUح اb ،[ءS¯Uا
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،Sr ؤS ه،ِءS وه،ؤمS ه،SrؤSأة هbr اSW ،ءS) ه1364:لXm S¯oWb{ ٌفbÓ {و
1368

vfÆو

1367

z
ّ  ُآS هUك إ
َ S ه:لSmla ةÔf¯U اv±Xr فS}Uا

°È أي ا،َWbjUة واXp{Uْ اq¯Ól\ و

1370

.z
Ó }cS هUإ

1369

1366

1363

(ذاك

vَ±Xُ و،1365(ؤنSه

´cS هqjr ءكS ه:لSmla Sf¯Zlw

` و ه،Sba أي ا،ٌوbfc ٌ وWن ز
َ Sّ َ وsُ wَ  أي،1372bُ rhت اS¯l و ه،1371َ WbjUا
`a °ulU VÅUSTr V¾]jU` ه¨ اa ع و
َ bُ gَ ي
َ  أ،1374Vً USن ذا إهfwXr  و،zl¬l 1373`£m
1376

1375

لSsah اzr ،Vswاع أرXi أVّlcSfuU اzr و.

S¯Slّfur

ءS ‘ ه،1 `a ‘ةÔf¯Uة و اÔf¯USw ءS ’ه، 5 `a ،àuZU اbj` أآa zlgXmU اzlwSr رةSTsU` اa bl® وWm كSZ ه1363
‘ ’ذاكVfpل آw ‘´U ’ذ، 3 ، 2 `a ة‘ وÔf¯Uوا
‘لXm’ Vfpل آw ‘XYi ’ ، 4 ، 3 `a ل‘ و وردتXm ’ Vfp آ°^mg ، 2 `a 1364
SW ،3 `a ‘ ن
ّ وS هSr وSأة هbr اSW  ’و، 7 `a ‘ؤنS وهSr وSأة وهbr اSWSؤم وهS و هSrؤS وهSrْS ’و ه، 4 ، 3 `a 1365
zlw Sr àuZU اbj` أآa Êmi دة وSW و زbl ® وWm كSZءه®‘ هS و هSf ء هS و ه،6 `a ،ةXui SW ن
ّ وSن هSأbrا
zlgXmUا
q_h` اa Sf« آlY{U‘ واv±XW’ ، 2 `a ‘v£W  ’و،3 `a 1366
‘zآS` هUك أSآ® وهS ’ه،7 `a ‘zآS` هUك أSآ® وهS` هUك أS ’ه،6 ، 3 `a ‘كSآ® وهS` هUك أS ’ه، 4 ، 2 `a 1367
àuZU اbj و أآq_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{U‘ واvfÆ’ ، 7 ، 5 ، 2 ، 1 àuZU اbj` أآa‘ وvfÆW’ ،3 `a 1368
‘´cS هqjr’ Vfp آ°^mg ، 2 `a 1369
‘z
َ ءآS` هU´ أc S هqjr ءكS ’ه، 5 ، 3 `a ‘zآS` هUك أSآ® وهS` هUت ’ أW ز،7 `a 1370
،5 `a ‘WbjU ’اVfpت آW ز1371
 §ًا أوsw لS ّi}a Wت زS¯lل هS ¶ذاa VÅUSTfU اzr بb£U qsoU اãoU zc اXUc Sfّi وإsTU ®g اX وه،تS¯l ه1372
،bWb§ لX Zr وsTU اq آsw
p_اX ·lmsUSw q
ُّ  تS¯lوه

w zr· وlsUت اS¯lت هS¯l¯a

w va رsw Zsfw qsa ®g اzls±XfU` اa تS¯l هqfsg أtl\ ،ّq
ُ
ِ تS¯l هUX و،·lmsUت اS¯l هUX ،la هSºUا
ت
َ S¯Wa bWb§ انXW` دa bآla ،¨SZsfw نX}W يU اqsoU اqfsW qsoU® اgن ا
ّ  أpc ´Uل ذ
ّ a ،sw xoZw sabW Sf] آ
ً cSa
،تS¯lل هw

انXW د،361 ،360  ص:ىZU اb^ حb ،4/37-35 :ÞlsW zw ا،2/235،236 :qlmc zwح أb :bni اql{opUو
، 479  ص:bWb§
SهSZT¾ و  أ،5 `a  وردتSf« آlY{U`‘ وا£m ` ’وه،5 `a ‘`£mW X ’وه،3 ، 2 `a 1373
،S¯UاÔ¯U S¯WbyZr zr qluW S¯rSء ورSoÆc ةS ىb أ،·f\] أ
ً § أن رqjfU ها اq_ و أ،VUSن ذا إهScbg 1374
VUS\ مSbU اUرة إSل ] وذا[ إSYU اpc( VUS{½ )إهi[ وVUSن ذا إهScbg ] qÈSuUل اSma S¯ل ودآSma  هاSr U qlma
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- «T_ و أ- رS_ و- نS)آ

1378

:XYi ،]sa bºc Vَ ¾]¾ ` وه،1377Sz£f|Qل اfYVe اf|o

 دامSr و- ´
َّ oi اSr  و- Àa Sr و- حbw Sr و-  زالSr و- تSw و- q
Ó ê و- Y± وأ- urو أ
1382

®ّ P S¯ّi أS¯ُiS{mُi و

1381

bَ TyU½ ا
ُ {Z® وgP اvُ ab

1380

¨¯a

1379

(xlU و-

zfU qjfUب اb£W و،ًSbc Wّ½ زT{ ،®¯UX qjr ،qsoU اqmi bWm pc ÔllfU اpc qfYW ز أنXÆW و،VUS إهiXآ
، وqT `¬ºU اViXZl}w bTyW
VsT^r . ريXwSºlZU اfYr zw اf\ أq£oU اXw أ:`iاlfU ا:لSjrh اvfÆr ، 4/38 :ÞlsW zw ا:bni اql{opUو
:بbsUل اSjrع[ أbgدة أSr] :ÄlYfUس اXrSmU ن[ ا:دةSr ] :بbsUن اSuU ،1/349 . 1934 :ةbهS ، انlfUا
Freytag, Georg Wilhelm Friedrich. Arabum Proverbia, Bonnae ad Rhenum, 1838, vol.1,
p. 613.
،عbgق وba وأsw ` وهS¯wSZr °wSi `ّUل اSsah اÂU¼fU{ اmW 1375
‘لSsah اzr’ Vfp آ°^mg ، 7 ،1 `a ‘]ءsah اzr Vsw ’ أر،3 `a 1376
،7 ، 4 ، 2 `a °^mg وq_h` اa ‘لSsa ’ أVfpت آW ز1377
`a bT S¯wX{Zrأ وTr S¯cXa br ن
ّ ´ أU وذ،عXabfU اvr بX{ZfU اb ذآUج إSY S¯ih V{Si °ّlfg لSsahه¨ ا
zc ءSZÅgP« ا
ّ {W ]a V{SZUل اSsah اS¯lpc q `U اVlfgP اVpfÆU` اa نSlgSgن أSZ رآbTyUأ واTfU وا،q_hا
S¯i إpc ل
ّ  وها د،{رfU اpc  لP S¯ih ،ًPSsa أ°ulU وف وb\ S¯ّi أU إzlWXYZU اÛsw ½ وذه،Sf¯Zr ي
ّ أ
ءS S¯mYp S¯ّi إ:ولh§ اXU ا،ٍ§ أوV¾]¾ zr ´U ذpc qlUU واzWbjآhه½ اr X وه،لSsa أS¯ّi« أlY{U وا،وفb\
:XYi VZآSuU اtliUء اS S¯ُmYp S¯ّi أ:`iSjU§ اXU وا،´U ذT أSrا وXiS وآSiS وآ°Z آXYi ،¨ و واوoU وأblf£Uا
«T_ وأ،bl{W رS_ و،نX}W نS آ:XYi فb{ S¯ّi أ:tUSjU§ اXU وا،لSsahSw Êy ءSUة وه¨ ا³bfU ا°rS
(Sr) ن
Ó  أSf آ،لSYU` اoZ `‘‘ وهSr’’ °¯T أS¯ih فbّ{U اS¯pW ®U Sfّi‘‘ وإxlU’’ اc Sr SهbÈSg ´U وآ،«T{W
wاXÆa ،{رfU اpc  لP S¯ّi إ،®¯±اbc اSّr وأ،زSÆYU اVÅU `a ‘‘xlU’’ ىbÆr ‘‘Sr’’ ىbÆ ¯اUل وSYU اoZ
‘‘ رةSTsUل اSsaل ’’أSsah ه¨ ا°ّlfg ¯اU و،Vّlmlm\ bl لSsah وه¨ ا،VlmlmYUل اSsah` اa نX}W Sfّi إ،ها

حS£Wd ا،279 ص:VWXYZU اVÈSfU اqrاXsU ا،7/90 ،89 :ÞlsW zw ا،133 ،132  ص:VlwbsUار اbgh ا:bni اWÔfpUو
، 1/ 48،49 :vfُpUح اb ، 231-228 :qlmc zwح اb ،1/95 ،94 :ي£sUا
Howell, Arabic Grammar, vol.2, pp167,168.
‘XYi ’ Vfpل آw ‘` ’وه،3 `a ،2 `a ‘XYi’ Vfp آ°^mg 1378
،àuZU اbj` أآa ،zlgXmU اzlw Sr رةSTsU` اa Êmi دة وSW و زbl® وWm كSZ ه1379
´U ذpc اXّUg وا،gرSoU` اpc Xw´ اU ذpc swS اج وbg zw اX ه،فb\ (xlU) ن
ّ  أUة إSYZU اzr ½ ذهSr أوّل
´U وذ،فbYU اlpc لW Zsr pc لW ّi أ:ولh§ اXU ا،zl¯§ وzr فbYU¯ اT( أxlU) ن
Ó  أ:ولh اqlUU ا،zlplUw
، فb{W P rS§ فbYUن ا
ّ  أSf آ،فb{W P rS§ ّi أ:`iSjU§ اXU وا،(Sr) lpc لW ىU` اoZU اpc لW ّih
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Zsr دX§ وpc لW رS_ ن
ّ  ّأ،رS_ن وS آzlw قboUوا

1383

بX{ZfUSw P
ّ ع إXabfUSw

،1385ZsfU´ اU ذla §XW ®U ·wSg ن
ٍ Sr زpc ½ّbَ r ،ٍنS¾ ن
ٍ Srز
Sًflpc ©
ُ ن اS ﴿و آ:لXm ´Óiأ

1387

[37]

ىb P أ،`±SfUن اSrÔU اpc

`a} ،1384bTyUا
1386

لW نSوآ

ثYU اpc VUPpU درS{fU اzr Vّmºr مSc ٍ §Xw لSsahن ا
Ó ´ أUن ذSlw  و،VrSc لSsah اzZg ÂUS ّi أ:`iSjU اqlUUوا
ÂUSyr نSrÔU اpc VUPU اzr S¯la Sr] و
ً _ث أYU اpc  لP Vfp}U و ه¨ ا،VopyfU اúluU½ اuYw نSrÔU واSً fÈدا
ثYU` اoi pc  لVfp}U وه¨ ا،£miى اUن اSrÔU اpc  لVl±SfUل اSsah اVrSc ن
Ó ¶a ،لSsah اVrSc `a SfU
·p xlU’ :qjr ،qTmufU اU أو إ±SfU اU إab{ VZWb مXm  أنU إ،b±SYUن اSrÔU` اa SهbT lpc ل
ّ ّى دUا
رةXg ﴾Zc Sًaوb{r ®¯lW  َمXW P ﴿ أUSs UX `a  وSًl±Sr bTyUن اX وه آ،VZWb لSjfU` ها اa  و،pjr ©ا
´U ذq§ أzr و، نSrÔU اzr qTmuW Sfla ®¯Zc ab_ `oi ادbfUن ا
ّ  أpc  لVZWb pc qfºW ، 09 :VWÚ ر® ا:دXه
،فb\ `ا هXUS pآ
،1 / 228-226 :qlmc zwح اb ، 4/ 198،199 :VlaS}U اpc `±bUح اb :bni اWÔfpUو
،3 `a ‘لSsah ’ اVfpت آW ’ه¨‘ و ز، 4 `a  و ردت1380
½{Z ء وSfgh اvabW’ ، 7 `a ‘رSTh{½ اZ® وgP اvab ’ 6 `a ‘bTyU{½ اZ ® وgP اvabW’ q_h` اa 1381
SهSZT¾ و  أ،5 `a  وردتSf« آlY{U‘ واbTyU{½ اZ® وgP اvab’ 5 `a ‘رSThا
،ur أ،ّqê ،Y± أ،«T_ أ،نS آ،لSsa أVliSf¾ X وه،ٍطb ]w pfc qfsW Sr ولh ا،ٍمSu أV¾]¾ pc لSsahوه¨ ا
،ارbfgP اlo لSsa أVsw أرX وه،ءSc¯` أو دi ` أوoi lpc ّمmW ط أن
ٍ bºw pfc qfsW Sr :`iSjU ا،xlU ،رS_ ،تSw
X وهVlabnU اVW{رfU اSr lpc ّمmW ط أن
ٍ bºw pfc qfsW Sr :tUSjU وا،´oi أSr ،Àa Sr ،حbw Sr ، زالSr
® ر: ®Wbr رةXg ،ّSl\ `rة دواr ﴾ أيSّl\ °r دSr ةSآÔUة واXp{USw `iS_﴿ وأو،USs UXm آÄma ‘‘دامSr’’qsoUا
،ةfU اX وه،فbnUSw ّرm S¯ih ،ًVlabêوام وU اX وه،{رfUSw ّرm S¯ih VW{رr ¨‘ هSr’ °lfg و،31 ،VWÚا

l¯fU ا،141-133  ص:VlwbsUار اbg أ،1/ 235-228 :qlmc zwح أb ،180 ،177  ص:ىZU اb^ حb :bniا
،204-200  ص:فb{U واXYZU` اa
Howell, Arabic Grammar,vol. 1, pp. 168-171; Elder, Arabic Grammar, pp.182-184.
q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{U و ا،ّ ®W P’ ،7 `a 1382
«lY{U وا، 2 `a رةSTsU ه¨ ا°^mgب‘ وX{ZfU اUج إSY qw ’ ،5 `a ب‘ ووردتX{ZfUSw P
ّ  ’إq_h` اa 1383
SهSZT¾ و  أq_h` اa  وردتSfآ
q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{U‘ واbTyU` اZsfU ’ا،2 `a 1384
‘ZsfU ’اVfp آ°^mg ،2 `a 1385
‘bTyU اZsr دX§ وpc لW نS ’وآ، 6 `a تW ’ ل‘ ز،3 `a ل‘ وردتW’ Vfp آ°^mg ،2 `a 1386
SهSZT¾ و  أ،àuZU اbj` أآa  وردتSf« آlY{Uى‘ واb ’ ، 4– 2 àuZU اbj` أآaى‘ وbW’ ،5 `a 1387
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Uل إS\ zr لSmiP اpc لW ih ،1389Sً fl}\ Sً flpc ©
ُ ر اS_ ،«{W ®U و
1393

﴾Sً fl}\

USs UX :XYi 1392(§ أو وv \ث أو وZsfw) VrS 1391  ُءÆ نS وآ،1390لS\

Wإذا أر

1395

 و،VlaSi

1399

Sr

1388

1401

S¯اX« و أT_وآا أ

S¯اX زال وأSr `a

1394

1398

﴾َةbulr Uة إbnZa  ٍةbَ u
ْc
ُ ن ذُوS﴿و إن آ

Sr و،1397V_SyUت اSوh` اa لXUا

1396

S¯w

ُ اbÅg اSهSZsr
:لXma ،°lXU اSهSZsr و،VّW{رr  دامSr `a  و،1400نSrÔUق ا

17 VWÚء ر® اSuZU ا:رةXg 1388
‘رS_’ Vfp آ،3 ،1 `a  و وردت،6 ، 2 `a ‘Sًfl}\ Sًflpc © راS_’ Vfp آ°^mg 1389
q_hا اc Sr `a ‘لS\ U ’إVfp آ°^mg 1390
¨SZT¾ و  أ،2 `a  وردتSf« آlY{U¬`‘ واÆ’ ،2 `a ‘ ÀÆW’ q_h` اa 1391
،bl® وWm ،7 `a  و، 7 ، 5 ، 3 `a ،zlgXmU اzlw Sr رةSTsU ا°^mg 1392
‘ USs UX’ Vfp آ°^mg ،1 `a 1393
، 7 ، 5 ، 3 ، 1 ،VrدSmU اàuZU` اa ة‘ و وردتbulr `Uة أbnZa ‘q_h` اa °^mg ،280 .VWÚ ا:ةbmTUرة اXg 1394
SهSZT¾ و  أq_hا اc Sr `a  وردتSf« آlY{Uوا
SهSZT¾ أSf« آlY{U‘ واS¯اX ’و أ، 7 ، 5 ، 3 ، 2 `aا‘ وX ’وأq_h` اa 1395
q_h` اa  وردتSf¨ آSZT¾ أSf« آlY{U‘ واw ’ ،2 `a ‘Sf¯w’ ،5 `a 1396
Y± وأur أZsW «T_ات أX وأ،Y£Uء واSufUح واST{U ه` ا1397
q أي دW« زT_ أXYi’ ،4 `a ‘W« زT_ أXYi’ ، 6 `a ‘Sr ` ’ه،5 `a  و وردت،2 `a ‘Sr’ Vfp آ°^mg 1398
‘حST{U ا°` وa
‘اX ’و أ،3 ، 2 `a 1399
، Sً}\S± W زال زSr : XYi لSYU اl£mW Sr ½u\ pc Zc bَTyfU اbTyU اVr]زr : S¯اX زال وأSr Zsr  و1400
P
ً  إWزال زSr] : ÔÆW ®U [ وSًfÈS P
ّ  إWن زS آSr] زS§ و، bَ fg` واmw :  دامZsr وzlZlsUو ازرق اbfc  زالSrو
W ]زال زla bWmUن اS[ آSًfÈS P
ّ  إWن زS آSr ] °p ¶ذاa ،`oZU اZsr °p^w}]م أU` اa °p[ إذا دP
ّ ن ]إh [SًfÈS
زXÆW [نS` و]آoZU اZsr لS^w§½ إXW ءSZjgPف اb\ لSن إدS آSّfpa ،`oZUف اbYw P
ً  إqfsuُW P  وزال، [SًfÈS
ÔÆW ®U وSًfÈS P
ّ  إWن زS آSr زS§ ، `oZU فb\ لS¶دw P
ّ  إS¯USfsgز اXÆW P [` و ]زالoZUف اb\ bl zr S¯USfsgا
SًfÈS P
ّ  إW زال زSr
، 141،142  ص:VlwbsUار اbg أ، 1/ 238،239 :qlmc zwح اb :bniا
Howell, Arabic Grammar, vol. 2, pp.178-196.
‘XYi’ Vfpت آW ز،6 `a ‘لXmW °lXU ’ا، 3 `a ‘لXm VlXU ’ا، 2 `a 1401
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Sr xِp§ و أ،1403la ٌ`Z X و هP
ّ  إ1402 VZrزh اzr نSr زlpc ت
ِ W ®U  أيSً lZ ٌWزال ز
1407

Sً fÈS ٌW زxlU XYi) 1406لSYU` ا
ِ oZU xlU و1405 gXp§ 1404 ّةr  أيSً uUS§ ٌWدا َم ز
،1409SَmرfOُZQل اfYV أ،1408UifjQ|ع اQا

®َ gP ا1413vَabَ ،usa ،´ و أو،ُبb وآ،1412uc  و،دS آ1411XYi 1410:Vswوه` أر
ُ {Zو
،1415بX{Zr {رr bWm `a ،1414رعS£fU اqsoU }اvr ْ¨ أنbT و،َbTyU½ ا
،5 `a ‘Vl±SfU ’اVfpت آW ز1402
‘la ’ Vfp آ°^mg ، 3 `a ‘`
ّ Z’ Vfp آ°^mg ،2 `a 1403
‘Wس زXp§ ةr ’و،2 `a ‘سXp§ ةr ’و،6 `a ‘gXp§ ة دوامr ’و،3 ،`a تW ز1404
SهSZT¾ و  أ،q_hا اXg Sr `a  وردتSf« آlY{U وا،5 –2 `a °^mg  وq_h` اa ‘W ’زVfpت آW ز1405
`a سSlmU اX هSf آSًoU أS¯ÈSW ½pَ ®¯آb و،نS}gdSw Sًoloy ،®ْpc
ِ ،َ®pِc
َ `a لSmW Sf آ،½lَ¯[ آxْlU] xlU q_وأ

1406

،Tu\ pc z
ٍ rÔw llmU اZcن وÚ أي ا،ًSfÈS W زxlU :XYi ،لSYU` اa VpfÆUن اXf£r `oZ ‘‘xlU‘‘  أي أن، بSه:
SهbT ®Wm زXÆW P ّi أUن إXlaX}Uه½ اa ،S¯lpc ‘‘xlU’’ bT ®Wm `a ةSYZU اÂp وا،ً اSًfÈS W زxlU :XYi
z}W ®U ف وإذاbّ{W P qsa ‘‘xlU’’ نh نXlaX}U اlU ذه½ إSr «lY{U وا،¨ازX§ U إzlWb{TU اbj وذه½ أآ،S¯lpc
°s± وS¯ih ،´U ذS¯la نX}W P ّi¶a xlU Sّra ،wS` آa ‘WXTlg’ ½}W Sf آ،pfc فbّ{W ®U uoi `a Sًabّ{r
،اجbg zw اoUS وا\ًا وSًs±Xr
1/93 :XYZU` اa لX_h ا،1/46 :WXTlg بS آ،140  ص:VlwbsUار اbg أ،1/232 :qlmc zwح اb :bni اWÔfpUو
7/111،112 :ÞlsW zw ا،4/ 198،199 : `±bUح اb ،
ÊZU` اa SهSZT¾ أSf« آlY{U وا،7 `a تW و زq_h` اa zlgXmU اzlw Sr رةSTsU ا°^mg 1407
‘`iSjUع اXZU ’و اàuZU اbj` أآa و1408
pc ZsfU اtl\ zr ل لSsah وه¨ اla  أو أًاP
ً X{\  ًء أوS§ ر،bTyU اXّiU v± وSr ،½§S\ zwل أS 1409
،دS وه` آ،bTyUب اb pc ل لSsa أ:وّلh ا،مSu أV¾]¾ pc ` وه،VwرSmfpU S¯p آ°ulU½ وlpÅUب اSw zr VwرSmfUا
وعb pc ل لSsa أ:tUSjU وا،·UXpى و إb\ وuc ` وه،ءS§ِbU اpc ل لSsa أ:`iSjU ا،´  و أو،بbوآ
، ºi· وأ أo¸ وqs§ع وb ،` وهVW أTU واbTyUا
:½هUح  ور اb ،7/115 :ÞlsW zw ا،1/277 ،276 :qlmc zwح أb ،4/211 :`±bUح اb :bni اWÔfpUو
، 233  ص:`wbsU اXYZU ا،1/ 129 ،128 :vr اX¯U اvf ه،189 ص
Howell, Arabic Grammar, vol. 2, pp.198-200; Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language,
vol. 2, pp.106,107.
‘Vsw ’ أرVfp آ°^mg ،2 `a 1410
q_hا اc Sr `a ‘XYi’ Vfp آ°^mg 1411
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 أنX وهb³ § وUج و
َ وbyU ُ اWز
®َ gPا

1418

1416

ربS :°p ´iج آ
َ bُ yW ٌ أنW زuc لXm

vab دS ٍ و آWج ز
ُ ُوb
ُ ب
َ bُ َ :°p ´i ُ آWج ز
َ bُ yW  أنuc

1417

:لSmW

q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{U‘ واuc’ لw ‘ulc’ 5 `a 1412
®U {½ أمZU اblf±  أوvabU اblf± S¯w q{اء أXg لS\ q` آa qsa S¯ّi إ:ولh ا،ةSYZUال اX أV¾]¾ [uc] `a ان
ً اءXg ،الX\h اvlf§ `a فb\ S¯ّi إ:`iSjU وا،ونbfU اYّ§ ور،ةb{TUة اSYi لX X وه،Sf¯Zr \ واS¯w q{ّW
:tUSjU وا،اجbg zw½ واps¾ وzllaX}Uة اbَ¯f§ لX X وه،Sf أ\هS¯w q{ّW ®U {½ أمZU أو اvabU اblf± S¯w q{ا
½{i blf± S¯w q{ف إذا أb\ S¯ّiإ
، blf£Uء اS w q{W ّi´ اU ذpc qlUU وا، qsa ّi« أlY{U وا،رعS£r S¯psa Vlpsa Vpf§ SهbT نX}W  أنq_hوا
Sّfpa، 22 VWÚ ر® ا: ® ﴾ ﺴﻭﺭﺓ ﻤﺤﻤﺩlUX ُ® إنlْ u
َc
َ q¯a ﴿USs لS Sfا آXuc وSlucو، °luc : XYi ¨ وواؤoUوأ
tliSUء اS mYp ´U وآ،qsa ّi أpc ل
ّ  د، ®f و، SrS و، °f : XYi ، qsoU اpc q Sf آbÈSf£U ه¨ اpد
bTyU{½ اZ® وgP اvab pfc وqsa ّi اpc ل
ّ a تs و°rS ، أةbfU ا°uc : XYi qsoUSw Êy `U اVZآSuUا
،دS وآuc sw Sًfg اl¬Ær رiم [ وXmW  أنW زuc] : XYi qTmufU اqsoU اvr P
ّ ن إX}W P SهbT ن
ّأP
ّ ن إS آqjr
، bsºU` ها اa Sfآ
SًfÈS_ °
ُ luc `ّiنْ إbِj} P

SًfÈ داSًYّprٌ لsU` اa ت
ِ bjأآ

SهbTyw ءS§ و،bTyU{½ اi® وgP اS¯w vaba [نSى ]آbÆr [uc] ىb§ أtl\ [ SًfÈS_ °luc] UX ،la هSºUوا
Vw رؤU إ°lTUم ها اX ½ui و7/14 صpc S£W أÞlsW zw¨ اb وذآ،qlmc zwاه اX zr bsºU وها ا،ًداbor Sfgأ
،ةSYZU اàl ‘‘WXTlg ’’لX X وه،´Uا ذc Sfla qsa و،pÈSmU فbsi ®U و،عXT^fU اiاXW` دa Æi ®Uج وSÆsU اzwا
،qlU¨ دZc ½هr q}Uو
:`±bUح اb ،2/374 3/ 158 ،157 ،99 ،12 ،11 :WXTlg بS آ،1/277 :qlmc zwح اb :bni اql{opUو
، 237،238  ص: `wbsU اXYZU ا،131-126  ص:VlwbsUار اbg أ،7/128—115 :ÞlsW zw ا،4/ 223—213
، 33  ص:XYZU` اa Ô§XfUا
Howell, Arabic Grammar, vol. 2, pp. 201-206; Wright, Grammar of the Arabic
Language, vol.2, pp.107,108
‘bTyU{½ و اZ ’وàuZU اbj` أآa °^mg ‘ وvabW’ ، 4 ، 2 `a 1413
‘ أنvr’ ، 2 `a تW ز1414
‘ بX{ZfU{ر اfU ’ا، 7 `a 1415
،q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{U‘ واWوج ذb بb ’ ، 7 ، 6 `a تWب ‘ وزb ’ 5 `a 1416
‘لXm’ ،7 ،3 `a ‘لXmW’ ،2 `a 1417
q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{U‘ و اvabW’ ، 7 ، 5 ، 3 `a‘ وvab نS ’و آ،4 `a 1418
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ٌW َد زS آ:°p ¶ذاa

1421

بX{ZfU اqcSoU® اgا

1420

bWm `a رعS£fU اqsoUا

1419

¨ُbTو

ُ byW
Zsr `a 1423 ُءÆW و،1422qfsuW ®U ّi أSّU إ،ًS§رS ٌWد زS آ،ZsfU اbWm نSج آ
ب
ُ ْbmُ U ها اuc `a xlU  )و،ًاblrأ

1425

qjr ´ وأو،1428دSل آSfsg اqfsuW

نX}W س
ُ وbsUد اS آ:XYi 1424 ِ Tَ º
Ó Uب ا
ِ ْbُ
1427

:(ب
َ bُ و َآ

1426

[38]

:ءS§ و رvf¸ X هSfّiوإ
1429

{S¯l¯§` وa ،uc

‘Sً£W ’ أVfpت آW ز،1 `a 1419
‘qcSoU® اgP اbWm’ ، 2 `a ‘¨bWm `a’ ،6 `a 1420
‘بX{Zr qcSa’ àuZU اbj` أآa  و، 5 ، 3 ، 2 `a 1421
،Xج( أى هbyW) Vlpsa Vpf§ Xد( هS )آbT « أنllY{U إذا ا،ابbcd` اa xlU  و،ZsfU` اa bWm ها
‘la’ qfsuW ،3 `a 1422
‘ ÀÆ ’ ، 2 `a ‘ ÀÆW نS ’وآ، 3 `a 1423
‘`¬lºpU TºpU ’ ، 6 `a ‘`¬lºpU `¬lºUب اb ’ ،1 `a ‘ وÀlºU اzr’ ، 7 `a ‘`¬lºpU TºU ’ ا، 3 ، 2 `a 1424
‘نX}W  ’أن،3 `a 1425
‘ءS§ ورvf¸ la ’ ،2 `a ب‘ وbء وآS§bU واvf^U اX ’ه،3 `a ‘ءS§ و رvf^pU ’ ،7 `a 1426
oºW  ا© أنuc لXm vf^Uء واS§bU اqlTg pc brh اVwرSmfU uc ن
ّ د‘‘ أS وآuc’’ Zsr zlw قboUوا
لXm لX{YUد واX§XU اqlTg pc wرSmfU ،دS وآ،la عXf^r © اZc zr X§br ÈSo بb  أنWb ،´£Wbr
،q{\  وبbÅU اzr S¯wb  أنWb ،بbÅ xfºUدت اSآ
،283 ،282  ص:`§S§ÔU اqf§ حb ،7/124 :ÞlsW zw ا:bniا
Howell, Arabic Grammar, vol. 2, pp. 208-214; Wright, Grammar of the Arabic
Language, vol.2, p.106.
، 7، 4- 2 ،àuZU اVlmw `a  و وردت،5 `a ،zlgXmU اzlw Sr رةSTsU ا°^mg 1427
°i أي دxfºU ا°wbل آSmW ، بb Zsfw q_h` اa بb وآS£W أSهbu آqmٌiاء وbU« اa [ب
َ bَ` ]آa رX¯ºfU وا1428
¨SZsr vZfW Pن و³ la vfuW ®Uد وS آbT `a vmW P Sf آla ®gP اvmW P وSًYWb_ ]
ً sa P
ّ  إbTyUن اX}W P و، وبbÅpU
،psa بb Zsr pc SًYlY_ نS}U qsoW ب أن
َ b لXm °i أXU  و،بb ¨SZsr نS´ إذ آU ذzr
4/ 221 ،220 : `±bUح اb ،7/ 127 ،126 :ÞlsW zw ا:bniا
175 ء صS¯i إU إ---- ، أنbWm `a رعS£fU اqsoUا، 175  صÄg وzr ،أT ،zlgXmU اzlw Sr ،Ämg ،1 `a 1429
،S¯l¯§ ` وa uc qjr ،
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:مQح واZQ ا1431لfYVأ
1435

lU إSً aS£r  أو،1434xZÆU]م اw Sً aÓbsr

1433

x
َ ¬w و،ٌW زq
ِ §bU )أو ] ُم ا،ٌW زq
ُ §bU َ® اsi)

Sً fgن اSl£mW

1437

1432

1430

kQfjQ|ع اQا

:xْ¬wِ  َ® وsْ iِ Sfوه

:XYi ،1436عXabr b³ ®gَ¨ اsw و
‘عXZU ’وا،3 ،2 `a 1430

‘لSsaل ’أw ‘]sa’ ، 3 ، 2 `a ‘]نsa’ ،1 `a‘ وqsa ’ ،3 `a 1431
نXZU« اa :VliSjU وا،®ِsiَ ،XYi zlsU اbuن وآXZU« اa :Uوh ا،تSÅU vw أرlaم وSsUم اUم واSsUح اfpU Ss±  و1432
،َ®sِ iِ :XYi zlsUن واXZU اbu آ:VswاbU وا،َ®sْ iِ ،XYi zlsUن اS}g إvr نXZU اbu آ:VjUSjU وا،َ®sْ iَ ،XYi zlsUن اS}gوإ
،{]حUداءة واbU` اa Ss±ان وpU_]ن اh اSf وه،x¬w َ® وsِ i q_‘ و أWXTlg’ لS و،َ®sْ iِ VjUSjU اVÅpUر ه` اX¯ºfUوا
Uن إXWb{TUه½ اa ،´U` ذa ةSYZU اÂp]ن اsa ن أوSfg أx¬w® وsi q ه،ZsfU ها اblÅw qsa Sf¯Zr نX}W Pو
لSsahSw US{ \ ّ اpc Sf¯w q{ّW blf£U أن ا:وّلh ا،§ أوV¾]¾ zr ´U ذpc اXUgن واSab{ّW P ]نsa Sf¯ّiأ
q{ّ Sf آ،Sf¯w q{ّ ،ÂXU` اa ءSب هbsU اzr \ اS¯pTmW ®U ّU اVZآSuU اtliUء اS  أن:`iSjU ا،اXrS وSrS ،XYi
SlZw SfU zlfg اSiS آXU و،Vl±SfUل اSsahS« آoU اpc نSlZTr Sf¯ّi أ:tUSjU ا،VWرSÆU ا°u¬wأة وbfU ا°fsi ،XYi لSsahSw
فb\ لX د:وّلh ا،ً § أوVuf zr ´U ذpc اXUّg وا،ءSfg اSf¯ّi أUن إXlaX}U ذه½ ا،ّpc bl zr «oU اpc
:bcSºUل اS Sfء آSfghSw ÊyW bÆUف اb\ وS¯lpc bّ ÆUا
Srb{r ٌلSfUم اsr  أوVp Sًأ

lw ÂU¼W رSÆU® اsZw °uUأ

،bl{ZU® اsi وUXfU® اsi SW ،لXm بbsUن ا
ّ  أ:`iSjU ا،blsU اx¬w pc bluU® اsi ،لS ّiب أbsU اÛsw zc `}\و
x¬w ،P و،xr أq§bU® اsi ) :qjr لSsah اbÈSu آSf¯w نSrÔUان اbم اc :tUSjU ا،ءSfgh اÊÈS{ zr اءZUوا
 ّi أ:xrSyU ا،لSsah اÊÈS{ zr فb{U وا،نSab{W P Sf¯i أ:vwاbU ا،zlpsow SulU Sf¯ّi أpc qlU ًا دq§bUا
نXlaX}Uا اXUg اSr Sّra ،qlsa  وزنpc ل `ءSsah اVpjr` أa xlU و،W زq§bU® اsi :اXUS ®¯ّiب أbsU اzc ءS§
x¬w® وsi Sّr ‘ وأWXTlg لX lpc و،Vf\bU اlpc ÂU¼fU اlU ذه½ إSf آ،«lY{U اX هzlWb{TUه½ اfa ،gSoa
،Vfp}pU ً ءSfg أz
ّ  إذا آz¯WbÆ P و،فb\ أV¾]¾ pc ءSfgh اVrSc ن
ّ P انblّÅ P Sf¯ّid ، آ]مSf¯la xlpa SfهXYiو
]
ً cSa رعS£ S¯ّih ،blآU اpc لSsahل واSsa أz
ّ ¯ّih
،106—96  ص:VlwbsUار اbg أ،7/ 131—127 :ÞlsW zw ا،2/179 ،3/266 :WXTlg بS آ:bni اql{opUو

انXW د، 1/ 131، 130 :XYZU` اa لX_h ا،190 ،189  ص:`§S§ÔU اqf§ حb ،2/ 128 ،127 :qlmc zwح أb
 ه}ا°lTpU `iSjU اb^ºU اb ذآz}U و، 219  ص:نSu\
Srsr وbljل آ
ٍ Sr ف ذا
ِ bُsUي اU
Howell, Arabic Grammar, vol. 2, pp. 219-221; Wright, Grammar of the Arabic
Language, vol. 1, pp. 97, 98.
q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{Uن‘ واSfgن أSl£m ’ ،2 `a 1433
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]
ً cSa ولhع اXabfUا

1440

ّfuُW و،1439(ٌوbfc q
ِ §bU و] ُم ا،1438(ٌوbfc q
ُ §bUا

:لSmla ،ٍVwX{Zr ةb}Zw buّoW وqcSoU اbf£Wو

1441

مUح واfUSw صX{yfU` اiSjUوا

:لSmla 1446 (1445x¬Tw ءSg  و،َ®sْ Zِ wِ 1444اÓT\ 1443·YpW و،x¬w 1442ٌ و آاW] ز
ً §® رsi)
1448

ً §ٌ أو رW زq
ُ §bUّا اT\
. هاq
ُ jr ءSg و1447]
‘ÂWbsU]م اw’ ، 7 `a 1434

U إSًaS£r  ُ أوTsU® اsi ،XYi ]مU واÂUhSw Sًabsr ًSfgن أX}W  أنpcSa `a ½§‘ وx¬w  أو،®sِi’ qsoUن اS وإذا آ1435
ًاbuoّ r ًاbur ًاbf£r , أُو،30 VWÚ ر® ا:qYZUرة اXg ﴾zlmfU َ® دا ُر اsْ Zِ U ﴿ وUSs UX qjr ‘‘ ’’الSw فbsr ®ٍ gا
نX}W  َ® و§½ أنpِaَ ،50 VWÚ ر® ا:Â¯}Uرة اXg ﴾Pw zlfUSnpU x¬w ﴿ USs UXm آ،ÔllfU اpc VwX{Zr ¨sw ةb}Zw
Sf¯pcSa Ê
ّ  مSsUم اpU x¬w و،مSsUح اfpU °s± وSّfU ®si ن
ّ ( إ1) ،zl¯§ وpc X¯a ؟xZ§ ®g أx¬w® وsi qcSa
Sib ذآ،xZÆU´ اU` ذa مUح واfpU ·Yur مXrfUوح واffU اpc لlU xZ§ ®gن اX}W ( و§½ أن2) مSsU اãopUSw
،«lY_ X¯a ،Vf\bU اlpc ÂZّ{fU اb ذآSr Sّr« و أl±XpU Vpjrhه¨ ا

zwح أb ،104  ص:VlwbsUار اbg أ،1/ 88-81  ص:ي£sUح اS£Wd ا،259 ،258  ص:ىZU اb^ حb :bniا
2/129 ،128 :qlmc
Howell, Arabic Grammar,vol. 2, pp. 222-228.
‘عXabr X ’وه،1 `a 1436
‘XYi’ Vfpل آw ‘لXm ’ Vfp آqfsuW ،5 ، 2 `a XYi’ Vfp آ°^mg ،3 `a 1437
،zlgXmU اzlw Sr رةSTsU ا°^mg ،1 `a 1438
’و

W ذq§bU® اsi ’ ،1 `a ،àuZU اbj` أآa ،zlgXmU اzlw Sr ،رةSTsU` اa Êmi دة وSW و زbl® وWm كSZ ه1439

x¬w’وbfc q§bU ‘ و]م اW زq§bU® اsi ’ 4 `a ’ bfc q§bU أو ]م اW زq§bU اx¬w وbfc q§bU® ]م اsi
‘bfc q§bU و ]م اW زq§bUا
‘ّfu  ’و،5 `a 1440
‘مUح أو اfUSw ’ ،1 `a 1441
‘ ´U ’ وآ، 2 `a 1442
‘·YpW’ لw ‘·Yp  ’و،6 `a 1443
`iSjU` اa ®ول وأدhف اbYU اVآb\ °aYa ،ٍ\ واxZ§ zr نSّآbYr نSab\ vf§½ ذا ‘‘ ا
َ Tَ \’’ p_ّا أT\ 1444
وحffU½ اWbmح وfU اSهSZsr وqُsa  وزنpc ½
َ Tُ \  و، وا\ةVfp آVUÔZfw رS{a ‘‘ ’’ذاvr ½ّ½‘‘ ورآ
ّ \’’ رS{a
®gّ اi أUة إSYZU اbjه½ أآa  ؟qsa ® أمg ا،ّاT\ `a ةSYZU اÂp و ا،ٍ qlsa  وزنpc ‘‘½lT\’’ Zr½ وpmU اzr
لX lpc و،ىXh اX½ هUSÅUن اS آbÚ اpc Sf رآ½ أ\هSfU® وgP اzr ·ºr qsoUSa ،qsoU اzr ىX® أgPن ا
ّh
صX{yfUأ واTr X® ‘ وهgّا ‘اT\ ن
ّ  أUل ‘ إX_h` اa ،اجbg zw½ ‘ وا£mfU` ‘ اa دbTfU وذه½ اWXTlg
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،1451°
ُ ZZê و،ُ°p و،ُ°Tu\)1450:XYi ،VsTg ` وه1449:]O]Q وا¥ّQل اfYV أ:lmاXQ|ع اQا
ُ fc وز،ُ و و§ت،ُ°W ورأ،ُ°fpcو
Vabsr Zsfw  ُةblh اVُ swرh ه¨ ا°iS إذا آ،1452(°
`a لSmW  أنUوh وا،ً وا\اSfg اSpsÆa ‘‘  ’’ذاvr ‘‘½
ّ \’’ °Tآba b¼r أTr صX{yfUّم واmr ¨bT ن
ّ  أ،¨bT
½USÅU أن اU¯® إ£sw ½ وذه،b¯nW P أTr bT أ أوTr Sّr® إsi صX{yr ابbc¶ّ آiّا أT\ صX{yr ابbcا
Vlpsa P وVlfg اS¯lpc ½pÅW P S¯ّi أU إVcSf§ ½ وذه،ولhء اÔÆpU ةXmU واqsa Sf¯Zr ولhء اÔÆUن ا
ّ h ،Vّlpsa S¯lpc
bÚ اpc Sf½ أ\هpÅW ]a ،qcSa X® هgض وا
ٍ Sr qsa zr VTآbr Vpf§ ` هqw
،111-107  ص:VlwbsUار اbg أ،2/180 :WXTlg بSّ½[ آT\ دةSr] : حSY{Uب و اbsUن اSuU :bni اWÔfpUو

`a لX_h ا،4/256 ،255 :`±bUح اb ،2/135 :qlmc zwح اb ،299 ،298  ص:VWXYZU اVÈSfU اqrاXsUا
،7/142-138 :ÞlsW zw ا،1/ 137-135 :XYZUا
Howell, Arabic Grammar, vol. 2, pp. 232, 233.
bj` أآa ‘`ZsfU` اa Sf¯Soh ‘x¬Tw ءSg® وsZw اT\’ ،2 `a ‘x¬Tw ءSg’ ،5 `a ،q_h` اa ‘qjr’ Vfpت آW ز1445
،zfU` اa ¨SZT¾ و  أ،5 `a  وردتSf« آlY{U‘ واZsfU` اa Sf¯Soِ h x¬Tw ءSg  و، 6 ، 5 ، 4 ، 3 àuZUا
،Vf\bU اlpc ´USr لS
]Æuٌr ®sِZ آV¾]¾  ذيzr

]ٌsaَ qs§ء‘‘ وأSg‘‘ x¬T آqs§وأ

، x¬w ابbc إqjr wاbc وإx¬TU ]
ً cSa نX}W Sr P
ّ  إS¯pcSa نX}W ]a ‘‘ x¬w’’ لSfsgم اU` اa ‘‘ءSg’’ qfsuو
`a [x¬w® وsi] VprSsr q
ٍ rSsW و، مUح أو اfU{ اmU ‘‘qُsaَ ’’  وزنpc qsa Zr ZTW ز أنXÆW `¾]¾ q
ٍ sa q آzrو
مS}\h اzr S¯U ّمm Sr vlf§
2/133،134 :qlmc zwح اb ، 4/255 :`±bUح اb ، 258،259 :ىZU اb^ حb :bni اWÔfpUو
،zlgXmU اzlw Sr رةSTsU ا°^mg ،12 `a 1446
‘W] ز
ً §ّا رT\ ’و، 7`a ‘ ]
ً §ّا رT\ ’و، 4 `a ‘W] ز
ً § ’و ر، 2 `a 1447
‘ ’هاVfpل آw ‘¨ ’هVfp آqfsuW ، 2 `a 1448
VUS_dSw Sّr إ،zlsU® ا£w (q
َ sُ aَ ) pc USfsgز اXÆW ّi¶a ،Zr ½ÆspU «US_ `¾]¾ qsa q آSً£W أSfاهbÆr ىbÆWو
®}\  وqcSoU` \}® اa م وUح واfUدة اSa إa Sf¯sr وىSula ، ®َ ¯ُ aَ ب و
َ bُ £
َ  آqWXYUSw  أو، ف
َ bُ 
َ ُف وb^
َآ
، وه}ا،وbfc q§bU اt
َ Tُ 
َ :مU` اa  وW زq§bU ُ¯ َ® اaَ :حfU` اa لXma ، wاbcص و إX{yfUا
، 2/ 133،134 :qlmc zwح اb :bniا
‘بXpmUل اSsa أfّ uW ’و،5 ، 2 `a تW´‘ زºpU بXpmUل اSsa ’ أ،3 `a 1449
´ºUن اh ب ـXpmUل اSsaل أSsah ه¨ ا°ّlfg و،بXpmUل اSsa أو أ،zlmlU´ واºUل اSsa أS¯U لSmW VsTuUل اSsahه¨ ا
، درى،qlmc zwح اb `a تW وزÂZّ{fU اb ذآSf آ،VsTg ةSYZU اZc لSsahد ه¨ اc و،بXpmUل اSsa أzr zlmlUوا
،ْ½ ووهqs§ وSÆَ\ ّ وc َ® وpّsو
، 1 / 355 ، 354 :qlmc zwح اbg :bniا
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Zsfw °
ُ W ورأ،ُ°abc Zsfw °
ُ fpc 1454°iS¶ذا آa 1453.zlUXsofU` ا£m o{w `ءºUا
ÛmW ®U

1457

°
ُ p  أي°
ُ fc و ز،1456S¯ُaدS_  أيVَ USّ£Uا

1455

ت
ُ § وو،ُتb{wأ

ع
ُ SZr اS¯{ÈS{ zrك و
َ Sًا أW ز°
ُ fpc] و
ً ±Sa ًاW ز°Tu\ :لXm 1458`iSjUل اXsofUا
Howell, Arabic Grammar, vol. 2, p.133.
،4 - 2 `a ‘XYi’ Vfp آ°^mg 1450
Zsfw (2) bÚ اpc zlUSf\P« أ\ اl§b X وه:znU اZsfw (1) ،§ أوV¾]¾ pc ‘‘ °ZZê ’’ qfsga

1451

Vf¯U اZsfw (3) ،53 ،VWÚ ر® ا:Â¯}Uرة اXg ﴾SهXsاXr ®¯ّiا أXّZna ﴿ USs لS Sf آ:zlmlU اUSs لS Sf آ:zlmlUا
،znU اZsfw ]نfsua : °Tu\ و°p ،24 ،VWÚ ر® ا:bWX}Uرة اXg ﴾zlZnw ½lÅU اpc X هSr﴿ وUSs UXm آ:
:°fc ز،ُ°pِ رS{a zlZآSuUء اSmUP ءSlU ا°a\ ®¾ S¯آb\ ½pg sw ءSyU اUء إSlU اbu}w °
ُ pِl
َ ،°p q_وأ
، 7 VWÚ ر® ا:zwSÅUرة اXg ﴾اXjsTُW zU وا أنbo آzWّU® اc ﴿زUSs لS Sf آ،VّY_ bl zc لXmU` اa qfsu
`£mW ]a °abc Zsfw qfsu °iS¶ذا آa Sً¯lma اW ز°fpc : XYi zlUXsor Uى إsa S¯p_ أpc qfsu : °fpc
VW رؤzr نX}a : °W رأSّr وأ، 101،VWÚ ر® ا:VwXUرة اXg ﴾®¯fpsi zYi ®¯fps P﴿ USs UX qjr `iSjUل اXsofUا
°W رأ:XYi `iSjUل اXsofU` ا£mW ]a تb{w أZsfw °W رأ°iS وإذا آSًTUS © ا°W رأ:XYi zlUXsor Uى إsa ½pmUا
نS¶ذا آa SًfUSc ًاW و§ت ز: XYi zlUXsor Uى إsa ‘°fpc’ Zsfw نS إذا آ:  وو§ت، ًاWت زb{wًا أي أWز
، S¯T_ أي أVUS£U و§ت ا:XYi `iSjUل اXsofU` ا£mW ]a °T_ أZsfw  و§تZsfw
،303-301  ص:VWXYZU اVÈSfU اqrاXsU ا،7/86—77 :ÞlsW zw ا،158-156  ص:VlwbsUار اbg أ:bni اWÔfpUو
،3/13 ،1/121—118 ،46-39 :WXTlg بS آ،1/137-133 :ي£sUح اS£Wd ا،1/364—354 :qlmc zwح أb
bTyUأ و اTfU اpc اXp ’ ، 2 `a تW وز،àuZU اbj` أآa zlgXmU اzlw Sr رةSTsU` اa bl® وWm كSZه

1452

‘ VlUXsofU اpc S¯T{Za
‘zlUXsor Pى إsr’ ،5 `a  و وردت، 2 `a ‘zlUXsor `£mW’ Vfp آ°^mg ‘ وzlUXsofU` ا£mW’ q_h` اa 1453
SهSZT¾ و  أ،7 `a  وردتSf« آlY{U‘ واzlUXsor Uي إs’ ،1 `a ‘zlUXsofU` ا£m’ ،7 `a
‘°iS إذا آSّr ’و أ،7 `a ‘نS إذا آSra’ ، 6 `a ‘نSن آa ’ ، 7 `a ‘نS ’آ، 4 ، 2 `a 1454
qjr °T_ أZsfw’ ، 2 `a ‘VwS_d اZsfw  ’وو§ت، 3 `a ‘لSmW °aدS_ Zsfw ت ’وو§تW ز،5 `a

1455

‘و§ت
‘S¯T_ ’ أ،4- 2 ،àuZU اbj` أآa ‘S¯aدS_’ q_h` اa 1456
‘°ّf¯ أي أ°ZZê ’و، 6 `a 1457
، 3 `a ‘`iSjUل اXsofU ا£mW ®U’ ، 7 `a ‘`iSjU` ا£mW ®U’ ، 5 `a ‘`£m P ’ ، 1 `a ‘`£m ®U’ ،2 `a 1458
‘`iSjUل اXsofU اÛm ’
،`iSjUل اXsofU اzc VlZÅur «T{ رةXآfU` اiSsfUل اSsah´ اpw { أي إذا
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ٌW ز:XYi ،ًةbr أو

[39]

Vً ^gXr

1460

SؤهSÅUوإ

1459

zlUXsofU أ\ اpcرS{Pا

ُ fpc
XYi ،1464]ّمUم أو اS¯ogPSw 1463·lpsU وا1462 .ٌ°fpc ٌ·p^Zr ٌW أو ز1461ٌ·p^Zr °
1468

ٌ·p^Zr ٌWÔU 1467°fpcو وbfc ك أمZc 1466ٌW أز1465°fpc

:لXma ً؟SfÈS ًاW ز°Tu\ q ه،´U لSmW qlU´ دU ذpc ل
ّ  إذا دSًsr zlUXsofUط اXmg  أوzlUXsofUط أ\ اXmg زXÆW 1459
،ًاW ز°Tu\ ®si ،لXma  ؟Sً fÈS ًاW ز°Tu\ q ه،´U لSmW و،Sf¯lpc ¼الuU اVUPU zlUXsofUف اYa ،°Tu\ ،®si
،lpc VUPU `iSjUف اYa
7/83 ،82 :ÞlsW zw ا،4/155 ،154 :`±bUح اb :bniا
وحfr :qjr ÄgXUSa ،S¯Zc b  أوzlUXsofU اzlw qsoU اÄgX  إذا،qYfU واãopU` اa qfsUل اS^wاز إX§ Xه

1460

Sً maXr ًاfYr  أو،°fc· زaّXr fYr :qjr bU وا،لSfcdل واS^wdاز اXÆw ،ًSfUSc °ZZê Sً \وfr ® أوUSc °ZZê
bTأ وTr zr ViXّ}r Vpf§ ءSÅUd اVUS\ `a ( ®ÈS Wب )زbsW وzu\ل أS^wdل واSfchل واS^wdاز اXÆw °fcز
،la ءSZ¬g إSfهsw àgSZU اVpf§و
،245—241  ص:ىZU اb^ حb ،7/85 ،84 :ÞlsW zw ا،1/155-153 :vrاX¯U اvf ه:bniا
‘W ’ زVfp آ°^mg ،3 `a ‘Sًmp^r °fpc’ ، 7 `a 1461
‘·lpsU اZc SًwX§· ووp^Zr W· و زlpsU اZc SًwX§ و و°fpc’ ،2 `a تW‘ وز°fpc’ Vfp آ°^mg ،3 `a 1462
‘´U· ذlpsU ’و ا،2 `a 1463
zlw قboU وا،دةsr ءSlhSw نX}W viSfU وها اUXfsr zlw وqsoU اzlw vmW viSfU ،ً]Yr P SًnoU qfsUل اS^w إXه
`a qfsUل اS^wء إSÅUd ا:`iSjU وا،½§· واlpsU وا،½§ واP ÔÈS§ ءSÅUd أن اSf أ\ه:zl¯§ وzr ·lpsUء واSÅUdأ
ZsfU` اa P ãopU` اa qfsUل اS^w· أlpsU وا،ZsfU واãopUا
 ص: ½هUح  ور اb ،248 ،247  ص:فb{U واXYZU` اa l¯fU ا، 245-241  ص:ىZU اb^ حb :bniا
،7/ 86،87 :ÞlsW zw ا، 364،365
،اءwPم اP  ’أى، 7 `a تW و ز، 4 a ‘ ]مUم و اS¯ogh ’ ا، 2 `a 1464
،bcSºUل اX lpc و،W زz
ّ rXmlU– © – وا°fpc  أي،W زz
ّ rXmlU °fpc :XYi ®u مP اء أوwPم اP °iSا ًء آXg
S¯rS¯g Þl^ P SWSZfUأن ا

`ّlZr z
ّ lّU ٌ°fpc mUو

لSmW ،185 هSºU ا، 365  ص:½هUح  ور اb ،73 ، bsºUه اS ، 245  ص:ىZU اb^ حb :bni اWÔfpUو
،§® أU وVYo_ Vً Yo_ عXT^fU اiاXW د°ºa يbrSsU اVslw آ]م رzr °lTUها ا،
‘ °Tu\’ ،4– 2 `a 1465
‘كZc ·p^Zr Wت ’زW ز، 5 `a 1466
‘·p^Zr WÔU °Tu\ ’و، 7 `a ‘®ÈS W زSr °fpc  ’و، 6 `a ‘·p^Zr W ’ أز، 2 `a 1467
‘SًnoU عX±XfU` ه¨ اa qfsW P ·p^Zr W زSr °fpc XYi `oZUSw  ’و، 5 `a ‘lآUم اP  أي, تW ز،1 `a 1468
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1469

lmاXQب اfgQا

:VّWXZsfU اqrاXsU` اa
®umU` اmw  وVّlcSfuU و اVّlgSlmU اVّlnopU اqrاXsUا

1470

Swb± نÚ ا£r  و

وّلh ا،1473Þoh اzuYU` اw أZc V¾]¾ و،1472WXTlg Zc،نS¬l Xوه

1471

ي
ّ XZsfUا

‘vwاbUب اSTU ’ ا°^mg ،2 `a 1469
SهSZT¾‘ و  أSwb±’  وردت،àuZU اbj` أآa ‘ وSwb±’ لw ‘نSwb±’ ،5 `a  و ردت1470
q_h` اa  وردتSf½ آgSZfUي‘ واXZsfUب اb£U ’ا، 6 ، 4  ـ2 àuZU اbj` أآa ‘ VّWXZsfUب اb£U ’ا، 5 `a 1471
بb ءS£lTU` اa U و،zuYU اSw وأbºw Sw أZ}W و،½s آzw رثSYU اzw UXr ،bTZ zw نSfjc zw وbfc X ه1472
VYÈ راVlgرSoU` اa WXTlg Vfp آZsr و،WXTlg ½mpw b¯ ( وا796—765 / 180-148 VZg XYi (رسSa) ازbl
zc½ وlT\ zw xiXW وbfc zw ulc و،يlاهboU اf\ اzw qlp zc XYZU اa SًwS ةb{TU اUء إS§ ®ّ ¾ ،حSoUا
}` أ نr bTU اUS zw lYW pc ًاa واlbUم اSW` أa ادÅw U إWXTlg  وم،¨bl وblT}U اÞohب اS^yU` اwأ
:لXm Âlي آb{w SW WXTluU [`aX}U ]اÈSu}Uل اSma ،zl¾]jU اpc wاك  أرrXW ¨bfc و،ÈSu}USw عSf§P اWbW
P و،` هX¶ذا هa ‘ لX ‘ أ،WXTlg لSma  ؟SهSّW إX¶ذا هa  ه` أوX¶ذا هa رXTiÔU اzr VsuU ّ ب أbmsU أن اzê أ°Z آ
فb{i إÈZc ^[ وUX نS` ] وإن آÈSu}U اxpÆfU اq· أهaن وواS¯§ز وXÆW qw :`ÈSu}Uل اSma ،½{ZUز اXÆW
، bfsU اzr zlswرhق اXa (796—180 ) VZg XYi `aXa ، ]
ً WX¸ ´U ذsw ÞsW ®U ّiو أTW و،رسSa U إWXTlg
 وأوّلSًfnZr SًjYw XYZU` اa tYw zr  أولX وه، ®هb¯ وأXYZUء اSfpc bT أآzr نS آWXTlg ، ازblºw وفbsr ¨bTو
® \ أنpsU اq أهZc Vsla رVfl U بS}U وها اla Zّf± P
ّ  إXYZU® اpc zr ً¬l عW ®U ، ]
ً rS SًwS آla ÂّU أzr
U SrSnsg واU Sًflns  ؟bYTU ا°T رآq ه،U لXmW WXTlg بS آlpc أbmW س أنSZU اzr \ن إذا أراد أSد آbTfUا
b` ذآa ‘‘ã\SÆUل’’ اS و،`Yulpa WXTlg بS آsw XYZU` اa SًwS آqfsW  أراد أنzr لXmW ‘‘`ZWfUن’’أS وآ،la
ً Sً£W أXYZUن ا³bmw فbsW wS وآ،لSlc lpc سSZU آ½ اvlf§ وpjr SwS آXYZU` اa سSZU}½ اW ®U ،wS وآWXTlg

àWرS ،2/121 ،120 ،وخba :`wbsUدب اh اàWرS ،2/ 360—346 :واةbU¨ اSTi أ،5/252 : ]مch ا:bni اWÔfpUو
،12/195 :ادÅw àWرS ،1/348 : نSZÆUة ا³br ،2/230 ،229 : ةScXU اVlÅw ،2/ 116—114 ،انW ز:VÅpUداب ا³
،VwbsfU اVWb{fU اVug¼fU ا، رونS]م هuU اTc :·lmY ، f\ أzw اfYr رX{Zr Xw أ، يbزهh ا:VÅpU½ اW¯

zlWXÅpUت اSmT¸ ،93-57  ص،Âl± `X :VWXYZUارس اfU ا،1/84 ،`TهUا:]مgd دول ا،1/19 .1964: ةbهSmUا
،73—66 .1954 :ةbهSmU ا، رفSsfU دار ا،®lاهbw إq£oU اXw أfYr :·lmY، zu\ zw اfYr ، يlwÔU ا:zlWXYZUوا
:WXTlg بS آVrmr ،477-466  ص.1968 :ةbهSmU ا،رفSsfU دار ا،zf\bU اTc ،ّluU ا:VWXYZUة اb{TU اVgرr

bهÔfU ا،215 ،212 ،149 ،90 ،86 ،61 ،53 ،27 ،26 ،1  ص:ءSTUh اVهÔi ،رونS هfYr ]مuU اTc ،·lmY
،283 ،277 .àWرS ونw :ةbهSmU ا، «lT_ `pc fYr VsT^r ،zf\bU اTc zWU §]ل ا،`¸XluU ا:VÅpUم اXpc `a
o^{r VT}r ،`§So ®sZfU اTc :·lmY، © اTc zw اzuYU اlsg ،`aاbluU ا:zlWb{TU اzlWXYZUر اST أ،2/ 287
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ٌ·p^Zr ٌW ز:XYi ،دSZgßU VّlnopU ا1476qrاXsU اzr ،1475®gP اVWbs 1474(X وه:اءwP)ا
،1479Zc Sً ¾ÓYr وlUًَا إZur ًأ وTr ولhا

1478

ّfuW و،1477Sf¯la ٌqrSc ZsfUوها ا

zwا\ اXU اTc ، يXÅpU ا:zlWXYZUا½ اbr ،56 ،39—37 ،34 ،32 ،31 ،28  ص. 1955 :ةbهSmU ا،`TpYU` اwSTUأ
،67—65  ص.1955 : ةbهSmU ا،V£¯ZU اVT}r، ®lاهbw إq£oU اXw أ:·lmY ،`TpYU` اpc
Versteegh, Kees. Landmarks in Linguistic Thoughts III, London: Routledge, 1997,
pp. 36-51; Bohas, The Arabic Linguistic Tradition, pp.1-8; Meisami & Starkey,
Encyclopedia of Arabic Literature, vol. 2, p.718; Brockelmann, G: 1, pp. 99, 100.
‘© اVf\ت ’رW ز،1 `a ‘zuYU` اw ’أVfp آ°^mg ،7 `a 1473
UXr qT ةb{TU` اa Uّ وiو أTW ،ارزمX zr  أوàpw zr p_ أ،`sSÆfU اÞohة اsur zw lsg zuYU` اw أXه
UXU® اpsr نS [ وآWXTlg zr zّgن أSّ آi أvr ] WXTlg zc ®ّ ¾ ،WXTlg ةSg أzr ®psU ( وأ ا180—140) WXTlg
VfÈ أ\ أÄgوh اÞoh ا،½ph` اa (830/215) VZg Sa و°iS وآ،ةr S¯w مSاد وأÅw qّ دi ¾ ّ® إ،ÈSu}Uا
`a WXTlg ¨ذSgب أS آSZU ão\ يU اX وه،دبhم اXpcم وXÆZU واVÅpU` اa SًcرSw نS آ،ةb{TUء اSfpc zr VlwbsUا
،¨رS¾³ zr ،لÆU` اa SًذS\ }]مUSw SًfUSc SًlUÔsr نS وآ،بS}U´ اU ذqÈSur zr دc `a ¨ذSg أÂUSyW نS وإن آ،XYZUا

بS آ،قSmPب اS آ،VlaSmUب اS آ،وضbsUب اS آ،bsºU` اiSsr بS آ،ن³bmU` اiSsr bluo ،ن³bmU½ اWb
،blT}U اqÈSufUب اS آ،xlWSmfUب اS آ،Ägوhب اS}U ا،Sهb¯a V_S XYZU` اa T آSّr أ،كXpfUب اS آ،اتX_hا
،blÅ{U اqÈSufUب اSآ
،1/591 ،590 :ةScXU اVlÅw ،2/218 ،217 ،وخba :`wbsUدب اh اàWرS ،2/44—36 :واةbU¨ اSTi أ:bni اWÔfpUو
69، 68  ص:zlWXYZUا½ اbr ،2/ 287 ،282 ،277 :bهÔfU ا،2/123 ،122 :نSlchت اSla و،2/61 :نSZÆUة ا³br
،130 ،117 ،90 ،74 ،68 ،53 ،41 ،28  ص:ءSTUh اVهÔi ،70 ،56 ،39 ،38  ص:zlWb{TU اzlWXYZUر اST أ،
485  ص:VWXYZUة اb{TU اVgرr ،76-74  ص:zlWXÅpU واzlWXYZUت اSmT¸ ،108-94  ص:VWXYZUارس اfU ا،286
3/ 155، 154 : ]مch ا،490،zlgXmU اzlw Sr رةSTsU ا°^mg ،5 `a 1474
q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{U‘ و ا°Wbs’ ،2 `a ‘رًاb}r ®gh ’ اVfp وردت آ،5 `a 1475
‘qrاXsU اzc’ ، 5 ، 2 ، 1 `a 1476
q_h` اa  وردتSf آ،½p{U` اa ¨SZT¾ أSf« آlY{U‘ واS¯la ’ ،5 `a 1477
فb\  أو،مS¯ogP اÂU أsw VsاXU اVo{U أو اlUًا إZur VlnopU اqrاXsU اzc دbÆfU® اgP اX ه:XYZU` اa أTfUا
،bهSnU Vsa` راoZUا
رX¯f§‘‘ وWXTlg’’ ½هfa ،½اهr ´U` ذa و،bTyUأ واTfU اzr q` آa ،qrSsU` اa ةSYZU اzlw ك ا]فSZه
دًاbÆr ®gPن اX آX وه،يXZsr أTfU` اa qrSsUSa ،أTfUSw عXabr bTyU وأن ا،اءwPSw عXabr أTfU أن ا،zlWb{TUا
،نSsaاbW Sf¯a ،أTfU اvabW bTyU وا،bTyU اvabW أTfU أن اU إ،نXlaX}Uه½ اa ،S¯¯T أSrة وÈاÔU اbl VlnopU اzc
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 ًةb}i  ُءÆW   وVً absr ن
َ X}W ل أن
ِ  ّوh· ا
Ø\و
·\ و

1480

(ًاZur وSً jW\ ًا وbT) `iSjUوا

﴾ك
ٍ bºr zr ٌbl ٌzr¼r ٌTsَU ﴿و،1482USs UX :XYi ،1481V{ّ{yr

1483

ZsfUو ا

1484

SZØlTi ٌfYr  وSZُ¯U ا©ٌ إXYi zlabsr نS¬lÆW  ة وb}َi ن
َ X}W  أن،`iSjUا

يUأي اbU· اaاXW اء وهاwPSw عXabr bTyUأ واTfU اzr ]
ً نآ
ّ  أ،Vo{U اqrSc X وه،ًSjUS¾ Sًs±Xr Þohف اS±وأ
´UU ن إنXUXmW و،ًSsr Sf¯la qfsla ،bTyUأ واTfU اzr qد آX§م وÔpuW اءwPن ا
ّ ´ أU` ذa qlUU وا،SZ هÂU¼fU¨ اbذآ
°saول ورh ا°T{Za ،ًSsr Sf¯la [ن
ّ S ]آ°pfc  و،w Sً¯ّTºr £ أlTºUد اSa أSfU [ن
ّ Sف ]آbYUSa VÅpU` اa اblni
اءwPن اS¶ذا آa ،\ وا°` وa zlsa رqfsW P ،qrاXsUى اX أX`‘‘ وهnopU اqrSsU ’’ اqsoUن اw ®¯lpc دbW و،`iSjUا
qfs ®U `noU qrSc S¯ّi أvr (ن
ّ S و)آos£U ¨bl `a qfsW P ّi_ّ« أhSa ،أTfU` اa qfc  يXZsfU اqrSsU اXوه
X وهUاX\ى أX` أa vأ وTfUن ا
ّ  أ:وّلh ا،§ أوV¾]jU ¨bl  دونvabUSw أTfU اÊّyW و،\ وا°` وa zlsaر
 أن:tUSjU ا،وّلhوّل اh^` اca ، أوّلvabU وا،أ أولTfUن ا
ّ  أ:`iSjU ا،vabU اXت وهSآbYUى اX^` أca ،اءwPا
،¯T أSr ´U}a عXabr qcSoU وا،Zc bَTyُr qcSoU أنّ اSf آZc ْbTَ yٌr أTfUا
:VlwbsUار اbg أ،1/85-83 :ÞlsW zw[ ا05] VUufU ر® ا،1/38-31 :]فyU اqÈSur `a فS{id ا:bni اWÔfpUو
:vr اX¯U اvf ه،137 ص:XYZU اWÆ ،1/ 174،175 :qlmc zwح اb ،1/228-223 :`±bUح اb ،71-66 ص
،1579 ÂWbsU ر® ا:تSoWbsU ا،1/67-62 :XYZU` اa لX_h ا،1/94
‘عXabr ّfuW ’ ، 7 `a ‘ّfu ’ ، 5 `a 1478
‘`iSjUع اXabr ّfuW  ’و، 6 `a تW‘ وزZc ًاbTyr ’و،1 `a 1479
،zlgXmU اzlw Sr رةSTsU` اa bl® وWm كSZ و ه، 4– 2 `a ‘ ًاbT’ Vfp آ°^mg  و، 5 `a ‘`a’ Vfpت آW ز1480
،½p{U` اa ¨SZT¾ أSf« آlY{Uوا
ةb}i’ ، 5 `a ‘Vo{w Vّ{{yr ةb}i’ ، 7 `a ‘ةb}i نX}W ’ ، 6 `a ‘V_X{yr ةb}i اءTfpU’ ،3 `a 1481
‘V_X{yr
ÂZ{fU اqّjrَ ،lّmW P لX¯ÆfU اpc ®}YU واSًTUS VUX¯Ær ةb}ZUن ا
ّ h ،ةb}i P ،Vabsr نX}W أ أنTfU` اa q_hا
qjr ،ّرmr Â_Xw V{{ّyfUة اb}ZU` ه¨ اa S¯رآSºW  و،ظXopr Â_Xw V{{ّyfUة اb}ZUاع اXi أzr  وا\ًاSًcXi SZه
blol{c: qjr blÅ{USw V{{yr ةb}ZU وا، 154 VWÚ ر® ا: انbfc ل³ ﴾®¯uoiّ¯® أf  أهVٌ oÈS¸ ﴿و،USs UX
b ذآSf آzl¾]¾ وÂ
ٍ lِi U إzWbfU اÛsw SهS¯iرًا وأX_ ةb}ZUSw اءwP اúWXuU ةSYZU اÛsw b و ذآ، ÞsU` اa
، qlmc zwح أb `a
1/ 87-85 : ÞlsW zw ا،165-161 ص:ىZU اb^ حb ، 1/196-187 :qlmc zwح اb :bni اWÔfpUو
‘USs UX XYi ’ ، 7 `a ‘ USs UX ’ °^mg ،1 `a 1482
221 :VWÚ ا:ةbmTUرة اXg 1483
‘SZUXg ’ر،4 `a 1484
،bÚ اzr Sf أ\هÔllf VZWb P tl\ ،xTُpU اzr SًaX bTyU اX` هiSjUأ واTfU اXول هhن اX}W  أنÅTZW SZو ه
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1487

´ّi´ أU وذ،1486®g]U «pْ{Wَ Sً sXr cX وXوه

1485

:رعS£fU اqsoU اva` راiSjUا

vXr qsoU ا1489vِXa ،1488ٌWبٌ زb£Wَ  أو،ُبb£W ٌW ز،ٌربS± ٌW ز:`a لXm ر أنm
½
ُ {Zُ و،عXabfU Vً o_ S¯iX}U 1491vab  أنX وه،1490Vo{U` اa qrSc tUSjU و ا،®gPا
ٍ X{ZfU Vo_) S¯iX}U bØ Æُ و
Zc  و،1494ãopw xlU  و1493
ً Zsr  و ها1492(ورbÆr ب و
‘رعS£fUSw qsoU اva ’را، 7 `a ‘رعS£fU اqsopU vaاbU ’ا4-- 2 `a ءتS§  و،5 `a ‘qsoU ’اVfp آ°^mg 1485
،q_h` اa SهSZT¾ أSf« آlY{Uوا
،½p{U` اa SهSZT¾ أSf« آlY{U واàuZU اbj` أآa °^mg و،5 `a ‘ ´U ’ذVfpت آW ز1486
Ta ،`noU P يXZsr qrSc X وه،®gPم اSmr rSlmU vobW ّi أUن إXWb{TUه½ اa ،VUufU` ه¨ اa ةSYZU اÂpا
WXTlg لX lpc وÞlsW zw وا،ÂU¼fUر¨ اSه½ اfU وها ا،¯T أSr ´U}a ،vabU§½ اXW اءwPن ا
ّ  أSf}a اءwPا
Pأ وTr bl عXabr ®g اv±Xr `a أ أوTfU اpc `Zw ®g اv±Xr ٍأ أوTr ®g اv±Xr `a °iS إذا آS¯ّi® أpc’’ا
،‘‘vabU اS¯rÔU أv±اXfU` ه¨ اa S¯iXZl وآ،Vsobr S¯ّi¶a بX{Zr ور أوbÆr ®g اv±Xr `a  أو،أTr pc `ZTr
ةSYZU اÂp وا،ًScXabr نSزم آSÆU_½ واSZU اzr ّدbÆ رع إذاS£fU اqsoUن ا
ّ أي أbU ها اpc ®¯a ةSYZU اbj أآSّrوأ
` ه،`ÈSu}U اZc و،زمSÆU_½ واSZU اzr ¨دbÆ x
ُ oi sa را،wSY_ّاء وأboUل اSma ؟X هSr ،U vaاbU· اlmY `a
STih ’’اb ذآSf آ، نS¯§ وU و، SiZc ىX أÂZّ{fUل اX و،®g]U cرS£r ‘‘½ps¾’’لS وVcرS£fUوف اbYUا
، vabU اXا¨ وهX® وأgPاب اbc· إTg^` أca ،®gPن اS}r ّi}a ®gP اvXr v وSّfU رعS£fUن ا
ّ  أ: ولh ا،‘‘ري
Vآb\ °uTUP bu}U« واoU اpc SfهXZw Xpa ،´ِpT zrَ´ وpT °¬§ : XYi Sf¯pW bÆU{½ واZUن اh : `iSjUا
Vّf£U وه` اSf¯p P Vآb\ pc SfهXZTa ءSZTU اVآbYw ابbcdا
:ÞlsW zw ا،79 ،78  ص:ىZU اb^ حb ،32-28  ص:VlwbsUار اbg أ،3/10 ،9 :WXTlg بS آ:bni اWÔfpUو
،4/29-26 :`±bUح اb ،341، 340  ص:VWXYZU اVÈSfU اqrاXsU ا،2/267 ،266 :qlmc zwح اb ،7/13 ،12
‘ ´ّih’ ،3 `a 1487
،Wب زb£W W ز،ربS± W` زa’ ،3 ، 2 `a 1488
q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{U®‘ واgP اvXa’ ، 6 `a ‘vXla’ ، 2 `a 1489
qrSc tUSjU اZsfU ’وا،5 `a  و وردت،1 `a ‘tUSjU ’ اVfp آ°^mg ‘Vo{U اqrSc’ ، 4 ، 3 `a °^mg و1490
‘Vo{Uا
½p{U` اa ¨SZT¾ و  أq_hا اXg Sr  وردتSf« آlY{U‘ واvab ’ ، 5 ، 3 ، 2 `a ‘vabW’ q_h` اa 1491
‘ورbÆfU ’وا، 4 `a ‘ورbÆr  ’ أو،1 `a ،zlgXmU اzlw Sr رةSTsU` اa bl® وWm 1492
‘xlU `Zsfw’ ، 5 `a ‘xlU ZsfU X ’و ه،2 `a 1493
Vo{U اVّlsT و،S¯َsaَ ع رXabfUف اX_XfpU Vo{U اVّlsTa ،VّlsTU اw ادbfU وا،يXZsr qrSsU¯ا أن اw ÂU¼fU اWbW 1494
،رX¯fÆU رأي اbl pc  وهاS¯Ób§ ورbÆfUف اX_XfpU Vo{U اVّlsT وS¯َT{i بX{ZfUف اX_XfpU
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و

1496

فX_XfU` اa qrSsUا

1495

X ه،Vo{Uا

[40]

`a qrSsU ا،© اf\ رWXTlg

 ُّرSÆU اX ه،ٍ®Wbَ}Uِ  ّرSÆUSa ،ٍ®Wb آq
ٍ §bw ت
ُ رbr) 1497:لXm
bُ fc SW

1501

:®¯UXmw

1500

ولh اð
ُّ َ YَW و،1499½
ُ _SZU و اvُ aاbU وآا ا،1498(q
ٍ§
ُ bU

،1505Sf¯f}\ Âp اSfU  وا\ًاSf¯la 1504bâ¾¼fUن اS آXU 1503ّi¶a ،1502ا ُدXÆUا
‘X هSr’ ، 4 ، 2 àuZU اbj` أآa  و1495
: °p  وإذا، `iءS§ la qrSsUن اS آ،ÂWbnU اW` زiءS§ ، °p ¶ذاa فX_XfU` اa qrSsU اX هVo{U` اa qrSsU ا1496
½هr ¯اa ، ءSTU اla qrSsUن اS آ، ÂWbnU اWÔw رتbr ، °p  وإذا،°W رأ، la qrSsUن اS آ،ÂWbnUًا اW ز°Wرأ
]فyU اU إÞoh اzuYU` اw وذه½ أWXTlg
، 2/ 114 :qlmc zwح أb ،1 / 195، 194 :WXTlg بS آ، 181-178  ص:`§S§ÔU اqf§ حb :bni اWÔfpUو
،295، 294  ص:VlwbsUار اbgأ
‘°p ¶ذاa’ ،5 ،3 ، 2 `a 1497
،5 ، 4 ،1 ، àuZU اbj` أآa zlgXmU اzlw Sr رةSTsU` اa bl® وWm كSZ ه1498
‘vaاbU_½ و اSZU ’ا، 2 `a 1499
،ّðYW  ’و،2 `a  و1500
فX_XfU` اa qrSsUن ا
ّ  إ:لXmW يUول اhأي اbU اpc رX¯fÆU اbl zr ma واzr وÞoh اzuYU اSw{ أmW
Vo_ iX}U bّÆZW و،بX{ZfU Vo_ iX}U ½{ZُWع ٍ وXabfU Vo_ iX}U vabُW ®gPن ا
ّ  أUه½ إa VlsTU اXي وهXZsr
،295  ص:VlwbsUار اbg أ:bni ا،ãopUSw xlU ،½pmUSw فbsُW Zsr الX\h` ه¨ اa Vo_ iX وآ،ورbÆfU
‘®¯UXmU’ ،3 `a 1501
‘ادXÆU ’و ا،7 `a 1502
زXÆW Sf آ،دىSZfU اqYr pc ]
ً f\ ½{ZU اS¯la زXÆWا ُد( وXÆU )اVfp}w Â_ ووzllaX}U رأي اpc [bَ fc] ãoU «a
zr وÞohج اSÆ\[ وو§ اbfc SW] ،لSmla ،®£U® اYW tl\ ،zlaX}U رأى اbl pc دىSZfU اãoU pc ]
ً f\ vabUا
bfc SW] لSmW ز أنS§ SfU فX_XfU` اa qrSsU اxoi X ه،Vo{U` اa qrSsUن اS آXU :نXUXmW ®¯ّiل أSjfU¯ا اw sT
،bWb§ °lw U إblºW لSjfU وا،`wاbch اSf¯f}\ Âp أSfU وÄma [ ا ُدXÆUا
ادXÆU اbfc SW ´Zr  َدX§w

ىsg zw وأVrSr zw ½s آSfa

`ZÅr ،135  ص:bWb§ انXWح دb :bni وا،VwX{Zr S¯laS ةl{mU اz}Uاد[ وXÆU ]اVfp آvaة رSYZUز اS§و أ
1/17 :½lTpUا
‘ّi ’و إ، 5 ،3 ،2 `a 1503
‘qrSsU ’ا،1 `a 1504
‘ءSZTUاب واbch` اa S¯f}\’ ، 2 `a تW وا©‘ وزSf¯f}\’ ، 5 `a ‘S¯f}\’ ،3 `a 1505
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nofpQب اfgQا
،1506VÓlwbsU اzr ل
ٍ X{a `a
،ولe اtzPQا
،ةb}ZU و اVabsfU` اa
1509

bَf£ُfUول اh ا،1508Vuf ` وه،Zlsw  `ءpc ل
Ó ُ lَ U vِ± ُوSr ،1507VabsfUوا

،tUSjU وا،وbfcٌ وWÔ آ:صSyU ُ® اpَsَ U ا:`iSjU و ا،َ´r] `a فS}U وا،1510°i وأSi أ:XYi
zr bl س
ُ boUأة )واbfU اzr bl q
ُ §bU ا:XYi ،1511xZÆpU ÂWbsUم اP la Sr
1514

. آاq
ُ §bU اqsa :XYi

1513

¯spU  أو،ٌÛrS\ q
Ø yUٌ و اXp\ q
ُ usUو ا

1512

(رSfYUا

‘VlwbsU اzr لX{a `a’ ، 4 `a °^mg و،5 `a ‘Vsw ’و ه` أر، 6 `a ‘Vsw أرX ’و ه، 1 `a ،رةSTsUت اW ز1506
‘VabsfU ’ا5 `a ‘VabsfUSa’ ، 2 ،3 `a 1507
VabsfUSw ادbfUSa ءSfgh اvXr °sّ` وUدر اS{fU اzr X وه،ًSiSabc وVabsr °abc {رr q_h` اa ،VÅpU` اa
،uZ§ zr \اXU اÊ
ّ  Sr VabsfU ري‘‘ \ اSTihل’’ اXmW ،وفbsfU`ء اºUا
، 341 ص:VlwbsUار اbgف[ أbc] دةSr :حSY{Uب واbsUن اSuU :bniا
q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{U‘ واX ’و ه،7 ، 4 ، 2 `a 1508
bآW و،Vg ‘‘ىZU اb^ ’’ `a مSº هzw أSّهc و،ÂU¼fU اb ذآSf آ،Vuf `ة هSYZUر اX¯f§ Zc VabsfUم اSuأ
Vopyr zWوSZc °Y تPX_XfUء اSfgرة وأSdء اSfgأ
/234 :`±bUح اb ،5/ 88-85 :ÞlsW zw ا، 261  ص:`§S§ÔU اqf§ حb ،129  ص:ىZU اb^ حb :bniا
،2/9-5 :WXTlg بS آ،3
Howell, Arabic Grammar,vol.1, pp. 4-18.
‘ولh ’اVfp آ°^mg ،5 ،3 ، `a ‘اتbf£fU ’ا،2 `a ‘blf£Uول اh ’ا،1 `a 1509
‘Si و أ°i ’ أ، 4 `a 1510
‘xZÆpU Sr إX ’وه،5 `a ‘xZÆpU X ’وه،2 `a 1511
، 3 ، 5 `a ،bl® وWm Sً£Wك أSZ ه، 7 ،2 `a ،zlgXmU اzlw Sr رةSTsU ا°^mg 1512
‘¯spU  ’و،1 `a 1513
‘ آاq§bU اqsa ´UX XYi’ ،3 `a ‘ آاqsa q§bU ’ا،1 `a 1514
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 وUى و اUSت آPX_XfUء واP¼ آ¯ا و ه:رةSdء اSfgن أS¬l X¯® و هTfU ا:vwاbUا
،1515vwرh اqfÆU و ه` إ\ى اVٍ p{w SّU ® إP S¯Ói¶a ،ْzrَ  وSr
´Uى ذXg Sr  )و1518VّWَ XZsr VaS± إ1517Vswرh ه¨ ا1516\ أUف إS£fU ا:xrSyUو ا
،1521سba  وq§b آ،VِrÓ ` أa عS Sr ،1520ةb}ZU وا،1519(ةb}ZU اX¯a
1523

oU أP  و،ًءS هS¯lpc فXXfUا

1526

(` و هtliU ُء اS

k]i¦Q واX]آQ اUV 1522UifjQ اtzPQا
1525

la xlU Sr ،1524bّآfU )اSّrأ

pT\  و،VabÅ آ،1528´U ذzr ٌ `ءla Sr tَi¼fU وا،1527ودةffUرة و اX{mfUا
،q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{U‘ واqfÆU ’ه` أ\ ا، 7 `a ‘ ’إ\ىVfp آ°^mg ،3 ، 2 `a 1515
VlUSyU اVpfÆU وا،VWbTyU اVpfÆUS آfghل اX_XfpU Vp_ نX} نh «p{ `U اqfÆU ا:vwرh اqfÆUSw ÂU¼fU اWbW
،ÈاÔ§ vr طbºU اVpf§ وS¯pT }]مU bmo P `ّU اVpfÆU وا،½ÆsU` اZsr zr
1/85 :vr اX¯U اvf¯U ا:bniا
q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{U ا\ي‘ واU ’ إ،2 `a ف‘ وردتS£fU ’ ا،Vfp آ°^mg ،6 `a 1516
q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{U‘ واVswرhر اXrhت ’ه¨ اW ز،3 `a 1517
‘W]م زÅ ’ آ5 `a تW ز1518
نS إذا آ،´U وذ،فS£fU` اa Sً{l{y loW Sr :ولh ا،نSfu ` وه،V£YfU اVaS±d ا،VWXZsfU اVaS±dSw ادbfUا
،ًSoWbs فS£fU` اa loW Sr :`iSjU وا،VabsfUب اSw `a qW P عXZU وها ا،ٍUب وS ها آ:qjr ةb}i lUف إS£fUا
،VabsfUب اSw `a دX{mfU اXب هb£U وها ا،`pc بS ها آ:qjr Vabsr lUف إS£fUن اS´ إذا آUوذ
2/ 243-234 : `±bUح اb ،2/ 38،39 :qlmc zwح اb : bniا
‘ةb}i X¯a’ ، 6 `a ،4-- 2 ،VlÚ اàuZU` اa ،zlgXmU اzlw Sr رةSTsU ا°^mg 1519
‘ةb}Za Sاهc Srت ’وW ز،3 `a 1520
®U Sr ،¨\ XYZU` اa و،VabsfU اÛlmi X وه،وفbsfU ]ف اbrh اzr b}ZfU`ء واºUر اS}i إX ه،VÅpU` اa ةb}ZUوا
،bl}ZU اpc  ٍرS¸ ÂWbsUن اh ،VabsfpU q_ة أb}ZU أن اbTsW و،uZ§ zr \اXU اÊyW
:ىZU  اb^ حb ،341  ص:VlwbsUار اbg أ،5/88 :ÞlsW zw[ اb}i دةSr] °Y ،حSY{Uب واbsUن اSuU :bniا
،128 ص
‘®pc ’وا© أ،5 ، `a ‘®هbl ’وVfpت آW ز،7 `a 1521
‘q{oU ’ا،Vfp آ°^mg ،1 `a 1522
‘ti¼fU و اbآfU` اa’ ،6 `a 1523
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،أةbfUS آ،`ِmpْ y
َ U اX )و ه،1530`mlm\ ،1529zlwb± pc X وه،اءbY_ ى وbºw و
1533

اءbY{U وا،ىbºُTU واVfpُnUS آ،ّ`nopU اX[ وه41 ،1532(`mlmYU اbl و1531pTYUو ا
‘bآfU ’ ا3 `a ‘bآfUSa ’ ، 2 `a 1524

«lY{U اX‘ وهla xlU Sr’ ، 5 ، 3 ،àuZU` اa ‘ وla Sr xlU’ ،2 `a  وردتq_h` اa ‘la ’ Vfp آ°^mg 1525
½p{U` اa SهSZT¾ و  أSiZc
،zlgXmU اzlw Sr °^mg ،1 `a 1526
‘ودةffUرة و اX{mfU اÂUh ’و ا، 6 ، 4- 2 àuZU اbj` أآa ‘ودةfr  ’ أو،2 `a 1527
Sfّi وإ،Âد وآSsg½ وZW وزZ هqjr bآfUب اSw zr xlpa ´U ذvr وtliUت اSr]c zr ] Sr ءSfgh اzr كSZه
 أو،VWXºr Sًo آ°p أآ،qjr ti¼fUSw S¯o_Xw و،S¯lpc blf£Uد اXsw S¯jli pc لuW و،S¯PXUr zr S¯jli فbc
bs °lw `a ´USr zw أsf§ ،®Zّ¯§ ¨ ه،qjr S¯lUرة إSd أو اVWW وVol آ،qjr blÅ{U` اa S¯lUء إSUد اbw
Â}US آ:ءSUم ّروا اSg` أaو

ÂUء أو أS tliU اVr]c

blÅ{U` اa ّدbUS آ،¨XYiو

blf£USw :bWmUف اbsWو

،اعb}U واÔÆsU واÂ}U واvَT_dق واSuUم واmU واzlsUذن واh ا: qjr Sًji¼r bTs نSuid اu§ zr ءS£cك أSZوه
لSfºU واzlflU اqjr Sًji¼r bTs Sً£W أVswرhت اS¯ÆU واzuUء واSsrh ا،z^TUت اS اzrو
1/361  ص:`§S§ÔU اqf§ حb ،2/335 :qlmc zwح أb :bniا
‘´U ’ذVfp آ°^mg ، 6 `a 1528
‘zlfu pc ` ’وه،7 `a 1529
‘`mlm\ Sf ’أ\ه،5 `a ‘ VSZUة وا³bfUS` آmlm\’ ، 2 `a ‘`mlmYUSa `mlm\ bl ` وmlm\’ رةSTsUت اW ز،1 `a 1530
Sًji¼r نSا ًء آXg ،bÈS^U واVfl¯TUأة واbfUSطء آXpU sr جba S¯U ji أpc ل
ّ  دSr ،`mlmYU اti¼fUSw ÂU¼fU{ اmW
،دSsg½ وZWÔ آ:SًWXZsr  أوfpg وVf¸Sa `a Sf آSًlnoU
،1887 ÂWbsU ر® ا:`iS§bÆpU :تSoWbsU ا،3/321 :`±bUح اb ،5/91 :ÞlsW zw ا:bni اWÔfpUو
Howell, Arabic Grammar, vol.1, p. 1116; Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, vol.
1, pp. 177.
‘pTYU ’ اVfpل آw ‘VSZU ’وا،7 ، 4 ، 3 àuZU اVlmw `a ‘pTYU ’وا،Vfp آ°^mg ‘pT\ ’و، 5 `a 1531
Sf« آlY{U`‘ واmlm\ bl  ’و، 3 `a ‘`mlmYU اbl’ q_h` اa  و،zlgXmU اzlw Sr رةSTsU ا°^mg ،4 `a

1532

SهSZT¾ و  أ،3 `a وردت
sr جba S¯U ji أpc لW P Sr X وه،زىSÆfU اti¼fU اX( هmlm\ bl)  إ_^]حÂU¼fU اlpc ·p¸ى أU اti¼fUا
Vr]c la نS إذا آSً lnoU Vjli نX}W  زىSÆfU اti¼fUن ا
Ó h ،®lpg bl  إ¸]قlpc `nopU اti¼fU و ا¸]ق ا،طءXpU
،lU واzlsU واxfºUS آVr]sU اzr ]  إذاSًWXZsr jli نX}W  و،ÂU¼fU اqjr Sf آtlipU
‘اءbY{U ’و اVfp آ°^mg ،2 `a ‘ىbºTU ’وا،Vfp آ°^mg ،1 `a 1533
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tli  و،1536x
ُ fºU اvَ p¸ :زS§ وZء هS§ vZrا

1535

: اUى وX أ،1534`
ُ mlmYUوا

،1539أ ُةbfUر اSg ÔÆW ®U  و1538Vُ SZUر اSg :زS§ 1537:¯اU  و.zllrدÚ اtli  دون،®ÈS¯TUا
 وVabÅUS )آ1542: ًةbهSê 1541،tliUء اS la Sr 1540:ولh ا،بb± أV¾]¾ `pc `ّnopUوا
1545

.tliU اÂU أla Sr ،`iSjU وا،1544ارUر و اSZU و اxfºUS آ،ًاbWm أو

1543

(VfpnUا

la Sr P إ،vfÆU ا:tUSjU وا،1547(ىbºw  و،اءbY_ ،اءbfY آ،1546ود ًةfr ر ًة أوX{mr)
‘`mlmYU اti¼fU ’وا،2 `a 1534
نS آtl\ zr ZsfU واãopU اV¯§ zr jli نX}W `mlmYU اtli نh `nopU اtliU اzr ىX` أmlmYU اtliUن ا
ّإ
،qjr tliU اVr]c psa مÔpW وY ti¼r Zsr لW  أنbl zr ãopUSw ÊyW ` `ءmlmYU اbl ً و،Sji¼r UXUr
VWرSÆU ا°Tأة وذهbfU ا°rS
3/341 ،340 :`±bUح اb ،5/92 :ÞlsW zw ا:bniا
Howell, Arabic Grammar,vol.1, pp.1119-1121 .
‘¯اU  ’و،4 `a ‘ ’ وآا،5 `a 1535
‘xfºU اvp¸’ ، 7 ، 2 ،àuZU اVlmw `a‘ وxfºU ا°sp¸ ’و،3 `a  وردت،5 `a ‘xfºU ’ اVfp آ°^mg 1536
q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{Uوا
‘اU  ’وàuZU اbj وأآ،5 ،3 ،2 `a 1537
q
ٍ SsU Sًji¼r z}W ®U XU ` \ وmlm\ ti¼r q آvr ءSU اb ذآv§رh وا1538
‘q_Sa Sf¯Zlw نX}W  أنP
ّ  ’ إ، 3 `a تW ز1539
Sf« آlY{Uول‘ واh ’ اàuZU اbj` أآa ‘ و وردتS ’أ\ه، 5 `a  وردتq_h` اa ‘وّلh ’ اVfp آ°^mg 1540
q_hا اc Sr `a وردت
،3 ، 2 `a ‘tliU ’ ا،Vfp آ°^mg 1541
q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{Uًا‘ واbهSê ’ ،1 `a 1542
،zlgXmU اzlw Sr àuZU اbj` أآa bl® وWm 1543
‘رSZUار و اU ’وا،2 `a 1544
لSYU أي ه` وآا ا،°rS xfºU اqjr Sًji¼r S¯lpc blf£Uد اXc و،Vulf qjr blÅ{U اVUS\ `a S¯lUء إSU رد اqlUw
: ÞlsW zw ا:bni اti¼r pc ّ دالZ}U و،tliUت اSr]c zr ] Sfr Sf¯pآS pc ءS§ Srار وUر واSZU ا،`fp` آa
3/341 ،340 : `±bUح اb ،5/96
q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{U‘ واtlipU ÂUh ’ ا،3 `a 1545
ودة أوfr’ ، 7 ، 4 ، 2 ،àuZU اVlmw `a ‘اءbY_اء وbfYودة آfr ى أوbºw وpTYرة آX{mr’ ،3 `a 1546
‘رةX{mr
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Sًlmlm\ Sً ji¼r  أوSً lmlm\ ًاbآr ¨\ن واSاء آXg ،1549َ]ءmsU ُاzr Sً fUSg

1548

نXZUاو واXUا

،1552﴾ت
ُ SZr¼fUءك اS§  ﴿إذاqWÔZU` اa و1551.لS§bUءت اS§  أو،1550لS§bUء اS§ :XYi
½
َ g
َ Si ّih vfÆU ها اqjr

1554

﴾S¯U ٌتSmgSw﴿ tّi ُأSfّiو إ

1553

﴾ٌةXui لS﴿و

zlgXmU اzlw Sr رةSTsU` اa bl® وWm كST ه1547
q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{Uن ‘واXZUء و اSlU ’ا،2 `a 1548
zr رXآpU’ ، 3 àuZU اVlmw `a ‘]ءmsU اzr bآfU’ ، 5 `a ‘«
ّ _ ¨اXg Sr]ء وmsU اzr رXآpU ’ ،2 `a تW ز1549
‘]ءmsUا
®¯Èرا³  وvfÆU اvr qsoU اtli `a ةSYZUا]ف ا
vfÆU® اg أو ا،®USuU اti¼fU اvf§ ® أوUSuU اbآfU اvf§ U إZgُ أqsa qن آ
ّ  أX وه:zllaX}Uر اX¯f§ ½هr (1)
vf§ ل أوS§ رqjr bآfU blu}U اvf§  أو،®p}U واðiÔUوم واbUS آ،sfÆU اxZÆU® اg أو ا،ةXuZU واÄهbUم واXmUSآ
لS§bUء اS§ و،نXfpufUءت اS§ن وXfpufUء اS§ لXma ،¨bl وآjli زXÆW ،اربX±د وXZ هqjr ti¼fU blu}Uا
ءتS§ارب وX£Uء اS§ت وSfpufUءت اS§ت وSfpufUء اS§ و،ومbU ا°o\وم وزbU اÂ\ل وزS§bUءت اS§و
¼la ،ZsfU اbآr نX}la vfÆUSw ¼ولW ز أنXÆW VuUء اSlh ه¨ اzr \ واqن آ
ّ ´ أU` ذa buU وا،اربX£Uا
(2) tliU اVr]sw Sًibmr psow ¼W و،`ZsfU اti¼r نX}la ،VcSfÆUSw ؤلXW  وأن،tliUت اSr]c zr SًlUS psow
bآfU اvf§ X وا\ًا وهSًcXi P
ّ  إVrّmfU اVّuUء اSlh اvr ¨bl وآqsoU اtli ازX§ X وه:gرSoU` اpc `wه½ أr
Vsw` أرa zWbrhاز اX§ X وه:zlWb{TUر اX¯f§ ½هr (3) حST{fU` اa SZ هÂU¼fU اlpc ىb§ Sr  وها،®USuUا
®USuU اbآfU اvf§ Sّr وأ،ti¼fU blu}U اvf§  وbآfU blu}U اvf§ و،`sfÆU اxZÆU® اg واvfÆU® اg ه` ا،اعXiأ
.tliU اP
ّ  إpsa `a زXÆW ]a ®USuU اti¼fU اvf§ Sّr وأblآU اP
ّ  إpsa `a زXÆW ]a

حS£Wd ا، 1 / 409، 408 :qlmc zwح اb ،5/106—103: ÞlsW zw ا،1/409 ،408 : `±bUح اb :bniا
1/ 299-297 :ُي£sUا
‘لS§bU` اiءS§ XYi’ ،3 `a 1550
‘q§bUءت اS§ل وS§bUء اS§’ ،2 `a 1551
½u\ zfU` اa SهSZT¾ أSf« آlY{U واVZYffUرة اXg `a  وردتSfءك‘ آS§’ ،q_h` اaءآ® ‘ وS§’ ،5 `a 1552
‘ءكS§’ ةÈSmUا
،12 .VWÚ ا:VZYffUرة اXg
qcSoU اzlw وZlw qsopU ti¼W ®U SZ هqsoUن ا
Ó ا إXUS ma نXWb{TU اSّr وأ،zlllaX}U و اgرSoU اpc w رأى أpc ها
 او أنvf§ ®gء اSuZUت واSZr¼fUء اSuZUءك اS§  إذا:bWmUوف و اYr فX_XfU Â_ت وSZr¼fUن ا
ّ ف( أو أS}USw)
Sً£W أvf§ ®g اX]( و هU )اZsfw VUX_Xr تSZr¼fU` اa ()أل
، 1 / 138 ، 137 :´USr zw اVloU أU´ إUSufU« ا± أو:bni اWÔfpUو
30 .VWÚ ا:ÂgXW رةXg 1553
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نXfpur :XYi ،tÓi¼W ®U و
 ها إذا،1560ىb أVÅl_ U
أو

1563

½§ واtliUSa

1562

1556
1559

blّآpU tliUSا\ آXpU ن
ٍ S¾ ّi` أa ،1555tliUا

ÂiuW ®U

1558

bf£fU اU إZgإذا أ

ّih و1557،]ءmsUر اXآw _S{P
1561

Sّr أbهSnU اUًا إZur qsoUن اSآ

ُوعÆ
ُ U وا،َz¬ْ §  أو،ءتS§ ءSuZU و ا،ءواS§ ءت وS§ لS§bU ا:XYi 1564VcSfÆU اblf£Uا
 ُمXmU وا،1567bّآr ،ُboZU وا،ÄهbU و ا،مSihوا

1566

سSZUوا

1565

َ bْu}َ iا
.ن

تْ }وbu}iا

،2 `a  وردتSf¨ آSZT¾ أSf« آlY{U وا،2 `a ‘ و وردتS¯U تSmgSw’ Vfp آ°^mg q_h` اa 1554
10 :VWÚ ر® ا: ر¨ قXg
q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{U ‘و اtliU½ اgSi ih ’ ،1 `a ‘½gSZW’ ،7 ،5 `a  وردت1555
  و،q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{U‘ واblآpU نS¾ ’ ، 6 ، 4 ، 2 àuZUاbj` أآa ‘ وbّآfpU tliUS ’آ،5 `a 1556
¨SZT¾أ
‘]ءmsU اzr رXآUSw’ ،4 `a ‘]ءmsU اzr’ ، 3 `a 1557
‘ّi ’و أ،1 `a 1558
،q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{U‘ واÂiu ®U’ ،7 ، `a 1559
VÅl_ °lmw qw ،ًSfUSg ti¼r vf§ sf§ Zc ti¼fUد اbor zr  \فSfد¨ `ء آbor VÅl_ zr فYW ®U ّi أي أ1560
sf§ VÅl_ `a VfUSg ¨دbor
‘Sّra’ ،2 `a ‘Sّr ’و أ،3 `a 1561
 وردتSf½ آp{U` اa ¨SZT¾ أSf« آlY{Uات‘ واbf£fU` اU ’ أ،5 `a ‘ٍ bf£r `U ’ أ،3 `a ‘blf£U ’ا،5 `a 1562
،q_h` اa
،4 ، 2 `a ‘½§ ’وا،Vfp آ°^mg و1563
‘زمP’ ،Vfpت آW ز،3 `a 1564
‘نbu}i ’ أو ا،2 `a 1565
‘‘ طX^yfUء اS¯i` اU أ،سSZUن واbu}i ’’ وا،zr أT -- ،22 ،Vyui `a – Ämg 1566
q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{U‘ واbّآW’ ،4 `a 1567
`a اXUS VT¸S بbsUن ا
ّ Ú نSui إp_ وأxid اzr نX}W سSZUSa ،lpc S¯Tpأ وbآfUSw تSfp}Uص ه¨ اS{P
 ﺭﻗﻡ ﺍﻵﻴﺔ: س ﴾ ﺍﻝﺒﻘﺭﺓSZU اS¯ّW أSW ﴿ qjr ًاbآr qfsuW و،¨blT} `a ءSlU اpc ةblhء اSlU ا°Uّa ،نSlui إ،¨blÅ{
boZU اZr أي ره^ و، ¨boi وq§bUة اboi لSmW ،boZU وا، سSZUء´ اS§ : qjr VplTmU اZsr pc ti¼W  و، 11
\ واP `Uع اXfÆUء اSfgن أ
ّ Ú ti¼W وbآW مXmU وا، xZ§ ®g اXل هSmW و،ةbºc U إV¾]¾ zr لS§ة رc ´WbYUSw
 دونV_S لS§bpU X هql وSًslf§ ءSuZUل واS§bU اzr VcSf§ مXmU وا،ti¼ وb آzllrدÚ ا°iS إذا آS¯noU zr S¯U
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w ب
َ ّ ﴿وآ

1569

﴾zlِpg
َ bfUح ا
ٍ Xi  ُمX °َwّ  ﴿آ،1568USs ©ل اS ،ti¼W وbّآW

ti¼W  وbّآW ءSU ا،¨\ واzlw وZlw Sfr
،1574﴾ْbsmْZr q
ٍ yi زSÆc﴿و أ
tli

1576

`a و

1579

1571

qyZU و اbfU ا:XYi و

1573

﴾VWوS q
ٍ yi زSÆc ﴿أ،qWÔZUا

(x}c ةbºsU اU إV¾]jU اzr دsU اtli)و

1575

[42]

َ rٌ X
،1570﴾´
`a Sf آ،1572

﴾S¯U تSmgSw qyZU﴿و ا

(Vَfpْ 
ِ Vُ ¾]¾  )و،1578 ةXui ث
ُ ]¾ و،ٍلS§ رVُ ¾]¾ :لXm ،1577ءSlh اvlf§

vf§ `a و، 11 ، ﺭﻗﻡ ﺍﻵﻴﺔ: ء ﴾ ﺍﻝﺤﺠﺭﺍﺕSui zr ءSui P و- مX zr مX byuW P ﴿ USs UX Zrء وSuZUا
°jّi إذا ُأVcSfÆU اWbت وbّ إذا ذآvfÆU اWb Sfّi¶a blu}Uا
[xiدة اSr] :حSY{Uب واbsUن اSuU :bniا
‘USs UXm ’آ،2 `a 1568
،105 .VWÚ ر® ا:اءbsºUرة اXg 1569
،66 ،VWÚ ر® ا:مSsihرة اXg 1570
‘bfU و اqyZU ’ا،5 `a 1571
‘ةbf  وbf وVpyi وqyi XYi’ تW ز،2 `a 1572
،7 .VWÚ ر® ا:VSYUرة اXg 1573
‘qyi زSÆc و أ،VWوS qyi زSÆc ’ أ،1 `a ، 7 ،6 ،2 ،àuZU اbj` أآa bl® وWm - 1574
،20 .VWÚ ا:bfmUرة اXg
10 :VWÚ ر® ا:رة قXg 1575
،zlgXmU اzlw Sr رةSTsU ا°^mg ،7 `a 1576
‘ءSlh اvlfÆU’ ،2 `a 1577
pc تb§ VTّآbr °pfsg¶ن اa ،نSUS\ ةbºspU و،ًSfÈ داti¼fU اvr bآW وbّآfU اvr ti¼W Vsu U إV¾]¾ zr دsUا
pc تb§ VTآbr bl °pfsg وإن ا،tliUSw [ Vrة أbºc  و ]¾]ثblآUSw [ًاTc bºc V¾]¾ ] لXm ، سSlmUا
blآUSw ةXui bºc وtliUSw لS§ة رbºc لXm ،سSlmU]ف ا
(1) ،ةSYZU اZc § أوVswرh ti¼fU` اa ‘‘ ءS¯Uل ’’اXم دc وbّآfU` اa ةbºsU اU إV¾]jU اzr ‘‘ ءS¯Uل ’’اXد
،ءS¯U اq_h اa q_h اX هbآfU وا،ءS¯USw نX}W  أنti¼fU` اa q_h ـ واSًji¼r نX}W د أنsU` اa q_hن ا
ّإ
SfU ti¼fU وا،دةSWÔU اqf\ أti¼fU اzr Âّ أbآfUن اS آSّfpa ،ti¼fU اzr Âّ أbآfU( أن ا2) ،SهblÅw ti¼fU` اmTa
نS}a ،ti¼fU اzr q£a أbآfU ( واVwSّui وVrّ]c) `a Sf آVÅUSTfpU تWء زS¯U( أن ا3) ،دةSWÔU اqfYW ®U ،qm¾ن أSآ
‘ Vwbاب‘ وأb’ XYi ءS¯USw bآfU` اa (لSsa) لSjfU اpc نS آSr نXsfÆW اXiS آSّfU ®¯ّi( أ4) ،S¯دSWÔw Uأو
ءS¯Uا اXpدSa ،vfÆU اpc دsUا اXpf\ ‘‘ ½mcب و أSmc’’ ،XYi SهblÅw ti¼fU` اa لSjfU ها اpc نS آSr نXsfÆWو
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zr ءSU ا°
َ ^mgة أbºsUت ا
َ وزS§ ¶ذاa ،1580﴾مSّW أVَ liSf¾ ل و
ٍ SlU vَ Tْ g﴿ ،qWÔZUا
1583

ث
َ ]¾ ] و
ً § رbَ ºc Vَ ¾]¾ :XYi ،1582ti¼fU اvr S¯ÓT¾ و أbآfU اvr

1581

ةbºsUا

َ
Z¾ و ا، 1586 ةbºc  و إ\ى1585،bºc َ \ و أ،1584S¯iX}ُg وzlºU اbu}w أ ًةbrة اbْºc
Z¾ اP إ،1591«oU اpc

1590

نSlZTr

1589

نSfgP و ا،1588  َةbَ º
ْc
َ Z¾ وا،1587 bºc
1593

.zlَfpur ابbcُ إwbِ sُ ´ّi¶a 1592bºc

نX} S¯ih ،blّÅ S¯ّi¶a ‘‘ ةbºsU ’’اP
ّ  إ،ةbºsU اU½ إlآbU اsw S¯f}\ ´U وآti¼fU` اa SهX^mg وأ،bآfU` اa
ءS¯USw ti¼fUء واS هblÅw bآfU` اa ½lآbU اVUS\ `a
،6/19 ،18 :ÞlsW zw ا،219 ،218  ص:VlwbsU اVÅpUار اbg أ،443 ،442  ص:ىZU اb^ حb :bni اWÔfpUو
، 2/321-317 :qlmc zwح اb
‘Vfp V¾]¾ ة وXui  ’¾]ث، 3 ، 2 `a ‘لS§ رV¾]¾ وVfp ة‘ ’و¾]ثXui  ’ ¾]ث، 5 `a 1578
،4 `a zlgXmU اzlw Sr رةSTsU ا°^mg 1579
،7 :VWÚ ر® ا:VSYUرة اXg 1580
Sf« آlY{Uم‘ و اSّW أVliSf¾ ل وSlU vTg’ ،5 `a م‘ وSW أVliSf¾ ل وSlU tp¾’ ، 6 `a ‘مSW أV¾]¾ل وSlU  ’¾]ثq_h` اa
¨SZT¾ و  أ،5 `a وردت
‘ةbºsU اzr’ ،3 `a °^mg ‘ ةbºsU اzc’ ،2 `a  وردت1581
‘ti¼fU` اa’ ،1 `a 1582
Sهsw Sfa [V¾]¾] zr x}sU اpc Sًji¼r نS إن آ°Tjًا وbآr ودsfUن اS إن آZr ءSU اÄmua ،ةbºsU اÂU¼fU اWbW
Vf\bU اlpc ÂU¼fU اqjr Sfآ
2/ 320 : qlmc zwح اb : bniا
‘أةbrة اbºc ’¾]ث، 3 ، 7 ، 4 ، 1 ،àuZU اbj` أآa ‘ أةbr اbºc tp¾ ’و، 2 `a ‘bºc V¾]¾ ’ ،5 `a 1583
SهSZT¾ و  أ،àuZU اbj` أآa  وردتSf« آlY{Uوا
Xز وهSÆYU اq أهVÅU نX}uU وا،®lf `Zw VÅU bu}U وا،bu}U واzl}uU اti¼fU اvr [ ةbºc] zl `a زXÆW 1584
«{ahا
2/320 :qlmc zwح أb :bniا
‘]
ً § رbºc  ’و إ\ى،5 `a  ووردتq_h` اa ً ]§ رVfp آ°^mg 1585
q_hا اc Sr vlf§ `a  ووردتq_h` اa ‘أةbr ’اVfp آ°^mg 1586
– 2 ،àuZU اVlmw `a  ووردت،q_h` اa ‘ً ]§ ’ر،Vfp آ°^mg ‘]
ً § رbºc SZ¾ ’ إ،1 `a ‘bºc SZ¾ ’و إ،5 `a 1587
،7 ، 4
‘أةbrة اbºc SZ¾ ’إ، 6 ، 3 ، 2 àuZU اVlmw `a  وردت1588
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1595

Â^c  و،نSlw Â^c و
1602

1597

vwاXU` اa kQfjQ ا1594 tzPQا

،ٌلw  و،Vo_  }و،l آ،1596بX أSZ `و ه

bWb}USw نX}W و،1601VabsfUSw

1600

Êّyfa ،1599lآU اSّr أ،1598فbYw

‘انpU ’ا،تW ز،7 `a 1589
‘نSlZTfU ’ا،7 ، 2 `a 1590
‘bºc \ت ’أW ز، 6 `a 1591
ة وه}اbºc  ¾]ثU إbºc \ أzllÈÔÆU« اa pc `ZTr X¯a [ S¯i دوSrة وbºc ] zllÈÔÆU اzr ½آbfUد اsU اWbW
‘bºc SZ¾ ’ا،7 `a ‘bºc SZ¾ ’ا،6 `a ‘bºc `Z¾ ’ و ا،4 `a ،رةSTsUت اW ز1592
) pآ½ آbfUد اsUاب اbc ها إxlU  أو،ءSlUSw bّÆW{½ وZW و،ÂUhSw vabW ّi أي أ،ZّjfUاب اbc إwاbc إWbW 1593
¨ُÔÆَc Sّr إZjfUSw نSmYpr Sf¯ّih [SZ¾ – أSZ¾ ] أÄma ¨ _رZjfUاب اbcب إbsW يU اSfّiة ( وإbºc SZ¾ و أbºc SZ¾أ
،XYi `a ZjfU اzr نXZU اvXr vّ واih ابbcd اzr U qYr P وÂ^sU واو اZsr Zfّ£U «oU اpc SًlZTr mTla
`Z¾w رتbr و،ً]§ رbºc `Z¾ أ°W ورأ،ً]§ رbºc SZ¾` أiءS§ :لXm ،ÔÆsU اU إSًaS£r {رU اxlU و،انWÔUا
ma [ةbºc] Sّr`‘‘ أZ¾ ’’أSً£Wء أSlUSw b§ ‘‘ وZ¾ء ’’ أSlUSw ½{i و،SZ¾ أ،ÂUhSw دsU _ر اva رma ،أةbrة إbºc
«oU اpc S¯ÈSZw pc qlU وها د،تPSYU اq` آa V\Xor °lmw
2/321 :qlmc zwح أb :bniا
‘q{oU ’ا،Vfp آ°^mg ،1 `a 1594
:يXYZU« اp^{fU` اa و،®¯sr °l£fa ´w ّواbr ¯® أوop °lºr `ء إذاºU اsT وأ،«oUSw SًsT vTW vT VÅpU` اa 1595
pc P
ّ اب إbch اS¯ufW P `ّUء اSfgh ه` ا،ÞlsW zw\½ أS_ لS و، وا\ةV¯§ zr mwSg ابbc¶w بbcُن أ
ٍ S¾ ٌqآ
SهblÅU vTU اqlTg
Owen, The Foundations of Grammar, pp.154.
1/ 201 : vfُpUح اb ، 399  ص:ىZU اb^ حb ، 3/ 38 : ÞlsW zw[ اvT] دةSr : حSY{U وا:بbsUن اSuU :bniا
،Vsw أرql و،¨blم وSº هzw ]ف‘‘ ا،Vf\bU اlpc ÂU¼fU اb ذآSf آ،بb± أVuf pc ةSYZU اSّهc 1596
،Â^sU¯® اUX °Y ·uZU اÂ^cن وSlTU اÂ^c اX§وأدر
،428 ص:½هUح  ور اb ،111 ص:`§S§ÔU اqf§ حb :bniا
‘Â^sUل و اTU وا،Vo{U واlآU ’ا،3 `a 1597
‘وفbYUSw’ ،6 `a 1598
،}]مU` اa زXّÆU· واlmYU ا،ql ÈSa Sّr وأ،pT SfU ًاbWbm bن ذٌآ
ٍ S¾ q آX ه،يXYZU« اp^{fU` اa 1599
،283  ص:VlwbsUار اbg أ،1/215 :VÅpUم اXpc `a q{ّofU® اÆsfU ا:bniا
‘صX{yr’ ،3 ، 6 `a 1600
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Sf§]ن آ]هbU }وا،1604ُuoi ٌW` زiءS§ :XYi،
،1608Vo{Uا

1607

Srو أ

1606

1603

¨blÅw  و،ٌWٌ زW` زiءS§:XYi

(نXs{wن وأXswن و أXsو أآ

1605

نXsf§ )أ،®¯pم آXmUوا

،ودةYr bl  أو،لX\ و،b¯ وVplU ٍم وXW qjr ،ودةYr °iSا ًء آXg ،ةb}ZU اlآX زXÆW P ّi أzlWb{TUه½ اr 1601
لX{YU ودةYfUة اb}ZU اlآX ونÔlÆla نXlaX}U اSّr أ،حST{fU` اa SZزي‘ هb^fU¯® ’اswS وz
ٍ l\ وzr وز،°Xآ
،loU` أa ´USr zw¯® اma و واpًا آb¯ °f_ ،XYi ´Uw ةÈSoUا
ْqfِ 
َ vُ ZfUة اb{TUة اSYi zcو

qِTٌ  ٍرX}Zr lآX ْoِ Wُ وإن
،bcSºUل اXmw ¯واºgوا

ْ½§ّ رpل آX\ ّةc °lU SW

ْ½§
َ  ذا رq
َ lِ  أنVS ّZ}U

،w ðّYW P ذSºU وا،zlWb{TU` رأي اa ذS Xن وهXlaX}U اlU ذه½ إSfة آb}ZU اlآX ازX§ °lTU` ها اa هSºUوا
® ر:½هUح  ور اb ،2/475 ،uUSÆr `a ½psjU اb وذآ،`U¯Uب اZ§ zw ®pur zw © اTc Vfp آzr °lTUوا
2/265 :فS{id وا،228 bsºUا

xUSÆr 119،120  ص:`§S§ÔpU qf§ حb ،2/166 :qlmc zwح أb ،292—290  ص:VlwbsUار اbg أ:bniا
-1948 :ةbهSmU ا،رفSsfUرون دار اS هfYr ]مuU اTc ·lmYح وb ، lYW zw اf\س أSTsU` اw أ،½ps¾ :½ps¾
1949
‘ارb}USw نX}la’ ،1 `a 1602
،qjr ]
ً sa نX}W  و،ÂZّ{fU اqjr Sf آSfgن أX}W  و،Zlsw ولh اãopU اbWb} X وه،`nopU اlآXU اÂZّ{fU اWbW
،qjr Vlfg أVpf§  أو،gh زأر ا،gh زأر ا،qjr ،Vlpsa Vpf§  أو،دمSmU اS¯ّW® أsِi ®َ sِi :qjr ،ًSab\  أو،bfmU اvp¸ vp¸
نXwّ¯r ®i® أi أ،qjr ًاblf±  أو،zlr³ ،zlr³ ،qjr ،qsa ®g أو أ،بc ءSfU ا،بc ءSfUا
2/ 17،18 :XYZU` اa لX_h ا،391 ،390 ً  ص:فb{U واXYZU` اa l¯fU ا،1/225 : vfpUح اb :bniا
‘noU blÅw ’و،3 `a 1603
X وه،¼آfU اUف إS£r ®هX vabU w  §`ءSr :Sf أ\ه،نSwb± X وه،يXZsfU اlآXU ا،Vf\bU اlpc ÂZّ{fU اWbW
،bWmUن اX}W  أن،®هXU اvabW X وهWÔU lآX Zlc وuoZa ،Zlc  أوuoi Wء زS§ :لXm zlsU واxoZUSw lآXUا
( vlf§ وSp وآ] وآq´ ) آUU qfsufU وا،لXfºUم إرادة اc ®ّهXU اvabW Sr X ه:`iSjU وا،UXg ٍ ورW زbT `iءS§
 أوS¯p آVplTmU وا،slf§  أوpآ½ آbUء اS§ ،XYi ،sXr S¯£sw عX{ّ« وW ا ٍءÔ§ن ذا أS آSr vlf§ وq}w ¼آla
§]نbUء اS§ ،XYi Sًji¼rًا وbآr ZjfU اSp وآô}w ¼آW و،p آWء زS§ لXm P و،®¯slf§ ¯® أوpل آS§bU وا،S¯lsf§
،SfهSpن آSZTU واSfآ]ه

حb ، 415، 413  ص:ىZU اb^ حb ، 3/43-41 :ÞlsW zw ا،2/ 164 ،163 :qlmc zwح أb :bni اWÔfpUو
2/ 363،364 : `±bUا
Owen, The Foundations of Grammar, p.155; Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language,
vol. 2, p. 282; Elder, Arabic Grammar, p. 304.
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،cSmU® و اÈSmUS آ،1611qsa Sr إ،1610`ات و هUال اX\ أÛsw pc الUا

1609

®gPه` ا

 و،1614®Wb}U¯ِ® واoَ US آ،ةÔWb  أو،1613دXgh و اbl{mU و اqWX^US آ،1612Vlpِ\ أو

،7 ، 6 ، 4 ،3 ‘Zlc’ ،Vfpت آW ز،àuZU اbj` أآa 1604
Sfل آXfºU { اVWXmU (q )آsw Sهsw Sr وvf§w ¼آW وّل أنh ا:نSmWb¸ بXpgh ها اqjr `a بbsU اZc 1605
ءSsf§ VplTmUءت اS§ وvf§ أÞlÆUء اS§ ،لSmla ‘‘q ‘‘آb دون ذآSهsw Sr وvf§w ¼آW ` أنiSjU وا،SZ هÂU¼fU اqjr
،´USr zwل أXmW ´U` ذa و،qlp Xوه
Ssُf§
ُ ®ّ ¾ ،zlsf§ َء أSsf§
vَ fُ §
ُ ®ّ ¾ ،نXsf§ أ، ! َءSsf§

Ssf§w : أآّواq
ٍ  َ آsْ wَ و
vf§ أ:ءÆW  qودون آ
، 2/ 372، 371 :`±ح رb ،2/164 :qlmc zwح أb :bniا

`a ‘نXsw ’وأ،Vfp آ°^mg  و،7 `a ‘نXsf§ ’ أ,Vfp آ°^mg ،zlgXmU اzlw Sr ،رةSTsU` اa bl® وWm ،3 `a 1606
‘نXsن و أآXsf§ ’وا°^mg ،6
½lbU اxlU وSهsw °¬ z
ّ ¯ّWw أT  وSهb¾ أpc ّPْ إz¬ÆW P ، zlsf§h تScSTإ،نXs{w وأ،نXsw وأ،نXsأآ
، 2/377، 376 :`±bUح اb [vw دةSr] °Y :ÄlYfUس اXrS :bni ا، ]زمw
،7 `a ‘Sّr ’وأ،Vfpت آW ز1607
نX}W °sZU أن ا،Ûsw لS و،\ وا°sZU واVo{U ا،ÞlsW zwل اS و،اتUال اX\ أÛsw pc الU® اgP ه` ا1608
Êl{yU¯` اa Vo{U` اa ضbÅU اSّrرج وأSرب وS± XYi لSsahSw نX} Vo{U وا،bl{ وqWX¸ ،XYi VlpYUSw
®\ّb م أوUح واfU وا،ql£oUوا
/ 287 :`±bUح اb ،408  ص:ىZU اb^ حb ،1084 ،ÂWbsU ر® ا:تSoWbsU ا،3/47 ،46 :ÞlsW zw ا:bniا
2
Owen, The Foundations of Arabic Grammar, pp.156, 157.
q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{U®‘ واg اX ’وه،3 `a 1609
q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{U‘ واX ’و ه، 7 `a 1610
‘فX_XfU اqsa’ ، 3 `a 1611
sa` رa ،ءSlة أbºc `a S¯aX_Xr Vo{U اvT qfc pc P
ً ارح أي داXÆUل اSsa أzr درًاS_ نX}W Sr SZ هqsoUا
،¨bl}Z وoWbs وjli¨ وbl وآsf§ّ وlZji و،¨ادbaّ¨ وإb§ وT{iو
‘Vlp\  ’و،6 `a ‘Vmlp  ’ أو،1 `a 1612
،`pُYU اzr ql و،bu}USw VlpYU واVo{Uرة واX{U واVmpyU اS¯w ادbfUا
[`pُ\ دةSr] :ÄlYfUس اXrSmU ا:bniا
،7 `a ‘bl{mU ’اVfp آ°^mg د‘ وXgh واÛWbsU ’و ا، 3 `a ‘ÛWbsUد و اXgh ’و ا،1 `a 1613
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1617

S¯ّi¶a سSZ§hء اSfgw 1616Â_XU اSr و أ1615.ي
ّ b{TU` وا
ّ fS¯US آ،VTui  أو،qSsUا

:لSmla ،1622ti¼ُ و،b وُآ،1621vfÆُ وZّj ،1620` وه، ذُوVplgXw 1619P
ّ  إ1618 P
،لSr ت
ُ  وذا،1624لSr وذوي
 وbÆU` اa

1625

1623

،لSr  و ذوُو،لSr و َذوَي

[43]،ٍلSr

 وذَوا،ٍلSr ذُو

bu}USw ل
ٍ Sr ت
ِ  و ذوا،لSr ت
ُ  وذوا،لSr `َوذوا

SًoWbs و،1628Sً jli ًا وbl آ،S¯َaX_Xr vُ Tَ َ Vo_ qو آ

1627

،لSr Sوذوا

.تSfpufآ

1626

،½{ZUا

‘®Wb}U® واl¯oUS ’آ، 7 ، 3 ،1 ،àuZU اVlmw®‘ وWb}U¯® و اoUS ’آ، 4 `a ‘®Wb}U® واl¯oUS آÔWÔc  ’أو،6 `a 1614
¨SZT¾ و  أàuZU اVlmw `a  وردتSf« آlY{Uوا
‘يb{w` و
ّ fS¯ ’آ،3 ،1 `a 1615
‘Â_XU اSr a ’ ،3 `a 1616
¨SZT¾«  اlY{Uّ‘ واi¶a’ ، 7، 4 ،3 àuZU اVlmw `a ‘Sfّia’ ،6 `a ‘S¯ّia’ q_h` اa 1617
‘VplgXw ` P’ ،3 `a ‘VplgXw W Sfi¶a’ ،1 `a 1618
،7 ‘ P
ّ  ’ إ،Vfpت آW ز1619
‘`ل ’هw ‘X ’وه،4 `a 1620
¨SZT¾ و  أq_hا اc Sr `a  وردتSf« آlY{U‘ واvfÆ` وZj’ ،6 ، 3 `a ‘vfÆW ` وZjW’ q_h` اa 1621
7 `a  وردتSf« آlY{U‘ واti¼  وb ’وّآ،1 `a ‘bّآW وti¼W ’و،7 `a ‘ وردتti¼W  وbّآW ’وq_h` اa 1622
SهSZT¾ و  أ،
‘vabU` اa ’ ،تW ز،3 `a 1623
‘½{ZU واbÆU` اa’ ،7 `a تWل‘ وزSr  ’وذوي،Vfp آ°^mg ،1 `a 1624
،Äma ‘bu}USw’ ،Vfp آ°^mg ،3 `a ‘bu}USw ل
ِ Sr  ’وذوات،رةSTsU ا°^mg ،1 `a 1625
‘bÆU{½ و اZU` اa’ ،7 `a 1626
‘تSfpur’ ،Vfp آ°^mg ،7 `a 1627
VUS\ `aء وSlUSw bّÆ وÂUhSw ½{Zاو وXUSw vaba VّuUء اSfghاب اbc إblآpU ادbah اVUS\ `a بbs S¯ّiأي أ
vfÆUاب اbcب إbsa ®USuU اbآfU اvf§ VUS\ `a Sّrء أSlUSw bّÆ{½ وZ وÂUhSw vaba ،ZjfUاب اbcب إbs VlZjUا
vaba ،ti¼fU اvf§ ابbcب إbs ti¼fU اvf§ pc VUPU اVUS\ `aء وSlUSw bّÆ{½ وZاو وXUSw vaba bآfUا
Vf\bU اlpc ÂU¼fU´ اU ذqjr Sfة آbu}USw bّÆ{½ وZ وVّf£USw
‘Sًjli’ ،Vfp آ°^mg ،3 `a 1628
®U  إذا، ¨bl وآ، sf§ و، lZj و، ¨ادba وإ،¨ّb§ و، T{i و، sa` رa ،ءSl ة أbºc `a فX_XfU اVo{U اvT
XU وti¼W P ّi¶a ،لSu}r« وWb§ر وXT_ ،qjr ti¼fU واbآfU اla يXuW يU اÂ_XUS آviSr VmaاXfU اzr vZfW
`اXTU` اa  وه}ا...رXT_ أةbrت اb£\ر وXT_ q§` رiءS§ ،ًSji¼r aX_Xr نSآ
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°iS إذا آSَr وأ،1631U ]
ً sa °iS آ1630 إذا،ًSwاbc و إ،1629Sً sf§ وVlZjادًا وba وإ،ًاbl}Zو
1636
1639

ابbcdو ا
و

1635

bl}ZU و اÂWbsU` اa sT

1634

S¯i¶a

1633

TTuU

1632

]
ً sa

﴾S¯ُp ِ® أهUSnU اVWbmU ه¨ اzr SZ§b أSZw ﴿ر:USs UX Zr و،1637½uYa

1638

 و،1643ك
َ Sًا أW ز°
ُ W رأXYi ،1642q}U اzr q}Uل اw ،1641§ أوVsw أرpc

1640

:لTUا

:`§S§ÔU اqf§ حb ، 404-402  ص:ىZU اb^ حb ، 3/ 54 :ÞlsW zw ا،2/152،153 :qlmc zwح اb :bniا
، 111ص
Owen, The Foundations of Arabic Grammar, pp.162-166.
[ ]الzr دbÆfUة أو اb}i Uف إS£fU( اql£oU اqsa ) أVo{U ا°iS إذا آvfÆU واVlZjU` اa VmaاXfU اvZf ´U آ1629
q£a أSًiSui إ°دS_ و،لS§ رq£aء أS_ وأ،zlp§ رq£a اzlmW_ و،q§ رq£a أSًmW_ °pwS ،qjr VaS±dوا
 و ه}اq£a أSZwSY_وأ
2/153 :qlmc zwح اb : bniا
‘ ’ها،Vfpت آW ز،4 `a 1630
‘cS® وÈS’ ،3 `a ‘qWX¸ q§bw رتbr XYi’ ،7 `a تWن‘ وزS ’إذا آ،6 `a 1631
،ÂZّ{fU اqjr Sf آ،UÔZfw X هSfla  أوVcXTr xoi `a Vo{U اpc لW يU اX ه،`ّmlmYU ا°sZU´ اUw ÂU¼fU اWbW
،(cS ® أوÈS q§bw رتbr) `a q§bU اXت وهXsZfU اzr vدث وواS\ (دXsmUم أو اSlmUن ) ا
ّh
،2/654 :VÅpUم اXpc `a q{ّofU® اÆsfU ا:bniا
‘¨blÅU ’ ،تW ز،1 `a 1632
q§bU اzr Sُ¾دS\ xlU حbÆU واZw« إWb§ q§bUء اS§ ،qjr w ·ّps USr Vo_ نSlTw cXTr qf}ٌW يU ا°sZU اX ه1633
Zw إzr Sfّiوإ
،385  ص:فb{U واXYZU` اa l¯fU ا،261 ص،Âl± `X :XYZU اWÆ :bniا
‘Vo_ S¯ّi¶a ’ ،7 `a 1634
‘ÂWbsU و اbl}ZU` اa’ ،3 `a 1635
‘½uYa’ °^mg ،3 `a ‘ابbcd ’ ا،Vfp آ°^mg ، 4 `a 1636
‘WرS§ VZu\ q§bw رتbr XYi’ تW ز، 4 `a -1637
75 :VWÚ ر® ا:ءSuZUرة اXg 1638
،3 `a ‘ Sّr ’أ،Vfpت آW ز1639
Zr ضbÅU وا،V^g] واw ®}YUSw دX{mfU اvwSU اX وه،يXYZU« اp^{fU` اa و،ضXsU ا،VÅpU` اa SهSZsr 1640
زSÆfU واvّgXU اVU وإزا،سSTUP اvaح ورS£Wdا
،2/ 192 :qlmc zwح اb ،298  ص:VlwbsUار اbg أ،439  ص:½هUح  ور اb :bniا
q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{Uب‘ و اb± أV¾]¾ pc’ ،6 `a 1641
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:XYi ،1646لSfPل اw و،1645 َgًا رأW ز°
ُ wb± :XYi ،1644q}U اzr ÛsTUل اw
`ZTÆcو أ

1647

﴾la ل
ٍ S) ا ِمbYU اbِ ¯ºU اzc ´
َ iXUuW﴿ qWÔZU` اa  و،ُwX¾ ٌW½ ز
َ pُg

Â^c  و،1651رSf\ q§bw رتbr :XYi ،1650 ÄpÅUل اw و1649(ُfpc  أو1648ُwb± ٌWز
لw تW وز، Vg ‘‘ ىZU اb^ ‘‘`a مSº هzw أSّهc z}U وÂU¼fU اb ذآSfم آSu أVsw أرpc `ة هSYZUر اX¯f§ Zc
نSluZUل اwاب وb±dا
،299 ،298  ص:VlwbsUار اbg أ،2/ 46 :XYZU` اa لX_h ا،438  ص:ىZU اb^ حb :bniا
‘q}U ’ ا،Vfp آ°^mg ،6 `a ،ولhاط اb{U اxoi X` هiSjUاط اb{USa ،7 ، 6 `a 1642
Siن ﴿إه³bmU` اa  وردSf وآWوSuW وZsfU` اa [ ًاW·] زwS^W كSن أ
ّ P ولh اzlc la `iSjUن ا
ّ رة أSTc Xوه
، vfÆU واVlZjUاد واbah` اa عXTfpU maاXr ½ÆW la و،6 ،VWÚ ر® ا:VYSoUرة اXg ﴾zWUط ا
َ اb_ ®lmufUط ا
َ اb{Uا
، bl}ZU واÂWbsU` اa P ، tliU واblآUوا
2/ 94 :qlmc zwح اb ، 2/ 386 :`±bUح اb :bni اWÔfpUو
‘ÛsTU اzr ÛsTUل اw  ’و،تW ز،3 `a 1643
،لSfPل اw Sل أ\هTUن اX}W ،ٍاءÔ§ أpc Zr لTfU® اlum z}fW tlYw ولh اzr ًأÔ§ `iSjUن اX}W  أنX وه1644
،ًS£Wن أSlTUل اw ّfuW لTU وها ا،cXTr `a 
ً Zsr pc الU اXوه
، 122  ص:`§S§ÔU اqf§ حb ،1/ 126 :VÅpUم اXpc `a q{ofU® اÆsfU ا:bniا
Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, vol. 2, p. 285.
﴾]lTg lUع إS^g أzr °lTU اð
ّ \ سSZU اpc ©  ﴿ وUSs UX Zr ’ و،رةSTsUت اW ز،6 `a 1645
ادbfU}]م أن اUى اXYa zr ®¯ola `iSjUول اh اzf£W ل أنSfPSw ادbfU وا،cXTr `a 
ً Zsr pc الU اX وه1646
b¯ºU اlpc qf أ
ً Zsr Xام وهbYU اb¯ºU اzr لw لSmUSa ، ÊZU` اa  وردتVli³bmU اVWÚ` اa وZr لTfU اbl
qjr lpc ]
ً fºr ZsfUن اS إذا آSً£W{ر أfUل اw ، لSmW لTU وها ا، la لSmU اq§h نS آSfّi إb¯ºU اzc ®¯U¼اgو
S¯Zu\ Vُ WرSÆU` اZTÆc أ:
،123  ص:`§S§ÔU اqf§ حb ،2/ 385 ،384 :`±bUح اb ،3 / 65 ،64 :ÞlsW zw ا:bniا
Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, vol. 2, p. 285.
217 .VWÚ ا:ةbmTUرة اXg 1647
‘pcSa zr’ ،7 `a ‘XYi وpcSa zc qsoUل اw Zr ’و،4 `a تW و ز1648
،4 ،3 ،1 `a ،zlgXmU اzlw Sr رةSTsU ا°^mg 1649
q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{U]م‘ واÅUل اw ’و،1 `a 1650
Zsr و،ÂZّ{fU اqjr Sf آ،¨bl U إiSuU ·Tula `ءºw ãopW  أنWbW  أنX وه،«l{a  آ] ٍمPن و³b `a نX}W ]a
] ،qjr دًاX{mr Zr لTfUل واTU اzr qن آX}W  و، Zr لTfU اb` ذآa ÄpÅU اw نSld½ اTg يU ا، ÄpÅUل اw
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`iءS§ :XYi ،1655bluoUى اbÆr يbÆW ،Vo_ bُ l 1654 ®g ا1653Xوه

1652

:نSlTUا

رًاX¯ºr نS إذا آ،1657© اTc Xw أ،ٌW و ز،1656(®gPSw Sً aوbsr نS )إذا آ،ٌW ا© زTc Xwأ
vfÆpU :اوXU ا،1660Vsu Â^sUوف اb\  و،1659:وفbYUSw Â^sU و ا،1658VlZُ}USw
لw ّfuW ®umU ها اSً£W أSًfYU °pّ´ أآi أbTy ´ أنU أw ®ّ ¾ ًاÔT °pّ´ أآiw رSTd اP
ً  [ {ت أوSًfYU ًاÔT °pأآ
ابb±dا
2/ 48 :XYZU` اa لX_h ا،300  ص:VlwbsUار اbg أ،2/194 :qlmc zwح أb ،441  ص: ىZU اb^ حb :bniا
،
Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, vol. 2, p. 286.
‘XYi’ Vfp آ°^mg ،6 `a 1651
،افb{iP اsw `ءºU اUع إX§bU ا،لSmW Zr و،lpc ·o وأÂّ^s وv§ أي ر،ًSo^c Â
ُ ^sW Âَ^c ،VÅpU` اa 1652
zr VpfsufU اVfp}U اVUÔZr عXTfU اzr لÔZW وS¯oºاد آbfU اzc Âº}W Vo_ bl ®g اX ه،يXYZU« اp^{fU` اaو
: ´USr zwل أS ، S¯w °f§bُ  إذاVTWbÅUا
·Tg Sr نSlw نÚض اbÅUوا
Voº}Zr w {mU اVmlm\

·ui  أو،ٍنSlw  ذوSّrإ
Vo{U اT ،vwS :نSlTUوا اa

2 / 171 :qlmc zwح أb ،3/71 :ÞlsW zw[ اÂ^c دةSr] :ÄlYfUس اXrSب وbsUن اSuU :bniا
‘Xل ’هw ‘` ’وه،3 `a 1653
‘®g ’ ا،Vfp آ°^mg ،1 `a 1654
‘نSlTU ’وا، 4 `a تW ز1655
`¯a Vo{U اSّr أ،rS§ ih ،Vo{w xlU Z}U و،¨buّoW وcXTr «ّ±XW نSlTU اÂ^c ن
ّ  أ،Vf\bU اlpc ÂU¼fU اWbW
،Â_XU` اa Sf آxTpٌU اva ورVabsfU« اl±X ،نSlTU اÂ^c zr ةÈSoU وا،VّmºfUSw VU ¼ ّوr  أوVّmºr Sّrإ
‘®psUSw رًاX¯ºr نS ’إذا آ، 6 ، 4 ،1 `a  وردت،3 `a zlgXmU اzlw Sr رةSTsU ا°^mg 1656
‘W ا© زTc Xw` أiءS§ XYi’ ،3 `a ‘ © اTc Xw أW` زiءS§  ’ أو،6 `a 1657
‘®psUSw رًاX¯ºr’ ، 6 `a 1658
، ¨blم وSº هzw´ واUSr zw¯® اZrة وSYZU اÛsw z}U و،Äma رفSsfU` اa نSlTU اÂ^sU Vf\bU اlpc ÂU¼fU اqjr
VWÚ ر® ا:رXZU﴾ اViXW زVرآSTr ةbÆ zr XW ﴿ USs UXmw ¯واºg وا،ًS£Wات أb}ZU اzr ´Uاز ذX§ Uذه½ إ
ة‘‘ وbÆºU’’ نSlw Â^c ،ViXWÔa ،16 VWÚ ر® ا:®lاهbw ٍ﴾ إW_  ٍءSr zr muُW ﴿ وUSs UX و،35
®g]U SًiSlw la ن
ّ ( أ1) § أوVsw` أرa Vo{U اTºW نSlTU اÂ^c ن
ّ ‘‘ أÞlsW zw ’’ أb وذآ،ءSfU نSlw Â^c ‘‘W_’’
(4) Vo{US آoWbs `a lpc رS§ ّi( أ3) عXTfUول اh` اa qrSsU اX هla qrSsU( أن ا2) Vo{U` اa Sfع آXTfUا
لÔZW Sr ّ· أوºfUSw °sZU( أن ا1) § أوVsw` أرa S¯رSoW و،Vo{U اzr vZfW Sf آbf£fU اpc يbÆW  أنcSZrا
`a P
ّ ن إX}W P نSlTU اÂ^c ن
ّ ( أ2) rاXÆUSw نX}W ih نSlTU اÂ^c `a ´Uم ذÔpW Pّم وm Sr pc ·ºfU اVUÔZr
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`iءS§ :XYi ،1662½lmsU اvr ½lbpU :ءSoU و ا،ٌوbfc ٌ وW` زiءS§ :XYi ،1661·p^fUا
: و أو،ًواbfc ®ّ ¾ ًاW ز°
ُ W رأ:XYi ،`اbU اvr

1664

½lbpU

1663

: ®ّ ¾  و،ٌوbfsa ٌWز

P وZr Êّن أX}W Pت وXsZfU اzr ®ّ cن أX}W  أنf}\ °sZU( أن ا3) ةb}ZU واVabsfU` اa نX} Vo{Uرف واSsfUا
`a زXÆW Pأ وTr رSf±¶w vobW  أوqsa رSf±¶w ½{Zla v^mU اla زXÆW °sZU( أن ا3) نSlTU اÂ^c `a ´Uم ذÔpW
نSlTU اÂ^c
3/72 ،71 :ÞlsW zw ا،2/173 ،172 :qlmc zwح أb ،421 ص:ىZU اb^ حb :bniا
‘فbYUSw ’ ،7 `a 1659
،®lnZU· واluZU اZr ٍم وا\ وSni VmWb¸ pc نS آSr `ءºU ا،VÅpU` اa ·uZU اZsr و،ًS£W· اuZU اÂ^c ّfuWو
دX{mr vwS Â^sU ا،XYZU` اa و،iSZgوت أSu  إذا،·ui bÅ¾ لSmWاب وbcd` اa ولhوا اSufU ْ·ui U ql وZrو
،VsuUوف اbYU أ\ اcXTr zlw وZlw ÄّgXW ،cXTr vr VTuZUSw
2/128 :vrاX¯U اvf ه،2/331 :`±bUح اb [·ui دةSr] :ÄlYfUس اXrSmU ا،بbsUن اSuU :bniا
‘ةbºc Â^sUوف اb\  ’ أو،7 `a 1660
وفbYUة ه¨ اSYZUّ® اu [Srف ]إb\ تW وز،ةbºc اجbuU اSّهc و: Vsu `ة هSYZU اbj أآZc Â^sUوف اb\ دc
، وأم وأو،\ و،ءSoU و¾ ّ® وا،اوXU ا،` وهSًf}\ وSًnoU  أي،ًSmp^r lpc فX^sfU اvr كbºW Sr ،S أ\هzlfu Uإ
،f}\ `a P wاbc` إa ولh اvr `iSjUك اbºW V¾]jU ه¨ ا،z}U و،P وqw ،` وهÄma SًnoU كbºW Sr `iSjUوا
، 2/ 57 :XYZU` اa لX_h ا،2/176 :qlmc zwح اb :bniا
‘vfÆU· اp^fU’ ،6 `a 1661
UXmw  ور ّد،S£W½ أlbpU S¯ّi أzllaX}Uه½ اr و،ÂU¼fU اlU ذه½ إSf آzlWb{TUه½ اr  وهاvfÆU· اp^fU اوXUا
لXmW Sf½ آlbU اpc VUاو داXU ا°iS آXU ،37 :VWÚ ر® ا:نXZr¼fU﴾ اSlYiت وXfi SliU اSZSl\ P
ّ ﴿ إن ه` إUSs
vfÆU` ا£m اوXU أن اpc qlUU وا،ونb}Zr ® وه،تXfU اsw tsTUSw رSّo}U اzr Saاbc}]م اUن ها اS}U ،نXlaX}Uا
اXUX﴿وb³ مSmr `a و،58 ،VWÚ ر® ا:ةbmTU﴾ اVٌ ^
ّ \ اXUXًّا وÆg بSTUا اXp ﴿ وادUSs UX `½ وهlbUدون ا

حb :bni ا،ىbُh` اa bّW Sr zlWÚ` إ\ى اa ّمmW ،161 ،VWÚ ر® ا: افbchًّا﴾ اÆg بSTUا اXp وأدVٌ ^
ّ\
، 2/ 26 :XYZU` اa لX_h ا،303 ،302 :VlwbsUار اbg أ،178 ،177 :qlmc zwأ
©ل اS Sf آ،½TuU اX وهb³ ً Zsr ءSopU وSf¯Zlw Vp¯r ]w lpc فX^sfUع اXن وX}W  أن،XYZU` اa ½lmsU وا1662
،bl زهzw½ اs ﻭﻗﺎل آ، 37 VWÚ ر® ا: ةbmTUرة اXg ﴾lpc بSa ت
ٍ Sfp آw رzِr دم³ ّmpa ﴿ USs
لXT}r oW ®U Sهb¾ّ® إlr

لXTr مXlU` اTpma دSsُg °iSw

½}U  دار ا، ريS}uUا © اTc zw zlu\ ، ·lmY :bl زهzw½ أsان آXWح دb ، 429  ص:ىZU اb^ حb :bniا
،  ه}اbآW °lTpU `iSjU اb^ºU وا،6  ص، 1950 :ةbهSmU ا، VWb{fUا
لXT}r ÔÆW ®U Sهb¾ّ® إlr
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`a ´ºpU S¯i إ:لSmW و،1665وbfc ٌ أوW` زiءS§ :XYi ،ءSlóU  أو،zl¬lºU\ اh
x
ِ US§  و،1668  ها أو ذاك:XYi ،1667brh` اa V\Swd واbllypU و،1666bTyUا
[ ) أم44] ،كZc W أز:XYi ،1671Vp{r ،مS¯og]U ْ و َأم،1670z
َ Wblg z
َ wأوا

1669

z
َ uYUا

:افbchرة اXg ﴾S¯َ§ زوS¯Zr qs§ ®ّ ¾  وا\ ٍةx
ٍ oi zr ®}mp ﴿ USs UX XYi ‘‘اوXU’’ اZsfw ®ّ ¾ `  و1663
: لXmi ، Vp¯r ولh` واiSjU اzlw ® أنpsU ÀÆ و،ًSlاb  أS¯ّi إP
ّ  إ،ًS£Wء أSoU اZsfw qfsuW و، 189 :VWÚر® ا
VWÚ ر® ا: افbchرة اXg ﴾ V}È]fpU SZp ®ّ ¾ ®آSiرX_ ®ّ ¾ ®آSZmp mU ﴿ وUSs UX Zrوًا وbfc ®ّ ¾ ًاW ز°wb±
،11
430  ص:ىZU اb^ حb ، 2/ 178 :qlm zwح اb ،2/ 56 :XYZU` اa لX_h ا:WÔfpUو
‘½lbpU’ ،Vfp آ°^mg 1664
‘´U ذbl  أوb}w  ’أو،6 `a تW ز1665
،Sf¯Zlw SًآS °Z إذا آzlsTg  أوVml دzlّg بS}Uأة اb `a °l£ ، ´Uل ذSjr 1666
]فyw ،ًSsr Sf أو هzlo¸SsfUر أ\ اSl` اa ½¸SyfpU VWّbYUك اb V\Swdن ا
ّ  أ،V\Swd واbllyU اzlw قboU وا1667
  ها،ولhل اSjfU` اoa ،br اVo{w VXTur Sf¯la ‘ن ’ أوX} وÄma zlo¸SsfU ا\ اla رSyW ½ أنÆW يU اbllyUا
xUSÆ  أوSf¯uUSÆ  أنb\ °ia ( zWblg zw وأzuYU اxUS§ ) SZp XU Sّr إ،Sf أ\هP
ّ ´ أن  إU xlU أو ذاك
Sfأ\ه
، 434  ص:ىZU اb^ حb ،409  ص:فb{U واXYZU` اa l¯fU ا،2/181 :qlmc zwح أb :bniا
‘´U ’ذ، 3 `a 1668
Vrh اbT\ة وb{TU اqم أهSrن إS آ، `swS [1822-1753/119--21] يb{TUر اSuW zw zuYU اlsg Xw أX ه1669
،VWوSsr ¯c `a نSgاb `Uد واSW زzw اvlwbU اT}g وا،½US¸ `w` أpc ÂَZ` آa ½
ّ  و، VZWfUSw U و، Zr` زa
zuYUن اS آ: `UّاÔÅUل اS . ®ٍ ÈP VrXU ·YU` اa فSyW P ، ®هS¯ZWه® وbrla ةPXU اpc qW نS}a ، ةb{TU اz}gو
Vf}YU{½ اZ و، V\S{oU` اa VWS نS وآ، VwSY{U اzr ًSW¯® هwb وأ، ءSlTih}]م اw Sًr]س آ
ِ SZU اT أ، يb{TUا
، ةb{TUSw `aX : ةbÈSg تSfp آU و،ةbljر¨ آST أ، la zr
259 :انÔlfUن اSuU ،1/ 232-229 :نSZÆUأة اbr ،1/ 356-354 :نSlchت اSla و، 2/ 242 : ]مch ا:bni اWÔfpUو
،VlwbsU}½ اUء اSl\ دار إ،يXgXfU اzluYU اzw `pc ،£bfU ا: È]mU ودرر اÈاXoUر اb £bfU` اUSr³ ، 2/
`pc :·lmY ،نSfjc zw اf\ أzw ا© اTc : `TهU ا:لS§bU اmi `a الcPان اÔlr ، 1/ 162-152. 1954 :ةbهSmUا
zw اf\® اlsi Xw أ،`iS¯T_d ا:ءSlUوh اVlp\ ، 1/ 527 .1964:ةbهSmU ا،`TpYU` اwSTU اulc VsT^r ،ديSÆTU اfYr
b}w `w أ،W درzw ا:قSmdب اS آ،2/ 161-131 . 1938 : ةbهSmU ا، دةSsuU اVsT^r ، `ÆiSyU اVT}r ، © اTc

يb{TU اzuYU ا، 467، 252، 214  ص.1979 :ادÅw ،ّZjfU اVT}r ،رونS]م هuU اTc :·lmY .zuYU اzw اfYr
، 1954 :ةbهSmUا، `wbsU اb}oU دار اvT¸ ،سSّTc نSu\ إÂlU :l{y وVblg
Encyclopedia of Islam (new ed), vol. 3, pp. 247,248.
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 و،1674ٌوbfc كZc  أم،كZc ٌW أز:XYi ،1673Vs^mZr أو

1672

(كZc Sf¯ّW أي أ،وbfc

ٌW` زiءS§ :XYi ،تST¾d اsw `oZpU P)  و،ةS ` ه،1676qw Zsfw ،1675ةS  أمqw¶َU S¯ّiإ

pc Â^spU نX}W  وVWSÅpU \ ’و،7 `a آو‘ وV\Swd و اbllyUّ´ و اºpU Sّr ’و أ، 4 `a رةSTsUت اW وز1670
ؤ و أمS آbllyU´ و اºpU Srة و إSºfUج \ اSYU وم ا،ءSlTihس \ اSZUت اSr XYi ،bllyU® و اlnsUا
`aX وUو. zWUم اXpc `a م وSr [ إ729—653 / 110-33 ] ريS{ih ا، يb{TU اzWblg zw fYr Xه
´USr zw xi اT}g –واSWؤbU اblTsرع وXUSw b¯ وا،tWYUّ وروى اmo . بS}Uاف اb أzr `swS ، ةb{TUSw

،SWؤbU اblTs ،ً §اbl¯ بSر¨ آS¾³ zr و،رسSow
:ادÅw àWرS ،9/ 214 :½W¯U½ اW¯ ،1/ 234 ،233 :نSZÆUة ا³br ،3/ 322-321 :نSlchت اSla و:bni اWÔfpUو
. 1955 :zد دآSw³ رl\ ،Vlr]gdرف اSsfU دار ا، zWU اxf © اTc Xw أ،`TهU ا: ]مgd اàWرS ،5/ 338-331
:ةbهSmU ا،VWblZfU اVcST^U إدارة ا،فb zw zWU` اlYr SWb` زآw أ،ويXZpU :تSÅpUء واSfgh½ اW¯ ،1/ 78 ،77
،3/ 948 ،947 :zloU¼fU® اÆsr ،7/ 25 : ]مch ا،1/ 84 -82 ،àWرS ونw
Brockelmann, S: p.102 ; Encyclopedia of Islam (new ed), vol.3, pp. 947, 948.
®U ر¯® أمi¯® أlpc ٌاءXg ﴿ XYi VWXuUة اÔf هsw vm `U ه` اVp{ّfU ا،Vp{ّr وVs^mZr ،zlfu pc ` وه1671
Vp{ّr °ّlfg Sfّiو وإbfc ك أمZc W أز،ÂZّ{fU اqjr Sf )أي( آãoU zc VlZÅr sw  أو6 VWÚ ر® ا:ةbmTUره®﴾ اZ
bÚ اzc Sf\هw `ZÅuW P Sهsw Sr وS¯pT Sr ن
ّ P zlUSYU اzlS` هa
،435  ص:ىZU اb^ حb ،305  ص:VlwbsUار اbg أ،2/179 :qlmc zwح أb :bni اWÔfpUو
،4 ،3 `a ‘كZc’ ،Vfp آ°^mg ،zlgXmU اzlw Sr رةSTsU ا°^mg ،7 `a 1672
نX}W Sfّi وإ،دbor pc q P‘ وqw‘ Zsfw ابb±d اlo و،zlÔf¯U إ\ى اS¯rّm ®U `ّU ا،Vs^mZfU اSّr وأ1673
‘‘ ءS  أمqwd S¯ّiل ‘‘إSjfU` اa Sf آSهsw أTr bWm ½§´ وU ذbl ¨bهSê Sr  وإذا وردzlpmur zlpf§ zlw
يXu q ﴿ أم هUSs UX `a Sf آSًWرS}i إSrS¯ogل أو اSjfU` اa Sf آSًlmlm\ SrS¯og اlo ء ؟ وS ` أم هq_hSa
bTyU` اa S¯w Â^sWم وS¯og اpc مS¯og اqW P  إذ، يXu q هqw  أي،16 VWÚ ر® ا:cbUر﴾ اXZUت واSfpnUا
، ´USr zw اlUر إS وأ، Zc تX}ur iول آh اzc ابb±d اloa ،brh وا°TjfUا
`pَÆU اbrh وا،°TjfU اbTyU` اa

ولhن \}® اSjpU S¯w ْqmُ iوأ

S¯aX^sr نX}W  ّ أنw P zlUSYU` اa و،`¯ZU` أو اoZU اsw ا ًءXg ‘‘ z}U ’’ ®}Y آS¯f}\ نS آSًTjr S¯pT Sr z}W ®U ¶ذاa
دًاbor
437 ،436  ص:ىZU اb^ حb ،2/185 ،184 :qlmc zwح اb :bniا
‘كZc وbfc  ’ أم،3 `a 1674
q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{Uة‘ واS ` ’ أم ه،4 `a 1675
‘ةÔf¯U اvr q ’ه،3 `a ‘ةÔf¯U اvr qw’ ،تW ز،1 `a 1676
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ن أوS آSً loZr ،1679`iSjpU تST¾d و ا،لÓوh اzc ابb±ßU :1678 ْqwَ و
:z}U وٌ وbfc qw ٌW` زiءS§ Sr  و،ٌوbfc ْqw

1681

1677

ٌوbfc P

ٌW` زiءS§ XYi ،1680(Sً T§Xr

Sf¯Zlw قboU و ا،1683ٌb±S\ وbfc ْz}ِ Uَ ٌW` زiءS§ Sr XYi ،1682`oZU اsw راكg]U
ُ ^Tُ ´iأ
Zsfw \  )و،1685p^T P راكgPSw  و،1684·wSuUُ} َ® اYUاب اb±dSw q
فX^sfpU ®}YU ا°Tj و، دbofU اpc qa : Vo¸Sc ، وّلh اla q دSّfr `iSjUاج اbd vm ` وه:VlaSZU اP 1677
، VpfÆU اpc qa : Vo¸Sc bl، نSTُÆU اP zr¼fU اb{ZW : qjr ،ًST§Xr }]مUن اX}W و،فX^sfU دون اlpc
بbc وأSارهb} ½§® وg اpc °p وإذا د، q¯ÆUSw نS{P ®psUSw Vrhن اS{ : qjr S¯pT Sّfc Vّpmur S¯psÆو
هتS : qjr P
ً S\  أو، بS P` و
ّ T_ P ]مÅU ا: qjr ًاbT ة أوW§ P وVfW P  ه¨ دار: qjr Vo_ Sهsw ®gPا
ًاbfc P ًاWب زb± إ: XYi brhو واbfc P وW زSW : XYi اءZU اsw Â^sWًا وb^r Pًا وXY_P ءSfuUا
، 413،414  ص:فb{U واXYZU` اa l¯fU ا، 2/ 184 :qlmc zwح اb :bni اWÔfpUو
‘qw P’ ،7 `a  وردت1678
‘`iSjU اzc’ ،6 `a 1679
àuZU اbj` أآa zlgXmU اzlw Sr رةSTsU` اa bl ® وWm كSZ ه1680
‘`iءS§ Sr XYi’ ،3 `a 1681
،ًSsr تST¾d` واoZU` اa Â^s S¯ّi¶a ‘qw ‘]فyw ،تST¾d` دون اoZU` اa Â^s Sfّi وإ،راكgP اlo ‘z
ّ }U ’ و1682
،ًدراSi }]مU` اa vmW Sfّi وها إ،S¯pT SfU نSluZU واÄpÅU اq§h بSÆWd` اa qfsu Sfّi‘‘ إqw ’’ ن
ّ h ´UU §XUوا
zlr]}Uن ا
ّ h ،la S¯sr كbºW ز أنSÆa ،`oZU اsw نX}W Sfّi¶a ‘z}U ’لSfsg اSّr وأ،\ف واb\ pc واb{Sa
،Sf¯la ®}YUاق اba´ اUpa ،ابX{U` ا£mW Sr ارb} b}ZW P و،ابX_
،290  ص:ي£sUح اS£Wd ا،305 ،304  ص:VlwbsUر اbg أ:bni اWÔfpUو
،3 `a ‘b±S\’ ،Vfp آ°^mg 1683
 ردlo S¯ّi أ:`iSjU واVo¸Sc S¯ّi أ:S أ\ه،zl¯§ وzfa S¯اآb اSّra :Sاba واSاآb[ اqw] [ وz}U] [ وP] zlw أن
،ابX{U اU}® إYU` اa ^yU اzc vrSuUا
b{mU نSiX}W Sfّi[ إz}U  وqw] اد وbah اb{½ وpmU اb{mU نX} [P]  أن: Sf أ\ه، S£W أzl¯§ وzfa S¯اba اSrوأ
Sfّi[ إqw] ن
ّ P ابXÆU[ واqw]ت كST¾d اsw [z}U] qfsu  أنÔÆW ®U` وoZU اsw [qw] qfsu ز أنS§ ®pa ، Äma ½pmUا
، ٍ \ف واb\ pc واb{Sa ،ًدراSi }]مU` اa vmW Sfّi وها إ، S¯pT SfU نSluZU واÄpÅU اq§h بSÆWd` اa qfsu
Sr ارb} رb}W P و، ابX_ zlr]}Uن اh ، la S¯sr كbºW ز أنSÆa ، `oZU اsw نX}W Sfّi¶a [z}U] لSfsg اSrوأ
Sf¯la ®}YUاق اba´ اUpa ابX{U` ا£mW
،305 ،304  ص:VlwbsUار اbg أ،437 ،436  ص:ىZU اb^ حb :WÔfpUو
 و....Uن إXs{wن واXswن وأXsن واآXsf§¯® أpم آXmU واSf§]ن آ]هbU اzr اءT ،5 Vyui `a Ämg كSZ ه1684
q_h اzr ، 44 U إ42 V ورzr ،·wSuU}® اYUاب اb±dSw q^T ´ّi إSf¯Zlw قboUا
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:ًاblmY  وSً flns اوXU اZsr `a \) 1687 .(ًاWم \ زXmU ا°wb± XYi ،1686VWSÅUا
ُ SÓÆY
ُ U م ا،ُ ءSlTihس \ ا
ُ SZUت اSr ،ُblrhس \ اSZU` اiءS§ XYi
،1688( ُةSºfUج \ ا
1692

:لSmW ْ أن،زXÆW ]a 1691pT 1690Sfla ُUX{« دW Sfr 1689¨َsw Sr ن
َ X}W ` أنÅTZW و

‘ÀÆW ®Uو وbfc z}U W` زiءS§ XYi’ ، 7 `a تW ز1685
\ جSYU و م اblrhس \ اSZU اiءS§ XYi ًاblmY  وSًflns اوXU اZsr `a \  و،5 `a رةSTsUت اW ز1686
.®pcة وا© أSºfUا
úpTW  أنU إSً¬lºa Sً¬l `£mZW S¯pT Sr  أنðWرU اZsr`ء وºU اb³ VWSÅU اZsr ،ðWرU واVWSÅpU ‘\’ qfsuو
VWSÅU اUإ
، 2/ 178، 177 :qlmc zwح أb ،431  ص:ىZU اb^ حb :bniا
مXmUء اS§ : XYi نXpfYW و، Vlp}U Sw Â^sUون اb}Zla نXlaX}U اSّr أ، zlWb{TU اZc Vp pc S¯w Â^sW (\) 1687
لXfsr Sهsw Sr  وأن،VlÈاw إla [\]  أنpc ، ´lwم \ أXmUSw رتbr و، كSwم \ أXmU ا°W ورأ، كXw أ
ّ \
lpc SًaX^sr نXWb{TU¨ اSfg أSfla ابbcd اqfc يU اqrSspU q¾Sfr bٍ f£r qrSsU
،3 ،1 `a zlgXmU اzlw Sr رةSTsU ا°^mg
 و،q_hا اc Sr `a  وردتSf« آlY{U وا، 6 ، 4 `a تW وزq_h` اa zlgXmU اzlw Sr رةSTsU ا°^mg 1688
SهSZT¾أ
q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{U‘ واSهsw’ ، 7 `a 1689
‘S¯pT Sfla UX ’د،5 `a 1690
، ةSYZU اZc وطb Vsw أرS¯U qw Yw Â^spU l\XUط اbºU اX ها هxlU 1691
´Uن ذS آSfًا آbf£r P ًاbهSê Sfg أiX( وآ2) ،Vo¸Sc °ulpa qsa Sهsw ¶ذا وردa ]
ً sa P Sfgف أX^sfUن اX( آ1)
qWوUSw  أوS¯g \ رأV}fuU ا°p أآ،®¯UX `a Sf· آlmYUSw Sّr إlpc فX^sfU اzr Sً £sw iX( آ3) Sور هbÆr طb
،bcSºUل اS Sfآ
SهSmUُ أpsi \ ادÔUوا

p\ رÂ
ُ oâ yُW ` آVolY{U` اmUأ

) ،S¯pT Sfla qWوU½ اuw Zr ءÔ§ `¯a VmlmYU و§ اpc ًأÔ§ xlU qsoU¶ن اa ½{ZU اpc ‘ psi \’ la هSºUوا
USr qlyTU اÔZ آ،SZUXm وآÂZّ{fU اqjr Sfهة آSºfU واzuYU اU إS¯s§br Vّlu\ دةSW` زa S¯pT SfU VWS iX( آ4
ءSlTihس \ اSZUت اSr ،qjr ZsfU اU إS¯s§br VWXZsr دةSW` زa  أو،®راهU\ ا
®رة‘ رSÆUوف اb\ `a ‘\’ WÔfpU bni و ا،431  ص:ىZU اb^ حb ،2/178 :qlmc zwح أb :bni اWÔfpUو
،417 ÞrS¯Uا
q_hا اc Sr  وردتSf وآzfU` اa ¨SZT¾ أSf« آlY{U وا،7 `a  ووردتq_h` اa ‘ ْ ’أنVfp آ°^mg 1692
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ن
ّ h ،1695 ُمXmU ُر \ اSfYU` اi ءS§ زXÆW

1694

P Sf آ،1693ٌرSf\ \  ُمXmU` اiءS§
،1696(مXmU اxZ§ zr نX}W P رSfYUا
:lmاXQ اtzPQا

،1697(`p_h اbl ` )وp_hاب اbcd` اa
،1699qcSopU vabUSa ،VaS±d و ا،VّlUXsofU وا،VّlpcSoU ا:نSsr V¾]¾ pc ¨ارr 1698}]مUا
·YpfUSa .S¯w ·Ypr ´Uى ذXg Sr و،1701lUف إS£fpU bÆU وا،1700لXsofpU ½{ZUو ا
fo ®g و ا،1705نS® آg و ا،ّ إنbT  و،1704bTyUأ و اTfUا

1703

:Vuf

1702

qcSoUSw

:SZ لYPZQ وا1709.xZÆU` اoZU ،1708s bT  و1707xlU Zsfw 1706sو
‘رSfYU ’\` ا5 `a 1693
‘Ú’ ،Vfp آ°^mg ،1 `a 1694
‘مXmUر \ اSfYU` اiءS§’ ، 4 `a 1695
. مXmU اxZ§ zr ...Uإ.... VWSÅU اZsfw \  وzr اءT ،7 ، 3 `a zlgXmU اzlw Sr رةSTsU ا°^mg 1696
،4 `a ‘`p_h اbl ’و،Vfp آ°^mg 1697
‘® أنpc’أ، تW ز، 3 `a 1698
‘VّlpcSoU ’ا6 ،3 ،1 ،àuZU اbj` أآa‘ وVّlpcSoU اpc’ ،1 `a 1699
‘VlUXsofpU’ ،5 `a 1700
‘lUف أS£fpU ورbÆfUف واS£fpU رS§ ’و،7 `a تW‘ زVaS±ßU bÆU ’و ا، 3 `a 1701
q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{U ‘ واVlpcSoUSw ·p^fUSa’ ،4 `a 1702
اكbP اSi أXU SZi إذ أ،w ·YU أSr و،qcSoU اzlw يXZsr كbh VÆli xlU و،ابbcd` اa قSYUd ه¨ ا1703
،bÚ اS¯£sw `a Âpy½ وlاآbU اÛsw `a SZU ´U· ذoP قSYUßU SًgSgي أXZsfUا
‘¨bT ’و،3 `a 1704
845 ،® رÞrS` هa bTyUأ واTfU` اa vabpU qrSsU ا،bniا
،5 `a ‘S¯اX ’و أVfpت آW ز1705
‘xlpw zl¯ّTºfUت ’ اW ز،3 `a 1706
﴿ 31 VWÚر® ا:ÂgXW رةXg ﴾ًاbºw  هاSr ﴿ qWÔZU` اa ءS§ S¯w وzlWزSÆYU اVÅU `a ‘xlU ’qfc [Sr] لSfc إ1707
·Tg وطb Sf¯Zr q}U وqlp xlU qfc S¯USfc¶a ‘‘P’’ Sّr وأ02 :VWÚ ر® ا: VUدSÆfUرة اXg ﴾ ®¯S¯ّr أz
ّ  هSrو
، 571 ÞrS¯U ر® اbni· اlmYU` اa Sهbذآ
‘`ّU اP’ تW ز،1 `a 1708
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،1712sr لXsofU وا،la لXsofU وا1711،U لXsofU و ا،w لXsofU ا،1710·p^fUل اXsofU) ا
bT و،1716بX{ZfU اZjufU و ا،1715ÔllfU و ا،1714لSYU ا،1713(VsTg w ·YpfUو ا
Zc)

1718

xlpw zl¯ÓTºfU اs وfo bT  )و،xZÆU` اoZU P ®g و ا،1717ن
Ó ® إg وا،نSآ

VaS±dSw أو

1720

وفbYUSw Sr إlUف إS£fpU `p_h اbّ ÆU و ا،1719(zlWزSÆYUا

:XYi عXabfU` اa 1723bâ ÆUف اb\ [45] دةSWÔw :Sّr إ1722{`p_h اbl  و1721.VّWXZsfUا
،579 ·lmYU اzr ÞrS` هa xZÆU` اoZU `U ‘‘ اP’’ pc ·lpsU ا:bni ا1709
lpc لXsofU{ق اU Sًmp^r P
ً Xsor `fg و،VUPU اzr SًcXi lpc لW  أوo{W  أو،prSc ¼آW بX{Zr ®g اX ه1710
¨XYi وbٍ § فbYw ّlmr bl
282، صÞrS هpcbni أWÔfpU و،1/472 :qlmc zwح اb ،2/863 :VÅpUم اXpc `a q{ّofU® اÆsfU ا:bniا
نX}W ( أن1) V¾]jUوط اbºU ه¨ اla °T§{½ إن وZUاز اX§ f}\ و،U ابX§ X وهqsoU اpc امd اVّpc X ه1711
U لXsofU اpc ·lpsU ا،bni اWÔfpU و،qcSoU` اa U SًرآSºr نX}W ( أن3) qlpspU رًاXآr نX}W ( أن2) {رًاr
،307 ÞrSه
2/ 1152 : نXZoUت اS\]^_ف اSّº آ،2/53 ،52 :ÞlsW zw ا،1794 ÂWbsU ر® ا:`iS§bÆpU :تSoWbsU ا:bniا
،àuZU اbj` أآa  وردتSf آ،½p{U` اa ¨SZT¾ أSf« آlY{U‘ واsr’ لw ‘vr’ ،1 `a 1712
309 ،ÞrS هpc sr لXsofU اpc ·lpsU ا:bni اWÔfpUو
، 7 ، 4 ،1 `a zlgXmU اzlw Sr bl® وWm كSZ ه1713
،ًSnoU w لXsofU أو اqcSoU اV¬l هzlw Sr ،يXYZU« اp^{fU` اa و،qTmufU اVWاw` و±SfU اVWS¯i VÅpU` اa 1714
Sr bni اWÔfpU و
ً Zsr bّ}Zr X¯a SًnoU Sًabsr S¯Zr  وردSr ة وإنb}i P
ّ ن إX}W P لSYU أن اzlWXYZUر اX¯f§ ½هrو
313،ÞrS هpc ÂU¼fU اbذآ
،1/532 :qlmc zwح اb ،671 ÂWbsU ر® ا،`iS§bÆpU :تSoWbsU ا:bniا
WÔfpU و،ًاÔlfًا وÔlfr و،ًSZllT وSً lZTr و،ًاbluoًا وbuّor S£Wّ` أfg و،®¯TfpU ةbuّofUة اb}ZU اzllT X ه،ÔllfU ا1715
274 ،ÞrS هpc ÔllfU اzc ·lmYU` اa b ذآSr ، bniأ
،1/560 :qlmc zwح أb ،196  ص:VlwbsUار اbg أ:bniا
،280 ،ÞrS` هa ÔllfU` اa ½{ZU اqrSc zc ·lmYU` اa b ذآSr :bni ا1716
،4 `a ‘S¯اX ’وأVfpت آW ز1717
،3 `a ‘xlpw zl¯TّºfU ’اVfp آ°^mg 1718
،4 `a zlgXmU اzlw Sr رةSTsU ا°^mg 1719
‘فbYUSw Sّr ’ أ،3 `a ‘رةSÆUوف اbYUSw’ ،4 `a 1720
‘يXZsfU اVaS_hSw ’ ،3 `a 1721
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P﴿و

1725

:USs UX XYi بX{ZfU` اa أو

1724

﴾ًاl¯ ©Sw o´ درهَ® ٌ﴿وآ
َ Tِ u
ْ Yِw

z
ُu
َ\
َ  و،1727ٍ Wب ز
ُ رS± :XYi ،VّlnopU اVaS±dSw أو
1730

1726

﴾V}ٌp¯U اU}® إWWw اXmpُ

qsoUاب اbc وإ1729 .Sً cXabr  أوSً wX{Zr bWmU` اa 1728ورbÆfUن اX}la ،§XUا

لSmW  و،VaS± إP  وVlUXsor P و

1732

VّlpcSa la

1731

xlU  إذ،Øp` ُآmlm\ bُ l

،232 ،ÞrS` هpc VWXZsfU اVaS±d اzc وlUف إS£fU` اa qrSsU اzc ·lmYU` اa b ذآSr v§را
p_h اbÆUو ا.... U إ..... لTUف و اbYU اÂ^c ن وSlw Â^c  وo_  } وzr أT ، 2 Vyui `a Ämg كSZ ه1722
q_h اzr ، 44 U و إ، 42 V ورzr ،VWXZsfU اVaS±dSw وف أوbYUSw Sّr إlUف إS£fpU
‘ٍ b§ فb\’ ، 3 `a 1723
‘‘®´ درهTu\’’ q_h وا،È ٍ زاb§ فbYw Sً noU ورًاbÆr ‘‘ ½u\’’ Xول وهhل اSjfU` اa أTfU اv وtl\ 1724
فb\ Vآb\ SرهX¯ê zr vZr `U اVّf£USw SًcXabr ًأTr iX آzc §byW ®U lpc ÈاÔU اbÆUف اb\ لX دz}Uو
¨ارbÆiء واSTU اX وهÈ زاbٍ § فb\ sw ‘‘ o ‘‘آqsopU qcSoU اX ’’ ا© ‘‘ وهVU]ÆU اãoU v´ وU وآ،ÈاÔU اbÆUا
SرهX¯ê zr vZr ¨b³ pc ّرةmfU اVّf£USw SًcXabr ً ]cSa iX آzc §byW ®U ÈاU اbÆUف اb\ VآbYw `nopUا
Sً£W أÈاÔU اbÆUف اb\ VآbYw qYfUل اSÅا
79 .VWÚ ر® ا:ءSuZUرة اXg`a SهSZT¾½ و  أgSZfU ااX ‘وهUSs UX ’  وردتàuZU اbj` أآa  ‘ وUSs UX ’ Vfp آ°^mg q_h` اa 1725
،ÊZUا
لXsor `wاbcd اvXfU` اa S¯ّi أvr آbYw SًnoU تÓbÆa ،ءSTU اX وهÈ زاbٍ § فb\ sw [يW ]أVfp آ°s وtl\ 1726
فb\ VآbYw qYfUل اSÅ إSرهX¯ê zr vZr ¨b³ pc ّرةmfU اVYoU{½ اZU اVr]cا'‘ وXmp] qsopU بX{Zr w
Sً£W أÈاU اbÆUا
،195 .VWÚ ا:ةbmTUرة اXg
‘ربS±  ’وها،4 ،3 àuZU` اa 1727
PXU ½{ZU اm\ و، qcSoU اqsa lpc vي وU اX وه،وبb£fU[ اW ]زU إqcSoU® اgرب[ اS±] °o± أtl\
، Zr °sZr `U اVlnopU اVaS±dا
‘ورbÆfUن اX}W ’و،3 `a 1728
q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{Uورًا‘ واbÆr’ Vfpت آW ز،5 `a ‘SًcXabr  أوSًwX{Zr  ’ أو،1 `a 1729
‘zlwb± pc’ تW ز، 4 `a 1730
‘°ulU ’ ، 7 `a 1731
‘VaS±d و اVّlUXsofU و اVّlpcSoUت ’ اW ز،3 `a 1732
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ت أوSآbYUSw Sّrإ

1734

:«Wb{USa ،«Wb_ bl « أوWb_

1733

:zlcXi

pc ابbcdا

pc VcX±Xr Vfp}U ا1737نX}  أن1736X« و هWb{U اbl و1735bوف و  ذُآbYUSw
1741

ىb P أ1740 اتbf£fU` اa SّU إ1739 ذاكSr و،1738ابbcd اzr صX{yr §و

ّأ
،½{i P وãopU` اa va رP  و.بX{ZfpU 1744كSّW و إ،1743عXabfpU v±ُ و1742°iن أ
:zlwb± pc 1745bf£fUوا
،عXabfUا

1748

:اعXi أV¾]¾

SًZ}ur  ُءÆW ّi¶a

1751

1747

Xو ه

عXabfU اPإ

1746

1750

`ءºw US{ اzc ´
Ø oZW P Sr X وه:q{ّr

رزSw S¯Zr

1749

q وآ،ورbÆfU و ا،بX{ZfUو ا

‘ zlfu pc’ ،5 `a ‘zlwb± pc’ ،7 `a  و، 4 `a تW و زq_h` اa ‘zlcXi pc’ Vfp آ°^mg 1733
SهSZT¾ و أ، 4 `a  وردتSf« آlY{Uوا
‘ «Wb{U اSّr ’ أ،2 `a 1734
‘Sib ’ذآ،3 `a 1735
،6 ، 2 `a ‘ X ’وه،Vfp آ°^mg 1736
¨SZT¾ن‘ و  أX}  ’ أن، 7 ، 6 `a 1737
zfU` اa SهSZT¾« و  أlY{U اX و ه،3 `a  ووردتq_h` اa ‘ابbcd اzr’ Vfp آ°^mg 1738
‘´U ’ذ،4 ، 2 `a 1739
bl« وWb{U ا،ابbcd` اwb± zr XuW Sfla ¨اbi]ت وl{o zr `lg Sfla S¯U ¨bluo qlUw ،اتbf£fU ا1740
P SZّi أvاXU وا،wS` _ر آa ql{oUSw ءSZTUاب واbcd اzr q آzc ثY · أنTg ّi أvr ءSZTU` اÅpW ،«Wb{Uا
،VlZTfU اVfp}U اVUS\ zr دSoufUوم اÔpU` اaSZW ´Uن ذ
ّ h «Wb_ bl Sًwاbcء إSZTUّ اfuW  أنU ®pui
SهSZT¾ و ا، q_hا اc Sr `a  وردتSf« آlY{Uى‘ واb P ’ أ،5 ،3 ، 2 `a ‘ىbW ’ q_h` اa 1741
‘°i و أSi ’ إن أ،1 `a ‘Si ’ أ، 7 `a 1742
`a لSYU´ اU وآ،ًScXabr نS}U bهSê ®g اiS}r v± وXU tlYw ،عXabfU اpc VUPpU v± وWbW ÂU¼fU اq
ّ sU 1743
،ورbÆfU اpc الU اbf£fU وا،بX{ZfU اpc الU اbf£fUا
‘بX{ZfUك اSّW ’وإ،2 `a ‘v± ’وVfpت آW ز،7 `a 1744
‘bf£fU ’ وا،7 `a‘ وX ’وه،2 `a 1745
qrSsUن ا
ّ h ،}]مUر اSl` اa P
ّ  إsw vmW P وw أTW {ّ« أنW P Sr ةSYZU اabc  و،nopw qmuW P Sr w WbW 1746
la qrSsUSw US{ّ اlmW ®U ´Upa فS£fU® اgh اxoi P ّرmfU اbÆUف اb\ la
،1/302 :vfpUح اb ،1/79 :qlmc zwح أb ،3/85 :ÞlsW zw ا:bniا
‘` ’وه، 8 `a ‘pc X ’وه،2 `a 1747
، 6 `a ‘ اعXi ’ أVfp آ°^mg 1748
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 و،ُqsَ aْ و أ

،ْqsa أ1754،لSsa أVsw` أرa ]زمUSa ،زمP bَ l  أو1753Sً rزP Sّr إ1752Sً £Wأ

ُ so و،ُqsoi
 }و آا،ُqsoW qsa `a :1756]زمU اbl  و،bآfU¸½ اSyfpU نS إذا آ،1755q
Vo{Uل و اXsofU و اqcSoU® اg` اa و
:q{oZfU وا.1762blf£U اzc

1761

1759

ْqsoْ و°psa : XYi

1758

ti¼fUا

1757

Vً رSa °lmw ma ًاbهSê °َsa¶ذا رa ،1760V¯TّºfUا
‘  ’وا\ًاVfp آ،4 `a تW ز1749

،ِ ت،َ ت،ُ وه` ت،va رqYr `a نX} و،Äma لSsahSw q{ `U وه` ا،va رbÈSf± (1) مSu أV¾]¾ pc ` وه1750
،qsoUSw q{ `U وه` ا،½{i bÈSf± (2) ،VT¸SyfUء اSW و،ةXuZUن اXi و،VcSfÆU واو ا،zlZ¾P اÂU أ،ّz ،Sf ،Si
` وه،Vp{ّr bٍ § bÈSf± (3) ،ّz ه،® ه،Sf ه،¨ z
ّ  آ،® آ،Sf آ،ِ ك،َ ك،Si ،®p}fUء اSW ` وه،½{i qYr `a نX}و
z
ّ  ه،Sf ه،¨ ،ّz آ،® آ،Sf آ،ِ ك،َ ك،ءS ،®ّp}fUء اSW ` وه،ّb§ qYr `a نX}ء وSfghSw q{ `Uا
، 130،131  ص:ىZU اb^ حb ،1/ 87-85 :qlmc zwح أb : bniا
‘cXa br’ ،7 ، 3 ، 2 àuZU اVlmw `aع ‘ وXabr’ ،5 `a 1751
،ãopU` اa رةX_ U xlU Sr X وه،bufU اblf£U اÂU¼fU اWbW 1752
‘زمP Sّr ’إ، 6 `a 1753
،6 `a ‘لSsa ’ أVfp آ°^mg ‘s±اXr `a’ ، 3 `a ‘ءSl أVsw ’ أر،7 `a  وردت1754
،q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{U‘ واqsa ’و أVfp آ°^mg ،3 `a ‘qso وqsoi  وqsa‘ و أq
ُ sa ’ أ، 3 ، 2 `a 1755
·lmYU اzr ، 250 ÞrS هpc blf£Uر اSgب اX§ وpc ·lpsU ا: bniا
،لSsa أVuf `a ،تW ز،2 `a 1756
‘bآfpU qsoi وqsa `a’ ، 7 `a تW‘ زti¼fU و آا اbآfU ’ ا،1 `a 1757
،طX^yfUء اS¯i` اU أ---- qso  و،°psa `a ti¼fU وآا ا----zr اءT 16، `a ،ÄmuU ا1758
‘ti¼fpU ْqso  ْ و°psa’ تW ز، 6 `a 1759
، qsoW  وqsow ÂU¼fU اqjr Sf½ آÈSÅU اU ٍ إZur qsa q` آa نX}W و،ًازاX§ bufU اblf£U]زم اU اblÅw ادbfU ا1760
®g واqcSoU® اgSآ، VlfgP اS¯lpc ½pÅ ®U `U وه` اV£Yr Vo{w SًcXabr blf£U اv´ إذا وU وآ،qso و°psaو
bÈSf£Uب اSw zr ازًاX§ bufU واSًwX§ وbufU اblf£U اÂU¼fU ّ اc  و، VÅUSTfU اVpjr وأV¯ّTºfU اVo{Uل واXsofUا
، zYi }½ أيi و، °i أآ½ أي أ: لXmZa ، Vp{oZfUSw Sرهmi SرهSg` اUS\ `a Sرهmi SfZl\ SZi أvr ، Vp{fUا
 ه}ا...... ` أي ه°Tوآ
، 3 / 108،109 :ÞlsW zw ا، 1/ 85،84 :qlmc zwح اb : bniا
®U ًاbهSê °sa¶ذا رa ًاbهSê Sًfg اvab  أو أن،ًاbur ًاblf± vab نÚ VYUS_ S¯USsaت آSo{U{ أن ه¨ اmW 1761
،\ وا°` وa zl bّ r vabW P Â_XU أن اtl\ bهSê  وها،blf£U اVّpfYr z}
،6 `a ‘blf£U ’ اVfp آ°^mg ‘bf£fU اzr’ ، 3 `a ‘blf£U اzr’ ،4 `a 1762
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1764

،عXabfpU X وه.ا ًءw اw ãopU اz}fW i` أa

1766

Vp{ّfU واVp{oZfUظ اSoUhد اc و

1765

1763

U]mg` اa b¯nfUSآ

ãopU` اa VTU اU ورbÆr P و،بX{ZfUوا

SZ¾ ا1768 S¯Zr VcXabfU[ ا46] ،ًSnoU ونbºc وVsw أر1767Vp{oZfU ا.Sً noU نXsw و أرVsTg
،® ه،Sf ه،` ه،X ه،zi أ،®i أ،Sfi أ،ِ°i أ،َ°i أ،zYi، Si )أ1770 :XYi ،1769bºc
،®آSّW إ،SfآSّW إ،1774ك
ِ SّW إ،كSّW إ،SiSّWو إ
،1778 ونbºc وV¾]¾

1777

،َيSّW إ1773:´U آ1772 بX{ZfU وا1771(،ّzه

Vp{ّfU وا،1776z
ّ هSّW إ،®هSّW إ،SfهSّWإ

1775

،SهSّW إ،¨SّW إ،ّzآSّWإ

،ّzpsa ،®psa ،Sfpsa ،ِ°psa ،َ°psa ،SZpsa) ،ُ°psa} ،1779bَ ºc َ \ أS¯Zr VcXabfUا
`a ¨SZT¾ و  أ،q_hا اc Sr `a  وردتSf« آlY{U‘ واU]mg ’ ا، 5 ، 3 ، 2 `a ‘ وS¯U]mg ’اq_h` اa 1763
½p{Uا
abc ًا وbهSê Sًfg اva إذا ر،blf± la buW P [ ]أيblf£U اzr SًرSa «T{W ازًاX§ blf£U اla buW Sr
،w أTW {ّ« أنW Sr ّiw ،ةSYZUا
‘عXabfU ’ا، 7 ، 6 ، 4 ،3 ،àuZU اbj` أآaع‘ وXabfU اX¯a’ ،5 `a 1764
‘àuZU اbj` أآa ‘ ãopU` اa’ Vfp آ°^mg 1765
‘Vp{oZfU واVp{ّfU ’ا،6 ،5 `a 1766
‘S¯Zr Vp{oZfU ’وا، 7 `a ‘Vp{oZfU اSّr ’ أ،5 `a ‘Vp{oZfU ’وا،3 `a 1767
‘S¯Zr VcXabfpU ’ ، 4 `a 1768
‘bºc `Z¾ ’ أ5 ، 3 `aع ‘ وXabr q{oZr bºc SZ¾ت ’ اW ز،3 `a 1769
½p{U` اa ¨SZT¾ و  أ،5 `a  وردتSf« آlY{U وا،5 `a تW و زq_h` اa ‘XYi ’ Vfp آ°^mg 1770
Vfp آ°^mg ‘وz
ّ ‘ وه®‘ وهSf‘ وه`‘ وهX` ’وهa ،2 `a ،zlgXmU zlw Sr رةSTsU` اa bl® وWm ،3 ، 1 `a 1771
‘q_h` اa z
ّ ’ه
‘VwX{ZfU ’واVfp وردت آ،3 ، 2 `a ،àuZU اbj` أآa °^mg  و،5 `a ‘S¯Zr’ Vfpت آW ز1772
،5 `a ‘XYi ’ Vfpت آW ز1773
zfU` اa SهSZT¾ أSf« آlY{U واq_hا اc Sr vlf§ `a  و وردتq_h` اa ‘كSّW ’ إVfp آ°^mg 1774
½p{U` اa SهSZT¾ أSf« آlY{U واàuZU اbj` أآa  و وردتq_h` اa ‘SهSّW ’ إVfp آ°^mg 1775
‘z
Ó  هSّW ’و أVfp آ°^mg ،7 `a 1776
‘S¯Zr’ تW ز،5 `a 1777
‘SًnoU’ تW ز،5 `a ‘ونbºc وV¾]¾ ’ Vfp آ°^mg ،1 `a 1778
‘ عXabr q{r ]
ً sa’ ،6 `a تW ز1779
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،1784`Zَrbأآ

1783

،1782bºc SZ¾ اVwX{ZfU وا،1781(1780z
َ psa ،اXpsa ،]sa ،َzlpso

،Sf¯rb أآ،1785S¯rَb أآ،rb أآ،z}rb أآ،®}rb أآ،Sf}rb أآ،ِ´rb أآ،´َrb أآ،SZَrbأآ
`a 1788®p}fUء اSW  أنP إ،1787بX{ZfU اãop آ،ورbÆfU اãoU و،1786z
ّ ¯rb أآ،®¯rbأآ
`ّZc  و،`ّZr `a SّU ) إ1791نX}W P ورbÆfU` اa و،1790دSfc نXi

1789

ُmYpW بX{ZfUا

q_hا اc Sr `a  وردتSf« آlY{U وا،7 ، 4 ، 2 ،3 àuZU اbj` أآa °^mg و،q_h` اa ‘Spsa’ Vfpت آW ز1780
`a ‘ وzlpso وz
ّ psa ’ Vfp آ°^mg ،6 `a ،zlgXmU اzlw Sr àuZU اbj` أآa Êmiدة وSW زbl® وWm كSZ ه1781
ÊZU` اa SهSZT¾ أSf« آlY{U‘ واzlpso  و°psa’ Vfp آ°^mg q_hا
S¯ّZ}Uا وblf± bºc \ أÂU¼fU اSّهc  وS¯uoi لSsah اP لSsahSw Vp{fU اbÈSf£U ا،Vf\bU اlpc ÂU¼fU اWbW
ءSW ،VcSfÆU واو ا،zlZ¾d اÂU أ،ةXuZUن اXi ،qcSoU اpc VUاU ا،Si ،qcSoUء اS ،` هÄma bÈSf± Vّg °Y q
½uYw ًاblf± bºc \ أU إÂU¼fU اS¯p_  أوSfّi· وإlmYU اzr ، 1547 ÞrS` هa Sهb· ذآTg Sf آ،VT¸SyfUا
،qcSoUء اS S¯p}a z
ّ psa ،®psa ،Sfpsa ،َ°psa ،ُ°psa ،VlÈÔÆU اS¯PXUfU SًsT S¯cXّZ
Sf« آlY{U‘ واSZ¾ وردت ’ أ، 7 ، 6 ، 4 ،3 àuZU اbj` أآa‘ وS¯Zr’ Vfpت آW ز،2 `a bºc `Z¾ أq_h` اa 1782
SهSZT¾ و  أ،àuZU اbj` أآa وردت
،5 `a ‘XYi’ Vfpت آW ز1783
‘بX{Zr q{ّr’ تW ز،6 `a 1784
‘رًاb}r S¯rb ’ أآVfp وردت آ،2 `a ‘S¯rb أآrb ’ أآ،3 `a 1785
S¯ّi أzr 1118 ،ÞrS` هa ¨Sib ذآSr aSZW P ًا وهاblf± bºc `Z¾ اSZ هVp{fU{½ اZU اbÈSf± ÂU¼fU ّ اc و1786
) ½ÈSÅUء اS وه،z}rb أآ،®}rb أآ،Sf}rb أآ،ِ´rb´[ أآrbب ]أآS^yUف اS`[ وآZrb® ] أآp}fUء اSW ،Äma Vswأر
bÆU اbÈSf± ´U` ذa S¯sr يXuW[ وSZrbل ] أآXsofU اpc VUاU [ اSi] وz¯rb أآ،®¯rb أآ،Sf¯rb أآ،S¯rb( أآ،rbأآ
،SZ هVp{ّfU{½ اZU اbÈSf£U ¨دbg ½mc ÂU¼fU¨ اb ذآSf· وآlmYU` اa SًmwSg Sib ذآSf آVp{ّfUا
bÆU` اa VpfsufU اS¯uoi `{½ هZU` اa VpfsufU اVp{ّfU اbÈSf£U أي أن ا،ÂU¼fU{ اmW 1787
‘®p}fpU ءSW’ ، 2 `a 1788
، 7 ، 3 ، 1 ،2 àuZU اbj` أآa ‘mYpW’ Vfp آ°^mg‘ وS¯mYpr’ ، 4 `a ‘S¯mYp ’ ،5 `a 1789
q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{Uن‘ واXi U’ ، 3 `a 1790
zr ®p}fUء اSlw q{ّfU اqsoU` اm S¯ّih ،VWSXUن اXi °ّlfg S¯ّiة أSYZU اZc ‘‘ وVWSXUن اXi ’’ ّfu `Uوه` ا
ن أوS] آ
ً sa ¨b³ bllÅ zr ãopU` اmU ءتS§ Sfّi إql و،qsoU اvr ¨دX§ وvZfW bÆU وا،bÆU اX أXي هU اbu}Uا
ءSW ·Tu ½ أنÆW و،Vabsr  أمVlZTr Vfp}U ا°iSا ًء آXg ]لP اzr Vfp}U اVWS¯i نX{ S¯iّ أي أ،ًSab\  أوSًfgا
Sّr[ أ°lU] àgSZUف اbYUSw °T{ُi ´U وآ،W` زZ ودارَآ،fYr `Zrb أآ،qjr qsoU® اgSw  أوqsoUSw °T{i  إذا،®ّp}fUا
‘‘z
Ó }U ‘‘ن
ّ ن ‘‘ أ
ّ وف ’’إbYUSw ½{ُi ¶ذاa ،«Æi أZpّsU ،qjr نXZUSw نSldم اc blj}USa [q
ّ sU] فbYUSw °T{i إذا
،`ZّZ}U` وZ}U و،`Zّi[ وإ
ّ i] إ،qjr S¯¬lÆr مc زS§ء وSlU اqT نXZUSw نSldز اS§ ‘‘ن
ّ آ
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،\اXU)ا

1796

®ّp}fpU ءSU وا،

`a و،عXabfU` اa Sً ZآSg

1795

1799

(`Tu\ Zsfw

S¯َpT Sr نX}Wو

 و،SiْXcت ودXc ود،1802SZrb أآ،ُ°rbأآ

1794

1798

1801

`ْiU و،1793`Zْ^ و،`iْ و،1792

¨bl sr نSإذا آ

1797

(U نXZUوا

:لXm ،1800US\ pc Sً lSw بX{ZfUا

.SiS^c و أSiSr ورSiSc ود1804SZَrb` أآZَrb أآ1803بX{ZfU` اa و،SZْl^c وأ،SZْlrر
،3/125—121:ÞlsW zw ا،1/102—97 :qlmc zwح اb :bniا
، 6 `a ‘نX}W’ Vfp آ°^mg 1791
،bcSºUل اX ،qjr ´U وذ،VWbs ورةb± X¯a نXZU اblÅw  وردSr و1792
`Zr xl P وxl zr °uU

`Zc¯® وZc qÈSuU اS¯ّWأ

فbYw تb§  إذاSّr( ا أ،zlWXYZU اv± وzr ّiء أSfpsU اÛsw لS \ pÈS zc فbsi P `Uاه اXºU اzr °lTU)وا
pc يSS\ و،ايcم ]ي وXmUء اS§ و، قX `w و،لSr U ،لXma ،S¯¬lÆr vZfW نXZU¶ن اa zlabYU اzW هbl
،vrاX¯U اvf\½ هS_  وÞlsW zw أ،qlmc zw¨ أb ذآ،ٍb§ فb\ SZ ه،SS\ا وcر ] وSTcا
،1/64 :vr اX¯U اvf ه،1/ 101 ،100 :qlmc zwح أb ،3/125 ،124 :ÞlsW zw ا:bni اWÔfpUو
[نU] فbnU´ اU` ذa Sf¯رآSºW و،S¯pT نXZUل اX½ دpُÅa [ Ä ]  وsw lU إSًaS£r SZ® هpّ}fUء اSW °s و--1793
﴾راc iU zr °
َ Åpw  ﴿ ن³bmU` اa  وردSf¯® آ£sw أb lpc` ‘‘ وiU ي و^` و،لSmla نXZU`ء اÆr مc qmWو
VWSXUن اXi `ءÆr vZfla VmwSuU اV¾]jUء اSfgh اbl b³ Sfgف أS£fUن اS إذا آSّr أ، 76 VWÚ ر® ا: Â¯ر¨ آXg
،W§ `wS وآ،baSur `w¯ وأÆr ` أ،لXma ،®p}fUء اSW qT
،3/125 :ÞlsW zw ا،1/101 :qlmc zwح أb :bniا
،4--1 ،àuZU اbj` أآa ‘`iّU ’وVfp آ°^mg 1794
، 6 ، 4 ، 2 `a zlgXmU اzlw Sr رةSTsU` اa bl ® وWm كSZ ه1795
‘®p}fpU ءSi ’و، 7 ، 4 `a 1796
، 6 `a zlgXmU اzlw Sr رةSTsU ا°^mg®‘ وpّ}fpU نXZU وردت ’و ا،3 `a ‘U’ Vfp آ°^mg ،1 `a 1797
‘¨bl sr نS® إذا آpّ}fpU ءSi ’و، 7 ، 5 `a تW ز1798
zr نX} {ّ« أنW ‘‘SZT آzYi’’رةSTsa ثSid اVcSf§ ر أوXآU اVcSf§  أوzlZ¾ أو اzlZ¾ أzr ®p}U اvا ًء وXg
،تSfpّ}r  أوzlfِp}ّ r  أو،zlfpّ}r  أوzlَfpّp}r
‘pT Sr’ àuZU اbj` أآa ‘ وS¯pT Sr’ q_h` اa 1799
،zfU` اa ¨SZT¾ و  أ،q_hا اc Sr `a  وردتSf« آlY{U‘ واUS\’ ،5 ، 3 ، 2 `a‘ وS¯US\’ q_h` اa 1800
Sfla ¨b³ z}uW ®U و،SiS^c وأSiSc` دa Sf آ،ّرةmr VYa  أوSZrb وأآ،`Zrb` أآa Sf ًة آbهSê Vً Ya ¨b³ نSا ًء آXg
،ا\ةXU اVfp}US آxlU UXsor vr qsoUن ا
ّ h ،ً]jr bÚ« اlY{US آzl}uU اqfYW
‘عXabfU` اa’ ،7 `a تW ز1801
‘SZl^c أ°l^c‘ و أSZlr ر°lr ورSiXcت دXc ’ود، 7 `a 1802
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،بfQ اSZ^f
1805

ْر أنSf±إ
1810

1807

Zr .qlp VّlcSfuU` اa ´U و ذ.qrSsU اbُ fْ£Wُ

Sr Pء إSoUSw

1809

بSÆW Sfla طbºU اqsa vr ْر إنSf±و إ

1806

nofpQ اtzPQا

لXfsfU اbَf£ُW Sfآ

1808

VّuUوف اbYU اsw

،1812UX `a ،qw و،ءSoU وا،اوXU اsw ،ّر ُربSf± وإ،1811Zr `Zjgا
1815 1814

،

S¯TiاX§ ّةbTÅr وراءÔw

1813

Vً oÈS امb P  ٍةpw و

،1816Vwل رؤX lpcو
 و،q_hا اc Sr `a  وردتSf« آlY{U و ا، 5 ،3 ،2 `a  و وردتq_h` اa ‘ بX{ZfU ’ اVfp آ°^mg 1803
SهSZT¾أ
‘SZrb أآ°rb ’ أآ،2 `a °^mg 1804
½p{U` اa SهSZT¾ و  أSiZc «lY{U اX و ه، 6 ، 5 `a تW وزq_h` اa ‘ xrSyU اq{oU ’ ا°^mg 1805
،5 `a ‘زSÆWßU ’ Vfpت آW ز1806
‘S¯Zr ’و،2 `a ‘Zr ’و،3 `a 1807
Sهb ذآbّ r  أن وU إ،Zsfw او وأوXU وا،YÆUم اP[ وqlpsUم اP] `م آP ` وه1808
‘بSÆ ’ ، 6 `a 1809
q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{U‘ واSr’ Vfpل آw ‘Sّr ’ إ، 5 `a 1810
`oZU¯` واZU واbrh ا،ءSoUSw بSÆW يU وا،½p^USw ومÔÆfUرع اS£fU اqT طbºU اqsa vr Vl¸bºU اsw  إنbf£ 1811
v±اXfU اÛsw `a `¯ZU واSًmp^r `oZU وا،Zr `Zjgي أUض واbsUّ` واZfUم واS¯ogPوا
‘bcSºUل اX `a’ ،6 `a ‘bcSºUل اX lpc ’و،3 `a ‘USs UX ’ ، 5 ، `a 1812
،S¯liاX\ تb£\ة وأbTsr  دو راء---- VoUS امb P ةpw  و،7 `a 1813
S¯iاX\ ةbTsr  ذو راءي------- VoÈS\ امb P ةpw  و،3 `a
‘ VoÈS امb P ةpw  ’ و، 3 ،2 `a
SهSZT¾ و ا،q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{U وا،5 ،3 `a ،ÔÆsU اÄmg 1814
،XYZU واVÅpUدب و اh آ½ اzr ي
ّ U تbuّl `U}½ اU` اa lpc bjc® أU 1815
،blj آXاو وهXU اsw VaوYr بbw [ةpw] b§ :la هSºUوا
q_h` اa ءتS§ Sf« آlY{U‘ واVwل ’رؤw ‘VW ’رؤ،3 `a 1816
.ءSjsºU اXwف أو أSّYÆU اXw أ، يsuU` اflfU اVw رؤzw جSÆsU ا© اTc zw Vw رؤX [ ه672/145] جSÆsU اzw Vwرؤ
. VÅpU اVabsr `a ءSY{oUز اSّ§bُ Uل اXYa zr نS آ.S¯la ºi وZc ©` ا±ن رSfjc Va] qÈ` أواa ةb{TU` اa Uو
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1819 1818

،(

ْzmْ oyUع ا
ِ SّfU ]مch اTºr)

1817

ْzَ byfUوي اS قSfch® اSو
1820

[47]،

xlmUئ اbrل اXو

انXW دU و، V\S{oU واVÅpU واbsºU اSZa د: qlpyUل اS تSr Sfّ pa ¨bsºw نXÆYW اXiS وآ،VÅpU اqن أهSlc أZc ا
،`^puU اmّm\  وbs
: ]مch ا، 1972 :·ºr د،xp¸ أVT}r ،`^puU اãloYU اTc ،·lmY :¨Ô§ ورSl\ جSÆsU ا:bni اql{opUو
`wSTU أulc VT}r ،bآS fYr f\ أ: حb· وlmY ®pur zw © اTc ،VTl zw ا:اءbsºU واbsºU ا، 3/62،63

دبh اàWرS ،2/ 464 :انÔlfUن اSuU ،2 / 63،64 :نSlchت اSla و، 2/ 583-575 . 1945 :ةbهSmU ا،`TpYUا
:ةbهSmU ا، دةSsuU اVsT^r ،bfc zw اqlcSfg اzWUد اSfc ،blj آzw ا:VWS¯ZU واVWاTU ا، 1/ 576-570 ، وخba :`wbsUا
.`UوZuU اzu\ حb· وlmY ،bYw zw وbfc نSfjc `w  أ،ã\SÆU ا:zllTUن واSlTU ا،10/ 96 .[1932-1939]
، 2/ 8،9 .1947 :ةbهSmU ا،VrSmgP اVsT^r
q_h` اa ‘zbyfU ’اàuZU اbj` أآa قSfch® اS  ’و،1 `a ‘قbYfUوي اS قSfch® اÈS ’ ،2 `a 1817
،àuZU اbj` أآa  وردتSf آÊZU` اa SهSZT¾ أSf« آlY{Uق‘ واbYfU’ا
،4 ، 2 `a zlgXmU اzlw Sr رةSTsU ا°^mg 1818
.·oyUق اbyfU ا:تSWواbU½ اp` أa X وه،جSÆsU اzw VwؤbU رةX¯ºr زةX§ أرvp^r °lTU ها ا1819
·fc vf§ :قSfch ا.pTU Vo_ :SZ® هS و،®S دXg أ:لSmW ،ةbf\ة وbT la نXU ` و ه:VfmU اla يU ا:®SmU ا،VÅpUا
،اقbPن اS}r :قbyfU ا.`USyU ا:ويSyU ا.وزةSofUاف اb¸ أzr sw Sr X وه،S¯f± وzlsU« اow
ن هاS آXU و،لw Sf¯Zr \ واqان آb اvr zWXZU اSf¯lpc q أدtl\ [zmoyU[ و ] اzbyfU ] ا:UX ،la هSºUا
لw نbmfU® اgP· اYpW ®U ®gPSw ÊّyW Sfr zWXZUا
،9/ 29 2/ 118 :ÞsW zw ا،1/ 333 ،320 ،264 ،260 ،288 :ÊÈS{yU ا،4/210 :WXTlg بS آ:bni اWÔfpUو

pc `±bUح اb ،2/22 :½lTpU` اZÅr ،1/05 :اءbsºU واbsºU ا،1/ 19 :qTmc zwح اb ،2/ 36 :vrاX¯U اvf¯Uا
 وo^{r ®lاهbw· إlmY ، «oU اXw أ،`Z§ zw ا:`iزSfU ÂWb{Uب اS}U حb Â{ZfU ا،4/ 297 1/ 48 :VlaS}Uا
: ¨Ô§ ورSl\ جSÆsU اzw Vw رؤ،2/ 03 [1960- 1954 ] :ةbهSmU ا،`TpYU` اwSTU أo^{r VT}r ،zlr³ © اTc

جS ،بbsUن اSuU ، 441، 370  ص،انXWU اVWاw qT °mYU أUوراق اh اzr 03 V ور، `^puU ا، ·lmY
( ® دةSr ) :وسbsUا
[545-497/130-80 ] xlmUؤُاbr إ1820
q_h` اiSfW ¸]قd اpc بbsUاء اbs b¯ أ،ارbfU اqآ³ `Zw zw ،يZ}Uرث اSYU اzw bْY§ zw xlmUؤ أbr اXه
. بbsU´ اlUSs_ bSsW وX¯pWّ½ وTºW qs§ و. bcSºU اq¯p¯r ° أr وأ، نSo^ وg´ أpr ¨Xwن أS وآ،ÆZw ¨UXr
qs§ ®ّ ¾ ، ¨bfc zr zWbºsU اXYi `a X وه. تXrb£Yw [نXّr ]دU¨ إswa.¯ZW ®pa blg zc ¨S¯Za ،¨Sw´ أU ذúpTa
´U ذúpTa ¨Xp وlw أpc g أXZw  أن ¾رU إ،X¯pWو وÔÅWب وb^Wب وbºW ،b³ Uن إ
ٍ S}r zr wSY_ أvr qmZW
 ًاb}g Pم وXlU اXY±P، ًاblT آr` دZpfَّ \ًا وblÅ_ `Zsّl± ، `w ر\® ا© أ: لSma ابbºpU xUS§ X وهxlmUؤ أbrا
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1822

ل
ِ Xَ Yُr ®ÈSf  ذيzc S¯ُl¯Ua
1825 1824

،

1821

vِ±bُr  و°
ُ b¸  pTُ\ ´
ِ pjfa
:bhل اX و

بST_ ٍ وأsْ _
ُ  ذي1823ٍ pw ْqwِ

دSsa . \ أZsW ®pa ةcSufU½ اp^W بbsUء اSl\` أa فS^a lwر أjw h اxlmUؤ أbr أراد ا. bُ r وًا اbf مXlU ا،
،تSrُري وÆUSw ½l_ة أbmi أVZWr zr Vwُbmr U إq_ وSّfpa ( م540/ ¨ . ق82 ) مSc ءS `a SًTÈS xlmUؤ أbrا
VlpهSÆUاء اbs zr Wb_Ssr pc دSmZU اrّ `i و§اbcS X وه.VrS ®رهST أSZlU إ°p_ وzWUاء اbsºU أم اXوه
qlyUن واPÔÅUSw ءSuZUّ اT zr ¸]ل وأوّلh اpc Â وzr  أولX وه،¨sw ءواS§ zWUاء اbsºU اvlf§ pcو
،l{U واqlyU واqlpU اÂ_ وzr  وأوّل،نSTmsUSw
، 1/ 351،352 : ]مch ا،1/ 122-116 ، وخba :`wbsUدب اh اàWرS ،1/85-52 :اءbsºU واbsºU ا:bni اWÔfpUو

 أدب، 9/ 107-77 . 1973 : ةbهSmU ا، VWb{fU}½ اU دار ا، zluYU اzw `pc جboU اXw أ،`iS¯T_d ا:`iShب اSآ
ؤbrان اXW د، 1/ 65-59 ،·l رzwd :ةfsUب اS آ64-62  ص. 1979 : وتblw VaSmjU دار ا،دXTc رونSr :بbsUا
وتblw ،درS_  دار، `iSuTUس اb^w : ]مgd و_ر اVlpهSÆU` اa بbsUء اSw أد،1958 :وتblw درS_  دار، xlmUأ
، 1939 :ةbهS ، VrSmgP اVsT^r ، `wوZuU اzu\ :xlmUؤ أbrان اXWح دb ، 114-97  ص، 1962 :
Islamic Desk Reference, p.170 ; Encyclopedia of Islam (new ed), vol.3, p.1176; Meisamy
& Starkey; Encyclopedia of Arabic Literature,vol.1, pp. 394, 395
SهSZT¾« و أlY{U اX‘ وهv±br  ’وàuZU اbj` أآa`‘ وs±br’ q_h` اa 1821
،zr أT ،رةX¯ºfU اmpsr zr يZ}U اxlmUيء اbrP °lTU ا1822
q
ِ rXُYa ل
ِ XU اzlw ىXpU اÄmuw

ل
ِ ÔZr½ و
ٍ lT\ ىb ذآzr ´
ِ Ti So

®ّ  أWbW :لXYr ،®¯fc` زa zlsU اsZfU `T{U اpc ·ps ةWXsU وه` اVflf vf§ :®ÈSf ،°¬§:°b¸ :VÅpUا
[لXYUم ] أي اSsUا
لSÅ اSرهX¯ê zr vZr ¨b أpc رةmr Yow بX{Zr [°b¸] qsopU مmr w لXsor :qjr :´pjfa :ابbcdا
zr لw :pT\ ،lUف إS£r فS}U وا،فS£r qjr و،VaوYfU ]رب [ اX وه،ÈاÔUSw VlTºU اbÆUف اb\ VآbYw qYfUا
pc SًswS bÆUSw وىbW[ وpT\ ] pc فX^sr :v±br و،qcSa وqsa °b¸ ،·lmY فb\ : [ ´pjr] `a فS}Uا
:S وهva رqYr `a qcSa ءSU وا،qsa :S¯l¯U أ،Vo¸Sc ءSoUا:S¯l¯Ua ،qYfU اpc SًswS [Sًs±br] ،½{ZUSw و،ãopUا
،فS£r  وذي،¯U· أpsr ،ورbÆrر وS§ : ذيzc [°b¸] ،Vpf§ pc ،VaX^sr VpfÆU وا،½{i qYr `a لXsor
.®ÈSf ىU Vo_ :لXYr ،lUف إS£r ®ÈSfو
ءSoU اsw ،pfc mw وأ،ّ ربXي هU ا،bÆU \ف اtl\ [´pjfa] UX :la هSºUوا
،2/ 118 : ÞlsW zw ا،2/30 ، ص،218 bsºUه اS :qlmc zwح أb ،35  ص:xlmUىء اbrان اXW د:bni اWÔfpUو
، ه}اbآW la و2/ 163 :WXTlg بS آ، 322 ، ص:½هUح ور اb
qlÅr ®ÈSf  ذيzc S¯l¯Ua

SًTّl¾ و°b¸  ًاb}ِw ´pjrو
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نS أي إنْ آ،1827blya ًاbl ْ¯® إنUSfcw نXWÔÆr سSZU )ا:®¯UX `a نS آ،1826´U ذzr و
1830

b³  ءvr Pإ

1835

VUPw SّUإ

1834

1829

ْbfَ £
ْ ُ P VّlcSfuU وه¨ ا،1828(bl ®اؤهÔÆa ًاbl ®¯pfc

bَf£
ْ ُ P VّlgSlmUو ا

1833

.ذSºa

1832

zّpsah

1831

© اSّr و أ،Sib ذآSfآ

،ÊZU` اa SهSZT¾ و  أSiZc «lY{U اX‘ و هpw ’ ،5 `a ،ةpw q_h` اa 1823
q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{Uب‘ و اSs_ ’وأ،4 `a ‘بST\ ’و أ،6 `a 1824
ن
ّ  أ،S¯sp^r `a bآW و،وانbr zw ´pfU اTc zw Vfpur S¯la حfW ،VpWX¸ زةX§ أرzr ،جSÆsU اzw VwؤbU °lTU ا1825
.®¯lpc mYW Pس وSZU اpc ouW P ّi أS¯Zr ءSlw S¯la uoi حr  و،¨رSogة أbj}U¨ وÔÆc¨ وbT آpc rP ة³brأ
 ه}اrSfw °lTU وا،°lTU اÔÆc SZر هXآfUوا
بST_ و أsُ_  ذيpw qw

بSّly
ٌ pU ءSmºU` اa £mُW brhوا

رYi أSr X وه،½T_ vf§ :بST_h ا،طXT¯Uرض ]ف اh اzr vobfU ا،دXs_ vf§ :s{U وا،bomU ا:pTU ا:VÅpUا
،دةSsuU ]ف ا،ءSmºU وا،وفbsfUان اXlYU اX وه،½± vf§ دS£USw [ بST± ]أ°lTU اÔÆc  و روي،رضh اzr
،bgSyU اX½ وهÈS vf§ :[ ®£USw] بSlyUا
bsºU` اa bÆU[ اqw] sw qfs VaوYfUب[ ا
Ó ن ] ُر
ّ  اpc ¯اw ¯ºgو ا
iاXW` دa ¨§® اU `ZZ}U وVYo_ VYo_ Yo{ وiاXW` دa bsºU ها اzc °jYw VwؤbU اbsºU و:bni اql{opUو
Tc ،`^puU ا: ·lmY : جSÆsU اzw أVwان رؤXW د، VWXYZU}½ اU® اnsr `a رXآfU اbsºU اbآW z}U و، ، عXT^fUا

xlWSmr ®Æsr ،4/ 297  ص،792 ،bsºU ر® ا:VlaS}U اpc `±bUح اb ، 1972 :·ºr د،xp¸ إVT}r ، ãloYUا
ءSl\ دار إ.رونS هfYr ]مuU اTc: ·lmY ` ؛ZWوÔmU اSWb زآzw رسSa zw f\ أzluYU` اw أ،رسSa zw ا:VÅpUا
[½T_ دةSr] :وسbsUج اS / بbsUن اSuU ،3/280 . 1952 : ةbهSmU ا، VlwbsU}½ اUا
،5 `a ‘رSf± ’إVfpت آW ز1826
‘bºa ًاb  ’و إن،5 ، 2 `a تW ز1827
®اءهÔÆa ًاb ®¯pfc نS ’و إن آ، 3 `a رةSTsUت اW و ز،2 `a zlgXmU اzlw Sr رةSTsU` اa bl® وWm كSZ ه1828
‘ًاbl ¨اءÔÆa ًاbl pfc نS ’ إن أي آ،7 `a ‘ bُ 
‘bf£ P’ ، 3 `a 1829
،5 `a ‘pT’ Vfpت آW ز1830
‘Sr ’ أ، 5 `a ‘©¯® اUX Sّr ’و أ،3 `a تW ز1831
‘ آاzّpsah ’ ، 7 `a 1832
bºc V¾]jU اv±اXfU اzr ن ها
ّ h bni la و،ÂU¼fUه½ اr pc bÆUف اb\ رSf± إpc لW Sr دX§م وsU 1833
ضXc ® دونumU` اa VU]ÆU اãoU S¯Uب[ وأو
ّ  ]رbl وفYfUSw bÆU اS¯la زS§ `Uا
، 355  ص:ىZU اb^ حb : bniا
‘bf£W P’ ،6 `a 1834
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{،َV}r

1837

boupU ¯`ءfpU

1836

:´UX ولh اzfa }]مU اzr ·Tg Sr ل أوSYUا

:USs UX ،`iSjU اzr  و،1841واb{w وأ1840WbW رSf±¶w ،1839¯]لU ا1838zlّp¯ufpUو
 ﴿ﻜﻭﻨﻭﺍ ﻫﻭﺩﹰﺍ ﺃﻭ،1844ﻜﺩﻻﻝﺔ

1843

ﺒﺈﻀﻤﺎﺭ ﻨﹼﺘﺒﻊ

ونw رSf±d ُ و اpَsa رSf±¶w ٌW ز°pma ها؟
UX `a Sf آbluoU اV^Wb pc رSf±dا

1848

1842

﴾Sً olZ\ ®َ lاهbw إVّpr ْqwَ ْqُ ﴿

1846

qsa zr ،Zrو

1845

﴾ﻨﺼﺎﺭﻯ

¨ هzr ½Wb ز وXÆW P

1847

´Uذ

  و،q_h` اa  وردتSf« آlY{Uل‘ و اS\ VUPw’ àuZU اbj` أآa ‘لS\ qlUw’ ، 3 `a ‘لSYU اqlUw’ ،5 `a 1835
SهSZT¾أ
½p{U` اa SهSZT¾ أSf آq_hا اc Sr `a  وردتSf« آlY{U وا،5 `a  ووردتq_h` اa ‘´UX ’ Vfp آ°^mg 1836
، 225  ص،V}r boupU --- U– إ،ٌ°psa ،ْ°psa ، 217 صzr اءT ، 6 `a ،Ämg 1837
`a  وردتSf« آlY{U‘ واzlpّ¯fpU ’ ،1 `a ‘zlp¯ufpU ’ ، 5 `a ‘q¯ufpU ’و، 6 `a ‘q¯ufU ’ا، 4 ،3 `a 1838
،q_hا
‘©¯]ل واU ’ ا، 2 `a 1839
، 6 ، 4 -2 ‘Wb ’ àuZU اbj` أآa 1840
،©¯]ل واUوا اb{w و أV}r WbW رSf±d اqT }]مUSa `iSjU` اa ‘واb{wول ’ وأh` اa ‘WbW’ رSf±¶w  أي1841
،135 .VWÚ ا:ةbmTUرة اXg 1842
،½p{U` اa ¨SZT¾ أSf« آlY{U‘ واvTّi ’ ، 7 ، 4 ، 1 ،àuZU اbj` أآa  وq_h` اa ‘vTّ ’ ،2 `a 1843
‘VUP ’آ، 2 `a ‘UPU ’ ، 5 `a ‘VUPU ’ q_h` اa 1844
،135 ،VWÚ ا:ةbmTUرة اXg 1845
،3 `a ‘رىS{i  ’أوVfp آ°^mg
‘ql  ’ إذا،1 `a تW ز1846
‘ونw’ Vfp آ°^mg ،3 `a 1847
‘´U ’ ذ، 5 ،3 ، 2 ،àuZU اVlmw `a‘ وzc’ ، 7 `a 1848
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P إ،1851Sً £W أãoU lpc 1850الUن اh 1849﴾رَكSÆg اzlآbºfU اzr ٌ\ ﴿و إنْ أ:USs
،1854 }]مU اzr 1853·
َ Tg Sr ولh` اa وTmsW 1852ّiأ
Vf\ رUج إSYfU اÂls£U اTsU اW pc بSّهXU´ اpfUن اXsw ،حST{fUب اSآ

1855

®ّ 

`§S\ `pc zw bos§ USs ©ا

، SهSZT¾ و ا، 7 `a  وردتSf« آlY{U وا،7 `a تW و زq_h` اa zWb¯ّnfU اzlgXmU اzlw Sr رةSTsU ا°^mg 1849
09 :VWÚ ر® ا:VwXUرة اXg
‘lpc الU اih ’ ، 4 `a ‘لW iّh ’ ، 1 `a 1850
، 5 `a ‘wb± W´ زUXmرة ’ آSTsUت اW ز1851
‘ّih ’ ، 2 `a 1852
‘·Tg  Sr ’ ، 5 `a ‘}]مU اzr ·Tg Sr’ ، 3 `a 1853
 ‘ و3 `a ‘ XYZU® اpc `a حST{fUSw ّfur بS}U ها ا°f ابX{USw ®pc· و ا© أTg Sr ‘ رةSTsUت اW ز،2 `a 1854
ّfur بS}Uاب ‘ ها اX{USw ®pc وا© أ°f ‘ lpc ·Tg Sr ‘ 7 `a ‘ حST{fUSw ّfufU ا،بS}U· و   ّ® ها اTg Sr
‘ بSهXUن ا© اXsw °f بS}U اzr ·Tg Sr’ ،3 `a ‘ حST{fUSw
¨b أU` إwS   ّ® آ------------------ Uّ أوzr `wS آ°T آ، 5 `a
¨SZT¾ أSr «lY{U‘ وا°f’Vfp وردت آàuZU اvlf§ `a 1855
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CHAPTER: 8

Idiomatic Translation of
Matn al-Misbāh
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In the name of Allāh, the All-Merciful, the Ever-Merciful
Matn al-Misbāh
Author’s Note
Praise is due to Allāh, the One who has long reach (in all things), the Bestower of
Favours, the Most Beneficent, Who has made nahw (grammar) for speech, like salt for
food. May peace and blessing be upon Allāh’s Prophet, Muhammad; the Master of
humanity, and upon his household and Companions, the advocates of Islam.

Indeed, the dearest son, Mas‘ūd, a source of happiness and cordiality with people of
magnanimity. When he memorized mukhtasar al-Iqnā‘, bringing it into light,
assimilating its vocabulary, comprehending the nahw included therein - both its form and
content -, I wanted to make him taste the words of the meticulous imām and punctilious
scholar, Abū Bakr ‘Abd al-Qāhir ibn ‘Abd al-Rahmān al-Jurjānī (may Allāh shower him
with Mercy and make Paradise his eternal abode). In this way, the sweet vocabulary of
the Imām will cling to the memory of Mas‘ūd and this in turn will lead the springs of
nahw to flow. Hence, I reviewed the verified abridged versions of his books (not the
complete versions), and found that the most discussed topics among imāms are al-Mi‘a
(one hundred), al-Jumal (sentences) and al-Tatimma (complement). So, I could not
burden him with the task of collecting it or charge him with the labour of recording it due
to what it includes of repeated material, though such repetition is not without benefit.
Therefore, I selected of it "this abridged version, mukhtasar, and excluded all" that is
repeated, doing away with repetitions and "settling for the main content", without
withholding the virtue of offering advice as regards its eloquent expressions. Besides, I
did not neglect any of its issues, with the exception of that which is either rare or
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common among scholars. I even did not add to it any extrinsic material, except that
which is worthy of being added, giving it the title al-Misbāh (the lamp), so that people
will seek guidance through its light and benefit through its trails. In addition, I divided it
into five sections, which run as follows:

Section One: On Nahw (grammatical) terminology
S v|Qت اf©ªs اUV

Section Two: On standard verbal governing agents
S]rf]OQ اS]«PQ اtoاYQ اUV

Section Three: On non-standard verbal governing agents
S]wfZQ اS]«PQ اtoاYQ اUV

Section Four: On non-verbal governing agents
S |YZQ اtoاYQ اUV

Section Five: On various issues in the Arabic language
S]mXYQ اo لzV UV

Section One: On Nahw (Grammatical) Terminology
S v|Qت اf©ª s اUV
Every utterance that is set to convey a single meaning is a word (kalima; plu. kalimāt and
kalim), and a word is of three categories: noun, ®g اverb qsa and particle فb\.

A noun: qr اism is the word that can be spoken about (described); such as Zayd W زand
al-‘Ilm ®psU( اknowledge), as in the sentences: kharaja Zaydun Wج زbَ "Zayd went out"
and "Knowledge is valuable al-‘ilmu hasanun zu\ ®psU ا,while ignorance is foul", al-jahlu
qabīhun «lT q¯ÆU واor assumes the meaning of what could be spoken about, such as idh,
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idhā, matā ،r ، إذا، إذand the like. For, you cannot describe them because of their
inseparable adverbial sense. However, they bear the meaning of time and place, which
could be described in sentences like: "Time passed" madā al-waqt °XU ا£r and "The
place expanded” wa al-tasa‘ al-makān نS}fU اvuوا. Among the verbal indicators of it are:
attaching the prefix

(al-Alif and lām) to it, such as al-faras سboU اal-ghulām, ]مÅU اthe

genitive preposition, such as bi Zaydin WÔـw and the tanwīn (Nunation), such as rajulun
ٌq§ر.
The verb: tYV fi‘l is an utterance to which qad, sīn wa sawfa فXg zluU و  و اare prefixed,
such as, qad kharaja, sa yakhruju wa sawfa yakhruju جbyW فXg ج وbylgج وb  and the
Jussive (jazm-producing) particle ®U lam and to which is attached the visible indicative
pronoun, such as, akramtu, akramā and akramū اXrb أآ،Srb أآ، °
ُ rb أآand the vowelles tā’
of femininity with sukūn, such as, nasAarat, na‘imat wa bi’sat ْ°u¬w  و،ْ°fsi و،ْتb{i and it
has three types. One has a maftūh ending, like nasAara, dahraja wa akrama  و،جb\ و د،b{i
مb أآand it is called the perfective. The second with an initial alternating among one of
four extra particles: yā’ (ءSW) for the masculine third person singular and for the feminine
plural, al-tā’ ءSU اfor the second masculine singular and for the third feminine singular),
ÂUh اal-alif for the first person singular and nūn نXZU اfor dual and plural form of it, both
masculine and feminine. The following are examples:  و:` أو ه،°i أqso و،z هzpsoW  و،X هqsoW
،zYi qsoi  و،Si أqsa أyaf‘alu huwa, wa yaf‘alna hunna, wa taf ‘alu anta, aw hiya, wa af ‘alu
anā wa naf‘alu nahnu. This is called the imperfective al-mudāri‘ رعS£fUا, and it is
common for both present and future (expressions). Thus, if the initial مP is prefixed to it,
it purely expresses the present [action in progress], such as Almighty Allāh’s saying `ّi﴿إ
﴾w اXT` أن هZَiÔYlU innī la-yahzunanī an tadhhabū bihi (Really it sadness me that you
should take him away”. Besides, if the (prefix) sawfa, al-sīn zluU اor فXg is attached to it,
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it purely expresses the future, such as Almighty Allāh’s saying, ﴾ رًاSi p{lg﴿ sa yasAlā
nāran (But soon will he be in fire).

The third is the jussive, which is called the

imperative, such as, unsAurb{iٌ اand any verb that is derived in the form of (ْqsَ aْ ( )إif‘al),
such as, ‘id, da‘, jarrib wa hāsib ْ½g
ِ S\  و،ْبbِّ §
َ  و،ْv±
َ  و،ْc
ِ.
As for the harf فX (particle) it is an utterance which has no [independent] meaning of its
own, giving neither the meaning of a noun or of a verb, lie hal wa bal qw  وqه. This is
because the noun could work both as a description and as a thing described, while the
verb could work as a description, but not as a thing described. The particle however, is a
link between both and it could neither be a description nor a thing described.

Now, with the three categories being called a kalima Vfp آword, it should be known that
when a verb and a noun couple and they together give meaning, they are called speech
and a sentence, knowing that the sentence is of four types: Nominal and verbal fi‘liyya wa
ismiyya Vlfg اVlpsa ( وas is already mentioned above), and adverbial and conditional, Vlabê
Vl¸b  وzarfiyya wa shartiyya such as ‘indī māl ٌلSr يZc and in ta’tinī ukrimka `Z إن
´
َ rْ bِ أآ. Both are treated in the way a singular word is treated, and thus it implicitly carries
its same inflection. So, it includes a pronoun that refers to the first name, and this occurs
in six positions: The predicate of a subject, أTfU اbT the predicate of [ ن
ّ  إcategory] (and
the predicate of kāna نSآ, the second object `iSjUل اXsofU اal-maf‘ūl al-thānī of the verb [
°ْZZê zanantu category], the adjective of the absolute and the circumstantial qualifier
(hāl). This will be clarified later.
Sub Chapter One. On Inflection (ابXwx اUV tzV)
Inflection means that the ending of a word differs according to the agents attaching to it,
either literally or implicitly, such as jā’anī Zaydun, rā’aytu Zadan, marartu bi Zaydin
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،ٍWÔw رتbr ،ًاW ز°W و رأ،ٌW` زiءS§  و. However, inflection markers do not show in words
ending with alif maqsūra, such as, al-‘asAā wa al-rahā \bU و ا،S{sU اand words ending
with yā showing kasra and preceded by a still letter (sākin) in both nominative and
genitive cases. Yet, it shows inflection marker in the accusative case. The following are
examples of the three cases: .`
َ ±SmU ا°W رأ،ْ`±SmUSw رتbr  و،ْ`±SmU` اiءS§  وjā’anī al-qādī,
marartu bi al-qādī wa rā’aytu al-qādī and Almighty Allāh says ajībū dā‘ī Allāh اXُTl§﴿أ
﴾©` ا
َ c( داO our people! Hearken to the one who invites you to Allāh.) Inflection
markers are also absent in case a word ends yā’ or wāw preceded by a still letter, such as
dalwin wa zabyin `Tê  و،XUآ. In such case, these endings are like strong letters [showing
inflection markers].
Inflection originally applies through vowel markers, and it might apply through letters
(which occurs in three cases; in weak-ending nouns in the genitive case (which modify
other than the first person yā’), namely abūhu, hanūhu, fūhu, akhūhu, hamūhā wa dhū
mālin ،¨Xw أ.ل
ٍ Sr  و ذو،SهXf\  و،¨X و أ،¨Xa  و،¨XZ وهIn these cases, we say jā’anī abūhu,
ra’aytu abāhu wa marartu bi abīhi ،lww رتbr  و،¨Sw أ°W و رأ،¨Xw` أiءS§. This applies to the
rest of the nouns, as the wāw ( )وindicates the nominative case; the alif ÂU اindicates the
accusative, while the yā’ (ءSW) indicates the genitive. Besides, the dual is marked by alif
and nūn or yā’ and nūn (and the plural by wāw and nūn or yā’ and nūn), such as jā’anī
muslimān, muslimūn, rā’aytu muslimayn, muslimīn, marartu bi muslimayn, wa bi
muslimīn, zlِfpufw  و،zlَfpِufw رتbr و،zlfpur و،zlَfpِur °W ورأ،نXfpur و،نSfpur `iءS§ . Moreover,
in the genitive construct ]
ً  ِآit is annexed to an implicit pronoun, and in such case it is
treated like the dual, such as jā’anī kilāhumā, rā’aytu kilayhima wa marartu bi kilayhimā
،Sf¯lp}w رتbr  و،Sf¯lp آ°W رأ،Sf` آ]هiءS§. However, if it is annexed to a prominent noun, it is
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pronounced just like S{sUا, that is to say jā’anī kilā al-rajulayni, rā’aytu kilā al-rajulayni
wa marartu bi kilā al-ragulayni ،zlp§bU اô}w رتbr و،zlp§bU آ] ا°W و رأ،zlp§bU` آ] اiءS§
Furthermore, the genitive and the accusative cases are equally treated in five positions,
namely the dual, the sound plural (as is mentioned above), the sound feminine plural
(with alif and tā’, such as jā’atnī muslimātin, rā’aytu muslimatin wa marartu bi
muslimātin ،تSfpufw رتbr و،تSfpur °W و رأ،تSfpur `ZءS§, the indeclinable (and jā’anī
Ahmadu, marartu Ahmada wa marartu bi Ahmada ،f\w رتbr و،f\ أ°W و رأf\` أiءS§
(and finally the enclitic pronouns, such as in the case of akramtuka, marartu bika, innahu
wa lahu ،ّi أ،َ´w رتbr ،´rb أآand U. The same also applies to the plural. As regards the
cases in which the letter stands for the vowel (haraka), this occurs with the nūn in the
following examples: yaf‘alāni, taf‘alāni, yaf ‘alūna, taf‘alūna wa taf‘alīna ،]نso ،]نsoW
zlpso ،نXpso ،نXpsoW. This is because it is the maker of the nominative case. However, it is
dropped in the accusative and jussive cases, such as lam yaf‘alā lan taf‘alā, lam yaf ‘alū,
lan taf‘alū, lam taf‘alī wa lan taf‘alī .`pso zU و،`pso ®U،اXpso zU ،اXpsoW ®U،]so zU ،]soW ®U This
also includes the madd (prolonged) and līn (soft) letters zlpU واfUوف اb\ harūf al-madd wa
al-līn, the weak-ending verb, as in such cases, it is pronounced as a still letter in the
nominative case, like yaghzū, yarmī, yakhshā وÔÅW and ، ºyW while it is dropped in the
jussive, just as the vowel (haraka) is dropped, like lam yaghzu, lam yarmi, lam yakhsha
 ِمbW ®U ،Ôُ ÅW ®U , and lam yakhsha Þ
َ yW ®U. However, in the accusative case, the penultimate
letters, wāw ( )وand yā’ ( )ىare vowelled, like lan yaghzuwa, lan yarmiya ،وÔÅW zU and zUو
rbW. As for the alif, it is pronounced as a till letter in the accusative case, just as is done
in the nominative, such as lan yakhshā ْºyW zU, since it is impossible to vowel it then.

Sub Chapter Two. On Asmā’ (sing. ism; (i.e. noun)
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ءfZre اUV tzV
Asmā’ [substantives] are of two types; mu‘rab and mabnī `ZTrب وbsr declinable and
indeclinable. The declinable بbsr noun is that whose endings differ according to the
different governing agents (‘awāmil, sing. ‘āmil) that attach to it, as is mentioned above,
while the indeclinable `ZTr is that in which haraka and sukūn are not governed by an
agent. Then, the declinable asmā’ are further classified into two types: blف وb{Zr
فb{Zr munsarif (triptote) and ghayr munsarif (diptote). So, the triptote فb{Zr is that to
which jarr (genitive) and tanwīn (nunation) are introduced, while the diptote فb{ZfUاbl
is that to which jarr and tanwīn are not introduced, and which ends with fatha when in
the genitive case. The causes that make a noun diptote [unnunated] are nine: When the
noun is definite feminine tTiU اÂWbsUا, having the pattern of the verb (fi‘l)qsoUوزن ا
(proper noun), Â_ وwasfiyya (adjectival), ‘adl لc (diversion from the principal pattern),
‘ujma VfÆc (non-Arabic proper names), the pattern of the ultimate plurals, {h اvfÆUا
(words) ending with the alif and nūn ( )انthat resemble the femininity (signs) alif
mamdūda ¨ودfr ÂUا

(elongated) and alif maqsūra رىX{mr ÂU( اshortened). Moreover,

when two of these causes are introduced in one noun or when one cause is repeated, the
noun becomes diptote (it does not accept case endings). Such nouns are fifteen, five of
which are indefinite (as an adjective) – such as ahmar bf\ أ-, fa‘lān ]نsa – the feminine
form of which is fa‘lā psa– such as sakrān and sakrā, the diverted to pattern – such as
عSwُ ¾]ث و رthalāth, rubā‘ (being diverted from ،Vsw أرVsw أر،V¾]¾ V¾]¾ thalātha thalātha and
arba‘a arba‘a) -, the nouns ending with the femininity sign alif mamdūda or maqsūra –
such as hamrā’ and sahrā’, and hublā and bushrā -, and the ultimate plurals – such as
®َ cSiو َر و أSgاasāwira and anā‘ima and the like of ultimate plurals, of nouns in which the
alif is followed by two or three letters the middle of which is sākin – such as َ §Sufآ
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«
َ lwS{r وmasājid and masābīh. However, if the middle letter is vowelled, the noun turns
triptote, فb{Zr such as sayāqila VpSl_. Besides, if the second of the two letters following
alif is yā’,(ءSW) this yā’ is dropped in the nominative and genitive cases, with the noun then
accepting nunation, and is preserved in the accusative case without nunating the noun,
such as marartu bi-jawārin, ra’aytu jawārī اريX§ °W رأ،ٍارXÆw ت
ُ رbr and jā’atnī jawārin,
اريX§ °Wارٍو رأX§ `ZءS§ and ا ٍرXÆw رتbr. This being known, we now move to six other
nouns which occur in the case of definiteness, namely the proper name which is nonArabic, such as Ibrāhīm and Ismā‘īl. For, if you call someone Lijām or Firand, these
names should receive nunation (become triptote), because indefinite ‘ujma VfÆc (nonArabism) is ineffective in making a name diptote.

Other [five] nouns include the noun ending with extraneous alif and nūn, such as
‘Uthmān and Sufyān; the noun having the pattern of the verb, such as Ahmad, Yazīd and
Yashkur; the noun having a pattern diverted to from another pattern, such as ‘Umar and
Zufar (being diverted from ‘Āmer and Zāfer, which are definite); the noun having a
feminine form, such as Talha and Salama, or the carrying a feminine meaning, such as
Su‘ād and Zaynab; and the noun made out of two nouns [compound], such as Ma’d
Yakrib and Ba‘labakk. This also applies to every noun that is diptote when definite, as it
is made triptote in the indefinite case, with the exception of Ahmar when it is used as a
proper noun, and nouns ending with either femininity alif mamdūda or maqsūra, fa‘lān –
which feminine form is fa‘lā -, the ultimate plural, and the thulāthī `¾]jU[ اtrilateral] noun
with a sākin middle letter – as it could either be diptote or triptote – such as Hind Zه,
Da‘d c د, Nūh حXi , and Lūt طXU . Moreover, the noun that has a third cause, such as Māh
and Jawr, رX§¨ وSr when used as names of countries, never receives nunation. Likewise,
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the thulāthī noun with a vowelled middle letter, Ägوhك اbYfU]¾` اjU اsuch as Saqar, as it
receives the rules of the rubā‘ī `cSwbU[ اquadrilateral] noun, such as Su‘ād and Zaynab.
However, there are two opinions on nouns like Hazām; either to make it declinable, yet
diptote on the grounds that it is diverted to from Hazām, or to make it indeclinable with a
maksūr (fixed with a kasra) ending. As an example of the latter opinion is the following
line of verse:
Idhā qālat Hazāmi fa saddiqūhā fa inna al-qawla mā qālat Hazāmi
 \ا ِم°US Sr لXmUن اa

SهXَ{a  \ا ِم°US إذا

The same is said about af`‘āl that indicates the feminine vocative, such as SW ث وST SW ،عS}U SW
قSua yā’ lukā‘i yā kubāthi and yā fusāqi and also about fi‘al which indicates the
imperative, such as اكb ال وÔi nizāli, tirāki, meaning inzil and utruk. This also applies to
all indeclinable nouns when it is annexed in a genitive construction or when the alif and
lām (al) are prefixed to it, as then it becomes majrūr with kasra, such as marartu bi alAhmari wa al-hamra’i, اءbfYU واbf\hSw رتbr and "bi-‘Umarikum wa bi-‘Uthmānina"
SZiSfjsw آ® وbfsw .
The indeclinabl mabnī `ZTfU اnouns are of two types: Essential and nonessential lāzim wa
‘ārid رضScزم وP. The essential is that which implies the meaning of the particle, such as
ayna, matā, and kayfa Âl و آr ،zW أor what is similar to it (the particle), such as al-ladhī
and al-latī `Uي و اU اand the like Sَr وzِr min and mā. However, the nonessential are five:
that which is annexed to first person yā’, such as ghulāmī, the definite singular vocative,
such as Wء زSW yā’ Zayd, the indefinite singular noun with lā (P) which indicates
categorical negation, such as lā rajula fī al-dāri, ارU` اa q§ رP the compound noun, such
as khamsata ‘ashara bºc Vuf (i.e. 15), the (genitive) construction in which the second
part (the added to) is omitted, namely qablu, ba‘du, fawqu and tahtu °Y ،قXa ،ُsw ،qT as
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well as the nouns that indicate the rest of directions. Thus, it is said: ji’tuka min qabli
zaydin ٍ W زqT zr ´¬§. Then, the construct state and the nunation is abandoned, as we say:
ُ sw zr وq
ُ T zr min qablu and min ba‘du. These are called the extreme limits, Zsr pc تSWS
in the sense that the extreme limit of the فS£r mudāf (first part of the genitive
construction) is the lUف إS£r mudāf ilayh (second part). Yet, when they are detached
from it, they themselves become limits by which speech ends. Besides, the essential of
indeclinable verbs is the imperfective and the imperatives without the lām. As for the
nonessential, it is the imperfective when the nūn (pronoun) of feminine plural or nūn of
emphasis, such as z
َ psoW q و هzsoW yaf‘alna and hal yāf‘alanna. The particles وفbYUا
however are none but essentially indeclinable, since it has no share in inflection. So, one
should know that some of these words govern other words and are also governed [affect]
by other words, such as all declinable nouns al-asmā’ al-mutamakinna VّZ}ffUء اSfgh اand
the imperfective verbs, while others govern other words but are not governed by them,
such as governing particles, the perfective verb, the imperative verb with no (مP) lām,
nouns implying the meaning of in ْإن, not ayy أي. A third group neither governs others
(nor are governed by others), such as (words) other than the governing particles, implied
(words) and the like. According to them, the ‘āmil (governing agent) for them is that
which necessitates a certain inflectional form of a word ending.

Besides, the ‘āmil is of two types: lafzī, ma‘nawī يXZsr ` وnoU verbal and synonymous.
The verbal is further classified into qiyāsī, simā‘ī `cSfg ` وgSl standard and nonstandard.
So, the standard is that which could be described as, kukun mā kāna kadhā fa innahu
ya‘malu kadha,  آاqfsW ّi¶a ن آاS آSr ٌq“آall that is so and so does so and so” such as ]م
ٍ W زghulāmu Zaydin. Thus, with the effect of the first word on the second and the cause
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for such effect being explained, other examples can be compared to it, such as dāru
‘Amrin  ٍوbfc  دا ُرand thawbu Bakrin bٍ }w ب
ُ X¾. The nonstandard, on the other hand, is that
which could be described as, آاqfsW  آا و هاqfsW " هاThis does so and so and that does so
and so", and it cannot be overlooked, such as the claim that the bā is to be majrūr
(genitive), has not been majzūm (jussive) and shall not be mansūb (subjunctive). As for
the synonymous, it will be mentioned in its due position (Allāh willing).

Section Two: On standard verbal governing agents (‘Awāmil)
S]rf]OQ اS]«PQ اtoاYQا
The standard governing agents are given precedence due to their regularity and because
the verb – being the original governing form – is derived from them. They are seven in
total, namely the verb in general, ·p^fU اqsoU اal-fi‘l al-mutlaq the active participle, ism alfā‘il qcSoU® اg اthe passive participle, ism al-maf‘ūl لXsofU® اg اthe active-participle-like
adjective, al-sifa al-mushabbaha V¯َTºfU اVo{U اthe verbal noun (masdar), {رfU اthe first
participle of the construction, ism al-mudāf فS£fU® اg اand the perfect participle ism altām مSU® اgا. As for the verb, it causes raf`‘ (nominative) and nasb (accusative;) modes in
the nouns. It causes raf‘ in general, since each verb causes raf‘ for one noun when
annexed to it (preceding it), such as ٌW زqsa fa‘ala Zaydun. However, in case it is not
explicit, it comes implicit; and it is either prominent – like [the pronominal suffix] tā’ in
fa‘altu – or hidden, like the intended noun in af`‘al.
Moreover, the verb is classified into two categories; transitive, muta‘adī يsr which
makes the object in the accusative, and intransitive, lāzim زمP which is restricted to the
subject-doer, such as ت
ُ s ،ُ°f ،ُ°T ذهdhahabtu, qumtu, and qa‘adtu. Regarding the
transitive verb, it is of three types, one that takes only one object, such as darabtu zaydan
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ًاW ز°
ُ wb£آ, another that takes two objects – the second of which is other than the first,
such as a‘ taytu Zaydan dirhaman Sًfًا درهW ز°
ُ l^cأ, or is the very first object, such as
hasibtu Zaydan ‘āliman SًfUSc ًاW ز°
ُ Tu\ -, and a third that takes three objects, such as
a‘lamtu Zaydan Amran fādilan ]
ً ±Sa وًاbfc ًاW ز°fpcأ. In addition, the object may
substitute the subject-doer if the verb is “built for” (i.e. directed to it, and thus it is made
marfū‘ through its being annexed to it), such as duriba Zaydun ٌWب ز
َ bِ ±
ُ and ’u‘tiya
Zaydun dirhaman Sًfٌ درهW^` زcُأ. However, it could be annexed to the second, except
when it comes under the section of °
ُ Tu\ hasibtu. Furthermore, the accusative (noun) of
the verb is of two types: مSc ص وS specific and general; the specific is further classified
into three categories; the object (since it is assigned for the transitive verb, as is
mentioned before), the tamyyīz (accusative of specification, since it is assigned for what
is vague), such as tāba Zaydun nafsan Sً uoi Wب زS¸ and tasabbab al-farasu ‘araqan ½ّT{
Sًbc سboUا. A third example is the Qur’ānic verse, "wa-shta‘ala al-ra’su shayban qs﴿وا
﴾SًTl س
ُ أbUا. The third category is the accusative predicate, since it comes only with
restricted verbs, as will be explained later.
On the other hand, the general (accusative) is of five types; the verbal noun, {رfU اthe
maf‘ūl fīhī la لXsofU( اadverbial qualification of time and place), the maf‘ūl lahu U لXsofUا
(object of reason; adverbial qualification of purpose), the maf‘ul ma‘ahu sr لXsofUا
(object of accompaniment), and the لS\ hāl (circumstantial accusative). Concerning the
first type, this is each verb that makes its verbal noun mansūb (accusative), be it restricted
or vague, or definite or indefinite, such as darabtu darban or darbatan or al-darb al-ladhi
ta‘lam Vً wb±  وSًwb± °
ُ wb± or ®ps ّيUب اb£U اand what conveys the meaning of the verbal
noun, too, such as darabtuhu sawtan Sً ¸Xg wb±.
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The second type is the la لXsor maf‘ūl fīhī, which consists of the adverbs of time and of
place. So, the adverb of time assumes the adverbial accusative mood, be it vague or
restricted (vague, like zl\ hīn and ° وwaqt, and restricted like لX\  وb¯ ،qlU ،مXW yawm,
layl, shahr and hawl). Examples of these adverbs are like SًrXW  وSًZl\ تbg sirtu hīnan or
yawman, and VsfÆUم اXW °§b kharajtu yawm al-Jumu‘a. Adverbs of place, however, are
only vague, such as the six directions, ارU اÄْg  وZc ‘inda, wasat al-dāri, while the
restricted should be accompanied by the utterance [fī], such as ،Xa  وop ،ÆufUم اSr أ°lp_
^ْg¨ و وZc  وUSf  وZlfW ،Y sallaytu amām al-Masjidi, khalfahu, fawqahu, tahtahu,
yamnahu, shimalahu, ‘indahu and wastahu. Thus, it should not be said: َ ÆufU ا°lّp_
sallaytu al-Masjida (and not ÆufU اÄ
َg
َ  وwasat al-masjidi (with a vowelled letter). Rather,
it should be said: ِ^g` وa ÆufU ا°lp_ sallaytu fī al-Masjidi or fī wasatihī (vowelled). As
for ارU ا°p دdakhaltu al-dāra, it is accepted out of licentious expansion.
Turning to the third type, it is the U لXsor maf‘ūl lahu (adverbial qualification of
purpose), and it is the cause of undertaking the action, such as darabtuhu ta’dīban wb±
Sً TW دand kharajtu makhāfat al-sharri bِّ º
ّ U اVaSyr °§b. As for the fourth type, it is the لXsor
sr maf‘ūl ma‘ahu (object of accompaniment), such as Vَ TºyU ُء و اSfUى اXg اistawā al-mā’u
wa al-khashabata. It is also mentioned after the wāw meaning "with".

The fifth of the general accusative nouns is the لS\ hāl (circumstantial accusative), which
illustrates the state of the doer (of action). Another type is the w لXsor maf`‘ūl bihī
(object), and it comes as an answer to the "how" question, just as the U لXsor maf‘ūl lahu
is an answer to the "why" question, such as jā’anī Zaydun rākiban Sً Tٌ راآW` زiءS§,
ra’aytuhu jālisan SًuUS§ Wرأ. It should also be indefinite, just as the hāl should be definite.
So, if one seeks to make the hāl out of the indefinite, then it should precede such
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indefinite (noun), like jā’anī rākiban rajulun q§ رSًT` راآiءS§. Similar to that is the poet’s
saying,
li-‘Azzata mūhishan talalun qadīmun
‘afāhu kullu ashamin mus tadīmin

®Wur ®ٍ Yg أq¨ آSoc

®W qp¸ Sًº\Xr ّةÔsU

As for the active participle qcSoU® اg اism al-fā‘il, it is every noun that is derived from a
verb to indicate a subject-doer (one who carries on the action) and it parallels the verb
from which it is derived (as regards its vowelling and non-vowelling). Besides, it
assumes the status of its object in case it is intended to refer to the present or to the future,
such as Zaydun dāribun ghulāmuhu ‘Amran وًاbfc ُr] ٌربS± Wز. So, it can either be
nominative or accusative, just as بb£W yadrib is so, and Zaydun qā’imun ghulāmuhu Wز
ُ rُ ] ٌ®ÈS, in which it is only nominative, like yaqūmu  ُمXmW.
As for the لXsofU® اg اism al-maf‘ūl, passive participle, it is every noun that is derived for
the object who receives the action, and it acts like the verb yuf‘alu ُqsْoWُ , such as Zaydun
mukrimun ashābahu ُ wَ SY_مٌ أb}r ٌWز, just as it is said zaydun yukrimu ashābahu  ُمb}ُW ٌWز
ُ wَ SY_أ. Thus, the Qur’ān reads, "dhālika yawmun majmū‘un lahu al-nāsu" U ٌعXfÆr ٌمXW ´U﴿ذ
﴾سSZU( اthat is a day for which mankind will be gathered together), meaning yawmun
yujma‘u lahu al-nāsu.

On the other hand, the active-participle-like adjective V¯ّTºfU اVo{U اis that which does not
carry the pattern yaf`‘alu derived from its verb, such as karīm and hasan. It is compared
to the active participle in the sense that it can be made plural or singular, male or female,
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and also in the sense that it works like its verb, such as Zaydun karīmun ābā’ uhu, ٌ®Wb آWز
¨ُؤSw³ sharīfun hasabuhu, ُTu\ ٌÂWb and hasanun wajhuhu, ُ¯§ٌ وzu\.

The verbal noun ({رfU )اmasdar is the noun from which the verb is derived or the
infinitive form of the verb, and it works like the verb if it is nunated, such as ‘ajibtu min
darbi Zaydin ‘Amran وًاbfc ٍ Wب ز
ِ b± zr °
ُ TÆc, just as it is said, ‘ajibtu min an yadriba
Zaydun ‘Amran وًاbfc ٌWب زb£W  أنzr °TÆc. It could also be annexed to the subject-doer,
while the object is left in the accusative (mansūb), such as ‘ajibtu min daqqi al-qassāri
al-thawba ب
َ XjUرِاSّ{mUق ا
â  دzr °TÆc, and it could be annexed to the object with the subjectdoer being left in the nominative (marfū‘), like ‘ajibtu min darbi al-liss al-jallādu °TÆc
] ُدÆU اÊ
â pUب ا
ِ b± zr.

Moreover, one of them could be dropped as in Almighty Allāh’s saying, "aw it‘āmun fī
yawmin dhī masghabatin, yatīman" ﴾VTÅur م ذيXW `a مSs¸ ﴿أوإSً flW﴿ (or giving the food in a
day of privation) and "wa hum min ba‘di ghalabihim sayaghlibūn" ®¯Tp sw zr ®﴿وه
﴾نXTpÅlg (after this defeat of theirs, will soon be victorious) (according to the variation in
the two ways of recitation).
The mudāf فS£fU® اg( اfirst part of the genitive construction) is every noun to which
another noun is annexed, as the first noun then makes the second assume the genitive
case, with the first being called mudāf and the majrūr mudāf ilayh. Besides, the idāfa
(genitive construction) is of two types: VWXZsr semantic, that is denoting a meaning
regarding the mudāf , defining or specifying it, and it mostly conveys the meaning of the (
مP) lām or ( )مmin, like ghulāmu Zaydin ٍ W ] ُم زand khātamu fiddatin Vٍ £
ّ a ®ُ S, and verbal,
which is annexing the active participle to its subject-doer and the active-participle-like
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adjective to its subject-doer, such as hādhā dāribu zaydin ٍ Wب ز
ُ رS±  هاand Zaydun
hasanu al-wajhi ِ §XU اz
ُ u\ Wز. Besides, the idāfa (genitive construction) alternates with
nunation and the nūn of the dual and of the plural, while – in semantic idāfa – the mudāf
should not carry the definite article. However, in the verbal idāfa , it is said: al-hasanu alwajhi ِ §XU اz
ُ uYUا, al-dāribā Zaydin, ٍ W زSwرS£U اand al-dāribu Zaydin ٍ Wا زXwرS£Uا. Still, it is
acceptable to say: al-dāribu al-rajuli q
ِ §bUب ا
ُ رS£Uا, but not al-dāribu Zaydin ٍ Wب ز
ُ رS£Uا.

The perfect participle: مSU® اgP اit is the noun which makes the tamyīz in the accusative,
because it is perfected and thus it becomes in no need for idāfa, and it requires tamyīz
(specification) due to its vagueness. Hence, its perfection is fulfilled through four things:
nunation, such as mā fī al-samā’i qadru rāhatin sahāban, SًwSYg Vٍ \ء  ُر راSfuU` اa Sr the nūn
of the dual, such as ‘indī manawani samnan and qafīzan burran, Sً Zfg انXZr يZc ًاbw انÔlo و
the nūn of the plural, like ‘ishrūna dirhaman Sًfون درهbºc, and the idāfa, like lī mil’uhu
‘asalan ]
ً uc ¨¼pr `U and lī mithluhu rajulan ]
ً § رpjr `U. As for the first three, they are
called quantity measures, namely area, weight, measure and number, while the final is
called a gauge. In addition, ÔllfU اtamyīz is that which lifts vagueness from the single
word, such as hādhā rajulan, ]
ً § ها رor from the sentence, such as tāba zaydun nafsan
Sً uoi Wب زS¸ and tasabbaba al-farasu ‘araqan, Sًbc سboUّ½ اT{ which has already been
mentioned above. Indeed, Allāh best knows the right.

Section Three: On non-standard verbal governing agents
S]wfZQ اS]«PQ toاYQا
Non-standard verbal governing agents are of three types; particles, verbs and nouns,
amounting in total to ninety one agents, as was stated by the meticulous imām in al-Mi’a.
Then, particles are further subdivided into two types; those affecting the noun and others
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affecting the verb. Again, the particles exerting influence on the nouns are of two
categories; one affecting the single (noun), and the other affecting the sentence. Besides,
the particles affecting the single (noun) are of two types; jār and nāsib. So, the jār
particles رةSÆUوف اbYU اare seventeen. They run as follows:
Min: (o) It means the beginning of spatial destination [from], such as ةb{TU اzr °§b
kharajtu min al-Basra, apportionment [some of], such as لSfU اzr  أتakhadhtu min almāli, illustration, such as ®راهU اzr ةbºc `U lī ‘ashratun min al-darāhim, or addition, such
as \ أzr `iءS§ Sr mā jā’anī min ahadin.
Ilā: (Q )إIt denotes end of spatial destination, such as VaX}U اUة اb{TU اzr ت
ُ bg sirtu min alBasrati ilā al-Kūfa.
H(atta: () It carries the same meaning of ’ilā, yet the word which it introduces into the
genitive is either something with which the thing preceding it is ended, such as V}fuU ا°pأآ
S¯ِg \ رأakaltu al-samakata hattā ra’sihā (I ate the fish until (to) the head), or something
at which the thing preceding it is ended, such as حST{U \ اV\رSTU ا°fi nimtu al-bārihata
hattā al-sabāhi (I slept yesterday until the morning). Thus, the head is the end part of the
fish (with which it is ended), while the morning is the end limit of the night (at which it is
ended). So, if it is said: " … until its half or third", it will not be acceptable since this
does not mean reaching the end. Besides, what follows it should be incorporated into
what precedes it, knowing that ’ilā attaches to the explicit as well as the implicit, while
hatta is introduced only to the explicit.
Fī: (UV) It refers to the adverbial sense, such as xl}U` اa لSfU اal-mālu fī al-kīs and `a تbni
بS}U اnazartu fī al-kitābi.
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Bā’: (ءfm) It indicates attachment, such as ٌ داءw bihi dā’un. However, it is used in the
following sentence ٍ WÔw ت
ُ رbr marartu bi-Zaydin out of licentious expansion. This also
includes ©Sw °fu أaqsamtu bi-Allāhi. However, the wāw substitutes it in sentences like و
z
ّ psah © اwa-Allāhi la’af`‘alanna, while the tā’ substitutes the wāw. Besides, due to its
essentiality, the bā’ is introduced to the explicit and the implicit, while the wāw is
introduced only to the explicit simple noun (knowing that the tā’ is introduced only to the
explicit) noun al-Wāhid (the Name of Almighty Allāh), such as tallāhi. It also indicates
transitiveness, such as w °T ذهdhahabtu bihi, making use of, such as ®pmUSw °T آkatabtu bi
al-qalami, and accompaniment, such as bouUب اSljw lpc °p دdakhaltu ‘alayhi bi thiyābi alsafari.
Lām: (مs) It indicates possession and specialty, such as ٍ WÔU لSfU اal-mālu li Zaydin, qÆUا
U  و أخU zw إXس هboU al-julu li al-farasi, huwa ibnun lahu and akhun lahu.
Rubba: (ب
ّ  )رIt indicates decrease and is limited to the indefinite, be it explicit or
implicit, such as lmU q
ٍ §ب ر
ّ  رrubba rajulin laqituhu and ]
ً §ّ رw رrubbahu rajulan.
‘Alā: (w) It denotes heightening, such as «^uU اpc W زZaydun ‘alā al-sathi and zW دlpc
‘alayhi daynun.
‘An: (w) It indicates remoteness and outdistance, such as س
ِ XmU اzc °lr رramaytu ‘ani alqawsi.
Kāf: (فf )آIt is employed to indicate likening, such as ارU` اa WÔ آZaydin fī al-dāri.
Mudh and mundhu: |o  وo They indicate the beginning of temporal destination in the
past, such as VsfÆU ِم اXW Zr W رأSr mā ra’aytuhu mundhu yawmi al-Jumu‘a and VsfÆU ِم اXW r
mudh yawmi-al-Jumu‘a. Besides, what follows them is received raf‘ (nominative) in case
they both be nouns, whether they refer to the beginning of the duration or the whole
duration, such as VsfÆUم اXW Zr W رأSr mā ra’aytuhu mundhu yawmi al-jumu‘a and mudh
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yawmi al-Jumu‘a, and نSrXW r mudh yawmāni (and it could be

zlrXW r mudh

yawmayni).
H(āshā: (ff) It denotes exaltation, such as W زSS\  ُمXmUء اSg‘ أasa’ al-qawmu hāshā
Zaydin.
Khalā and ‘adā اw  وThey both mean "except", and they introduce what follows them
into the accusative in case they be verbs. However, if they assume the form mā khalā and
mā ‘adā, they introduce whatever follows them into the accusative.
On the other hand, the particles that introduce the single (noun following them), they are
seven, as was stated in al-Mi’a:
Wāw ( )وthat carries the meaning of "with", such as VTºyUء واSfUى اXg إistawā al-mā’u wa
al-khashabata, and it introduces these into the accusative only when it is preceded by a
verb, like istawā, or a word carrying the meaning of the verb, like ًاW´ وزi Sr mā
sha’nuka wa Zaydan (implying the meaning of the verb, that is xw] Sr  وvZ{ Sr mā
tasna‘u wa mā tulābisu).
Moreover, the vocative particles اءZUوف اb\ are five: ةÔf¯U أي وا،Sّl ه،SW أ،ءSW ) yā’, ‘ayā,
hayyā,‘ayy and the hamza. These particles introduce the vocative (munāda) into the
accusative in case it is mudāf, such as © Tc ءSW yā’ ‘Abd Allāh, or is parallel to it, such as
ٍ W زzr ًاbl ءSW yā’ khayran min Zaydin (knowing that this refers to every noun to which
something is attached, complementing its meaning, like the attachment of Zayd to
khayran), or indefinite, such as the blind man's saying to another man,ىlw  ]
ً §ء رSW "yā’
rajulan khudh bi-yadī". As for the definite simple vocative, it carries dammah (sign of the
nominative), yet it is in the position of the accusative. Therefore, it is acceptable to
attribute two forms of inflection to the definite simple adjective, raf`‘ and nasb, such as SW
Â
َ WbnU و اÂ
ُ WbnU اW زyā’ Zaydu al-zarīfu and (ÂWbnU اWء زSW) yaa Zaydu al-zarīfa. This also
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applies to what includes the alif and lām (al) of coupled words (with conjunctions), such
as ث
َ رSYU ُ و اW زSW ث و
ُ رSYU و اW زSW yā’ Zaydu wa al-hārithu and yaa Zaydu wa al-Hāritha.
(However, its annexed adjective is introduced in the accusative only), (such as ½\S_ W زSW
وbfc yā’ Zaydu sāhiba ‘Amrin) and q§bU اS¯ّW أSW (yā’ ayyuhā al-rajulu), like ÂWbnU اW زSW yā
Zaydu al-zarifu. Besides, (ّ )أيayy applies to the definite single vocative, al-rajulu is an
adjective of it, and the hā is an interjection for inviting attention). However, it can only
be introduced in the nominative (raf‘ ), while the yā is never introduced to a noun that
does not include alif and lām, with the exception of Almighty Allāh’s Name only.
Moreover, if the vocative with damma is described with ibn which falls between two
proper nouns, then the vocative and the ibn should be indeclinable with fatha, such as ءSW
وbfc zw اW زyā’ Zayda ibna ‘Amrin. However, if it does not fall between two proper
nouns, it then becomes like all other annexed nouns, such as SZl أzw أW زSW yā’ Zaydu ibn
akhīnā. In addition, the genitive (jārr) lām with fatha attaches to the vocative implying
appeal for aid, such as zlfpufpU © SW yā lallāhi li al-muslimīn, or exclamation, such as ءSfpU SW
yā la al-mā’i an `واهpU SW yā’ la al-dawāhī. Here, it carries fatha in order to distinguish
between the one called and the thing called to. Besides, saying Vl¯TpU SW yā la al-bahītati
with kasra, involves abandoning the addressee, while the vocative becomes apocopate in
case it is a simple proper noun of more than three letters, such as ٍوbr SW ،`sg SW ،ٍرS\ SW yā
hārin, yā sa‘iyin, yā marwin, and Ê
ً Zr SW yā munsin (referring to وانbr وlsg ،رثS\ Hārith,
Sa‘īd, Marawān and Mansūr). An exception to this, however, is what ends with the
feminine tā, since it is not a condition that it consist of more than three letters and be a
proper noun, such as `pT أو أqT½ أ
ّ ¾ SW yā Thubba aqbil or aqbilī (depending on the
difference between the two meanings).
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The seventh particle is "illā" (P )إindicating exception, that is excluding something from
a ruling that encompasses other than it. Here, the mustathnā Zjur (excepted noun) has
to be in the accusative in case the sentence is affirmative and complete, i.e. neither
negative, negative command, nor interrogative. Likewise, if the mustathnā precedes the
Zr Zjur mustathnā minhu (category from which exclusion is made) or is unconnected
from it, such as ٌ\ًا أW زP
ّ ` إiءS§ Sr،ًاW زP
ّ  ُم إXmU` اiءS§ jā’anī al-qawmu illā Zaydan, mā
jā’anī illā Zaydan ‘ahadun and رًاSf\ P
ّ ` أ\ إiءS§ jā’anī ahadun illā himaran. However, in
nonpositive complete sentences, it may take the nasb or it may be considered a
permutative (of the mustathnā minhu), which is the eloquent form. Moreover, in case of
incomplete sentences, (the use of) illā is nonsensical. It is said:ًاW زP
ّ ٌ أو إW زP
ّ ` أ\ إiءS§ Sr
mā jā’anī ahadun illā Zaydun or illā Zaydan, ٍ WÔw P
ّ رت إbr Sr ،ًاW زP
ّ  إ°W رأSr ،ٌW زP
ّ ` إiءS§ Sr
mā jā’anī illā Zaydun, mā ra’aytu illā Zaydan and mā marartu illā bi Zaydin. In addition,
the rule applying to the noun following illā also applies to ghayr. Hence, it is said: `iءS§
ٌ\ أW زbl `iءS§ Sr ،ٍW زbl مXmU )اjā’ani al-qawmu ghayra Zaydin (mā jā’anī ghayru zaydin
ahadun and (ٍW زbُ l \` أiءS§ Sr ،ٍرSf\ bَ l \` أiءS§ Sr) mā jā’anī ahadun ghayra himārin),
mā jā’nī ahadun ghayru Zaydin or ghayra zaydin (with raf`‘ or nasb), ( Sr ،ٍW زbl `iءS§ Sr
ٍ W زbَ l °
ُ W( )رأmā jā’anī ghayru Zaydin), mā ra’aytu ghayra Zaydin, and (ٍ W زbَ lÅw ت
ُ رbr Sr)
mā marartu bi ghayri zaydin.The same also applies to siwa.

On the other hand, the particles introduced into the sentence are eight, six of which have
their accusative noun before the nominative one, while the other two have it vice versa.
The first six nouns are called verb-like particles, namely inna and anna,ّإن

and ن
ّأ

denoting corroboration), ka’anna, ن
ّ  آdenoting similarity), lākinna z
ّ }U; it is used to
correct or adapt a previous statement), layta °lU; sed to express an impossible wish),
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la‘alla; q
ّ sU is used either for hope or expectation. Examples are as follows: ،ٌ·p^Zr ًاWن ز
ّإ
bُ ±S\ وbfc z
ّ }U W` زiءS§ Sr ،ghًا اWن ز
ّ  آ،ٌ·p^Zr ًاWن ز
ّ ` أZÅpw) inna Zaydan muntaliqun,
balaghanī anna Zaydan muntaliqun, ka’anna Zaydan al-Asadu, mā jā’anī Zaydun
lakinna ‘Amran hādirun,
½lºfU اqsa Sfw ¨bTa

SًrXW دXsW ب
َ STºU ا°lU Pأ

alā layta al-shabāba ya‘ ūdu yawman
fa ukhbiruhu bimā fa‘al al-mashību,
and ®ÈS ًاW زq
ّ sU la‘alla Zaydan qā‘imn. Besides, the difference between ن
ّ  إinna and ن
ّأ
anna is that inna (with a kasra on the hamza; ن
ّ  إalong with its subject and predicate
constitutes a complete meaningful sentence, while anna (with a fatha on the hamza; ن
ّأ
does not become meaningful unless it is preceded by a verb, such as `ZÅpw balaghani (or
by a noun, such as ٌ·p^Zr ًاWن ز
Ó  \· أhaqqun anna Zaydan muntaliqun, and it comes with a
fatha [on the hamza] following law XU and PXU lawlā, and following ‘alimtu and its
analogous verbs. However, if the مP lām is prefixed to its predicate, then it comes with a
kasra, such as Almighty Allāh’s saying, ﴾UXgbU ´ّi® إpsW ©"﴿واwa-Allāhu ya‘lamu innaka
la-rasūluhu" (Allāh indeed knows that you are His Messenger). On the other hand, the
obstructive mā (al-kāffa) is introduced to them all and thus it inhibits their influence
(prevents them from playing their role), such as Almighty Allāh’s saying, ﴾\ واU ا© إSfّi﴿إ
"innamā Allāhu ilāhun wāhidun (For Allāh is One God)".

Moreover, both the two particles whose marfu‘ noun precedes their mansūb noun,
(namely Sr mā and P lā), that are similar to xlU laysa, such as Sًmp^Zr W زSr mā Zaydun
muntaliqan and ´Zr q£a أq§ رP lā rajulun afdala minka. Here, mā is introduced into both
the definite and the indefinite, while lā is introduced into the indefinite only.
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Furthermore, if the negation is reversed through illā or if the predicate precedes the
subject, its influence then turns ineffective, such as ·p^Zr P
ّ  إW زSr mā Zaydun illā
muntaliqun and W زP
ّ ·ٌ إp^Zr Sr (mā muntaliqun illā Zaydun). However, there is another
form of influence for lā, namely making the first noun marfū‘ and the second mansūb,
and this occurs when the noun is annexed to the indefinite or is parallel to it, such as P
SiZc zi آq§ ]م رlā ghulamu rajulin kā’inin ‘indanā (and ٍ W زzr اbl P ً SiZc x
ٍ US§ lā
khayran min Zaydin jālisin ‘indanā). As for the simple indefinite (noun) accompanying
it, it is made mabnī (indeclinable) with fatha (at its end letter), such as, ارU` اa q§ رP lā
rajula fī al-dār). This is called absolute negation. Besides, when lā is repeated with the
simple indefinite, then the latter could either be marfū‘ or mansūb, such as ّةX P ل وX\ P
©Sw Pإlā hawla wa lā quwwata illā billāhi. As for the simple definite (noun) that follows
it, it is only marfū‘ (nominative) and, in this case, it is repeated, such as P ار وU` اa W زP
وbfc lā Zaydun fī al-dāri wa lā ‘Amrun.

On the other hand, governing agents VprSsUوف اbYU( اparticles) that influence the
imperfective verb are nine, five of which make it mansūb (accusative), while the other
five make it majzūm (jussive).
The subjunctive particles, thus, are the infinitive an (ْ)أن, lan (ْzU) that indicates
corroboration of negation in the future, kay (` )آthat expresses purpose/ intention. For
example, one says: مXm ½ أن
ُ \ أuhibbu an taqūma, virtually being qso zU ،´rSl qiyāmaka,
lan taf`‘ala, and `ّm\ Zl^s `§¬´ آ

ji’tuka kay tu‘tiyanī haqqī. The fourth particle is

idhan (ْ)إ َذن, which implies response and reward, such as saying: ´ٌrb إذن أآidhan ukrimuka
to the one who says to you: ´l³ Si‘ أanā ātīka. It only makes the verb in mansūb in case it
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is wedded to it, that is not dependent on any word preceding it. Otherwise, its influence is
nullified, such as ´ُrb إذن أآSi‘ أanā idhan ukrimuka or ´ْrb` إذن اآZ  إنin ta’tinī idhan
ukrimka). This also applies if its refers to the present, such as SًwذSّ´ آi إذن أidhan aunnuka
kādhiban.
In addition, in (ْ )إنis the particle among this group that is introduced into the perfective,
and it is implicit (mudmar) following six particles, namely

hatta, lām of kay, lām of

denial (juhd), aw ( )أوmeaning ilā, or illā, or wāw al-sarf (signifying unity of action).
Examples of these articles are like, `Zrb}U ´¬§ ،S¯pت \ أدbg sirtu hatta adkhulaha,
ji’tuka li tukrimanī, [Almighty Allāh’s saying,] ﴾®¯wّslU ©ن اS آSr"﴿وwa mā kāna Allāhu li
yu‘adhdhibahum", zTpUَب اbº ´ وfuU اq
ِ  آP ،`m\ `Zl^s ّ´ أوZfpêh la al- zlimannaka aw tu
‘tiyanī haqqī, lā ta’kuli al-samaka wa tashraba al-labana. Then, the sixth particle is the
apodosis (introducer) fā, which introduces the answer (apodosis) to the six elements,
namely the imperative, the negative, the interrogative, the interdictive, the exclamatory
(hoping) and the suggestive (invitational). The following are examples of these six
elements: ´ْrbآa `i زُرzurnī fa ukrimaka, [Almighty Allāh’s saying] ®}lpc q
ّ Yla la اXÅ^ P﴿ و
﴾`T£"wa lā tatghaw fīhi fayahilla ‘alaykum ghadabī" “but commit no excess therein,
lest my wrath should justly descend on you”, moia P
ً Sr `U °lU ،زورَكSa ´lw zW أ،SZ¾Ya SZl Sr و
wa mā ta’tīnā fa tuhaddithanā, ayna baytuka fa azūraka, layta lī mālan fa ’unfiqahu, and
ًاbl ½l{a SZw لÔZ P اalā tanzil binā fa tusība khayran. Besides, the sign of validity of the
apodosis introduced with fā’ is that the virtual phrasing be: if you do so and so I will do
so and so.

However, VrزSÆUوف اbYU اthe particles that introduce it into the jussive are five:(مP) lam an
(SّfU) lammā for the negative past (here, lammā involves anticipation and expectation),
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third person imperative lām, lā (in case of interdiction), and an (ْ )أن- in protasis and
apodosis. Here are examples for the use of such particles: SّfU ،بbْ£W ْ®U
qsْo P ،ٌWز

بbْ£lU ،½آbW

lam yadrib, lammā yarkab, liyadrib zaydun, lā taf‘al, and جbُج أby  إنin

takhruj akhruj. In the last example, both verbs are always in the jussive if they are in the
present, while if they are in the past, the markers of the jussive do not show in them, such
as °
ُ §
ْ b °§b  إنin kharajta kharajtu. Moreover, if the protasis is in the past and the
apodosis is in the present, it is possible to introduce it in the nominative (raf‘) or in the
jussive (jazm), such as ´rُ b أو أُآ،´ْrb` أٌآZrb إن أآin akramtanī ukrimka or ukrimuka. In line
with the rule, the following line of poetry reads:
 ُمbِ \ P ` وU Sr ½ÈS P ل
ُ XmW

Vٍ TÅur  َمXW ٌqlp ¨Sو إن أ

Wa in atāhu khalilun yawma masghabatin
yaqūlu lā gha’ibun mālī wa lā harimu
Besides, the protasis is introduced with the fā if the sentence is nominal, imperative,
interductive, or invocatory, or is pure perfective, such as  و،rbآSa lmU إن، ٌمbَ }r °ia `Z إن
xr´ أlU إ°Zu\ أma مXlUّ` اU إ°Zu\ًا و إن أbl ©اك اÔ§  آا°psa ¶نa ،Z¯ ]a كS إن أin ta’tinī fa anta
mukramun, in laqītahu fa akrimhu, fa in atākā fa lā tuhinhu, in fa‘lta kadhā fa jazākā
Allāhu khayran, and in ahsanta (ilayya al-yawma fa qad ahsantu ilayka; ams.
Furthermore, it is introduced into the jussive with implicit an (ْ )أنthat introduces the
apodosis of the six elements introduced with fā, with the exception of negation in general
and interdiction in certain cases, such as °lU ،´U ًاbl z}W ًاb qso P ،َ´ أزركlw zW أ،´ْrb` أآiزر
َmoia P
ً Sr `U zurnī ukrimka,’ayna baytuka azurka, lā taf‘al sharran yakun khayran lak,
layta lī mālan fa unfiqahu, and ´U ًاbl ½{ SZw لÔZ P أalā tanzil binā tusib khayran lak.
However, it is incorrect to say SZ¾ّY SZl Sr mā ta’tīna tuhaddithnā (rather, it is possible to
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say: SZ¾ّY SZl Sr mā ta’tinā fa tuhaddithnā) and ´
َ pآSW gh اzr  نP

lā tadnu min al-asadi

ya'kuluka (in the jussive), since negation does not indicate the affirmative.
Among the non-standard nouns are those that introduce the imperfective verb in the
jussive, having the meaning of in (ْ)إن. Such are nine nouns, namely man (ْzrَ ), (mā, (Sr)
ayy, (ي
ّ  )أannā,(i )أmata, (r) ‘ayna, (zW أaynamā, (SfZW )أmahmā and (Sfjl\) haythumā),
such as ْrb` أآZrb}W ®¯ّW أ،vZ_ أvZ{ Sr ،rb` أآZْrb}W zr man yukrimnī ukrimhu, mā tasna‘
asna‘, ayyuhum yukrimnī ukrimhu (here, ‘ayy always refers to one) of two or of more,
while the proof of its being a noun is that yukrim is attached to the pronoun referring to it
(in the preceding example). Besides, the preposition is introduced to them, and some of
them are nunated and some are attached (in a genitive construction), such as رbْf zfw
vZ_ أvZ{ Sf¯r ،جbج أby r ، ع أدعSfّWأ،b{i أb{Z Sf¯ّWأ،رbr اbi man tamrur amrur,
ayyuhumā tansur ansur, ayyam ma-tad‘u ad‘u, matā takhruj akhruj, and mahmā tasna‘
asna‘. Moreover, haythumā is similar to ayna, while idhmā is similar to mata, as both are
introduced into the jussive in case (mā) is attached to them.

Among other non-standard nouns are those that introduce the indefinite nouns as being
tamyīz (accusative of specification). Such are four nouns, the first of which is (bºc)
‘ashara when it is compounded with (numbers between) ahad and tis‘a, such as bºc \أ
Sًf درهahad ‘ashara dirhaman and tis‘at ‘ashara rajulan. The second, however, is kam
implying interrogation about the number, such as ¨Zc ]
ً § آ® رkam rajulan ‘indahu and ®آ
تbg SًrXW kam yawman sirta. It would thus be as if you say:  أو،نX¾]¾ ك أمZc ]
ً §ون رbºcأ
؟zl¾]¾ ت أمbg SًrXW zWbºc ‘a‘ishrūna rajulan (‘indaka am thalāthūn or ‘ishrīna) yawman
sirta am thalāthīn. However, predicate kam is attached to the nouns specified through the
accusative of specification, be it singular or plural, and it is opposite to rubba, such as ®)آ
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lmU q
ٍ § رkam rajulin laqītahu and ®¯lmU ل
ٍ S§ آ® رkam rijālin laqitahum. As for the third
noun is ka’ayyin which bears the meaning of predicate kam, such as كZc ]
ً §آي ر
ka’ayyin rajulan ‘indaka (it is liable to dialectical differences). Besides, it is frequently
used in the company of min, such as in Almighty Allāh’s saying, ﴾اتXfuU` اa ´pr zr ®﴿و آ
"wa kam min malakin fī al-samawāti" and ﴾SهSZ}p أهVWb zr zW" ﴿ و آfa ka’ayyin min
qaryatin ahlaknāhā". Finally, the fourth noun is kadhā when it is used to denominate
number, such as Sًfي آا درهZc ‘indī kadhā dirhaman and Sًfون درهbºc يZc‘indī ishrūna
dirhaman.
As regards non-standard governing agents among nouns, there are words that are called
لSsahء اSfg أverbal nouns, and they are nine: ruwaydan ًاW روa noun form of the verb amhil,
q¯rأ, balh pw a noun form of the verb da‘  دع. These nouns are equally introduced into the
singular and the plural, and the masculine and the feminine. Hence, it is possible to say: SW
ًاW زW روq§ رyā’ rajulu ruwayda Zaydan andًاW زWء روSui SW ،ًاW زWأة روbrأSW ،ًاW زWل روS§ رSW
yā rijālu ruwayda zaydan, yā’ mra’atu ruwayda Zaydan and yā’ nisā’u ruwayda Zaydan.
The same also applies to pw balh. Other nouns are dūnaka ´i دوwhich is a noun form of
the verb khudh, ‘alayka a noun form of the ver ilzam, hā a noun form of the verb khudh
(which is pronounced differently in different dialects. It assumes the form hā’ with the
hamza, and in this case is treated like the kāf in dhāka, and is conjugated like it too.
Hence, it is said:ن
ّ ؤS ه،SrؤS ه،ءS ه،ؤمS ه،SrؤS ه،أةbr أSW ءS هhā’ yā’ mra’a, hā’umā, hā’ um,
hā’i, h’umā, and hā’wun. Besides, the kāf could replace the hamza, and thus it is said
z
ّ آS ه،كS هhāka and hākunna. Moreover, both forms could be combined, such as ،ءكS)ه
WbjU اq¯l\ ة وXp{U اq¯l\ ،ّzءآS ه،´cS هhā’aka, like hā‘ka to hā‘akunna; hayyahal al-sala and
(hayyhal) al-tharīd, virtually being brhت اS¯l ه،WbjU اÈ إi’ti al-tharīd; hayhat al-amru –
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virtually being bfc  وWن زSّ :sw ba‘uda -; shattāna Zaydun wa ‘Amru – virtually being
iftaraqā (far different - from each other - are they), which requires (comparison between)
two things -, and VUSن ذا إهScbg sar‘āna dhā ihālatin. The last three nouns involve
exaggeration that is not existent in the things they designate.
On the other hand, the non-standard verbs are four forms, which include the defective
verbs. Such V{SZUل اSsa أdefective verbs are thirteen, namely ،Y± أ،ur أ،«T_ أ،رS_ ،نSآ
،xlU  دام وSr ،ّ´oi أSr ،Àa Sr ،حbw Sr ، زالSr ،تSw ،ّqê kāna, sāra, asbaha, amsā, adhā, zalla,
bāta, mā zāla, mā bariha, mā fati’a, mā anfakka, mā dāma and laysa. These verbs
introduce the subject into the nominative while the predicate takes the accusative, and it
is defective because its subject is insufficient to make it complete. In addition, the
difference between kāna and sāra is that the sāra

indicates the existence of the

predicate’s meaning at a different time other than (and based on) a preceding time in
which such meaning did not exist, while kāna indicates the past time. Accordingly, the
verse reads, ﴾Sًfl}\ Sًflpc ©ن اS"﴿وآwa kāna Allāhu ‘alīman hakīman", while it is incorrect
to say "wa sāra Allāhu ‘alīman hakīman", since it indicates transition from one state to
another. Besides, kāna could be complete in itself (when it refers to an action that
occurred or that was produced), such as Almighty Allāh’s saying, Uة إbnZa ةbuc ن ذوS¶ن آa﴿
﴾ةbulr "wa in kāna dhū ‘usratin fa nazratun ila maysara" “If the debtor is in a difficulty,
grant him time till it is easy for him to repay”.
The same applies to asbaha and its analogous verbs when they indicate commencement
of the specifically referred to times. Besides, mā in mā zāla and its analogous verbs
indicates negation and it means absorption of time. However, mā in mā dāma is infinitive
meaning timing. Thus, it is said: SًlZ W زال زSr mā zāla Zaydun ghaniyyan (meaning he
has all the time [always] been rich), and SًuUS§ W زال زSr xp§ اijlis mā dāma Zaydun jālisan
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(i.e. as long as he remains sitting down). However, it does not mean negating the present
status, such asSً fÈS W زxlU laysa Zaydun qā’iman.
The second category is SmرfOُZQل اfYV أapproximation verbs, and it consists of four verbs,
namely ´ُب وأوb آ،uc ،دS آkāda, ‘asā, karuba and awshaka. So, uc ‘asā places the
subject in the nominative and the predicate in the accusative. Besides, its predicate is an (
 )أنalong with the imperfective verb, having the implicit meaning of an infinitive in the
accusative, such as جbyW  أنW زuc‘asā Zaydun an yakhruja, which is similar to saying,
وجbyU اWرب زSqāraba Zaydun al-khurūja. There is, however, another possibility for it,
namely that Wج زbyW  انuc‘asā an yakhruja Zaydun is similar to ٍ Wج ز
ُ وb بb qarba
khurūju Zaydin. On the other hand, kāda introduces the subject in the nominative, and its
predicate is the imperfective verb (implying the meaning of active participle in the
accusative). Thus, if it is said, جbyW Wد زS آkāda Zaydun yakhruju, then the implied
meaning would be Sً§رS Wد زS آkāda Zaydun khārijan (yet, such implied form is not
employed). Moreover, it sometimes carries the meaning of resemblance, such as دSآ
ًاblrن أX}W وسbsU اkāda al-‘arūsu yakunu amīran. However, ‘asā does not bear the meaning
of such proximity. Rather, it implies desire and wishing (that the action occurs in the
future, while kraba) is used in the same way kāda is used. Moreover, awshaka is used
like ‘asā in its two manifestations.
The third category includes Verbs of praise and of dispraise
.مQح واZQل اfYVأ
Such verbs are x¬w ® وsi ni‘ma and bi’sa. The noun following them must be defined by the
generic article "al" or a dependent annexed [noun] followed by a noun in the nominative,
such as وbfc q
ِ §bUوٌ أو ] ُم اbfc q§bU اx¬w  وW زq§bU أو ]م اW زqُ§bU® اsi

ni‘ma al-rajulu
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Zaydun or ghulāmu al-rajuli Zaydun and bi’sa ar-rajulu ‘Amrun or ghulāmu al-rajuli
‘Amrun. Here, the first noun in the nominative is called a subject while the second is
called the one designated with praise or dispraise, and the subject is made implicit, being
explained through an indefinite noun in the accusative. It is thus said: W] ز
ً §® رsi ni‘ma
rajulan Zaydun and also ٌW] ز
ً § رx¬w bi’sa (rajulan zaydun). Moreover, habbadha is
categorized under ni‘ma, while sā’a is categorized under bi’sa. Thus, it is said: q§bUّا اT\
]
ً § أو رW زhabbadha al-rajulu Zaydun or rajulan, and the same applies to sā’a.
The fourth category covers zlmlU´ و اºUل اSsa أverbs of certainty and doubt, which are seven;
°fc و ز، و§ت،°W رأ،°fpc،°ZZê ،ُ°p ،ُ°Tu\ hasibtu, khiltu, zanantu, ‘alimtu, ra’aytu,
wajadtu and za‘amtu. So, if the last four verbs mean knowing a thing along with its
description, it then requires two objects. Yet, if ‘alimtu means ‘araftu (knew), ra’aytu
means absartu (beheld), wajadtu al-dāllata means sādaftuhā (came upon), and za‘amtu
means qultu (said), then no second object is required. Hence, it is said: ] و
ً ±Sa ًاW ز°Tu\
كSًا أW ز°fpc hasibtu Zaydan (fādilan and ‘alimtu) Zaydan akhāka. Among its
characteristics is incorrectness of its being confined to one of the two objects, rendering it
ineffective when in the middle (of the sentence) or in the end, such as W·ٌ أو زp^Zr °fpc Wز
°fpc ·p^ZrZaydun ‘alimtu muntaliqun or Zaydun muntaliqun ‘alimtu. Another
characteristic is its being suspended (from exerting its influence) through interrogation or
the lām, such as ·p^Zr WÔU °fpc  و،وbfc ك أمZc W ز°fpc ‘alimtu ‘Zaydun

‘indaka am

‘Amru and, ‘alimtu la Zaydun muntaliqun.

Section Four: ( S |YZQ اtoاYQ اUV) On non-verbal agents
With one category of standard and non-standard verbal agents being discussed, it is now
high time to elaborate on the non-verbal agents, which are further divided into two types,
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according to Sībawayh, or three types, according to Abū al-Hassan al-Akhfash. The first
is (inchoation, which is) stripping the noun of verbal agents of the (annexation)
construction, such as Zaydun muntaliqun, and this meaning is governing both of them.
Thus, the first is called a subject, independent annexed and informed about, while the
second is called (predicate, report and a dependent annexed). So, the first should be
definite, though it may be a specific indefinite, such as Almighty Allāh’s saying, TsU﴿و
﴾كbºr zr bl zr¼r"wa la ‘abdun mu’minun khayrun min mushrikin" “ A man slave who
believes is better than an unbeliever”, while the second should be indefinite. However,
both may be definite, such as SZlTi fYr  وSZ¯U ا© إAllāhu ilāhunā wa Muhammad nabiyyunā.
Here, the second meaning introduces the imperfective verb in the nominative; its
placement in a position which is fitting for the noun. This is because it could be said
about بb£W W ز،ربS± W زZaydun dāribun, Zaydun yadribu or Wب زb£W yadribu
Zaydun, placing the verb in the position of the noun. In addition, the third is governing
the adjective, having it in the nominative because of its being an adjective of a noun in
the nominative, and also having it in the accusative and in the genitive, because of its
being (an adjective of either a noun in the accusative or in the genitive). Such effect is
non-verbal (synonymous) and not verbal (homonymous). However, according to
Sībawayh (may Allāh be merciful with him), the agent governing the adjective is that
governing the thing described. Hence, it is said: ®Wb آq
ٍ §bw رتbr (marartu bi rajulin
karīmin, with the agent placing karīmin in the genitive being the very agent placing
rajulin in the genitive).This also applies in the cases of the nominative and the accusative.
However, the advocates of the first claim argue that in sentences like (ادXÆUو اbfc W) yā’
‘Aamru al-jawādu, if it (the agent) were effective in one of them, then their status would
not be different.
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Section Fifth: (S]mXYQ اo لzV) On Various Issues in the Arabic Language
Sub Chapter One: (ةX|Q واSVXYZQ )اThe definite and the indefinite
The definite is a word set to indicate something per se. It consists of five types; the first is
the implicit (mudmar) bf£r, such as ‘anā Siأ, ‘anta °i أand the kaāf فS}U اin ghulāmuka.
The second is the specific proper noun, such as Zaydun and ‘Amrun, while the third is
the noun to which the generic lām of definiteness is attached (rendering it a class noun),
such as ÛrS\ q
ّ yUٌ واXp\ qusU ا،رSfYU اzr bl سboU ا،أةbfU اzr bl q§bU اal-rajul khayrun min
al-mar’ati (al-farasu khayrun min al-himāri), and al-‘asalu hulwun wa al-khallu
hāmidun, or lām of definiteness (of al-‘Ahd, with the noun attached to it being either
referred to before or understood from the [context), such as  آاq§bU اqsa fa‘la al-rajulu
kadhā. The fourth, however, is the oblique, which is further classified into two types;
demonstrative nouns – being one of the four sentences – and relative pronouns. Then, the
fifth is anything placed in conjunction with any of the preceding four in a non-verbal
annexation. The other category, which includes whatever, is not covered by the preceding
types, and it is called the indefinite. So, the indefinite is the noun referring to an
unidentified member of a certain class, such as rajul and faras.

Sub Chapter Two: (k]i¦Q واX]آQ )اOn Masculinity and Femininity
As for the masculine, it is the word that includes neither the (word ending with) tā’ of
femininity; which turns into hā’ if it coincides with a pause in speech, nor the (word
ending with) long vowel ( )ىor the long vowel ( )اfollowed by (hamza; )ء. Thus, the
feminine noun is one that includes any of these signs, such as اءbY_ ،ىbºw ،pT\ ،Vab
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ghurfa, hublā, Bushrā, sahrā’, and it is divided into two types, genuine (which is
inherent, such as pTYU ا،اةbfU اal-mar’a and al-hublā, and non-genuine [metaphorical],
which is verbal, such as اءbY{Uى و اbºTU ا،VfpnU اal-zulma, al-bushrā and al-sahrā’. Thus,
the genuine is more forceful, and therefore it is incorrect to say: Zء هS§ jā‘a Hindun,
while it is possible to say: xfºU اvp¸ tala‘a al-Shamsu. Moreover, femininity is attributed
to names of animals, and not to names of humans, and thus it is possible to say: VSZUر اSg
sāra al-nāqatu and not أةbfUر اSg sāra al-mar’atu.

On the other hand, the non-genuine is of three types, the first of which is that which
includes tā’ of femininity, whether articulated such asVfpnU ا،VabÅU اal-ghurfa and alzulma), or implied, such as ارU ا،رSZU ا،xfºU اal-shamsu, al-nāru, al-dāru. The second,
however, is that which includes the alif of femininity, whether maqsūra [extended alif] or
mamdūda [shortened alif], such as ىbºw اء وbY_ ،اءbf\ hamrā’, Sahrā’, and bushrā. As
for the third, it is the plural [noun], with the exception of that which ends in wāw and nūn
and which does not refer to rational masculine humans, whether its singular form be
genuinely or non-genuinely feminine, such as لS§bUءت اS§  أوq§bUء اS§ jā’a al-rijālu or jā’at
al-rijālu. Accordingly, the Qur’ānic verses read, ﴾تSZrXfUءك اS§" ﴿إذاidhā jā’aka alMu’minātu" and ﴾ةXui لS" ﴿ﻭwa qāla niswatun". However, the following plural is made
feminine in the verse, ﴾S¯U ت
ٍ SmgSw﴿ "bāsiqāt lahā”, since femininity is suitable for such a
plural, since it is next to the singular, just like femininity is to masculinity. Yet, words
like muslimūn is not rendered feminine, since it is limited to the masculine among the
rational humans and is no other form is made up for it. The case is so if the verb is
annexed to an explicit noun [which is not a pronoun]. Yet, if it is annexed to an implied
noun [pronoun], then it is incumbent to render it in the feminine form, or the wāw of the
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masculine plural [pronoun; ]واو, such as z¬§ ءت أوS§ ءSuZU ا،ؤاS§ ،ءتS§ jā’at and jā’ū; alnisā’u jā’at or ji’na, and نbu}iت و إbu}iوع إÆU اal-judhū‘ inkasarat and inkasarna. Here,
it is worth noting that مXmU و اboZU ا،ÄهbU ا،مSiP ا،سSZU اal-nās, al-anām, al-rahtū, al-nafar and
al-qawm are masculine [nouns]. However, al-qawm could be rendered masculine or
feminine. Almighty Allāh says, ﴾zlpgbfUح اXi مX °wّ “ ﴿آkadhdhabat qawmu Nūhin almursalin" and ﴾´rX w " ﴿وآّبwa kadhdhaba bihi qawmuka". Besides, words like alTamr and al-nakhl, the feminine form of which is introduced through the addition of tā’
to the masculine form, could be rendered feminine or masculine, as is stated in the
Glorious Qur’ān, ﴾VWوS q
ٍ yi زSÆc" ﴿أa‘jāzu nakhlin khāwiya", ﴾bsmZr qyi زSÆc ﴿أa‘jāzu
nakhlin munqa‘ir" and ﴾تSmgSw qyZU"﴿واwa al-nakhla bāsiqāt".

Moreover, the feminine form of the numbers from three to ten is introduced in a way
opposite to that of rendering the feminine form of all [other] things, such as لS§ رV¾]¾
thalāthatu rijāl and ةXui V¾]¾ thalāthu niswa (and Vfp V¾]¾ thalāthatu ghilma). It is also
stated in the Glorious Qur’ān, ﴾مSّW أVliSf¾ل وSlU vTg﴿ “sab‘ layālin wa thamāniyata
ayyāmin". However, if the number is more than ‘ashra (ten), the ta’ is dropped from the
word ‘ashra, with the masculine, while it is kept with the feminine, such as ]
ً § رbºc V¾]¾
thalathāta ‘ashara rajulan and أةbrة إbºc  ¾]ثthalātha ‘ashrata imra’atan (where /shīn
‘ashrata has either a kasra or sukūn), ةbºc `Z¾ة و إbºc Z¾ إ،ةbºc \ أihdā ‘ashrata, ithnā
‘ashrata and ithnatay ‘ashrata. Here, the two nouns are indeclinable [`ZTr /mabnī] with a
fatha at the ending, with the exception of bºc Z¾ إithnā ‘ashara, which is inflected just
like (نSfpur) muslimān.
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Sub Chapter three: On Appositives (lmاQ)ا
Appositives in Arabic are of five types, namely corroborative [ta’kīd], lآS adjective
[sifa], Vo_ permutative [badal], لw explanatory apposition [‘atf bayān], نSlw Â^c and
conjunction with particles [‘atf biharf] فbYw Â^c . As for corroboration, it is limited to
the definite nouns and it could be established through repetition, such as jā’anī zaydun
zaydun W زW` زiءS§, or through other than it, such as Sf§]ن آ]هbU ا،uoi W` زiءS§ jā’anī
Zaydun nafsuhu, al-rajulāni kilāhumā and نXs{wن و أXsw ا،نXs أآ،نXsf§¯® أpم آXmUا

al-

qawmu kulluhumu (’ajma‘ūn, akta‘ūn, abta‘ūn and absa‘ūn). Regarding the adjective, it
is the word which indicates some of the states of the self, and it could either be a verb,
such as cSmUا، ®ÈSmU اal-qā’im and al-qā‘id, a depiction, such as دXghو اbl{mUا، qWX^U اaltawīl, al-qasīr and al-aswad, an instinctive [character], such as ®Wb}U ا،®¯oU اal-fahmi, alkarīm, and al-‘āqil, or an attributive [form], such as يb{TU ا،`fS¯U اal-Hāshimī and alBasrī. Moreover, using as adjectives the common nouns can only be achieved by means
of the introduction of dhū ذو, as it is the part that is made dual or plural, masculine or
feminine. Thus, it is said ل وSr  ذوا،لSr Sل و ذواSr  ذات،لSr ذوي،لSr  ذوُا،لSr  ذوى،لSr  ذوا،لSr ذو
لSr ت
ِ ل و ذواSr ت
ُ  ذواdhū māl, dhawā māl, dhawy māl, dhawū māl, dhawī māl, dhātu māl
and dhawātā māl (dhawāty māl and dhawātu māl), and also dhawāti mālin with a kasra
at the end of it in the genitive and the accusative just like muslimātin. Besides, each
adjective [sifa] follows the case of the thing it describes [the modified word; mawsūf ], be
it masculine or feminine, definite or indefinite, singular, dual or plural, and also follows
its inflection if it is virtually (a description) of it. However, if it is a description of its
cause, it then follows it only in definiteness and indefiniteness, and in inflection, such as
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the case in Almighty Allāh's saying, ﴾S¯p® أهUSnU اVWbmU ه¨ اzr SZ§b أSZw" ﴿رRabbanā akhrijnā
min hādhihi al-qaryati al-zālimi ahluhā".

On the other hand, the permutative is classified into four categories; a complete change of
one thing for another - such as كSًا أW ز°W راra’aytu Zaydan akhāka -, a change of a part
for a whole - such as gًا رأW ز°wb± darabtu zaydan ra’sahu -, a change of the content for
the containing – such as wX¾ W½ زpg suliba Zaydun thawbuhu, the Qur’ānic verse, ´iXUSuW﴿
﴾la ل
ٍ S امbYU اb¯ºU اzc "yas’alūnaka ‘an al-shahri al-harāmi qitālin fīh" and W` زZTÆcأ
wb± a‘jabanī Zaydun darbuhu -, and a change for a mistake, such as رSf\ q§bw رتbr
marartu bi rajulin himārin.
In addition, the explanatory conjunction is a noun that is not an adjective and that
functions as an explanation, such as W ا© زTc Xw` أiءS§ jā’anī Abū ‘Abd Alllāhi Zaydun (in
case © اTc Xw’ أAbū ‘Abd Allāh be famous for such a name), and © اTc Xw أW زZaydun ’Abū
‘Abd Allāhi, in case he be well known by his surname. The fifth type, thus, is conjunction
with particles, knowing that conjunctions are nine; wāw ( )واوis used for general joining,
such as وbfc  وW` زiءS§ jā’anī Zaydun wa ‘amrun; fā’ (ءSa) is used for sequential order,
such as وbfsa W` زiءS§ jā’anī Zaydun fa ‘amrun; thumma (Ó®¾ُ ) for order with slackness,
such as وًاbfc ®ّ ¾ ًاW ز°W رأra’aytu Zaydan thumma ‘amran; and aw ( )أوis used for choice
among two or more things, such as وbfc  أوW` زiءS§ jā’anī Zaydun ’aw ‘amrun. However,
it is said that it is used to indicate uncertainty about the stated report, choice, and
permissibility of things, such as   ها أو ذاكkhudh hadhā ’aw dhāka and zw أو إzuYU اx
ِ US§
zWblg jālis al-Hasana ’aw ibn Sirīn. In addition, ’am (ْ )َأمis used for interrogation and it
is either dependent [connected], such as وbfc ك أمZc W’ أزaZaydun ‘indaka ’am ‘Amru,
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meaning كZc Sf¯ّWأ

ayyuhumā ‘indaka (which one of them is at yours), or independent

[disconnected], such as وbfc كZc ك أمZc W’ أزaZaydun ‘indaka ’am ‘indaka ‘Amru and S¯ّiإ
ةS  أمqwh innaha la’ibilun ’am shātun, meaning ةS qw bal shātun. As regards lā, it
indicates negation following affirmation, such as وbfc P W` زiءS§ jā’nī Zaydun lā ‘Amrun,
while bal indicates retraction [idrāb] from the first (statement) and affirmation of the
second (be it positive or negative) such as وbfc qw W` زiءS§ jā’anī Zaydun bal ‘Amrun
(and وbfc qw W` زiءS§ Sr mā jā’anī Zaydun bal ‘Amrun). As for lākin, it indicates redress
[istidrāk] after negation, such as b±S\ وbfc z}U W` زiءS§ Sr mā jā’anī Zaydun lākin
‘Amrun hāzirun. The difference between both, however, is that through retraction, the
preceding statement is nullified, while it is not nullified through redress.
Moreover, hattā indicates the utmost limit, such as ًاWم \ زXmU ا°wb± darabtu al-qawma
hattā Zaydan. It also – when bearing the meaning of the conjunction wāw - indicates
either exaltation or abasement, such as ءSlTihس \ اSZUت اSr، blrhس \ اSZU` اiءS§ jā’anī alnāsu hattā al-amīr, māta al-nāsu hattā al-anbiyā'u, and ةSºfUج \ اSÆYU م اqadima alhujjāju hattā al-Mushāt. Besides, what follows it should be liable to be classified under
it, and thus it is incorrect to say, رSfYUم \ اXmU` اiءS§ jā’anī al-qawmu hattā al-himāru. It
is also incorrect to say, مXmUر \ اSfYU` اiءS§ jā’anī al-himāru hattā al-qawmu, since alhimāru is not a member of the gender to which al-qawmu belong.
Sub Chapter Four: lmاXQ اtzPQا
On Primary and non-Primary Declension (Uªe اX]  وUªeاب اXwx)ا
Speech is of three axial states: the subjective (nominative) case, the objective case, and
the genitive case. Thus, the raf`‘(subjective case) applies to the subject, the nasb
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(accusative case) applies to the object, and the jarr (genitive case) applies to the governed
noun. Other states however are subjoined to either of these three. Hence, five elements
are attached to the subject, namely the subject (of a nominal sentence) and the predicate,
the predicate of inna (Ó)إن, the subject of kāna (نS)آ, the subject of mā and lā (Sr and P);
when they carry the meaning of laysa,(xlU) the predicate of (P) which negates the whole
genus (categorical negation). Besides, the accusative involves five elements; ·p^fUل اXsofUا
al-maf‘ūl al-mutlaq (absolute object), w لXsofU اal-maf‘ūl bihi (direct object), U لXsofU اalMaf‘ūl lahu (object of reason), la لXsofU اal-maf‘ūl fīhi (circumstantial object), and لXsofUا
sr al-maf‘ūl ma‘ahu (object of accompaniment). In addition, seven elements are
subjoined to the accusative, namely لSYU اal-hāl (circumstantial qualifier), ÔllfU اal-tamyīz
(specification), excepted thing in the accusative case, the predicate of (نS )آkāna the
subject of ( )إنinna, the subject of lā (P) which negates the whole genus (and the
predicate of mā and lā ( P  وSr; which are similar [in meaning] to laysa, [xlU] according to
the scholars of Hijāz), primary jarr of the governed noun (either through the particles
through metaphorical idāfa (annexation, possessive construction).
As for non-primary`p_h bl declension), it comes either through addition (prefixing) of a
preposition before the marfū‘ (word), such as ®´ درهTuYw bihasbika dirham ©Sw o﴿وآ
﴾ًاl¯"wa kafā billāhi shahīdan", or the mansūb, such as Almighty Allāh’s saying, P﴿ و
﴾V}p¯U اU}® إWWSw اXmp"wa lā tulqū bi’aydīkum ilā al-tahluka", or through verbal annexation,
such as ٍ Wرب زS± dāribu Zaydin and §XU اzَu\ asanu al-wajhi. Hence, the majrūr will be
virtually mansūb or marfū‘. However, the conjugation of the verb is not entirely actual,
since it is not liable to the subjective, the objective or the genitive case.
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On the other hand, it could be said that inflection is divided into two types; «Wb_ sarīh
[express] and «Wb_bl ghayru sarīh [implied]. Thus, the sarīh occurs through either
vocalisation or through particles, as has already been mentioned, while the ghayru sarīh
occurs with a word set for a specific form of inflection. This only occurs with the
mudmar [personal pronouns], as we see that anta (°i )أis set to indicate the marfū‘, while
iyyāka (كSW )إis set to refer to the mansūb. In addition, the form does not embrace either
the raf ‘ or the nasb. It (personal pronouns) divides into two types; the first includes
enclitic pronouns – which are in no way unattached.
Such enclitic pronouns are further classified into three categories; marfū’, mansūb and
majrūr. With the exception of the marfū‘, which comes in an implicit form too, they are
all articulated (explicit; in form). However, the marfū‘ pronouns are either essentially or
non-essentially implicit. So, the essentially implicit occurs with four verb forms, ،qsaأ
qso  و،qsoi،ُqsa أaf‘al, af‘alu, naf‘alu, and taf‘alu, in case it refers to the second person
masculine, while the non-essentially implicit occurs with the verb forms fa‘ala and
yaf‘alu (and also with the feminine forms, such as fa‘alat and taf‘alu, and with the active
participle, the passive participle, and the active-participle-like adjective. Thus, if you
place through it an explicit noun in the nominative, it remains unattached to the personal
pronoun.
On the other hand, the non-enclitic (suffix personal) pronouns are like the enclitic in its
independence in the sense that it can be articulated initially, and it has both marfū‘ and
the mansūb (forms), while it has no majrūr (articulated form). Besides, the number of
enclitic and non-enclitic forms is forty-seven. The enclitic are twenty-four, of which
twelve are marfū‘, namely ‘anā (Si)أ, nahnu (zYi), ‘anta (َ°i)أ, ‘anti (°
ِ i)أ, ‘antumā (Sfi)أ,
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‘antum (®i )أand ‘antunna (zi)أ, and huwa (X)ه, hiya (`)ه, humā (Sf)ه, hum (® )هand hunna
(ّz)ه. Moreover, the mansūb forms are iyyāya (يSّW)إ, iyyānā (SiSّW)إ, iyyāka (َكSّW)إ, iyyāki (ِكSّWإ
), iyyākumā (SfآSّW)إ, iyyākum (®آSWّ)إ, iyyākunna (ّzآSّW)إ, and iyyāhu (¨SّW)إ, iyyāhā (SهSّW)إ,
iyyāhumā (SfهSÓW)إ, iyyāhum (®هSّW )إand iyyāhunna (ّzهSّW)إ.
As for the enclitic pronouns the are twenty-three, of which the marfū‘ (forms) are eleven,
namely,zpsa  و،اXpsa،]sa ،zlpso ،ّzpsa ،®psa ، Sfpsa ،ِ°psa ،َ°psa ،SZpsa ،ُ°psa fa‘altu, fa‘alnā,
fa‘alta, fa‘alti, fa‘altumā, fa‘altum, fa‘altunna, taf‘alīna, fa‘alā, fa‘alū, and fa‘alna.
Besides, the mansūb forms are twelve, namely (those attached to the following verbs)
،`Zrb أآz
Ó ¯rb¯® وأآrb أآ،Sf¯rb أآ،S¯rb أآ،rb أآ،ّz}rb أآ،®}rb أآ،Sf}rb أآ،ِ´rb اآ،´rb أآ،SZrbأآ
’akramanī, akramanā, akramaka, akramaki, akramakumā, akramakum, akramakunna,
akramahu, akramahā, akramahumā, akramahum, and ’akramahunna.
In addition, the form of the majrūr is the same as the forms of the mansūb with the
exception that ya’ of the first person in the mansūb case is suffixed with the nūn [of
prevention, i.e. the prevents the verb to which it is attached from being introduced in the
genitive], while in the majrūr, this occurs only with `Tu\ Zsfw `ّiU ،`Zّ^،`i ،`ّZc ،`ّZr
minnī, ‘annī, qadnī, qattanī, ladunnī (meaning hasbī [It is sufficient for me]).
Furthermore, the tā’ is used to refer to the first person singular, and the nun is used to
refer to it too in case it be singular, dual or plural, while what precedes it is sākin
(vowelless) in the nominative case (though it keeps its vowelized ending in the accusative
case). Hence, (in the nominative) it is said تXc د،SZrb أآ،ُ°rb أآakramtu and akramnā, da
‘awtu and SZl^c وأ،SZlr ر،SiXc دda‘awnā, ramaynā and a‘taynā, while, in the accusative, it is
said SiS^cو أSiSr رSiSc د،SZrbأآ، `Zrb أآakramanī, akramanā, da‘anā, ramānā, and a‘tanā.
Sub Chapter Five:
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Conclusion of the Book (بfQ اSZ^f)
Just as the ma‘mūl (word influenced by the governing agent) is rendered mudmar, so is
the agent (introduced in an implicit form), though it is rare in non-standard forms, such as
rendering ’an (ْ )أنimplicit following the six particles. Besides, rendering ’in (ْ )إنimplicit
when attached to the protasis in what is answered with the fā’, save what is excluded
from it, as well as rendering rubba implicit following the wāw, fā’, and bal, in the
following examples:
wa baldatin lā turāmu khā’ifatan
bizawarā’a mughbarratin jawānibuhā
S¯TiاX§ ّةbTÅr وراءÔw

Vً oÈS امb P  ٍةpw و

In line with it is the line of poetry composed by Ru’ba,
wa qātimu al-a‘māqi khāwī al-mukhtaraqan
mushtabihi al-a‘lāmi lammā‘i al-khafaqan
zbYfUوي اS قSfch® اS و

zmoyUَع اSfU ]مch اTºr

Similar to it is the line of poetry given by Imru’ al-Qays,
Fa mithluki hublā qad taraqtu wa murdi‘in
Fa’alhaytuhā ‘an dhī tamā’mi muhwilī
لXYُr ®ÈSf  ذيzc S¯l¯USa

vٍ ±bُr  و°
ُ b¸   وpT\ ´
ِ pjfa

Again the following line conforms to this rule,
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Bal baladin dhī su‘din wa asbābi
ب
ٍ ST_ ٍ و أsْ _
ُ  ذيpw qw
This also includes the common saying, blya ًاbl  إن،®¯USfcw نXWÔÆr سSZUا

al-nāsu

majziyyūna bi a‘mālihim, in khayran fa khayrun (meaningًاbl ®اءهÔÆa ًاbl ®¯USfcن أS إن آin
kāna a‘mālihim khayran, fajazā’uhum khayrun. Thus, in such non-standard cases, it (the
ma‘mūl) is implied only when accompanied by something else, as is indicated above. As
for the saying, z
ّ psah ©
ِ  اAllāhi la af‘alanna, it is irregular, which the standard way is that
it is not implied except through indication of the circumstantial state or through preceding
speech. As an example of the first is the saying to the one prepared to travel: "Makkata"
and to those sighting the new moon "al-hilāla", rendering implied "yurīdu" in the first
example and "absaru" in the second. Another example of the second case is Almighty
Allāh’s saying, ً﴾SolZ\ ®lاهbw إVpr qw q﴿ "qul bal millata Ibrāhīma hanīfan", rendering
implied "nattabi‘u", since it is indicated by (the predicating phrase) ﴾رىS{i دًا أوXا هXiX﴿آ
kūnū hūdan aw nasārā". A third example is saying in answer to the question,  ها؟qsa zr
"man fa‘ala hadhā?", "Zaydun", by rendering its verb implied. It is worth noting that
rendering its implied in other cases than these is incorrect.
A nearly similar case to the abovementioned is rendering it implied on condition of
illustration, as in Almighty Allāh’s saying, ﴾ركSÆg اzlآbºfU اzr \" ﴿و إن أwa in ahadun
min al-mushrikīna istajāraka" since it is indicated by the stated utterance (verb) too,
though it (the stated verb) follows it. However, the first is explained above.
With the Help of the Bestower,the Master, Matn al-Misbāh is fully written by the humble
servant, who is in need for Almighty Allāh’s mecry, Ja‘far ibn ‘Alī Hājjī.
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b¯aس اSWÚت اVli³bmU
اVWÚ
﴿آXiXا هXدًا أو S{iرى﴾

اXuUرة و ر® اVWÚ
اbmTUة135 :

اVYo{U
363

﴿ﻗل  Vpr qwاbwاه﴾SolZ\ ®l

ﺍﻝﺒﻘﺭﺓ135 :

363

﴿وXmp Pا  ®}WWwإ Uا﴾V}p¯U

ﺍﻝﺒﻘﺭﺓ195 :

353

﴿ zc ´iXUuWا b¯ºUاbYUام Sل ﴾la

ﺍﻝﺒﻘﺭﺓ217 :

345

﴿وbºr zr bl zr¼r TsUك﴾

ﺍﻝﺒﻘﺭﺓ221 :

329

﴿وإن آSن ذو bucة bnZaة إbulr Uة﴾

ﺍﻝﺒﻘﺭﺓ280 :

318

ﺍﻝﻨﺴﺎﺀ75 :

344

﴿ر SZّwأ zr SZ§bه¨ ا VWbmUا ®USnUأه﴾S¯ُp
﴿وآًl¯ ©Sw oا﴾

ﺍﻝﻨﺴﺎﺀ166 ،79 :

352

© إ ُ Uوا\﴾
﴿إ Sfّiا ُ

ﺍﻝﻨﺴﺎﺀ149 ،171 :

299

﴿وآّب ﴾´ُrX w

ﺍﻷﻨﻌﺎﻡ66 :

337

﴿ﻭ ﺇﻥ ﺃﺤﺩ ﻤﻥ ﺍﻝﻤﺸﺭﻜﻴﻥ ﺍﺴﺘﺠﺎﺭﻙ﴾

ﺍﻝﺘﻭﺒﺔ9 :

363

﴿و  SrآSن ا© ﴾®¯wslU

ﺍﻷﻨﻔﺎل33 :

304

ع  UاSZUس﴾
﴿ذXW ´Uم ُ XfÆr

ﻫﻭﺩ103 :

272

﴿إ `ZiÔYlU `ّiأن هXTا ﴾w

ﻴﻭﺴﻑ12 :

242

﴿وSل Xuiة﴾

30 :ÂgXW

336

س ﴾SًTl
﴿وأ qsاbUأ ُ

ﻤﺭﻴﻡ3 :

266

411

305

81 :ﻁﻪ

﴾`T£ ®}lpc q
Ó Yla la اXÅ^ P﴿و

313

166 :ﺍﻝﺤﺞ

﴾SهSZ}p أهVٍ Wb zr ي
â }a﴿

337

105 :اءbsºUا

﴾zlpgbُfUح اXi  ُمX ْ°wّ﴿آ

275

2 :ﺍﻝﺒﻠﺩ

﴾﴿ﻴﺘﻴﻤﺎﹰ

275

2 :ﺍﻝﺭﻭﻡ

﴾ْنXTpÅlg ®¯Tp sw zr ®﴿وه

246

31: فSm\hا

﴾©` اcا داXTl§﴿أ

318

4 : «oUا

﴾Sًfl}\ Sًflpc ©ن اS﴿وآ

336

10 :ﻕ

﴾﴿ﺒﺎﺴﻘﺎﺕ ﻝﻬﺎ

338

10 :ﻕ

﴾S¯U ت
ٍ SmgSw qyZU﴿وا

313

26 : ®ÆZUا

﴾اتXfuU` اa ´
ٍ pr zr ®﴿وآ

337

20 :bfmUا

﴾bsmْZr q
ٍ yi  ُزSÆc﴿أ

336

12 :VZYffUا

﴾ت
ُ SZr¼fUءك اÝ§ ﴿إذا

298

1 :نXmaSZfUا

﴾UXgbU ´ّi® إpsW ©﴿وا

337

7 :VSYUا

﴾VWوS q
ٍ yi زSÆc﴿أ

338

7 :VSYUا

﴾ ٍمSّW أVliSf¾ل و
ٍ SlU vTg﴿

275

13:pTUا

﴾SًflW * VTÅur م ذيXW `a مSs¸﴿أو إ

242

03 :ﺍﻝﻠﻬﺏ

﴾﴿ﺴﻴﺼﻠﻰ ﻨﺎﺭﺍﹰ

412

لfjoeس اXV

SvPzQع اZQا
316 ...................................................................................SQfن ذا إهfwXr

413

مweس اXV

327

nvQ اm أ-®Peا

335

XهfOQ اgw -Uif¯X°Qا

330 ،327
347
347

Xg|£ m نfZjw m وXZw -N g]r
رf m vQ] اYr -vQا
يXzgQ  اX]r m اZvo - X]r mا

414

رfYeس اXV

S XYQاه اQا
SvPzQه اfQا
ءfgQف اX

296

½lºfU اqsa Sfw ¨bTa

SًrXW دXsW بSTºU ا°lU Pأ

359

S¯TiاX§  ُةbّ TÅr زورا ُء

Vً oÈS ا ُمb P  ٍةpwو
مQف اX

361

ل
ِ XYِr ®َ ÈSf  ذيzc S¯l¯Ua

vٍ ±br و°
ُ b¸  pT\ ´
ِ pjfa
q]ZQف اX

271

®ُ Wuُr ®Yg أq
ُ ¨ آSoc

®ُ W q
ُ p¸ Sًº\Xr  َةÔّ sِU

256

 \ام°US Sr لXmUن ا
ّ ¶a

SهX{a  \َام°US إذا

307

 ُمb\ P` وUSr ½ÈS P ل
ُ XmW

Vٍ TÅur مXW q
ُ lp ¨Sوإن أ
|نQف اX

360

zْmoyUع اSّfU ]مch اTºr

ْzbْyfUوي اS ق
ِ Sfch® اSو
رSsh اÔÆc

362

بST_ و أsٌ_  ٍ ذيpw qw
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